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WIII Bulld I $zoo,ooo Structure of Extraor-
dinary Shape. Where Extraordinary

Things are to be Taught.
From Chicago Times-Herald.

Chicago is to have a Templeof Light,
a new university, from which, by the
disclosure of achievements of the an-
cients, a new epoch is to date in the
educationof man. The circle, thecube,
andthepyramid,thoseoutward symbols
of the occult sciences, are to represent
the new educational institution in its
exterior as well as in its intellectual
aims. The two men chiefly interested
in thisnew scholasticdeparture, Frank
E. Ormsby and George A. W. Kintz,
are not enjoying a wide popular notori-
ety, but to thosewho are devoted to the
attractivestudy of mysticism,although
dabblers in this vast realm of the un-
known, both are well known. Mr.
Ormsby is the editor and publisher of
PLANETS AND PEOPLE, a monthlymag-
azine devoted to astronomy and its col-
laterals, alchemy and theosophy,and he
is also known as a lecturer on vegeta-
rian topics. Mr. Kintz is one of thede-

signers in the architect's oflice of the
board of education.

Negotiations are now in progress for
an available piece of ground, 800 feet
square, upon which to erect the Pyra-
mide and Cube. The cost of construc-
tion is estimated at $200,000, but Mr.
Ormsby states that,inasmuchas many
matters in connection withthe interior
arrangements have to be withheld for
the present, thetotal cost willprobably
reach $300,000. The unique structure
will be of modern fireproof construc-
tion—steel, stone and terra cotta. As
has already beensaid, the buildingwill
represent the circle, cube and pyramid,
and plans for the immense structure
have been completed. Nothing has
ever been builtapproachingit in archi-
tectural design. A direct departure
from all known methods of construc-
tion was necessar to the educational
workfor which it is designed. Astron-
omy being theprimary study or branch
of learnin which will be taughtat this
strange pace, one may well imagine
that the higher branches must touch
upon themost marvelous and far-reach-
ing themes possible to conceive, for it
is said thatastronomyis theonlybranch
thatwillbe taken up which is now being
taught in any public school or college
in the world. Ancient alchemy and
other lost and buried treasures of the
genius of man will be restored to the
world through this cubical and pyra-
midal tower of light and wisdom.

QUEER OUTWARDAPPEARANCE.
The outward appearance of the insti-

tution would naturally lead people to
concludethatit must be a place of sportand gambling, but they will stand in
awe and wonderment when they learn
thatthe real meaning and significance
of the special and unheard of combina-
tion is purely one of relation and adap-
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tation, and thatthesigns, symbols, col-
umns, entrances,interiorarrangements,including every detail, are in erfect
harmony and accord with the absolute
science of astronomical law or plan-
etary movements and co-ordinate with
all phenomenaof the universe, and that
thequeer looking structure in reality is
a monumental record of that which is
locked up in the pwramids of Egypt,
only in modern form and design.

The foundation or iirst story of the
structure is built in a circular form, 144

feet in diameter, with twelve classical
columns stationed at the sectional divi-
sions shown by the plan. The height
of the first story is 33 feet. The second
story will be a very striking pure white
cube,81 feet square, and theroof a gray-colored yramid. The lirst story is con-
structe of stone and Roman brick; the
second story and roof will be of terra
cotta and steel construction. In line
with the corners of the second story a
base will be built,eight feet in height,
to receive descriptive stone symbols

.
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and many other carvings emblematicof
their properties and relations.

Resting upon the top of each of the
twelve columns will be a novel illumi-
nating feature. Walksextendfrom en-
trances and bear a direct relation and
harmony with the interior arrange-
ments. Tjie grounds embrace 640,000
surface feet. Four entrances lead into
the courts of the quarters, and twelve
other entrances lead from the courts
into thevariousclass-rooms. The cube
and pyramid contain the secrets of na-

ture’s phenomina, so the originator of
the project, Mr. Ormsby, claims. The
four outer entrances symbolizethefour
quarters of the heavens. One unaccus-
tomed to the number would ask why
there are twelve of these inner entran-
ces; but those who have traveled in
eastern countries. as well as many oth-
ers who‘ are familiar with the figures
carved in stone over each entrance to
the mystical circle. will readily under-
stand whv this is built on the twelve-
mannered plan. The mystical figures
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are thesymbolsof twelvesigns of thean-
cientzodiac,which was in thebeginning
eternal in theheavens. There are twelve
class-rooms,therefore,as already shown
by the entrance from the inner court.

There are twelve seats of learning,
twelve braiicnes designed to be taught
here, beginning with astronomy as a
primary or reparatory course for the
higher know edges thatfollow. Astron-
omy. however, will be handled very dif-
ierently than ever before.

Mr. Ormsby states thatthe projectors
of the enterprise have secured patents
on astronomical devices which make
the subject so plain, simple and com-
prehensive that a child of 10 years is
able to learn more about the stars now
in one month than was possible fora
college graduate to obtain before after
years of study.

“Inadditionto themechanicalcharts,”
explains Mr. Ormsby, “ we have system-
atized the study and made practical
thatwhich was abstruse and vague to
most minds, have written works upon
thescience of thestars as it was known
to the ancients, which science includes
a knowledge of the relations of plane-
tary life, pulsatiomvibration or mag-
netic agitation, to all the phenomenaof
the earth. Not alone to human kind
does this relation extend, but every
shrub, tree, plant, flower, fruit, animal
and vegetable life, every mineral sub-
stance, every blade of grass and every
seed of the earth is related absolutely
to thestars of heaven, and thatrelation-
ship is known and will be the basis for
the higher studies of thiscollege. The
occult side of astronomy is theinterest-
ing side of thatscience.

“ This knowledge is ancient alchemy,
pure and simple, for alchemy was some-

besides the transmutation of
metals. It included a knowledge so
far reaching and so stupendous in its
scope that only by slow degrees was it
possible to bring the minds of men to
know and understand the subtle forces
with which it deals. To force upon
theconsciousnessof an untutored brain
the realities of deep and marvelous
truths is an utter impossibilty,and all
occult or hidden laws or forces are of
such a nature thatit requires time and
a thorough knowledge of processes to
even attract the intellect to them suf-
ficiently to cause one to really obtain
and assimilate the truths theyimpart.

“The growing tendency among all
thinkingpeople in thisprogressive age
to peer into that which seems hidden
and veiled from mortal sight and sense
hasprompted thepromoters of thisnew

temple of light to establish in Chicago
the most unique, the most scieutiiic,
themost a.ll—inclus‘ive and demonstrable
system of education the world has
ever known—an institution in which
human life in its higher and grander
development may be attained; an in-
stitution not unlike the Alexandrian
schools of old, the schools of ancient
Greece, Rome andothercenters of learn-
ing when those countries were in th( ir
ascending scale, striving for supremacy
in intellectualands iritual attainments.
Re-incarnated sou s, who once graced
those ancient halls of learning, are
among us to-day, and the time is ripe
for thisnew temp e of light, which has
been planned for some years, and which
we feel is so much needed in a worid of
comparative darkness, and at a time
when the mind of man is openin rap-idly to grander themesof life and eing.

“ We have devoted years to the work
of simplifying and illustrating the"
science of life, the alchemy of nature in
a manner that will agpeal at once to
every person giving t e subject a few
minutes’ attention. It has been proved
to several thousand minds during the
past few years that the ancients were
versed in matters pertaining to that
which the world considers supernatural,
beyond anything conceived of at the
present time, except by a very few; and
to again bring to the notice of a world
in darkness, concernin these things,
the lost knowledges of t e dim and dis-
tant cycles of the past is an occasion
for deep reflection.and will, no doubt,
cause no smallamount of comment.

MYSTICAL KEY TO WISDOM.
“ It has beenshown and demonstrated

to a very few advanced minds in occult
matters thatthe absolute basis claimed
by thisinstitution is right; that the key
to the inner chamber of light and wis-
dom known to thealchemistsof old has
been found and applied to themysteries
of creation, resulting in revelations
which almost paralyze the senses. Not
a single living, growing and movingthing upon the earth, from the angle
worm to the

.
most giant intellect,

but what thiskeywillopen and analyze
in all theirentirety,and by a process so
subtle and perfect that one stands ap-paned at the marvelous and bafliing re-
su .

“To illustrate something of the un-
locking quality of this mystical key to
thetreasure-houseof wisdom: Suppose
a physician wishes to know what inflii-
ence a decoction of a certain plant will
have upon a patient. By applying this

1108344
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key to the plant, withoutever marring
it or removing it from theearthin which
it is growing, its true nature is deter-
mined, its quality and potency is readily
found. it does not matter whether
this physicianever saw or heard of the
plant or not its quality and character
may be found just as quicklyand easily
as it could if he was familiarwith it.

“ Suppose one desires to know thena-
ture of some physicaldisturbance with-
in his own organism. Apply this key
and the entire anatomy of man is mir-
rored before him. Every condition of
the body, no matter what it may be, is
at once placed before the mind’s eye;
and what to do with the case is at once
clearlyshown.

“Suppose we wish to know the whys
and wherefores of the life of a snake.
This key unlocks the mystery of myste-
ries in thishistoric reptile.

X RAYS ARE NOT AT ALL IN IT.
“It is.the key to the universe, and

unlocks and reveals all of the secrets of
nature, and it is a peculiar something
having many parts, many of which are
alike, yet no two are the same; is meas-
ureless, yet it is absolutely and matlie-
maticallydemonstrable; is without be-
ginning and withoutend, yet thepeople
of the world have been lost from it,
practically,for centuries; is infinite in
its scope, yet so simple that it comes
withinthecomprehension of man. The
birds of the air, the bees, the ants, the
fishes of the sea and the liabituesof the
jungles dwell in harmonious relation-
ship withit, and idiots and angels alike
are time servers under its locks. For
thiskey fits many, aye, all locks, and it
breaketh all seals.

“The X rays are as the tallow dip
compared to the magnitude and mag-
nificence of the sun in comparison to
this key for tracing the secret causes
which underlie the phenomenaof man
and nature. The X ray may show. in a
dim and uncertain way, the condition
of a broken limb, but this key unlocks
the life and being of the patient and
tells just when and how to operate in
every surgical proceeding. To thephy-
sician and surgeon, therefore, such
knowledge as will be in thekeeping of
thiscollege is beyondprice, and one of
the important branches to be taught
will be occult theraputicsand surgery,
which will simply enlarge the present
scope of thosesciencesand connectthem
withancient alchemy,thetrue science
of anatomy and medicine: There arequite a number of physicians in this
and othercities who have given thean-

cient metliod sufficient attention and
application to satisfy them of its worth
and necessity in the treatment of dis-
ease; in otherwords, asuflicieiitamount
of alchemistic knowledge has been
given to a few to convince them of its
great worth as related to and as under-
lying the present knowledge of thera-
peutics, anatomy, etc., but the thou-
sandth part has not been told as yet.
This temple of light is designed espe-cially to fill this and other long-felt
wants.

RELIGIONS MADE PLAIN.
“Among the many features of this

unique temple of learning will be that
branch which treats of religions, for
thiswonderfulandmystical key unlocks
every religion or cult upon the earth,
or that has been upon the earth, and
reveals in an unmistakable manner the
varied doctrines and precepts, and the
reasons therefor. Every passage of
scripture is plain and simple when this
key opens the book and breaks the
‘seven seals’ therein mentioned. No
book can hold a secret from one in pos-
session of the key to wisdom’s sacred
shrine. The sacred cross of theChris-
tians, its wonderful and awe-inspiringsignificance,which has held millions in
its peculiar grasp for untold ages, opens
up to the mind in all of its simplicity.
So the theologianwill find at the pyra-mid and cube a course of instruction
and development which be long has
sought, but failedto find. 'l‘hePresby-
terian will here learn of the origin of
Presbyterianism, and he will be sur-
prised to learn that its origin antedates
all history by many centuries. The
Baptist, Methodist, Catholic and Uni-
tarian alike will also learn to know
whereof theyspeak as theypass through

.

the light thatradiates from thesealche-
mistic class-rooms. A few of them
have already been shown a pyramidal
ray as it was turned upon theirspecial
cults, and they were not slow to realize
what it meant, for a new and unheard-
of world opened up to them, marvelous
to behold.

“Everythingof a metaphysical, the-
osophical. spiritualisiic. phrenological,psychologicormesmericnature becomes
as an open primer in the presence of
thisuniversal solvent. Every metaphy-
sician, magnetic or massage healer;
everv psychometrist, in facteveryonedabbling in what is considered occult,
will find at thistemple the true cience
which explains them all and makes
clear many of the problems which now
confront the most diligent and pains-
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taking searcher after truth. This mys-
tical key reveals the truth of all things
in a most beautifulmanner.

PARENTS AND CHILDREN.
“A course of instruction specially

adapted to the prospective wife, as well
as the experienced mother, is a feature
of the work planned for thiseducation-
al temple. The life, character, health
and gifts of offspring will be clearly re-
vealed and a world of light thrown up-

5

young will, after a course of instruc-
tion bearingdirectly upon procreation,
be under wisdom’s angelic presence,
and the errors and sutfering usual to
young lives will be a thinkof the past,
for they will be guided arlght to lines
suited to the natures of each. The
trouble is, and has been for ages, that
there has been no true and complete
science of life in operation, the real and
beautifulalchemic system having been

’ lost.

° URN TLODR FLAFI =-

on the family circle, which will illu-
mine the pathways of each and revo-
lutionize the methods and practices of
our time with relation to the sexual
function of being. The light possible
to shed upon thisone phaseof life alone

V is so far-reaching that no one would
thinkof believing it until forced to by
absolute demonstration and conviction.
The education and direction of the

I
1

EYRAi‘1lD AND (_lJ.BE‘°
“This was an easy thing to happen,

for such knowledge was in the minds
of but few in thepast, and national dis-
ruption alone was suflicient to annihi-
late those who were in possession of it.
There are many cults at the present
time. each of which holds a fragment
of the knowledge known to the an-
cients. Each has a ray of light, and
around it every devotee, with an idea
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of his own, has woven a theory con-
cerning its source. origin and capacity
to illumine the mind and soul of man.
In most cases each of these fragment-
ary rays of light has been pronounced
the all in all of human knowledge, and
thus the multitudes have been led in
every direction, until they know not
‘the way, the truth and the life’ of
things.

“Spiritualists, devotees of one of
these cults, have a ray of hope in their
communion with those who have pass-
ed from the earthlyplane, and most of
them stop there and apparently desire
no further enlightenment. They be-
come orthodox, bigoted and very nar-
row-minded. the same as all strict fol-
lowers of other faiths and creeds.
Theosophists have another ray around
which they form theircircles for praise
and admiration.

“A11 religious societies are in the
same dilemma, thrashing over the old
doctrines. none of which they have
ever been able to comprehend or under-
stand. mainly becauseof a false prem-
ise or limited scope. and because of
this theyare in contention one withan-
other and among themselves. It is
plain to be seen that none of these are
in possession of the mystical key that
opens the way to the center of con-
scious and all-potent wisdom thatseetlt
every attribute of nature.

“When people have this secret key
they need no head or objective center
but their own consciousness and dis-
cerning eye, which, with application to
all the phenomena of creation. gives
evidence of its divine and -perfect or-
igin. It is no longer ‘have faith,’ ‘be-
lieve in Me,’ etc.. but all things come
within the sphere of demonstration
from the lowest to the highest, and the
natures, conditions and spheres of
what are termed saints, angels and
archangcls, as well as messiahs, are as
plain as the noonday sun under this
mystical lens.
NUMBER TWELVE AND MATHEMATICS.

“People are in an undecided state of
mind concerning the meaning and sig-
nificance of the properties of numbers,
and especially is this so concerning the
number twelve. The theories and er-
roneous ideas that have been given to
the World by those having but a single
ray of light to guide them are too nu-
merous to mention. Some seem to
thinkthat it pertains to the planets of

our solar system, and that there must
be twelve planets in order to complete
the circle and give the right opportuni-
ties to souls for their full development.
There could be no more erroneous idea
concerning thisnumbertwelve. and be-
cause of these perversions mathematics
will play an important part in connec-
tion with the pyramid and cubc.

“When we say mathematics we do
not mean the branches usually taught
in schools. and even colleges. for it is
expected that persons attending this
college will understand simple. ordi-
nary arithmeticto some extent. so the
course in mathematicsgiven here will
be of a peculiar nature and will treat
of the spirits of numbers. going away
beyond the higher mathematicstaught
in our colleges. Instruction of this nat-
ure will only be sought by those who
take to the application of numbers in
this higher geometrical sphere of nu-
merical relatedness.

“The science of numbers is but little
understood by the ordinary professor
of mathematics.Numbers may be used
in a way to clearly express the very
soul qualities or attributes of
each incarnatcd spirit when ap-
plied according to their spirit-
ual significance. Of course, this
is inconceivable to most minds. but
still it is a fact. and one. too. that is
demonstrable to the most skeptical ob-
server.

“For untold ages there seems to have
been contemporaneous with the prog-
ress of man a system of symbolism.
which was used to express ideas. sub-
jects and philosophies, as well as the
deeper truths that underlie the phe-
nomena of nature. These symbols are
a puzzle to most people, and all man-
nor of distorted notions are afloat con-
cerning them.As the pyramid and cube
symbolism in all its phases will be un-
covered and every superstition remov-
ed thercfrom until the real and beauti-
ful language of symbolism. which is
ever the same among all nations in all
ages of the world. is fully comprehend-
ed by the searcher after light and
knowledge concerning the soul of
things.

“There is so much in connection with
this work that needs further and more
detailed explanations thatwe ‘feel that
we are hardly doing justice to thecause
and the work by making such general
statements; but the separate branches
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will be taken up in due time and all of
the details explained.

“We are making thestart at thistime
for the purpose of selecting a corps of
workers in order to begin drillingthem
for the positions the system has creat-
ed. We will say, however. that all so-
cial, political and national questions
are alike solvable by this same. wonder-
ful light, and every voter in the land
may learn at this shrine the real cause
that is back and beneathevery condi-
tion in the world 01’ finance. The
causes of all things. the reasons for all
things made simple and clear to every
mind will raise the standard of human
intelligence and place the world on a
plane never before experienced by the
masses of humanity.
VIBRATION TO BE A GREAT FEATURE.

“The vibrant forces of nature will be
a great feature of this educational
movement, and every appliance known
to science will be utilized for objective
demonstrations, and other appliances
which the world at large knows noth-
ing of at present will be in operation at
this college. A telescope such as the
world has never seen will be one of the
unheard of wonders of the times. The
subject of vibration covers some im-
portant themes in life, art and music
being themost interesting, probably,of
all. These special accomplishments
will be enlarged upon. intensified and
expanded by the opening up of new
floods of light and new systems of
vocal and soulful training and develop-
ment according to alchemistic science.

"The possibilitiesare beyond the ken
of ordinary human reason and concep-
tion. Therefore we only refer to these
things in a casual way, leaving the real
and demonstrable facts until the insti-
tution is in working order. when the
finer details will be given to the world
through the press and a special maga-
zine devoted to the educational inter-
ests of thework in band. '

“The east is often referred to as a
place where marvelous and apparently
supernatural things are done by the
adepts, mahatmas. yogis and fakirs,
and as such demonstrations are asso-
ciated with the occult, of course they
come within the sphere and scope of
our work. So within the pyramid and
cube the ancient mysteries will be a
feature, and such demonstrations as
are needed for the highest development
of mind and soul qualities will be giv-

en. Here theosophistswill find a haven
of rest and eternal joy, for the time be-
ing, at least. Here the mysteries will
play the active and interesting part
that ever leads souls onward and up-
ward to the apex of higher and com-
plete consciousness.

“Giant minds will here receive a new
impetus to take up the themes of life
and creation; to reveal the histories of
the past; to reconsider the ancient and
so-called sacred writings; to study
again the works of Plato, Pythagoras,
Aristotle. Lycurgus. Josephus, the
works of Shakespeare and many other
writers, whose minds were more or
less illumined by the light of other
days, and they will draw from these
records of the past a new inspiration,
which will remove all doubt, all fear,
all prejudice. and leave them free and
at peace. with the true knowledge of
this wonderful world in which we live.

THE SCIENCE OF FOOD.
“As most people live on what they

eat. this great question of diet, which
is agitating the minds of not a few
thinkers in these latter days, will be
treated, as all other subjects will, from
the alchcnlistic standpoint. The an-
alysis of man and the analysis of all
food products by a demonstrable sys-
tem, at present unknown to the world
of science, may be tabooed with a great
deal of reason and prudence. perhaps,
but nevertheless it is true that it can
and will be done. and the method is
simple and comprehensible. In fact,
it is the one only true all inclusive
principle that fits all nature. therefore
it is the one to follow and use in every
department of life.

“Around this temple the grounds will
be laid out with walks illustrating the
orbits of the planets. and a statue dedi-
cated to each will rest on rollers, with
an adjustable globe, giving the exact
polarity, longitude. latitude, declina-
tin, etc.. of each planet, so that the most
scientific astronomer, as Well as stu-
dents generally, may find at any time
their true relations.

“There will be open-air ceremonies
on certain days and evenings. when im-
portant astronomical events are occur-
ring, and instruction appropriate to
such times and seasons will be given to
the world in such an impressive man-
ner as will explain all of the supersti-
tions now puzzling the brains of scien-
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tists, lecturers and teachers throughout
the land.

“Otherceremonies will be given suit-
ed to the ‘coming signs,’ which will
open up the wonderful meanings in
connection with the twelve and twen-
ty-four, the seven and the thirteen. the
five and the one, and all that makes
them peculiar and interesting in mysti-
cal lore.

“A brass band, as well as a string
orchestra, will be an important factor
in connection with the open-air exer-
cises and music expressive of the oc-
cult qualities of the different signs and
planets will be rendered and a glimpse
given of the significance of the ‘music
of the spheres.’ For example: As all
things tend toward the center, the
march of the band will be from Nep-
tune, and the first production will peal
forth the vibrant message that magnet
sends to us. Uranus, being next, will
call for an intense and penetrating
wave, whileSaturn will need an appro-
priate expectant and hopeful approach
and a funeral dirge to follow. Jupiter
means a grand operatic selection, and
Mars the martial beat; theearth a med-
ley will fit the best, while Venus calls
for love and a rest and Mercury the
lively air, whilethe sun, which receives
the whole, must show the grand finale.

“These musical expressions of the
natures of the planets will of course
change as the planets themselves
change, and express different and var-
ied qualities, which, in turn-, will de-
cide the favorable or unfavorablequal-
ity of the final production. All of this
will add interest to seekers after the
subtle and finer relation of things and
the harmonies and discords alike will
educate and make more potent the in-
dividual powers of all who listen. The
planetary statues will be gifts of eight
interested persons.

“YORK SOON TO COMMENCE.
“We shall begin to drill in the work

as soon as the right persons are select-
ed, which willbe done by the same pro-
cess that characterizes the entire pro-
ceedings. These persons will be chosen
according to their fitness and magnetic
relation to the circle of twelve. Twelve
males and twelve females, which will
form the twenty-four personalities nec-
essary to a central workingforce in this
college. These twenty-four people will,
in accordance with a plan not controll-
ed by man, but followed by him. be a

permanent fixture in the work; each
one of them must be specially pre-
pared, drilled and qualified before en-
tering upon the duties of the otiice they
are to fill. We expect to be ready for
the drills September 1 next. Those who
qualify for this circle will be known as
the Lords and Ladies of the Pyramid
and Cube, and for the first time in
many thousands of years and probably
ever, so far as the gentler sex is con-
cerned, a real genuine scientific house
of lords will be established.

“Now, we do not mean to convey the
idea that this is to be anythinglike the
house of lords in England in govern-
mental aifairs. Far from it. We mean
to establish a house of lords in its true
and only alchemistic sense. and a
knowledge such as the world little
dreams of is necessary to each one com-
posing the circle of twenty-four. Other
and special oflices will be filled in like
manner as the time draws near for the
opening of the college. Quite a num-
ber may be ‘called.’ but only twenty-
four will be ‘chosen.’ And ‘some will
sit upon the right hand side and some
upon the left,’ that the law may be ful-
filledeven as it is written.

“There are a number of wealthyper-
sons who have signified their desire to
make the college a lasting benefit to
theworld by endowments. so the finan-
cial part is practicallysettled. These
endowments are sufficient to continue
the work when fairly started. There
are a large number of progressive
minds throughout the land thatwill be
proud to enroll their names upon the
parchment that will be placed in the
cornerstone of the great structure for
future generations to open up and read.

“The institution will be run in accord-
ance with all educational movements,
and will be strictly a temple of learn-
ing for all who seek to know the hidden
cause of life. creation, death and the
flnal goal of man.”

[TO BE coN'rImmn.]

Wm. E. Gladstone recently remarked
to a friend that he enjoyed life to-day
as much as he did in his youth, though
in a different way. Gladstone further
said that the fact that the mind in-
creased its power and scope whilethe
body grew more and more infirm was
positive,proof of the immortality of
the soul.
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. MONEY.

What is money? Where does it spring
from? Can the government of a nation
create it? These are the three great
questions before the people of these
United States at this time. We have
been in the throes of a revolution over
these three primal questions, and no
one as yet has offered the solution to
theproblem. Let us begin and learn, if
we can, the first principle ofvmouey.
VVa_v back in the early days of the
crude and barbarous man, when he
roamed the earth in nakedness. gather-
ing fruits and nuts, etc., to sustain life,
the sun, moon and starts which shone
above him arrested his attention now
and then, and at other times certain
shells, stones and minerals reflecting
the rays of light from these gems
above caused him to admire them for
this peculiar refiective quality which
they possessed. By the slow process of
evolution he grew into the habit of
gathering these stones, shells and
lumps of mineral and treasuring them
as keepsakes, as something to play
withor to pass the time away.

The difference in brilliancyand beau-
ty was the measure of worth; that is, it
determined to what extent each separ-
ate piece was admired. This, of course,
was not money, not for the purpose of
exchange, nor of barter in any way,
but was simply and purely a treasure
of beauty to be sought and protected
becauseof the love of the beautiful,in-
herent in the very soul of man and
things. A little later, when some who
were in love so much with these beauti-
ful and wonderful reflectors of light
and splendor thatthey becamepossess-
ed of more than was good for them-
that is. they had spent too much time
withthem and not enough time in gath-
ering the fruits and nuts necessary to
sustain life; it was then that the per-
sonal treasure was offered as barter, in
exchange for something to eat. Hun-
ger had at last opened the private
treasury of the shell gathererand those
having plenty,anxious to obtain a prec-
ious shiner, exchanged their nuts and
figs and in turn became possessors of
thebeautifulspecimens.

It is plain to be seen how the genius
of man gradually developed. and how
cunning some undoubtedly became in
gatheringlarge quantities of fruits and
nuts in view of an exchange with the
man of shiners. This was the first dis-

play of diplomacy as well as of intel-
lectual attainment in matters of
finance.

It was by this simple beginning that
metals, stones, shells, etc.. became a
medium of exchange. and we may safe-
ly conclude, therefore. that money had
its start in this way.

The finding of these shining products
of nature became, in time, a great in-
dustry, and he who sought and found
somethingnew, something that no one
else had yet discovered, was followed
and looked upon as a hero. Gold was
among the finds, as well as silver, lead
and other minerals. and, to make the
early references in this article short,
gold being harder to find. and the veins
-being finer and less in quantity than
most others. and the fact thatgold was
heavier, according to bulk; also soft
and more brilliant,as well as being the
color of the great luminary, the sun,
that seemed to sustain all life, and
which theearly man worshipped. made
the metal, gold, from the earliest dis-
covery more highly prized than any
other metal or shell, and from this ear-
ly period to the present moment it has
ever been looked upon as the most
precious of all substances.

There are many reasons why gold
holds the highest position ‘in the esti-
mation of men, some of which are oc-
cult and will be treated in a separate
article, as the chief object of this pa-
per is to reach a solution of thepresent
financial difficulty. We have found
the origin of a portion of what we term
money at the present time, but have we
answered the question, “What it mon-
ey?” We think not.

.

Let us take an-
other view—a civilizedview—that is to
say, a. view of money from a free na-
tional governmental standpoint.

EXAMPLE.

A few men and a few women are
placed upon an island without food or
property of any kind. They are people
of ordinary intelligence, capable of tak-
ing care of themselves in this or any
other country. Finding themselves in
this condition, they come together and
reason on the situation. There are
fruit, berries, nuts, etc., upon this isl-
and, so they are temporarily provided
with food. Having lived in a country
of plenty and enjoyed the advantages
of society and commercial prosperity,
they desire to establish an equitable
system for the advancement of them-
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selves as well as the country in which
they have been placed to live. They
have the advantage of a knowledge of
all the existing systems of government,
therefore are in a position to take ad-
vantage of the experiences of others.
and to introduce new methodsas seems
best for them from time to time. The
first question that arises is that of
money——a just, equitable and honest
medium of exchange.

They reason on this question and
find that it cannot be made from noth-
ing. It must be produced in some way
from something, and must stand for
that something. They. like the early
barbarian, could pick up shells, stones
and chunks of mineral, but as they are
intellectually advanced in the atfairs
of man, they seek a more rational, sys-
tematicand just way.

They form a government—that is, a
system of laws, etc.—for the guidance
of their people in their dealings one
with another. As a government they
wish to improve their island and make
it equal in every way, if not superior,
to any they have known. They begin
operations by laying out land, marking
highways and preparing for improve-
ments. To bring about these improve-
ments it is necessary for them to labor.
Each one, according to his or her abil-
ity, does a certain amount of work for
their government improvements. They
labor, and a record of each day‘s work
is kept for the purpose of mathemati-
cally showing the amount and propor-
tion of work done by each. These peo-
ple have an understanding of units of
measurement known to the civilized
World, and after a time the work ac-
count is figured up and it is found that
A has worked one day, B ten days. and
C 100 days, and so on. This shows that
C is entitled to 100 times as much in
return as is A, and ten times as much
as is B. The government has nothing
to give the men who work, and the
record thus made is the only represen-
tation they have of the value of the im-
provements made to the island. Now
we come to the rat'onalb:1s s of money.
A government cannot create money
from nothing,but as a government this
people on the island may issue certifi-
cates, showing units of measure, and
give them, to the parties having done
the work, according to the amount due
each. They thus transfer the record
of labor to the certificates. and they
become representatives of labor of act-

ual expenditure of human energy. in
this way a people may create through
government a medium of exchange by
means of a paper currency. and everydollar will have behind it the full
requisite value in property and im-
provements to sustain the same so long
as a government stands. And so long
as it stands and no other money is al-
lowed to interfere with it. this cur-
rency can never change in value or
measuring capacity. A dollar thus
created is an honest dollar. and the
only dollar that will ever emancipate
the people from the clutches of bar-
baric mineral mountebanks.

THE GOLD DOLLAR.
Let us analyze the gold dollar. A

man on this island digs a certain
amount of mineral from the earth. and
he proposes to make that the standard
of money for this new government. but
it is objected to because the majority
say they have passed the stage of shin-
ing fancy and they have no use for it.

In fact, they see no way that the gold
can be transferrrd from the individual
..nder to the government. unless a‘.l the
others rise up against the one. a11d. tak-
ing it from him, divide it up and then
levy a tax on each to secure enough of
it to place in the government treasury
to pay out to men who make the afore-
mentioned improvements, and even
then it would be hard to tell how much
to give out for a day's work. as there is
no calculation to make that will possi-
bly determine a true basis to start on.
So we flnd that metal money can never
be just and equitable in the affairs of
any people on the earth. any more than
shells. lead. copper, win-at. hogs, fruit
or any other product of nature.

Vl'hat we wish to impress upon the
mind of the reader is this: that both
the cereal and the metal are the prod-
ucts of labor, and as such their values
must ever be governed by supply and
demand. It is just as consistent for a
government or a people to fix the price
of wheat and hold it for ages as it is
for them to fix the price of gold. To
make wheat the standard of values.
therefore. is just as plausible as to
maize gold or silver the standard. There
is only thisditferencez By making gold
the standard it gives to the few. who
seek to obtain it. the power to dictate
to.the many in the affairs of a nation.
It tends to centralize power in the
hands of the few and reduce a would-
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be free government to a monarchial
one; therefore, in a free land, wheat
would be far preferable to gold as a
standard for a medium of exchange,
for it would be scattered more evenly
throughout the land, thus rendering
centralization less possible.
' Another point we wish to make con-
cerning the metal: Because of its
diminutive nature and lasting quality,
it is possible for those who are born to
hoard. accumulate and retire from cir-
culation. to carry out their selfish and
penurious desires to a greater degree
and with greater safety than would be
possible if wheat were the basis. for
the\V1le‘lf would sooner or later have to
be circulated to save it. Another point
is this: A large amount of property
may be held in the metal and theholder
be exempt from taxation. In the case
of the wheat standard, this would not
be possible except to a limited degree.
The property would he in sight. Of
course any kind of money may be held
to escape taxation. We merely give
these points to show the relation be-
tween one product and another as a
basis for money, not to advocate wheat
as a basis.

It is said that this country cannot set
up an independcnt standard for money;
that it must keep in line withother and
older countries in order to have desir-
able relations and dealings with them.
Yet the figures show that less than 1
per cent of our medium of exchange is
ever used to cancel balances with all
the nations of the earth with which we
deal. And besides. the government has
nothingto do with these balances. Let
those who import goods through the
clearing houses settle these differences
in gold, silver or other junk. as may
be agreed upon with the foreign mer-
chant. The government is not sup-
posed to be a dealer in merchandise, ex-
cept to purchase for the use of thegov-
ernment such supplies as are needed
for consumption, not for trade or bar-
ter.

We claim that it is possible and de-
sirable for every nation to have an in-
dependent medium of exchange for its
own people. and at the same time be in
the best possible position to deal with
every other nation on the globe. How
is this possible? By each nation hav-
ing honest money of its own.

Money is and can never be anything
else but the absolute relation and ex-
pression of numbers. Money repre-

11
 

sents the nine digits of mathematics
and their relative and repeated expres-
sions in connection with the affairs of
theworld. ‘

The; efore. we state again thatmoney
is mathematics, and mathematics is
the science of all sciences upon which
all things hinge and are demonstrable.
All measurements are based upon
mathematicalco-ordinationsof planets,
suns and systems. the revolution of the
earth. of time, size and cycle of her
annual passage about the central lumi-
nary. a

If mathematics is money, one ought
to be able to get what he needs with-
out this struggle. This idea of money
may, and we expect will be, ridiculed,
becausethe people of the world are not
yet ready for an honest and just med-
ium of exchange. It takes ages to
throw off the selfish and penurious hab-
its that bind the races to the dust and
to the post befort a simple proposition
appeals to them; but to those who can
see that our medium of exchange is
mathematics in reality will readily
grasp the fact that as such it has been
made a means to private ends by both
individuals and governments by at-
taching to it the products of the soil
which are ever changing as all prod-
ucts are, in intrinsic worth.

A medium of exchange produced by
labor and represented in a numerical
currency that can never change. back-
ed by the Union. or the values the la-
bor created, which are sufficient. is
purely a function of government, and
by limitation or pro rata issue accord-
ing to the growth of the people after
they have advanced to a point where.
the volume of money is suflicient to
meet the demands of exchange, is the-
oniy true representative of values.

Money in its true sense must be a-
function of the whole people of the.
government. This a fact, what is the-
method to be pursued to change from
the present system of money and the-
diiapidated condition of the country to
the new basis of equity and justice?

It is a very simple proceeding. Let
the government begin now, as the few
people began on the island. It is not
necessary to make any radical change
in the present system, but simply be-
gin to do things right by issuing gov-
ernmentcurrency money for newpublic
improvements. taxing the people as us.
ual for existing demands, and as the
money already in existence passes
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through the treasury let it be changed
—that is, destroyed—aiid new money
put in its place. If gold or silver comes
in, let it be sold by the government, or
use the gold to cancel thenationaldebt.
and let the money received for silver
be transformed until every portion of
our currency is on the new basis. Then
let the government issue more cur-
rency for further improvements. so
long as it is necessary to increase the
medium. and let the government tax
the people to buy old or other prod-
ucts from the peopl to pay off as fast
as possible theentire nationaldebt, and
thus shut off this bleeding process that
is gradually reducing the people to
slavery and misery.

LET US GILT OUT OF DEBT.
Debt is the damnation of the race,

enriching a few sharksand impoverish-
ing the balance of humanity. It is far
better to have our bonds in government
money, circulating without interest
among the people. than to have it a
means to dishonest legislation and cor-
rupt nicthods in banking and other
financial circles.

If people were out of debt, and the
nation was out of debt. everyone would
be prosperous, but the,inoney chang-
ers. As it now stands. the money
changers are really the only prosperous
class. All others are more or less in
the throes of distress.

Metallic money is barbaric and does
not belong to an advanced civilization.
Is the world ready for a just and lion-
est money? The individual interests-
in bonds. in gold and in silver—i1re
such that the government is a mere
tool in their power. There is no equity
or justice in the methodsof men, hence
there is but one way out of the dilem-
ma, and that is: When the people of
the land are tortured long enough a.nd
hard enough so arouse them in all their
might, they will join forces and de-
mand a change. We are on the eve of
this expression from the people of this
country.

An honest. stable and etllcient mon-
ey system must sooner or later pre-
vail. These new ideas are given for
the purpose of calling out a few
thoughts on a new line of reasoning in
connection with our monetary system.
A future article will deal with the oc-
cult power of gold in the affairs of men.
Again. we ask the question: Are the
people ready for an honest medium of
exchange. F. E. ORMSBY.

' [to BE 00lTmUED.]

Writtenfor PLANETS AND Pnopnn.
Thou art thechosen seed to plant
The momentary gifts of prophet: and light;
But when theoffering thou dost ring,
0 man of learned love i rememberthis:
He who dothlift theveil betwixt
The earth and heaven. except by faith,
Can ne'er the vision see in perfect trustCliildlikeand pure; but clouded will it be
Till from the inner nature waters springThat flow forever and eternally.O._ man of light lLive not for time and sense and gold.Live not for ages to repeat
The gifts you bring. Ah. no;But ratherlive to lift the babe
Now cradled in it's mother'sarms
To higher light. to susiftcrffliqhf.To noblcr aims,‘ to Mercy 2! Seat
0, bring the child—and thoushalt reap eter-

nal joy.
_I see engraved withinyour mind

An Atlasof theStarry World,whereby you hope to aid mankind
Who live and who hate lived below.To in!¢:1'chungeof thought and will;
The purpose is sublime and grand.The emblems you have chose-n.nowWill be repealed. and others given,Until the purpose you willgain.

_Jilottiiy ourself. The Mystic Word will be
is eyWhereby theemblems will be found,

And graven deep withinyour life;
Then. and not tillthen, success will crown.
’l‘he Angel World is bendinglow
To hel and aid you on the way,And w on thisworld you can command
You’ll have the Key. theMystic Key.That willunlock theMystic Word.

The Oldest Science.

The oldest worship known was the
sun worship, and the oldest science is,
undeniably, the science of the stars.
Astrology must have followed closely
on the heels of the study of the planets’
places and the invisible influences that
act on the lives of men were early dis-
covered, not through a discovery of the
laws that governed them, but by
watching the cm-cts.

In the end it amounts to the same
thing, so far as pi-a_(-tical application
is concerned, but may not this matter
of fact arriving at conclusions, with-
out a scientific understanding of the
laws that caused the effect have much
to do with the disrepute into which as-
trology fell?

Have we any knowledge of the time
at which astrology ceased to he held as
a secret knowledge by the few learned
magi. who taught it orally. and was
trusted to the written text. King Pto-
loniy lived three hundred and fifty
years before our Christian era. and
wrote books on the science of astrology
that are still authority on such sub-
jects. Have we any thing of earlier
date?
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There is much of astronomy. much of
the old sun worship in the Bible, if We
only have the cabalistic key thatopens
the hidden meanings to us.

There is one point in astrology on
which I would like more light. Who
can make clear to me the hidden secret
of secondary directions? of the truth of
their exact foretelling? I have abund-
ant proof, but what stamp of fate
can the magnetic influences of the
stars, for the first fifty or one hundred
days of the child's life, set upon the
child's future, by which I can tell you
at what period you will meet this or
that or the otherhap or mishap of life?

That I can tell you this, I have prov-
cn countless times. What I wish to
know is why it is so. I can understand
the mystery of the time: I know the
meaning of the cross. I have watched
theelfects of squares and conjunctions,
and. in a sense, I know “why these
things be,” but I want more light on
secondary directions. Not on the facts,
not on the manner of reading the
“handwriting on the wall,” but on the
laws that should make the foretelling
future events possible.

MAUD MEREDITH.

l'leaven’s Dawning.

By Linus W. Dssrou.

The future! Blessed hour when I shall see
The glorious dawn of my eternity !
Ah, hail to thee—tliehour of all thehours
()f life—tlieone ful1_franght.withsubtle powers
To attractthe aspirin soul and lure it on
To God-like destiny. y fear is gone
Of death; to die is but new robes of life to don.

O thou gladhour, divinely dedicate
By focused rays of mighty stars of fate,
And consecrate by astrologic ree

_From all past years and thosewhich are to be.
To greet me thereetherealized—newborn,
And 'oin in triumphs_of thatnatal morn-—
Bid Sllow hours their laurels bring—t.hybrow

a orn.

For death.by far, is hap iest of all
Events of life : and naug t can e'er befall
That hour to dim its glory. Shafts of death
That play in darknessdread and stay thebreath
But serve as magic keys theportals fair
Of everlastingdays to open. where

.Outstreaming comes the hopeful light of ages
rare.

Then let theunbelievingheart stillkeep
Its cold and dreary hibernatingsleep;
But as for me. I bidmy heart awake,
And from the larka morning lesson take-
On wings of faithto upward soar and sing
To meet theflrstfaintbeamthathourshallbring,
And in_ its splendors bathe for heavenlychris-

tening. —Magazineof Poetry.

The Seven Ages oi‘ Man.

And all theworld's a stage.
And all the men and women merely players;
They have theirexits and theirentrances;
And one man in his time plays many arts-
His acts beingseven ages. At flrst. t e infant,
Mewlingand puking in thenurse's arms.
'1‘hcn thewhiningscnool-boy,withhis satchel
And shining morning face.creepin like snail
Unwillinglyto school. And. thent a lover,
Sighing like furnace,witha woeful ballad
Made to his mistress‘ eyebrow. Then a soldier.
Full of strange oaths.and beardedliketliepard;
Jealous in honor. sudden and quick in quarrel.
Seeking the bubble reputation
Even in thecannon’smonth:Andthenthejustice,
In fair. round belly.withgood capon lin'd,
Witheyes severe and beardof formalcut.
Full of wise saws and modern instances-
And so he plays his part. The sixthage shifts
Into thelean and slipper’d pantaloon,
Withspectacleson nose and pouch on side;
His outliful hose well sav'd. a World too wide
For is shrunk shank; and his bigmany voice,
Turninga ain toward childishtreble. pipes
And whist es in his sound. Last scene of all,
That ends thisstrange, eventfulhistory.
Is second childishnessand more oblit ion ;

_Sans teeth,sans eyes. sans tastesans—everytbing
SHAKESPEARE.

Old Man and New Woman.

Ella Wheeler Wilcox,in theNew York
Express, says: “When woman begins
to talk of and illustrate her indepen-
dence of, or superiority over man, she
is as pitiable an object as the legless
man who endeavors to show you how
well he gets along without his natural
means of locomotion.

“When a man tells you that woman
is of absolutelyno accountin theworld,
he is simply the armless ci‘ipple, whostrives to exhibit his agility with his
oes.
“If the ‘old man’ had always done

his duty, the ‘ newwoman ’ would never
have been heard of. Heaven knows I
loathe her, with her bloomers and her
aggressive self-assertion, and her thirst
for power, and her obliteration of sen-
timent. But she is thedirect result of
selfishness and niggardliness in money
matters in the ‘old man’ of the last
century. I dare assert thatthestatisti-
cian who would be willing to take the
trouble to look up the matter, would
find that every ‘new woman’ of the
day who strides along the war ath
‘shouting the battle cry of free om’
is the daughter or granddaughter (if
not the wife) of some petty t rant of a
man. When grandfather, ather and
husband have been liberal, reasonable
and consistent, I do not believe the

_

‘woman's rights ’ woman ever appears.

The volcanoes of Vesuviusand Etna
are never bothactiveat thesame time.
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Criterion of Success.
Success is to bring to accomplish-

ment what one desires or purposes, a
favorable termination of an attempt.
The person who usually brings to the
desired termination any project or en-
terprise is counted successful. The
enterpriser who prospers in business
and who accumulates possessions is
reckoned a successful person.

But the criterion of a successful
life is more comprehensive than any
success in a single direction. It is ag-
gregate of successes. Such a life must
first have attained some knowledge of
what we are as the expression cf the in-
finite and perfect good. Such life must
have acquired some correct knowledge
of what experience of this stage of ex-
istence ought to do for us. Such a
change must have ideals. aspirations
and noble aims that if fulfilledbuild a
grand character, a well-rounded and
noble manhood and womanhood.

The most insignificant of success is
the acquirementsof possessions. Noth-
ing of these can be carried beyond this
brief span of mortality. Possessions
do not add an iota to the real worth of
a person. If they are used to increase
the knowledge of the owner and of
others, if they are made to benefit
society and the means of human prog-
ress, then they are a means Jf genuine
success. But when, in order to acquire
accumulations, the entire energy, the
concentration of scheming faculty,the
persistent endeavor and the subordina-
tion of all generous impulse and hu-
mane considerations to the one pur-
pose of making gain absorbs the mind,
only a small proportion of the man or
woman has achievedsuccess.

It is but a minor degree of a success-
ful life to acquire things,to build enter-
terprises, though these are necessary,
desirable and good. Nor are fame and
renown an enduring success; neither
is character enriched nor ennobled by
these transient accessions. These are
all fleeting, perishable incidents of ex-
istence.

The successful life involves the
whole man, the whole range of powers
and faculties and their development in
orderly sequence. The success of the
artist, the inventor, the mechanic, the
scholar, the tradesman are but frag-
ments of the successful life, and a per-
son may fall short of great achieve-
ments in any special line of endeavor,

fall of success that is marked in the es-
teem of the world, but may, after all,
be finallya more complete success than
those individuals who have made a rec-
ord of distinction in some of the activ-
ities and by development of conspicu-
ous gifts.

Gifts and talents are indications of
the mea us of success which are ours by
inheritance. How these are to be ex-
ercised and applied to best express the
power from which they are derived is
the first responsibility of the indivi-
dual, and the first element of Sll('(‘(-‘ssflll
life. The first success. both in i1npor-
tance and in sequence, that upon which
the successful life is built. is to
find in one‘s consciousness that we are
more than the physical organism, and
that it is b11t an instrument for the
“me,” the “I am," to play upon and to
use for theachievementof the purposes
which will make onc’s life the noblest
and best of which ones powers and
faculties are capable. The next condi-
tion of a successful life is the realiza-
tion that the “I am” is competent to
become master of this organism.

No life is so unsuccessful. no matter
what achievements may be gained in
special directions, no life is so success-
ful as one who is overcome b_v the ap-
petites and passions. A life that cen-
ters in and is satisfied with physical
sensations has not the possibilities of
success. Au intellect that can only
grasp and aspire to the requirements
and attainments that are actualiz/‘d in
external things and ephemeral honors
cannot insure success.

The chief success of a life is to at-
tain mastery of self. This mastery is
thedominationand control by the high-
er faculties of being—reason, con-
science and will power—b_v the high-
er self, which is the divine power with-
in us, of all desires. all ambitions, all
appetites, all temptations, that tend to
make one sensual, mean, unjust, incon-
siderate, unkind, envious. uncharita-
ble, unfaithful or untrue in any man-
ner or any relation.

Each and every normal appetite and
passion is good in its right use, its right
proportion and relation. The supreme
success of life is to understand what is
the right use, and to acquire the habit
of keeping them all subordinate to this
knowledge. The man of renown is not,
because of this. a successful man.

A successful life will not be a terror.
or oppression, or hindrance to other
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lives. A Napoleon is a failure. Great-
ness of power, of capacity,of ambition.
of achievement, if misdirected and
made harmful to others, is a life of fail-
ure. l\'apoleon‘s achievements dis-
played the mighty power of persistent
determination and unvarying purpose,
of unbounded and unvarying purpose,
of unbounded ambition and measure-
less self-seeking.

But the life which made itself a ter-
ror and oppressor ended its mortal ca-
reer as a prisoner, unloved and unhon-
ored by his fellow men. He did not
seek to know and understand the su-‘
preme purpose of human existence.
His consciousness of power was ap-
plied in seeking to conquer others. and
not to become conqueror of himself, of
his own defects and inordinate ambi-
tion and self-seeking.

Contrast such a life with an Abra-
ham Lincoln, \\'illian1Lloyd Garrison,
a John Brown, and :1 Clara Barton!
These lives were a success becausedc-
voted to the triumph of principles of
human welfare and faithfulto the con-
victions of reason and conscience. The
laws of the universe and infiniteomnip-
otence assured their success.

Greatness of power. of capacity. 01‘
ambition,of achievement, if misdirect-
ed, cannot prevail against the eternal
right and goodness. Thousands of un-
noted and obscure lives, thousands of
unselfish mothers, who while not fa-
mous or brilliant, or in any way un-
usually endowed, have blost the race,
and the lives intrustcd to their care,
because the_v have attained the mas-
tery of self thatenables them to wisely
guioe others. These have been success-
ful lives.

Zach life to be successful must place
itself, its activities, its aims, its ambi-
tions, in line with the right and the
good, with the bencficent power and
principle in theuniverse thatworks for
the good of all and not the distinction
or advantage of the individual.

The life that is famous and distin-
guishcd, or theowner of possessions by
compelling other lives to contribute to
its acquirements or distinction by tak-
ing undue advantage or interfering
with the opportunity of another. can-
not be successful in achieving its own
nobilityof character.

The person who can. finally,when
the end of mortal career is reached,
reckon up that every opportunity to
gain knowledge and wisdom has been

improved, every opportunity to help
others has been seized, and that his at,-
tainments of self-mastery and knowl-
edge would enable him to live more
wisely and to better purpose than was
possible in the beginning of mortal ca-
reer, has achieved a successful life.-
Luczinda B. Chandler,in Tiines-Herald.

Immortality.
One of our subscribers asks us to

prove from nature that man is immor-
tal. We cannot do it. Nobody can.
Nature, however, gives strong sugges-
tions. lf death ends all. then man is
the exception to the general rule that
operates in nature. If the grave is the
end, then man of all created things is
the greatest failure. The grain of
wheat which we drop into the earth
reproduces itself forever; from the
acorn comes the majestic oak that for
the years battles with the storm and
drops its seed to reproduce the beauty
and strengthand grace of its trunk and
limbs. Can man be less? We cannot
conceive of a sane mind creating the
most magnificent. intricate and useful
piece of machinery in theworld. only to
destroy it. 1\la11‘s limitations are phys-
ical, not intellectual. The development
of mind and of matter, the progress of
the race and the history of discovery
and invention tend to prove this. What
could a man like Edison accomplish it
he could live a thousand years, with
his present physical strength and act-
ivity; and yet this man, with a bound-
less capacity,and with such limited op-
portunities to, accomplish, must lie
down at three score years and ten and
die; and that is the end of him. If it
is it is theonly instance of waste in the
entire economy of nature; and it is such
a prodigal waste that the wildest im-
agination cannot conceive a greater.
These are not proofs but they are sug-
gestions of such strength and signifi-
cance as to be a reasonable basis for a.
belief.—Ewchanye.

There is a town on the Upper Snake
River, in Idaho, called New Sweden.
ll-ans Ilansen is mayor of the town,
PeterPeterson is clerk,and thecommon
('.01llICll is composed of Peter Hansen,
llans Petersen, Peter Hans Petersen,
Hans Peter Hansen, and Peter Hansen
llaus Petersen. No relationship exists
among these men.
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Life Eternal.

Converging rays of God create a spark,That, deathless,endless. trackless in its fight,Goes _forth to gestate in thecosmic sea;And guided by the Universal Lifejln its spiral course through Infinity-It penetrates the astral zone of Earth.
Flashed from thebosom of 0ninipotence—

FromCentralSun throughazuredo theof space.Oh. thou immorial germ! eterna flamel
Celestial ray thattime cannot eiface:Though thou descend unto the lowest plane
Of life, in scattered rays through earth and sea

Vibratingin theatoms of the stone-—
A spark embeddedin its crudest sphere,

And polarizedby immutable laws
To affinity sparks thatnow a pear—_Ascending throughtheen ess chain of cause
Unto anotherplane of terrene life.

Forth from its limitations in the_soilIt glides into theplant, _whose virgin leaves
Are wooed by gentle winds and sunny days,

And kissed by dews, that,shaken by the breeze
Descend unto theearth in sparklingrays,Reflectingbeautyfrom themorning sun.

From swelling buds withinthe foliage,
_Sweet flowers spring to scent thesummer air;Then bendtheirpetals to thenoonday sun.Whose heat dispels theirfragranceonce so rare ;And of the fading blossoms there is oneThat. broken from theplant. returns to earth.

Beneaththedroopin plant the flower lies.
And deep withinits fo ds thelivingspark-

Sustained no longer in its dark abode —
l Begins to sense the throbof Nature's heart,

And feel thekindlingfire thatGod bestowed
When it went forth into thecosmic dust.

By countless years of_ Nature’s silenttoil
The spark is clothed_with animated form,Unfoldingthread-likelegs and gauzywings,That flutter in thefragrant airs of morn;Andbniidst thegorgeous blooms that summer

rm s,Feast on t eir grateful odors throughtheday.
Thus scintillatingthrough an endless maze

To higher realms of manifested life. .Until thespark has reached the human plane
Of consciousness. where passion, hate and strife

Are breathedwithlove and hope, withjoy and
pain.Till it attains a knowledgeof theTruth.

Oh, spirit friend.whatthrillsmyyearningsoul,When thygalm eyes meet mine with searching
aze

So eep and still, there vibrates through mybreast ’

A ray of peaceful love: and throughthe maze
Of viewlessdeeps there floats a wave of rest

That gently whispers—immortu.li’ty.
Oh, light divine. re-blendthescattered rays;Regenerate thisdrooping form thatdies,
And let me evermore abidewith TheeIn ease; for my impatient spirit cries

0 bathsagain in God’s eternal sea,
And feel thesunshine of His boundless love.

URIEL BUCHANAN.

Prof. Poinacre,of Paris, in his studies
of the effect of themoon on themeteor-
ology of the earth,has discovered that
it has an influence not onlyon thepro-
duction of cyclones, but also on their
direction.

Plants with Winged Seeds.

Many seeds seem, by their formation,
to be especially designed for transmis-
sion through the air, and of these sev-
eral are quite as good illustrationsas
the thistle. The seed of the common
dandelion, aplant to be seen on every
common, has wings that will carry it
away on the slightest breath of air.
The wings are very slight filaments.
radiating backward from the seed, so
that when the latter finally lodges it
falls tip lirst in the favorable position
for takingroot, says theSt. Louis Globe-
Democrat.

Country children often find amuse-
ment in blowing the seeds from the
stalk and watching to see how far they
willgo before falling to the ground, but
wheneverthereisevena moderate breeze
theexperiment is a failure,as thefleecy
seeds fly out of sight, and the next sea-
son a dandelion springs up where the
plant was never seen before.

The common tumble weed is another
exampleof thewinged seed. The plant
grows in a wooly bunch, which, when
dried, is easilyseparated from thestalk,
and alight breeze sets the ball rolling
over the ground, to scatter its seed
wherever it goes. The seeds of manyferns and microscopicplants are so con-
structed as to be readilylifted and car-
ried away by the wind, while some of
considelable size, and provided with an
elaborate arrangement for aerial trans-
portation. The common maple is an
example of the last kind, for, projecting
from its large head is a membraneclose-
ly resembling in size, shape and general
appearance the wing of the locust.
When the seed is separated from the
tree, even if theair be quite still,it does
not fall directly to the earth. but, by its
peculiar construction, acquires in fall-
ing a spiral motion that takes it several
feet from beneath its starting point,and when a. brisk wind is blowing one
of these winged seeds has been known
to twirl through the air for six miles
before its journey came to an end.

A new method of preserving timber
has recently been tried. It consists in
dissolving in naptha the heavy oils and
waxes left after the distillation of pe-troleum and forcing the solution into
theseasoned timber in the same man-
ner as in creosoting. The timberisthen
heated when thenaptha-evaporatesand
is recovered in a coolingchamber,while
the waxes, etc., remain behind in the
wood, water-proofing it.
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Written for Pnaxnrs nan PEOPLE.

TRUSTIN’ THE LORD.
CORAL ALMEDIA Tnomas.

“I ken unco weel, lass, th’ times are richt hard,
An’ we haenamuckle aboot!

But trust i’ th’ Lord, Meg, trust i’ th’ Lord,
An’ richt frae wrang will come oot!
An’ richt frae wrang will come oot ! ”

“Ay, lad, but th’ bairnies are hungry an’ cauld;
Will trustin’ th’ Lord gi’e them bread?”

“Ay, lass, for ye ken how th’ gude buik says:
Th’ hungry a’ shall be fed!
Th’ hungry a’ shall be fed!”

“Ay, lad, but I’m thinkinth’ fire has gane oot,
An’ there isna a stick i’ the hoose;

Will trustin’ the Lord bring wood to th’ door?
0, lad, dinna be sic a goose!
O, lad, dinna be sic a goose!”

!‘ But lassie, I fear ye’re sair wantin’ i’ faith!
Th’ Shepherd tak’s care 0’ his ain.”

“Ay, lad, I hae read that mony a time,
But he canna do it alane!
But he canna do it alane!”

“An’ if ye will sit there frae mornin’ til nicht,
Wi’ th’ gude buik spread on yer knee,

Ye can feed upo’ faith, an’ gae wi’oot bread,
An’ sit there alane til ye dee!
An’ sit there alane til ye dee! ”

“But, lad, if ye only will tak’ my advice,
Ye’1l put th’ gude buik on th’ shel’;

For th’ ways 0’ th’ Lord, I ken it richt weel,
- Is to help him wha helpit himsel’!
Is to help him wha helpit himsel’!”
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54;/ma/.
Again we greet the readers of

PLANETS AND PEOPLE with this, the
first numberfor 1897. We are pleased
to announce, after an interval of twelve
months, during which time we have
had plenty of leisure for retlection upon
thework of placing before the world
the many and varied lessons in occult
research included in our plan, and that
we have resumed the monthly issue of
this magazine,fully cnnfident thatfrom
now on it will be appreciated by a suf-
ficient numberof progressive people to
make it a prosperous publication. We
aim to reach a large number of readers
by the various new departments opened
up in this number. together with the
liberal premium, which alone involves
a greater amount of work and expense
than any one dreams of. In fact,
some of the deepest students in this
study have repeatedly told us that it
was a most stupendous undertaking in
connection with a magazine, and they

 

could not understand how it could be
done. As we spent several months
perfecting the plan to carry out this
promise, we know what we are about in
offering such a premium. We want to
interest the people of the world in the
only science that will ever lift the
race to an uncontaminated human
plane. We want to call the attention
of every thinking. reasoning being to
thegreat law of the universe in which
we live, and we propose to use the
focussed rays centered in our brain and
body to that end, just so long as the
brain and body are intact. Now, dear
friends, we want your assistance in
extending these grand truths through-
out the land. Each one of you is able
to accomplish much in this direction,
and we trust you will use your talents
well and try your best to get a new sub-
scriber for this magazine. People are
paying from two to five dollars for the
informationwe are giving free to every
subscriber for the year 1897. We do
not expect to be able to keep this up
after this year, and we may have to
stop before the year is over, therefore
our friends should use this great offer
in securing subscriptions now. In
every family there is some one who
desires a horoscope. Some child or
some young man or lady just stepping
out in thegreat unknown before them.
Such as these will readily take advan-
tage of this offer if attention is called
to it in the proper way. You cannot
urge the matter. It must be done with-
out offense. Older people are just as
much interested in learning of their
own peculiarities, hence the call for
horoscopes thus far has been about the
same for each class. Remember, the
friends of this magazine are those who
subsc_ribe for it and pay two dollars
and a half for the advantages it aifords
them in learning the great truths with
which it deals. Kind words are good.
Sympathyand good wishes are always
appreciated by everyone,but two dollars
and fifty cents places one within the
chosen circle, and makes them one
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with us in the exteution of the light.
But for the monetary support. we could
not continue the publication of so
expensive a work. Some will say that
the price is too high. There is but one
answer. We have tried it both ways:
on a dollar plan and the present one of
two-fifty,and the unanimousopinion is
that the best is the cheapest. If any
person thinksthatthe price is too high
they are certainly not ready to do their
duty in uplifting people intellectually
and spiritually,therefore, thismagazine
is not for them. We hope, ere long, to
enlarge the magazine to 144 pages, and,
with suflicientsupport, it will be done,
for the Great Pyramid and Cube, Tem-
ple of Light, is attracting world-wide
attention, and promises so much in
connection with the future of this
magazine that it must be increased in
size to meet the demands of the work.

Trusting thateveryone interested in
the restoration of the lost knowledges
of the ancients will join our list and
become co-workers in the cause, we
thankthe many subscribers who have
already enrolled their names, and
promise thatwe shall spare no pains or
expense in making PLANETS AND Pso-
PLE for 1897 themost instructive pub-
lication ever given to the world.

Owing to the hundreds of premium
horoscopes thathave to be delineated,
our time is so occupied that we have
very little opportunity for correspond-
ence of a social nature, and our friends
must not look for personal letters from
us just for thepleasure it afiords them.
It is much better for them to fix up
some interesting question for theoracle
department, or if they will write some
lesson. essay, or prepare a good sensible
article on the events of the times that
will be of interest to our people, and
send for publication, it will give them
greater comfort than any private or

personal correspondence. Among the
desirable articles for our limited space
are short stories, comical experiences
with a deep lesson as a moral, practical

sayings, parables, etc. We should like
a short mystical love story by a young
lady not over twenty. Our puzzle de-
partment offers one an opportunity for
original productions. We Want to
make all of the departments interest-
ing, and we desire to give our subscrib-
ers the advantage of an avenue of
expression; so put your think boxes in
shape to create an original idea along
the lines mentioned.

We have received a numberof letters
asking us to come to Boston and open
up our work. in that city. We have
similarappeals from the West, but for
the present our labors must be confined
to Chicago. When the Pyramid and
Cube is in working order the great
work which it will have in hand will be
extended to other cities. In fact, there
will be many Pyramid and Cube Tem-
ples after the Chicago Templehas once

- demonstrated its significance and im-
portance in theeducationalworld. We
thankthese people from the East and

‘the West for the interest they express
in thismovement, and in due time we
hope to meet and mingle with them in
one of the Pyramid and Cube cham-
bers.

We are behindsome on the premium
horoscopes, owing to the great rush of
subscriptions coming in on the first
announcement of the issue of the
magazineagain as a monthly. So you
must be patient and wait untilwe reach
your number in regular order as re-
ceived. We shall take the time neces-»
sary to do the work the best we can for
your cnlightment,and in due time each
andevery one will receive thepremium.

Any reader of this magazine who is
an inventor and wishes to obtain a
patent on any of his productions will
learn something of value to him by
addressing this magazine.

The interesting account of an astral
trip by Phynduseeklewascrowdedout of
thisnumber,but willappearin our next.
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January Ist.
The Horoscope of the New Year is

before, but after passing through the
extreme conditions predicted and ful-
fllled during the year just closed it
would seem almost impossible to state
that any sudden improvement is pos-
sible. But if we allow experiences and
environment to bias us we cannot read
the scroll that nature spreads out be-
fore us, so for the time we will forget
that we were living during the siege
just passed, and look with open eyes
at the positions and relations of the
sparkling orbs that deal the cycles of
destiny to every living being,to nations
and races, to all the affairs of life; so-
cial and political, personal and na-
tional.

The new year begins under very af-
fectionate, even, quiet and intellectual
vibrations. The luminous in conjunc-
tion in Capricornus is prophetic of im-
portant undertakings in the world of
business, Mercury's position and aspect
shows a great amount of vital energy,
from many people to be used in these
undertakings, a large number will be
employed. There will be many conces-
sions made on the part of both capital
and labor, as Venus clearly points to
such actionand result. Many demands
will be made, but satisfactory condi-
tions must and will be brought about
and quite easilybetweenthetwo. There
seems to be considerable disruption in
the home circle, which will bring about
many separations. It is a year of love
making and feasting, phenomenallyso,
but more favorable to courtship than
to marriage, although many periods
will come on that will be, as usual,
good enough to select the day from.

In the business world considerable
improvement will be shown for the
first six months while the balance of
the year is slightly under a ban. The
year as a whole will be a great im-
provement over theyear 1896, however,
but not up to the full stature of Jupi-
ter’s commercial worth. A better year
is ahead of us, fartheraway. The year
means that many willwork hard to ac-
cumulate property, and they should.
There will be a general fever in this di-
rection and thus a demand will be cre-
ated which will advance the interests
of the whole. People will spend freely
the money they have also, as-Venus
will cause them to yield it up, but they
will Want full returns for it, hence,

more improvement in the commercial
world.

So far as the health of the people is
concerned the year is fraught with fa-
vorable waves, and no serious epidem-
ics are shown. Before the month of
January is past a remarkablephenom-
ena occurs with the planets. On the
22nd the planet Venus enters the sign
Gemini, when theentire number in our
solar system will be in one half of the
Zodiacal belt This fact, coupled with
conditions on January 1st, show that
this is to be one of the greatest years
in the way of education that the world
has ever known. The quarter of Wis-
dom willplay a strong card for the peo-
ple and much good will result. On
the whole the year will be a good‘ one
and great will be the ventures, and
fruitful the results of next twelve
months of labor and love.
 

Astronomical Changes and Weather
Forecast for January;

The planets are in the followingposi-
tions as the year is ushered in:

Mercury in Aries.
Venus in Aries.
Mars in Gemini.
Jupiter in Virgo.
Saturn in Scorpio.
Uranus in Scorpio.
Neptune in Gemini.
Earth in Cancer.
Moon in Capricornus.

MOVEMENTS.

January 3 Venus is in Taurus.
“ 6 Mars “ Cancer.
“ 7 Mercury“ Taurus.
“ 12 Mercury“ Gemini.
“ 17 Mercury“ Cancer.
“ 21 Earth “ Leo.
“ 22 Mercury“ Leo.
“ 22 Venus “ Gemini.
“ 27 Mercury“ Virgo.

Look out for atmospheric disturban-
ces about the followingdates:

January 3d to 7th. Very stormy.
January 12th. Sudden changes and

chillytimes.
January 17th. Severeweather; storms

and sudden changes.
January 22d. Very great changes oc-

cur, but a. calm and quiet time soon
follows.

January 28th. Calm, cold and clear,
lasting the balance of the month.
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HELI0-CENTRIC HOROSCOPE FOR JANUARY xoth, 1897.

On January 10th we find important
changes in planetary positions. Mars
has entered the sign of Cancer in con-
junction withtheearthand is alone the
ruling planet for the week. This does
not mean a quiet time for the minds of
many, especially cancer characters,
will be on thealert for a little social ar-
gument. and a few hard words may fol-
low. The combination is all right for
health, and business will not suffer un-
der the influence. It is favorable to
the legal profession and dealers in
books, periodicals and print materials.

In speculation there should be fairly
active times and an inclination on the
part of leaders to get the crowd inter-
ested that they may ‘lead them to the
fleldof battle. This would show an up-
ward trend, although the strength of
the figure is but medium.

Children.
The children of this time will, of

course, be typical Mars characters, very
stern, systematic, and, perhaps, bossy.
They will make good physiciansor sur-
geons, -good printers, poor preachers,
but good teachers. They should not do
physical labor. They will be very me-
chanical, but will lack physical power,
so should do mental labor.

Marriage.
This combinationis not so favorable

to marriage, and as otherand better
combinations are near at hand We
would advise another time.

It is now estimated that a comet aslarge as the earth. with a tail 3.000,0()0mileslong,wouldweigh less than30 tons.
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I-IELIO-CENTRIC HOROSCOPE FOR JANUARY 17th, 1897.

On this Monday morning we flnd
Mercury in double conjunction with
the earth, and Mars in Cancer. which
makes what we may safely call. a red
hot combination. Mercury rules the
situation. and while it lasts the people
will be quite expressive of their views
and highly vibrated generally upon the
mental plane. It is a time for hot-
headed people.

In the business world there is not
much to say, although there is nothing
against trade, and in speculative
fields there should be quite active
times with small dealings. An erratic
market period is shown. Do as you
like about changing often.

Children.
This is a combinationthat will pro-

duce a high mental. intellectual, com-
bative, forceful and expressive person- ‘

ality. If such an one should use slang
early,do not condemn for it. it is natu-
ral. Later in life it will cease to an-
noy. Literary pursuits. that is. news-
paper lines are suited for these. They
will do as they see tit anyhow. They
willbecapable of running theirown af-
fairs. '

Marriage.
Marriage is no good, and there is no

use in thinkingabout it. Better wait
all summer than to get tangled up
in this impulsive high flyer of a horo-
scope.
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HELIO-CENTRIC HOROSCOPE FOR JANUARY 24th, 1897.

Now we come to the wonder in the
heavens. Planets in one-half of the
zodiacal belt. The earth and Mercury
in Leo, shows a highly wrought, ner-
vous state and the same will stir up
many people and diseases, nervous
and sexual, will be troublesome. If
the throat is attacked, bandage with
cold water. This alone will cure.

Business.
The _medical profession will profit by

this wave, while the general trade of
the land will move serenely along;
nothing important being manifested.

.Some depression is shown in specula-
tion coupled with extreme action.

Children.
This combination shows extreme

characters. very emotional, spiritual,

sensitive. impulsive, expressive and
keen. Much inclined toward art and
music. They should be fitted for some
outdoor pursuit. Fruits, flowers and
blooded stock. Fast horses are in line.
Speculation is suited in some degree
to the nature.

Marriage.
While this is not the best time for

unions, theweek is more favorable that
any of previous date this year, and
those who are ready will not be far
amiss in selecting these vibrations to
seal their soul's selection.

Liberiais the only more or less civil-
izedcountry where clocks are almost en-tirelydispensed with. The sun rises ex-actlyat6 a. m. and setsat6 p . m. through-out theyear, and is verticallyoverhead.
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Qalmziiiég.
In this department. Palmistry willbe studied

and exemplifiedby practical.Illustratedlessons.
Those interested in having theirpalms re_ad may
take advantage of the same by observing the
following:

  
READINGS.

No. 1. PencilSketch Rea¢iing.—La thepalms
flat and natural upon a piece of w ute aper.
M arkaroundtheentire edge of hand and t umb,
then run the lines around and betweenthetin-
gers. Now draw themain and prominent lines.
as near as possible. Give date of birthon same
sheet. Enclose 50 cents to cover cost.

No. 2. Carbon-Proof Readz'ng.——Mix a little
lampblack or black soot from soft coal stove
withkerosene oil. and. with a piece of clothor

gponge. blackenthesurface03» am white paper.traightenthehandoutnatur andplaces unre-ly upon the black. and, with the other and.
grass down the center and edgl-es of the hand.old a moment and remove. ay the_proof in
the sun for an hour. place anotherwhite sheet
over it and fold squarely together for ordinary
envelope. Enclose $1.00 to cover cost.

Date of birthis desired for thepurpose of con-veying a lesson, showing theconnectionbetween
pa mistry and astronomy.

For private and extended readings, address
PLANETB AND Pnorns for terms. 

CARBON ILLUSTRATION-

The science of Palmistry is com-
pound in nature, beingpart lineal, part
formative and with the best readers
mixed very largely with Pychrometric
and mediumistic gifts. The planetary
vibrations are back of the form and
lines or the hand, hence occult astron-
omy is much more scientific and accu-
rate as a science. ‘

By the latter the formation of the
hand may be determined as well
as the rest of the body, even to the
physiognomy. In fact the all inclusive
science of life is occult Astronomy,
Palmistry, phrenology,physiology,etc.,
are included in it: but as Palmistry is
one of the branches of this universal
science and quite popular, a few les-

sons will be given each month for the
purpose of making the study and prac-
tice more simple and plain to the read-
ers of Planets and People.

If you would becomeproficient in de-
Jincatingcharacter from thepalms flrst
study the laws and forces back of it.
This will sensitize your higher con-
sciousness nnd make it more clearlyex-
pressive throughthephysical. A study
of the general formation of hands and
the chief lines, that is. the life line,
head line. etc., should be understood,
as they form a basis for leaders, and
give one a start in the reading. Re-
member, so far as the lines of the
hands touch upon and reveal the char-
acter and experience of a person they
may be relied upon, but a palniist must
be something more than a reader of
hands in order to make the practice
successful.

From time immemorial the custom
of shaking hands with those we meet
has been in vogue; and why, we may
ask, did this practice come into such
general use? Study of vibration ex-
plans, if any ,are often given to anotller
tice shows us why. It is because the
shake of the hand reveals to the sensl-

,tive every attribute and condition of
the one thus greeted, at the time. The
very desires, motives and preormngcd
plans, if any, are often given to uuothc;
by the simple shake of the hand.

There is a secret brotherhood shake
that conveys more clearly and demon-
strativcly thenature and quality of the
inner being than that of the ordinary
practice, and there is a. subtle foi-cc,
very occult, which the hand shake
brings to light as no other practice (l0Ps
or can. It shows the hidden relation of
ties thatare deep and last;ng.

A few simple rules may be observed
in taking the hand and rec-vivid:
the flrst impression. The export
palmist must catch the first impres-
sion occultly, and it should he done be-
fore the hand is clcarly focuss:=d upon
theretina of the eye. This may be ac-
complished by first taking the hand
carelessly while looking in another di-
rection. or at least not taking cogni-
zance of the size and shape.

This first impression must be the
guide, very largely. all through the
reading, for many times an _ugly hand
is backed by the tender-est of hearts,
while the smoothestone may have the
opposite accompaniment. The first
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occult impression will determine this
for the gifted reader. The following il-
lustrations show three right hands,
which are the hands of expression.
They show the nature of the desires,
acts and results in life. 

1
No. 1 is rather short. broad for the

length, quite square at the wrist, with
a free, open. easy expression. This
shows us a person witha scientific turn
of mind. quite mechanical. in fact
something of a genius. and a hard
worker. He does not care for money,
and will not strive to accumulate
wealth, hard worker that he is. He
has very liberal views and loves to be
free. Would make a good civil engin-
eer. architect or machinist.

This much we draw from the shape
of the hand. Now we turn to the lines.
and we find that long life is clearly
shown. with the flrst thirty years
.crossed by severe reverse lines at sev-
eral points, showing set backs and tin-
ancial troubles. Beyond this point at
about thirty-seven. another line shows
loss of property and a complete change
in his aims and ambitions. A new era
seems to dawn and a broader compre-
hension of creation enters into the con-
sciousness. The line of marriage is
double and very marked, showing two
marriages for this person. One comes
quite late in life as the lines are not
equal in length, nor exactly side by
side.

No. 2. This illustrationshows a very
different hand. It is long, slender,
thumblarge, and linesquite markedand
expressive. This shows a high vital
and extreme nature, a stubborn dispo-
sltlon_.vut one having much executive
abilityand power. This person is more
diplomaticthan the flrst, is a politician
of influenceand would do well in some
government office, it being his most de-
sirable avenue of expression.

No. 3. This is one of those smooth,
soft forms, with lines of harmony ex-
tending in every direction over its sur-

face. This shows us a happy disposi-
tion, a jolly nature, one who takes lne
easy and profits by the best only.

With the above illustrations and re-
marks in the way of an introduction to
the subject of palmistry. we open this
department to our subscribers trusting
it may be made useful and instructive
to them.

Next month a large illustration of
the zodiacal and planetary positions
will be given in this department, to-
getherwithother points of interest.

A Distinguished Woman.

A young Ca.liforuia lady—Miss Doro-
thea K|umpke—received the almost
unique honor of being invited by the
members of the British Astronomical
Expedition to accompanythemon their
voyage to Norway, in order to observe
the total eclipse of the sun, which took
place on August 9th. Miss Klumpke
enjoysthe distinction of beingthemost
celebrated of women astronomers, and
is quite young, being only a little over
thirtyyears of age. She received a pub-
lic school education at San Francisco,
and afterwards proceeded to Europe,
where she pursued her astronomical
studies, tirst at Gottingen, and then in
Switzerland. When scarcely out of her
teens Miss Klumpke carried off the

»prize of five thousandfrancs offered by
theParis Observatory for a treatise on
comets, and thefair young astronomer‘s
paper was the fruitful source of un-
bounded astonishment and admiration
on the part of all the astronomers in
the French capital. as well as on thatof
scientific men all the world over. Miss
Klumpke is very pretty, and has the
most fascinatingrnanners,besidesbeing
learned in other sciences than the one
which has rendered her famous.

A Queer Birthmark.
The queerest birthmarkwhich the

authoritiestell anythingabout is on the
backof Joseph Rotberman’sneck. Jo-
seph is a resident of Connellsville,Pa ,and his odd markis a moon. When the
moon is new the mark is hardly notice-
able, but by the end of the first quarter
it is an angry-looking crescent, daily
increasing in size. When the moon is
at the full Rotherman’sbirthmarkhas
also attained its maximum size. It de-
creases as the moon wanes, and by the
time of old and new moon is cgainscarcely noticeable.
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flfiéenologg.  
ePhrenology is that branch of occult sciencf

which treats of the forces and attributes Osbeing from the formation of thecranium. It i-
directly related to palmistry. owing to the inti
mate vibratory action of mind and thought in
theexpression and use of the hands. To show
the relation of Phrenology to Astronomy and
teach a few lessons relative to the same is the
object of this department. Therefore, Phreno-
logical Delineations or Readin s will be given
from photographs and date o birth for only
$1.! I0. With half-tone portrait illustratiun.$5.00.
the glare.worth $3.00. to be mailed to the sender
of t e photo as soon as used. This makes the
reading. illustrated.very reasonable.

These readings will explain the characteris-
tics. capabilities, powers and possibilitiesof
each._and be a sure guide in business and social
‘relations.

Phrenology leads one more deeply
into the study of human nature than
any otherof thesurface sciences. There
is nothing occult or hidden in connec-
tion with it, and every manifestation
appeals at once to the sight, the reason
and the judgment. There is what we
call the circle of equilibrium, which
marks the well-poised, calm and col-
lected headline. Its center is just in
front and little above the ear. ln a
well-balanced head and brain, one that
never goes to extremes in any one direc-
tion, but develops along many and
varied lines of thought, it will be found
will measure about thesame from this
center to the end of the chin, nose,
forehead, top of head, and also to the
back of the head, whilethose who move
in more erratic or broken lineswillhave
varying measurements in every direc-
tion.

As the formation of each and every
head of the human family is directly
traceableto thevibrant forces of nature
at the time of birth,theobjectingiving
this circular base for the study is to
make the connection, in due time, of
phrenology with the planetary science,
for they are inseparably connected and
work most advantageously together.

There are many important points in
a persons life that are hidden, thatdo
not appear upon the surface, which is
anotherreason why a knowledge of the
occult is necessary to a right under-
standing of thescience of Phrenology.

The following diagrams illustrates
the circle referred to and a few varia-
tions, showing the trend of demarka-
tion found in thestudy of human char-
acter phrenologically:

No. 1 is what we calla well andevenly
balanced head. It shows that manyforces were actingupon thatsection of
the anatomv at the time of birth, for
there is a full rounding out of thecran-
ium and features, giving harmony and
a healthyappearing countenance.

No. 2 shows alack of expansion at
the forehead, an extension beyondthe_line at the back and also at the nose.
This shows lackof mentaldevelopment
of power, but considerable energy and
push, witha determinationto penetrate
to thevery inmost nature of things.

No. 3 is illustrativeof a too protrud-ing front brain, thissection extending
outside the balance line suflicient to
cause a disturbance that is annoyingand subject to aggravation in the
extreme.

The causes of thesevariations,as said
before, are in the planetary positions
and aspects at birth, and in future
articles in this department, heads and
horoscopes will be illustrated together
from time to time, clearly showin the
subtle law of planetary phreno ogy.Spacein thisnumberadmits of only an
introduction to the subject.
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Eaéiomaflcy. 
From time immemorial the custom of tag 'ng

fortunes by cards has been in vogue, und 1 we
study deeply into the _origin and meaning of
these ancient astronvrnicalemblemswe willfindthattheyhave an important placein theatfairs
of the world. ln this de;:artment_o_ccult read-
ings willbe given as applied to individuals.

Observe thefollowing rules:
Mystical 7 Reading. Take the,52 cards. _fullpack. and sh-iffie. faces up. until your birth

card crimes naturally on the front. Turn face
down upon the stand. out and dra_w card from
bottom. Ont again and repeat until 7 cards are
drawn. Send list of same. numbered from 1 to
7, time of day. date of birth,and $1.00. (Illus-
trations free.)

Birth Cards.

Cards are records of magnetic forces»
and thenature of the forces actingon
theday a person is born is shown by a
certain card, which stands for thechief
central magneticquality inherent in the
physical constitution of said person-
The card thus related to one’s day of
birthis called theirbirthcard, and may
be determined by the following simple
rule:

CARD NUMBERS.
1: c :3 s

1 spot-—No. 1 No. 14 No. 27 No. 40
2 H H 2 lb H H

3 (5 H 3 U ‘ ll (L

4 H H 4 N I5 ‘L

5 H {L 5 K‘ ll C‘

6 u H 6 u 19 u H 45
7 “ H 7 H H LL

8 (S H 8 H it U

9 H L. 9 (S Ll (L

10 u u N |‘ 36 u 49
Jack “ ll “ '24 “ 37 “ 50
Queen “ 12 “ 25 “ 38 “ 51

u 13 u 26 is 39 H 52

MONTH NUMBERS.

January. . . . . . . .53 July. . . . . . . . . . ..4l
February..... . .51 August . . . . . .

..39
March....... . . . . .49 September. . . . .

.37
April... . . . . . . . .47 October. . . . . . .

.35
May... . . . . . . . ..45 November.....33
June. . . . . . . . . . .43 December.... . .31

RULE.
Subtract the day of birth from the

numberof the month of birth,and the
remainder will be thenumbershowing
thecard. For example: A person born
Feb. 10th; subtract 10, the day, from 51,
thenumber of month,and the remain-
der is 41. Refer to card numberand 41
shows up in spade column, second line,
which is the 2 spot of spades.

FULL READINGS.
For full card readings, the cards may

be handled the same as in the 7 reading,
and, beginningwith the top card, when
placedupon the stand, facedown, make
a complete record of the pack in regu-lar order. Mail thesame, withdate and
time of shuflle, and the reading will be
illustratedand published for $2.00.

The Color of Water.

The fact is generallyknown thatpure
water appears blue when light is trans-
mitted through a sutiicient thicknessof
it, and that when opaque particles are
suspended in it the hue of the water is
greenish. But while pure water looks
blue when light passes freely throughit,
yet when it is contained in a deep,
opaque receptacle, like the basin of a
lake or the ocean, it ought to absorb all
light and look black. Experienceshows,
however,that the deepest parts of the-
Mediterranean, for instance, appear not
black,butintenselyblue. This has been
supposed to be caused by min ute parti-
cles held in suspension, but the recent
experiments of Prof. Spring at Liegesuggestadiiferentexplanation. He has
found that warmer currents passingthroughpure water interrupt its trans-
parency, even when the diiference of
temperature is very slight. Such cur-
rents may cause deep water to appear
blue by reflecting light back from its
depths through the transparent layers
above. This, it is suggested, explains
the factthat fresh-water lakes are more
transparent in winter than in summer,
because in winter currents of heated
water are not traversing them. Even‘
the shadow of a mountain lalling on a
lake may increase the transparency of
the water by cooling the surface.
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flay/cizomeiég.  
Ps choinetry is one of the most subtle and

occu t of all thevibratory revealments. ltdeuls
solely with the law of vibration. and is most
convincingto the ske tic as to the existenceof
an occult or hidden 'ght beyond the reachof
the ordinary senses. lt is for the purpose of
convincingtheskepticalthatthisdepartment is
opened. Therefore. an person may send a lock
of hair. quite 1arge.we I wrapped in paper be-
fore placing in envelope to mail, and an exten-
ded reading will be given and published for only
$2.00. As no one but the sender need know of
the matter. it is an excellent way to test the.
science of Psychonietry and learn of the wou-
ders in the inner rcalm of light and knowledge.
Sometimes these readings are given in verse,
while at other times no poetry is found in the
aura of the substance psychomeirized. The
hair reveals thenature and surroundings of the
owner. and determines the reading. Gloves.
kerchiefs. etc.. are often used ; but in thesedem-
onstrationswe prefer to deal withone substance
only. as it will insure uniform action and better
results.
 

In the study of Psychometry there is
greater need of quiet and silence than
in any otherknown phenomena. When
people approach a psychrometist for a
reading they should never utter a word,
make no suggestions nor in any way
try to assist in the proceedings, for
every effort of thiskind interferes with
the perfect and unbiased action of the
psychicsense. One of thebestmethods
to pursue is thatof absolute silenceon
the part of both reader and subject.
Readers will find, after alittlepractice,
thatthey willdomuch betterand more
accurate work if they will psychome-
trize, that is, photograph the subject,
and then retire to their sanctum sanc-
torum and quiet] write out the result.
This will certain y insure thevery best
conditions possible and the reading
should be accordingly,the very best.
Psychometricreadings may be given in
various ways. For example,one versed
in the science of planetary law will,on
sight of a person, discover many points
indicativeof the experience due them.
This will not be from a horoscopical
standpoint,but from a planetary phren-
ological or physioginalone, and through
thestriking and leading trait or nature
thus sensed one may lead into the’
realm of the hidden and sense the
inmost vibrations,clear and distinct.

Mediumship is another method by
which readings may be given. A sen-
sitive or negativeperson may receive a
full reading for a subject from a. dis-
embodied spirit accompanying the

subject, and the reading will be in ac‘-
cordance with the knowledge of said
spirit pertaining to the life of the
subject. '

This fatter method is no doubt the
one most generally employed in work
called psychometry,and while it is not
psychrometry in the true meaning of
the term still it passes as such, and so
long as it satisfies there is no occasion
to quibble over terms used in connec-
tion with the practice. Another spir-
itual exemplitication of this occult
reading or delineatingof lifeexperience
is in automatic writing. One having
the right magnetic polarities acting
upon the hand may easilygive readings
by this methodand we may say that it
is one of the most desirable ways to
carry on a work of this nature. There
is thisdanger, however,thatthe avenue
is (opened which gives considerable
freedom to spiritual forces and in deal-
ing with promiscous subjects one is
liable to meet with those having not
the best of motives, perhaps, or who
have some personal ax to grind in con-
nection with the reading. These
things must, of course, be guarded
against._The occult work through this maga-
zine is done by private parties who
would not make a protessional business
of it. They have an interest in our
work and are willing to assist in any
way theycan to carry out the plan of
education we have formulated, so we
might say, as the theosophists often
do, thatthey are the unknown adepts
in these lines. We have found thatthe
most psychic and sensitive people
rarely become professionals. They are
so extremely so that they could not
endure meeting with the many and
varying conditions found in a. public
work of thisnature. The delineations
to be published in thisdepartment will
be the work of these unknown for this
reason. Much interest has already
been expressed in connection with this
and the othernew departments of the
present number.

In sending lock of hair for these
readings it should be about the size of
two fingers, so that a full magnetic
expression may be conveyed through
it. The subtle law of vibration is the
psychrometric law of nature, and many‘
new and wonderful discoveries and
applications are near at hand in this
field of research. This department is
now open to the readers of this maga-zine, and a valuablelesson will be given
each month bearing upon the most
subtle sense of all the occult world.
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COORDINATION ciun'r.——Copm"I'0h-ted 1594-

It is cust.omary in some countries for
ladies and gentlemen to exchan e horo-
scopes in order thatmore suita_b e selec-
tions may be made in themarriage rela-
tion,and as PLANETS ANIP PEOPLE_almS
to explain the_1aw of _1ife.the_1‘3 15 "0
higher and holier mission for it to _ful-
fill than thisone of properly and scien-
tificallyrelating the lives of those who
would become united in marriage; so,
in this department, names, addresses.
etc., together with a horoscope, will be
recorded and co-ordinated with others,
and desirable combinations reported.

The plan is this: A lady or gentleman
sends her or his name, address. date of
birth and place _of birth,and thesame
is horoscoped andplaced on record. By
reference to the pages of the opposite
sex a harmonious co-ordinate is found,
and the two are placed in communica-
tion. If environments permit. they
may marry, and thus become. united in
accordancewithdivine law,doing away
withthegreat trialsand diappointments
which usually come through ignorance
of primal conditions.

The fee for making thisrecord, figur-
ing the magnetic rela_.tio_ns, finding the
co-ordination and notifying theparties,
is $5.00, and there will be no other
charges.

Personalmagnetismmust, in thenear
future, become one of the chief, if not
the chief, study of people who pause to

PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

question and learn of the hidden forces
thatrelate to human kind. in themar-
riage relation, especially, is it desirable
to know somethingof personal magnet-
ism. ’1‘he friction,discord and general
displeasure in the familycircle is easily
accounted for through this study. To
know one's own conditionis not so hard,
but to grasp the real status of another,
and know the potencies to be met with
in social, business, or in the marriage
relationwiththatother.is quite another
thing. People generally express the
very best theyhave in the way ot' aura
on accasionsof a social or business na-
,tnre, but more especially in courtingV ‘the opposite sex; so it is quite diliicult
to determine, from a casual acquain-tance, or from a mere intimate social
exchange, so long as this special mag-netic spell is prolonged.

The great mistakes madein thesphere
of marriage by so many people are all
due to a lack of knowledge, therefore
the are not to be blamed.

ow, if a knowledge of these mag-netic conditions is obtainable is it not
most desirable thatas many as possiblebe made aware of it as quickly as ever
it can be presented to them? Believing
thatit should be done, we shall devote
some space to this work. and endeavor
to teachthe laws of personal magnetism
to those who wish to profit by such
knowledge.

The above chart is designed especially
to illustratethereal magneticnature of
any person to whom it is applied, and
the harmonious, as Well as the discord-
ant, emanations are very clearlyplaced
before the mind's eye. This question
is a most important one. as it relates to
all future generations: and if we wish
to improve the racewe must beginwith
the marriage relation.

Very few people would care to bind
themselvesto trouble if theycould see
beforehand that it must, of necessity,
come to themwithcertain people; while
on the other hand many who are now
singlewould gladlybecomeunitedifthey
but knew the favorable opportunity.

Many are seeking thislight, and it is
well that they are. for a new era is
dawning, and much good will result
from this one study of personal mag-netism. ’

Mrs. (). H. 11.. having been married
once andbeensadlydisappointed. places
her name on record for the purpose of
meeting one whom she can feel will be
to her a husband worthythename. She
prefers to remain single rather than
take chances with many whom she
might marry but for fear of results.
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There are millionswho are in a simi-
lar state of mind. Now what is the
ditficulty? Can anyone say that mar-
riage is forever a failure with snch asthese? The variety in personal mag-netisms is too numerous to mention,but each and every condition in nature
has its opposite or co-ordinate; and
while some combinationsmay not be as
desirable as others, still there is sulfi-
cient harmony to warrant one in choos-
ing_a partner. Some people must seek

' their com anion accordingto thevibra-
tions of ercury, whileothers would do
much betterif theyoperated in harm'ony
with Mars, Saturn, or any one of the
other planets. Many couples are tied
magneticallyonly by the Moon, and an
unsteady, vasselating and flightyexpe-rience results. Such are easilyled and
changed mentallyand morally. A gen-tleman sends in his name for record,
but makes no statement as to his expe-riences. He evidentlyis seeking,quiet-ly seeking, to find, if possible, just the
one suited to his nature. It seems to
be the law of thesoul that causes each
and every one to seek a true mate, and
if one marries without first finding the
right one, he or she goes on seeking just
the same, for the desire is greater than
all forms. ceremonies and laws known
to the secular world.

The magnetic co ordination chart
used in thisdepartment shows thatmar-
riage, as well as other relations in life,
balance up on the planet Jupiter (see
out), and Jupiter being the planet of
money, property or wealth,every trans-
action should be governed, to some
extent, by thismighty magnet. It must
be borne in mind thattwo souls may be
in perfect accord one with the other,
and at the same time be physicallyen-
vironed in a way to cause considerable
antagonism on this earthlyplane This
means that soul-mates are not always
happy when theymeet and marry in the
flesh. This will, no doubt, be contra-
dicted, for very few indeed are ready to
accept of the truth—the real unadul-
terated truth concerning soul-mates.

When two people are properly mated
the meeting and mingling of the mag-
netic aurasgive rise to themost healthy
and satisfying states. The very cells of
the entire body become renewed and
new and increased life action is mani-
fest, even in parts that were diseased
up to the time of meeting. With such
demonstrations of divine, fixed_ and
eternal law, is it not clear that igno-
rancc alone is theenemy of health,hap-
piness and conjugal blessedness?

Thisdepartment is for thosewho seek

theway of thedivine law in matters of
marriage and the reproduction of gen-erations yet to be; and by the time the
next issue is ready we hope to have
some very interesting things to state
relative to thisparticular feature in the
study of occult principles.

Human Nature His Study.
“I wish, madam, to—”
“ You needn’ttake thetrouble to show

me any books or furniture polish or ce-
ment for mending dishes, or silverpol-ish or anything else, for I don’t intend
to buy a thingof you.”

“That’s all right, my dear madam. I
simply wanted to call your attention—-‘’
“I don’t want my attention called to

anything you have to sell. Now just
understand that!”

“Certainly,madam,certainly. I sim-
ply Wanted to show you—”
“I don’t want to see it, and I won't

see it. You just—”
“This work that I am offeringhas-—”
“Oh, so it’s a book, is it ? ” Well, now,I can tell you thatI wouldn’t give youten cents for it if it was bound in full

morocco, withgilt edges and chock full
of full-page steel en ravings- I've
bought the last book I’l ever buy of an
agent while I live and breatheand keep
my senses.”

“Oh, very well, madam, very well. I
never urge a lady to buy what she does
not want. But perhaps your sister here
would like to look at—”

“My sister ‘P She isn't my sister. She’s
my daughter!”

“ Your daughter? It isn't possible
thatthisyoungwomanis your daughter!Why, I begher pardon; but I could more
readilybelievethatyou were her daugh-
ter. You’re just joking,aren't you ?”

“ Indeed, l’m not, sir. She is my own
daughter. But Won't you sit down?”

“ Wonderful,wonderful! At the most
I'd guess you to be twin sisters, not yet
out of school. Thank you; I will sit
down while I recover from thesurprise
you have occasioned.”

“ And I may as well look at your book
whileyou wait. It is a beautifulthing.
How much did you say it was in full
morocco ? ”

And as he walked away with her
name down for an eight-dollarvolume
he smiledthesmileof his tribe,and said
with the leer of theliar:

“She looked old enough to be that
girl's grandmother,hanged if she didn't.
—Detroit Free Press.
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J‘/oéodcofical.
Under thishead lessons in readingHoroscopes

are given each month. subjects being selected
from prominent living characters._Personal delineationsalsocome inthisdepart-
ment, and will be given on the followin terms:

Briefs. containing about one hundre words.
giving leading traits of character. disposition,capability. etc.. $1.00—worth $100.00 to everychild.and more to adults. The same style.with
horoscope illustration.$2.00.

_One more explicit. containing about five hun-
dred words. withhoroscope illustration,$5.00.

Full certificatesof thelaw (see PLANE'l‘8_ ArmPEOPLE for 1896 for sample). $25.00. This_ in-
cludes portrait, magnetic and phrenological
charts and horoscope, illustrations.

  

WILLIAM MCKINLEY,
President Elect.

On the frontispiece of thisnumberof
PLANETS AND PEOPLE we place the
portrait of William McKinley, who is
to be our chief magistrate for the com-
ing four years; and in connection there-
withthefollowinginteresting lioroscop-
ical study, which will, no doubt, be ap-preciated,owing to thevery great prom»
inence of the character and the many
wonderful things in connection with
his life the present year. Probably no
man ever before had so many and so
great honors paid him as have been
showered upon this character from all
sides during the brief six months just
past, therefore an examination into the
vibratory, magnetic and hidden causes
are most interesting to every student
and scientist dealing with the occult.

We present first his horoscope of
birth,with general explanations of the
character. Following this is the horo-
scope of his nomination, with similar
lesson on important points. Lastly,the
horoscope of the day of election gives
the culminating points and reveals the
subtle connections between the univer-
sal powers and a finite expression.

Leo, the sign of power, is the central-
izer of all that goes to make up the
characterof our subject. It shows great
strength,deep emotion, lasting friend-
ship and unbounded sympathy. It tells
a tale of over-confidencein others. also.
for the heart is trusting. and may be led
into thatwhich often proves unworthy
of attention.

It will be seen that this sign is the
vital one in the uarter of wisdom,

illiam McKinleya
very intellectual man; a man deep in

' thought,broad in comprehension, with
a. humanitarian regard for others.

Now markthis point well: He is a
man of many good, deep and lasting
qualities; and because of this he must
be on guard lest thosewho seek to sway
the tide of events by seeking the conti-
dence of such a one take advantage of
the heart throbsof trust and faith that
forms thecentral trait in the life of our
subject. Next to thisgreatest of all the
signs, we turn to the seven wonders of
theheavens and we find the mighty Ju-
piter is his ruling star. Who could ask
for a greater power than this planet
furnishes, which alone is greater than
all others in our solar system combined?
Jupiter is the magnet ‘ of money, of
wealth and power; hence, the calling 

BIRTH CHART WM. MCKINLIY.

out of immense wealth in connection
with the recent campaign. Money is
on his side. He attracts money. The
sign gives him powerful friends.

Now one might infer, from the posi-
tion of Jupiter, that Mr. McKinleyought to be a very rich man; that he
ought to be a millionaire and own vast
amounts of property and precious treas-
ure; but we are not through. There is
a reason why money will be used in his
behalf, while he, personally, may not
receive any great amount of it.

In conjunctionwith the planet Jupi-
ter we find thestar of nations—theplan-
et Neptune—which, because of inhar-
monious vibratory action withJupiter,
interferes very much with finances.
The condition is powerful in extremes,
and produces like results in the affairs
of our subject.
_

Neptune being a nationalplanet, and
in such a strong position, necessarily
shows great honors and high position.
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In fact, greater honor and position is
shown thanthatof wealthand property.
Property is hard to hold under this
combination.

Now, we come to the third lanet of
importance, which is thatof ercury.
This high flyerproduces and maintains
the jovial and social nature, which is
ever in the balance with the extreme
opposite—the exalted self-esteem and
conscientious vein which grows grad-
ually stronger as the years roll by.

These three are the chief planets
governing the affairs of the whole life,
while Saturn, Mars and Uranus, which
are polarizedupon the brain, the mind,
give a very extreme mental make-up,
and cause very many and severe strains
in that function of being. Because of
the very great extremes mentioned,
like extremes in mental, financial and
even governmental or political experi-
ences must necessarily follow. The
coming four years being fraught with
increasing pros rity means much
praise for him w o sits in the chair of
the nation. 

 
HOROSCOPE OF THE NOMINATION.

6:14p. m., June 18th. 1896.

We now come to the conditions cul-
minatin at the time of his nomination,
and we nd thatNeptune, the ruler of
the nation, was at high ebb, and the
planet of friends was in conjunction,
whileMars, theplanetof generalship, of
leadership, was iu powerful perihelion
aspect, giving Sagittarius, the central-
izer, great support and extreme influ-
ence for good. This being favorable
all around We will leave the student
with these points and pass to the figure
on election day.
‘Observe Leo, thesign of birth, with

the ruling planet Jupiter posited there-

in. Mars, theplanet so strong on the
day of thenomination, in conjunction
withtheearth,whileSaturn andUranus
add mighty forces to the quadrate all
giving their strength to the sign eo
and theruling Jupiter.

We could not find force enough
against the inherent qualityof our sub-
ject to warrant us in saying thathe
would not win. Our calculations made
for a Boston syndicate in May last
showed McKinley as the first and
strongest man for the nomination,and
every vibration since that time sup-ported him. N0 one since figuredupon
having so strong and ' powerful a com-
bination. 

 E:-T'v'l '«--as.
HOBOSCOPE OF ELECTION DAY.

We give this lesson because of so
‘many letters received asking for our
explanation of the various periodshoroscoped, and which we could not
ive to eachin detail. The educational
eature of these explanations are just

as valuable now as they would have
been could we have published them
earlier.

Next monthwe shall present, on front
cover, portraits, of other living charac-
ters, giving a hornscopical lesson in
connection therewith.

First Life on Our Globe.
The very first living thingto appear

upon thesurface of our globe, in other
words the earliest distinctly organized
animal whose fossilized remains are
found in the rocks which go to make
up the earth’s crust, was a three-lobed
worm called a trilobite. According to
the geologists it was the first createdbeingthathad a distinct animal organ-
iza ion.
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Healthy Habitations.

People who keep their houses dark
for fear of the sunlight spoilin their
carpets and furniture, says the amilyDoctor, have no idea of the disease-
destroying influence of sunlight and
air. Recent experiments made in the
Pasteur Institute have shown that
bacilliexposed to the sun and air were
destroyed in two hours, while those
exposed to the sun, theair beingex-
cluded, were alive after fifty hours of
exposure. It was thusascertained that
the oxygen of the air bad a marked
effect in assisting the sun’s rays, and
that the bacteria sulfered more from
the sun’s rays if the supply of oxygen
was increased thanif it wasdiminished.
Certain liquids, too,which willundergo
putrefaction in the dark will remain
sweet and free from bacteria when ex-
posed to thesun’s rays. Air and sun
are nature's great purifiers.

Householders who, in cold weather,keep theirwindow shutters closed with
the aim of excluding the wintry blast,
are also depriving themselves of the
warmthwhich even diifused sunlight
so generouslydonates. Strikea balance
and you willprobably find it never pays
to decline the sun’s assistance. Even
themoral effect of the light of day is a
factor in warmingtheinner man not to
be despised.

Much of thediscomfort experienced
in our winter home life is due to the
extremes of temperature found in vari-
ous parts'of the house. Some rooms
are kept much too warm; doors might
often be left open between rooms thus
communicating, so as to equalize
matters. lt is poor economy to shock
our bodies by passing from 75° in the
sitting—room to 60° or less in the pas-
sages and dining-room or bathroom.

The floors of many dwellings are
never comfortable,and special footwear
is desirable to be used on flrst arising.
Woollen slippers or overshoes. goloshes,
etc .. may be worn for thispurpose and
will keep the animal heat in the body
at this point of contact with thecold,
cold world. Remember that first im-
pressions are very lasting, and our
bodies are very grateful for a littlepro-tection and encouragement offered in
the morning hours, when thelifeforces

are awakening to their task. A little
attention of thiskind often determines
theatmosphere of the whole day.

In all weathers the sleeping room
should be at a low er temperature than
the living room and more fresh air
should be allowed to enter. In the
very bitterest weather, there are often
enough cracksin the window to allow
of fairly good ventilation,even though .

the window be closed. It is especially
when double casements and weather
strips are used that allowance for air
entrance should be made. Thisappliesonly to the very coldest seasons, when
thethermometer shows a temperature
of zero or thereabout.——Pop. Health.
May.

Cheese :1 Carrier of Disease.
Not only is cheese liable to be pois-

onous by the developement of tyrotox-icon, but it may prove to be a carrier
of disease germs. Dr. Beebe, Assistant
Chemist of the Board of Ilealthin New
York City, recently found the true
bacillusof diphtheria in a lot of sus-
pected cheese, and as a result of this
discovery a large quantity of cheese
was siezed and destroyed.

It is said thattherewere several fatal
cases of diphtheriain the family of a
farmer who supplied much of the milk
from which the cheese was made, and
the germs conveyed by the milk from
this infected house lived through the
process of cheese-making. and com-
municated the disease to several who
ate the cheese.

It has been known for a long time
thatmilkwas an excellent medium for
thegrowth of bacteria, and therefore,of course, for the taking up of any in-
fection and the spread of the same.
No doubt many serious illnesses or
diseases have been caused in this way,though traced supposedly to other
sources.

The day is soon coming when no one
will think of using milk without first
pastuerizing of sterilizing it.—N. E.
Kitchen Mag.

How to Keep Well.

In our next issue we shall give, in this
department, an illustrated article on
bathing, which will bring health to
every person who profits by the simple
methods and rules which it contains.
A simple health bath for every home
willbe the feature of thearticle.
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c’/7w flzacle.
QUESTION: How is it that the as-

trologers all place the planet Jupiter in
thesign Virgo since October lsté 1}8I96‘?

ANSWER: The reason is becausethe
planet Jupiter appears to enter the
sign Virgo about Uctober lst, said ap-
pearance being caused by the earth's
movement in the sign Aries. See fig-
ure for January lst, this issue, and
observe thatone lookingfrom theearth
toward Jupiter of course sees that
planet in Virgo thesame as it appeared
on October 1st, only a little further
along in the sign. When it was still
back in Leo, it appeared to be across
the line betweenLeo and Virgo, but it
was not.

In all our work we treat thepositions
and aspects from the sun instead of
from theearth, and while there is no
diiference as to the real position of a
planet, in space.still the two methods,
geocentric and heliocentric,cause con-
fliction in the minds of those not famil-
iar with the subject. Jupiter really
entered the sign Virgo December 28th,
l896.

Q. Is it not a fact that from an
astronomical standpoint we are safe in
looking for a gradual improvement
in all lines of business from now on
through the next four years, espec-
ially since McKinley has been elected
and sound money has been made
sure? F. B.

A. Yes, it is a fact that we are to
have a general improvementright along
for about four years, although we may
have some reaction before this year is
past; but not because sound (hear it
rattle) money is in the world of finance,
nor because Mr. McKinley has been
elected. The reason is deeper than
eitherof these. It is becausetheminds
of people will be under a new confi-
deuce-giving vibration.and as this vi-
bration is one of the known conditions
to bemet withduring thenextfouryears
the result would have been the same,
practically,hadMr. Bryan been elected.
It does not matter whether we have
free silver or not, or whether we have
free gold or not. In fact. it makes no
particular difference what our money
is, these periods of depression come
and go just the same, and when the

vibrations are good we have good
times and confidence in people, thegov-
ernment and our medium of exchange
enables us to pass any kind of money.
It may not be desirable for the govern-
ment to buy silver at 53 cents and
stamp it one dollar. It is certainly
setting a very bad example, and opens
up a tleld for the secret manufactureof
money at an immense profit to the
manufacturer. This state .of affairs
must, sooner or later. be remedied.
Times, however, will improve, regard-
less of these juggling proceedings and
:10 one need have any fear for the fu-
ure.
This department is open for any

questions that are of general interest
to our readers. Personalmatters, how-
ever, should come under one of the
otherdepartments opened up for such
information as would not be desirable
to make public.

A Weeping Tree;

The weeping tree of the CanaryIslands is one of the wonders of plantlife. It is ofthelaurel family,and rains
down a copious shower of water drops
from its tufted foliage. This water is
often collected at the foot of the tree
and forms a kind of pond, from which
the inhabitants of the neighborhood
can supply themselveswith a beverage
that is absolutely fresh and pure. The
water comes out of the tree itself
through innumerable little pores situ-
ated at the margin of the leaves.

It issues from the plant as vaporduring the daytime when the heat is
suflicientlygreat to preserve it in that
condition, but in the evening,when the
temperature has lowered very much, a
considerable quantity of it exuded in
the form of liquid drops that collect
near the edges of the leaves until these
membersso benddown under their in-
creasing weight as to pass, for them. the
limit of theangle of repose, when the
tears tumble off on the ground below
in a veritable shower.—London Mail.

In the Corn Meal Age.—Mrs. Claude
\Vright—How do you likethosebiscuits,
dear?

Mr.ClaudWright —A trifleheavy,love,
But you are somewhat out of practice.

Mrs. Claude Wright—If you'll believe
me, pet, I haven't made a mess of his-
cuits hefore since my first re-incarna-
ion, 5,000 years ago.—Bufi'alo Times.
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Enigma, No. 2.
He asked a question, and glancingat

the “trestle board” we call the planet
Jupiter just appearing in the East and
as therewere not ri htangle, entangle-
ments, no pentang e places, and the
lunar application was eastward, we
gave a favorable replg.Murcury sat on the un lineandMars,
opposed, as it always does, and joined
the neptunian onslaught. Venus was
squarely helio and the rest were nearly
five hours behind the starter‘ Such
was the nature of the race and many
interesting lessons were markedin the
figure. Let us reflect on theimportant
event and culmination for the day and
determine the year, the day and the
hour of the above question.

Enigma, No. 3.
Sept. 23d, 1896, a man started on the

sextileof thedaydawn for a little hunt.
He proceeded in a direction that led
toa camp not far from Chicago. After
eating his lunch he sought his game,
and as the season was at its best he
bagged as many uail as there had
passed degrees of ongitude between
the hour of starting and the time he
first reached the camp, and he reached
the camp an hour and threequarters
late of the exact number of minutes
corresponding to one-half of the num-
berof quail he returned with. When
did he start? When did he reach the
camp, and how many quail did he
gather?

Our subscribers are requested to or-
iginate puzzles for this department.
We may offer prizes later for produc-
tions of thiskind.

Gave Birth to Five Boys.
The wife of Oscar Lyons, a farmer

living one mile west of Maysville,Ky.,
gave birthrecently to five children, all
boys. The children were all well de-
veloped and healthy. Four of them
weigh four and a quarter pounds each
and the fifth five pounds, making a
total of twenty-two pounds.

Queer Tree in Thlbet.
The “tree of a thousand images,”

which grows in Thibet, has leaves
which have theircenters markedwith
images of men, animals, birds. faces,
etc. Some authoritiesclaim thatsome
are markedwith letters and figures.

Oneof thehighest cities in the United
States is Leadville,Colo..which is nearly
14,000 feet above sea level.

Mrs. Wabash—“I shall not be in the
least astonished if Johnny developesclairvoyant powers ”

Mrs. JacksonParke—“Indeed?”
“Yes. He is the son of a seventhhus-

band, you know."

olo. n. w. xmrz,
A-ncmucv.

Io one Loan: Au....,
ONIGABO.
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The Pyramid and Cube as illustrated
and partiallyexplainedin Times-Herald
and repeated in’ January number of
this magazine, is, as every readercan
readilysee, a definite plan layed out in
detail for theerection of a college build-
ing for a fixed and definite purpose.
Since thearticleappeared in theChicago
daily, there has been much talk of oc-
cult colleges, mysteries, etc., and as the
article was copied, or portions of it, at
least, in many other dailies throughout
this, as well as foreign countries, there
has been quite an awakening amo’ng
those who have a leaning toward mys-
tical lore.

Unlike the statements made by some
occult researchers concerning a college,
statements which are veiledand made
to appear mystical, referring,as theydo,
to a building which would be located
somewhere and still be unknown ex-

cept to the initiate; a vague and uncer-
tain somethingthat is not connectable

in doubt as to its existence, such state-
ments as weave a mist before the com-
mon vision and cause undue comment,
ridicule and criticism,thePyramid and
Cube plan is one based upon scientific
knowledge of the deepest import and
the structure or college for the exem-
plification and dissemination of said
knowledge is not to be hidden in any
particular whatsoever.

The promoters of this institution do
not believethat the methodsemployed
in ancient times are desirable for the
present era in theworld's progress. The
printing press has entirely changed the
affairs of men and that the mystical
and hidden things are of such a nature
that theymust be taught in accordance
with the changed and liberatedminds
of the new world. '

Whether one knows it or not, it is a
fact that thousands, yes, millions of
people are quietly and secretly seeking
to know somethingof the occult in na-
ture; something of the hidden forces
thatseem to regulate our very beings.
As there is much charlatanism in con-
nection withmost of theso-called occult
phenomena, a strictly rational demon-
strable and scientific basis forall phe-
nomena, whether apparent or hidden,
is certainly desirable.

In our plan a system is presented to
the world which enables any person to
know the truthsof nature and the soul
of things.
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Books, charts, etc., will be issued or

published by this institution which
will meet this natural secret craving
for light and knowledge.

There are those who pretend to teach
the truth, who first require of their
pupilsthattheyrenounceall otherforms
and systems, and becomeentirely sub-
jective to their will. In otherwords,
they inform them thatall other teach-
ings are false. therefore they must be
dropped in" order that the mind may
grasp the new revelation about to be
made to them.

Of course, a person witha little com-
mon sense will see at once thatthisis
a species of magic which can only con-
found theminds of those who run after
such scheming operators. The Pyra-
mid and Cube deals with astronomy,
the most interesting and instructive
study possible to enter into. It faci-
nates both old and young when its oc-
cult side is opened up and the hidden
mysteries made clear to them. The
foundation of the work being a uni-
versal and eternal truth, it is not neces-
sary to ask any one to give up any por-
tion of his or her previous knowledge
or belief, for “truthbows at no human
shrine, neither does it seek place or ap-
plause, it only asks a hearing.”

That the world has become thorough-
ly awakened to the importance of a
knowledge of the underlying causes
which produce the many and varied
conditionsand experiences in theaffairs
of men is so paramount to the casual
observer that it needs no further com-
ment. ‘

That there are many and divers
opinions and theories relative to the
great principles which are at the base
of all created things is also well under-
stood. That these theoriesand systems
of thought and reasoning are, so far as
theyrelate to life, largelyborrowed from
history, tradition and what is termed
sacred writings is clear to be seen.

Among the many systems of thought
we will mention, first, Religion, so-call-
ed. Religious systems are, as you well

know, built up from divers interpreta-
tions of biblical records, coupled with
real enthusiasm and an earnest desire
on the part of human kind to meet and
mingle for the common good of all.

Doctrinal points, therefore, are the
only dividing lines between sectarian
systems, the object and aim of each
beingpracticallythesame, all borrowed
from the writings, traditions,etc.,of the
past.

In recent years many systems of in-
dependent thought have sprung up,
and we have to-day theagnostics who
believe nothing the spiritualist who
believes everything, the theosophist
who disbelievessome thingswhile he

~ believe others, the christian scientist
who believesin direct communion with
the deity, and the mystic who believes
in knowledge and wisdom, gained
through study and patient toil for the
higher attainment thatis possibble in
a greater or lesser degree to each and
every one who is willing to pay the
price. In all of the cases cited but the
last, the faithsand theoriesare borrow-
ed principally and hinge upon some-
thing that has been written or stated
concerning the lives and experiencesof
‘people long since passed from earthly
habitations, or who are supposed to
exist apart from the world at large.
The mystic differs from all theothers,
in this, that he seeks here and now to
know the nature of thelife thatis mani-
fest about him. We say he seeks to
know the law of the universe in which
he lives. Ile seeks to know the whole
truth, that he may adjust himself
physically,mentally and spiritually to
the harmonies of the whole. Not to a
part, portion or cult which sees and
moves in accordance withcertain ideas
and theorieshavinganarroworlimited
scope of the whole. Now mark well
the difference between the mystic and
all the others; for we will soon come to
that part of our illustration where a
fullerunderstandingis reachedconcern-
ing these varied systems of thought.

Rememberwe do not antogonizeany
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of these systems that is not our motive
or desire; but, on theotherhand, we aim
to show theadvantages to each system
of a knowledge which thereal mystic
alone is at present in possession of; a
knowledge which must make greater
and grander the lives of thosewho are
loyal to each and every system of
thought throughout the whole world.

There are many persons who claim
to be mystics, and no doubt they are in
a degree, but very few indeed have ren-
dered theirpresent physicalorganisms
sufliciently to adjust themproperly to
the vibrant forces that environ them.
Thatenviron them.

This rendering process, you must re-
member,isno child'splay,forit includes
an intellectual development which, in
theend,enables one to see thingsasthey
are, when the appearances of thingsno
longer confuse and mislead them. The
great question then thatconfronts one
who seeks the truth of things,is, What
shall I do ? Where shall I begin?

A person born, reared and educated
in a family, devoted to some special
cult or system, of course is under the
influence,to a very great extent,of that
system, hence, is ever trying to fit and
hinge every proposition he meets, to it.
This, of course, takes a great deal of
time, and it has a tendency to abridge
the natural capabilities in most any
field of research. This is acoudition
we find in the world. In fact, it is the
chief draw-back,or obstacle in the way
of personal attainment. The idea has
been to mold the mind of theyoung,
according to creedal standard and doc-
trine, which, of course, no one could
object to, and we do not now object to
the method,for if a people think.they
have that which is most desirable for
their children to have, to learn and
know, it is proper for them,toteach
them accordingly. But we often hear
of cases where a young man or woman
breaks away from the familycircle,and
launches out independent of theearly
teachings and admonitions of their
parents. They break the bonds that

were graduallyplaced about them,and
become free to think,and do for them-
selves as seems best to them. This is
one of thechief signs of_ soul develop-
ment, resulting from mystical attain-
ment made in the past." Such an one,
however, must, before reachingthede-
sired state, again place their present
physical organism in proper order, and
develop the mind to theright condition
before they are full-fledged mystics in
the flesh. ’

‘

'

This is a case, showing one phase of
a mystical soul’s action,whileidwelling
in clay. There are mystics that are
born free from restraints of,every kind
and who begin very.ea_rl_y tograsp the
larger and deeper propositions of life
and being,but only in thelast few years
has it been possible for the masses to
look into the inner meanings of life.
Science has made rapid strides and
opened up theavenues of research un-
til today it is necessary for one to know
a hundred times more than was known
by our grandfatherand grandmothers,
when they were our ages, thereforit is
considered proper, and by many quite
necessary that the world learns some-
thingof theoccult and ‘hidden relation
of Planets, People, Suns and systems,
and therelation theybearone to anoth-
er. In order to understand the phenom-
ena of creation, it is of ‘course neces-
sary to have a starting point,'and so far
as our planet is concernedfit is not be-
yond the reach and comprehension of
any person of ordinary "intellect, to
know the laws of planetary life and in-
fluence, suflicientlyto give them a very
clear conception of phenomenain gen-
eral. ‘

'

What we mean by phenomenaisthis:
Every expression that isevery living
thingupon the earth, in all of the king-
doms of life, mineral, vegatable and
animal, make up theplienomenaof this
planet, and the nature of each, physi-
cally, intellectually andjoccultly,may
be understood if one begins right and
learns the basic principles" underlying
the whole. It is to these‘basicprinciples
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thatwe wish at this time to call atten-
tion. ‘ There is a. law, which shapes the
destiny of each living thing,no matter
what it may be. We say alaw. Not
several laws, not a law for thisphenom-
ena and another for that, but a law
which is at the foundation of all, and
which is demonstrable to the most
skeptical observer,

Although each and every manifesta-
tion in nature, difiers from every other
manifestation, it is becauseof the in-
finite possibilitiesof variation under
and in accordance, and harmony with
the‘ one principle. This may be called
the fixed principle,wliichis same to-day,
yesterday and forever. This being a
fact, provable to the human conscious-
ness, it can be sought and found, recog-
nized and accepted and when thusre-
lized, it becomes the center of all
-thought action in the mind. All rea-
soning, all deductions are in harmony
with it, and the cause back of every
emotion, impulse and desire is trace-
able to it. It is thus thatthephenom-
ena of life, in all of its phases, may be,
clearlyanalyzed.

The way, the truthand thelife, there-
fore, for the attainment of knowledge
of the primal law, the universal basic
principal, that which is, thatwliich‘can-
not be questioned when found, because
it is the absolute, the eternal, the deific
principal thatchanges not. The way to
this knowledge is what people all over
the world are seeking. The ways are

many, for it is said, thatall roads lead
to Chicago but there is a simple way
which has been discovered or re-discov-
ered in these modern times, which en-
ables one to reach the coveted treasure
mucheasier than at any previous period
in the world's history.

’1‘he mystical figure known as the
Ancient_Z¢)g}iapgives,probably,asmany
points leading to thetruth as any other
one thing in existaiice, and we are
satisfied that if one learns all thatis
veiled by thatstrange and peculiar ar-
rangement of linesand symbols, he will
come very near having the truth, the

whole truth and nothingbut the truth,
concerning the phenomenaof creation_

If one can believein thisfigure as be-
ing a symbol of wisdom, sufiicientlyto
make it a study, he will not be long in
discovering its importance, especially
in ‘connection with the occult; that
which we are now interested in.

If you are a Christian Scientist,forex-
ample, and you should find, by studying
this figure, that it reveals the physical,
mental, moral and spiritual conditions
of each and every person in the world,
would you consider it of practicaluse
in that science? If it was found that
each and every attribute of one’s own
being is theresult of various states or
conditions of forces directly traceable
to thisone basic principal, would it be
evidence of its revealing quality ?

If you are a religiousstudent, and in
looking into this ancient symbol, you
should discover thatthe book of reve-
lation, the new testament and various
books of the old testament are written
in accordance withprinciples exempli-
fied by it, would it be any evidence to
you ofits divine origin. It‘ you found
the Christ life and Christ ' principle
fully revealed therein,would you con-
sider it worth while to pursue your
studies further in thisdirection,or not ?

If you are a theosophist, and in look-
ing into thisplanetary circle, you found
thereason why mahatmasare developed,
and the law of possibilitiesin thatdi-
rection, would you consider the discov-
ery valuable in tlieosopliic research?

If you are an agnostic,and you should
find in this study the fact that God
created man in his own imageabsolute-
ly,and thesame was made so clear that

.,you-could not question it for an instant,
would you be disturbed and troubled
because of the revelation? These are
only a few of the many thingsrevealed
by the science of occult astronomy and
they come in line with the plan of the
work designed for the Pyramid and
Cube educational project.

At no distant day theplan of govern-
ing or conducting the work of thiscol-
lege will be given in thismagazine.
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The Zodiac is the most ancient sym-
bol, or mathematicalfigure, known to,
man. Where it originated and how it
came to be, is the great question which
has puzzeled the brain of scientist, stu-
dent and philosopher alike. That its
origin antedates all recorded history,all
must agree, for there has been no time,
in the history of the world when the
Zodiac, in some manner, was not refer-
red to. It is plain to be seen thatthis
ligure, marksofi theseasons of the year
and shows many other astronomical
facts, relative to the signs in the heav-
ens. It has also been a familiarfigure
in almanacsfor many years, showing in
connection therewiththe figure of a
human being,with which it illustrated
anatomical relatedness.

The constellations of stars forming a
belt about our earth, in line with the
equator or ecliptic, is known as the «

Zodiacalbelt or conste1lations,andeach
of the twelve constellations forming
this belt are named after the signs of
the Zodiac.

That there is a connection between
the Zodiac and the human organism, is
one of the great wonders connected
with and shown by thisnew game of
cards.

CARDS.
And this leads us to thesubject of

Cards; another mystery. Where did
theycome from ? What man or woman
invented them‘P What were theymade
to represent? Do they show one’s luck
or not?

Some say every person’s fortune is
in the cards and may berevealed if they
are used in a certain mystical way. Let
us see. It has been found thatthecards
like theZodiac are astronomical in na-
ture; that they hold the key to every
planetary movement,to every planetary
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relation, to every known influenceand
change that is brought about within
our solar system.

It is also a fact that the cards lit
the zodiac. The twelve signs, the cen-
ter or place of the sun, coordinating
with a lay-out or deal of four cards to
each, just fifty-two cards being neces-
sary to cover or filleach space.

We find that these astronomicalsym-
bols, antedate all history and must have
existed long before thePyramid Cheops
had its inception in the mind of man.
That they have an origin common with

v the zodiac is now admitted by delvers
in egyptology,ancient symbols, records
and traditions.

VVONDERFUL REVELATIONS‘.
A few figures are given below to

show some of theastronomicalwonders
found locked withinthe deck of cards-

'l‘here are 52 cards in the deck, equal
to 52 weeks in a year.

There are 4 suits, equal to 4 seasons
in a year.

There are 13 cards in eachsuit, equal
to 13 Lunar circuits.

The spots on each suit are from] to
13, counting Knaves 11, Queens 12, and
Kings 13, equal to 12 signs of the
Zodiac, and the center or sun, also the
13 weeks in each quarter.

The spots count up 364, which plus
the one cycle day, equals 365 days in a
year.

There are 12 figure cards, or face
cards, equal to the 12 months in a year.

OCCULT MATHEMATICS.
In considering the expression of the

cards. further we find thattheycontain
themathematicsof creation and reveal
the relation existing between the stars
of heaven and the people of theearth,
in a scientific occult way that is most
amazing.

They were, no doubt, invented by a
class of scholars far in advance of our
present civilization, so far as astrono- -

my and mathematicsare concerned, as
well as the relation existing between
planets and people.
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A very amusing story is related, con-

cerning the cards.
“THE MYSTERY or A PACK or cknns.”

A private soldier by the name of
Richard Lee was taken before a magis-
trate, recently, for_ playingcards during
divine service. It appears that a ser-

geant commanded the soldiers at the
church, and when theparson had read
the prayer, he took the text. Those
who had a bible took it out, but this
soldier had neither bible nor common

prayer book: but pulling out a packof
* cards, be spread them before him. He
just looked at one card and thenat an-
other. The sergeant of the company
saw him, and said: “Richard, put up
the cards; thisis no place for them.”

“Never mind that,”said Richard.
When the service was over, the con-

stable took Richard before the mayor.
“Well,” says the mayor, “what have

you brought thesoldier here for? ”

“For playingcards in church.”
“Well, soldier, what have you to say

for yourself ‘? ”

“ Much, sir, I hope."
“ Very good. If not, I will punish

you more thanmanwasever punished.”
“ I have been,”said thesoldier,“about

six weeks on the march. I have neither
bible nor common prayer-book. -I have
nothing but a pack of cards, and I'll
satisfy your worship of the purity of
my intentions.” And, spreading the
cards before the mayor, he began with
the ace: “When I see theace, it re-
minds me there is but one God. When
I see the deuce, it reminds me of Fath-
er and Son. When I see the tray, it re-
minds me of the Father, Son and Holy
Ghost. When I see the four spot, it
reminds me of the four Evangelists
that preached—Matthew, Mark,Luke
and John. When I meet the five, it re-
minds me of the five wise virgins that
trimmed their lamps; there were ten,

-. but five were wise and five were foolish
and were shut out. When I see the six,

- it reminds me thatin six days the Lord :

made heaven and earth. When I see

the seven, it reminds me that on the
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seventhday He rested from thegreat
work He had created, and hallowed it.
When I see theeight, it reminds me of
the eight righteous persons thatwere
saved when God destroyed the world,
viz: Noah and his wife, with threesons
and their wives. When I see the nine,
it reminds me of the nine lepers that
were cleansed by our Saviour——there
were nine out of ten who never return-
ed thanks. When I see the ten, it re-
minds me of the ten commandments
which God handed down to Moses on
tablets of stone. When I see the king,
it reminds me of the King of Heaven,
which is God Almighty. When I see
the queen it reminds me of the Queen
of Sheba, who visited Solomon, for she
was as wise a woman as he was a man.
She brought withher fiftyboys and fifty
girls, all dressed in boys’ apparel, for
King Solomon to tell which were boys
and which were girls. King Solomon
sent for water for them to wash. The
girls washed to elbows and the boys to
the wrist, so King Solomon told by
tha .”

“ Well," said the mayor, “ you have
given a good description of all thecards
but one."

“ What is that?”
“ The knave,” said the mayor.
“ I will give your honor a description

of that. too, if you willnot be angry.”
“ I will not,” said the mayor, “ifyou

do not term me to be the knave.”
“ Well," said the soldier,“ the great-

est knave that I lznow of is the consta-
ble thatbrought me here.”

“ I do not know,” said the mayor, “if
he is the greatest knave, but I know he
is the greatest fool.”

“ When I count how many spots in a
pack of cards I (ind three hundred and
sixty-five, as many as thereare days in
ayear. When I count the numberof
cards in a pack, I find there are fifty-
two, the number of weeks in a year;
and I lind four suits, the number of
weeks in a month. I (ind there are
twelve picture cards in a pack, repre-
senting thenumberofmonthsina year;
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and on counting the tricks, I find thir-
teen, thenumberof weeks in a quarter-
So you see, sir, a pack of cards serves
for a Bible, almanacandcommon pray-
er book.”

FORTUNE TELLING.
Cards have been used for ages and

ages in connection with fortune tell-
ing, and to-day there are more cards
printed and used than any other one
thing. More packs by hundreds of
thousands, than thereare copies of the
bible, which can only be accounted for
by the fact thatthey were in existence
and used thousands of years before
bibleswere created.

But speaking about bibles. If one
will look deep enough into the cards,
they will discover thatthe bible itself
is written in harmony withtheemblem-
aticmeaning of these wonderful paste-
board records of astronomical law.

PLAYING GAMES.
The cards furnish themost attractive

and entertaining amusement of any-
thing used for games, and many hours
of pleasure, are passed over them in
the various games designed for their
use; but in order to interest people in
the deeper meanings of these ancient
wonders and give them somethingfor
amusement that will not only amuse,
but cause them to test the occult and
hidden meanings thatare just beneath
the surface, is the object of the new
game.

CARD TIIE zonmc.
This game restores the pack of cards

to its original place and home, the
zodiac. It is arranged in such a way
thatin playing it one's mental and psy-
chic development is something phe-
nomenal. It strengthens the memory
and intensifies the intuitive faculties,
bringing the seventhsense thoroughly
into actionand use.

LUCK.
It is a well known fact thatat cer-

tain times a person seems to play in
luck, while at other times misfortune
and loss apparently rules. Now when

one is in luck, winnings are easy and a
feeling of buoyancy and upliftingper-
vades the entire organism,

This new game shows more clearly a
person’s state or condition of luck at
any time than any heretofore played
with cards, or in factplayed withany
other figures or emblems,becauseof its
arrangement in connection with the
zodiac which is directly related to hu-
man beings, accordingto planetary law.
This being clear, it is plain to be seen
thatas the same is entered into theluck
of each is shown at the end of each
game, and the cards they win are, in
reality,emblemswhich reveal their fort-
unate period.

This makes the game a game of fort-
une also. and by following the card
reading, instructions hereafter explain-
ed, a most interesting study, as well as
a clear and marvelouslycorrect fortune
may be found in the cards secured by
each.

NOTE:—Tsblecovers, withthe Zodiac worked
in silk in various designs are for sale at the
otfice of PLANETS AND PEOPLE. 169 Jackson
St., and will be mailedto any address. on re-
ceipt of price. $5.00 buys a very neat and ser-
viceableone.

TIIE ZODIAC. 
The Zodiac is divided into four quar-

ters, and each quarter into three signs,
making twelve signs or divisions in all.
The lirst quarter is designated as the
heart-quarter, and includes the three
signs—Aries,Taurusand Gemini.

The second quarter is called the club
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quarter, and includes the signs Cancer,
Leo and Virgo.

The third quarter is the quarter of
damonds and includes Libra, Scorpio
and Sigittarius.

The fourthquarter is called the spade
quarter,and is made up of Capricornus,
Aguarius and Pisces, (pronounced Pl-
sees.)

GAME WITH FOUR PLAYERS.
Let each player shuflie the cards, if

they choose to, then each one cut the
deck, draw a card in rotation; the first
to draw turns up his card, and the suit
shows which quarter of theZodiac he
should play in. If he draws a heart he
sits opposite the heart quarter.

Should the next one draw a heart,
also, he should draw again until the
suit changes, when the next suit will
show thequarter for him,and so on un-
til each selects one of the quarters.

Now place the deck in the center and
let the one in the first quarter cut, then
the one in thesecond, then thethirdand
fourth, each holding the cards. The
highest card cut decides and wins the
first deal.

TO DEAL THE (mans.
First let the dealer shuflie the cards

well, and pass them to the other quar-
ters in rotation to be cut or not as each
occupant may choose.

He then takes them and deals four
cards to any sign in the Zodiac he
chooses. He has the privilegeof deal-
ing promiscuously until he has dealt
four cards to eachsign. He should have
just four cards left, and these should be
dealt, as he feels impressed, one to each
quarter, the same to remain in the pos-
session of each and not played or used
except in case of a tie at the end of the
first lay-out.

As thereare twelve tricks to betaken,
should each get three, these tie cards
may be played to show the winner over
all, as will beexplained in thecount.

The card values are the same as in
eucher,exceptthatthevaluescount from
oneor the ace as lowest, up to the King
the highest and there are no Bowers

and no Joker. The game may be play-
ed single, that is each one for him
or herself, which is the most desirable
when Fortunes are to be told at theend
of the game, or the Heart and Diamond
quarter may play against the Club and
Spade quarter. When hearts are trump,
values of trump are from ace to the
King.

FIRST PLAY.
The cards must be left faces down as

dealt. The dealer leads by selecting
any card he chooses to from his quar-
ter. He must select blindly. He may
draw from under or from themiddle of
one of the piles, in one of the signs.
This card determines thetrumps of the
deal. The card thus drawn is played
upon the center.

SECOND 1’ LA Y.
The one in the nextquarter mayselect

apile from one of thesigns in his or her
quarter, look at them,selecta card there
from and play. The remainder of the
pile thus lifted should be returned to
their proper place iii the Zodiac. The
card played should be in suit, if suit is
found in the pile selected. If not, a
trump card may be played if the pile
contains one. If neither suit or trump
if found it is optional with the player

I whicll card to play.
'r111un l'1.A\'.

The third picks up a pilealso from
his quarter and follows the rule of the
second and, the fourth in like manner
completes the play for the lirst trick.
The one taking the trick will select
blindlya card from his quarter and lead
for thesecond play or trick, the others
lifting a pile eacll time an(l selecting a.
card as before.

THE Tlucks AND TIIE COUNT.
One trick counts one.
Two tricks count t\\'o.
Three tricks count three.
And as three tricks till a quarter, a

point is added for the winning or gain-
ing quarter, which is one.

Four trick in succession, becausethe
cards secured are suflicientto fill a por-
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tion of thesecond quarter, count double
which equals eight.

Five tricks in succession equals ten.
Six tricksin succession equals twelve.
And as the cards will cover another

quarter, anotherquarter count is added,
equals one.

Seven tricks in succession equals
fourteen.

Eight tricks in succession equals six-
teen.

Nine tricks in succession equals
eighteen.

And a point for the third quarter
equals one.

Ten tricks in succession equals
twenty.

Eleven tricks in succession equals
twenty-two.

Twelve tricks in succession equals
one hundred and forty-four.

The latter is called the squaring of
thecircle, and the numberof points are
made to correspond with the pheno-
menal result.

A GAME VVITII TWO PLAYERS.
When two are playing, double the

number of tricks are necessary to the
count as given, or they may each play
two cards; first the leader, then the op-
posite player, thenthe leader, and again
theoppositer planer, thehighest card or
trump deciding the trick or winning.
The latter methodconforms the best to
theZodiacand to the rules of the game.

CONTINUATION.
The cards are passed to the next

player, that is to the one in thenext
quarter to the first dealer, and the play
is repeated, and so on until each player
has dealt the cards.

A score card should be used to keep
a record of the points gained by each,
and should be made in the following
manner.

_

The followingshows thescore card of
a game in theorder played. T. stand for
trick, R. for run, and Qr. for quarter

- counts.

SCORE CDFXRD.
FIRST HAND.

,

HEARTS. CL UBS.
I) IA MONDS. SPA DES.

1 T. —1 :3 T. ——3 2 'l‘.—2 1 'I‘.— 1
1 Q1-,_1 5 R.—10

SECOND HAND.
' 7 .R. -14 1 '1‘. -1 2 T.——2 T 2 T.—2

THIRD HAND.

1 T. ——1 3 T. —:3 1 'r.—1 : 2 T.—'2
1 T. ~1
2 T. —‘2
2 T. -——2
1 Qr.——1

FOURTH HAND.

6 T. -6 1 T. —1 2 T.—?.
3 T. —‘

2 Qr.—2
____’_W_

TOTAL, 27 13 7 15
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When partners are chosen, thetricks
of each may be placed together and
countedin runs as one. End of game.

YOUR. FORTUNE.
It is suppossed thatby the time one

game is completed that the cards are
thoroughly magnetized by theplayers,
and thatthe final winningsshould prop-
erly represent- the fortunes of each,so
as the tricks are taken in the last lead 1
played, they should be piled facedown
as usual, one top of the other as re-
ceived, and when the score card is ;
figured up and the decision read. The
one in the first quarter should turn his
cards over first and be prepared to hear
the wonderful tale which they unfold
to him.

The cards should be read in the order
they are found accordingto the follow-
ing rules or meanings, coupled with the
psychic sense ‘of the reader. The cards
are in reality aids only to the sense of
intuition, the sixth sense, or sense of
stating things without knowing them ~

», draws no invidious comparison; that itto be true.
MEANINGS OF THE CARI) IN FORTUNES.

[To be continued.)

Culture of the Castor Oil Plant.

The manufacture of castor oil from
the beans was formely controlled by a
few pressers and manufacturersin New
York, St. Louis, Cincinnati and San
Francisco. These manufacturers dis-
tributed theseeds to the farmers, with
directions for culture, and made a con
tract to take the whole crop at a cer-
tain sum. The beans are raised on land
where Indian corn thrives,and thecrop
is cultivated similarly to corn. The
pods are harvested when they turn
brown,and are shelled by the farmers.
Afterbeing cleaned by a fanning mill
they are sent to the manufacturersof
the oil, who press them by heavy ma-
chinery, and clarify the oil before bot-
tling it. The industry is a large one in
this country, and thousandsof persons
are directlysupported by it.-New Yark
Independent.

' like him.

2 man.

Sic ltur Ad Astra.
By S. Bruce Gomznu.

Yemust moor thy bark to every isle.
Must touch every strand of man's habi-
tation. Must come in contact with
every class and condition of society.
Must become enrapport withevery ele-
ment and strata of theinhabitedworld.
Must feel as each feels; must see aseach
sees; mustjudge as from thestandpoint
of the lowliest or most exalted;must be
to all people one of them thatye may
benefiteach withwhom ye come in con-
tact; must meet each upon his own
level and build thereon for all man-
kind; the high aud low, the rich and
poor, the learned and unlearned, the
good and bad, the refined and coarse,
the master and slave, the angelic and
beastly—noliving,breathingthing,but
ye must help to enlighten, to lift up, to
heal. Such is thy mission, 0 son of
man. Guard well thyfootsteps. Keep
thou a bridle upon thy tongue thatit

heep not greater burdens upon the
struggling fragmentsof divinity. It is
bad enough to live in thecess-pool with-

‘ out the slime beingstirred by one who
is above ground.

0, be careful, bewatchful, bevigilant,
to assist a weary hearted brother,even
though erring he may be. But for the
goodness of thy God, thou wouldst be

If thy God hast given thee
light, blind not with thylight theeyes
of him who is in darkness groping for
light, but directing a ray from thysoul's
effulgence. speed him a gentle “this
way, brother.”
If thy God hast given thee power,use

it to help, not to discourage, thy fellow-
If ye be given discernment of

mind, use it not to belittlethose of less
favored growth. The violet is not at
fault if it be rooted in the mire. The
most beautifulflowers bloom where no
mortal eye can behold their loveliness.
Is theirbeautythe less becausethey are
not in the gardens of therich and pow-
erful? Nay, verily, thoughtheirfrag-
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rance be born upon the desert air. Re-
memberthattheperfume of flowers oft
neutralizes the miasma of the swamp
or lagoon; but for theirinfluence,would
thebaneful emanations be more dead-
ly. Be thou like unto such flora, 0 son
of man, and let the fragrance of thy
god-illuminedsoul destroy and neutral-
ize the miasma of ignorance and con-
sequent brutality about thee.

Be thoua beacon light pointing the
way for the weary and storm tossed
mariners to the peaceful harbor of thy
soul's true anchorage. Calmly the light-
house stands amid the breakers at its
foot; so stand thouamid thebreakers of
sin and strife about thee, withholding
not thy light from the poor tisherman’s
boat, nor failingto light the way to the
ship of many tons burden. Thou wert
given to light the way for those with
whom thou comest in contact. Freely-
as ye receive, freely give.

Let fear be quite unknown to thy
heart. Thou shalt pass throughtroub-
lous times, but fear not. Thy heart
must not falter nor thy spirit quail be-
fore aught thou meetest in thyway.
Be strong, but be quiet calm self-pos- ‘

.

sessed. Livenot in the,realm’of sense. ‘ appeared to be greatly excited’ and
but in the realm of soul. of spirit, and
thy God will lead thee where thou
knowest not; but where it will be well
with thee, and well with all among
whom thoudwellest. ‘

Like the spreading tree with out-
stretching arms to receive thenourish-
ing sunbeams and falling rain, thatits
development may be increased as rapid-
ly as "*5 environmems Wm allow; 5° “ten days after the earthquakethedeadsend forth thee the arms of thy soul ; crabs were thrown upon the beachmathat the dews of grace and thesun-
beams of Infinite love may nourish and
raise thee above thy surroundings. '

Reach thee outward, upward and on-
ward, 0 mortal tree. Grow ye sturdy

'as the oak, withheart of steel; yet pli-
able as the willow,bendingbeforeevery
breath of Omnipotence as it stirs into
life thyoutstretching branches of spir-
itual desire.

Like the fruit palm, give ye food to

all who rest beneaththybranches, tem-
pering the beamsthatwould scorch and‘
wither the weak, into cool and refresh-
ing shade; and like the fragrant blos-
soms give thee forth a sweet smelling
aroma while ye delight the sense of
sight with the multi-colored petals of
tliy spirit‘s bloom. So, 0 son of man,
let thyhead be reared among thy fel-
lows, but only to bless and protect.

Let the cause of the oppressed be thy
cause; the glad acclaim of the victor

' over self be thyrejoicing. Let the goal
of thywisdom be Omnicience;thy long-»
ing for a strengthend in Omnipotence;
the shrine of thysubtile influence,Om-
nipresent—a1l animate creation, thy
brother; all inanimate receive benefit
from thyexistence. So will thouhonor
thy Creator, and fill thyallotted place
in the universe of God.

Crabs and Earthquakes.
For some time previous to the day

upon which the great earthquake of
August, 1857, occured, great swarms of
crabs of an unknown variety were seen
in the Bay of Payta, Chili. They all

were literally climbing over each other
in theirefforts to escape the impending-
calamity. How they knew that the
earthquake was collecting its strength
to desolate the coast is more than man
can say, but thatthey knew something
unusual was about to happen there is
no doubt whatever. That there were

. millionsof them may be inferred from
the report of Dr. Forbes, who saystlnat

wall-line, three or four feet wide along
the whole extent of the bay.”—St.
Louis Republic.

In Algeria thereis a smallriver which
has been transformed into ink. It" is
formed by the union of two rivuleis,
one of which is strongly impregnated
withiron,whiletheothercontains gallic
acid. Letters have been written with
the resultant mixture.
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MONEY.
CONTINUING THE SUBJIZCT OF MONEY.

The question of debt, the national debt,
comes up before us, which calls for the
means of adjustmentof our present con-
ditions, to a new, honorable and just sys-
tem of commercial proceedure. It is easy
to suggest new systems, new ways and
means which may be ntopian to a greater
or lesser extent, but the means to the end
desired is all important. With our own
nation it is first necessary to observe the
principles of the national constitution,
viz: “ This is a governmentof the people,
by the people and for thepeoplra.” For
what people? For thepeople of thiscoun-

tr_v. Not for the people of some other
country which already has a government
of its own, but for this, thepeople of these
United States. Now it should be added
that: This nation shall have a medium
of exchange for all of the affairs of the
nation,’both public and private, and it
shall be backed by the united resources
of the nation, making every individual
responsible for its redemption to the ex-
tent of his holdings over and above his
personal needs. That is to say, every per-
son having property he does not need
shall accept said medium in exchange for
said property on demand at a valuation
fixed by supply and demand, and arbitra-
tion, and that it shall be illegal to make
bond-mortgages with the bonds redeem-
able in anythingbut thenationalmedium.
This should be the starting point at the
present stage of thenation'sadvancement.
Now to adjust the old conditions to the
new: Let the United States government
retire all metal money, all government
certificates, all national bank bills,in fact
every kind of money now in use, and issue
in place thereof a nationalcurrency,good
for theexchangeof every commodity,good
for therevenucsof the government, good
for each and every exchange within the
borders of the United States. Now let
the government establish an international
clearing house to facilitateexchange with
foreign nations.

This should be in connection with the
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customs department or under its control ,as
all importations must necessarily pass
government inspection.

There is, as said before, plenty of gold
in this country to meet the demands of
exchange or to meet balances, and import-
ers may hold in bond or otherwise for this
purpose alone a sufficientamount to make
good such differences.

But what about the government debt,
the United States Bonds payable in gold?

The debt, less cash in treasury, is in the
_neighborhood of one billiondollars, and
it is estimated thatthereis in thiscountry
six hundred millions of dollars in gold
coin. Now if thegovernment establishes
a national currency and calls in all other
forms of money, in other words, makesan

exchange of honest money for the seeds
of corruption in the form of money now
in use, the treasury of the United States
would be over-burdened with such pro-
ducts as gold, silver, nickel, etc., and it
would be possible to utilize the goldin
paying off the bonds as fast as they could
be called in, or at a certain fixedamount
per month or year, as may be possible to
regulate and limit our medium of ex-

change. This gold would, of course, be
returned to the people of thiscountry so
far as the bonds are held here, after which
it could be exchanged for the national
currency at its bullion marketprice. This
latter proceeding would, in no way, inter-
fere with theestablishmentof thenational
currency, but would be a means to that
end, and at the same timewould facilitate
the redemption of present obligations
now payable in gold, and also place the
government upon a safe,sound, independ-
ent basis, and in a position to deal justly
with its own, as well as withall other peo-
ple of the earth.

It might be argued that, should the
government call in all forms of money
now in use, many might prefer to hold
their gold; but who would care to hold
gold when it would not be accepted for
produce, clothing, etc? No one would
care to stand the waste and possible loss
in case of change in value, which it would
be subject to on the issuing of a national
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currency that could never fluctnate or

change the fraction of a cent. For it
could not change, becauseit would repre-
sent mathematicalvalues instead of intrin-
sic worth. In case any preferred to hold
their gold, they could do so, but it would
be the product, gold, not recognized as

money.
‘When we visit a foreign country it is

necessary, on arrival there, to exchange
our money for the medium in use in that
country. Our money is not good to use
there, except to exchange withthemoney
sharks at a profit to them and a loss to us.

If we had a nationalcurrency, as herein
suggested, we would do the very same

thing when visitinga foreign land, and
our currency thus exchanged would be
returned in due time for use where it is
designed to be used. Does any one in1ag-
ine thata United States certificate redeem-
able in any and all products of thiscoun-
try, would be considered of less value
than those now in use, some of which are
backed only by a piece of silver worth
only one-half its face or mathematical
measurement?

A national currency could never be
depreciated or changed in any particular
whatsoever, simply because it represents
units of measurementand is backedby a
million times more real intrinsic values
than are our present gold and silver cer-

tificates. It would represent intrinsic
worth without possessing that quality
itself, which is the first and necessary
requisite in an honest medium of ex-

change.
Germany, France, Japan or any other

country could have theirmedium, and in
like manner deal withother nations; but
whether they change from their present
system or not, cuts no figure whatsoever
with thisgovernment.

This government will never be a free
government under any other system of
exchange. She is to-day a subject under
monarchial rule practically,and thehead
is the bank of England, which dictates
the price of gold and manipulates the
financial policy of this and most, if not
all, other countries upon theglobe. As

long as this continues, and it no doubt
will continue until our people are wise
enought to understand what money is,
just so long the country will be in these
terrible financial and distressing straits.

The question of small money needs a
little attention in connection with the
idea of a nationalcurrency. Dollars and
half dollars can easilybe made of paper,
and quarters as well. Dimes, nickels and
penniesmay be made from nickel, copper,
alluminum or other cheap metal, some-.

thinghaving so little intrinsic value that
the amount used could not be influ-
enced by speculation in thecrude product.
They should, and would, of course, repre-
sent mathematicalquantity,andthedimes
and nickels could be of the same metal,
differentonly in size, and as small as pos-
sible for convenience.

With the establishment of such a
medium of exchange, we would at once
feel the confidence we should feel in our
own form of government, and theprosper-
ity of the country would be the result of
united effort to make this the strongest,
best developed and most beautiful land
upon the globe. \Ve would not be watch-
ing to see what England, France and
Germany were doing in the world of
money and finance, for we would know
that our money is beyondmanipulation
contaminationand fluctuation. The best
times this country ever saw was when we
had a currency backed by nothing but
confidence and patriotism. And but for
thesharks of finance, who are ever seek-
ing the lion’s share we would have gradu-
ally adjustedall of the affairs of the land
to a national medium which was sanc-
tioned and sustained by the people and
the combinedwealth of the country, and
would, in harmony with the national
constitution, have beena medium “of the
people, by the people and for the.people,"
pure, simple, just and perfect.

We should never look backward in
matters of this kind, but seek the way
the truth and the life that points toward
the just methods of sustaining the affairs
of the nation. Our present methods
gradually lead nations into such a condi-
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tion of debt- and poverty, with interest-
bearingpaper suflicient to swampa conti-
nent, and in thefrantic efforts of thepeo-
ple to extricate themselves from theterri-
ble ravages of rottenness, governmental
and otherwise, contention arises which
lead brother against brother in bloody
conflict, resulting in the destruction of
property, money, life and nationalpower,
after which a reconstruction of thegovern-
ment starts a new cycle in the affairs of
men.

Revolution has ever been the means to
re-adjustmentunder thegrinding,depress-
ing and slave-producing methodsin con-
nection withour money systems.

To speculate in the manipulationsof a

money system means, in time, a bloody
revolution. The need of the hour is edu-
cation along lines which lead toward the
higher idea of government and Justice.

[To be continued.)

,

Salt this Down.
Salt will put out a tire in chimney.
Salt in the oven under baking tins

will prevent theircontents scorching on
the bottom.

Salt and vinegar will remove stains
from discolored teacups. .

Salt and soda are excellent to apply
to bee-stingsand spider bites.

Salt thrownon soot fallenon thecar-
pet will prevent a stain.

Salt put on freshly spilt ink on car-
pets or rugs will assist in removingthe
stain.

Salt in whitewash makes it stick.
Salt thrown on a low coal tire will

revive it.
Salt used in sweeping carpets will

keep out moths.

According to the researches of Sir
John Herschel and Pouillet, the actual
emission of solar light and heat corres-
pond to the consumption of six tons of
coal per hour on every square yard of
thesun's surface.

Some folks are so fond of trouble
that they can't enjoy honey for think-
ing of what would have happened if
the bee had stung ’em.

Astral Flights.

The word Astral signifies a condition
resemblingthe brilliancyand beautyof
the light of stars. and when applied to
human or otherkindsof life, it is meant
to convey the idea or meaning of the
forms of disembodied life; thatis, indi-
vidual egos, or entities, apart from the
the grosser material form. The word
applies as well to the incarnatelife, and
in thissense it denotes the innersphere
of consciousness and the chief actua-
ting principle in all animate being.

The word, “ Flights,” used in connec-
tion with this word Astral, has refer-
ence to thatpeculiar attribute of being
by which a person consciously takes
temporary leaveof thegrosser elements
of the flesh, and with the finer astral
part journeys hither,and you, as fancy
maydirect, retainingconsciouslydetails
of such events as are of suflicientinter-
est to make a lasting impression on
the innerlilm, or astral counterpart of
the brain.

Very few people, indeed, are so con-
stituted thatthey can consciously take
thesejourneysor flights. We often hear
a person remarkthathe or she can just
close the eves and in an instant are out
and away to anotherplanet,where won-
derful things are transpiring; but usu-
ally such trips are fruitless so far as
giving any details, or, in a general way,
stating anything tangible relative
thereto. This is not going out in the
astral. It is generallya peep into one's
own inner sphere, where records of
events long since experienced by the
person’s own ego are dimly brought to
thesurface.

Many people are able to do this,and
more people are confused and bewild-
ered in occult studies, because of the
mistaken idea thatsaid experiences are
a projection of theastralfrom thebody,
and that the things found or seen per-
tain to other worlds than ours.

A mediumistic person may be opera-
ted upon by a master, and the astral
sent; that is, directed to a certain place
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for thepurpose of obtainingknowledge‘
of some kind; but in such cases the
medium will not be conscious of the
details of the trip. It requires a partic-
ular my to make the astral and mate-
rial relations reciprocal in the trans-
mission of knowledge.

A TRIP TO MARS.
Most all of the astral trips are made

within the immediate earthly sphere.
One may go out and follow consciously
some familiar route, or he may take a
journey over the water and drop in
among those brothersof thecross who
pass much of their time in theastral
light; but when it comes to taking a
plunge into outer space and making a B
line for some star, the direction of
which is unknown to thesoul of theair,
it cannot be done except under special
guidance of those who are adepts in
the art. To be able to do this, is the
final goal of those who patientlypass
the trials and temptations of the flesh,
and attain unto mastership over the
house of clay. This is “ overcoming
the world.”

We will state, briefly,what it means
for a person in theflesh to pass out and
traverse the immense distance of over
one hundred and twenty-flvemillionsof
miles, and enter the atmosphere of
another world, meet and mingle with
theliving beings of said world, and take
notes of theevents that transpire, also
of the surrounding scenery.

One evening in 1895 we were awak-
ened from a sound sleep by something,
we knew not what. We got up at once
and stepped o11t into themain part of
the house to learn, if possible, the cause
of the alarm. Everythingwas as silent
as death. Not a sound could be heard;
but presentlyone in theshade approach-
ed, and in thatpeculiar and mystic way,
invited us to take a trip.

We looked at the clock and noted the
time, 1:55 a. m. We acceptedtheinvita-
tion and at once prepared for the jour-
ney. We were not long in getting
ready, during which time some very
interesting personal experiences were

passed through,not necessary to men-.
tion here. As soon as_.t~h_e flesh had
been left behind, we learned thatthis
was an important occasion, the trip
planned being no less than a flight to
the little red planet Mars, not far away,
but in our own solar circle.

We were not alone,but had company,
and, strange to say, our escorts were
three of thegentler sex.

Time, being a measurement of the
revolving earth,played buta very small
part as we started out and away from
its mile-posts and markings. It is
needless to state that we reached our
destination in perfect safety,and that
we were introduced to the scenes of
that mysterious wanderer which has
puzzled the brain of scientist and
astronomerfor many,many years.

We were ushered into the building
and given seats, and, although the en-
tire surroundings were very different
from anythingwe had previouslyseen,
we felt thesame about it thatwe would
in visiting Russia, China or some other
foreign land. The programme of the
evening seemed to be ready to begin
with,so theexcitement of the occasion
kept us from paying close attention to
furnishings.

Very soon a numberof people came
in and we were introduced for the first
time since this incarnation began, to
the real people of the planet Mars.

DESCRIPTION.

As every one wishes to know how
the Martian people look, we will
describe them. They are quite dark-
skinned, medium height, averaging
about the size of the Japanese ofour
own earth. In fact, they resemble the
Japs more thanany otherof our people,
both in size and color, but they are not
nearly so good looking. We can't say
that we admire their looks, nor their
ways, even, although they are very far
advanced in astral development, it
being a common custom for those in
the flesh to visit and exchange views
with those in the astral. Their spirit-
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ual communion is more tangible, clear,
distinct and practical thanours.

Their manner of dress is peculiar, and
would be considered by our people as
very slovenly,but we must say thatthey
dress quite comfortably. They shake
hands in the same way familiarto all
people, that is to say, with the same
familiar friendship grip, but when
spoken to by_one from theearth, they
just stare at you, and read the mind.
study thegestures and seeminglyunder-
stand what you mean. The occasion
in question was a concert, and we were
there to listen to and witness such an
event as given upon that mystical old
planet.

We soon heard music, and presently
the singers approached, the vibrations
being entirely different from anything
heard upon theearth. The pitch seemed
to be one or two octaves higher than
we were accustomed to, and there was
a peculiar shrillness, the result, prob-
ably. of the high pitch, yet the notes

. were clear and distinct and extremely
fascinating. They seemed to raise one

right up, that is, tighten the tension of
the entire being, intensifying every
faculty.

Some parts rendered were strangely
weird and very powerful in producing
changes inthecirculation,whichopened
up a new sphere to our consciousness,in
which may be found a panacea for
physical and mental depressions among
sufiering humanity.

We listened to a portion of the pro-
gram, when our interest in the sur-
roundings led us to a window opening
out on the street, and it was therethat
we made observations of the open scen-
ery of the place.

Just opposite, on theothercorner,was
a building about the height of one of
our four-story blocks, but the color was
of mud red, and instead of being brick,
it seemed to be made of manufactured
stone or blocks, somethingon the terra
cotta order, the various designs being
molded, although they may have been
cut in thestone or substance composing

' the structure. We could not gain any
knowledge as to just how thework was
done, as no one was then present we
could converse with.

Not faraway,anddown a little incline,
was a waterway,verynarrowand appar-
ently unimportant, and in this canal
were several boats or barges. They
seemed to be freight-boats,butthey,too,
were very narrow and quite small, yet
there was theappearanceof some appa-
ratus for propelling them. About the
center of one of these boats, nearest to
us, was a half-sphere shaped arrange-
ment,and near it some pipes apparently
for whistles, vents, etc. It did not
appear to be a steam arrangement, and
from our point of observation we could
conceive of nothing but a water-gas
motor,which we believe was themeans
of obtaining power.

Our attention was next called to the
open country beyondthe boats, and far
in the distance was a long, white ridge,
which proved to be a mountain chain
coverd with snow. Between us and
this ridge was an open plane or valley,
dark and reddish in appearance, which
made a striking contrast with the pure
white caps of the mountains.

run (‘ANALS or Mans.
The latter observation recalled at

once the many theoriesof theastrono-
mers of earth, concerning the surface
condition of the planet Mars, so we
looked again and studied over the sit-
uation. We have no hesitancy in stat-
ing that we believe the telescopes of
earth actually deline these streaks of
mud-red and pure white, as we then
beheld them, and that the supposed
great canals are the dark, red planes,
which constitutes the tillableportion of
the planet. When one comes to visit
that planet and observe the conditions
of life and commerce there, he sees at
once that there is no occasion for any
such canals as our astronomers have
depicted. They have no use for any
such stupendous water-ways as would
reflect to earth theiroutlines. Canals
they have—we saw them; but no such
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ditches as people have been led to
believein.

Mr. Percival Lowell should enter the
circle and pass the seven degrees of
sensation and perception, and enter the
realm of nerve, where power is gener-

. ated and then visit the object of his
love and devotion, and learn the secret
of its hidden light. 2

Having given these scenes all the
attention our limited time would admit
of, we turned and listened to the singers,
and soon it was time to retraceour way
back to theplace of our birthand dor-
mant bodies. Immediatelyon entering
the body We arose, stepped into the
other room and noted the time. It was
3:20 a. In. Just one hour and twenty-
five minutes-from thetime of starting.

“Seek ye tirst the kingdom ”—and all
else will be added, and no realm ever
visited by souls, mortal or immortal,
shall be denied thee.

PHINDUSEEKLE.

The corpse plant is the name ofa
remarkable carnivorous specimen that
grows in the colony of Natal. ‘ Its prin-
cipal feature is a bell-shaped throat
opening into a hollow stem. It is almost
black, covered with athickglutinous
secretion, while its odor is very offen-
sive. This attracts carrion-feeding
birds to it, and once they alight on it
they are lost. Their claws become
entangled in the secretion, the bell-
shaped mouth folds 11p, and they are
literally swallowed.

Mosaic floors, laid with smallpieces
of different colored stones in regular
patterns, were known to the Egyptians
2300 B. C. In Babylon floors of this

' kind dated from 1100 B. 0. They were
common in the Athenian and Roman
houses.

Dry bread is much easierof digestion
than fresh. It is estimated by physio-
logists thatover ten per cent of dry
bread undergoes salivary digestion
while being masticated,whileof fresh
bread less than 2 per cent is thus
changed.

Not Dead.
Conn. ALMEDIA Tsomss.

And when they told me, with sad eyes, tear
dimmed,

’That Death, thesolemn messenger. had come
And set his stony seal upon thybrow,
Consigning theeto silence;
And that,where once a heart pulsated life
A form inanimateswas left instead,
I wept in vain self-pity and despair.
Thinkingthatthou wert dead.
But when I stood beside thee, looking down
Upon the form thatlate thysoul had borne:
Upon thehands which thou wort wont to use,
New deathlyin theirwhiteness;
And on the eyes through which thy soul had

gazed,
And realized thatI had been misled.
I ceased to weep and mourn discunsolate,
Knowing thouwert not dead. ‘

Knowing thysoul had winged its airy flight
From scenes terrestrial, to the higher life;
Had laid aside its cold mortality
For thatwhich is eternal;
Knowing the form before me, prone and pale,
Was but thehabitationof thybirth.
Through which thy soul must needs express it-

self,
In its’ sojourn on earth.
It did not matter that I saw thee pro
From out my presence, clad in mourning robes ;
Nor thatthyface was pnlli-l. and thy voice
llnshed in n dreaded stillness;
Nor thatmen bore thee revercntially,
With heads uncovered. and withSllflllt tread
Across the threshold, in theopen air,
I knew thouwert not dead.

And when the solemn service. «lust to dust.
Was ended o‘cr thymortal resting place,
And the dumb earth fell on thy coiliu lid.
I neitherwept nor shuddered.
It was not thou thatthus they laid away.
An earthlyform withinan earthlybed;
Thy soul had found its resurrection mom,
I knew thouwert not dead l

The greatest depth, writes Professor
Seeley, in his “Story of the Earth,”at
which earthquakes are known to origi-
nate, is about thirtymiles. It has been
calculated thata heat suflicientto melt
granite might occur at about the same
depth.

The funeralofa workingmanin Japan
costs 83 cents—-unless the familywishes
to have it especially tine, when it may
cost as much as $1.25. The price of a
coffin is 20 cents, and the rate for cre-
mation is from 40 to 75 cents. Refresh-
ments figure up from 11 to 25 cents.
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ADVERTISING.

_
The advertising s acemust necessarilybe lim-

ited in ajourual 0 this nature; hence, willbe
all themore valuable. Write for terms.

Good and reliablengents wanted in every town
and city in theUnited states to solicit subscrip-
tions for PLANETS AND Pr-:oPI.i.:. The very best
terms offered to those who are able to furnish
good references.

édzzazmz.
As we have requested thatshort origi-

nal articles be sent us, bearingupon the
work of our magazine,we wish to state
that such articles must be scientificif
-devoted to science, and if allegorical,
mysticalor romantic,theymust conform
to those special lines, and not be mixed
and confusing to thereader. We have
received some articles already, which
were of such a conglomerate nature
thatto publish them,meant a thousand
and one questions for us to answer, in
order to set people right on the‘ ideas
thus presented. Some magazines and
papers are open to anythingand every-
thing that comes, no matter whether
there is any truth, or even any sense in
the matter presented or not. We have
a very different mission, hence, cannot
afford to follow in the ruts of others.
()ur work is entirely original,andwe are

presenting that which the world must
recognize. and we are not catering to

 

the whims and theories of any person,
or class of writers. We are always
pleased to receive a good, sensible arti-
cle or poem, especially if it is original,
withone of our subscribers,for we want
to encourage the readers of this maga-
zine in writing sound good sensible
matter for publication. it must be in the
line with the basic truths, that abideth
forever,to make it worthy a place in the
columns of PLANETS AND PEOPLE.
Now do not let this discourage you in
sending in your productions, for we are
willingto assist, ifnecessary, in making
any changes that may be desirable in
articles sent us. So send them in just
the same.

The answer to enigmas will be given
once each quarter, or every three
months. The answers to January,
February and March will be published
in the Aprilnumber,and so on through
the year. We do this, thatplenty of
time may be given for their solution,as
they lead one into deep and scientific
fields of research and study.

A few errors appear in the January
number,whichwe regret. We trust we
shall beable to avoid them in the future
by giving thematter our personal atten-
tion. In trusting the proofreadingof
such matter as is presented in this
magazine, we have to take some chances
on othersknowingtheterms used, many
of which they are not familiarwith,
hence, a wrong letter may change the
word and meaning of a. whole para-
graph. A word left out now and then
does less harm than the extra or wrong
words and letters. Thick as theread-
ing may appear, the object is to convey
informationconcerningthegreat,grand
and beautifultruths of nature.

We are beginning to experience the
effect of the magnetic forces under
which the new year started. We stated
that owing to the aspects of Mercury
and Venus, peaceable times would be
brought about by concessions on both
sides. and the I'nited States and Great
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Britain have made thefirst great deal
in this direction by the signing of a
treaty of arbitration. This is signifi-
cant, and bodes good and prosperous
times in thenear ‘future.

It was our intention at first to have
the portraits of four of our liberal
ministers upon the front cover of this
issue; but owing to the fact thatonly‘
two of the four written to for photos
responded, the matter was allowed to
runalong until it was too late to write
to others. We found this a very good
test of the dimensionsof thosesolicited
in the matter. We were well aware of
the fact thatit takes a very large,broad
and comprehensive mind to respond to
such a request from a magazineof this
far-reaching nature, so we addressed
only those Whom we thought large
enough to meet us in this work.

We found two, at once, who re-

sponded fearlessly and without ques-
tion, and we are pleased to delineate
thecharacters of such as these.

Those who failed to respond are evi-
dently on the way to the mecca of
liberty;but lackingin those deeper and
divinerattributes which should prompt
them in answering communications
written in theirbehalf.

We have many communicationsprais-
ing up the first number of PLANETS
AND PEOPLE, and we thankmost heart-
ilythose good, responsive souls, who so
much appreciate thehard, laborous and
exhausting labors we have to perform
in connection with its publication. Of
such is the kingdom of our heaven,
right here and now.

Our premium work is still somewhat
behind; but we hope, by the time of
another issue, to be able to announce
thatall premiums have been sent up to
date. We wish to state now, however,
that the premium horoscope, being in
the shape of a study with personal
application, is, in reality,a combination
which enables each recipient to gain
many valuable lessons in thescience of

betweengood and evil.

the stars. Several persons have taken
them and made a deep study of the
diagrams and explanations, and the
more they look into them, the more
wonderful they seem; dealing, as they
do, with the principles of the laws of
life in an instructive and educational
way. We trust all will malze adeep
study of them.

Books of a scientific or philosophical
nature, especially works pertaining to
the occult sciences, will be given a
special review introducing them to a
sale, when sent direct to the editor ‘of
this magazine.

Since humannatureisimperfect, and
passional feelings often precede the rea-
son, it is well foryoung people, espe-
cially, to learn that it is possible for
them to take a fatal step in the direc-
tion of marriage.

Victor Ilugo said, “the foolishness
of lovers is the wisdom of God;”
which may be true if rightly inter-
preted. The wisdom of God is the
unbridled law of nature, the wisdom
of man is the recognition of the powers
of being, in which he sees the possibili-
ties of becoming a creative factorin
God’s universe; hence, the fact thathe
may, with a little wisdom, choose

In otherwords,
he may “seek and [ind ” the most har-
monious and peaceful state possible
for him to enjoy. ‘

The question of marriage has been a
puzzle to each and every generation for
many ages.

In 1665, Hon. Robert Boyle wrote: “ I
have observed so few happy matches,
and so many unfortunateones, and have
so rarely seen men love their wives at
the rate they did while they were their
mistresses, that I wonder not that legis-
lators thought it necessary to make
marriage iudissoluble to make them
lasting. I cannot fitlier compare mar-
riage than to a lottery; for in both,he
that ventures may succeed and maymiss; if he draws a prize, he hath a rich
return for his venture; but in both
lotteries there is a pretty store of blanks
for every prize.”
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Astronomical Changes and Weather
Forecast for February.

February 2 Mercury is in Libra.
“ 10 Mercury “ Scorpio.
“ 21 Mercury “ Sagittarius.
“ 9 Venus “ Cancer.
“ 28 Venus f‘ Leo.
“ 26 llrlars “ Leo.

New Moon, February I.
First quarter, “ 9.
Full Moon,

_

“ 17.
Last quarter, “

p

23.

,

Atmospheric.
The first few days of February show

considerable agitation, which will, no

doubt, bring on a stormy time, with a re-
action about the 3d. The 9th and 10th
stormy again and high winds to follow.
This will probably continue for several
days until about the 21st, when sudden
changes will predominate for several more

days. The month, as a whole, will be
quite blustering, with snow and sudden
changes to sleet and rain. The elements
certainly must be wrought up under the
exciting movements of the plenets, as
shown.

The one-sided phenomena of our solar
circle, which started the last week in
January is still with us, and the month
starts in with the powerful quadratic
efiect of Saturn and Uranus, coupled with
the extreme position and aspect of the
moon.

This is indicative of extreme action
upon the heart, which will result in pal
pitation and many heart failures, leaving
death in its path. Those afliictedwith
heart difliculties should avoid excitement
and undue strain during thefirst week of
this month, and avoid as best theycan
the evil strain which must, necessarily,
be experienced.

The one-sided zodiacal phenomena is
favorable for being in the upper, instead
of the lower half of the circle, especially
with the earth in the quarter of knowl-
edge, as the intelligence of man predom-
inates in the aflairs of the world, and

adjustments of differences will be much
easier than if theopposite condition pre-
vailed.

.

The planet of war is in a disturbing
position, and will, no doubt, cause much
alarm, and in some parts many new con-
flicts. We are comparatively safe.

The taking‘of life in high placesis one
of the things to look forward to, as the
severity of the times will cause the col-
lapse of many lives whose positions and
associations place them in jeopardy.

The first week of February we should
have our throats well protected and kept
clearand clean on the inside, as consider»
able irratation at this point is shown.

Business.
The business situation is not the best,

but we see nothingin theway of a gradual
improvement. Foreign trade should be
fairly good this week, and thisone indi-
cation means some advancementin home
trade. VVe cannot look forany decided
change for the better until the season is
on for active operations all round. In
speculative lines sharp changes come

by Tuesday under very conflictingsigns;
so much so that details are found only
with much labor and close calculations.

Childern.
The little people of thistime will grow

to be very strong characters, gifted in
music and spiritual development. They
will be warblers of considerable power.
They will also be well suited to the_ relig-
ious fields of labor.

. Ministers, teachers,
lecturers and “life insurance men and
women will about cover the lines.

Marriage.
This is not an evil time for matrimony,

but one thatbodes good, generallyspeak-
ing, to thosewhom it may concern. \Ve
would suggest the first three days of the
week as the most desirable, however.
Marriagesof thisdate should beextremely
spiritual, and in this particular way bless
thosewho join in thismysterious manner.

The indicationsfor this week are shown
on the first day of week to be under
Saturn and Uranus; but as Venus enters
Cancer on the 9th, and Mercury passes
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HELIO-CENTRIC HOROSCOPE FOR FEBRUARY 8th, 1897.
into Scorpio on the Ioth, a complete
change of magnetism will be in force by
Vvednesday. The combination thus
formed is not very good for the people, as

their health will be in thebalance and
will need their attention. Throat diffi-
culties, tonsolitis, catarrh and diptheria,
will have thingstheirway with the care-
less and unkept ones, who know not the
way to healthand harmony. Heart diffi-
culties will also prevail, therefore it is
well to be on guard, lest a slight chill be
allowed to develop into asevere illness.

Business.
In the world of trade, there are signs in

the heavens of higher prices in wheat
about Tuesday. The markets should be
very active at this time.

The improvements in commercial lines
so long looked for are still veiled by the
shades of thenight, and we cannot report
any important benefits to be derived from
this manner of vibration.

Children.
The men and women yet to be, who

make their start in life under this figure,
will be extreme sensitives, with a very
wim1ing,persuasiveway thatwill be pleas-
ing to meet with, but they will not be
very quiet or contented. This means
advancement to them, however, so it will
redonnd to the glory of him who “fash-
ions all things."

Marriage.
It is needless to repeat what has been

said forlastweek. Itisnot a favorabletime.
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Business.
Speculation will be affected quite con-

siderable by this important change of
planetarypolarities,andone of those mar-
kets that is up one day and down the
next will be seen in thebusy marts of tlie
stock exchanges.

The effect upon the general business of
the land will be slight. No in1portant
action,except to stir up a big strikeamong
the laboring classes, is shown by the
figure.

Children.
Those born on Monday and Tuesday,

especially on Tuesday, will begifted with
oratorical ability and will make good
speakers. The balance of the week shows

extremely nervous and sensitive natures
with psychic and spiritual gifts very
marked.

Marriage.
Get married Monday or Tuesday,orelse

wait untilthe wave is over.
VVe have, practically, the same condi-

tions in force all thisweek thatprevailed
the latter half of last week, and thegene-
ral remarks need no chauging to fit the
case.

Preparations are in progress for com-

mencing work on the nine-million-dollar
improvement on the Erie canal. The
series of locks at Lockport wiil be sup-
planted by one huge lock, to be built of
steel and operated by compressed air.
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Washington‘s birthday comes under
the zodiacal conditions of thisMonday
morning, and the earth is now in thesign
Virgo. This latter movement, coupled.
with Mercury's change into Sagittarius
marks an important epoch in the times,
socially, politically and commercially.
From the physiological standpoint, the
conditions are very much more favorable
to health and. prosperity—thetwo essen-
tials to happiness.

Business.
We are ha py to announce that the

wonders of t e heavens now show signs
of returning prosperity. Make a note of
this. The trade of the world is affected
by thiscombination,andimportant move-
ments willsoon beput on foot whichmean
much to the business world.

Let everyone muster up his courage
and take hold anew, for now is the
appointed time.

This is a great period for speculation,
and a wide range marketwill be in force.

Children.
This is a commercial horoscope, and if

theyare boys theywill be insurance men,
speculators and writers, telegraphers and
stenographers, and the girls will make
tip-top stenographers and book-keepers,
as well as good wives and mothers.

Marriage.
This is not the best combination to

start under,but it might be worse. It is a
sort of a money-afiaircombination,which
have beenaltogether too prevalent in the
past, as present events most clearlyshow.
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flaliflimg.
The subject of Palmistryhas,for ages,

been one of the chief occult studies,
and likeall otheroccult things,the way
is open for theoreticalspeculation and
divers opinions as to the significance of
this line, thatbump, plane or cross, and
the sign or planet in the heavens relat-
ing thereto.

As we have repeatedly stated that
the key to nature's secrets unlocks
every mystery, and reveals the cause
and effect of things,we give herewith
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Diagram No. 1.

 

in corroboration of thisstatement, an
object lesson which willat once appear
to the sense and reason of every well
informed mind on occult topics.

The accompanying diagram, illus-
trates the science of palmistry, and
shows unmistakeably the relation the
hand bears to the signs of the Zodiac
and the planets of our solar system.

That it varies in many points from the
accustomed theories and illustrations
presented by writers on thesubject, is
not to be wondered at, when one stops
to consider that up to the present time
there have been no rational reasons
given why certain planets have their
relative points upon the hand, and,

Copyright 1897. by F. E. Oxussr.
ZODIACAL PALMISTRY.

CooqlcC
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besides,thefactthattheplanets Uranus
and Neptune have never been consid-
ered or included in the system at all.

Every one knows thatif the planets
have a bearing upon the science of
palmistry at all, each and every planet
must play a part in thedeal, hence, in
order to have astrictlyscientific basis
for the varied manifestationsfound in
the study, the first requisite is a knowl-
edge of the law which governs the
phenomenaof creation.

The illustration, Diagram No. 1, is
the first of a number to be presented in
this magazine_for thepurpose of teach-
ing the science of palmistry in accord-
ance with the law. It is designed to
show the true relation of the hand to
the Zodiacal circle and divisions, as
well as to give the points directly
related to theplanets.

The sign Gemini represents the
shoulders, the arms and hands, being
the sectional extensions and depen-
dencies. Now, each separate division
in the anatomy of man has an indi-
viduality of its own, therefore, it has a
pole. a magnetic center, which co-ordi-
nates with the sun, the magnetic cen-
ter of our solar system. This pole, or
center,is thelirst thingto beconsidered,
and we find it located in thepalm at the
knuckle joint of the ring tinger—the
linger with which the ties of love are
sealed. There is a peculiar vibration
observable by thesensitive, at thispoint
quite different from any found else-
where upon the hand, which shows
clearly thatthis point is the pole of the
hand.

with the hand thus related to the
sun and Zodiac,as shown, we find the
location of the signs and planets to be
mathematicallycorrect in every detail.

Observe first, the sign Aries, which
includes the principal portion of the
thumb and the mount of Jupiter.
Jupiter being, the planet of power, of
life and strength,having its perihelion
or strongest magneticpower in the sign
Aries, and Aries being the lirst sign,
the positive sign, the lines of the Head,

Heart and Life, all begin at thispoint
Aries and mount of .l upiter.

The heart line runs from the head
sign to the sign Leo, the sign of the
heart. The Head line runs to the sign
Cancer, where the earth has its head or
beginning. The Life line runs from
the point Aries where the lirst breath
enters the body, to the sign Gemini,
where it lodges in the lungs, and gives
life and animation to the body. The
Sun-line, which may also be called the
earth-line,extends from thesun»center
toward the wrist, while the line of
Saturn starts at the mount of Saturn
and extends toward the second finger.

The signs of the Zodiac are shown by
the divisions thereof,and may easily be
traced very closely.

We now come to the mounts which
must be as we have placed them, other-
wise they would not correspond to the
law.

The mount of Jupiter, as stated,
comes in the sign Aries, the mount of
Mars in Pisces, the mount of Mercury
close to the sun, in the sign Gemini,
Venus in Leo, Saturn in Cancer, Ura-
nus in Virgo, while the planet Neptune
rules the thumb. The moon is also in
Cancer.

How beautiful the will is shown to
co-ordinate with the positive sign of
the will so often refered to in occult
astronomy, and the sign of nerve, also
the important characteristic of the
planet Neptune and Taurus. Vitality
results from the power to in-breathe
and out-pore the life essences, and it is
shown in the center of the hand under
the sign Gemini, the sign of the in-
breathingfunction.

The planets have a direct bearing; in
fact, they are the producers of the var-
ious ditferenciations in human hands,
as well as all other paws, and their
positions and aspects at birthare clearly
stamped therein;but we will close this
lesson and give the reader an oppor-
tnnity to adjust the principles pre-
sented before proceeding with the
details of the science.

[ Tu be cmztinur-d.]
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J‘/ozogico/2z’cal.   
MRS. A DELAIDE ELDBED.

Delinea-tlflon
.

We flnd our subject was born in the
sign Taurus,thesign ofenergy,strength
and nerve force. It being 9:1. m. the
sign Aquarius,which was rising in the
east at the time, shows the natural ten-
dency toward the pouring of water, the
water of life, that the nation may be
healed. This, to some extent, is being
carried out in her life work, as she is a
psychometrist, and is ever pouring oil
upon the troubles of people. We [ind
her ruling planet is Mercury, which
gives her considerablevila1ity,although
it is impaired by the fiery planet Mars
and the extremely opposite Neptune,
which counteract the potency of the
active magnet. Mercury gives keen
perception, a quick, active mind, a free
speech. The planet Jupiter, just over
theline in Sagittariusis stillquite force-
fully related to the sign of birth,which

gives love of the grand and beautiful,
and adds power to the accomplishment
of thingsundertaken.

Mars is really the secondstar in the
horoscope, and his position gives ex-
treme individualityand forcefulness to
thecharacter. She is an orderly,system-
atic and particular person. She has
ways of her own and needs no guardian.
This is the result, chiefly,of the planet
Mars. .Neptune,_third in power, gives
our subject a. broad and liberalmind,
with a strong desire to reach out, to
travel, and meet with theworld. This
condition shows capacityinthatdirec-
tion and is one of thechief signs of the
figure.

Saturn and Uranus play but a. small
part in thelifeof Mrs. E,although their
aspects give force to the individual
strength already mentioned.

!_i\—-:“7,}’ ’n?&’*:’_/ N‘

HOROSCOPE, WITH LIGHTS AND SHADES.

nms. ELDRED,
Nov. 8th. 1840, 9 A. M.

We now come to the importantplanet
of the figure, as it has to do with the
gift of psychometry entirely, in this
case. The mental quadrate holds no
otherpower, hence, a free, easy and har-
monious spiritual sight and sense is the
result. The uncontaminatedvibration
of so even and harmonious planet as
Venus, is one of the desirable and
important signs for spiritual or psychie
gifts. This our subject has in all of its
favorable qualities.
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It is not often that we find so favor-
able a horoscope for psychometricgifts.

We willsuggest here,thatthepresent
year is favorable to her work,and that
the year 1900 bunches several planets
in a way to alfect the physicalorgan-
ism, and cause some depression, which,
owing to Mercury’s recuperative qual-
ity and force should not cause any seri-
ous distress.- 1902 is a year to look for-
ward, to for business and successes gen-
erally,if the planets continue to follow
in their straight courses unmolested,
which they no doubt will.

Two Noted Characters.

The following delineations belongto
the parties whose portraits appear on
the front cover of thisnumber. They
are designed to give a lesson in connec-
tion with this grand science of the
heavens, and the subjects, both belong-
ing to the religious world, furnish
excellent examples for research in
higher spheres. They have been preach-
ing. and leading the thoughts of man
to the higher and holier relations of
things. and exemplifying in word and
deed the possibilitiesof advancement
and growth for thehuman race, under
the broader and grander system of
liberty and fraternity. They both be-
long to theliberalbranch of Christian-
ity and are‘consideredtheleadingrepre-
sentatives in their lines in the West, if
not in these United States. Andif in
the United States, of course theentire
world.

DR. H. W. THOMAS,
Was born on the29th day of April,

1832, at about 10:30, in the evening.
We find, he was born in the sign

Scorpio, which gives him an extreme
nature, ever planning for the future,
sowing seeds thata harvest may result.
It also shows one very active in the
affairs of the world. As all students
in this study will see, peculiar experi-
ences and unusual happenings come to
Scorpio people, and most of them are
naturally speculators. Speculation in

theories may be carried on as well as
in the products of labor or the soil,
hence, the gratification of thenatural
tendency in matters of religion. 

HOROSCOPE.
The sign Scorpio is the sign of crea-

tive action, and gives one desires in
thatdirection, thatmore may beaccom-
plished to-morrow than has been at-
tempted to-day. It is the great pro-
moter of expression. All nature springs
into expression at theseason of our sub-
jects birth,therefore,he is like unto the
powers thatuniversally give expression
and beautyat this time.

We now turn to the actuatingmag-
nets which have a directinfluenceupon
this sign Scorpio, or place of birth,and
we find the planet Mercury to be the
Ruling Star in the life of Mr. Thomas.
As this planet is potent with vital
power,andis considered themost active,
intellectual prompter, it shows extreme
and keen mental and spiritual percep-
tion. It also gives high circulation,
quick pulse and physical activity.
Executive ability is also one of the
attributes of the planet Mercury.

In the same quadrate, sign Aquarius
we locate the occult planet Uranus,
which, in company withMercury, gives
a very intense nervous strain or tension
to the physical organism of our sub-
ject. It is this Mercury-Uranus vibra-
tion that keeps him thin and of the
wiery type.

Flesh does not belong to him in any
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great quantity.‘ He is of theextremely
nervous temperament, sensitive to the
leastvibration.

Uranus is the planet of liberation.
It ever leads people towards the
heights, and opens the way to theinner
spheres of being,yet, the planet Mer-
cury, which holds one strictly to this
mundane plane, the material plane, is '

the stronger of the two and must pro-
duce an undecided state of mind.
First, that there is but thematerialside
of life and being;second, thatthere is
continuity and immortality. We say
these two extremes in thought are
shown in the figure of birth,and must
be the experience and state of mind of
our subject.

The planets Mars and Neptune, one
very slow. the other very systematic,
are polarized to the brain,and by reflec-
tion govern thespeech, which means a
slow, careful, deliberate and forceful
delivery. They also show rashness in
expression, vehemence and power,
radical and patriotic manners. The
planet Mars is the representative of
politics and Neptune pertains to
national aifairs. Venus, Jupiter and
Saturn act upon the receptives, which
means thatlittle will come to him; that
his money will be given up freely and
his business transactions,if he has any,
will redound to theprofit andbenefitof
the other fellow.

The vibrations of the two most
intense magnets of our system, acting
alone in thequadrateof birth,give such
_a potency to theemauations,thatthings-
material are dissipated in theaurasof
-being. Thepersonal magnetismis such
thatit does not attractmaterialwealth,
nor even substance suited to the build-
ing up of theflesh.

The moon is in the light and makes
more brilliant the thought, reasoning
and judgment.

The extreme vitality is much im-
paired by the transit ot Saturn at the
present time; but by Julynext thiswill
be over, and a change of feeling will
come into the life and thought.

Nervous ailments alone cause the
physical depressions which are exper-
ienced by him. By carefullyavoiding
drugs and such foods and condiments
as act directly upon the nerves, Mr.
Thomas may live to pass the Uranian
cycle of 84 years, for great are his recu-
perative forces.

REV. A. L. CANFIELD,
Born January 12th, 1840, 5 P. M. 

noaoscopm.
We find Mr. Canfield belongs to the

sign Cancer, which gives an extremely
positive mind—a mind that will have
its own way. The sign denotes leader-
ship in thought. Students willobserve
that the earth begins its solar cycle in
thissign, hence, thehead or beginning
of thingsrelative thereto. Mr. Canfield,
coming under thiscycle beginning,will
act in cyclic lines throughlife. He will
end up theold lines and begin new ones,
causingperiodicalchanges to bebrought
about in his worldly affairs, also his
spiritual requirements. Theearthbeing
at its nearest point in relation to the
sun on January 1st, the most intensely
positive magnetic relation.is then ex-
pressed, and the date of our subject
coming so close to this beginning—in
fact in the same sign—gives him that
intellectual strength and positiveness
we have mentioned.

This sign Cancer is the first in the
universal quarter of wisdom; but, being
in thefirst or mental sign of thequarter,
extreme intellectual attributes predom-
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inate. This sign shows considerable
agitation and some dissatisfaction run-
ning through the brain. It is not easy
to please and satisfy his ever activeand
dominant mind.

We find theplanet Venus, themagnet
of love and harmony,to be his ruling
star, and whileit bodes no great happi-
ness, especially in his immediatesphere,
it is a desirable planet to lead in one’s
horoscope when thequadrate of birthis
void of potent centers. It is this sec-
ondary quality or ruling of Venus that
brings people to him, and, in a measure,
holds them within the workingcircle.
He will always have friends, and,
throughthem and the father'sfavor,he
will be free from the annoyances of
financial worry. Although his speech
is free from disturbing elements, he is
not gifted as an orator, hence must de-
pend upon his Venus element to hold

Independence
being his leading trait, he is admired
for it, as it tends to lead one in advance
of the march of progress instead of at
the rear. This attracts the liberal
minded, and it is thusthatour subject's
power is felt and appreciated.

Extremely good healthseems to have
blessed Mr. Canlield, for we find no con-
tending forces, except, perhaps, a slight
heart difliculty,and also a slight weak-
ness of the1ungs—nothingto cause any
fear, for the natural powers are quite
well balanced and the physical side of
life is well vibrated by the heavenly
hosts.

Next to Venus,Saturn and Neptune
play the most important parts in the
life of our subject. Saturn's influence
is largely upon the family relations.
whileNeptune relates to theconscience!
especially in connection with Saturn.
Neptune gives dignity,as well as cold-
ness, in matters pertaining to things
near by, while it lends an attractive
quality or power to the more distant
relations. Mercury and Jupiter, in the
quarter of wealth, give influence and
power with people of that kind, hence
the associations and connections, gen-

erally,of Mr. Canfield, will be with the
more wealthy and prosperous people.
They will like him, and he will be com-
fortable with them. He, however, may
not be able to amass a fortune by his
own efforts.

Neptune and Saturn will mark im-
portant changes in the life of Mr. Can-
fleld before the year is over, which, as
usual, willprepare him for one of those
ever recurring new cycles. Mars and
Uranus are the last of the magnets,
and, being in conjunction and in the
quadrate of Venus and Saturn, the as-
pects are significant for strength; hence
the forceful, influential personality
found in Mr. Canfield. The years 1898
and 1899 are fraught with prosperity
and social distinction, and they mean
much to the life of our subject.

The Story My GrandfatherTold.

My grandfatherused often to tell the
story of theschool professor, who,being
desirous his pupils should understand
punctuation correctly, taught them to
read in the following peculiar manner:

“ When you come to a comma," said
he, “ pauselong enough to say ‘push ; ’ at
a semicolon, ‘ push, push; ’ at a colon,
‘ push, push, push ; ’ and at a period,
‘push, push, push, push."'

This lesson, having been thoroughly
learned, the school was especially in-
structed upon the expected visit of the
school Superintendent, to besure,when
reading, to say the “ push ” beneaththe
breath so as not to be heard. One
scholar, however,wasabsent when these
instructions were given, so knowing
nothing about them when called upon
to read a selection from theScripture
before the Superintendent,did so in the
very laughablemanner as follows:

“ And Moses said unto Aaron, (push)
say unto the children of Israel (push,push) and thus shalt thou say unto
them (push, push, push).”

The consternationof the Superinten-
dent, and of theProfessor, as well, may
readilybe imagined.

CORAL ALMEDIA Tuo:uAs.
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flea-11% flew.
How to Keep Well.

  
The humanorganismis a much easier

composition to manipulate and change
than most people are aware of. Its
anatomical construction is such that
each and every cell is capable of being
accelerated in motion, or retarded in
action, as may be desired at any time.

When a person is in a depressed state
there is a lackof circulation, a retarda-
tion of thecellularexpansion. In short,
a suppression of the in-breathingand
out-poring expression which natural,
healthyconditions demand.

To restore harmony to each and every
part of the body it is necessary to
vibrate, intensify and expand each and
every cell, and thisbeingeasy to accom-
plish when one proceeds properly,there
is no reason why the majority of peo-
ple should not pass their lives in a com-
parativelyhealthycondition.

The chief cause of theclogged, dor-
mant and congested states so prevalent
everywhere, is the result of over-fed
stomachs. People eat more than it is
possible to digest properly and pass out
through the regular chanels, the sur-

‘plus food causinga feverous action to
be set up, and in the contention thus
wrought, the congestion is extended
to the uttermost parts of thesystem,
the weak sections catching the main
portion of the pollution, becausethose
parts lackthe vibratory activityneces-

sary to the throwing ofi of thesame
through the pores of the flesh and skin.

Now,with these facts beforeus, what
must the universal panaceafor the ills
of the flesh be? Must it be somechem-
ical composition to ‘take into the
stomach for the purpose of creating
more power in that function? Must
it be some fluid extract thatwill pass
into the circulation and agitate the
ducts, veins and arteries? Must it be

somethingmore in theshape of delete-
rious substances taken into thesystem,
which exhaust the energies of beingin
throwing out again, or is the secret
way a. simple and comprehensive one ‘?
These are thequestions to beconsidered

.in connection with the health.
TRY THIS.

The accompanying diagram illus-
trates a simple sweatbath,which may
be made to serve the purpose of

A plain sweat for slight colds.
A plain steam sweat for cleanliness.
A vapor-bath, with sulphur, salt,

herb, or chemical accompaniment, to
suit the pleasure of the bather.

THE PRINCIPLE.
It will be observed thatit consists in

an ordinary chair, wood-bottom,4with
the back extended up just above the
head, by means of wire or otherexten-
sion, which serves to hold the inclosure
in place. The cover may be made from
common,unbleachedsheeting,justlarge
enough to give plenty of room for one
person to sit under. It should beabout
two yard long or high, and contain four
widths of yard-wide muslin, gathered
tight at thetop or cut in shape to sew up
tight, so no heat can escape out of the
top. In fact, it should beentirely closed
all around, and at the top. The under
arrangement is for thepurpose of hold-
ing in place the heating and steaming
apparatus, which is nothing more or
less thantwo tin dishes. One sittingon
wires run across the lower rounds for
alcohol, the other resting on similar
wires across the upper rounds for
water, sulphur,herbs, etc. The dish for
the alcohol should bean ordinary pres-
sed tin drinking cup, 3% inches across.
The size is important, as the right
amount of flame, from the burning of
the alcohol will come only from a dish
of this size and shape, which makes it
“ not too hot or not too cold, but just
right, so we are told,” and we also
know from many experiments with
different size dishes, some of said
experiments giving us ratherof a warm
sensation and a lively chase.
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The quantity of alcohol for each
sitting should bejust V2 inch deep in the
cup, no more or no less for good results,
and the sitting should continue within
the inclosure without breathingany
cold air until the fire ceases.

The upper dish may be an ordinary
wash basin, and should contain one
quart of water, which should be boiling-
hot at thestart.

Herbs, such as smart-weeds,sweet-
elder, burdock, etc., as well as barksof
various kinds, flax seed, etc., may be
placed in the basin of water, when it is
desirable to use them. This willgive a
steam infusion,whichwill betaken into
the system through the lungs, in its
finest, purest and most effective state.

SENSITIVES. ..

There are some people who are not
strong enough to remain in thisposi-
tion through the entire time at first
without getting relief from the heat.
Such as cannot endure it, may gather
the needed strength by bending the
head forward down to the knees, where
the air is much cooler, and in case it be
necessary, the cover may be raised
slightlyat the bottom for a fresh breath.
Thetime beingvery short, it is better to
endure theheat to theend, as it greatly
intensifies the mental power to do so.

NEXT PROCEEDING.
After the fire goes out, and just as

soon as it goes out, while the heat is at
its highest, step out from under the
covering and plunge into a bath-tubof
cold water, at about 40 degrees tem-
perature. The temperature is not
important so long as the water is cold.
The object is to set up a terriflicre-ac-
tion in the flesh and pores of the sys-
tem., .

Remain in the cold water just a min-
ute only, or untilwell cooled ofi, and
then return to thesweater, witha new
run of alcohol, and repeat the opera-
tion threetimes,takinga good,thorough
rinse in the cold water at thelast. Rub
down with a coarse towel, and take a
good exercise in the air beforeputting
on the clothing.

If in a position to basque in thesun-
shine before dressing, it is very desira-
ble in connection with thisproceeding.

WHAT IT DOES.
This proceeding means to thesystem

and circulation, that you have filledit
full of the finest, cleanest and most
penetrating vapors, and caused themto
pass throughthe congested parts, open-
ing up each and every pore, expand-
ing and vibifyingevery cell and renew-
ing the life action of every molecule
of your organism; at the same time
throwingoff a large amount of delete-
rious matter and removing many
obnoxious odors.

The exercise afterwards bringsevery-
thing to the normal equilibrium and
leaves one in a natural, and much
more healthyand easy harmoniouscon-
dition than before.

There are very few ailmentsthatcan-
not be benefited,and in most instances
entirely driven out of the system and
cured by thissimple proceeding.

It is desirable, in most cases, to take
ahotdrinkof some kind,fiveor ten min-
utes before entering the bath, as it will
facilitate the sweating. Every known
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disease, as said before, may be thrown
out of the system by thisproceeding,
and consumption, catarrh, rheumatism,
and cancer even can becured by follow-
ing the matter up at certain times,
according to the magnetic stamp of
each, and the planetary changes that
come and go in each human life.

Of coarse it is not proper’ to take such
extreme treatment at times when the
magnetic forces of one’s organismare
at low ebb, for to do so and continue the
operation under such spells would so
weaken the powers that it would be
hard to regain the strength necessary
to health.

There are good and bad periods for
each and everyone in matters of every
nature, and the same rule or law applies
in treating a severe case by this
method.

Ordinary colds and nervous attacks
may be treated any time by thissweat-
ing process withwonderfullybeneficial
results, and every family should have
one of these simple arrangements.

LADIES.

Ladies, especially, ever seeking the
means of beautifying their complex-
ions, need look no farther,for thesecret
to beautyis in thiscleansing, steaming
and purifying scheme. The actionand
reaction produced by the sudden
changes from heat to cold, and vice
versa, sets up a perfect glow in theface,
the cheeks just blooming with arosy
and charming hue.

For a proper period and definite
time in the treatment of severe cases, a
personal diagnosis is necessary, which
must be made according to themag-
netic law from date of birth.

The power to heal the nation is in
knowledge of processes. Let there be
light, that the souls of men may shine
in this house of clay with greater
luster.

Leading electricians claim that the
new vacuum tube light will be three
time as brilliant as the present light,
and its cost only one-thirdas much.

I
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Wedded by Stars.

Wedded by Stars. what a queer way to spark-
In thisageof progression must all toe themark?
Must we hang all our hopes on thehorn of the

moon?
All thelittle stars, thenbe fed witha spoon‘!
Be married by Jupiter. Neptune and Venus
So there’sno little crosses betwixtand between

us‘!
With Mercury smiling and the Moon laughing.

000,
What a heavenly match, The Planets should

brew.
To bless all the People in their love caresses;
And.ts.ke.fromeach-homeall evildistresses.

Avoidingthe troubles of Saturn and Mars,
So in thehome life there‘llnever be jars.
Excepting thoseused in canning thefruits.
Or from dust brooms in fanning thesuits-
With the sun shine. moon-shine and thestars

shining. too.
Allin thefull union just blessing us two.
So the Lord of the house is not ruled by the

lady.
Or thewealthof thesoul on triflesdegraded.
Where hearts are entwined with the wealthof

thewhole.
80 each willdelight to rule theirown Soul;
Mind theirown business in what theyshould do.
Not molesting the other in thegood theymay

choose-
But deathto the science, and theEditors cause
If he makes a miss—take in thematch making

laws.
The “KING or Pozrs."

We have on record several parties
who are seeking life partners, and in
due time there should be some suitable
co-ordinations. Some very desirable
people are interested in thisdepartment
of our work, and theprospect of this
department being madean important
feature in connection with theother
branches is very promising. We were
not aware of the factthat so many are
looking for suitable mates, and it is
pleasing to see so many turning to the
divine law of nature for thesolution of
the problem of marriage.
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QUESTION: When one is physicallyso

sensitive that they feel the planetary vi-
bration every time a strongaspect is made,
good or bad, as well as the movement of
any planet to anothersign, stillare not
troubled by the vibrationsof those they
meet, further thanto feel theircondition,
how may they become positive enough to
get out of thatconditionand still maintain
a pure diet and live a spiritual life?

L. W. V.
ANSWER: Some are sensitive to planet-

ary changes as mentioned, becauseof ex-
tremely powerful planetary conditions at
birth; the strength thus given being the
protection against anotherperson’s mag-
netism, whose planetary forces are less.
We understand that the question is: How
to become positive enough so that the
planetary changes will not disturb one.

Planetary vibrations can not be set
aside. We can only adjustourselves har-
moniously to them by obeying certain
rules at the time of approaching aspects
or sign transits. Briefly,we may suggest
a few of the rules governingthisrelation-
shi .'lPhe approaching aspect of any planet
means an intensifying actionof one ele-
ment upon or with another. The chang-
ing of a planet or of several planets from
one sign to another, means a chemical
change from one section of the anatomy
to another.

Now, if Jupiter is coming into aspect
with the earth or is changingsigns with
the earth, a Jupiter character would feel
ve keenly theeffect, and to adjusthim-lrfyto the change it would be necessary
to take such exercise as would thorough-
ly arouse and vibrate thesection corres-ponding to the change. The positive
action of the mind and body will set
up the circulation necessary to meet the
universal increase, and the adjustmentis
perfect and harmony results. Mercury's
approach would mean that a change of
thought. requiring extra strain upon the
brain, alternated by very lively exercise,
(not muscular) giving free circulation,
like running, for example, which also
makes one more positive. Some may
imagine that, sitting quiet and concen-
trating the thought is theonly kind of
positiveness that gives one power over
material things,but a healthycirculation
of all the elements of the body is one of
the main essentials in these matters.

The diet does not need to be changed
to anv great extent to bring about favor-

‘ able results. Althoughto proceed strictly
. in accordance with nature's divine plan
, would be to make all things connected.

,« with life, play a part under conscious di-
rection.

Why is it well to wear colors ruled
by the three planets strongest physically?
Green. red, light and dark ( Mercury, Mars
and Jupiter) rule ph_\-siologicallystrong-
est with me, all of which harmonize well
with me, and I find a piece of light red
flannel worn over my solar plexus givw
relief from nevous-producing planetary
vibrations. L. W. V.

A. For thesame reason thatyou would,
by exercise, render your attoms so they
ma polarize, or re-polarizeto new con-
ditions, theflannelwhich, beingwool and
animal, and also colored to thevibration

.
of thespectra of your chief magnets, aids
in producing the chemicalization of the
system.

As every person is megnetic and
electric, but one of the two elements pre-
dominates, so also do the planets of our
solar system vibrate withmagneticand
electric forces, which element predomi-
nates in therespective planets?

As the first seven planets from the sun,
vibrate the seven creative principles, and
vibrate to theseven colors, does not Nep-
tune and the earth's moon vibrate a crea-
tive principle and color?

MRS. \V. R. J.
A. The habit has been formed of call-

ing geople electric and magnetic, but one
wor really covers the subject. All eo-
ple are magnetic, but thequality an na-
-ture of the magnetism varies very much
in different persons. The reason. of
course, is because of the differences in
magneticrelations at birth.

A Uranus person is called electric, while
a Jupiter person is called magnetic. The
differenceis in thedifferentsizes, densities
and qualities, of each planet. We receive
the vibrations of the combined forces
operative in and about each planet, ‘said
combination of forces producing the
magneticquality of each. Venus is called
magnetic, at thesame time Mercury gives
more forceful qualities to the personal
magnetismof people than Venus, ‘vet the
planet would be called electric if there
could be any distinction of this kind.
The second question contains an affirma-
tion concerning the principle of seven,
which does not apply as stated. The
seven creative principles are not locked
in the planets as named, but theprincipal
of seven is a scale in nature even where a
solar system contains a hundred planets.
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All theplanets, moons and the sun play a

part in the henomenalexpressions with-
in our circ e under the scale of the seven
principles in nature. The colors of the
planets, even, do not show spectrosco ic-
ally all of the seven rays in regular or( er.
Neptune and Venus are bothblue, while
Jupiter and Mars are both red.

Colors are different rates of vibration,
hence, may be produced, all of them,
from one substance, when through force-
ful manipulation it is changed from one
condition or stage to another.

Q. Is it possible for thespirit, theego,
to make a false connection on entering
thematerial body? Can it, througha mis-
take, be drawii by thewrong magnetism
into a material form which is lower than
it should have, and, consequently, be out
of harmony, and be unable to control the
material throughits earthlyexistence?

I doubt if I make my meaning clear.
The inner, finer nature is so difficult to
grasp. It is like catching up thefoam of
the sea, the very handlingof it destroys
it. V. M. B.

A. VVhere souls incarnate theymerge
into the physicalaccordingto theirastral
development, said astral developmentbe- '

ing the result of intellectual attainment
throughprevious incarnations. Some are
on a plane where there is no ]€1l07l)]€(I_Ij€
of laws and force operative in such ex-
pressions, hence they are drawn into .

physicallife unconsciotisof results. They
have no fore-knowledge. They are blind
followers of ignorance, superstition and ‘

appetite or pliysicaldesire.
There are others who have knowledge

as well as social connections which en-
able them to guide as well as to beguided
in these plunges ‘into matter. Some of
these latter ones are souls withvery high
development, but theyseek greater things
to conquer and are willing to suffer the

_torments of the flesh in‘ order to add lus-
ter to the inner ego. They know that
only through trial and apparentsuffering, 3
e.rpe1‘iem,-1», thatit is possible to advance,
so in coming into material life, theyseek
from the multitudiuous conditions to be
found at any periord in nature's wliirligig,
such as will give thegreatest advantages
to thesoul.

They can only incarnateat the time of
conception so they make the magnetic
connection under theplanetary law of the
time. They cannot make the law, place
the planets nor change nature's plan, but
theymay, with knowledge of the law, se-
lect such natural advantages as come and
go in the onward revolution of the earth

This is fine work for
those who have to return, and as the
knowledge must be gained here in the

flesh and thememory of it sustained by re-
peated lessons in each incarnation, or oc-
casionallyat least, it is important thatwe
learn the law while we are here, and if
need be, prepare for the future comin
under suc conditions as we thinkwoul
suit us better than theones we now enjoy,
or otherwise.

Now to the question proper: There is
no mistake. The ego decides to take hold,
and if theydo not know the nature of the
conditions at the time, they simply take
chances on the result. This seems at
times to be a mistake, but it is manytimes a conscious attempt to test the pow-
ers of being that greater knowledge and
power may come to the inner conscious-
ness.

So if we are having severe experiences
it is well to note that we are growingpowerful withinand that,in reality,all is
well. 

GONBTELLATION ORION’.

QUi=‘.sTIoN: I inclose illustrationof a
certain group of stars which appearnightly about 7:30, in the south-eastern
portion of the heavens. I cannot findthe
name of it on thestar maps. I have seen,
and would like to know what it is called.

ANSWER: The above illustrationwas
made from thewater-colorsent us, and is
a very correct representation of the con-
stellation Orion, a beautiful group of

; stars just south of thezodiacal belt.
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Zodlncal Enigma No. 5.

Five of a kind, (not three or two
pairs, but five) met one evening at the
Incarnations Restaurant, where one
feels like he were several people at the
same time. Up, down and sideways,
and where ere he looks he sees himself
as a half dozen others might see him. I
was at this miraculous resort, where
many and varied reflections are cast,
that the thought came; suppose we
was’nt ! Then what? As we are, why
are we? Being we know we are, where
were we ? Being we know we were and
are, where will we? That is to say;
where will we be when we are no more,
what we were, are, and hope to be.
These are very grave '1’???

As we were delving into these prob-
lems and trying to find theend of the
beginning, and the beginning of the
end.

The subject turned to Theosophical
propostions, and the law of Karna had
its turn, under the mental hammer. As
said before, there were live in the party,
and we sat forming a five-pointed star.
We have five senses, you know, five
times our senses, equals twenty-five.
But these sense facultiesof which we
write are our physical senses. Of course
we were eating for thepurpose of meet-
ing thephysical wants, yet the sixth

and even. the seventhoccult sense was
not idle, for on refering to PLANFTS
AND PEOPLEforJanuary, '97, we found
a peculiar illustrationofa building—a
college building to be erected for the
disseminationof occult knowledge.

The figures denoting its dimensions
were odd and peculiaralso,but strangely
fascinating.

One of theparty asked the question:
What part does theN 0.7 play in connec-
tion with thisplan, anyhow? Having
bewildered the higher sense by the
feast of the occasion, thereplies to the
question were somewhat cloudy. In
themidst of thegreatest themes,people
are often dull and stupid becauseof an
undue amount of cumbersome and
unnecessary rubbish which they lug
aroundwithseeming pleasureandsatis-
faction.

But the questioner insisted on receiv-
ing an answer to his query.

It being the fifthday of the week. of
the season for such ceremonial as the
five fitly suggested, the voice of the
silencealone gave answer.

The five soon parted, winding their
respective ways homeward. One trav-
eled west by north. theneast by south,
but kept the keys in his pocket.

Another strode by the light of the
moon, where e‘er fancy led him, but
No. 3 could not decide upon a route
until the other had left him alone. The
other two passed around thesquare and
were lost sight of. N o. 3 stood a.
moment longer, lost in thought. He
thought of the real and then the sym-
bolical. The relation of the present,
joyous meeting with friends,to the rea-
son for such greetings. Ilesoon boarded
an elevated train,whilethemoon shown
down directly overhead. Ile realized
the hour was late, for he was alone, and
as he looked at his watch, theseventh
sense was backed by the enclosure of
one-twelthof theposition of time.

QUESTION: On what day, of what
year did this meeting occur, and what
was the time of boarding theelevated ‘

train ?
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PURITY 0F SPEECH.

This point is one of the most import-
ant which theseeker at the West Gate
is asked to consider. It is a question
of deepest significance and when once
understood the initiate has carved out
a beautiful and useful pillar for his
temple. Many centuries ago, theadept
St. James told us some grand truths
concerning the tongue, its unruly pro-
clivities and necessity of pure speaking.
Here is what he said:

“If any man offend not in word, the
same is a perfect man, able also to
bridle the whole body. Behold, we put
bits in the horses’ mouths, that they
obey us; and we turn about their whole
body. Behold also the ships, which
though they be so great, and are driven
of fierce winds, yet are they turned
about with a very small helm, whither-
soever the governor listeth. Even so
the tongue is a little memberand boast-
eth great things. Behold how great a
matter a little fire kindlethl And the
tongue is a lire, a world of iniquity; so
is the tongue among our membersthat

it defileth the whole body, and setteth
on fire the course of nature; and it is
set on fire of hell. For every kind of
beasts, and of hires, and of serpents,
and of things in the sea, is tamed, and
hath been tamed of mankind. But the
tongue can no man tame; itis an unruly
evil full of deadly poison _Therewith
bless we God, even the Father; and
therewith curse we men, which are
made after the similitudeof God. Out
of thesame mouth proceedeth blessing
and cursing. My brethren,thesethings
ought not so to be. Doth a fountain
send forth at the same place sweet
water and bitter? Can the fig tree, my
brethren, bear olive berries? either a
vine, figs? so can no fountain both
yield salt water and fresh. Who is a
wise man and endued with knowledge
among you: let him show out of a good
conversation his works with meekness
of wisdom."

This passage will be found in the
third chapter of James, and we submit
it to your serious considerations.

It is a most valuable epitome of the
whole Logos mystery, and as it is more
thoroughlyread and thought upon, you
will see new truths and beauties.

It would appear from careful consid-
eration of the matter, that if we elim-
inated all the foolish, unnecessary talk
from our conversation,th:ittherewould
be long periods of silence with most of
us, but thisis the end which we seek.
While we rattle on about a thousand
and one unimportant matters, we are

No. 3‘
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plunging the higher self deeper and
deeper into forgetfulness, and raising
barriers between ourselves and the
bright Unseen. The soul has little
chance to work for the birth and
redemption of the Adam, while the
brain is occupied with the foolishness
of the world and its countless subjects
of gossip. Let us halt and “hold our
tongues,” as the apt saying has it. Let
us create a need for thought transfer-
ence and this much abused science will
be speedily comprehended. But there
is no call for thought transference
while the tongue is so competent to
cry out the latest news and proclaim
volumes of ideas which are of no ac-
count whatever to the growth into the
real!

,

In one of our West Gate lessons we
spoke as follows:

“Regarding thesecondprinciple,those
who have followed our previous writ-
ing will the more readily understand
what purityof speech means to us, both
as individuals and as a brotherhood.
At first consideration the student fails
to see its great importance, and only
from extended and well-directed eifort
can he grasp its full meaning. But
upon this point turns nearly every
phase of the true regeneration theory.
Other matters which various teachers
lay great stress upon, sink into insig-
nificanceand uselessness until thisone
has been well considered. Upon the
correct understanding of the alphabet
depends the child's abiliiy to compre
hensively convey his thoughts, and if
his teacher gives him a treatise upon
rhetoric before the foundation is well
laid, his advancement will be very slow
and imperfect. Purity of speech is
comprehensible to us all. It is a basis
upon which we can work in safety and
with perfect understanding. It devel-
ops thewill as nothing else with which
we have had to deal is capable of doing.
It is an ever present opportunity, while
other methods advanced as aids in
development of will, are of infrequent
occurrence, and not always availableto

all classes of individuals in theirmulti-
farious environment. Conquest in the
speech brings future victories right to
thedoor, and aids you to clearly per-
ceive the ‘Path.’

“We hope thatall will speedily get at
the real spirit of thisquestion. Purity
of speech will lead you by natural and
easy steps to further conquest, and still
higher planes; but master this problem
first if you would approach the next
step with that confidence which profi-
ciency in preceding experiences always
imparts. There are many and divers
attractive methodsfor rushing through
the preliminaries,and attaining to the
ultimate by one brilliant leap. but alas!
where is the successful one who has
passed these desperate measures and
emerged into the true light? Far bet-
ter to learn the alphabet first, and thus
build the foundation deep and sure,
upon which may safely rest the struc-
ture of Perfect Manhood.”

There are people who have been deep
in occult study and thought for years,
and yet have becomeconscious of few
real beneficial attainments. They are
at a loss to understand this,and per-
haps a wise applicationof these sugges-
tions may aid to solve the problem.
We have talked and written upon this
subject very frequently, but we find
thatemphatic repetitions are necessary
in order that good resolutions may not
waver nor the mind become careless
and inactiveupon thatpoint-.

You wonder that you do not possess
spiritual gifts. You are surprised that
your intuitions, perceptions, impres-
sions and other so called spiritual
phases are not more thoroughlydevel-
oped, yet you pass unnoticed thisprimal
step in the lineof esoteric culture which
lies within your control; trying vainly
to rise upon wings before you can
barely walk erectl Yes, the art of
right use of the speech is entirely
within your voluntary control, and
you should outwork its many impor-
tant secrets if you would lay the
foundation for greater will-powerand
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consequent control of the higher phys-
ical and mental attributes, organs and
functions. This lackof self-control in
speaking is often very apparent in spir-
itual organizations as well as in indi-
viduals. Societies, the aims of which
are the highest, often allow argument
and bickeringuntil it is a wonder that
the faintest semblance of true cohesion
exists. With so noticeable an absence
of the underlying current and support
of all true growth, namely, love, all
right -to Divine favor or protection is
surrendered. Love cannot remain
where cutting words are heard; not can
harmony be maintained upon the same
plane withcriticism.

First.——Speak gently. However deep
and unjust the injury done you, watch
lest you throwbitternessor irritability
into your tones.

Secondly.—Cease all criticism. Do
you realize what that means? If you
do not, you can becomewell informed
in the matter by one week's faithful
practicein thisdirection.

Thirdly.—Preserve silencenor say as
little as possible when found faultwith.
If you are unjustly censured, how can
you better answer than by absolute
silence? Can you champion truth?
Can you add anything to truth? On
the other hand, if the censure is mer-
ited, silenceor assent is again themost
potent weapon. When you are accused
or censured it is well to make a careful
inner search and examination to the
end of finding thecause of the accusa-
tion; thenperhaps you willalso discover
the remedy.

Fourthly.—Agree with thine adver-
sary quickly; and all are adversaries
that declare in argumentative style
that“so and so is thusand thus.” Allow
them to have it as they please. What
is error to you is truth to them, and
vice versa. Error deceives itself by its
own tossing reflection on the restless
waves of anger, criticism, doubt, etc.,
while truth, in its great unmoved sim-
plicity, is silent, unchangeable and
peaceful. After a little whirlwind of

this sort of one-sided discussion your
soul will emerge the brighter. and
stronger for its non-resistance.

Resist not evil, may be illustratedby
theeagle who faces thenortheastsquall
and fruitlessly beats his wings, and

,

exhaustshis very life in vain effort to
forge ahead, and when the brief storm
is past he is in no condition to resume
thejourney. How much wiser to have
sought a resting place on the sheltered
cliffs below, thus reserving his force to‘
pursue theflightwhen theclouds should
have broken and the blue sky of hea- ’

ven again smiledon him!
Sometimes we find ourselves (much

against our own choosing) in the midst
of heated discussions of two or more
friends, and it frequently occurs that
we are expected to champion one side
or the other. It is, however, far wiser
to maintain strict silence than to abet
foolish, unmeaning argument such as
we often witness. One always feels de-
pleted after participating in a war of
words-—mentally, physically and spir-
itually depleted.

We recall a meeting of occult stu-
dents where we chanced to be present,
and we saw a most forcible illustration
of thepoint in question. It was a dis-
cussion of spiritual subjects, and al-
though we gave way at each argumen-
tative crisis, yet the effect remained
with us for a long time. In our private
opinion, it was worse than no meeting
at all. One nice point was shown, how-
ever, in the matter of testing the pow-
ers of self—control of certain pure souls
present, and of their abilityto be still
and patient under the fire of criticism
which the unbalanced mind threw out.
It gave us convincingproof of the sub-
limity of pure, simple adherence to
truth,over the flickering,unstable the-
ories behindthe manifestationsof such
thoughts as we there heard. Let us
think of thiseven more sincerely,and
try and get at the true significance.
But let us not lose sight of one great
fact, namely, whatever the utterance,
and from whatever unbalanced source
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it may come, still it is truth to theone
who gives it expression, although it
may not be so to us. We should feel
thatwe.have made inestimableprogress

- - when» we -can listen’ to misstatements,
and hear our truth maligned, yet be
possessed of strengthof soul sufficient
to refrain from extended opposition."

We should never seek each other’s
companionship for purpose of argu-
ment. We should desire growth and
true communion. We cannot enjoy
the benefits of either of these if we
allow willfulness to enter it. If we
would come into thepresence of Divin-
ity we must cut loose from dogmas and
pet theories. When an extravagant
assertion is made by a brotheror sister,
we should say and do nothing to urge
them on to stillfurtherextremes. With
our riper years of attainmentwe should
ignore things of this kind just as far
forth as possible, and quickly forgive
those who cannot feel the truth as we
feel it, always maintaining a wise and
consistent silence. We know, within,
when a truth is expressed, and we
should never try to satisfy the idle
curiosity of an opponent when he de-
mands thatwe put in words just what
we feel. It cannot be done. We can-
not, by rule and measure, make plain to
the uninitiated the subtle truths which
only thedivine inmate can understand,
and every attempt which we make in
thisdirection weakens thewhole spirit-
ual structure.

It is a most destructive practice to
seek to malign, or in any way criticise
a person, even though he (in our opin-
ion) is abusing his privilegesor position
and imposing upon the ignorant and
unthinkingpopulace. If we speak of
evilat all,let us go to the root of the
matter; but concerning the manifesta-
tion, the person, the weak vessel
through which it comes to our notice,
let us be silent. That has nothing to
do with our work. We should keep
our eyes single to the object before us
—the only real issue worthy of consid-
eration, namely, to attain the perfect

life by constant faithfulnessto present
duty, and to seek full control and
knowledgeof our three-foldnatures.

Be not discouraged with frequent
failure to exemplify that which the
higher self-hood tells you is right; on
theother hand do not be content with
partial success. Ever keep in mind
the Master's command, “Be ye per-
fect;” building anew upon each defeat;
continually and persistently applying
our grand principles to the daily life.
Let us have perfect harmony in our
associations. It is not necessary that
there should ever again be a critical or
inharmonions sentence uttered. Be
vigilant,determined and unconditional
surrender of the lower self, and its
future service in worthy lines, is as-
sured. If, from the intervention of
external agencies, inharmony attempts
to enter your domain of peace,consider
it an excellent opportunity for silence.
Thus you will one day reach a height
where discord and strife willno longer
torture theear nor depress thesoul.-
Cn.u:LE~s ll. MACKAY, in Se(f—Knowl-

' edge.
Sir David Solomon testifiedbefore an

English Parliamentary commission
recently,thatlow flash-pointpetroleum
would be an excellent agent for propel-
ling motor cars.

At Redditch, England, twenty thou-
sand people make more than ten mil-
lion needles a year, and they are made
and exported so cheaply, thatEngland
has practically no rival hindering a
monopoly of the business.

One of the fields in which, of late,
aluminum has made most noticeable
progress, is its use for sign letters, its
non-corrosive nature enabling it to
stand the weatherequal to real gildlng,
which is much more costly. They can
be readily attached to glass, marble or
brick, and their facultyof retaining a
luster makes them especiallyservice-
able at night.
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THE BREATHING FAD.

Phillus was one of those enquiring
sort of fellows,always looking into new
theories, schemes and systems, and
never getting perfect satisfaction out
of any of them. He had a morbid ap-
petite for everything that was going,
no matter what it was, and he was
never quite so happy as when he was
“absorbing,”as he called it, something
which the ordinary mind would scorn
to notice. He had studied all known
philosophies, and read every conceiv-
able book he could get his hands on,
until it seemed there was nothing left,
when he heard of a lecturer who was
way ahead of any other that the town
had ever had an experience with. He
rushed about from place to place to
find out about it. He did not take
time to eat until he found the lecturer
and had theentire program committed
to memory. He never questioned any-
thing that he heard, as to whether it
was reasonable and sensible or other-
wise, but accepted it at once and incor-
porated it, so to speak, into his very
being. He feasted upon the theories
and hallucinations of others, without

, even the desire to gain any real sub-
stantial truth that he could bank on
and call a possession. If some one
suggested that the moon was made
from cheese, he would live on cheese
untilsomethingelse was thrownin his
way. “Everything went” with him.

Phillus was a lean, spare sort of a
body, never could; getauyflesh on him,
even with all of his absorbing tenden-
cies. It seemed impossible to convert
what he absorbed into anything of a
substantial nature—as said before,
nothing it until bank on and call a
p3ufon. He could hardly wait for
thesenew lectures to begin, he was so
anxious to tackle something new and
fresh from the fountain of imagina-
tion.

The lectures which were announced,
were of theoccult or the mystical kind,
and were purported to teach great and
marvelous thingsconcerning the deep,

dark psycho—astro-hindoo mysteries of
the mountain climbers,and reveal the
marvelous secrets of the masters of the
elements.

Nature seemed to have devoted a
great deal of time preparing Phillus for
this kind of a feast, for he was wild
withenthusiasmfor severaldays before
theopening night. He did not seem to
breathe easy until he had seated him-
self comfortably in the little hall on the
evening of the first. He was the first
one to arrive, and he spent some time
getting himself into a negative, sub-
jective, extinctive,polarityof attitude,
according to the rules he had received
at other lectures from those of lesser
fame than the one he was about to
behold.

Graduallytheaudiencebecamelarger,
untilevery seat was occupied. Phillus
saw many familiarfaces,and some he
had never seen before. This added to
his interest in the subject to be dis-
cussed, for he felt that this was an
indication of growth in the world of
thought, as others were graduallycom-
ing to his line of thinking,hence, it
must be a sign of the times.

The hour at last arrived for the lec-
turer to appear, and each one craned
theneck to get a good square look at
the object of their admiration. The
lecturer was a lady. Her name was
Mrs. Eagle. She soared high. She was
portly and well formed, which added
strength to her utterances, and gave
weight to her logic. She evidentlyhad
an eye on thebusiness end of her pro-
fession for she collected “the price" in
advance and took chances on the bal-
ance of theprogram.

To theuninitiated,everythingseemed
to be in perfect order and on a high
spiritual plane, but to thesoul of wis-
dom, therewas thatpeculiar something
in theopening remarksof thespeaker
that conveyed in stronger terms than
language can express, the fact that she
was feeling her way carefully to find
out, if possible, how much her auditors
knew themselves; to learn, if possible,
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whether or no any person was present
who was capable of reading between
the lines and detecting theshoddy that
ignorance and gall are obliged to have
as an accompaniment in carrying on a

,

touring scheme for revenue only. The
lecturer had evidently learned that to
please and satisfy, one must amuse,
and that the majority much preferred
amusement to enlightenment, for she
was gifted as an entertainer, and before
her lecture was fairly under way she
had captured her audience and they
were reveling in a suggestive hypnotic
swim. Phillus was in Nirvanna’s ab-
sorbinggrasp, and heaven seemed to be
a nearby and familiarplace.

The lecturer dealt very largely in
generalities,with a sort of a sweeping
“passing show” style, that for the time
was all that could be desired. She
taught, in a way, the philosophies
of christian science, mind reading,
thought transference, spirit commun-
ion, metaphysical and magnetic heal-
ing, and referred, now and then, to
exercises in deep breathing and spirit-
ual delsarte, theextractionof theglame
from the glistening globules of the
ethers,by a. course of gymnasticstretch-
ings, packings, puflings, swellings and
fillings, strangely_weird and fascinat-
ing.

Of course all becameanxious to enter
into something thatwould give them a
chance to express and develop them-
selves. The men were tired of “buck-
ing wood” and the women of scrubbing
the floor and doing their washing and
ironing, which really added so much to
their health and circulation, and which
naturallyintensified the action of every
atom of their beings. They were tired
of this, and wanted a change. They
wanted to be lifted up and spiritualized
until theycould float on the wings of
the morning, as it were; so they were
prepared to receive such instruction as
this captivating speaker had to give.

At last the special evening for the
gymnastic exercises, an evening de-
voted to thisparticular branch, arrived,
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and Phillus was on hand to get the full
benefitof the deal.

The lecturer appeared on thisocca
slon in adelsartean suit designed for
breathing gymnastics, and during the
evening suggested many movements,
attitudes and positions for theamuse-
ment and enlightenmentof theclass.

Philluswas delighted—yes, more than
delighted, he was electrified with
thoughts of the possible within his
own being. He determined to prepare
himself at once for a thorough course
in the practice of breathing. He men-
tioned the matter to his wife, and she
laughed at him.

“Suppose I should conclude to go into
the business of breathing,myself,” she
said, in the way of a feeler.

"But don’t you know, Matilda, that
these exercises are intended more for
men. You see, theyare out in theele-
ments, and are worked and worried to
death withthecares of life. They need
just this kind of exercise to keep up
the circulation.”

Mrs. Phillus,however, did not see it
in that light, so she attended the next
lecture, and, although it looked foolish
to her, after, during her day's work,
having stretched and twisted herself
into a hundred shapes and positions
never dreamed of by the professor of
lung gymnastics, she thought it might
be well for her to pretend a little in
order to check the enthusiasm of her
husband, whom she knew would carry
it to a finish.

One evening,after Phillus had been
swelling,twisting,packingand blowing
himself, and, in a state of exhaustion
never produced by labor, had sunk
down into an easy chair for breath,
Mrs. Phillus appeared upon the scene
and began to mix the atmosphere with
her lungs, stomach,bowels and hips.

Phillus suddenly broke out—“Now,
Matilda, don’t do it again! You have
no idea how you look! A snap-shot of
you in some of those attitudes would
keep the neighbors gossiping for
monthsl Don’t attempt it again! It
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is intended for therelief of men who
hear theextreme burdens of theworl ”

Philluswas more secluded after this
when training. and it was months be-
fore any one saw him or learned how
he was “making it.” OneSundayafter-
noon some of his friends called, and,
of course, the subject so dear at the
time to Phillus was the main topic for
conversation. One of his friendssug-
gested that he give them a few lessons
or demonstrations of the advantages of
lung gymnastics,and, although he dis-
liked very much to be ridiculed, he
really had beenwaiting an opportunity
to appear before some one besides Mrs.
Phillus. So he respondedwithoutbeing
urged much.

“I will explain,” said he, “the objects
of deep breathing while giving the
demonstrations, for we must under-
stand a science in order to appreciate
it. You see the human organism is a
vast collection of hollow cells, trained
into this wonderful complexity by the
law of polarization, co-ordination and
amalgamation. Each and every one
of these cells needs air in order to
keep them limbered up sufliciently to
prevent petrifaction. People are very
apt to neglect themselves in thismat-
ter, and all manner of aches and pains,
erruptions and fevers, besides many
more serious annoyances are the usual
result.” He entered into the exercises
with great pride and thus imitated, as
best he could, his favorite leader; and
he thought he did it well.

The fearful ‘facial contortions of
Phillus on this occasion were enough
to sicken anyone of such an exercise,
and his friends suggested to him that
something in connection with his
breathing fad in theway of muscular
exercise, would make the same more
rational and sensible; but to stand and
operate the lungs alone was really pre-
posterous, so far as giving strength to
the body and limbs.

This set Phillus to thinking. He
noticed that he was not gaining in
physical strength, a slight improve-

ment in the circulation alone.having
thus far been realized, so of course this
would not always satisfy one of his
peculiar, and we might say. strange
nature. That there was anything
wrong with him was not even hinted
at by his friends, but privately, they
sometimes thought he was the next
thing to beingsane and sound of mind.

His health did not seem to keep up
as he thought it ought to with the
knowledge and absorbing capacity he
knew so well he possessed, and he was
ever looking and really expecting that
some advance step would be taken in
lines so dear to his heart, so he was on
the lookout for any new thing that
might appear.

He was downtown one afternoon,
and in passing a show window,noticed
that quite a crowd was gathering to
witness some gymnastic exercises just
inside. He halted‘and studied well the
situation. He was interested at once,
and soon entered the store and called
for explanations. It was simply an
exhibitionof the Physical Culture exer-
ciser; somethingnew to him in theway
of a breather.

Phillus noticed, however, that there
was work connected with it; that per-
spiration was sometimes produced by
its too extreme application. He did
not like this, for it worked contrary to
his chief philosophy,“absorbing,” but
he felt thathis healthdemanded a trial
of something new, so he noted the
address—Physical Culture Club, Lock
Box 387, Chicago,—where he could ob-
tain one in case he decided to venture
in such an extremely physical under-
taking.

Phillus took this under advisement.
He talked to his wife and familyabout
it. He tried to argue against it at
times, as he looked upon the contri-
vance as a little too material for his
occult nature and tendencies. Could
he pursue his Yogi practice, his Tet-na
nostrilizations, his Siver-Quiver, et
cetera, and at thesame time have any-
thing to do withthis latest muscle and
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health producer? This was a grave
question withhim.

He referred to his occult library to
lind some authorityfor such a venture.
He read a little from thisbook, a little
from that, and now and then found
passages which clearly pointed to the
factthatthephysical body was thelirst
to consider on thismundane plane, and
that a perfectly healthy, active and
powerful physique was essential to real
spiritual or occult attainment.

He began to see his way clear when
he thought of the exercise as an ath-
letic sport, so he finally decided to
invest. He had to have a suit, of
course, and thishe also procured to his
liking.

He looked a little leery as he ap-
peared for the first time in what he
termed a strictly unspiritual act; but 

HIS FIRST TRIAL.

he persisted in trying it, and gradually
merged into a graceful mover in the
physical culture act. He now had
something to give resistance to his
movements which resulted in a grad-
ual eitpansion and vibration of every
cell of his anatomy.

The directions explained how every
movement known to rowing, throwing,

bowling, hoisting, boxing, swimming;
et cetera, was possible by the use of
this machine; and Phillus soon found
that it was not overstated in theleast.
It seemed to be just the right thing in
connection with breathing. In fact,
deep breaths became automatic with
its use.

.

Mrs. Phillussaw right away that she
had a man on her hands, for Phillus
was staying at home now, putting in
most of his time training for-—land
knows what.

Phillushad the machinetirst on the
door, and then on the window casing, 
then he would try it on the porch. He
also experimented with various styles
of suits, appearing at one time dressed
like a Sampson. This was done in

order to show
to the best ad-
v a n t a g e h is
wonderful de-
velopment, for
he was rapidly
falling in love
with :his own
physicalself.

When his
friends called
to see him, he
0 ft en showed
himself off in
partial evening
dress, much to
their amuse-
ment.
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He invited one of his gentleman
friends to try “thestretcher,” instruct- 
ing him at thesame time how to pro-
ceed. It being the initial attempt,
Philius thought the proper thing at
first was to make a graceful how: so he
placed him in position, and then said: 

“Hold on tight withthe hands and bend
the body forward until the forehead is
on a level with the knees, then grace-
fully return to the standing posture."
The friend was quite gay in thisfirst
trial. He had been laughing and jok-
ing about the movements and postures
of Phillus,so he bowed his head several
inches below thepoint named,and as it
took considerable strength to accom-
plish this,he was not equal to a grace-
ful return, and the result—well, you can
imagine the slam-bang thud of his
doubled form, first against the side of
the column and then in a heap upon
the floor.

This placed the laugh on the other
side, and Phillus becamenearly hyster-
ical from his convulsions of laughter.
This thing was for gradual develop-
ment, not for a sudden plunge into

-‘ lll u s c ul a. r
power and
graceful
mien.

Mrs. Phil-
l u s s a w
g re a 15 im-
provem e n t
in her hus-
band after a
few week's
training, his
healthbeing

- in u c h bet-
ter, his cheeks exhibiting a clear and
healthy glow, and his appetite some-
thingshe had never known him to pos-
sess before. This pleased her, for she
believed that with all the rest, he was
mentally much more reasonable and
sensible, that his mind as well as his
body had undergone a wonderfullyben-
eficial change.

She said to herself, “This is something
that can be used in one’s own home,
summer or winter, rain or shine, and
no one will be the wiser, and a woman
needs the exercise and development
fully,if not more, than does the man.
If it adds beautyto the faceof my hus-
band, why not to mine? So during the
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day,while her husband was away,she
used to take a hand in theexercise her-
self,her little boy alone being thespec-
tator.

This went on for sometime, during
which the little boy had his innings,
and much" to thesurprise of Mrs. Phil-
lus, began to show marked physical 
improvement. He was becoming a

young Sampson in muscular strength;
able to accomplish quite difficult feats
with the taut line testor.

One evening Mrs. Phillussaid to her
husband.“Suppose I take to this fad,
and see what effect it will have upon
my feeble limbs? If it helps you it cer-
tainly ought to help me.”

But Phillus feared a repetition of the
breathing scene he had already wit-
nessed, and he tried at first to discour-
age the idea.

“It is for men entirely. Women
would look hideous with great swollen
muscles on their already too cumber-
some arms and limbs."

But Mrs. P. thought differently,and
she proposed to don a loose waist and
show Mr. Phillusthatshe could maneu-
ver as well as he could. She appeared
for the trial, and Phillus prepared for
the worst—in fact the worst he had
ever seen; but he was disappointed.
Mrs. Philluswent throughwitha course
of exercises, originated by herself, that
completely turned the head of Phillus
and made him look again and again to
make sure he was not witnessing a pro-

fessional act in some theateror gymna-
sium.

It was a question whether he or Mrs.
Philluswas thebetter of the two in the
living pictures so artfully presented
and possible of presentation by this
system. He changed his manner of 
thinking from this time on, bought
another exerciser, so that each could
have one, and thus compete, side by
side, in these graceful, healthful and
invigorating demonstrations.

Mrs. Phillus ordered a Grecian cos-
tume expressly for these occasions, and
often gave exhibitions to lady friends
in the afternoon, after she found that
the exercise was being endorsed by
physiciansand preachers alike.

This not only amused the ladies, but
called theirattention to hygienic stud-
ies and led them gradually toward the
light that once shone and graced the
homes of ancient Greece. They read
up on Grecian art, and began to live on
a more exalted and progressive plane,
much to the gratificationof Mrs. Phil-
lus, who, withoutscarcely an effort had
becomequite a health reformer in her
neighborhood.
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Just before
retiring, ;\I r.
and Mrs. Phil-
lus often spent
a half hour in

pal-atory to a

g 0 0 (1 night‘s
rest, and on one
occasion, it be-
ing a ratlier
warm night in
the month of
July, l’hill11s
ventured out

. upon the porch
with his exerciser, too late as he sup-
posed for anyone to be up and in posi-
tion to see him; but he was mis- T

taken,for on thatvery night four
of our leading astronomers were ‘

making some observations of
Venus in conjunction with the
moon, and strange to say, they
caught the vibration of a ray
from Venuswhich theycould not
understand. They became ex-
cited, for it appeared to be a full
grown man. They looked again
and studied well the marvelous
phenomena. Aman,surel They
all exclaimed, “What can it
mean?”

Phillus saw the account given
by the astronomers,of the won-
derful phenomenaseen upon the
planet Venus, describing himself
so clearly; the time of night, and all,
corresponding to the. time he stepped
upon the porch for his evening exercise.

He sent for the four celebrated as-
tronomers, that he might explain the
situation to them,and possibly to throw
some new light on thewonderful law of
rays direct and rays reflected. Strange
to say, they responded to his invitation
to dine with him and Mrs. Phillus at
his‘ home. The bountiful repast had
been served, during which timethecon
versation turned to astronomical,occult
and scientific subjects, Phillus keep-
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ing the object of the meeting hidden
until after they were all seated in the
parlor, when he stepped to his machine
and began to explain some of its fea-
tures.

Ile dealt largely in generalities, but
impressed the idea of cellular potential-
ity, whicli caused extreme action and
reactionthroughout theethersof space.
He showed them how it was possible
for two persons to sit in the park and
gaze at a single star, and transfer
thoughts over the vibrant rays of said
star.

This greatly interested them, al-
though they. astronomer-like, doubted
the assertion. He led them along with
illustrationsof this kind until he came
to the real issue,—an explanation of

 
nessed on theevening in question.

He led themto theback porch, placed?
his exerciser in position and struck the
usual attitude. The star, Venus, was.
then in thewest, as before. The illus-
tration was complete and satisfactory..
The extreme power of Phillus’ physi-
cal emanations produced by his health;
fads, must have caused him to "be mir-
rored upon the atmosphere of Venus,
and reflected to the lens of the great
telescope, which happened to be in just



 
the right relative position to strike the
angle of reflection.

In unison theyexclaimed, -‘Great and
‘wonderful are thy works, Lord, God
Almighty! Let us try this wonderful
producer of vitality, that we may see
ourselves in thewonderful orbs of the 
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night!" And under the impulse of the
moment, they all four grabbed the
handles of the exerciser, and with a
mighty effort sought to accomplish
their purpose. It being the beauti-
ful planet Venus before which they
plead, of course their distorted vibra-
tions lodged not upon its spherical
form, but glanced off and mingled with
the rings and moons of Saturn, the
planet of bald heads, goggle eyes, lan-
tern jaws and teethache!

And thus ended one of the demon-
strations which were supposed to mark
the beginning of anew era in thesci-
ence of Vibration, the science of As-
tronomy, the science of Health and the
science of the Soul.

Soul Growth.
As the soul unfolds in true spiritual

light, themanifest unity between man
and his divinesource, also between man
and the myriad creations of the infinite
universe, becomes a self-evident and
absolute fact. But, unfortunately,the
undeveloped soul sees none of these
great facts of unity and identity, nor
perceives the vital relations existing
between the soul and the stars. The
facts of the one seem to him totally
irrelevant to the facts of the other;
while,on the other hand, to the initi-
ated seer, a true knowledgeof the soul
is impossible without a. perfect under-
standing of thestars. Equally,are the
stars incomprehensible,apart from the
soul. Man, the microcosm,'is in him-
self a miniature universe, composed of
infiniteatoms, which are in a constant
state of action and reaction,not only
among themselves, but also with the
infinite atoms of the larger universe,
the rnacrocosm. Hence, a true science
of the soul cannot be founded which
does not also include a true science of
the stars. BURGOYNE.

The Etna ElectricCompany,of Con-
necticut, has devised an X-ray appara-
tus operated by a nickel in the slot, and
is reported to be a success.
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Prophet Against Prophet.
In Mr. Hendrickson‘s prophetic wail

in the coming whirl, he explains that
the collapse of the world did not come
when he had figured out it should come,
simply because“The Declaration” was
not adopted on the date that he had
supposed, consequently he had to move
his “collapse” along from July 4th,
1896 to November 4th, 1896, to accom-
modate thechange.

To those entirely uninterested, these
laboriouslywrought out predictionsare
simply a source of amusement, but to
thepoor deluded searchers of the Scrip-
tures, theyare often a source of no little
worry and terror.

To theunlearned, to those who must
spend their lives in the grind for bread,
with neither the time for reading,nor
theintellect to grasp great truths, there
is no way to avoid false notions, and
hold correct ones, except through the
correct teachings of those who make
study and teaching their life work.
Consequently, all the more to be de-
plored are the befuddled notions of
such men as Hendricksen, Totten,
Stutzke, et al.

The books of the Bible are made up
of a cabalistic jumble of parables and
figures, it is true, but that any man
should suppose that he could solve the
riddles correctly, by pitting his com-
mon, every day, matter of fact intellect
against their hidden meaning, without
thekey thatunlocks theirmysteries, is
too absurd.

If the poor Bible fuddled millions
who puzzle their brains and frighten
themselvesto death over its mysteries,
or quarrel over its interpretations, and
so brain each other,could bebrought to
understand that the books collected in
their Bible were works gathered from
the writings of the Persian Magi, from
thoseof thepriests of Egypt, and many
unknownlater writers; from thosethat
we call heathen and fire-worshipers,
and that all beliefs sprung from the
flrst great original sun-worship, then

would the cabala of the book be
unlocked.

When we understand that the “cross
of Christ" is the same -“cross” of the
Druids, known and revered thousands
of years beforethedate of theChristian
era, and that the cross of the Druids
was not a propheticsymbol, but simply
typical of the crossing of the equator
at thevernal equinox by the Sun God,
and theherald of coming summer, then
we would begin to see a “reason for the
faith that is in us.”

The worshipers of Fire in Persia, of
the Sun and Moon in India and Egypt,
were substantiallythesame as the Dru-
ids of the north.

The earliest worship was the Sun
worship, and the greatest power in
nature was thus deified. All theearly
priests and philosopherswere astrono-
mers. The blessings of nature were
personified, and since astronomy in its
entirety could not be taught to the
ignorant masses, thescience was sym-
bolized. The heavens and stars were
divided into “hosts” and given quali-
ties, as facts regarding their influence
became known, and these were taught
by fable.

The Sun was given the attributes of
the constellation in which it was found
at the time. Thus he was a raging
Lion “of the tribe of Judah” when in
the constellation of Leo in July. He
was “the Lamb of God”—which is a
false translation as the original reads
“the lamb of Gad,” Gad meaning the
Ram, or Aries. Aries is the Zodiacal
sign in which theSun crossed the equa-
tor two thousand years ago. He is the
Scorpion of October, when he sinks
again under the equator, and is fol-
lowed by the cold and desolation of
winter; and again, he is a man in the
watery sign of Aquarius, when, having
laid in “hell” or “the grave” for three
days, on St. Thomas’day,he, on Christ-
mas day, or December 25th, begins his
annual ascent up out of the“depths”
and becomesagain our “risen Lord.”

These four cardinal signs form the
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celebrated Cherubimwhich ornamented
equally the Jewish and Heathentem-
ples, and have come down to our times,
but are now called Matthew. Mark,
Luke and John, when we imagine one
of these signs belongs to each, and are
thuspainted on thewindows of Trinity
Church, Broadway, built in imitation
of an old European church, which was
copied from a Roman church which was
reproduced from a Heathentemple.

And as the signs have been handed
down, with meanings changed to suit
the changing notions of religion, so,
too, have the facts of astronomy been
distorted, until now any “crank” can
take up the “Book” and utterly igno-
rant of its meaning, make anything
under thesun for its explanation.

The Sun does not cross the equator
year after year in exactlythe same part
of the heavens, but gradually recedes.
This retrogression of the equinoctial
point is called the “Precession of the
eqm7noxes” because this retrograde
motion of this crossing point brings
on the spring earlier. Four thousand
years ago theequinoctial point was in
Taurus the Bull. And then they wor-
shipped the “golden calf.” Why not?
The Sun God crucified in Taurus,
brought to themtheresurrection of the
year. “The time of works.” The sea-
son of sowing. Then the Egyptian
worshipped the Bull, or Apis, and the
Hindoosstill have their“sacredcow."

Two thousandfive hundred years ago
theequinoctial point moved into Aries
the Ram, and “the Lamb that taketh
away the sin (darkness)of theworld”
wassubstituted. The equinoctial point
“precesses” theentire circle of thezodiac
in about 25,000 years.

Again, observe the Saltier cross, that
is a goniometer, or double pair of com-
passes. exhibit the precise angle which
the Sun made at his two crossings of
theequator at the time when Sun wor-
ship was instituted.

That angle being now twenty-three
degrees and twenty-eight minutes as
compared to what it was in the time of

Ptolomy,shows it to be graduallyde-
creasing at therate of one minute in a
hundred years. So thatin one hundred
and forty thousand years, the“cross"
willbe entirely shut up, and theecliptic
willcoincidewiththeequator,and there
will consequently be an equal lengthof
day and night all over theearth, and all
the year round. There you have your
“Reign of ltighteousn_ess,” the “Millen-
inm” so much talked of and blundeied
over. Now if our prophet friendsare
so anxious to locate the‘ exact date of
thepromised “thousandyears," let them
take the present angle of theecliptic
and equator, and figure it out.

M.u'DE VAUGN.
The newest handle-bar improvement

to bicycles is a pneumaticgrip, which
is adjustable at any point on the bar.
The pneumaticpart only applies to the
upper half of the bar, where the palm
of the hand comes. Twoclips fasten
the attachment securely to thebar on
the under side, thus securing that
rigidity which was lackingon previous
attempts at pneumaticgrips.

Professor Leon II. Watters, of the
Media, Pa., public schools, has invented
a clock of much importance. One of
these clocks has been placed in the
Media post oflice, and one in the public
school of that city. The clock in the
post ofiice gives notice of the closing-
time for mails, and the other thetime
for thedifferent classes. It can also be
set for a reminderof any emergency.

A useful oflice appliance has been
patented in Europe in the shape of an
apparatus for aflixingstamps to envel-
opes. A rectangular box is fitted to
hold two hundred stamps, piledone on
theother, gummed side down,withtwo
little hooks at the bottom holding the
stamps in place. A downward pressure
of a vertical handle fixed to theside of
the box releases the two hooks and
forces down a stamp upon themoisten-
ing pad. The capacity of thedevice is
said to be from twelve hundred to fif-
teen hundred stamps per hour.
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VIBRATION
THE LAW or THE UNIVERSE.

It is generallyconceded by the inves-
tigating scientificstudents of theworld,
thatvibrationis theone universal, fixed
and eternal principle of life, in all of
the varied forms in which Nature ex-
presses itself; that’ everything we see
about us is the result of thisactivity;
of the throbs and spasmodic changes,
the molecular changes, of the inbreath-
ing and the outpouring from the soul
of things in the subjective essence, to
the material manifestations in the
objective world. Each atom, or cell of
matter, acts upon every other atom or
cell. These atoms, or cells, are not lim-
ited in their diminutiveness by the
capacityand power of the instruments
resulting from the genius of man, in
his efiorts to magnify.

Theirpsize and actionextend beyond
therealm of what, to man, is theobjec-
tive sphere of manifestation, and are
known in the Astral Zones a billion
times more subtle and potent than the
brain of man can possibly conceive of.

Thought is the action of substance,
composed of atoms of matter acting
upon other atoms of matter. How do
we know this? Because if we sound a
note on a piano, for example, in the
range of another like instrument, the
string or wire attuned to that same
pitch will vibrate, respond to it, as it
were. And in like manner, one person
may thinkof somethingin thepresence

_

of another, and if that other is not
engaged, the brain responds to the
thought of the first, and repeats the
thought. Can we say there was a
material manifestationin the first case
and none in the second? The law is
thesame, and thevery thoughtsof peo-
ple are theresult of this finer and more
s‘u'btle.actionof substance.

Is this materialism? Is there noth-
ing but matter? There is certainly
nothingbut living,active,eternal spirit
matter or atoms,——call it by whatever
name you will. Their difierent vibra-

tions, which are the result of theirinfl-
nitely varied relations and combina-
tions, producing all of the manifesta-
tions in nature, whether upon the
material plane with its billions of
stages or spheres, or upon the Astral or
spiritual plane with its billions of
spheres, it matters not. The law of
vibration solves the problem of the
manifestation.

To illustratethevibrationsof worlds,
suns and satelites, take our solar sys-
tem. N0 one with any comprehension
of astronomy will doubt for a moment
but what our solar system, the handi-
work of God, is in tune‘and in perfect
harmony, yet every discord in music
proves that both harmonious and in-
harmonious vibrations are constantly
in operation, and thateach are distinct
and separate. It is the same with the
stars above us. All are in a vibrant
state, acting according to their densi-
ties, distances and relations to each
other. The sun being the densest, also
the largest, and being the parent body
of our system, actsas a focal point, or
center, for the attraction of other
bodies, hence, holds the planets of our
system within the confinesof our sys-
tem. These planets are changing their
positions rapidly in relation to thesun
-and much more rapidly in relation to
each other; therefore, we have thevari-
ous harmonious as well as inharmon-
ious combinationswhich theyare ever
producing in theironward flight. It is
thesun itself that is directly affected
by thesechanges, and as theearthplays
her part in the great vibratory march,
she also, psychometrically,feels every
pulsation of thisgreat throbbingmass
of congealing substance.

FEo.
A curious new pavement has been

invented, of which theprincipal ingre-
dient appears to be cork pressed into
blocks, and it makes a delightfully
silent and non-absorbing pavement,
giving,at the same time, a sufliciently
yielding surface for an excellent foot-
hold for horses.
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The Soul and theStars.

Pronouncedfrom themouth oi‘ God's
eternal will, the word “Create" goes
forth, and from the beating of that
shoreless sea of Birth, the surges bil-
low unseen out of the unfathomable
depths to burst in foam of stars. The
word goes forth, “Let there be light,”
and there flashes from oblivion theglo-
rious eifulgence of an eternal day. In-
numerable suns roll through the ether
sea with a magical equilibrium and
unvarying precision that proclaim in
living letters of fire the wisdom of their
Creator. Out of the great deep have
they been called, by the voice of God,
and have gone forth—suns,planets and
moons,—sailing upon the waters of a
boundless sea.

“Let us make man;”—and from the
Paradise of God, where innocent beings
bathe in Deific glory, to the greatest
depths of darkness, where imprisoned
souls grope despairingly for light, there
is ——consciously or unconsciously— a
recognition of God’s creative will.
From the tiniest animalcule, whose
universe is but a drop of water, to the
loftiest soul thatever came to dwell on
earth; from the glorious central sun
thatradiates life for the sustenance of
worlds, to the remotest star that
sparkles in the tracklessvoid, the law
of God prevails;and with an inflexible
justice directs the destiny of nations
and of worlds.

Sometimes theincarnatedsoul, strug-
gling with the adversities of life and
tortured with unrest and fear, passion-
ately beats its wings against the iron
bars of fate and turns away from God
But when groping in deepest darkness:
and drifting upon the storm-swept sea
of life, without a ray of light to guide
it; when hope fades and the facegrows
sad; when nearest thehidden rock that
threatensto crush it, an angel of peace
appears in the silence, and points to
the fixed star of truth, from which pro-
ceedeth the ray thatleads to the harbor
of safety. Then Self and thedemon of

Ambition desert their throne in the
human heart, and pass out into the
night. The face of the angel grows
radiant with a smile,and whispers to
the penitent soul a message of love,
beautifuland eternal.

The angel is the messenger of life
that abides in every soul, and gives to
progressive humanity its conscious
immortality. Through the purifying
furnaceof cyclic existence it beckons
us onward and upward forever; and the
pathwayof our eternal progression is
illumined by the star of Altruism—the
star of Bethlehem.

‘URIEL BUCHANAN.

Law Points.

A person who subsequentlydiscovers
a new mode of carrying out a patented
process is not entitled to use the pro-
cess without the consent of the pa-
tentee.

In the case of an infringement,when
the entire profit of a business or under-
taking results from the use of the
invention, the patentee will be entitled
to recover theentire profits if he elects
thatremedy.

A patent for an invention conveys
nothingwhich the Government owns or
its predecessors ever owned;it is the
evidence of the inventor’s exclusive
right, and creates for him, when issued,
a property interest which the Govern-
ment secures to him by grant. Prior
to issue, their is no property right in it;
that is, no such right as the inventor
can enforce.

When an invention is one of a pri-
mary character, and the mechanical‘
functions performed by the machines
are, as a whole, entirely new, all subse-
quent machineswhich employ substan-
tiallythesame means to accomplish the
same results, are infringements, al.
though the subsequent machines may
contain improvements in the separate
mechanisms which go to make up the
machine.
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Written for Px.Amn'u um Pxonx.
DISCONTENT.

CORAL ALMEDIA THOMAS.

Oh! wilt ye never gang awa’
An’ lea’e me, Discontent?

Thou art a surly fallow,
An’ thyvows are na weel meant.

Why dost ye follow me sae much?
Canst never lsa’e my side?

I fear that thou hast waled me,
Alack! to be thybride.

Thou const na even let me sleep,
But ye maun mar my rest,

An’ fillwi’ unco longings
My wearie foughten breast.

Ah! I rememberweel eneuh
When a’ th’ world was bricht;

But thatwas ’fore ye cam’ tae fash
My fairy visioned sicht.

I’m sure that I wad be content
Wi’ what I ha’e in life,

If thou haen never waled me
Taebe _thy gloomy wife.

Thou makest me sae sad th’ whyles;
Thou makest me tae mourn;

Thou makest me tae wiss afttimes,
That I haen ne’er been born!

Oh! wilt ye never gang awa’
An’ lea’e me, Discontent?

Thou art a surly fallow,
An’ thyvows are na weel meant!

8.9
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ADVERTISING.

_

The advertising 5 acemust necessarily lim-
ited in ajourual 0 this nature; hence. willbe
all themore valuable. Write for terms.

Good and reliableagents wanted in every townand city in theUnited states to solicitsubscrip-
tions for PLANETS AND i’s:oPI.r:. The very best
terms ofiered to thosewho are able to furnish
good references.

Cgdiiozial.
We are asked to send out sample

copies to hundreds of persons every
week, and if we should respond, as we
did during the year 1895, our business
would soon be swamped by this free
distribution. We have had to draw
the line in this matter, and this year
we willsend no copies free. We believe
thateachnumberis well worth twenty-
five cents to any intelligent person,
therefore, we mail sample copies on
receipt of twenty-five cents.

Any person sending twenty-fivecents
for a sample copy, who wishes after
reading the same, to subscribe for the
year and secure the premium, may
deduct the twenty-fivecents from the
price of subscription, sending only
$2.25, and they will be placed on the
list as full paid.

Remember all subscriptions must
begin with the January number in
order to secure the premium, as another

year we may change our offer; besides,
thefull year, 1897, willcomplete a valu-
able volume. which every subscriber
should possess.

We are already out of the bound
volumes of 1895 numbers,and we are
having a. number of calls for them.
We may, later on, have a work put up
from the pages of tbat'year, but the
present issue is the business of the
times, and will receive our undivided
attention for the present.

It may be well to state that,owing to
the extreme depression which over-
shadowed theentire land thepast year,
much work in this line had to be post-
poned. Some works we have complete
in manuscript are still in the vault,
waiting for conditions. The sky of the
near future will be brighter, and we
hope to accomplish more work than
was possible during 1896.

Since sending out the premium horo-
scopes, we have had several calls for
the copyrighted blanks by those who
wish to use them in writing horoscopes.
As we have spent some monthsin per-
fecting our plan for giving such a valu-
able premium with this magazine, we
feel thatin justice to the publication,
we should use these blanksas a means
to the extension of its circulation, and
not allow others to put out the same
thing for an entirely different purpose.
It was for this reason that we got up
the specially fitting design for it, and,
of course,had it protected by copyright.
We trust our friends will appreciate
the stand we take in the matter, for we
do not wish to curtail their work in
any way. We feel that the magazine,
in order to survive the first trying years
of its infancy,must have our tirst at-
tention and protection. These pre.
mium horoscopes are proving a. mascot
so far, and we believetheyear will be a
prosperous one for the magazine. We
hope all our subscribers,as soon as they
get theirpremium horoscope, willshow
the same to their friends,and interest
them in the magazine. We are receiv-
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ing many letters, as usual, praising the
work and influencewhich it is having
upon the minds of advanced thinkers-
‘Some say it has upset all previous and
to them, fixed factsrelative to life and
things,yet theypraise themagazinefor
its clear cut, scientific and demonstra-
ble methodsof presenting the truth.

There is considerable controversy
going on over Newton‘s theory of the
law of gravitation, and we hope to be
able soon to'present an illustratedarti-
cle explaining the law of planetary
movement and relationship, that will
forever settle, in the minds of our read-
ers, at least, this question of how and
why planets keep their places and
stones fall to the ground. It is so sim-
ple, it seems strange that giant minds
should difier so regarding it, yet we are
aware thatit is not easy to see through
withoutan illustration.

A numberof interesting thingshave
been crowded out of this number by
other matter taking more space than
we had figured on, but they will appear
in due time. Among them is the arti-
cle on Astral Flights, the second dia-
gram of Scientific Palmistry, two or
three horoscopes, an interesting roman-
tic puzzle and the money question.
They will be taken up again, however
and, as said before, in due time will .be
published.

We have been questioned of late, how
to use thesubjective mind, and as the
subject is one that needs a diagram to
fully and clearlyexplain how, a future
article will be devoted to this particu-
lar function of being. It is an occult
proposition, yet it is within thesphere
of reason and intellectual presentation.

The subject of numbers will have
attention soon in connection with the
continuation of the “Card the Zodiac
Game.” We have been requested by a
numberof readers, to give themeaning.
and significanceof numbersand letters.
Of course, their meanings are very
numerous, but an idea of their occult
application may be stated.

Faith.
We stahli upon a narrow neck of ground—the

Now-—
And reach forth hands to touch the two eter-

nities——
The Past and Future; and upon our brow

The sun has set his seal. Before us lies
A strange, untrodden way ; we know not how

And yet are sure it leads to Paradise.
Unconsciouslywe drop our hands, and face

Alikeunknowinglythe thingsto be.
When 10 I from out theheaven's vaulted space,

A tiny threadof light, so silvery
Against thedarknessround. we easy trace

lts spiral windings from immensity;
And dare to follow to its source. assured

We shall not deviate from the rightsome way,
Nor willunneeded evilsbeendured,

Or heavier burdens on our shoulders lay
Than we can bear: for he who has the “word,"

Possesses all infinity for aye.

Life holds no higher good thanthis—noaim
More lofty,thanto seek thegoal

Set. when theancientmysticismlaid claim
To knowledgehanded down from soul to soul.

And writ upon the heavens its all-enduring
name.

To last whileceaseless aaons onward roll.
_

Lucy Sherman Mitchell,Minneapolis, Minn.
,

The Soul's Farewell to theBody.
So we must part forever; and although
I long have beatmy wings and cried to go.
Free from your narrow limitingcontrol.
Forth into space, thetrue home of thesoul,
Yetnow. yet now thathour is drawing near.
I pause reluctant, findingyou so dear,
All joys await mo in the realm of God-
Must you. my comrade, molder in thesod‘!
I was your captive, yet you were my slave;
Your prisoner, yet obedienceyou gave
To all my earnest wishes and commands.
Now to theworms 1 leave thosewillinghands
That toiled for me, or held thebooks I read.
Those feet thattrod where‘er I wished to tread.
Those arms that clasped my dear ones, and the

breast
On which one loved and loving heart found rest
Those lips through which my prayers to God

have risen.
Those eyes thatwere the windows to my prison,
From these, all these, Death’s Angel bids me

sever;
Dear Comrade Body, fare thee well forever.
I go to my inheritance," ‘and go
Withjoy thatonly the freed soul can know;
Yetin my spirit wanderings I trust
I may sometimes pause near your sacred dust.

—Ella Wheeler IVilcoa:.
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Astronomical Changes and Weather
Forecast for March.

March 5 Mercury is in Capricornus.
“ 15 Mercury “ Aquarius.
“ 23 Mercury “ Pisces.
“ 29 Mercury “ Aries.
“ 18 Venus “ Virgo.
“ 11 Mars “ Leo.

New Moon, March 3.
First Quarter, “ 11.
Full Moon, “ 18.
Last Quarter, “ 25.

Atmospheric.
March opens up under very extreme

magnetic conditions, and by the 4th a
very lively time will be seen in theele-
ments. The indications for two or
three days are for severe winds, and
changes from a mild damp to avery

' cold spell.
There seems to be no let up from the

cold wave, to speak of, until after the
20th of the month, when a sudden
change comes on, bringing with it a
spell of “vaudeville”weather. During
the time from March 11th to 18th,we
should have quite a little snow fall-
The monthas a whole will be strictly a
winter month. Marine traflic should
be delayed until after theearth passes
out of conjunction with the planet
Jupiter, about the 21st, as up to that
time there will be much danger to ves-
sels and life upon theturbulent waters.

Business.
Referring to the zodiac,we find the

earthunder thedominationof the great
Jupiter, which ever has a tendency to
expand and magnify the thingsof this
earthly plane. The figure is a very
strong one, and will create a new feel-
ing, a feeling of greater confidence in
business of a more-venturesomenature.
This means an improvement in the
trades and interests of men all round,
and bodes good to theentire commun-
ity. In the world of speculation
marked fluctuationswill result, with a
wide range of prices. This is a time

for fortunes to be made quickly,as well
aslost in a hurry. It is a time for
lung affections, so take care of the
back bone.

Children.
The male children of this date will

be Jupiter characters, and extremely
powerful- people, although they may
have some difiiculty in getting a sufli-
cient amount of money and property
to make them what the world would
call rich men. The girls, as well, will
be extreme characters. very medium-
istic and well suited to the healing art,
such as Magnetic, Massage and Auric
treatment. The men, also, will be
gifted in these lines, hence, would
make good physicians.

Marriage.
This is a favorable time, for thissea-

son of the year, for marriages. They
will have the family magnet to back
them up, and childrennumerous should
bless such as embark in this perfectly
natural venture during this first week
of the month.

March 8th.
The wholesale trades are blessed this

week by the great scroll of the upper
dome, for still the favorable wave di-
rectly affecting the commercial world
is on in good order. A gradual stiffen-
ing up of prices in most commodities
should be felt at this time.

Speculative securities, while they
may not be extremely active,except for
a day or so, will be firm, and will prob-
ably gain gradually during the week.
This is a fairly healthy combination,
and should bring no distress to suffer-
ing humanity. A gradual improve-
‘ment in health must result.

Children.
Children of this date will be slow,

firm and absorbingin their tendencies;
will have quite a sum of the world's
wealth,and be suited to the flour, feed,
grocery, grain and similar lines, and
will be wholesalers and dealers of con-
siderable influence. These characters
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will come up very slow, and should not
be crowded in the least, either in their
studies nor their business ventures.
They will make their best marksafter
theyare forty-five.

Marriage.
A good time for extravagant wed-

dings, and a generally favorable time
for unions with all who have planned
the event for this second week in
March.

March Isth.
The figure has changed but slightly

from the position of last week, the
good, healthy and fairly prosperous
sign being still in force. In theworld
of speculation a slight settling of

values is shown, although theaction is
mild and unimportant, except, perhaps
to the very large dealer.

Children.
The little people of thisdate will be

about thesame as thoseof last week in
their general natures and powers. If
anything, theywill be more quiet and
reserved, less talkative,quite medium-
istic, and be in love with the beautiful
andgrand in nature. '

Marriage.
This is not so favorable to unions.

Strange tosay,‘ the figure presents a
very different phase when applied to_
marriage. We advise all to postpone
such proceedings for a week at least.
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HELIO-CENTRIC HOROSCOPE FOR MARCH 15th, 1897.

People married under this figure are
very apt to have trouble, wander away
from one anotherand express extreme
bitterness in many ways. It is not a
good magnetism to take on at the be-
ginning of a new venture, especially in
marriage.

Hatch 22d.
Great and mighty are the changes

that have been wrought in the skies
since last week. Such extreme changes
seem almost impossible, when we study
into the different effects produced by
them.

Look out for throat troubles the first
few days of thisweek, when it will be
very easy to build a fire in that part of

the system. Avoid sweets, especially
rich puddings and confections. The
business signs are more favorable to
retail lines, but do not show great
activityuntil the last of theweek.

It is now spring and the season of
planting and sowing is drawing near.
The possibilities of an early seeding
and a favorable one, will have much to
do with theworld of speculation, there-
fore, we may look for a lagging and
probably a sinking market in cereals,
at least.

Children.
This figure gives evidence of happi-'

ness, pleasure and a life, all through,of
enjoyment to those who merge into ‘the’
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dust at this time. They will not be
very strong natures, and willneed con-
siderable care. Happiness, withthem,

‘ will make up for all the rest, so we may
say it is an excellent horoscope to rest
and enjoy under. The girls should get
married and theboys should prepare to
enter some mercantile line, retail,
which does not draw too hard upon
the physical strength. News, notions,
confections, etc., are adaptations.

flarrlage.
AfterTuesday is past, the balance of

the week is very favorable to unions,
and none will go amiss at this time, so
far as a harmonious and even atmos-
phere is concerned.

narch 29th.
This is a week for spring fevers,

facial eruptions, erysipelas and yellow -

fever. Small-pox, also, will undoubt-‘
edly have a run at this time. Every
person subject to such attacks should
begin the first of the month to purge‘
and cleanse the system. Frequent
sweatings will greatly improve and
prepare the system to meet this mag-
netic change. '

The world of business,especiallyin re-
tail lines, should show quite markedim-
provementall thisweek,andspeculation
which is booked for rapid changes will
give the quick trader the opportunity
of his life to scalp themarkets.
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Children.

The liveliest kind of people will be
born during thisweek, and theywill be
typical Mercury subjects. Extremely
mental, talkativeand impulsive. They
will be adapted to news reporting, lit-
erary studies, and the smaller retail
trades. They will be subject to fevers,
thereforeshould not travel or livesouth
of 35 degrees N. latitude. They will
make very fair lecturers also.

Marriage.
This is not so favorable a week for

unions, and it is well to postpone the
day.

The latest success ln photographyis
taking a picture 500 feet under water.

Frederick Harrison and RobertTum-
bull, two of England's most expert
railroad men, made a tour of this
country last month witha view to get-
ting new American ideas that can be
applied to theEnglishroads, which they
represent. They made a special stop
at Pittsburgh to look into thesubject of
electricity as applicable to railroad
traflic.

There arrived at Yakima, Wash.,
recently, a combination harvester and
thresherof immensesize, to be used in
harvesting large areas of wheat. The
machine cut a twenty-foot swath
threshing and sacking the grain as it
goes, and requires 30 horses to draw it.
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flégcfiomeizy.
BY A PRACTICAL PSYCHOKITER.

  
The word “Psychometry” was coined

in 1842, by Prof. Joseph Rodes Bu-
chanan, who was the first among scien-
tific Amerlcans to make careful and
exhaustive experiments in this line of
psychic investigations. Ileafterwards
published the result of these experi-
ments in his most valuable book, en-
titled“Psychometry.”

The word ,I’sychometry is from
Psyche (soul) and metle (measure).
Literally it signifies soul measuring,or
to measure soul.

It may be well to explain here, that
in Psychometry the word soul is pre-
ferred to theword mind, and is used as
the inclusive term, meaning the whole
individual, including body, mind and
spirit. The’convenienceof this use of
the word soul will be appreciated in
considering what a psychometric read-
ing really includes.

A psychometer is able, through this
power, to see and feel physical condi-
tions. Sense mental states and changes.
also to perceive spiritual development.
In a word he measures all thepotential-
ities and possibilitiesof the individual
person or thing,and through this un'
derstanding of what now is, sees condi-
tions past and future.

Prof. Buchanan says, “It is the meas-
uring of souls and soul capacities, or
qualities, by our own psychical capaci-
ties, and Psychometry means—practi-
cally measuring the soul, or grasping
and estimating all things which are
within the range of human intelli-
gence.”

A Psychometer, then, is one who has
so far developed these psychometric
faculties,as to analyzeand judge of the
correctness of the sensations experi-
enced by and throughthepsychometric
senses.

I, myself, would detine Psychometry
as the power to obscure phenomena,
upon a plane superior to that of the
physical, and arrive at judgments by
other than the reasoning faculties, as
ordinarily employed. A Psychometer
observes phenomena through the psy-
chometric senses, which perform for
him much the same oflice as do the
physical senses for the rational mind.

The Psychometric senses are: Clair-
voyance (clear seeing); Clairaudience
(clear hearing).

The sense of touch—not named.
The senseof taste—not named.
The sense of smell—also unnamed.
These senses, combined with intui-

tion, constitute what is known by many
teachers of the occult sciences, as the
sixth sense, but which I have desig-
nated here as the “psychometric facul-
ties.”

All psychic phenomena is perceived
as vibration. There are what we may,
for want of a more accurate name, call
magnetic currents, or vibrations ema-
nating from all objects, eitheranimate
or inanimate, and some people are par-
ticularly sensitive to such currents,
feeling them like little electric shocks,
yet few know that in the sensations
produced by these currents, a psycho-
metric reader may find the key to every
character; the nature and history of
every object, and through clairvoyant
sight, may see the person, place or
thing.

The nature of a person corresponds
to the nature of thejmagneticcurrents,
and the character may be read from
themwith even greater precision than
from theshape of the head, the faceor
thehands.

Almost every person knows he is
either attracted or repelled upon first
meeting a stranger; few, however, have
attempted to analyze the subtle feeling
which causes some people naturally
and easily to become friends, while
others are regarded with indifierence
or dislike.

There are many people who act fre-
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quently from impulse or impression,
withoutin the least understanding the -

interior law which makes such intui-
tion a safe guide. '

There is, nevertheless,a scientificrea-
son for every such feeling or impres-
sion. Many people have what they
term “queer experiences," “mysterious
warnings,” “pre-visions,” “supernatural
visitations.” Through ignorance these
have been regarded as supernatural,
and unexplainable,when, in fact,there
is in it nothing but the operation of
natural law. They seem supernatural
because not rightly understood. All
psychic phenomena, of whatever na-
ture, is under this law—“hypnotic sug-
gestion,” thought transference,” “spirit
communications,” what is known as

“clairvoyance,” “psychometric impres-
sions.” It is all through theoperation
of one and thesame law—the law of
“psychic vibration.”

The phenomena is cognized through
the psychometric senses (as before
named), and judgment is rendered
throughthe intuition.

The difference between a good psy-
chometer and a poor one, lies in the
degree of accuracy of perception and
thecorrectness of judgment.

Thedevelopmentof thispsychometric
power is attained like any otherunfold-
ing of thesoul,—by the understanding
of the law controlling it; by strict dis-
cipline according to the law; by close
attention, careful study and wise prac-
tice; obedience to law in all things,-
this is the price which a psychometer
must pay, no matter what the particu-
lar phase of the development, or how-
ever sensitive he may be.

This law of vibration, through its
perpetual activity, not only produces
constantly these wonderful effects, but,
at the same time, makes a record of
every efiect thusproduced. _

These records are for all time, indel-
ible and indestructible, on every bit of
ore or rock, on every plant or flower,‘
thereis mitten its entire history. This
is true of every atom and of every or-

ganization. This writing is indelible.
In every temple and in every room
there is recorded all that has taken
place in them,on every piece of furni-
ture and adornment is written the his-
tory of every event in which it has had
any part. -

We cannot sit for a photograph,wear
a ring, or sign our names without
stamping ourselves upon the object in
such a way that the history of our
lives, and personal characteristics may
be read more or less accurately by a
Psychometer, according to the degree
of development which has been at-
tained. This marvelous power which
records all things, not only upon ani-
mate but inanimate objects, is well
illustrated in the reading of the ore,
which is given. below, and verified by
the letter following. This reading is
given as it was recorded at the time,
without alteration or re-vision.

The reading was made under condi-
tions which are seldom possible.
Neither the Psychometer, the person
who transcribed the reading, or the
gentleman to whom the ore was sent,
knew anything about it. It was sent
with many other specimens, by a gen-
tleman in Marquette, Mich., the writer
of the letter, which is published here,
and the only one who knew anything
about the ore.

The gentleman never saw the lady
who psychometrizedthe ore, and it was
sent at the suggestion of another lady
who had previously met the Psychom-
eter.

PSYCIIOMETRIC READING or oar:

SPECIMEN NO. 9.
“I go right to the place at the sur-

face of theground; I see piles of stufl°
lying around. A rocky place. I see
business—prosperity—an old mine, I
judge, and one_well worked—payswell.
I apparentlygo down into the mine by
the shaft. If I am right about that,
then the shaft is vertical, or nearlyso.
I, myself,go straight’ down. It is quite
deep, but measuring by one I went into
said to be 5,000 feet, thisone is about
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3,000 or 4,000 feet. I see large quanti-
ties of pure ore.

For once I see the men mining just
to suit me. They strike the ore just
right. Could have reached it sooner at
one side, from where we entered, but to
get thisquality would have had to go
about as deep. It does not seem to be
a vein -and does not extend far either
way. Looks like a mass of pure ore-—
as though there had been a pocket in
the earth, and thisore was poured into
it; once into the mine, the ore is very
easilyobtained. This piece is nearlyas
rich as any which will ever be taken
out, and richer than any previously
mined. The men are now working in
that part of the mine, which is as
rich as any of the ore in the mine, and
the same ore will be found on both
sides of the excavation. I believe it
will not be found a few miles from
here.

In answer to questions 1 say-not
copper,—it is either silver or iron,—
bright and sparkling,—seemstoo clean
and bright for iron,—I am sure it is not
copper—I hardly think it is zinc,—and
not like any iron I have ever seen.

COPY OF TIIE LETTER.
BIARQUETTE, MIcn.,

Sept. 28,1886.
Mrs. Adaline Eldred,

Dear Madam,—I was very much in-
terested to get yours of the24th,enclos-
ing the reading of the samples. Now
as to specimen No. 90f the series I sent
you: It is a sample of ore from the
Champion mine, some thirty miles up
thisrange, from here, and is of the best
grade the mine yields, being almost
chemically pure, magnetic iron ore.

The mine was discovered and opened
up some 20 or 30 years ago, and has,
from the start, been one of the most
paying in the district. The ore (as you
say) is not in a regular vein, but is a
deposit (sedimentary it is generally
believed)as are all the ores here. The
stratas are turned up from theirorigi-
nal levels to almost a vertical position.

The mine is very well managed,being
the “show mine” of the district. The
miners are well cared for.

I note that distance and time play
little part in these readings generally-
the mine is 600, not 5,000 feet deep, and
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about }4 mile long. You are right,
however, in saying that the ore is not.
found again for miles, in so far that
none has been found.

This identical iece of ore, that I
markedspecimen 0. 9, has a short his-
tory. It rested on ashelf in thecabi-
net of the agent of the mine, and was
shown as a sample of the best iron ore
in theworld. After this building was
burned, some two years ago, it was
found among the ruins. I picked it up
and have kept it among my specimens.

Yours sincerely,J E J
Mas. ADELINE ELDRED.

Written for PLANET8 AND Prrnrnn.
If I Had Time.

If I had time, thereare so many things
I would be glad to do ;

I'd find what policy it is thatbrings
Hard times. and from what source the trouble

springs
That bothers me and you.

I'd solve the"silver" question and the “gold.”
Andbeprepared to vote,

When man's consent is given—andplans unfold
So wise, you'd thinksome patriarch of old

The primal part had wrote.

If I had time. I'd go to Washington
And make thethingcomplete

By findingout the work by Congress done.-—
And if the President has laurcls won

Since he was given his seat.
With politics made right, society

Should be reformed as well;
I'd fix themarriage laws so therewould be
No more divorce. but peaceand harmony

In familiesshould dwell.
If time were plenty,I could well afiord

To study up the stars,
And never rest tillI some light had poured
On thevexed questions. and could facts record

Aboutcanals on Mars.
To aid me in the search, as I might stray

‘Long 2-cienviiic lines.
I'd learn to use thewonderful X-ray.-
Perhaps its power might bring to light of day

The gold in long-lost mines.

Then, turning to thenorth. I'd try to find
If therewere open sea

About its le. and have a cause assigned
For “Nort ern Lights," so superstitious mind

Need no more worriedbe.
When science. olitics. and all the rest

Were aid upon the shelf-
Needing no more my care—when all attest
The grand reform wrought out irom east to

wes ..When all is done that F_ancy can suggest,-
If therewere time.
I might reform myself.

Lncv Seamus Mrrcnnnn.
Minneapolis, Minn.
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J‘/ozodcofiical
WASHINGTON HESING.

  
We have for a study this month,one

of Chicago's most prominent citizens,
WashingtonHesing, who is Postmaster
at this time and also a candidate for
Mayor. It is the more interesting to
study this subject and characterfrom
thefactthathe is a candidatefor ofilce,
for other, and possibly greater, honors
than he now enjoys.

We believeit is well for the people
who vote and elect a mayor, that they
first know the man of theirchoice; and
we are quite sure there is but one way
of fully determining the nature and
quality of any person, and that is by
the law of being,as found and exempli-
fied by occult astronomy.

Let the stars tell theirstory concern-
ing this man, and then let the people
support him, if worthy. 

WASHINGTON HESING,
Born May 14th, 1849.

We find Mr. Hesing was born in the
vital, active, persistent and expressive
sign, Scorpio, which makes him a sower
of seeds for distant harvests. He is
not a person that looks for returns on
investments the same day he makes a
venture. He moves with slower pow-

ers, and his extremelyconfident nature
gives him patience and ease of mind
until results come.

VENUS.
We find Venus to be his ruling star.

This beingthe planet of love, harmony,
satisfactionand pleasure, gives him a
jolly, good natured, sympathetic and
-tender feeling and expression. It is
this Venus quality which draws, and
endears people to him, especially men.
It makes him free-hearted, free with
money,charitable and usually healthy.

The next planet giving forceful vi-
brations to the figure is the red planet
Mars. This planet is very strong, and,
of course, imparts its forcefulness to
the character, making him very desir-
ous of being at the head, as well as giv-
ing much capacity in such position.
This planet gives him great will power.
determination and political strength.
It helps very much to balance up the
naturallyover-confident qualities given
him by his ruling star.

Jupiter comes next, and being high
in his glory, adds much power to the
personality of our subject. Jupiter
gives him thereal love of the position
he holds, and makes him seek for
greater honors. He loves the beautiful
in nature and things. Jupiter gives
him his property or money,and he will
always have plenty,for he will always
havea host of friends. His surround-
ings are fraught with successful sup-
ports.

Being lavish in theuse of his wealth,
he may not amass as much as his pow-
ers to obtain wealth show, but plenty
enough will come to him to meet all
demands.

Neptune, the second financial planet,
is thefourth in power, and adds great
strength to the man. He has much
nationalstrengthas a result of this lat-
ter magnet,and the mayoraltyof Chi-
cago will only lead to position and
power in a larger field, as a national
representative.

The four planets namedgive thechief
characteristics of our subject, but the
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planets Mercury, Uranus and Saturn
give him peculiarities of expression
which outside of thejovial vein,are not
laden with just the right tone and
power. There is a tendency to state
that which is not desirable for best
returns. The speech is not tempered
with the smooth, persuasive and sym-
patheticoil thatsmoothes the troubled
waters of life. Therefore, we would
advise all speeches to be carefully pre-
pared, and that a limited number be
made, for the power to win does not lie
in thespeech at all. Personal magnet- .

ism holds thesecret key,and points the
way to the heights.

We predict a marked and successful
career for Mr. Hesing, for great are his
environment forces, and large and
broad are his ways in the afiairs of the
world. He is a good man, much better
thanwe had ever supposed him to be,
so we can recommend him as a charac-
ter worthy of the highest position in
the land.

There are, no doubt, better men, bet-
ter horoscopes and better conditions
than Mr. Hesing enjoys, but he is spe-
cially favored by having so smooth,
even, influentialand powerful a combi-
nation as is herein shown.

If it were not so we would tell you.
F. E. Oimssv.

It is astonishing upon what little
men will pride themselves when they
have but little upon which to base their
pride. “Are you aware, sir,” said an
irate nobleman, in Yorkshire, to a
farmer whom he thought wanting in
proper respect, “Are you aware, sir,
that my ancestors came over with the
Conqueror?”

“And if theydid,” replied thefarmer,
“I reckon they found mine here when
they comed.”

It is a somewhat curious fact that in
a world and an age where progress is
one of the laws of existence, theviolin
should be to-day, as to form and all the
essential details, exactly what it was
some threehundred years ago.
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The Chemistry of Character.
John and Peter and Robert and Paul:
God in his wisdom created them all.
John was a statesman,and Peter a slave.
Robert a preacher. and Paulwas a knsvo.
Evilor good. as thecase might be,
White or colored. or bond or free.
John and Peter and Robert and Paul
God in his wisdom created themall.
Out of earth's elements mingledwithflame,
Out of life's compounds of glory and shame.
Fashionedand shaped by no willof theirown,
And helplessly into life's history thrown;
Born by the law thatcompels men to be.
Bornto theconditionsthattheycould not foresee
John and Peter and Robert and Paul:
God in his wisdom created themall.
John ‘was the head and theheart of his State.
Was trusted and honored, was noble and great:
Peter was made ’neathlife’s burdens to groan,
And neveroncedream’d thathis soul was his own
Robert great glory andhonor received
For zealously preachingwhat no one believed;
While Paulof thepleasures of sin took his fill,
And gave up his life to theservice of ill.
It chanced thatthese men in theirpassingaway
From earthand itsconflictsall diedthesameday,
John was mourned through the length and

breadthof theland;
Peter fell ’neaththelash of a merciless hand;
Robert died with the praise of the Lord on his

tongue:
WhilePaulwas convicted of murder and hung.
John and Peter and Robert and Paul:
God in his wisdom created them all.
Men said of the statesman, "How noble and

brave!"
But of Peter. alas. " He was only a slave ;”
Of Robert. “ ‘Tia well withhis soul, it is well;”
WhillenPaul they consigned to the torments of

e .

Born by one law. through all nature the same‘
What made themdifier. and who was to blame?
John and Peter and Robert and Paul:
God in his wisdom created themall.
Out in thatregion of infinite light.
Where thesoul of the black man is pure as the

white;
Out where thespirit,throughsorrows rnadewise.
No longer resorts to deception and lies;
Ont where theflesh can no longer control
The freedom and faithof theGod-given soul-
Who shall determine what change shall befall
John and Peter and Robert and Paul?
John may in wis_dom.and goodness increase;
Peter rejoice in infinite ace;Robert may learn thatt e truthsof theLord.
Are more in thespirit and less in theword
And Paulmay be blessed witha holierbirth
Than this passions of men-had allowed him on

cart .John and Peter and Robert and Paul:
God in his wisdom created themall.

-——Lrzzm DOTENin Poems of Progress.
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   Wlawiage.

Marriage will be a success, 0 my
brotherand sister, when you eachculti-
vate that harmony within your own
soul, until you can live quite happily
alone; then marry your chosen one,
whom you love so well that it will be
your greatest joy to minister to his or
her happiness and welfare throughlife.
If you do this,marriage will prove a
success, and your lives also. Then, if
you are blessed withchildren, theywill
live to bless their parents and be a
blessing to themselvesand the world at
large.

To marry for selfish motives alone,
such as wealth, or only your own hap-
piness, is to invite failurein your life
and marriage.

_To live truly noble men and women,
above all the trials and petty~cares in
life, making each duty a pleasure while
moulding and governingcircumstances,
instead of letting them rule you, re-
quires more true heroism and bravery
than to be a soldier and face the can-
non’s mouth,or even the fortitude and
bravery of the best general who leads
an army on to victory.

If you choose wisely and well in form-
ing themost sacred relations of home
life, you will so love and harmonize in

-each other‘scompany that you will be
happy even though you do not speak
for hours. 0 then,as you value your
happiness, if you cannot be true to the
world, never be false to each other.
Nothingkills the love of an honest per-
son quicker thanfalsehood or deceit.

Ever remember to be as truly polite,
kind and gentlemanly and ladylike
after marriage as you were before, then
joy and peace will dwell withyou.

It is always well to have plenty of
temper, but it is a very bad thing to be
so careless as to lose it.

It will cost you something to be a
true gentleman and lady to each other,

but, ever remember, it will cost you
more not to be such.

Never allow the first lover's quarrel
to come between you, or the first
unkindword to be spoken, and you will
be happier in your marriagestate, than
you ever could be single, though your
mate does not prove to be all that you
anticipated or expected.

Each one must do his or her part in
life, or failure will follow, no matter
how truly noble and brave one may live.
Without the truly helping co-operation
of the other, your life efforts will be
comparatively fruitless; though every
good thought,word or act assists some,
for “as a man thinkethso is he.” Ever
strive to live to your highest ideal, that
is, to be all that you would most have.
others thinkyou are, and marriage will
not onlyprove asuccess, but thecrown-
ing blessing of your life and home.

When you are as willingto bless others.
As you are thatthey should bless you,

Your lives will prove a success together,
And you will flndmarriage forever trua-

Would not the trouble of the married
mostly vanish if they would read this
piece once a week and resolve to live
by it ? THE “KING or Poems.”

The soul, like thesun, hath its atmos-
phere. Each individual carries with
him a physical,mental and moral pres-
ence that is equivalent to a magnetic
circle. The powerful personality radi-
ates force even as the glowing coals
radiate heat. The rude Roman soldiers
could no more escape the magnetic
presence of Caesar, than they could
dodge the gravity of the earth. Car-
lyle tells us that Mirabeau took the
tumultuous French assembly by storm.
Virility,enthusiasm, eloquent speech,
all were his. Burke made Lord Hast-
ings feel himself the most culpable
being on earth. N apoleon’s hand grip
was like unto a powerful electric shock.
Montaigne speaks of a coach taken byrobbers, who killed all the men and
captured the treasure. But when the
brigands approached a young woman,they feared to lay violent hands uponher, for “her eyes were full of bayo-nets.”—Du. IIrLLIs.
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The above illustration is presented
for study, and we shall be pleased to
publish the best character delineation
from it our readers send us. We may
give extracts from a number of read-
ings given of the hand, if sufficiently
interesting, and we know some of our
subscribersare able to read, and do it
well. Readings must be sent in by the
10th of March, in order to be printed.

Chart No. 2 Zodiacal Palmistry will
appear in our next number,and we will
soon have the foundations laid for a
rationalstudy of the subject. The rea-
son for each and every deduction will
be given in due time.

It is said thata gallon of milk is re-
quired to make a pound of cheese.

Season of Sowing. 
This being the season for prepara-

tions to be made for spring seeding, it
may be interesting,as well as profitable,
for some to know what the stars have
to offer in the way of a guide in these
matters.

A gentleman in Connecticut writes:
“Please inform me if the planets indi-
cate good or poor crops of corn and
wheat for 1897; or, it one will be good
and theotherpoor, and which.”

We have received the following from
a friendwho has given thecrops in this,
as well as foreign countries, considera-
ble attention:
“I began, about a year ago, making

observations regarding the planetary
influenceson the fruition of the crops.
I was led into this by the belief that,
possibly,the planetary movements did
not eflect the fluctuationsof the mar-
kets as much as theydo the fruition of
the crops. Especially have my obser-
vations been directed to wheat; but as
they have been confined to this year
only,I am not sure whether their ful-
filment is a chance coincidence, or. if
traced back, will be corroborated, and
prove of value.

This year’s result is as follows: The
American winter wheat crop was sown
in November and Deelnber at Xwhen the cut}: was under semi-evil
influence. The result was about a
three-quarter crop. The spring wheat
crop was sown in March and April,
when the earth was under evil influ-
ences. The result was half a crop.

The crops of India, Australia and
Argentine were sown May,Jnne, July
and August, and the result is almost
total failures.
Our last winter wheat crop was sown
last November and December, and,
according to this, should be a partial
failure.

The only exceptions to this during
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the year past was the last crop of Eng-
land, which was far above theaverage;
but that of Russia was much below,
while those of other European coun-
tries were on an average with other
years.

I do not know whether thiswill open
any new thought to you, but I suggest
it as worth investigation.

A French scientist has announced
his discovery that the moon not only
governs cyclones, but also directs their
course.” Your friend,

Tiios. J RYAN.
It will beseen from Mr. Ryan's inves-

tigations, that therehas not been a full
yield of wheat in any of the countries
named thepast year.

Now theremust be a cause back of
this,somewhere, and we will see if it is
possible to unravel and find it.

The sign Scorpio is the universal sec-
tion of thescale which we call thesign
of seeding. It corresponds to therepro-
ductive functionof being,and applies
to the reproduction of all life on this
planet, to some extent, at least.

The past year, and, in fact, for two
years, the planet Saturn hns beendis-
turbing this section, interfering with
theconditionsof sowing, and the past
year there has been a weakness in the

,

the positive sections and angles, which
coupled with the lackof observance as
to the moon’s place at time of seeding,
are suflicient reasons for theshortages
mentioned.

We can only point the way; those
’ who sow and reap may profit, or not, by

the information given. The Law is
supreme and each jot and tittle must
be fulfilled.

The favorable times for seeding dur-
ing the spring beginning March 21st’
’97, are as follows:

Wheat should be sown from March
30th to about April 15th, for best re-
sults. That which is sown during the
first few days of Aprilwill be the best
crop comparatively.

Oats should not be sown until the
4thof Apriland up to the18th.

Special dates for garden seeds are as
follows:

Early potatoes, last few days of
March, before the30th.

Cabbage, beets for greens, lettuce, top
onions, sunflower,etc., from the 30th of
March to April 2d.

Peas, beans, cucumbers, squash,
April 1st to 7th.

Plant corn from 7th to 12th of April.
The year’s conditions are not so favor-
able as they might be, and if anything
the corn crop should be much better
than any other, if planted in any kind
of a proper time.

There is such a variety of? climate,
thatto give, in this magazine, a correct
guide for all points, would require an
extensive table. We, therefore,approx-
imate the time, leaving thereader with,
perhaps a. clearer idea of the applica-
tion of thescience to the tillingof the
soil, with knowledge how and when to
proceed.

Metals and Their Alloys.
German silver is composed of zinc,

nickel, copper and a small portion of
iron.

Sheet metal is composed of lead and
a small quantity of arsenic.

Brittania ware is made from copper,
bismuthand antimony. 1

Type metal is the combination of
antimony and lead.

Mosaic gold is a combinationof cop-
per and zinc.

Standard silver is made from silver
and copper.

\Vhite copper is made of copper and
arsenic.

Standard gold is made from gold and
cogper. _ath metal is made from tin and
copper.

_ ,_Dutch gold is made from copper and
zinc.

Bell metal results from zinc and cop-
per.
t_

Bronze is the product of copper and
in.
Cannon metal is formed of copperand tin.
Pewter is made from lead and tin.
Copper and tin form gun metal.
Solder is made from tin and lead.
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cflw flmcle.  
QUESTION. I flnd by close observa-,

tion and questioning that with those
people who are born under Mercury,
Venus and Mars, withthe otherplanets
out of aspect, a. low altitude agrees with
them best, while those born under any
one of the other five, in proportion to
distance, can stand a much higher alti-
tude, according to the planet,claiming
that they can breathe easier, and feel
better. This seems reasonable. Will
this ‘rule hold good? Yours for light,

W. A. WHEELER.
ANSWER. Yes. Thelawis this-The

distance from the center of thesystem
occupied by a planet, gives the nature
in human beings accordingly, and a
person born under Neptune can roam
the earth over, and climb the highest
mountains withreally beneficialresults
to the health,while a Mercury person
would be subject to fevers at every
change of altitude.

Q. The magazine pleases me, and as
I have been a radical thinker for sev-
eral years, thisscience has upset many
ideas thatseemed fixed for life. Please
explain,when you can, of what use are
reform movements, etc.? Is not your
article on Money a waste of energy,
since you say in ’96 year bool: that the
influence of Jupiter enables money to
rule in future as in all the past? I am
puzzled. I have been interested in
labor movement for some time, and
wish some light on thismatter.

Yours, A. E. BAUMGART.
A. Reform movements are merely

aids in thegreat evolutionaryprocesses.
Our ideas of money, if carried out, will
not change the fact that the Jupiter
people will have and hold the largest
share of it; but it would do away with
a thousandschemes which now tax the
people of lesser wealthto theuttermost-
The labor movementneeds something
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to present as a substitute for existing
evil conditions, and their causes, and
there is nothing that comes quite so
close to the individual as thequestion
oi.’ money. It is for this reason we
suggest a remedy.

Q. Please settle this question for
several who are in dispute about it. Is
theearth in Sagittarius or Gemini in
the monthof June? 0. W. C.

A. The earth is in Sagittarius and
thesun is in Gemini.

Q. I would like to know what rela-
tion the aspects bear to the magnetic
percentage of a planet. For instance,
a young lady born Nov. 29, 1877, has
Saturn as ruling star, fifth aspect, but
the magnetic percentage is only 91,
both physical and mental added to-
gether. 2d. What are the effects if
aperson has the magnetic percentage
of Venus physically low and mentally
high, or vice eersa?

W. C. MEYER.
A. The mental and physicalpercent-

ages should never be added together,
as they have nothing in common with
each other. The ruling star is the
planet in strongest aspect, while some
other planet may rule higher physiolog-
ically or magnetically, and also some
other,mentally,may be higher in power.
The first rules the life as a whole, the
second the health, the third thepowers
of expression. The Law and the
Prophets treats of these relations and
gives a basis for calculations—that is,
tables for the percentages.

Q. On page 63, February number,
Mrs. Eldred’s Delineations, you men-
tion, “It being 9 a. m. that Aquarius
was rising.” That refers to the geo-
centric system, from which I would
judge that you make some deductions
from that system as well as the helio-
centric. Can you furnish any rule by
which one may estimate thesign rising
at any time? What sign was rising
to-day, Feb. 1st,1897, at noon ?

131:. N. H. EDDY.
A. We have stated several times

thatwhenever conditions warranted it,
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we would, in the addition or extension
of the Law and the Prophetsbring the
two systems together in perfect har-
mony, giving reasons for all that is true
in geocentric calculation as we do in
the heliocentric. There are not enough
interested in truth yet to warrant us in
-doing more, or moving faster in these
matters than we are moving.

The sign rising at noon, Feb. 1, 1897,
is Taurus.

Q. Does Saturn, or any other planet
-operate stronger upon the section
of the organism referred to by the
-sign it is in,or is the eifect stronger
upon the opposite sign ? N. H. E.

A. Of course it all depends upon the
nature of the question to be answered
or thecondition to be dissected. Phys-
iologically it is stronger in the sign in
which it is posited.

Q. In the February numberyou say
Mars will be in Leo Feb. 26; your chart
places the same in Leo, March 10th.
Which is correct? G. W. R.

A. We acknowledge this to be an
-error. March 10th is correct. Mis-
takes are liable to occur in dates,-as
there are so many of them considered
each month in connection with this
work. We are pleased to see that it
has been detected.

Q. Ilow can I find what degrees of
longitude the planets were in on May
20th, 1844 ? G. W. R.

A. ’l‘he chart “Play of the Planets”
gives thesigns, and bv observing closely
the point in each sign where a planet
comes on any day, the degree may be
located very accurately, for each sign
on disk of chart, no matter what space
it covers, contains just 30 degrees; so if
.a planet is just at the center of one of
the sign spaces, it shows it to be 15
degrees of that sign, which, added to
thedegrees of each preceding sign back
to Aries, gives the degree in the longi-
tudinal circle of 360.

To find the degree of the four outer
planets from the table of corrections-
First find when Jupiter enters a sign,

then divide the number of days from
thattime up to thedate you are figur-
ing on by 12, and the result will be the
degree of the sign he is in. This may
be added to preceding sign degrees, as
explained above, and thecorrect longi-
tude found. With Saturn, divide by
30, Uranus 84, Neptune 167.

The planets withsigns spaced on the
disk of chart, may be located to the
degree by the chart, without any figur-
ing at all, as explained.

Q. You speak of Incarnation in
Law and Prophets. What proof is
there that Re-incarnation is true? If
a soul, after passing out of the physical
body, does return and pass through
another era on thisplane, why is there
not some memory of past experiences?

N. H. E.
A. There is no proof that can be

presented to a person, showing that re-
incarnation is a fact,but it is possible
to lead a person gradually to a recogni-
tion of the law of life and being, which
law covers, or includes the fact. Now
as said before, there is nothing to pre:
sent to a person, but a person may be
presented to the fact. Do you catch
the meaning?

There are many people who remem-
berdistinctlyevents of a former career
on earth, and the memory is much

_clearer, in some respects, than it is con-
cerning events of childhood. All are
not constituted rightly for these rem-
iniscences, hence, the idea with many,
thatre-incarnationis not a fact.

Q. Each planet is represented as
having its individual or combined in-
fluence as per position and aspect, and
you claim that each person, coming
into life is vibrated upon by these plan-
etary infiuences,as per date of birth,as
same is in force at that time. That,
being the case, two persons born on the
same day, hour, monthand year. would
be vibrated upon, or magneticallystamped by the same force and influ-
ence physically and mentally. Why
then is there so much difference in the
expression of the physical and mental
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characteristics,their likes and dislikes,
one in apparent health, theother not,
one having desires for intellectual pur-
suits while the othercares not so much
for such lines, but prefers the material
and physical interests. In accordance
with the law of vibration, why such
wide contrast?

A. We have often explained that it
is almost impossible to find two per-
sons born at precisely the same time.
The questioner is assuming that two
persons he may know were born at
exactly the same time to the minute,
but there is no proof of it. Yet,there
are plenty of reasons why, if theywere
born on the same instant, they may
differ.

In these days of drugs and surgical
instruments, it is very easy to stunt the
growth of ofispring, maim them for
life and wholly overcome the natural
law of being. Our physiciansare kill-
ing thousandsannuallyby malpractice.
Therefore, in considering such subjects
astronomically,the life must have an
advantage or two under the law, or the
law willnot apply.

Environment has something to do
with likes and dislikes, also, and educa-
cation plays a part; but we believethat
in the case referred to by the ques-
tioner, if the truth was really known,
there is a marked diiierence in time of
birth. Sometimes the planets are in
such position thatfifteen minutes’ time
will produce very marked changes in
magnetic efiects, while at other times
several days would result in less varia-
tions in the lives of offspring.

Q. Will .you please give, through
PLANETS AND PEOPLE, your ideas as
to when is the best time to can fruit,
that is, grapes and berries. Does the
moon have anything to do with the
canning? I thought perhaps the moon
might have some effect, because the
different phases have a different effect
on vegetables. Please explain.

A. No doubt the moon has some
effect upon thecanning of fruit, but as
fruit is perishable, it must be put up

PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

when in the best condition, so it would
not do to wait for the action of the
moon. When the moon is in Cancer,.
Leo and Virgo is probably the best
time.

Q. I see in the February number,
page 73, from “Spirit Land,” you give
Mr. Wade two residences, one Boston,
the other Dorchester, Mass. Do you
furnish the book, “Memoirs of Madame
Blavatsky,"reviewed in Feb. number?

R. B.
A. Mr. Wade’s business is in Bos-

ton; his residence in Dorchester, which
is a suburb of Boston. Letters will
reach him in eitherplace.

2. Yes;we can furnish thebook.

ébumleei.
Rebus. No. 3.
CHAPTER III. 
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Judge B— fell down a flightof stairs,

I

rs cording his assage in a bump on
every stair unti he reached the bottom..

A servant ran to his assistance, and,
raising him up, said:
“I ho e your Ilonor is not hurt?"
“No,’ said the judge sternly, “my

honor is not hurt, but my head is.”

Teacher—“l)id you study this les-
son?”

I’upil——“I looked over it."
Teacher—“Wellhereafter just lower

your gaze a little.”

“They tell me that rich old bachelor,
Puddlestone, is going into society
again.”

“Yes,leap year is over.”
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CARD THE ZODIAC.
CONTINUED.

Most of the readers of this magazine
are aware of the fact that cards repre-
sent mathematical values, that these
values co-ordinate in an occult way
with the zodiac,and also with the life
of man. Now, in order to understand
their meanings in connection with the
fortunes of people, it is first necessary
to know theoccult line or threadwhich
relates the trio. To learn this,we will
proceed to delineate the digits of num-
bers, and some of their combinations.

NUMBERS.
1.

The digit 1, the primal, basic, funda-
mental, mathematical,first cause, repre
sents unity,desire, receptivity,concen-
tration, latent power, possibility,begin-
ning, the center, or positive point, the
head, the will, the mind, the infinite,
theall in all. —

Mark well these meanings for they
pertain to relations thatare very occult.

When thinkingof this number 1, re-
member it relates to the difierent
thingswe have named. That is, to the
principles of them and to that which
has a bearing upon those qualiities of
being. '

We will now connect thisnumber
withthe zodiac,which, being a mathe-
matical figure, showing the relation of
planets in our solar system to thesun,
also has its beginning,its positivepoint,
its potent center or head.

This is designated as thesign Aries,
(for reasons why this is the sign, refer
to PLANETSAND PEOPLE 1895, Astron-
omy lesson No.2,) which is the sign of
appetite (desire), of latent energy
(speech), of great possibilities(intellec-
tual attainment),and is the sign of the
will,which is the all in all of human
power.

We now come to thecard co-ordina-
tion, and we find the one spot of hearts
represents the number 1, and also ex-
presses the nature and quality of the
sign Aries. The heart relates to the
emotional center, which is theseat of
desire, and symbolizesthe first impulse
of a new born” babe—viz., desire, appe-
tite and latent energy (crying). It will
be seen, also, that the card, the sign
and the number are all expressive of
materiality, as applied on this mun-
dane plane. The first expressionof the
living subject to which the number,
sign and card relate, being desire for
material substance (food).

Observe closely that the "heart sym-
u
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bol pertains largely to materiality,for
it means much to the reader, if he ~

wishes to keep strictlyin line withsym-
bolism and the real significance of
numbers. ‘

In connection with the study of the
cards, as given in the game “Card the
Zodiac,” to continue the use of the
cards received by each player, as ex-
plained at thetend of the game article,
suppose _the one of the iirst quarter to
have four tricks, or sixteen cards, he
shou1d_dea1 them out under theseven
planets, thus: one to Mercury, one to
Venus, one_to Mars, one to Jupiter, one
to Saturn, one to Uranus and one to
Neptune; beginningbackwithMercury
and repeating thedeal, and so on until
all are layed out. Now turn themface
up and place in rows. That is, place
the Mercury cards in a row, Venus
cards next, and so on through.

This shows the adaptation of the
cards thusdisplayed to the person, and
his or her fortune at the time.

Now, as to the ace of hearts, the first
and only card so far treated, may be
found under any one of the seven plan-
ets, its meaning has seven distinct vari-
ations, making the knowledge of the
planets indispensable in thedelineation
of the cards.

But to show the application, suppose
the ace of hearts was found in the
fourth row, the sphere of Jupiter: it
would signify a deep desire for peace,
for harmony, for calmness and at the
same time, an inward desire for place,
power and social distinction.

Why? Because Jupiter is the busi-
ness and social magnet, and also the
great power for harmony and peace.
It gives one a desire for the grand and
beautiful,and a love for position and
power socially, as well as commerci-
ally.

To read this card, therefore, under
Jupiter, the psychic sense of thedelin-
eator must determine at the time, the
proper application to the subject.
Therefore, we suggest that the cards
be treated ‘as negatives, elastically

environed at all times. This means
that no card shall be tlrst under a
planet except theone thepsychic sense
flrst selects as an indicator.

Having given the general formula,
we will proceed to state the meanings
of the other digits, and their relations
to the zodiac,etc.

This number shows that something
has been added to one. It is the num-
ber meaning increase, united action,
union, strength, creative quality,prop-
erty accumulations, partnerships, mar-
riage and even balance.

This number,2, is directly related to
the sign Taurus,which is the sign of
business partnerships,property,wealth,
creative force, energetic action and
physical power. The ’2 spot of hearts
is thesymbol of thesequalities as found
in human beings as well as themathe-
maticalquantity.

It has often been stated that two is
company and three is a crowd, and as
the number 2 shows unions and bar-
mony, 3, having one added relates to
increase, and increase always brings
uncertainty; so there is doubt and a
tendencytoward irritation in themean-
ing of the number3.

The sign Gemini,which is theuniver-
sel section relating to thehomeand the
family,and the third in regular order,
is in line with the meaning of this
number, for much uncertainty is felt in
connection with home and children.
A great deal‘ of irritability is shown
and a lack of harmony litly fills the
required aspect of the number 3 and
thissign.

The 3 spot of hearts is the symbol of
these conditions and relations, as they
apply to the social, religious and
love nature. The 3 of hearts, there-
fore, is very expressive of the qualities
found in the sign of Gemini. and is the
chief card representative of thissign
Rememberthere is nothingsettled and
peaceful when the 3 of hearts appears
in a reading. ‘
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4.
We now come to thenumber4, which

is a double 2, hence signilies added joy
or double pleasure, which gives satis-
faction, comfort, entertainment and
contentment. It represents a condi-
tion one would not care to change; a
sort of self-centered,satislied state of
mind.

This number coordinates with the
sign Cancer; which means mental ac-
tion, social distinction,self-knowledge,
a powerful mind, a sort of static, stub-
born state, a fixed Iinalcondition.

The 4 spot of hearts symbolizes the
numericalproperties of thenumberand
sign, and shows their application so-
cially, religiously and in connection
with thealfections.

5.
This number shows a change from

the even, easy and satisfied trend of the
number4. It signifies activity,circu-
lation, enterprise, change, agitation
and intensity.

The sign Leo is its zodiacal position,
which also shows the very same quali-
ties. Persons coming under the num-
ber 5 are very emotional naturally,
changeable and extremely active.

The 5 spot of hearts is thesymbol of
the numberand its attributes.

6.
This digit, being an even number,

again brings us to a better balanced
state, and shows a more quiet and neg-
ative quality. It is expressive of ease
and recreation, nothing startling being
found in its nature. A calm, quiet,
serene and absorbent number.

The sign Virgo, the neutral sign in
quarter of wisdom, is expressive of the
quiet, reserved, easy, dreamy and ab-
sorbingqualities.

The'6 spot is symbolicalof the same,
and may be read in delineations as
expressive of thevariousqualities men-
tioned.

111

'7.
This is the great mysterious and hid-

den figure, holding within itself the
octave of force. It is the numerical
recorder of spirituality, of perception
of occult power and insight, hence it
must of necessity mean disappoint-
ments and accidents, when applied to
mundane affairs. It means a ‘sudden
reaction from thenegative state shown
by the number6, and spasmodiccondi-
tions are in line with its numerical
relatedness.

It relates to the sign Libra, which is
a spiritual, cheerful and responsive sig-
nilicater, with sudden and spasmodic
periods and mental reactions.

The 7 spot of hearts symbolizes these
qualities and is the numerical co—ordi-
nate of the numberand sign.

8.
This number is practicallya double

4, or a quadrate of 2, which signifies
union and satisfaction,and as there is
strength in union, resulting in power,
theeven and harmonious nature of the
number may be readily realized. This
number,therefore,signifies health, har-
mony,influenceand power.

The sign Scorpio relates similarqual-
ities, especially as to health, influence
and power. It is a powerfulsign.

The 8 spot of hearts is expressive of
the number,and shows the influential
trend.

9
.

Again we have an odd numberwhich,
being the last of thedigits, denotes the
end of things. The culmination of life
and events. It is expressive of disap-
pointment, trouble and suffering, be-
causeof its culminatingquality.

The sign Sagittarius is its partner in
connection with the race of life, for in
thissign the powers operate more fre-
quently and forcefully to bring‘ about
death and culminations than in any
other.

The 9 spot fitly symbolizes the‘ situa-
tion.
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10.
We now come to the lirst union of

digits, or the first extension beyondthe
basic plane, and in thisnumber 10 we
have a double five, the blending of
activity, change, etc., into an even,
harmonious number, having the state
shown by 1 magnified in the highest
sense possible, by two characters,hence
it relates to attainment beyond the
ninth sphere.

This means successful accomplish-
ment. '

The sign Capricornus means success
in undertakings and attainment in
ways physical as well as mental. The
10 spot lillyrepresents this numberand
sign. 1 1.

Here we have two 1's thrown into an
uneven number, giving the quality
number 1, coupled with monotony,and
relating to the general affairs of the
world rather than to personal states.
It deals with apparent infinite propor-
tions, the two l's being a double on the
1, which alone expresses the absolute.

The sign related to this number is
Aquarius, which is symbolized by the
-eternal waters of life, the ever active
and expressive element that is under
continual change.

The card expression of these chang-
ing conditions is the Jack or knave,
whose mathematicalnumber is eleven
and whose nature is thatof change, of
romance, activity,pleasure, union and
disunion, action and reaction, like
unto the waves of the waters.

'12.
We now come to the number 12,

which represents a quadrate of 3 or
double 6, and is even, making it
feminine, as all even numbers are, 12
signifies receptivity, rest, completion,
and relates to thingsspiritual, theideal
state, the perfect circle, the divine in
nature and things.

The sign Pisces, the twelfthin zodi-
acal order, belongs to thisnumber,and

possesses the negative quality due to
the linishing up of the great circle_
This sign is the extreme in negative-
ness, being thedirect opposite or nether
point relative to the positive sign
Aries. '

'l'his is symbolized by the Queen,
which, in connection withhuman kind,
illustrates woman and her co-ordinate
sphere, the negative, receptive nature.
The Queen, therefore, is the symbol of
the sign Pisces.

To thedeeper student a glancetoward
the true source of light will reveal the
reverse, or occult application of these
numbers, signs and symbols, and the
secret way that leads into the pathof
thecircle, according to the word.

13.
The number 13 appeared .before him,

and he knew he was to ascend the
throne.

’l‘his number is emblematic of -se-
crecy, power, centralization and gov-
ernment. It is to the sun what the
other numbers are to the signs, and is
masculine, penetrating,scientific, intel-
lectual and expressive of wisdom.

The card symbol is the King, around
which many subjects live, move and
have their being. This card shows
power, position, influence,strength and
protection.

When delineating cards, it is well to
rememberthespecial features of each,
and their co-ordinate relations to the
zodiac,as the latter will aid one in re-
membering and determining results.

In numerical significance the club,
diamond and spade suits, relate to the
numbers and sign in like manner, but
each suit has an astronomical bearing
upon one of the four quarters of the
zodiac, from which the quadrature of
thecircle is found.

Hearts belong to the quarter of love.
Clubs to the quarter of knowledge.
Diamonds to thequarter of business.
Spades to the quarter of labor.
Love, wisdom, wealth and labor,

being the four attributes to be consid-
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ered in their delineation, and read in
accordancewith the number and sign
characteristics as explained. Always
bear in mind, however, that thecards
must not be arbitrary indicators.

(NOTE. A work on cards. containing some
two thousandillustrations,will be sent prepaid
on receipt of $5.00.)

This study of the cards will be con-
tinued and theexperiencesof one who
has visited and tested the most promi-
nent card readers, will be given me.
story entitled: “OCCULT Srmnons,” by
Zalene, the Initiate.

The object of this story is to show
how various ones operate with these
symbols, what was told by them, how
the prophecies were fulfilled and the
eifect of such information upon the
seeker. Very instructive lessons are
found in thisstory, and all who wish to
learn to read the cards, will find the
same not only intensely interesting,
but a great aid in righlty understand-
ing just how to proceed for best results.

The story mentioned above will be
illustrated with cards and people, add-
ing much to its attractiveness.

Nora. The game. Card the Zodiac, is com-
plate in itself without reading thecards, if the
players do not care for that part of it. The
game is in line with the occult relation of the
cards, thezodiacand the people, which makes
it far more desirable, than the ordinary game
with cards. It was designed to educate as
well as amuse.

CONTINUED IN STORY.
5

Written for PnausrrsAND Psoruz.
The United States and Cuba.

LYKAN W. DENTON, M. D.

What matter. 0 America. thatthou
Art great among thenationsof theearth?
Ohl boast not if theseStates are deaf, e'en now,
Unto thecry of thosewho wail in birth-
Of thosewho’ve struggledlong to break thebond
Of foreign tyranny,and seek theirown-
Ay,yearn withnations free to correspond.
And reap unto themselveswhere theyhavesown_
From her pedestal I would quicklytear
Our goddess great. will she not answer prayer-
The prayer of dusky brothersstriving fair
To win therightful heritage of men
Andnations. Oh !Are we not brothersthen‘!
As we receive. shall we not give again?

Charltably Sphinxlike.
One of the ethicsof good breeding is

not to talk about people. The woman
who is continually pulling to pieces
personalities soon finds herself ignored
by those of her acquaintanceswho have
long ago learned the bad form of un-
kindlygossip.

It is really a pose withelegantes, this
clam-likereticence in regard to follow-
ing up a gossip’s lead. The out-and-
out aristocrat is so secure in her own
position that there is no canker worm
of envy eating away her soul's serenity
You may depend upon it, the woman
who is forever indulging in caustic
criticisms does so because feeling her
own foothold on society's ladder very
insecure, she does her best to pull down '

from their position those of he_r sex
who may have climbed a round or two
higher, says an exchange.

‘‘I’m going to stop talkingabout peo-
ple,”a young girl was lately heard to
declare. “In the first place, I’ve just
come from quite a littlecolony of swells
and I noticed that they were all either
too indifferent or too well-bred to en-
courage, by word or look, characterdis-
section. One young man in particular,
the sort of funmaking fellow who
might be expected to turn any subject
to general amusement, always, I found,
deliberately shut his eyes to criticism
possibilities.

“Sometimes I tried to coax him into
making uncharitable little remarks
about certain persons, but he never
allowed any malice to enter into his
conversation.

“Gradually I learned to respect him
for his pose, if pose it was, and I said
to myself -

“ ‘If a man of the world, who might
be forgiven for doing thatsort of thing,
refuses to run people down, I, a woman
who ought to make charityher byword,
don't intend to allow him to out-prin-
ciple me.

“ ‘So, in the future, you will probably
find me very uninteresting, but chari-
tably spbinxlike.”’
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THOUGHTS FOR YOUNG MEN.
When school days draw to a close

and while the words of the valedictory
still linger in their ears, young men
then turn to the first great problem of
life——the choice of occupation. '

Few give thesubject serious consid-
eration until their work in the class
room is finished. The average young
man, as he stands in theearly morning
of his manhood, overlooking the sea of
human activity, with its ceaseless
waves of professional, commercial and
industrial strife, meditates and specu-
lates as to which line of life work he is
best adapted, and which offers to him
the greater chances or opportunities
for success. It is the iirst potent
reminder that he is entering thesphere
of manhood and must depend upon his
own powers to gain wealth and fame.

In considering the various channels
that may be opened before him, he
feels the weight and importance of the
decision he is about to make.

There is no time during his life that
requires more thoughtfulconsideration
than when he decides what his future
course shall be; for upon the decision
made at this time depends the measure
of success in after life.

Only a comparatively few young ‘-
men have their future course clearly

,

indicated by their tastes and inclina-
tions. Most of them come upon the
stage of life withouta deiinite purpose
in view.

Instead of parents choosing a calling
for their sons, as_ was more common in
the past, the young man of to-day
chooses his own occupation. The vital
question then is, how shall he guard
against an egregious mistake? Is he
to embark upon the sea of life without
helm or compass? Are there no guide
posts from which he may read with
certainty the direction in which he
should turn his energies to attain suc-
cess?

With the same certainty that the
polar star, shining in the northern sky,

guides innumerable fleets over the
trackless seas, we can read from the
starry realms, the course marked out
by nature for us to follow.

There is no one but what has a predi-
lection to a particular calling, although
theaptitude, or naturalbent,withmany
persons, is sometimes hard to discern-
except to thosewho are able to inter-
pret theimprints of nature.

With some, their particular adapta-
bilityto some one calling is manifested
in early life to such a marked degree
as to set aside all doubt as to the pro-
per course for them to’ pursue; but
when the proclivities of the mind do
not express themselves by unmistaka-
ble signs, no one need be in ignorance
of the latent powers withinthemselves,
if they will but turn to theopen book
of nature, and read the Congenital -

signs thatindex withunerringcertainty
the course wherein lies their greatest
power.

Sidney Smith tersely says: “Be what
nature intended you for, and you will
succeed; be anything else and you will
be ten thousand times worse than
nothing.”

If we concede this to be true, then it
is evident to any careful observer that
a very large majority of the people are
on the minus side of life.

It should, therefore, be the aim of
every young man to be what nature
intended him for, to choose thatline of
life work for which his talents are best
suited. To many it may appear to be a
diflicult question to solve, but those
who have given the subject careful
thought know that in the science of
life we can read and understand the
language of nature, as expressed by the
soul markingsupon the physical form.
We are a reflexof the universe in which
we live.

A knowledge of the laws thatgovern
the movements of the celestial bodies
in our planetary system, and which
enables us to compute with such exact-
ness their future courses, will, when
appliedto miniature worlds, viz: human
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beings,enable us to tracewith the'same
precision, the course we should follow.

More than ever before are young
men of sterling character giving heed
to the advice of those who are able to
read human destiny in the language of
the stars. Young men who ponder
well the course they should pursue,
carefully weighing the suggestions
given them by those who have made
human life a study, seldom make a
serious mistake in the choice of occu-
pation.

After the right decision is made, and
the future course outlined, the prepara-
tion necessary to become prolicient in
whatever line of work may be chosen,
be it in the professional, commercial or
mechanical world, becomes a pleasure
instead of a task; as the talents are
adapted to cope with just the diflicul-
ties that are to be met with in the
chosen field of work.

Having made the right start, those
who aim at a successful life, must place
true manhood as their guiding star.
Every word and every act should be-
speak a noble soul within.

The goal for which we are striving is
success——the attainment of happiness.
There is, however, such a. thingas un-
successful success. What is true happi-
ness? The man who thinks only of
gratifying the senses, no doubt, in a
degree, is happy. Men engaged in un-
lawful pursuits, who, by their many
schemes fleece innocent people of their
earnings, feel a sense of pleasure that
theyhave succeeded in getting money
from others without giving any value
in return.

The merchant Who bends all his ener-
gies to the building up of his business,
who seizes every opportunity to take '

advantage of his competitors and force
themto the wall, or drives a. corner on
some one eommodity,—when he suc-
ceeds, he is filledwithkeen delight that
others must suffer, while he has added
to his pile of gold. Men who devote
theirenergies to personal aggrandize
ment, and who succeed in accumulat-

ing wealth by shrewd practices, heed-
less of the welfare of others, are truly
unsuccessful men. Their lives are
complete failures, and when weighed
in the balance will be found wanting.

In these days of fierce competition,
the pressure brought to bear on busi-
ness men is so great that it requires
men of strong convictions not to be
carried along with the tide of dishonor-
able dealings; but the man who has
within him the elements of true man-
hood, and calmly listens to the voice of
conscience, will never make the sacri-
lice of compromising his integrity for
mercenary gains.

A noble character rises above the
plain of selfishness and greed; whilehe
realizes the value of money as a neces-
sary means of support, he also looks
beyondthe glitter of gold and sees the
real meaning of life: the complete
unfoldment of all the powers and tal-
ents thatnature has endowedhim with.

Upon entering the drama of life,
young men should learn well the axi-
oms upon which are founded all true
and noble lines.

These basic rules of life have come to
us from sages and philosophers, scat-
tered along down ‘the ages, who have
passed through the fires of experience
and given to the world the thoughts of
their ripened years.

Let their words of wisdom be our
counsel. Livea life that all men will
honor; be ever careful that every word
and actwill bear the test of the world's
moral criticism.

When we come to the setting of life’s
sun, and theshadows of the valleysteal
over us, then will our thoughts retro-
cede through the past, and dwell upon
the record we have made.

Shall we find in our record words
that we would have unsaid, or deeds
we would wish undone? '

Then will we realize thatstains upon
our charactercan never be obliterated;
every word or act must stand upon the
debit or credit side of life's record.

Let us then start with the firm re-
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solve to lead a noble life. As the years
pass by and experience is gained, let it
add strength to this resolve, rounding
out thecharacterinto perfect manhood.

Be_ true to ourselves and to others,
and when the curtain of life’s drama
descends before us, we will not hear
withinour souls the burning words of
Whittier, “Itmight have been.”

T. II. GARLAND.
' Training the flind.

Mindappears as yet to be as inscrut-
able as life. We cannot define or con-.
fine it. Yet some careful investigator
in some classroom, or by some secluded
self-inspection, willdiscover the system
for its proper training, as Newton did
gravitation.
train the mind requires a knowledge of
its possibilitiesand conditions,such as

-a watchmaker has of a watch or clock.
Hence the need of mental philosophers
is one of thegreatest now known to our
civilization. Who will give themselves
to the task? The less there is known,
the more need of explorers. Vast
stores of facts have been gathered con- -

cerning cognition, intuition and con-
cepts, but they refuse to arrange them-
selves into crystals. They do not all
harmonize with theory. ‘The greatest
teacher of the future is to be one who
can read his own mind, and from his
knowledge of himself lay down the law
for all. Education is not a mere aggre-
gation of facts, but a training of the
mental faculties to comprehend and
retain facts and theories. There must
be some simple method, as yet un-
known, for the cultivation of achild's
mind which will make its memory
almost infallible,and direct its power
to follow to a logical conclusion any
train of ideas.

The mind is a machine having voli-
tion and independent life, and as such
cannot be investigated as we can exam-
ine the laws of the material world.
Yet it is no hopeless wilderness. It
has its peculiar laws, its boundaries
and its systematic arrangement, differ-

To understand now to-

ing in principle and relation from the
bodilyfunctions; but they will all be
understood soon. Factsstick to a rela-
tive mind and adjust themselves to set
forms of reason_there, something as
the solution of rock candy adheres to

.

the string.
The first necessity is a retentive

mind. A teacher is needed to show us
how to secure it. Philosophy is the
natural state of a mind from which the
husk has been stripped by proper edu-
cation. Knowledge is power:
power to know is back of all knowl-
edge. To increase that power is the
most important portion of a teachers
duty. The cry of all to day. every-
where is, “Oh, increase our powerto
know.”

’[‘he person who can enlarge thestore-
house of the mind, and put‘ up or un-
cover shelves on which to place within
handy reach, all the informationwhich
the eye, nose, ear, tongue and touch
send in, will be a_ benefactor whom
men would place next to the Divine.
The dailyexperiences of common men
furnish enough facts to supply a col-
lege education. But the eye sees while
the mind is blind, the ear hears but the
mind does not care; the lingers feel,
but the mind refuses the message; the
tongue tastes, but the mind does not
awaken to treasure up the delicious or
bitter. No man‘s mind takes cogniz-
ance of all he sees, even in one instant
of time. The most excited attention
leaves ten thousandfactsunrecognized.
Man moves amid myriads of fascinat-
ing and beautifulthings, but hisimpris-

.

oned intellect sees not and cares not.
The world could not contain the books
which would be written, if the factsand
their accompanying conclusions of a
single day's experience were fully writ-ten out. Our present system of educa-tion tries to deal with these separatefacts, and drives into the mind one outof the million and calls it “intellectualcultivation.” Who will come to thefront and tell us how to increase the
power and raise the taste of the intel-lect, for this is true education ?—Neu
Ideas. '

But the_
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Written for PLANETS AND PEOPLE.
The Law of Being.

URIEL BUCHANAN.

Subsistence,eternal and unchanging,unlimited.
United and at rest; with no beginningand no

end-
No time to pass away, no space to hedge the

spirit in ;
But boundless, endless life—tlie absolute Infin-

itude.
Subsistence, uncreated and alone, the (‘entral

One,
Whom we call God; There is none else; and i‘

from this only source
Existence flows, in waves of light that break

upon the shores
Of time and space, to crystallize in suns and

sparklingstars.

Forth from the womb of night—from the un-

fathornedand unknown-
The sea of Birth forever flows; and throughits

billmvsride >

Unnumbered suns and worlds, that glitter in
theirboundless depths

Of blue, and bathetheTempleof the Skies with
light, to guide

The hosts of Angels at their work or play; pre-
venting suns

From crashing into other suns.

thissea
Enfold each star: and through their waves of

light, they {lash across
The azure depths the songs and anthems of

Celestial Spheres. \

The waters of

Onward. to their appointed course. the star-
ships swiftlyglide-

Through ehorelcss and unfathomable seas-
through surging waves

That break upon 1 he decks of worlds. and splash
thoearth-bornsouls

With cleansing spray ; until Man's heart is pur-
ified. and born

Anew—withWisdom as his guide, with Univer-
sol Love

To light the inner shrine-—until.as tender plants
thatare

Refreshed withmorning dew, the yearning soul
inspires new life_

And drinks refreshment from the fount of Im-
mortality.

The earnest soul toils onward through the vale
of strife—amid

The gloom of doubt, theshadow of (lespnir~its
vision veiled

With mists of Earth. Then feebly gropes in
search for better things;

Until,beyondthecloud-swept sky of ignorance.
thestar

Of Truth gleams from the silent depths, and
sheds eternal rays

Upon thepaththatleads to God. The thought-
less throng. impelled ’

By greed of gold—withheads bowed low~press
on ; nor lift theireyes

To seek the light. nor tread the narrow way
thatleads to peace.

And when the hour shall come to cross the
occult line called death :

When those who closely cling to earthly ties
,

and thingsof sense,
Are summoned from theirlong and weary years

.of grief and toil~
Wherein no time was found for rest, and culture

.of thesoul,
But all their waking moments spent in strife

for greed and gain-
Shall learn that many thingswhich seemed to

them most real, were but
The shadows of the night that dwarfed their

souls—shall also know
That sorrow and regret will not recall the

wasted years.

Awake. 0 child of God! broak thou the {otters
that restrain

The deeper yearnings of thysoul. and cease to
languish in

Thy prison cell. A ll0o(l-tido of the Universal
Sea-—

1The culmination of a cyclic wave ~will soon on-

guli_'
The world. Amid thesurging waves that now

begin to roll —

Amid theclash of thought, the tumult of the
times—a low

_

Sweet tone, the voice of freedom, whispers in
thy soul. “.\\vako.”

Franklin's Voice to America.
I was born poor, but lived in comfort

and died rich.
With few to help me, I found in hard

work a friend in need.
When I was poor I lived poor, and

saved what pennies I could.
When I got to be fourhanded, I could

help others less fortunate.
I managed to stand up straight when

I had to stand alone.
With nobody to teach me, Ilbecame

my own schoolmaster.
.

—

I had suffered, and I did not like to
see my friendssuffer.

I loved virtue and thrift and hated
vice, laziness and waste. I gained myfriends, but only by trying to do right.

So many did me good, that I tried to.
do good to all.

I early learned how to work and
endeavored to teach others.

I had very many faults and tried
hard to correct them.

I served my country through life
with what little abilityI could.
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He Lives On Vegetables Only.
Mr. David Warner, of ’I‘urners, owns

a dog that he thinkshas taken a wider
departure from ordinary canine cus-
toms than any other of his kind in
Orange County, it _not in the State of
New York.

“My claim,” said Mr. Warner, “is
founded only on three or four of the
animal’s peculiarities;but theyare such
peculiarly peculiar peculiarities, that I
have never heard of any other dog that
possessed them. Come here, Freak.”

Freak, as thehalf-bred foxhonnd was
appropriately named, approached ex-
pectantly, but when his master ofiered
him a piece of broiled beefsteak, he
turned away from it with undisguised
loathing and disgust. Then Mr. War-
ner gave him a couple of apples and a
pear, which he devoured with evident
relish. A plate of cherries was placed
before him, and he swallowed the fruit,
retaining the pits in his mouth until
the plate was empty, when he trotted
to the open door and dropped them
upon the grass.

“He is a rigid vegetarian,” said Mr.
Warner, “and he has not, during the
six years of his existence, tasted a par-
ticle of meat. At thisseason he lives
almost entirely on wild strawberries,
which are very abundant in the lields.
IIe has no trouble in finding all he
wants of them,and he looks for noth-
ing else; but he will eat any kind of
fruit thatis olfered to him. even crack-
ing the shells of nuts with his teeth
and picking out the kernels. In the
winter we feed him chieflyon potatoes,
and then, too, he catches rabbits, which
he brings to the house, after which he
goes to his water bowl and washes his
mouth. He does this by sucking the
water in under his nose and discharg-
ing it at the sides of his jaws. 1-Iis
tongue is not used at all in the opera-
tion, nor does he ever lap up water as
other dogs do. IIe drinks it by suction,
like a horse. Let us see if he is thirsty
now.”

A basin containing probably two
quarts of water was placed on thefloor.
Freak plunged his mouth and nostrils
belowthesurfaceand sucked it up with
the gusto of a thirsty 'longshoremanat
a pot of porter. The disappearance of
the water was accompanied by a sound
similarto that made by a horse drink-
ing from a bucket, but, of course, less
boisterous. In a few seconds the basin
was empty.

“Freak is a very thirsty dog," con-
tinued his master. "‘I suppose that is
becausehe perspires so profusely. Did
you ever before hear of a dog exhaling
moisture through his skin? Freak
does it. The average dog, you -know,
when he is lint, exhales through the
mouth,and hundreds of themare killed
in the ‘dog days’ by ignorant people
who think the foam and slaver drop-
ping from their jaws indicate hydro-
phobia,when the poor brutes are only
castingout through their lips the mois-
ture that their murderers are emitting
through thepores of theirskin. When
Freak is hot his mouth is always dry,
but his hair gets as wet as a fat man’s
collar on the Fourth of July.”

Divine Inheritance.
GEORGE PA INE HARRIS.

Thou great eternal Infinite,
The great unbounded Whole!

Thy body is the Universe.
Thy spirit is its Soul.

If thou dost fillImmensity,
If thouart All-in-nll~

If thouwort here before I was.
I am not here at all.

How could I live outside of Thee‘!
Dost thou fillearth and air?

There surely is no place for me,
Outside of everywhere.

If thouart God's. thou dost fill
Immensity of space;

Then I am gml—thinkas you will-
Or else I have no place.

And if I have no placeat all,
Or, if I am not here,

I surely cannot be damned,
For then l’d be somewhere.

Then I must be a part of God,
No matter if I‘m small,

And if I‘m not a part of him,
There's no such God at all.



When is a Person Dead.

“Time was that when the life was
out the man‘would die.” It seems,
however, that in these days of trances
and suspended animation, the “life”
may be out, the heart may" stop beat-
ing, the breath vanish, and putrefac-
tion set in, and still the person may be
alive. The subject of premature bur-

.

ials is a grewsome and agonizing one,
and to be raised only for some definite
purpose. William Tebb, F. R. G. S.,
whose attention to this subject was
aroused by “a distressing experience in
his own family,"has a strong convic-
tion thatsuch burials are more frequent
than we suspect, and he hasjust pub-
lished a book on the subject, reciting
various authentic cases of persons
buried alive, and urging adequate
means on the part of the public to pre-
vent such cases in the future. Here is
one of the cases as told by Dr. Roger
S. Chew, of Calcutta:

“I died, as was supposed, on the 18th
of January, 1874, and was laid out for
burial, as the most careful examination

,

failed to show' the slightest traces of
life. I had beenin thisstate for twenty
hours, and in anotherthree hours would
have been closed up forever, when my
eldest sister, who was leaning over the
head of my coflin crying over me, de-
clared she saw my lips move. The
friends who had come to take their
last look at me tried to persuade her
it was only fancy,but, as she persisted,
Dr. Donaldson was sent for to convince
her that I was really dead. For some
unexplained reason he had me taken
out of the coflin and examined very
carefully from head to foot. Noticing
a peculiar, soft fluctuating swelling at
the base of my neck,just where the
clavicles meet the sternum, he./went to
his brougham, came backwith his case
of instruments, and, before any one
could stop him or ask what he was
going to do, laid open the tumor and
plunged in a tracheotomytube, when a
quantity of pus escaped, and, releasing
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the pressure on the carotids and thy-
roid, was followed by a rush of blood
and some movement onmy part that
startled the doctor. Restoratives were
used, and I was slowlynursed back to
life; but the tracheotomytube (I still
carry the scar) was not finally removed
tillSeptember, 1875.”

Here is anothercase in which a-life
was saved by the persistent instinct of
a dog:

“In Austria, in 1870, a man seemed
to be dead, and was placed in a collin.
Afterthe usual three days of watching
over the supposed corpse, the funeral
was commenced; and when the coflin
was being carried out of the" house, it
was noticed that the dog which be-
longed to the supposed defunct became
very cross, and manifested great eager-
ness toward the coilin,and could not be
driven away. Finally,as the coflin was
about to be placed in the hearse, the
dog attacked the bearers so furiously
that they dropped it on ‘the -ground;
and in theshock the lid was broken oil",
and the man inside awoke from his
lethargiccondition, and soon recovered.

IIe was alive-
and well at last news of him. Dogs.
his full consciousness.

might possibly be of use in deciding
doubtful cases; where their master was
concerned.” -

Several cases, seemingly well authen-
ticated, of self-imposed trances by
Indian fakirs are narrated. One oc-
curred in 1889, in Jeypore, the fakir, a
Sanscrit scholar, much honored by
Hindus,going into a trance in the pres-
ence of Chunder Sen, municipal secre-
tary of the Maharajah of Jeypore, and
his brother,a doctor_ who applied the
stethoscopeto the fakir’s heart without
detecting the faintest motion. The
accountcontinues:

“The fakir, covered with a white
shroud, was placed in a small,subter-
raneous cell built of masonry,measur-
ing about 6 feet by 2.6’.-feet;‘.of.rotund
structure. The door was closed and
locked, and the lock sealed with Dr.
Sen’s private seal and with thatof Mr.
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Dhanna Tal, the magistrate of the city; I The red color may have gone from the
the flap-door leading to the vault was
also carefully fastened. At the expir-
ation of -thirty-threedays t_he cell was
opened, andvthe fakirwas found just
where he was placed, but with a death-
like appearance, the limbs having
become stiff as in rigor mortis. He
was brought from the vault, and the
mouth was rubbed with honey and
milk,and the body and joints massaged ~

with oil.
In theevening, manifestationsof life

were exhibited, and the fakir was fed
with a spoonful of milk. The next day
he was given a little juice of pulses
known as dal, and in threedays he was
able to eat bread and milk,his normal
diet.”

In view of these many deceptive
signs of death, Mr. Tebb, and others,
advocate a change in the laws concern-
ing deathcertificates,and theestablish-
ment of public mortuaries where bodies
can be kept without inconvenienceor
injury to healthuntil thesigns of death
become indisputable. Commenting on

.the subject as brought up by the book,
the London Spectator has this to say:

“Try any of the so-called tests [of
death] in thelight of human experience,
and theyall break down. Let us take
them in order. A person is not dead
becausehe has ceased to breathe. There
are hundreds of recorded cases where
no sign of breathcould bedetected, and
yet the patient has lived. Complete
stoppage of the heart's action is, again,
no criterion. The hearts of men sup-
posed to be dead, have given no sign to
the trained ear and touch, and yet life
has been present. It is the same with
the blood. You may open a vein and
find the blood congealed, and yet have
been operating on a living subject.
Reduction of the body’s temperature,
13. e., ‘thechill of‘de'ath,’is also no test,
nor is rigor mortis, the stiifening of
the frame. Not even are putrefaction
and decomposition" an absolute sign.
As is well kn_ov_vn,_'portions of the hu-
man frame may ‘mortify in the living.

hand when held to a powerful light,
galvanism may fail to produce a mus-
cular reaction, and a bright steel blade
may be plunged deep into the tissues
and when withdrawn show no sign of
oxidation, and yet death may not be
present.

“What is the lesson to be drawn from
the extreme difliculty of pronouncing
absolutely whether death has or has
not actuallytaken place—whether,that
is, animation may be restored to the
body, or whetherreanimationis impos-
sible? The lesson, to our mind, is to
observe the two old customs which
long governed the treatment of the
dead—to watch the body till the burial
took place, and not to bury till unmis-
takeable signs of putrefaction had
appeared. These customs have of late
fallen into disfavor and disuse, but, as
so often happens, experience is begin-

.

ning to show that they were based on
reason, and not on sentiment or super-
stition—were, in fact, more truly scien-
tific than theusage thathas superseded
them.”—Literar;I/Digest.

A battle of the giants is. about to
occur in New York. The two natural
elements, air and electricity,are to be
arrayed by the wand of the inventor,
against steam. The Manhattan Ele-
vated Railway,of New York, is now
having constructed, under the super-
vision of the Electric Storage Battery
Company, of Philadelphia, an electric
motor engine which will “try titles”with
an air motor engine now being con-
structed at Rome, N. Y., for the same

purpose. The claims for superiority
for bothsystems will now stand a fair
chance for consideration by the only
test which can establish the relative
commercial values—thatof actual use.
Taking the testimony of competent en-
gineers, both of the railroad and those
interested in thenew motors, it is evi-
dent thatsteam has about seen its day
for interurban trafiic.——New Ideas.
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Curious Crater.
About forty miles from Flagstaff,

Arizona,in the midst of a great plain,
there is a saucer-shaped hollow about
three-quarters of a mile across and six
hundred feet deep. The rim of this
strange crater rises between one hun-
dred and fifty and two hundred feet
above the surrounding plain. Rocky
fragments are scattered for several
miles around the crater, decreasing in
number until they disappear. Among
these rocks many fragments of mete-
oric iron, some containing minute black
diamonds, have been found. The inner
walls show that the crust of theearth
was broken when the crater was
formed; yet no volcanic rocks exist
there. '

Geologists have recently proposed
several theories to account for thissin-
gular phenomenon. One theory is that
an immense meteorite made the hole,
and that the meteoric fragments just
mentioned are remnants of the falling
star. Another theory ascribes the ori-
gin of thecrater to a tremendousexplo-
sion of steam in the rocks beneath;and
a third combines the first two by sug-
gesting that the blow of a falling me-
teor,strikingtheearth'scrust at a point
where subterranean water had accu-
mulated in theneighborhood of heated
rocks, was the cause of theexplosion.

Is the Sun Burning Up?
Thousands of curious and ingenious

theorieshave been advanced to account
for the effect that thesun, althoughhe
has whirled his burning disk across the
heavens for untold ages, continues to
burn without being consumed or his
bulk being lessened in the least. Some
of our most learned astronomersbelieve
or pretend to believe,thatthe great orb
is a ball of gas, but even a great globe
of gas would beconsumed to its utmost
atom in the course of a few thousand
years. Otherssay thatfires are kept up
by the burning of the remains of
wrecked worlds which are constantly‘

' falling into its mysterious, burning
depths. But even thisseems far from

-probable, and those who take an oppo-
site view declare that it is a mon-
strously absurd conclusion. In sum-
ming up his opinion on the last conclu-
sion, one of the most eminent astrono-
mers of the day has figured that a
mountain range consisting of one hun-
dred and seventy-sixcubic miles could
fall into the sun, and yet not furnish
fuel enough to keep up the present
rate of heat for a single second,-and
that a mass equal to our earth would
only furnish heat for ninety-threeyears.
If these conclusions are correct, we
may Well ask, of what wonderful, inde-
structible substance is our great light
giver composed ?—Eacc-hange.

Natural rlineral Waters.
Discussion at the Paris Academy of

Medicine becamesomewhat attenuated
during the outing season, so much so,
in fact, that at a recent meeting the
topichad dwindled to artificial aeration
of natural mineral waters. The meth-
ods of bottling in vogue at certain
springs were condemned, and the Gov-
ernment was requested to interpose the
following precautionaryregulations: 1.
The sale of mineral waters which have
been decanted, or artificially rendered
gaseous, shall be prohibited. 2. Every
application to the ministry for author-
ization must be accompanied by the
certificate of a competent oflicial that
the water has not thus been already
manipulated, and by the written prom-
ise of the proprietor not to resort to
these processes. 3. Reservoirs must
be hermetically closed, and should be
emptied at least every twenty-four
hours; they are to be so placed that the
_spring flows direct into the reservoir.
4. Bottles must be thoroughlysteril-
ized before being filled,and all causes
of pollution during bottling are ‘to be
most carefully avoided.-—Sam'ta1'z'um.

Nevada claims that it now produces
more gold thansilver. '
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New Ideas in Sterilization.

One of the newest applications of
electricity,and one fraught with great
possibilitiesfor the future, is about to
be tried at Paris, St. Petersburg and
Antwerp, where large experimental
plants are being erected for the pro-
duction of ozone, to be used in the ster-
ilization of drinking water. Ozone,
according to M. Itepin, of the Pasteur
Institute, not only destroys the mi-
crobes, but is the only agent which
destroys itself spontaneously, after
having acted, without leaving any
trace. It offers advantages over steril-
ization by heating in that it does not
remove the air from the water, and in
thatit has the advantage of destroying
not only living germs, but also organic
substances dissolved in the water.

The purification of drinking water
by ozone has now been carried out on a

large scale at OlldSll0OI'I), Belgium, for
over a year. The water source at this
place is a very polluted one, when un-
treated being absolutely unfit for use.
At the first contact of the water and
theozonized air the greater part of the
microbes are killed; but a few offer
resistance, and to kill these seven or
nine minutes of continued application
is required. As a remarkableexample
of the power of ozone for thispurpose,
of seventeen sample tubes treated, six-
teen remained sterile. It has also been
found thatozonized water is very much
less liable to reinfection than water
which has beenmerely filtered,and that
the beneficialsalts in water are scarcely
afiected by the ozone. ’

The color and taste of the water are
modified favorably. The onlydifliculty
in the applicationof theprocess hither-
to, has been thewant of suitably con-
structed apparatus to produce the
ozone economicallyand in large quan-
tities. This, however, is believed by
M. Repin to have beensolved. A prac-
tical apparatus is being exhibited at
the Hygienic Exposition in Paris,and
at theBelgian plant above referred to.
Regarding the cost of the process,

which depends chieflyupon theamount
of organic material in the water and
the price of coal, it has been found that
in the treatment of the Seine water,
less than one horse power per hour will
be necessary for the sterilizationof five
cubic meters. A dailyconsumption of
three hundred thousand cubic meters
of water, as in Paris, will, therefore,
require about three thousand horse-
power, the cost of operating which is
not thought exorbitant. The ozone
which is not used can be recovered by
passing the same air through the ap-
paratus again, and the same machinery
can be used for the production of light
at night and for the sterilization of
water during the day, th-us reducing
largely fixed cl1arges.—New Ideas.

WiththeDelaney machine-telegraphy
over eight thousandwords per minute
have been experimentally sent and
recorded. At this rate thetape moves
twenty-eight feet per second

Secret Thoughts.
ELLA W HI-IELEE “FILCOX.

I hold it true thatthoughts are things,
Endowed withbodies, breathand wings,
And thatwe send themforth to fill
The world withgood results—or ill.

That which we call. our secret thought
Speeds to theearth's remotest spot,
And leaves its blessings, or its woes,
Like tracksbehindit as it goes.

It is God’s law. Remember it
In your stillchamberas you sit
With thoughtsyou would not dare have known,
And yet make comrade when alone.

These thoughts have life. and theywillfly
And leave their impress by and by,
Like some marsh breeze whose poisoned breath
Breathesinto homes its poisoned death.

And after you have quite forgot,
Or, all outgrown, some vanished thought,
Backto yourmind to make its home,
A dove or raven, it will come.

Then let your secret thoughtsbe fair,
They have a vital part, and share
In shaping worlds, and moulding fate-
God’s system is so intricate.
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Reflections on the Soul and Life.

During one short instant when the
soul is preparing to desert the temple
of clay, and while pausing upon the
threshold of its future existence, the
personality becomesone with the indi-

' vidual and all-knowing Ego; and, look-
ing down into the arena. of life it is
leaving, beholds the picture gallery of

.
the soul’s progress through all thepast.
But certain conditions may be evolved,
by deep meditation and introspection,
whereby the soul, while incarnated in
theearthlyform, may draw near to the
center of its own being, and catch
glimpses of a glory that appears to be
not of this brief life only,but of van-
ished years innumerable. Through tile
gateway of the center, inward, lies the
kingdom of the soul; and secluded in
the stores of its mystic memory are
treasures of knowledge that have been
received from the lessons of ages——the
inheritance of generations that have
passed away.

Behold the seed of the plant as it
falls from the parent stem and is bur-
ied in the soil of earth. It becomes a
new center in the organic sea, with the
attributes of its predecessors concen-.
trated in its tiny hull. Feebly,at first,
it responds to the impulse of Nature;
and bursting from its prison cell,
pushes forward with its tiny rootlets
in search of the food essential for its
growth. The silent and unseen forces
of Nature arouse in the seed an expan-
sive energy thatdraws it upward from
thesombernessand density of its home
within the soil, ‘and it sends forth its
tender shoots into the favorable condi-
tions of iight and heat.

From certain inherited attributes of
force, or chemical aflinity,it combines
the elements of matter into a marvel-
ous expression of symmetry and beauty.
The energy that was once imprisoned
and concentrated in the seed, now
trembles in the luxuriant foliage of
the full grown plant, and sends forth
its essence through the fragrant, sun-
kissed blossoms.

So, too, the soul, in its expression
here. Awakening from its dormant
beginning, it gropes, for a time, in
darkness,and feels about in an indefi-
nite way. Gradually it becomesrooted
in the basic principles of human exist-
ence, and is nourished in the soil of
earth conditions. Then obeying the
higher law of aspiration, it grows and
expands into the atmosphere of educa-
tion, until its branches are‘ multiplied
and perfected by a knowledge that ages
of time alone have accumulated and
placed within its reach. The astral
vibrations awaken the soul to a con-
sciousness of the higher attributes of
Divinity; its leaves respond toa pro-
phetic instinct of the dawning of a bet-
ter life; its branches are swayed by the
wooing breeze of universal truth, and
basking in the radiant sunlight of love,
it is thrilledwitha spiritual inspiration
that buds and blossoms into the glori-
ous reality of its eternal day.

It is a noticeable feature that the
human race, in its progress towards
perfection, has had successive ‘rounds
of coming forth upon a higher plane,
its temporary cessations, and its retro-
grade movements; then forward again,
gaining a little each time, it is slowly
passing from the restless externals,and
drawing nearer the Kingdom of God.

The constellations are sweeping
through the heavens, borne on the
current of the way universal, and
bound harmoniously together by the
law of God. Our destiny is interwoven
with the counter currents and eddies
of the astral sea. We fall with each
receding wave, and are tossed like a.
reed by the converging rays of rushing
worlds.

But those who know their true rela-
tion to the universal law, and under-
stand thenature of the planetary waves
as they ebb and flow in the sea of life,
have found the mystic way that leads
to the inner temple of theirexistence,
and may rise with the intlowing tide,
and pass to that higher realm of being
where the waves of discontent break
upon the coast range of Eternal Life,
and where the weary soul finds rest up-
on the golden shores of Peace.

URIEL BUCHANAN.
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Is Star-strewn Space Infinite?

_In an article under this heading in
Popular Astronomy (February),Agnes
M. Clerke,the eminent English writer
on astronomicalsubjects,tells her read-
ers thattheconsensus of modern scien-
tific opinion answers this question in
the negative, in spite of the popular
ideas that the stars extend to infinity
in all directions. She says:

“The Milky Way is made up of a
finite number of star-collections, each
of finite dimensions; while theremain-
der of thesky, instead of being veiled
with shining orbs, thick-set in endless
backward files, shows a clear back-
ground sprinkled with stars, the pro-
portionate number of which diminish
rapidly with penetration into theethe-
real abysses. It may be added that the
local peculiarities and differences of
stellar distribution, especially when
they are regarded in connection with
certain corresponding factsof nebular
distribution, are utterly inexplicable
by any kind of light absorption or light
extinction. The star-depths, as Sir
John Herschel distinctlyperceived, are
open, but, beyond a certain point,
empty.

“In actual fact, an infinite universe
would be achaos,not a cosmos. Un-
disciplined by measure, the physical
forces would run riot in it. It could
have no structure, no parts, no intelli-
igible plan. To our puny investiga-
tions, it would present theblank aspect
of an eternally insolubleenigma. What
is unboundedis inaccessibleto research.
But what, in reality. do we see in the
heavens? Evidences everywhere in
order of the subordinationof parts to a
whole, of development under control-
ling law, of marvelous, if sometimes
inscrutable design. The stars and neb-
ula: form togethera stupendous system,
framed on lines dimly significant of an
origin, and progressive relations. But

_

a system cannot be intinite'—not,at any
rate, in a sense intelligible to the hu-
man intellect.
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Both observation and rational infer-
euce indeed, whilesetting no bounds to
the display of creative energy, enforce
belief in a terminated sidereal world;
only a certain horror oacui in the hu-
man mind shrinks back from the void
beyond, and evokes imaginary stellar
populaces to inhabit imaginary wilder-
nesses. For empty space is a phantom.
Space is a relation, not a thing. It is
like acollapsible bag. Because of its
contents it bulks large. Remove them
and it sinks into negligeability.”—Lit-
erary Digest.

My Creed.

Do not keep the alabaster boxes of
your love and tenderness sealed up
until your friendsare dead. Fill their
lives with sweetness. Speak approv-
ing, cheering words while their ears
can hear them,and while their hearts
can be thrilledand made happier by
them; the kind things you mean to say
when theyare gone, say before they go.
The flowers you mean to send for their
comns, send to brighten and sweeten
theirhomes before theyleave them. If
my friends have alabaster boxes laid
away, full of fragrant perfumes of sym-
pathyand affection, which they intend
to break over my dead body, I would
rather they would bring them out in
my weary and troubled hours, and open
them, that I may be refreshed and
cheered by them when I need them. I
would rather have a plain cotfin, with-
out a flower, a funeral without an
eulogy, than a life without the sweet-
ness of love and sympathy. Let us
learn to anoint our friends beforehand
for their burial. Post mortem kind-
ness does not cheer the troubled spirit.
Flowers on the coffin cast no fragrance
backwardover life's weary way.

W.-uuu~:N P. Lov1«:'r'r.

The air is so clear in theArtie regions
that conversation can be carried on
easily by persons two miles apart.
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THE INNER LIGHT.
LYMAN W. DENTON.

As glistening minarets of mountain sno\v

Reflect the solar rays to warm and cheer
The dark, dank canon’s gloomy atmosphere,
So to the darkest human vales a glow
Is given fro111 the glad supernal height,

Like minarets
It flashes 011 the lower plains soft jets—
Where dwells the soul of man.

Ay, floods of God’s eternal inner light.
0 friend, whate’er thy lot, still thou art free
To choose that which shall make the most of life-
Let faith lead on, thou needst not human sight-
All dearth of outer light the way may be
With dangers hedged and full of rugged strife,
Still for thyguidance burns the i11ner light.
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Many inquiries have been sent to

this oflice as to the address of Mrs.
Adaline Eldred, whose article on “Psy-
chometry” appeared in the March num-
ber of PLANETS AND PEOPLE. We
have not the time to make personal
answers to such inquiries, but take
pleasure in giving the address of Mrs.
Eldred through the pages of the maga-
zine. Her address is, Mrs. Adaline
Eldred, 1408 Masonic Temple,Chicago,
Ill. We understand Mrs. Eldred has
been lecturing, of late, before large
audiences in Minneapolis, but is to
return the first of April to her Chicago
office.

Again we state that we are in a posi-
tion to save money to inventors who
intend applying for patents on new
productions. Write us for particulars
before making applications or arrang-
ing with an attorney.

The following page contains a few
points relative to the study of the stars
which every one, old and young, should
commit to memory, as they aid one
every time a figure of the heavens is
considered.

We have a large quantity of manu-
script sent us by different people, prob-
ably more than we can use in our lim-
ited space, but we keep it in reserve
and draw something from the pile, as
often as we find suitable space for it.

We would suggest to some that it is
necessary that articles be plainly writ-
ten, words properly spelled, and that
the punctuation be somewhere near
correct, in order to make them desira-
ble. We usuallyselect the best written
matter, as it saves us time and labor.
Articles imperfectly written have to
be rewritten before they can be used.
We have very little time for such work.
It is easier to write an original article.
But send in what you thinkis desirable
and we will tile it for reference.

Some of our subscribers ask us to
go into details on their premium horo-
scopes and explain this thing or that,
writing us several pages relative to it,
and other things they wish to know
about.

In all kindness to them we must say,
this is going too far. We have not the
time to read the long letters, say noth-
ing about considering the points in
question.

In giving what we do, free, we do not
feel it a duty to give more, simply
becausepeople wish to know more. If
they wish to pay for further work on
the premium horoscope, we can give
such explanationsas may be called for,
and a fee of $2.00 is the lowest we can
make for such service.
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Signs of the Zodiac and Planets:
SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC. SIGNS OF THE PLANETS.

Aries <y» Mercury 2;
Taurus 3 Venus 9
Gemini 11 Earth 33
Cancer 23 Mars 3*
Leo $1, Jupiter 21
Virgo ")2 Saturn lg
Libra 2 Uranus 13!
Scorpio N1, Neptune Q1
Sagittarius 1‘ Moon, new" at
Capricornus V5 Moon, lst qr 1)
Aquarius at: Moon, full Q
Pisces 3( Moon, last qr ((

Aries is the first sign of the Zodiac,and Pisces the last. Aries beginning at
the extreme bottom of the circle, extending to the right to Taurus, and so on
around to Pisces.

Mercury is the planet nearest the Sun, Venus next, Earth next, and so on out
to Neptune, according to above order.

The Moon has four phases. To tell what phase the Moon is in from the horo-
scopes, remember new Moon comes when the Moon is between the Earth and
Sun. Full Moon when the Earth is between the Moon and Sun, and by turning
the figure so the Earth appears above the Sun, the right hand side of the Earth is
the lirst quarter and the left hand side the last quarter.

In order to becomeconversant with the influenceof the stars, and be able to
judge correctly of the Horoscope of any given date, one must be quick to remem-
oer the above signs, both of the Zodiac and the Planets.

Remember,when studying thiswork you are learning great and grand truths
never before given to the world in a manner so simple, clear, and accurate, and
never before explained on a strictly scientific basis.

_

On accountof the difliculty in engraving the signs of the planets each week,
the round dots or figures are used.

Mercury nearest the Sun ‘and Venus second in distance outward, have no
Moons, while the Earth has one, Mars two, Jupiter five, Saturn eight, Uranus
four and Neptune one. By their Moons, therefore, you may know them.

01113121: or DELINEATIONS. FIVE POINTS TREATED.

1. General conditions for the week.
Business influences.

Physiological disturbances.
Births.  .°'f“.°"5\°
Marriage.
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HELIO-CENTRIC HOROSCOPE FOR APRIL 5th, 1897.
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Astronomical Changes and Weather '

Forecast lor April.
April4 Mercury is in Taurus.

.“ 9 “ “ Gemini.
“ 14 “ “ Cancer.
U m (5 H

H H U

April5 Venus “ Libra.
“ 24 “ “ Scorpio.

New Moon April 1.
First Quarter “ 10.
Full Moon ,“ 17.
Last Quarter “ 23.

Atmospheric.
The first figure shown for this month

is for Monday,the 5th, the first four
days of Aprilbeingincluded in the last
diagram for March. '

Beginning the 5th, the earth is under
very soothing influences,and the sign
is prophetic of an evenlybalanced con-
dition in our atmosphericglobule. We
should have the nicest kind of April
days from the 5th to the 14th, when a
more extreme wave is due, which will
bring thunder showers and consider-
able wind. Light showers are due
before this, but nothing disturbing to
speak of.

April 20th, look out for destructive
storms. Cyclqnic waves are sure to
gain ascendancy,and descend withnot
a very condescending air. It is a per-
iod for theelements to take a hand in
shaping or re-shaping the affairs and
properties of men. Thunder and light-
ening! Look outl This wave lasts
about four days, when a calm, quiet and
peaceful period follows, and contin-
ues the balance of the month.

April 27th, sow wheat, rye, oats, bar-
ley; 29th,buckwheat. Set out cabbage
the28th. Plant corn later, accordingto
latitude and climate. «

From a business point of view, we
can only report an easy condition with
a rapidly growing confidence,which is
very much needed at a time when so
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many people are in doubt. The com-
mercial reports for March came out
and supported our prognostications
almost to the letter, thewords and sen-
tences we used being repeated in sev-
eral instances. This shows that there
is a truth hidden deep in planetary sci-
ence which the casual reader. little
dreams of, but the science of cause will
some day be known and appreciated by
the masses, when a more peaceful and
harmonious condition in the affairs of
men will prevail.

In the world of speculation there is
considerable activityshown, but prices
will be subject to manipulation. It
will be a market which the slightest
power will change either way, so look
for sudden movements on all reports.

Children.
Beautybubbles will spring into being

under this combination,and the most
charming natures in the mature years
of life 'will grace the creations of this
sunny season. These characters will
be natural salesmenand women. They
will marry young, however, and those
of thegentler sex will make very attrac-
tive, happy and contented mothers.
The males should prepare for retail
lines mostly, but some will do well as
traveling representatives.

Marriage.
This is a good time for most any per-

son or couple to unite their forces for
good results. This, alone, is not sum-
cient to produce a happy union. The
twain must first know their magnetic
co-ordination, which, ,

if favorable,
means satisfaction under the condi-,
tions prevailingthisweek.

April izth.
For theabove date we can report but

very slight changes from the prevailing
conditionsof last week, but on the 14th,
quite a marked difference will be felt
in the business world. This change
means increased sales to the retailer,
and especiallywilldealers in wet goods,
such as soda, ice cream and similar
beverages and pretentious to food
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HELIO-CENTRIC HOROSCOPE FOR APRIL 12th, 1897.

be benefited by the astral currents.
Amusements will be in great demand.
People must be entertained during this
week to a greater extent than usual.
Dealers in vaudevilleshould have an
extra. bill to present during thisevent-
ful period.

In speculation, Wednesday and the
balance of theweek willshowa marked
change, and probablyadecline, as there
is a yielding tendency coupled with er-
ratic changes. '

Children.
These angels from another sphere

will be the nicest people you ever saw;
everybody will want one when they see
a few samples of‘ them. They will be

natural born clerks,salesmen and love
makers. They are just the people that
Jupiter men want to (ill business posi-
tions in various lines, but notions, fancy
goods, millinery, beverages, bakery
goods, lunch counters, news and fruit
lines are desirable for those who have
an opportunity to start and deal for
themselves.

Marriage.
After the morning of the 14th the

time is favorableall the balanceof the
week.

We have said but little about health
so far, as everything has been and is
still very favorable for bodilycomforts.
'J‘he month so far is a good one to get -

rid of troubles of every kind.
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April 19th.
This Monday morning conditions are

quite the same as we left them last
week, but on Tuesdaymorning import-
ant movements begin to take place,
and by Wednesday theearth will be in
Scorpio, when we have several days of
terror. Look out for strikes, war, re.
bellion,bloodshed, suicides and lunacy.
A reign of terror rules this period, and
but for its short duration, we would
predict nationalditficulties, which may
come even in so short a time, as every-
thingtends in thatdirection.

The business world will be stirred up
by this vibration, and much activity
willbe seen in many lines. It is a time
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for great plungingand rash doings, and
probably fires and failureswill end up
the affairs of more thantheusual num-
ber. The pressure will bevery intense,
hence, speculation should be at high
ebb, and prices on the rampage, up,
down and vice versa. A wide range
on most securities will prevail.

Children.
We can only suggest thatthese char-

acters will be extremists, and inclined
to religion, politics (becoming synony-
mous) and speculation. By the 24th, a M

slight change comes on which will give
much added strengthand abilityto the
natures of these children.
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Marriage.
Don’t mention it! Wait, if you have

to be tied hand and foot and laid away
in a dark room, until the wave passes
over, and a more favorable period pre-
sents itself.

This will be a severe strain upon the
physical man, and the health of the
people will be in jeopardy while it lasts.

April 26th.
This Monday morning looms up with

a brighter and more hopeful aspect,
although the evil strain is not entirely
done away with, as yet. The business
outlook is better, and the larger lines,
that is, the wholesale trades, will fare
better than they have for some time.
The iron trade should improve quite a
little during the week. Speculative
commodities, while not under such
extreme activities,must needs be quite

I

expressive, and furnish suflicientvaria-
tion to make trading very interesting.There will be great strength shown in
the marketin case of national troubles.
as indicated last week, for the power-ful combinationsstill in force will not
weaken easily.

Children.
Children of this week will be moneymakers, and although they will be sub-

ject to extreme experiences, they need
no guardian after they are sixteen.Hardware, real estate and miningproperties are desirable lines for them
to operate in

Marriage.
We see nothing favorable to unions

for thisweek, and would advise post-ponement.
The

v just fair.
general health conditions are'
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We now come to a consideration of

the formation of hands, and as one of
the basic guides in the study, we will
first lay down the following rules:

1. The formation of human hands is
governedzodiacallyby theneutral helio-
centric quadrate.

2. The lines and markingscome prin-
cipally under the influenceof the vital
quadrate.

3. The mounts are principally trace-
able to the mental quadrate.

Now when the neutral quadrate is

Diagram No. 2.
ZODIACAL PALMISTRY

under favorable planets in a person's
horoscope, the hand is smooth,plump,
symmetrical and beautiful; and when
planets that do not produce harmon-
ious results are thus posited, the shape
and appearance of the hand are in line
withthe combination,whatever it may
be.

The markings, lines, etc._, are very
clear and distinct or otherwise, accord-
ing to the nature of planetary combi-
nations in thevital quadrate.

The prominence of mounts are di-
rectly related to the planets in themen-
tal quadrate, and the nature of the
whole planetary combination at the
time of birth,determines themeanings
of lines, etc., of the entire hand.

Copyright 1897, by F. E. pnusnir.
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If one portion of the hand is found
to be smooth,symmetrical and shapely,
and anotherportion not so well formed,
it shows at once, that a harmonious
and even tenored planet was in the
quadrateafiecting thesmoothand even
portion, and that theextreme opposite
planet or combinationwas actingupon
the ill—formed part.

An understanding, therefore, of the
true zodiacal relation of each portion
of the hand is quite essential to a cor-
rect diagnosis in the practiceof palm-
istry.

To test some of the points in connec-
tion with thisscience, as we are endeav-
oring to present it, we will give just
one simple suggestion, and leave the
student to prove for him or herself the
truthfulnessof the law

In shaking hands with a person,
observe that the ring, or sun finger
strikes naturally upon the mount of
Venus (see diagram 1), which is the
mount of affection, of friendship, of
the tender, sympathetic and social
nature. The ring finger, remember, is
the linger of the sun, the finger of
engagements, the real sensitive feeler
in social as well as every expression of
love and tenderness.

A sensitive, observing closely the
vibration received by this ring finger
on shaking a person’s hand, will feel
the real condition of the love nature of
thatperson, and know at once whether
or not there is deep sympathyor only a
slight surface tenderness, expressed
under the impulse of themoment. A
few trials will suffice to show thesubtle
relation of thisring finger to the mount
of Venus.

Extended observations willprove the
location of theothermounts and reveal
the mysteries of the palm as no other
methodcan.

The important lines of thehand are:
1. The Life Line. ‘

2. The Head Line.
3. The Heart Line.
4. The HealthLine.
5. The Power Line.
6. The DeathLine.
7. The Time Lines.

PL!NETS AND PEOPLE.

These lines are shown in Diagram
No. .2, and it will be seen that the
health line runs from the mount of
Venus, sign Leo, which gives health,
to the latter end of the line of life.
The power line is the earth or sun line.
The death line is the same as Saturn,
and the time lines are Neptunian in
character,and run from thelarge mount
of Neptune toward and across the line
of life. We call them time lines, for
the reason that they mark off the peri-
ods of experiences through life, and the
divisions along the life line show the
years of life. The ending up of the life
line at any one of these points, denotes
a sudden culmination of a. person’s life.

Otherpoints in connection with Dia-
gram No. 2 will be explained in reading
lessons, later on in the study. 

The above illustration shows the
most prominent markingsfound upon
thehand, and theirmeanings in differ-
ent sections or portions of thehand are
as follows:

TO BE CONTINUED.

The5Niagaraelectric plant has devel-
oped a novel feature of trade. A local
company purchases the current at
wholesale, and peddles it out to retail
customers.
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We Qmcle. 
QUESTION:

ruling star is in the same quarter as
In some horoscopes, the

theearth, in others it is remote. How
is one to know which star rules in dif-
ferent figures of birth‘? In Mr. Mc-
Kinley‘s,for example, the star you give
as his ruler is much more remote than
some others. I should have said Venus
was his ruling star, becauseof its closer
proximity to the earth than any other.
Please explain. A. L. S.

ANSWER: If a cannon ball were shot
through a board, anything placed be-
tween the mouthof the cannon and the
board, would receive the most powerful
shock, and the next most dangerous
position would be on the opposite side
of the board, as the resistance of the
board would lessen the force to some
extent. Now the third position of dan-
gcr would be on either edge of the
board, for the reason that the sudden
parting of the board might cause the
pieces to fly apart with great force and
produce a severe shock. These three
positions represent the extreme action
of planets about the sun, thesun itself
filling the place of the board,the ball
thatof the planets, the three positions
mentioned being the relation that the
earth may bear to the vibrant powers.

In Mr. McKinley'shoroscope, thereis
no planet in the figure whose rays are
so potently directed to the earth as
those of Jupiter, owing to his occupy-
ing the place of the cannon. He is
next to the sun in the sign Aquarius,
at the time, and the earth occupies the
second position, that of the opposite
side of the board (sun). If the earth
had been between Jupiter and thesun,
Jupiter would still be the ruling planet,
but more potent in physicaleffect. The
earth bears the third or weakest rela-
tion to the planet Mercury in Taurus,
that is, the weakest of the three posi-
tions referred to in the above illustra-
tion.

It will be seen that the aspects we
have thus far dealt within thisanswer,
are all in the quadrate in which the
earth is located (see quadrates in book
accompanyingP. of P. Chart).

Now, While Venus is closer to the
earth than any other planet, its angle
of force is weak, therefore, does not
havea potent magneticeffect in com~
parison with either Jupiter, Neptune
or Mercury.

Q. I wish you would kindlyexplain
to me the following:

If a person is born in April is he not
born in the sign Aries? F. I-‘. N.

A. No; a person born in April is
born in the sign Libra, for theearth is
in Libra during the month of April
always.

Q. I see by the diagram the word or
month“April”is on the same side with
Libra, and I iind the first quarter is
wealth, but in the book, “Play of the
Planets,” I find on page 16, thatAries,
Taurusand Gemini complete the lirst
quarter, which is called “love." Pleare
state which is correct?

A. Zodiacally and materially or
mathematically,the first quarter is
Aries, Taurus and Gemini, because
they are the first three signs in the
zodiacal circle, but mystically,anatom-
ically and occultly, Libra, Scorpio and
Sagittarius are the signs of the first
quarter.

It must be rememberedalways, that
a symbol that expresses certain mate-
rial conditions, must be reversed to
express the occult or mystical proper-
ties of thosesame conditions. We state
factsrelative to bothspheres,and some-
times they appear to contradict, but
they do not in the least.

Q. I find, by the “Play of the Plan-
ets” chart, that Mars was in Sagit-
tarius on April 9th, 1862; but I find
Mars in Capricornus in my horoscope.
I wish to understand everything cor-
rectly,so I can explain the horoscope
to others, so you will oblige by clearing
up this point for me. F. F. N.
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A. The planet Mars was in Sagit-
tarius on April 9th,1862,and if it has
been placed in Capricornus in your
horoscope, it is an error and should be
corrected.

Any error made by our people will be
corrected, and the necessary changes
made in the work on return of horo-
scope.

Q. I read in February magazine, in
the Oracle department, the question
regarding colors. I am in the dark.
Will you please explain what theseven
colors are? .5. II. 1’.

A. The seven colors are simply rates
of vibratory motion; that is, the den-
sity, intensity and relativity of sub-
stance determines its appearance to, or
effect upon the optic nerve; hence, we
are trained to consider one'sensation as
meaning green, another red and so on_
It is well known that some people are
color blind. The vibrations of green,
for example, not appearing green to
them. This results from a disordered
nerve; a congested circulation of the
nerve fluids, which changes the vibra-
tion and causes a change in coordinate
relationship with different colored sub-
stances. These cases are frequent,
because so many brains are under
severe strain and out of the norngal
state. The colors, therefore, are rates

_

of motion, and a piece of steel may be
made to show the entire scale of seven,
simply by the use of heat. The planets
act in harmony with the octave of
force, but in no wise do they cause the
seven colors of the spectrum. They
are under the universal scale or princi-
pal of seven, as all phenomenaare.

Q. Meteorologists and astronomers
recognize the influence of,Vulcan on
this earth, and mark its periods; for
instance. a Vulcan period prevailsfrom
March 9-13 and 20-24. If Vulcan
exercises suflicient magnetic influence
to merit such mention, why is it then
i nored in astrology ‘?g Crms. HENRY.

A. We have yet to meet, or hear of
a meteorologist or astronomer who

claims to know anything about the
influenceof the planets visible to the
naked eye, say nothing about an un-
known quantity or supposed quantity,
which many astronomers differ on con-
cerning its existence.

Now in tracingout the occult influ-
ences of theplanets, it is not necessary
to resort to something that cannot be
found and absolutely located. There is
suflicientevidenceoutside of thisimag-
inary body for all of the varied phe-
nomena found upon the earth.

HIDDEN L IGIIT.
I. X. L. asks a question concerning

business during the next three months,
and the following is theanswer given
for his or her private benefit.

A. Any time from March 25th to
April 16th, the first few days of April
being the best. June will bring the
change. The project is one fraught
withsome degree of success, and you
are quite well suited to the undertak-
ing.

Q. In Pi..\:\'r-:Ts AND Pi-:or>LE you
state that “no matter which sign the
earth is in,the sun is in the opposite
sign.” What, then, is the difference in
effect between the geocentric and your
system of positions, when in 90 or 180
degrees aspect? The geocentric author-
ities claim 90 and 180 degree aspects to
be evil.

The geocentric and heliocentric zodi-
acs both contain 360 degrees. Why
should not the effects figure the same
in both systems, when planets are in
the same degree in aspect? *

A_. In order to make this clear to
thosenot familiarwith the terms used
as well as thevariationsbetweena geo-
centric zodiac and a heliocentric one,
it would be necessary to give a course.
of lessons in both systems in parallel
columns. But in order to throw a lit-
tle light on the point raised, we will
say: When Uranus or Neptune are at
15 degrees of any sign, or at any other
point, for that matter, geocentrically,
they are at the same point, or very
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nearly so, heliocentrically. The other
planets vary more, and when we come
to Mercury and Venus,there is no com-
parison to make, the differences are so
great.

The square of Mercury with any one
of the planets geocentrically,may show
an extreme relation to theearth at the
time, or just the opposite. The same
with Venus. The complexity of posi-
tions, relations and aspects are too
great for us to give furtherdetails.

Q. On page 70, PLANETS AND PEO-
PLE, Feb. number, you state: “Plane-
tary vibrations cannot be set aside.”
VVhy thendo you state on page 112, of
“The Law and the Prophets:" “there is
no combinationof the planets the bad
effects of which cannot be controlled?”
If that is so, that the effects are con-

tions are virtually set aside.
It appears to me that the first state-

ment is nearer correct, for a child born
under law, with an impediment in his
speech, must remain through life with
this ailiiction, hence, those vibrations
cannot be controlled or set aside.
What have you to say regarding these
points? N. 11. E.

A. Again we state: “l’1a'netary vibra-
tions cannot be set a.s-tile,” and further
we repeat the sentence in “The Law
and the Prophets" in full. (The ques-
tioner left out a portion of the sentence
which qualifies the assertion.) “For
there is no combinationof planets, the
bad effects of which cannot be con-
trolled, and reduced to a very slight
afli'£ctz'on.”

The effects can be controlled almost,
but not quite; but the vibrationscan
not be set aside. Right living will
reduce theeffects of bad vibrationsof
every name and nature to the mini-
mum, but inno wise can thevibrations
be done away with. Defective speech
may be remedied and almost entirely
harmonized.

.
Will you please explain what is

meant by Cancer being a movable
sign, and standing for an evil testi-
mony of stability? Mrs. L. C. S.

A. The question is one pertaining
to geocentric astrology,so, of course, a
reason has never been given for the
statement. Those who study from the
geocentric standpoint will never find a
reason for anythingconnected with the
science, for theydeal not with the law,
but with stereotyped statements, hoary
withage, conce1'ning facts observed.

Ask an astrologer to explain the
above statement concerning the sign
Cancer, and he will tell you theancients
handed down the knowledge, and the
books say thus and so, but they do not
know zohy it is so.

The why being right in our line of
business, we will explain and give the
reasons therefor. The sign Cancer is
called, geocentrically, a movable sign;

,
and becauseit is movable it is change-

trolled,it seems to me that the vibra- ' able, unsteady,and therefore,evil. But
one would then ask why the othermov-
able signs are not also and equallyevil?

It will only be necessary to refer to
our illustrationsof the law, to see at
once, and clearly, too,just why this is
so. We refer now to the three great
quadrates which we have named, the
Mental, the Vital and the Neutral (see
diagram in “TheLaw and theProphets")
Cancer occupies a position in the Men-
tal quadrate.

The mental nature of man being so
constituted that it cannot be held to
one thought for scarcely an instant,
except throughcultivation, is of course,
very changeable, fleeting and transi-
tory; ever shifting here and there, first
dwelling upon one thing,and then up-
on another. Never quite settled. l\'ow
as this sign co-ordinates in an occult
way with the mind, it, the sign, is
called movable, and is said to partake
of the qualities and characteristics of
thingsmovable and transitory.

The evil part assigned to this divi-
sion of the zodiac is, primarily,the
result of the fact, that it is the sign of
Saturn according to the law.

Q. Please tell me from what the
house is reckoned. Mrs. L. C. S.

This is another geocentric proposi-
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tion, but there is a mundane, material
reason for the twelve houses used
in geocentric work, in fact, they are
the basis of the science, from the
observational standpoint. 'l‘he reason
is, thatthe divisions called houses per-
tain to geographical relations to the
rising sign’s degree, or degree of the
zodiacal circle, and the houses are dif-
ferent at different points of latitude,
north and south of the ecliptic,because
the polarity of theearth in relation to
thesun and zodiacal belt, changes con-
stantly through its entire circuit, and
also because it, being a globe,changes
the time lines from the point, appar-
ently rising according to position of
latitude.

'l‘he Struggle.’
GEORGE P. HARRIS

Life is a struggle both bitter and hard.
Withsentinel poverty ever on guard;
Never releasing his terrible hold,
Never relenting to feeble or old.
Hands grow so weary with toilingfor naught.
Hearts grow so lncavy withgrief burdens fought;
Lining fair brows with the furrows of care,
Sinking thesoul in thedepths of despair.
Wishing and struggling and striving in vain.
Heart's noblest impulses crushed buck‘again;
Fain to bless others. but nothingto give,
Oh. what rare courage it takes just to live!
Sometimes enduring the chasteniniz rod,
Sometimes imploring a merciful God
To help us to bear it. to help us to wait.
And teach us to bow to a terrible fate.
How little theyknow, who have never a care,

Whos? life path is smoothand whose life sky is
air.

Of the keenly felt torture a brave spirit proud
Is bearingin anguish 'neathpoverty bowed.
And little they know of thepowers outwrought,
By the praying and struggling and conflict of

thought ;
And little they learn in their dead lives, I wean,
Of the dearly bought wisdom a spirit mayglean.
Or therichly earned freedom. when over it all.
O‘er the losses and cross’ keenly felt thrall.
The spirit can rise by a powerful will,
And bid the rebellious heart, sternly. be still.
Work on then. brave toiler. this life is not all.
Somewhere in the future your fetters must fall :
Then your soul, bright and happy in freedom

and light.Shall dwlell with the faithfulwho stood for the
rut it. '

flea/i/5/z.
Effect of Cold Feet on the Health.

Cold feet, we are told by The Hos-
pital (January 30), mean cooled blood,
a lowered bodily temperature, and
hence, often, pain and illness. The
moral is obvious: we should at all haz-
ards keep the feet warm. The journal
named expatiates on this text as fol-
lows:

_

“The difference betweencold feet and
warm is a difference which has an im-
portant effect upon the general temper-
ature of the body, and an equally
important effect upon both health and
comfort, alike in the night and in the
day. The blood, propelled by theheart,
circulates, as we know, throughout the
whole body. If a. considerable portion
of the body, like the two feet, is very
cold, the warm blood has to pass
through a large cold area, and it be-
comes cooled in passing. But, in the
case of cold feet, not only is the area
cold, but the flow of hlood,in conse-
quence of the remoteness of the feet
from the cardiac pump, is at its lowest.
There is, consequently,the element of
time to be considered; and when this is
considered, it is perceived how very
much really cold feet may lower the
whole temperature of the blood, and so
of the body. On the other hand, when
the feet are warm, very warm, they
will not lower, but actually raise the
temperature of blood, and thus make a.
very important difference indeed in the
warmth of the whole body. Thinking
of these things, one may readily see
why a small degree of coldness in the
feet may produce in some persons colic
pains, and even diarrhaaa, while a
greater degree of coldness in the feet
may bring about in others even a typh-
litis or peritonitis. Now, it is not
worth while for any of us, in the pres-
ent wintry season, to run the risks of
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serious discomfort and of grave illness
As a

matter of factwe can and ought to do
so, bothby day and by night. In these
columns we have often advised the
aged and those of feeble circulation to
resort to a hot bottle, or to wrap their
feet in flannelduring thehours of sleep.
Our more immediate purpose at the
present time is to suggest the necessity
for and a means of keeping the feet
warm during the day, for persons who
have to stand in the street, sit in ill-
warmed oflices, or travel by train, and
so on. Snow-shoes, india-rubbersnow-
shoes, lined with skin, or even flannel,
furnish a sovereign remedy for cold
feet. The writer has been surprised at
the boldness with which certain aged
people, gouty men and delicate women
of his acquaintance have faced the
recent snowy and slushy roads when
armed, or rather ‘footed,’ with snow-
shoes.. The means proposed are simple,
and asscientificas simple; but thecom-
fort and safety secured by their use
cannot be valued in money.”

Fistula in Ano.

In anal fistula. it is conceded that if
the faces could be taken away by a
large catheter in the rectum, themain
trouble would beeasilyremedied. Few
of us but have witnessed thehealing of
large urinary fistulaa, by having the
bladder emptied often and so effect-.
ively as not to allow the urine to pass
into the false opening.

Reasoning by analogy, I advise that
thebowels be kept gently open by com-
pound licorice powder, a teaspoonful
every night, thus imitating the action
of the catheter. I also en'join that,at
each stool, the patient throw into the
bowel, some tepid water in which a lit-
tle soap is dissolved, and that when
thesitting is completed, theend of the
bowel should be well washed with the
same fluid. The faeces are, by this
means, carried quickly and easily
throughthe gut, and there is thenear-
est thing to a safeguard against the

foul discharge entering the internal
opening of the fistula, or lying in a
decomposing state, so close to it as to
prevent healing.

My results have been marvelous. I
have never seen a case withan internal
opening, excepting two of recto-vesical
fistulas, in which this procedure was
not satisfactory. In cases withconsid-
erable false membrane lining the fis-
tula, I pass into the bottom of the tract
:1 lint shred, dipped in acetum canthar-
idis, to be drawn out when the itching
set up. becomes very severe, which
answers most admirably. I have no
doubt as to the utilityof the rectum-
cleansing treatment, in every case. and
I am sanguine that with gentle stimu-
lation to the bowel, and'the judicious.
application, in some cases, of acetum
cantharidis, the barbarous, painful,
comparatively dangerous, and, on the
whole, unsuccessful treatment by the
knife will, if not altogether abandoned,
be relegated to those rare cases which
will serve to recall as much as any-
thing else, the history of past rectal
surgery.—Doc'ron TUCKER, in Massa-
chusetts Medical Journal.

Knowledge.
The surface of the brain has many

centers upon it whose functions have
been carefully studied. In addition to»
these centers there are tracts of nerve-
matter ‘ connecting them with each
other, so that an associated or con-
certed action of the brain centers be-
comes possible—indeed, is of constant
occurrence. One hears the word “rose”
spoken, and immediately the image of
arose is recalled; there is a recollection
of its odor, of its color, of its size and
shape, and a stimulus goes to.the pro-
per centers, so that the word “rose”
may be spoken or written, if it is so
willed. '

It is these tracts or pathsof nerve
matter that enable the brain to build
up our complex ideas. It will be seen
from what has been said that theword
“rose" carries with it many elements,
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such as color and shape, learned by
experience through the eyes; taste, by
the tongue; odor, by the nose; weight,
by the hands. But all these qualities
of taste, color, odor, weight, etc., go to
make up our complex idea of what a
rose it. These varied primary or ele-
mental ideas have reached thebrain by
separate channels, have formed mem-
ory pictures on the centers, which, in
turn, have become associated by means
of the intercentral nerve paths, into
complex ideas.

In addition to the impressions reach-
ing the brain through the nerves of
hearing, sigh t, taste and olfaction,there
is a constant stream of sensations pour-
ing into the brain alongthenerves of
feeling. It has now been pretty well
settled, that some of the nerve fibres
conduct sensations of heat, others of
cold, some of pain, and still others that
sensation known as muscular effort, or
the muscular sense.

All these are carried to different
parts of the brain, and thereregistered.
From this registry they can be called
up as a~memory of past experiences.
It will now be clear that there is a con-
stant stream of sensory currents or sen-
sations coming into the brain from all
parts of our bodies. These sensations
have their ’mental accompaniment.
When a current escapes from the brain,
and goes outward for the purpose of
moving some muscle or group of mus-
cles, there is also a mental accompani-
ment. It is in this way that we are
aware of how we are acting and being
acted upon. These constitute states of
consciousness. The conscious person-
ality,or conscious ego, is the sum of all
thestates of consciousness at one time
existing.

In a moment,_by disease or injury, a
man may lose the power to speak, and
yet be able to read and write; or he
may be unable to read, and yet hear
‘what is said. Some may have thecen-
ter of hearing so damaged that the
power for music is gone, and stillbe
.sound in every other respect. Some,
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again, may lose the power of recalling
words. They know them when written
or printed; but they cannot speak,
because they cannot recall the words
needed to express their thoughts.

Enough has been said to show that
the brain and all the nerve tracts lead-
ing to it and from it are the physical
basis of knowledge. Derangement in
these is followed by derangement in
the mental powers. Insanity is only
disease affecting the brain so. as to
derange and pervert the thoughts, lan-
guage and actionsof the person. This
view of insanity has done much good,
as it has led to a bettermethodof deal-
ing with insane people. The anatomi-
cal and physiologicalstudy of the brain
shows that it is the organ of the mind;
but further observations made in cases
of disease and injury of the brain, as
well as on cases of insanity,go to estab-
lish this doctrine beyond all dispute.
Illusions,hallucinations,and delusions
owe their origin to some derangement
in the sense organs, or in the percep-
tive centers in the brain.—JoHN FER-
GUSON, M. D., CanadianMagazine.

Mental Healing.
Mental healing is entirely different

from, and opposed to, any other theory
or practice, and is based on proposi-
tions which,becausetheyare not under-
stood, are invariably and at once re-
jected by the average mind.
propositions are somewhat as follows:
Mind is superior to matter, and has
control over it. Matter is unconscious
—has no feeling—has no power. Pain
and sickness do not really exist except
in the mind. Mental belief causes
pain and locates it in different parts of
the body. Mind and soul are synony-
mous terms, and constitute the individ-
ual man. Body is not man in any
sense. All pain, sickness and disease
are beliefs of the mind, which mind,
having supreme control over all things,
can cure. Belief in the eflicacy of
drugs to heal the body is considered a
barrier to successful treatment by this

These "
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method. Although this is not, in the
general sense, a faith cure, still faith
enough is required to empty the mind
of any prejudiceagainst the treatment.
The treatmentconsists of a silentinter-
view betweenthe healer and thewould-
be healed, of somethirtyminutes’ dura-
tion, during which time the patient is
supposed to be in a passive and cheer-
ful frame of mind, and thehealer is, to
use the technical expression of thesci-
ence, “holding” the patient “in the
thoughtof health.”

’l‘his science is based on the teach-
ings of the Bible, and the mode of heal-
ing is like, and for aught I know,identi-
cal with,thatpractisedbyChristandhis
disciples. I am intimatelyacquainted
with several persons who have made it
a study, and are practising this mode
of healing with success. I also know
of three or four remarkable cases of
healing which I have watched for a
year or more, and which show as yet no
backward movement. To insure per-
manentcure, the patient must continue
the treatment until he has so far mas-
tered the science as, in a measure, to
understand it and “make it his own.”

This, to my mind, explains cases of
relapse. I believe the practitioners
who perform the cures are persons of
the highest character, possessed of a
true missionary spirit to do good.
There are others who do not look be-
yond pecuniary results. -It is the old
story of Moses and the magician over
again.

One very noticeable feature in con-
nection with this mode of healing, is
themarkedspiritual growthof persons
having been healed. No doubt there
are some grains of error yet to be sifted
out, but thewhole subject should not
be condemned on that acc0unt.—“S.A.
J.,” in the Boston Transcript.

Do Not Distrust.
GEORGE P. HARRIS.

0, do not distrust
Not one atom of dust,In the Infinite realms of space.Tho’ tempest tossed. can ever be lost
From its perfectly destined place.
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Jenny Llnd’s Good Humor.

A veteran musician who recently
died in Philadelphia,used to tell a good '

story of how he heard Jenny Lind. “I
was then,”he said, “a clerk in a music
publishing house on Chestnut street.
One day, a well-dressed, quiet little
woman entered the store and asked me
to show her some music of a classical
nature. We struck up quite a conver-
sation, in the course of which I asked
her if she had heard the great Jenny
Lind, who was then the talk of the
town. She laughed, and said, ‘Oh, yes,
I have heard her! Have you?’ I told
her that I had not that pleasure, and
that I had very little prospect of hear-
ing her, the price of admission was so
high. She laughed again, and then
handed me asong she had picked out,
and asked me to play the accompani-
ment for her while she tried it. She
sang so beautifullythat I played like
one in adrea_m. When she had finished
she thankedme, and, with a rare smile,
said, ‘You cannot say now that you
never heard Jenny Lind.’ She thanked
me again and left me quite dumb-
founded.”

Food for Thought.
With all the culture attainable we

cannot gather grapes from thornsnor
figs of thistles,nor will the most plod-
ding dullard ever exhibit a spark of
what we call genius. He breathes
anotheratmosphere and leads another
life. His pathwaymay be bordered by
the daisy and the dandelion, and his
days be peace. Genius takes a loftier
flght. It flutters among the stars,
though its home may be in the hum-
blest cot or thecorner of an attic. It
cannot be born by application, though
application is a grand element of suct
cess, and with a worthy aim of useful-
ness, in both of which genius is often
sadly lacking.——NewIdeas.

A nail-makingmachine produces as
many nails in a given time as was for-
merly made by a thousand men.
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PRIZE PUZZLE.

“I am completely discouraged, and I
have come to theconclusion thatevery-
thing is going to smash, so I have
decided to seek my fortune elsewhere,
and will start to-morrow for the new
and fertile fields of the West.”

These were the words of Maurice
Stevens to his alliance, on whom he
called to bid farewell, for he knew not
how long. He had determined to quit
the struggle against what he believed
to be fate, in the large city, and go
forth to do or die in the pursuit of a
sufficient amount of wealthto warrant
him in taking upon himself the respon-
sibilities of a wife and. perhaps, a
family. '

Of course, this was quite a blow to
' the dear girl, who had hoped for an

early culmination of their engagement,
so she had several important questions
to ask him at once, and theirconversa-
tion for a few minutes ran as follows:

“Why, Maurice, what makes you
take such a step as this,since McKin-
ley has been nominated; you must
know that good times are close at
hand.”

“My dear, it is too much; I can stand
it no longer. The company I have been

. withhas promised, from time to time,
thatthey would start up, but when the
day came, therewas an indefinite post-
ponement; and the thing has gone on
until I am tired of promises, politics,
religion and everything else theycall
civilization. I want to free myself
from the terrors of such uncertainties,
and become an independent man, that
I may make you my happy wife. So I
am going to the wilds of Colorado, and
seek my fortune single-handed.”

“What does your horoscope say re-
garding such a venture at this time?”

PLANETS AND l’Ir‘()[’LE.

“Why, I had not thought of it. Per-
haps you can tell me?”

She had studied thesciencesome and
soon produced the young man’s horo-
scope. They eagerly sought the signs
that gave promise of success; and as
the question of money came first in
their search for light and guidance,
they observed the place of Jupiter for
the then present time. This great
planet was found approachinghis most
powerful aspect in the young man's
life, for financialgain ; growingstronger
daily. "

This was an inspiration to the twain,
and they became elated over thepossi-
ble outcome of the young man's pros-
pective venture; so they sought for
other signs, and the question came _up
as to whether the success indicated by
Jupiter was to come from the mines of
Colorado, or from the company with
whom he had been associated for some

years, the managers of which had given
him reasons for believingthathe would
some day be a member and stock-
holder. V

This was a conundrum to them, and
it was not an easy point for amateurs
to pass judgment upon, so they re-
peated over and over again,the posi-
tions and aspects for the time,and tried
as best theycould, to. catch their mean- ’

ings relative to their bearing upon the
horoscope of the young man’s birth.

Said she: “Neptune, the planet of
travel, is in (}emini,and I should say
the aspect is favorable for your jour-
ney.”

“But what about Mercury, isn't that
the planet of minerals? You know I
am going in search of gold.”

“O, sure enoughl Mercury will tell
us that. Let’s see. Why, Mercury is
in square aspect now, the same as in
your horoscope! Just think of it!
What does it mean ?”

“'l_‘hat’swhat I am asking you: What
does it mean ?”

“Well, I should say it was favorable
on accountof thepotency of its aspect,
and the position of the earth at this
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time,as at your birth, is not in any
way opposed to mining or seeking trea-
sure from its crystallized deposits.”

“How is Mars on travel and miner-
als ?” '

“O. Mars is the iron mine indicator,
if anything,and as he is in weak aspect,
I see nothing in his direction worth
considering. I see he is in a mental
sign in square to his place in your hor-
oscope, that is all.”

“How about friends—will I meet
with them, or will I find rogues and
rascals instead?”

“Venus is, in the sign of justice,
therefore,I should rest perfectly easy
about that, as those with whom you
come into close relations will treat you
about right.”

“But that Saturn in Scorpio. I am
afraid that is a foreboder of evil. My
dear, tell me the worst, for you have
me under a spell with this wheel of
wheels.”

“Be calm now, and do not get excited.
I am telling you just what I find in the
law, and thatwill never hurt any one.
The planet Saturn is out of your way,
and if you will follow my suggestion,
and start at the proper time in your
undertaking, there will be no question
about your having success.”

“Good! Good! This is just what I
have been looking for, is some one to
tell me when. I will do as you may
direct, and if I win, well——you know.”

“If you will commence packing your
trunk as Mercury completes his next
orbital revolution,and the moon shows
the same phase as you see in the heav-
ens now, and forms a conjunctionwith
the mineral planet, a moon opposition
to your planet of travel, and quadrates
Venus, and be ready to start when the
mighty Jupiter makes that point in
your horoscope which denotes financial
success, you will surely win.”

“Now, my darling, I am sure you
mean well, but how am I to know
when? The when is what I am trying
to decide on.”

“Never mind; you have plenty of

time to study up the situation before
these signs appear in the heavens, and
it will be so charming to sit and watch
theircoming. It is useless to be in a
hurry, for the stars do not quicken
their pace to accommodate anxious
mortals.”

‘And if this means success, tell me,
how long will it be before I can return
and claim my--”

He got no farther,for she had glanced
at the figure for the time, and caught
the line of an earlyconjunctionof the
moon with both Mercury and Venus,
and the shock of such an unexpected
revellation was too great for her sensi-
tive nature, and she fell into thearms
of her dear Maurice, in a dead faint.

Maurice was frantic for a moment,
but he managed to get his senses con-
nected enough to blow in her face,
pound her on the back, and apply such
restoratives as came into his mind
under the excitement of theoccasion.

He soon had her consciousness re-
stored and she managed to call forth
feebly,the following:

“In a short time, Maurice; in a short
.

time. Withina year you may return-
and—and—you—may—return—and—"

Just then a draft from thewindow
extinguished the light, the moon disap-
peared behind the western hill, the
clock struck the hour, and peace,joy,
harmony and satisfaction mingled
with the dews of thenight.

PRIZE.
We oifer a beautifulParlor Planeta-

rium and a set of colored planets val-
ued at $5.00, to the person sending us,
on or before April 15th, the correct
solution of the above puzzle.

POINTS TO BE ANSWERED.
1. Yearof the young man's birth.

.

2. Month and day of the month.
3. Time of packingthetrunk.
4. Time for his departure.
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Answers to Puzzles.

Answers to puzzels in January,Feb-
ruary and March numbers; which com-
plete the first quarter of the year.

JANUARY NUMBER.
Rebus No. 1, reads:

A star, a man, a time. a place,
A work designed for thehuman race,
A zodiac,a mystic key,
A Templeof Light that is to be.

Answer to Enigma, No. 2 :
November28, 1896. 12 midnight

Answer to Enigma, No. 3 :
Started at 10 a m.,
Reached camp at noon,Bagged 30 quails.

FEBRUARY NUMBER.
Rebus No. 2, reads :

Around, above, beneath,within,
A light to lead a lone pilgrim.
A virgin and a mystic scale,
A sign thatpointeth to a veil.

Answer to Enigma, No. 5 : ’

Sept. 24, 1896, 1 a. in. Sept. 25th.
MARCH NUMBER.

Rebus No. 3, reads :
A knock upon the innerdoor,
A symbol of the meeting hour,
Admitstheseeker after light,
And starts him onward toward the

height.
Prize Puzzle.

A person stood upon the ecliptic and
viewed the starry dome above. Venus
appeared to be in Taurus,but Virgo
claimed her and held her fast. Mer-
cury appeared to be in Aries, yet Aries
could not hold him longer; still he
appeared to be in the very folds of that
powerful enclosure.

Tho moon appeared to be in conjunc-
tion with Venus. but was really play-
ing a subordinate role in anothersign.

Mars occupied the midheaven.
QUESTION.

What sign did Mars appear to be in?
What sign was Mars in ‘B
What day of this year was theobser-

vation made ?
What hour of the day ?

PRIZE.
Any person answering these» four

points correctly will receive the best
edition of Ormsby’s Planetary Chart.

The Woman in the noon.

There have been rumors among the
star-gazers, from time to time, to the
effect that theoccupant of the moon
was a woman. But these rumors have
been discredited. Now, however, even
theskepticsmust admit thattheday of
the man is ended and the day of the
woman in the moon begun. For a wo-
man on theearth has seen her, and has
taken her picture so well and accurately
that no one who sees it can fail, when
next he gazes upon the big bright light
of night to see the lineaments of the
lady.

The Lady in the Moon does not look
out upon the world with the open gaze
of her predecessor. The pose of her
head is upward. as though she were
gazing upon higher heavens yet. She
is fond of cloudy weather,for when the
clouds sweep across the sky and over
her own fair brow, she has hair more
beautiful and graceful than ever mor~ -

tal maiden boasted, but on cloudless
nights she is unfortunately bald.

There are certain old fashioned and
rathersentimentalfolk who believethe
woman in the moon is merely thecom-
panion of the man in the moon—a gen-
tle being designed by kindly fate to
cheer his loneliness.

There are astronomerswho will prob-
ably announce that the lady is nothing
more than a few mountain peaks or
half a dozen extinct volcanoes,grouped
rather attractively. This scientific
view will, of course, be rejected in
advance by both sentimentalists and
believersin the woman’s century.

The face'isvisible whenever themoon
is full. The face is in the righthand
side, and is lookingnpward. It can be
seen by the naked eye quite clearly,
once one has been taught where to look
for it, and perfectly with field or opera
glasses.

The cost of a patent in Germany is
$100, which includes taxes for six years.

The most ancient piece of music in
the world is called the “Blessingof the
Priests.”
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OCCULT SYMBOLS.
BY ZALENE.

Well, here I am at last, after some two
years absence from the atmosphere of the_
great city and its mystical, occult and mys-
terious shrines. I thought when I left
Chicago I would forget about occult
studies as well as themany peculiar experi-
ences I had while being led through the
maizy, weired and strangely facinatingcer-

emonies, which I understand all must ex-

perience in order to become thoroughly
awakened to the grander life within but
go where I would and do whatever I might to
preventit, thevery soul of my beingseemed
to force me to think of the hidden meaning
veiledbeneaththeouter seeming of things.

I went east to visit a dear old aunt of,
mine residing a short distance from Craw-
ford‘s Glen, in New Hampshire. The
entrancing beauty and lovliness of that
picturesque spot will charm the soul of
any student of nature, and banish from
the brain all thought of care and worry
and responsibility.

CHICAGO, MAY, 1897.
SINGLE COPIES, 25C.

No. 5.

But. as said before, my mind would not
work on anything that did not possess in
some degree a secret, and as I was practi-
cally alone in the occult line of thought, I
had manyamusing experienceswithmy aunt
and others whom I met about the place.

Nearly every one there ‘ ha a horror for
anythingmysterious; they seem to thinkit
too uncanny and ghostly, yet they seemed
to enjoy hearing about such things, es-

pecially after tea in theevening hours, pro-
viding the doors and windows were well
bolted. -One evening a 'gentleman living
two or three miles distant, called on some
errand relative to_ spring plantingor sowing.
It was "early in June, rather late for plant-
ing it would seem to people in Illinois,
but the season there all the same.

During his brief stay there was some-

thing said that led to a discussion of the
influence of the moon upon garden pro-
duce, in which they partially believed, for
they had observed the almanacsuggestions
in time of seeding without stopping to
question why or how.

After some little time the gentleman
spoke up and said: Well, its about time
the "Woman of the Woods " put in an

appearance. This is her season to return,
and she can tell us all about it.

My curiosity was aroused by thestrange-
ness of the appellation given to the char-
acterreferred to, and I learnedupon inquiry
that the woman was a strange being who
lived during the warm months of the year
in a small but or shanty only a mile or two
from my aunt's home. It was about two
miles from the railroad station, in one of
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the beautifuldells aboundingin thevicinity,
as near as the gentleman could tell me,
close to a small creek near quiteabeautiful
cascade, and above it was an arched foot-
bridge over which manya tourist, as wellas
nativesportsmanand habituehas passed.

What does she do, and what can she tell
us, I asked?

.

The gentleman looked at me as if he was
afraid he might scare me if he told, find
cautiously replied.

"I have never been there myself, but
have been told that she tells fortunes and
performs many strange things. She also
treats people for different ailments. It is
said that she uses all kinds of roots, barks
and herbs, which she gathers and prepares
for this purpose, but most people about
here are afaid of her, for they thinkshe is
a witch. She comes in the spring and
leaves in the fall, and no one knows the
whence or the whither. They say she is a

very strange being, and uses cards. stones.
and even snakes, which is enough to keep
me, at least, from troubling her domains. "

Thiswas enough for me and I made up my
mind at once to quietly pay the spot a visit
and, if the lady in question could be found,
learn if possible somethingof her peculiar
ways.

A week or so after I strolled out
one afternoon in search of wild flowers,
and as soon as I had passed from site of
the old home, turned my footsteps in the
direction of the little streamlet that had
been described so clearly. Ilwasnot long
in reaching it, and turning to the right it
led me up stream. Winding in and out
among the rocks, trees and ledges, the
route was a charming one. Gradually I
ascended, peering here and there for a

glimpse of the foot-bridge. Hark! I said
half aloud. What is that peculiar sound?
I was struck dumb for an instant, then as

suddenly realized that it was nothing but
the wierd sound of falling water as it some-

times expresses itself in canyons and hol-
lows.

A few rods more brought me to a rough,
stony and gravelly deposit that extended
nearly the entire width of the stream, so it
was an easy matter to step across to the

other bank or the gravel bed. I started
and passing around a large tree turned and
beheld the most charming cascade possible
to imagine. The shining, sparklingwaters
dashing wildlyabout theboulders, arrested
my attention, and it was some time before
I raised my eyes sufficiently to catch a

glimpseof thearched foot-bridge just above
the falls.

I shivered and became very chilly for I
realized that this was the very dell in’
which “The Woman of the Woods" was
known to appear. I had fancied myself
free from every superstition, yet this
strange sensation, due perhaps to my over
sensitiveness more than anythingelse. I
viewed the surroundings for a brief time.
when a peaceful and holy calm pervaded
my being. I was charmed by thegrandeur
of the nook and the singing streamlet. I
stepped across on the gravel bed, sat down
upon a large stone, and prepared to make
a rough sketch of the falls and bridge. the
result of which I am pleased to present in
connection‘with this story. 

I finished my sketch and began looking
about for other signs that might locate the
shanty of the woman. As the gentleman
said, she came at certain times and left un-
known to the closest observer, I was pre='
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pared to meet her or not, as the case might
be. VVhether she was in that vicinity or
not I did not know. I had simply been
told that it was about time for her to appear

_

again.
_

I stepped around a very large boulder and
within twenty feet of me was the little
shanty. A sort of a log hut withbark roof
and an open window. The door, however,
was of boards and in a condition to keep out
cattle and sheep, which sometimes broused
in the woods about. I thought: Dare I
venture to take a peep into theopen window?
Yes, Idare. I am not afraid, for I feel a

kinship, somehow, with this “Woman of
theWoods. " I stepped up, peered through
theopening and in quite a loud tone of voice
asked: Who lives here?

Almost instantly there rose up from un-
der the open window, on the inside. the
faceof a woman. I was shocked, of course,
who wouldn ’t be when therewas no expect-
ation of finding or seeing any one or any-
thingon such short notice, if at all.

I had made up my mind I was not afraid
several times while on my tramp up the
creek, so I held firmly to the thought and
quickly composed myself. I studied the
face before me for a moment. during which
time two bright, piercing, and I may say
beautiful eyes seemed to bore holes all
throughme. Of course thisall transpired
in a very brief spaceof time, yet it seemed
.thatages of experience came and went dur-
ing the interval.

I said: Pardon me for so boldly intrud-
.ing, I was not aware thatanyone lived here
when I carelessly questioned as I did, but
are you theperson known in this vicinityas-

"The Woman of the Woods?"
passed to the left and disappeared.

Is it possible, I querried to myself, that
this is one of my occult friends? The
“unim"T. of my initiate 0. gave thesymbol
of the fishes. So I waited for the response
to my question.

The little door of theshanty opened and
out stepped a medium tall lady, weighing
about one hundred and sixty pounds. She
was dressed in a- rather dark woolen gar-
garment, evidently designed for outing pur-
poses, as the dress skirt was quite short,

The face

coming about to the shoe tops, the shoes
being of heavy material with broad thick
soles. She had a shawl over her head and
shoulders which attracted my attention
most of all, as it was bordered with manypeculiar designs, evidently worked upon it
by hand, as the variety precluded the idea
of weaving. She had a kindly, pleasant
and even jovial look, and with a smile she
stepped forward, extended her hand and
said: '

“Although I came to thisquiet retreat to
dwell for a time alone with nature and the
Gods, still it is with much pleasure that
I greet you and welcome you. There
There seems to be a purpose in your com-

ing, and I feel greatly impressed by your
presence." She held my hand for a mo-

ment, placing the left forefinger upon the
forehead and the thumb upon the left tem-
ple and closed her eyes. Eitherconsciously
or unconsciously, I could not ‘tell which,
she expressed herself in a way that dis-
closed the fact of her higher relations and
convinced me that she‘ had ‘many secrets
valuable to know. Our heart-strings were

tied and sealed upon themount of venus ere

our hands were separated, after which she
invited me inside the hut. L

I saw at once the situation that brought
about the sudden appearanceiat thewindow -

and the passing away of the face to the
left. Underneaththe window was a board
bench or couch on which blankets were

placed to lie on. She was evidentlyasleep,
or at least resting when I approached, and
being startled herself by my voice, she
rose up suddenly, her face coming just high
enough to look squarelyout of the window,
and when she decided to let me in she
moved to the left toward the door. I was

satisfied then that she was a real human
being.

’In‘ one corner of the room ‘was an old
stove and near it a large'box which she
kept her food in, and a couple of wood logs
or blocks for seats completed the furniture
of the place. i ‘

She pointed to one of theblocks, at the
same time seating herself upon the other.
I was waiting for herto She seemed
to wait upon my waiting. ' 'Fii1a~l1yit'flashed

..
\ H: .t.
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over me that I was the one that came and
intruded upon her peaceful resting place,
and should state my purpose in so doing,
so I said to her: Dear lady and friend, I
feel that you are very good and kind and I
wish to tell you why I am here. i

“I will listen. " She replied.
I then told her of the gentleman that

called my attention to her and what he said
about her peculiar ways, mentioning the
stones, cards. snakes, etc., that my curios-
ity was at once aroused and I then and
there determined to find the place and
meet her if possible.

She smiled and said she was not aware
that her presence for afew weeks each year
in that vicinity was causing any alarm
among the natives, as her object in coming
there was purely for her health, and the
health of others. '

'

"And they call me ‘The Woman of the
Woods. ' Well, that is a facinatingtitleand
I must adopt it in some way, I am sure.

Cards and snakes! Stones.and witch hazel!
This is indeed charming. Listen. I will
tell you something."

She rose from the block seat and drew
from a package of papers a pack of cards,
and resuming her place near me. began
manipulating them. Her story was as fol-
lows:

"When I was quite small my grand-
mother used to use the cards daily in con-

nection with her household duties. If she
was puzzled over anything,the cards were

brought into play to decide the matter. If
she wished to know whether or not there
was a letter in the postoflice at any time,
she consulted the cards. If intending to

pay a neighbor a visit on a certain day, the
cards had to-be consulted the first thing in
the morning to decide whether Mrs. ]ones
would be at home.

“ She placed such implicit confidence in
those cards and seemed to tell so many
things by them, that Ibecame interested
in them also, and, in fact, grew up with a

belief in their revealing natures.
\
I will

rest the card‘ subject fora moment to say:
I am now a physician and spend all but
about two months of the year in the city,
where -I have ‘many¢patients. I come here

PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

for a few weeks, during which time I seek
for roots, barks. herbs, etc., gatheringthem
under rules and laws according to a very
ancient system. I have been ten days
roaming through these forests ere,reaching
this old camp. I just arrived here last
night at six. I find it very invigorating
and do not feel that I can pass a season
without such an experience. I will say,
also, I have a son who is a chemist and we

prepare many things together which I use
in my practice. But to return to the
cards:

“ I find so much in them that I always
take them withme wherever I go, andoften
use_them when I wish to interest others in
thoughts out of the ordinary lines of think-
ing. I will say to you, for your soul is
outside, that I use them now and then in
determining the nature of plants I find oft-
times in the forests. You know we can do
things in the woods that would be difiicult
of accomplishment in the cross currents of
a city's vibrations, so you see the cards
have a place close to my heart. Why
should we not admire them? Theyare the
most ancient of man made records, and no
doubt contain much that is hidden and
veiled from mortal sight. What do you
know or thinkof them?"

I replied by saying I was not familiar
with them, but was greatly interested in
them and would enjoy studying theirmean-
ings. I know they are used by many peo-
ple. more I thinkin the west than in the
east, but tell me: Why is it that every one
using cards has some special way of hand-

.
ling them?

“Oh, " said she, “that is becauseof the
differences in what we call the astral cur-
rents of the body. In some they cross at
many angles, while in others thereare less
of these variations, which produce entirely
different movements in relation to the hid-
den forces of nature. «

‘ ‘ Now, I shall be in thisvicinityfor some
weeks, and as you reside near by and seem
to have come here for the express purpose
of seeing me, I shall be pleased to have
you come often during my stay, and such
knowledge as I have concerningthese things
is yours if you desire it. But, remember,
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so far as the cards are concerned, they are
occult symbols, as I use them.”

She emphasized “as I use them," and
looked at me sharply. I was impressed
with the manner in which she said it.
There was surely a deep meaning in it that
did not fully reveal itself at the time. I‘
thankedher and said I would be delighted
to visit her.

She was a very strong, soulful character,
there was no mistaking that fact, and she
was in this particular region evidently for
a definite purpose. She seemed to be right
at home, fullysettled and conscious of what
she was doing. It was not to be wondered
at that the people round about the neigh-
borhood were afraid of her, for her eyes
one set on a person, the spinal currents
tingled.

V

I rose to take my departure, feeling that
delay meant intrusion and trespass upon
her time.

"Be seated a moment, ” said she, “and
I will give you somethingto thinkof while
you are away from me and, perhaps, alone. "
She cut the cards and drew one from the
bottom, placing it at one end of the board
couch. “This, " said she, “is thesymbol
of our meeting. Our relations hinge upon
its occult meaning. "

She emphasized the word occult.
"Now we will place the balance of them

in order. " ’

And she took two cards and placed them
together next to the first, then she took
four and placed in a pile under the second,
then six, eight, ten, and twelve. .

“You see we-have-just nine left, and as

they represent a foundation principle, nu-

merically,we will place them underneath
the others."

The picture thus presented is given in'
diagram No. I, and she explained it thus:

"Nine represents the base and one the
apex. Thenine expresses materiality,mat-
ter, the concrete, the negative state, the
formative or evolutionary base line.

“The one represents the all in all or in-
finite state, hence, the space between it and
the ones underneathrelate to us.

“The middle rows represent the _life of
things as we find them, and in studying the

various positions and meanings of the sym-
bols as they are laid out at ditferent times,
their relation to the base and apex is quite
important.

“You observe that thereare seven on the
side. The two next to the top represent
that next to the infiniteprinciplecomes du-
ality, and the rows that follow may be
paired, being even numbered. The rows
next to the base consists of twelve. which
is the greatest in_ the nature of things.
This linepertains to our desires, our wishes,
our aspirations: the next to our successes,
while the nextoneabove this is the revealer
of strengthor power to accomplish results.
The row of six tells of social and family
relations, the row of four contains the sym-
bols of ones state or individual mental con-
dition at any time, the two shows our rela-
tion to another person. or toaprinciple,
thing, condition or state of aflairs, while
the one and thenine being extremes. show
tendenciesupward anddownward. In tend-
ing upward there is but one culmination,
which means unity of thoughtand purpose,
whiletheopposite leads in many and diverse
ways, even to the depths, and show our re-
lation to aflairs on the lower strata of life.
The rows straight up and down are health
lines, while thoseat thesides, or at an angle
paralel with the sides, show discordant ele-
ments.

,

“Now, a word or two more and you may
copy this figure and take it withyou to pon-
der over until you come again.

" We will see what the figure says to us.
I told you the first card was the one which
our meeting was symbolized by, the others
bearinga direct relation to it. We find in
the row of nine, which relates to our ma-
terial earthly affairs, that the first card is
the two of spades, which says we will be
united on this plane in our work. It is fol-
lowed by the two of clubs, which shows
that we will work in an intellectual way;
and the eight of diamonds means material
gain to us. The six of spades, harmony of
purpose and action. The four of hearts,
satisfaction in each other. Queen of clubs
indicates teaching others. The ten of
spades, success in such an undertaking.

' The eight of hearts shows great power with
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the people with whom we come in contact,
and the six of clubs means an open way in
intellectual lines.

“Could one ask for a better foundation
than this to buildon?

“ Our careers from thisday forward may
be read from this figure, so far as we will
be associated from time to time, but the
story is to long to enter into now, so we

will leave it and takeone observation at the
apex, where thingsusually culminate, pro-
viding the translation is made in thatdirec-
tion until the culmination is reached. It
appears that knowledge is to be the final
goal, the number thus posited beingthatof
the base numeral, which shows that the
knowledge thus arrived at willstill relate to
thebase or material attributes of nature.

PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

‘ ‘ 0, it is so hard to get away from matter.
It seems to bewith us always, wherever we

go.
" Now make a memorandum of this and

see what you can find between the base and
the apex, according to the suggestions I

l have made. "
But, I said, I do not know the meaningof

the cards themselvesyet. How shall I dis-
tinguish their dilferences?

“Never mind that now, just look at the
figure and put down on paper such conclu-
sions as you arrive at, and before we are
through I will tell you the meaningsof them
all. Remember there is no arbitrary cast
iron meaning to any of them, when used in
this manner, for they are occult symbols.”

CONTINUED.
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ASTROLOGY.

ALBERT H. POSTEL.

"I have gathered me a posie of other men's
thoughts, and only the ribbon that binds them is
my own."

“To deny the influence of the stars is to deny
the wisdom and providence of God."—Tycho
Brahe.
“Celestial and universal powers! 0, aid my pen;
What in me is dark, illumine, while I presume to

treat
Of‘ fate, and chance, and change in sublunary

things."—Milton.
“It is the stars, the stars above us govern our

conditions."—Act 3, Lear.
The astrologyof Shakespeare as shown in

King Lear can be disposed of in very few
words, whilethat found in his othez works
permeatingevery book, as it did his whole
life, would cover many pages. Therefore,
should I confine myself to astrology as con-
tained in Lear, my essay would soon come
to a close and fear of tireing you be ground-
less.

Dowden, in writing of Lear, asks. “Is it
indeed the stars thatgovern our conditions?
Upon what theory shall we account for the
sisterhood of a Goneril and a Cordelia, and
why is it that Gloster, whose suffering is
the retribution for past misdeeds, should
pass away in rapture of mingled gladness
and grief, while Lear, aman “more sinned
against than sinning, " should be robbed of
Cordelia '5 love, should be stretched, to the
last moment “upon the rack of this tough
world.” Shakespeare does not attempt to
answer the question.

The student must be struck withShakes-
peare's numerous references to astrology,
and a close examination will reveal his in-
timate acquaintance with the general prin-
ciples of the science, and the popularity of
astrological faith in his age; to doubt it was

skepticism, as to believe it now is super-
stition. Whether Shakespeare believed in
it or not is a matter of little moment, but
he has left us suflicient evidence to show
that he was largely influenced by a subject
which has left indelible marks on the lan-
guage and literature of England.

Does it seem too complicated for the
millions of events which are happening
every second of time to be so designed that

they willoccur simultaneouslywithcertain
configurationsof the planets? Then turn
and examine the millions of acts which are

performed every millionthof a second, all
bearing the impress of design and harmon-
izingwith theprovisions of fixed law. En-
ter thedomainof minerals, mark thevariety
and changes that have been going on for
millions of ages in the formation of the
earth's crust. Take a piece of chalk,
brush from it what seems to beonlyawhite
powder, yet under the microscope we see

perfect shells. If our eyes were micro-
scopic, the white cheeks of a fashionable
belle would look like a tropical seashore.
Now enter the animal kingdom and glance
upward from the twilight monad to the
great mastodon, from the gnat to theos-

trich, from protoplasm to man withall his
nerves, veins, arteries, fiber, brain and
muscle. No mortal could ever invent a
machine so ingenious, so complicated and
with such perfect adaptation of all its parts
to his needs and requirements, and there
are 16.ooo,ooo,ooo of these wonderful ma-
chfnes in existence. all kept in running order
through the intelligent direction of unseen
forces. '

After this hasty glance at the manifesta-
tions of infinite intelligence, can you deny
the power of that intelligence to so order
the happening of events thattheconstantly
changing configurationsof the planets will
indicate the exact event and its nature?
God has written his language in the skies;
we have lost the alphabet and cannot un-
derstand his teachings. The vanities of
the world have made for us a Tower of
Babel, confusing our understanding and
blinding our eyes to the true light. It is
not a dead language; it is alive to-day if we

could but read it. It is nothing new; it is
as old as history or any of the sciences; it
was studied before the flood; it was used
by the prophets of the old testament and
probably by thoseof the new dispensation,
when men looked up into His face to read
His will, and was lost when men began to
lookdown, graspingonly for worldlyknowl-
edge. It was studied by the sages of
China, India, Chaldea, Egypt, Persia,
Greece and of the middle ages. There is
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nothingwicked, idolatrous or contrary to
the true precepts of religion in it or its
practice. It is simply the use and direc-
tion of the means and facultiesgiven us by
our creator to decry the future; precisely
as one would consult the barometer before
taking a distant journey or setting sail on
a voyage.

Of all the sciences that have at any time
engaged the attention of the world, there
is none more ancient than astrology. In
the East where it first arose at a period of
very remote antiquity, it still holds sway,
and in every part of the world, (especially
among the learned), it reigned supreme
until the middle of the 17thcentury. That
it not only ruled the daily actions of indi-
viduals, but swayed thecouncilsof princes,
is shown by the records of every nation
that has a history, (and by none more fully
than by that of England,) yet the present
generationseems never, untilquite lately, to
have cared to inquire on what basis this be-
lief could have been, for so many ages, sup-
ported. During the past years, however,
possibly from a reactiongrowing out of the
realism by which we have been so long op-
pressed, a new interest in these old world
beliefshas sprung up.

Seeing thatastrology once permeated all
politics, it is not strange if traces of it crop
up when we should least expect them.
Napoleon, as well as Wallenstein, believed
in his star. Many passages in our older
poets are uninteligible without some knowl-
edge of astrology. Chaucer wrote a treat- '

ise on the astrolabe. Milton constantly
refers to planetary influences. It may
seem strange to some when we tell them
thatthissystem is the foundation principle
of the whole order of the Hebraic and
Christian Bible, which is the only book
wherein we find indicationsof thepriorex-

istence of this science, unless, perchance,
in the Cabalistic writings; but from the
first chapter of Genesis to the last chapter
of Revelations we find unquestionable evi-
dence of its having entered into the history
of the origin and life of Israel and the
prophecies.

There is no time or occasion here to argue
out the truth of this most ancient science.

That in the earth's earlier stages man de-
duced his religion from his celestial sur-

roundings and, observing the stars in their
courses, worked out a scheme which has
come down to us almost intact through 60
centuries, is well established. At least
4,000 years ago the casting of nativities
was a recognized occupation. The astrol-
ogers were a power in thecourt of Pharoah,
and ten centuries later we find them still
holding their own in the palace of Nebu-
chadnezzar. There are the strongest in-
ternal evidences in thebuildingof thegreat
pyramid that the astronomers of Egypt
held some decided and very correct views
of the starry spheres, for Piazzi, Smithand
others have proved that the great pyramid
was mainly intended to show the teachings
of astrology, and that the whole building
is a key to the future history of the planet,
astrologically worked out.

It is generally assumed by those who
have never even touched the outside fringe
of astrological teachings, that the lore is as
dead as a mummy of Egypt, and that the
middle-headed visionaries who practice it
now are only one remove from the gypsy
tramp who professes to predict the future
of servant girls and extort money from them
by promising them a happy matrimonial
issue from their present toil. This is the
effect of long years of tradition and re-

pressive legislation. In reality it is to-day,
in England more than in America, the up-
per ten and the better class generally who
are the chief supporters of astrology, and
although, if questioned on the point, nearly
all would deny the impeachment.

I am in a position, through my friend, to
vouch for it, as his list contains letters from
hundreds of families of the higher circles
of society. The St. Ste;5}zan's Review, of
London, a paper not afiected by the lower
classes, or even the middle classes, but by
the aristocracyof England, the county and
the wealthy families, is overwhelmed with
requests for horoscopes, and keeps six as-

trologers at work, one of whom I personally
met while in London, who told me thatone
curious feature of his practice was the
large numbers of Jews, who are devout en-

quirers into the truth of astrology. Lord
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Beaconsfieldwas one of his bestcustomers.
V During the present London season one

astrologer, numberinghis votaries -by the
thousands, has been invited to at least
twenty social gatherings by the upper ten,
and has been offered large fees for his
attendance. I need scarcely say the Act
of Parliament which prevents his tak-
ing money in the exercise of his astro-
logical vocation has hindered his accept-
ance of these calls on his time and, as a

consequence, has resulted in a loss to him
of considerableemolument. 

Now as to works on astrology, which are

becoming rarer every year, it may not be
known to you that there are at least one
hundred and fifty authors of all sorts and
conditions who have penned volumes dur-
ing the last two centuries, to be found in
many collections owned by the wealthier
classes. The prices now of most of these
books are prohibitive. It will be noted as

a singular fact that the celebrateed Society
of Qdd Volumes. as well as one of their
principal members, M. Quaritch, the big-
gest book buyer in the world, will bear
witness to the truth of my assertion that at

nearlyall of the great book auctions, works
on astrology are conspicuous by their ab-
sence. The reason for this is that your
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astrologic enthusiast scarcely ever permits
them to come into the market if he knows
of their existence.

In connection with astrology another
point has lately cropped up; it is true that
it is only a side issue, but it is so interest-
ing in connection with astrology that I de-
cided to mention it here. There are first
sight repulsions between certain people for
which there is no accounting by any fixed
rule. A enters a ballroom or house for the
first time and sees B. Neither has ever
seen ‘the other before; neither knows any-

 

thingof one another. They are both well
dressed, respectable looking people. so that
no repugnance can possibly spring up on
either side on the score of appearance, yet
in both minds has lodged a dislike for each
other such \as can sometimes never be
whollyeradicated.

The new Saturnian theory on this sub-
ject is a little abstruse, but it is equally re-
markable. These persons are positives and

.»negatives, brought about by beingborn un-
der different conditions of Saturn‘s light.
To quote briefly from this singular and
novel hypothesis, after its creator had ex-

hausted his scientific reasons for the light
of Saturn exercising so direct an effect
on mankind, he goes on _to say:
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"Men have talked of the theory of re-

pulsion by electro-biology or magnetism,
and tried to account for it in that way. It
is something in the air, say others; but
there is nothing satisfactory in these sug-
gestions, and the fact that some.people are,
without apparent reason, distinctly repel-
lant to other people exists and remains.
The reason is purelyand whollySaturnian;
and although the demonstration until now
is not very perfect, as it has only been dis-
oovered quite recently, is sufficientlyper-
fect to suggest patient inquiry to render it
more so» You will always, or nearly al-
ways, find when this feeling of repulsion
comes over you that the birthday of the
object of your dislike is four, five or six
months away from your own, and the far-
ther away it is, the more certain and in-
tense the dislike. The year matters little
unless it be seven, fourteen and one-half,
twenty-two or twenty-nine years from
yours, these being the dates of Saturn's
squares. Two individuals born in the same
month, if they come together in business,
get along swimmingly. In the case of hus-
band and wife they are indeed too fond,
and such a match frequently produces
jealousy; but let the husband be born in
May and thewife in November, and the re-
sult will be disastrous. Let anyone who
reads thisand disbelievesit casts his or her
memory back and try to rememberthe per-
son who wrought them the most harm,
either with intention or by accident. They
will be surprised at the corroborative evi-
evidence such inquiry will produce. Nat-
urally there are exceptions, but these ex-

ceptions prove the rule, etc.

"Tell me, by what hidden magic our impressions
tirst are led

Into liking or disliking, oft before a word is said."
The mystery of electro-magnetic force

is still unsolved, or rather since lost with
the submerging of Atlantis, has not yet
been rediscovered for truly “there is noth-
ing new under the sun." You are all
familiar with the fact that eight separate
and distinct messages can be sent pulsating
over an electric wire at one time; why
don’t their various expressions of intelli-
gent magnetic force get mixed? If human
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wisdom can control and direct such seem-

ing impossibilities, will you deny to an
almightypower theabilityto use a mightier
force to govern his own creation?

There can be no doubt that judicial
astrology, or the knoweldge of future
events by the study of the stars, was re-
ceived and practiced by all the ancient
Jews, Persians and many of the Christians,
who taught that theplanets were the signs,
that is, gave informationof future events,
not that theywere the causes of them; not
that the events were controlled by them,
for between these two there is a great dif-
ference. Eusebius tells, on the authority
of Eupolemus, thatAbrahamwas an astrol-
oger and that he taught the science to the
priests of Heliopolis. This was a fact uni-
versally admitted by the historians of the
East. Origen was a believer in this sci-
ence, and M. Beausobre observes, “It is
thus that he explained what Jacob says in
the prayer of Joseph. He has read in the
tables of Heaven all that will happen to
you and to your children. "

In the Para papers we read that it is in
the planetary system one finds the key that
unlocks thisgreat pantheonof granite gods,
rends ‘the veil of the temple that encloses
the holy of holies and reveals many a sub-
lime truthof which thesesolemn and silent
images have so long been the misunder-
stood interpreters.

In the nth verse of the 1st chapter of
Genesis we read that “God said, Let there
be lights in the firmament of the heavens
to divide the day from the night, and let
them be for signs and for seasons. ” Jesus
Christ's prophecy, “Great earthquakes
shall be in divers places, and famines and
pestilences and fearful sights and great
signs shall then be from Heaven, and there
shall be signs in the sun and in the moon
and in the stars. "

In China astrology was established at the
earliest periods of its existence asian em-

perors were chosen on account of their
astrological skill. No better proof can be
afforded of the fact of planetary influence
than the perfect agreement as to the
character of the influenceascribed to each
planet by the ancient inhabitants of differ-
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ent countries, between which, in the early
ages of the world, there could have been
no intercommunication. Mars and Saturn
are everywhere recognized as evil planets,
and Venus and Jupiter as good planets.
Had astrology been founded on conjecture
no such agreement could have been possi-
ble; differences of computation there have
been but no difiernces of opinion as to the
nature of the various influences of the

A planets can be shown to have ever existed
among astrologers. Prof. R. A Proctor
said, “It is impossible for the true lover of
science to regard astrology with contempt. "

Mr. Proctor bears testimony to the fact
that Seneca, who was well acquainted with
the uniform character of the planetary mo-

tions, seems to have entertained no doubt
respecting their influence. Tacitus, he
(Proctor) says, expresses some doubts but
seems on the whole inclined to believe in
astrology. Certainly he (Tacitus)says the
majority of mankind cannot be weaned
from the opinion that at the birthof each
man his future destiny is mapped out,
thoughsome thingsmay comeout difierently
from the predictions by the ignorance of
those who profess the'art, and that thus the
art is unjustlyblamed, confirmed as it is by
noted examples in all ages. Nigidius Fig-
ulus, the intimate friend of Cicero, ob-
tained the hour of birth of Augustus
Caesar and declared that the ruler of the
earth was born to the world. Augustus
went in company with Agrippa (when a

youth and before his accession to power) to
‘theastrologer Theogones. Events of great
importance for Agrippa and almost incredi-
ble were predicted. Augustus, in conse-

quence, with a feeling of dread and shame
lest his own geniture should be found to be
of less import, persisted in concealing and
objected to produce it. However, at last
after many exhortations, he produced it
with great reluctance and delay. Theog-
enes, on seeing it, sprang from his seat
and adored him. Augustus afterwards felt
such confidence in his destiny that he pub-
lished his horoscope and had a silver coin
stamped with the sign of capricorn, under
which he was born.

Godfrey says astrology was formerlyonly

taught by the Chaldei or first Free Masons,
who took care to teach it to the Royal Arch
Masons only. The Masons, or Chaldei,
were the judicial astrologers at Rome in
the time of the emperors. They could be
of no small consequence when they were

employed by Julius Caesar to correct the
calendar.

Lord Bacon, in an articleon astrology,
says: "We will add one thing more, that
we are certain the celestial bodies have
other influences beside light and heat. Le
this astrology be used with greater confl-
dence in prediction, but more cautiously in
election, and in both cases with due mod-
eration. "

We find Lawrence Sterne writing, ‘_‘Had
I faith in astrology (which, by the way, my
fatherhad) I would have sworn some retro-
grade planet was hanging over this house
of mine and turning every individual thing
in it out of its place." Juvenal writes:
“ If fortune will, she may a rhetoriciaumake

Into a consul; and she may thesame man take
And bring him down again unto his former state.
What was Ventidiusor what Tully? Fate
And the stars alone may tell thee this;
They doom to misery, or they give thee bliss.“
Napoleon I. and his nephew, Louis Nap-

oleon III,, by their wonderful career ex-

emplified the truth contained in the lines
of Juvenal Ihave just quoted. They both
achieved greatness by the power of their
stars and the force of their intellect, and
they both fell from theirexalted positions‘
were made prisoners and died in exile.

Tycho Brahe not only carefully studied
thecomet of 1577 as an astronomer but as

astrologer, predicted from its appearance
that in the north, in Finland, there should
be born a prince who should lay waste Ger-
many and vanish in 1632. Gustavus Adol-
phus, it is well known, was born in Finland,
overran Germany and died in 1632.

The works of Lilly and Partridge are
stlll extant and are highly prized. The
prediction of Lillyof the fire and plague
of London, and his examination by a com-
mittee of the House of Commons are mat-
ters of history, and there is no need to re-

produce them here
_Commodore Morrison of London was

one of thebestastrologers of the recent age.
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Future generationsof students willregard
him as one who did more for astrology than
any votary of it since the days of Lord
Bacon.

Poets from time immemorial have sung
the praises of astrology. Aratus, Eschy-
lus, Manilius, Virgil, Horace, Homer, Pro-
pertius, Macrobius. Chaucer, Dante, Mil-
ton, Dryden, Campbell, Byron, Scott,
Schiller, Shakespeare and many others,
and more recently Longfellow himself were

believers in the science.
Now in closing. let me summon to my aid

other names from the shining galaxy of
God's interpreters of Heaven's Golden Al-
phabet, which he who runs may read, and
show the goodly company of mad men I to-
night have grouped around me.

Montaigne describes in his essays his be-
lief in astrology. Charles V. and Francis
1., both engaged astrologers to fight their
battles. In Italy those who prophecied
the ruin of France were sure to be listened
to. These prophecies afiected the public
funds, much as telegrams do nowadays.
Richelieu, on whose council was Gafierel,
the last of the Cabalists, did not despise
astrology as an engine of government.

Cardan, a physician of Milan in 1601,
who was a very learne'dmananda celebrated
algebraist, who gave rules for dissolving
cubic equations which still bear his name.
was also an astrologer of high repute. He
was sent for to cure the Archbishop of St.
Andrews of a painful disorder, which had
bafied all the physicians of France and
Germany, and having succeeded he re-

turned to London, where he calculated the
nativity of King Edward. Didacus Placi-
dus de Titus, an Italian monk who pub-
lished many eleborate works on mathemat-
ics, was a renowned astrologer. He wrote

the "Primum Mobile," and gave therein
the nativity of thirty eminent men of
Europe, to demonstrate the truth and real-
ity of astrology.

Among English astrologers we find al-
most every name of any note in the methe-
matical world, from the days of the Con-
quest down to those of Lord Bacon. To
begin with, we find the name of Oliver
of Kalensburg, Herbert of Lorraine, john

of Huxham, Simeon of Durham, Sigi-
dius of St. Albans, Roger Bacon, Rob-
ert Grouthead, Bishop of Lincoln, John of
Halifax, known on the continent as Sacro-
bosco, his work on the “Sphere" was, for
centuries, almost as general an object of
study as Euclid himself; before Newton he
was one of the ablest men England ever

produced.
Next Michael Scott, Dun‘s Scotus; Wil-

liam Griszaunt, Clinton Langley, john Kil-
lingworth, ]ohn Estwood, John Clylmack.
Next King Richard II., whose work on

astrology is now in the library at St.
james; Chaucer, John Walter, Duke of
Gloucester. Robert Recorde, who intro-
duced algebra into England; Dr. Dee,
Baron Napier, of whom it was said "He
was a general scholar and deeply read in all
divine and human histories. " Lord James
Bassantin, Galen, Pythagoras,Thales, Ty-
cho Brahe, Kepler, Mesmer.

Among modern votaries of astrology we
find on record Flamstead, the first Astron-
omer Royal and founderof Greenwich Ob-
servatory; Archbishop Usher, Melanc-
thon, Sir Elias Ashmole, founder of the
Ashmolean Museum: Sir Christopher Hey-
don, Dr. Mead, Dr. Partridge, Dr. Bla-
grove, Cardan, Placidius, Burton and the
Rev. Dr. Kepler; Kepler, of whom it has
been justly said that the history of philoso-
phy atfords no more remarkable instance
of sincere, uncompromising love of truth,
honestly avowed that “a. most unfailing
experience of the excitement of sublunary
natures by the conjunctions and aspects of
the planets has instructed and compelled
my unwillingbelief." I may mention, also,
Dante, Aristotle, Galen, Ptolemy, Jose-
phus,.Guido Bonatus, Bishop Hall, Lilly,
Dr. Culpepper,, Milton, Dryden, Com-
mander Morrison of the Navy, and the Rt.
Hon. Wm. Pitt.

Surely these men could not all have
been wanting to sagacity, so far as not to
be able to discover if the science were all
a dream or delusion, as only those declare
who have never investigated it. It is one
of the strongest testimonies to the truth of
astrology that no one who thoroughlyun-
derstood the science was ever known to
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speak or write against it. Rev. john But-
ler, D. D., authorof Analogy of Religions,
or Butler’s Analogy as it is known in our

universities, having his attention called to
astrology, conceived the idea of attacking
and confuting it; but before doing so he
thought it the better plan to first make
himself acquainted with its principles, by
which means he would then be able to
handle the subject more rationally, He,
however, no sooner made himself master
of the science than he was struck with its
truth and beauty. The bishop no longer
maintained his original intentions, but his
convictions induced him to write an able
defense of astral doctrines, wherein he
stylesastroloy the most sacred and divine
science, and advocates its excellence and
great benefit where it is rightly understood
and carefully observed. ‘

Mesmer, the German physician after
whom the system of animal magnetism
known as mesmerism was so called, pub-
licly defended planetary influence and the
doctrines of astrology before the Univers-
ity of Vienna.

_

Dr. Danbeny once said, Aug. 8, 1856:
"If the direction of a bit of steel sus-

pended near the earth can, as Gen. Sa-
bine has proved, be influenced by the posi-
tion of abody like the moon, situated at a
distance from it of more than 2oo,ooo
miles, who shall say that there was any-
thing preposterously extravagant in the
conception, however little support it may
derive from experience, that the stars
might exert an influenceover the destinies
of man. "

“ Here, then, we rest. The Universal Cause acts
to one end, but acts by various laws.

In all the madness of superfluous wealth, the train
of pride, the influenceof wealth,

Let thisgreat truth be present night and day, but
most be present if we preach or pray,‘That there is more in Heaven and on earth than is
dreamed of in our Philoosophy."

THE wave-length of Roentgen rays, ac-

cording to Prometheus, has been ascer-
tained by Dr. From, of Munich, to be four-
teen millions of a millimeter, or about
seventy-five times smaller than the small-

_

est wave-lengthof light. The determination
.
was based upon interference-phenomena.

Written for PLANBTS AND Psopns.
Sacrifice.
ADA BBRTONI.

We speak the words so often of complaint,
And harbor thoughts thatbear against our fate
With life and all it holds.
At times we shrink with fear, and tremble
With a dread of future woes.
And thatalone will bring misfortunes foes;

Whispering, “It is too late,
Too late for our retreiving
The past, and all its grieving
Sorrow. misery and doubt,"
On all the vexing blunder
That we have brought about.

We are unmindful of the joy-bells ringing,
We do not hear the sweet birds singing
ln cheering tones, that ring from higher planes.
And oftentimes we fail to catch the music,
A spirit friend is sounding,
Through nature’s varied strains.

Let our souls extract the essence
From those who haunt our presence,
Give heed unto their councils sweet.
We may thereby gain a crown,

‘

Making joys of others out renown,
And on this earth reward will meet.

Those who look upon the bonds of sacrifice
As dearest hopes in life's strange pathway,
Must pain and sorrow know;
But they possess the keynote of life's harmony,
Drink deepest of thatblest eternal fountain
Wherein life's priceless treasures flow.

The untried strings no music brings,
The untried life no triumph sings.
We do not know the meaning of real living
‘Tilwe are like the ocean in its course,
Minglingwith streams from every source,
And from our hearts is true unselfish giving.

Science Brevitles.

THE odor of thesweet-pea, according to a
contributor to The MedzkalRecord, “ is so
oflensive to flies that it will drive them out
of a sick-room, though it is not usually in
the slightest degree disagreeable to the pa-
tient." It is therefore recommended that
sweet-peas be placed in the sick-room dur-
ing fly-time.

DR. ANDREE proposes to repeat his at-
tempt to reach the North Pole by balloon
this year, according to Scienee. Dr. Knut
Frankel expects to accompany him as me-
teorologist in place of Dr. Ekholm. It is
also reported that MM. Godardgand Sur-
couf two French aeronauts, propose mak-
ing a similarattempt in 1898.,
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THOUGHTS FOR YOUNG

WOMEN.
T._ H. GARLAND.

Nothing is more gratifying than to ob-
serve the changes that are taking place in
the sphere of usefulness for young women.
This field of action is broadening day by
day as they are reaching out into untried
lines of work. They are demonstrating to
the world that they can rely upon their
own powers to achieve success in the vari-
ous avenues that are opened to them, and
also have the ability to grapple with the
many problems of life.

Quietly but surely they are gaining the
recognition that has been denied them in
the past.

The association of women with men in
the various avocations, causes a refined in-
fluence to permeate the places where they
are employed. and is a powerful factor in
raising the standard of morality in busi-
ness life.

As the new fields are being opened,
young women should quickly grasp the op-
portunities and fit themselves to occupy
positions of trust equal with young men.
In the past young women were taught
that the one object in life for them to
look forward to, was matrimony. Man,
by his selfishness and conceit, deprived
women of their rights; but the day of
their subjugation is past and young women

can now step out upon the stage of lifeand
stand upon an equality with their brothers
in competing for success and honor.

It is to be regretted that with the new

opportunities opened to young women, so

few of them are keenly alive to the prizes
within their grasp. The majority are still
following in the old p_ath, expecting that it
will culminate in a happy marriage.

How refreshing it is to meet, as we often
do, bright young women who look beyond
the horizon of their own social whirlpool
into the deeper meanings of life; and real-
ize that by application they can achieve
success in some chosen field.

Those who mark out their line of work
"and are determined to do for themselves
are the ones most admired by the world.
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If theyare careful to choose the calling for
which they are best adapted, and apply
themselvescloselyuntil theyare proficient,
there is little doubt of their future success.

Ayoung woman that is accomplished in
any line, be it in music, art, literature, or
in professional or industrial lines, stands
far above those who are not. Her com-

panionship is sought by those of both sex;
she is not only independent and able to do
for herself but her prospects for a happy
union, should she so desire. are greatly en-
hanced. Young women who look forward
only to marriage, endeavor to win young
men of education and who have bright
prospects ahead; those having the best
future before them are the most sought.
Do young women realize thatthesame rule
also applies to them? A young man of
abilitywho desires a companion for life is
equally as anxious to have one who is edu-
cated and accomplished, one possessing
strength of character combined with true
womanhood.

If young women expect to “do well"in
their matrimonial ventures they must pos- -

sess something besides a smilingface and
pleasing words. If theywill take a care-
ful survey of their young lady acquaintan-
ces and compare their different characters,
they will observe that those who are studi-
ous and apply themselves until they be-
come proficient in some of linework, are the
ones whose company is most sought; the
further they go in their chosen field the
more their society is courted.

The one important thing that young
women should realize is, that they should
put forth some qfort to make something
of themselves. Choose some course to
follow and then apply themselves to it.
Should they never reap‘ financial reward,
it will give them a far better standing and
aid them to attain success in other direc-
tions.

What a. power for good young women
can wield; they are the fulcrum that sus-
tains the moral leverage of the world. It
is withintheir power to shape the destinies
of nations. Man, withihis tender regard
for woman can be swayed by her as by no
other power. Hewever stern and unrelax-
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ing a man may be among men, when in the
presence of a true woman his nature
softens and without realizing it, he will
yield to her bidding. What grand oppor-
tunities then do young women have to
mold the~lives of‘ young men into true
manhood. He is ready to make any sacri-
fice or gratify any wish a young lady in
whom he is interested may ask; there is
nothing in the world more potent to re-
strain a young man from vice than the
esteem and tender affections of a pure
young lady. Before entering married life
she is free to choose her company, and can

decline the attentions of any young man

whose moral standing does not entitle him
to the rank of a gentleman: She can repel
those of loose habits and low tendencies,
and by her pure, noble life and womanly
manner, draw to her only those whose
character is above reproach.

If young women would discountenance
vice in every form and refuse to assoeiate
withyoung men of questionable morality, it
would prevent thousands of unappy unions
which lead to misery and crime. Young
men who are given to vice before marriage
seldom reform after; they are more guard-
ed in their conduct, and so far as the world
can see they may appear to live proper
lives; but there is a dark side which they
conceal.

Young women who would have a happy
life ahead of them cannot be too careful in
accepting attention from young men. It is
better to never marry, than to marry and
live in strife—or a life filled with regrets.
Life's pathway is full of reefs that young
women are sure to enconnter; they should
be ever on their guard lest they are strand-
ed before the journey is fairly begun. At
the outset place life's standard high, and
never do anythingthat will lower it.

The only sure guide to true success is
purity of life. Never say or do anything
that will cause criticism.

Ever bear in mind that a good name
once lost can never be regained. Thought-
lessness and indiscretion will surely bring
remorse in later years; but those who ad-
here conscientiously to the best impulses
of their nature will not go amiss, but will
live lives of usefulness and be honored by
all who know them. Seize, then, the gold-
en hours as they pass by, and turn them to
account; waste not precious moments upontrifles, but make the most of the time and
opportunities at your command, and‘ what-
ever your aim in life may be, success will
crown your efforts.

COLOR.
VIRGINIA MONTROSE.

The elfect of color upon our nervous or-

ganism is a subject not often considered.
Its influence upon our daily lives, upon
our thoughts and actions, is of far more

importance than we know. In our inter-
course with others, in the performing of
duties in office and home, in our silent
meditation, it can and does take an active
part.

Color is a protection, a strength, and a

great harmonizer. It is, also, an irritant.
The same color effecting different persons
differently,

Each individual has his own color, or

colors, which, if understood and properly
adapted, act as helpers to the occult forces
and protectors against the unpleasant vi-
brations of this earthly sphere.

Science tells us that color is but higher
vibrations of sound. Rose red being the
lowest vibration, violet the highest. That
were our ears so happily attuned we could
catch the sound of notes and chords, ex-

quisite and divine. It is not strange, then,
that color should effecbus in our words
and yvays. Is not vibration the one Uni-
versal, fixed and eternal principle of life?

To me color opens wide a world of
delight. The diflerent combinations, the
strong shades and lighter tints act upon my
sensitive nature with a force for good or
evil. scarcely to be understood by one who
has not made the subject somewhat of a
study.

Some one once said, “Tell me what you
eat and I will tell you what you are." I
say, tell me what colors you prefer andI
will tell you what you are.

It is not altogether the color one cares
most for that is the right one for him: it is
the one that corresponds with him and as-
sists him most in his daily life that is
needed.

An uneducated taste is often most cap-
tivated withflaringeflects, preferringgaudy
to subdued colors, and, the more frightful
the combinationthe more gratifying to his
sense of the beautiful. Where the refining
influences of education and culture begin
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to make themselves felt, then. it is, we see

a desire for harmony of color to assert it-
self. The reds, yellows and bright blues
giving more subdued shades.

Like the notes of the musical scale the
prismatic colors are seven: Red, orange,
yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet. Out
of these can be made combinations and
tints innumerable and beautiful.

Red, the rose color, is a strong force in-
fluence; a great irritant. Few natures need
it; few can stand it in its brightest hue.
There are persons who, under ordinary
circumstances are pleasantlyagreeable, but
placed under the influenceof the red color
become offensive, irritable, and altogether
unloveable.

Green indicates strength, harmony and
love. Were our occult sight sufflciently
clear we could see thatgreen forms a back-
ground to all strong, independent natures.
Green is nature's great beautifier. So won-

derfully, so deeply, and, withal, so delic-
ately has she colored her wardrobe with
its varied shades and tints, that the eye is
constantly seeing some new beautyin every
leaf and blade of grass.

Who has not felt the great harmony of
nature’s colors upon the higher soul. Has
not spirit seemed to speak with spirit at
such times, and the strong and pure within
one risen and taken command of soul and
body.

Yellow is cold, unyielding. Few need
it, still, to them that it belongs, it is a force
and solace.

Dear little violet, as I hold you in my
hand and gaze into your sweet, fresh, ten-‘
der beauty,how I wish my ears were so

happilyattuned to thygloriousmelody, that
I might hear the wonderful strains of har-
mony that come from thydelicate color-
ing. So modest, so quiet, in thy earnest
life; yet, holding in secret the highest vi-
brations of sound. The sweetest Song
hidden in thy violet heart; some day, per-
haps, we too, may hear.

"What did you stop that clock in your
room for, Jane?"

"Because, mum, the plaguey thing has
some sort of fit every mornin', just when I
wants to sleep. "—Detroz't Free Press.

Astral Flights.
PHINDUSEEKLE.

Many sensitives inrtaking astral fights
have difficulty on theirreturn to the body
in locating the points visited, for while the
astral sense may be clear the mortal part
or brain is so vibrated that it fails to re-
cord clearly these higher experiences. We
wish to impress this upon the mind of the
reader and student in this field of research,
for many erroneous ideas and theories are
launched upon the world of thought by
people of this stamp. They can not helpdrawing the conclusions they do for there
is a reason deep dyed in the very warp and
woof of their brain construction.

It is much easier to be wrong in these
matters than right, so with extreme cau-
tion we write upon this subject. If we
wished to argue points relative to the
astral plane, we know there would be a
thousand ideas and theories presented on
all sides and nothingbut error and discord
would result. We have not time to argue
the matter. To be free to penetrate the
spheres and learn somethingof the deepermysteries of creation, of mind, of genius
invention and the utilization of hidden
forces is our only aim.

Having made reference in a former arti-
cle to the utilization of water upon the
planet Mars for the purpose of generating
force for motive power, we will give a little
further light upon the subject. trusting it
may be an impetus for some one having the
time and material for experiment to work
out and materializethesame here on earth.

We use water here to produce steam, but
the methodseems cumbersomeand expen-sive, compared to that employed upon the
planet Mars. The process there seems to-
be in the nature of a separator of thegaseswhich compose the elements of water, the
compression of the same and their utiliza-
tion, first separately and then colleetively
or in unison, the polarity of the currents
in the process being in harmony with the
electrical currents of the planet, thusgain-ing a point on the universal forces ever in
action on all planets.

Let those who love to labor in the inter-
est of science draw from these suggestions
whatever light theymay. We shall beglad
to hear of results along this line, for it
seems thatwatercomes very near being the
power back of all life,_ as things flourish
and expand with it, while they wither and
decay if deprived of its vivifying presence.

Pat—“Theydo say the car next the in-
jine be the most dangerous. "

Mike——“Begorra, then, why don’t theylave it off?"
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CORAL ALM EDIA THOMAS.

Written for PLANETS AND Pzopus.
A FLOWER OF THE SOUL.

Within the garden of the soul there grew
A faintly-tinted flower; .

So frailand weak it seldom raised its head,
And oft I wished, in secret, it were dead;

For, lackingenergy, it drooping, pined,
Shorn of its rightful power.

I felt no love for it, and let it grow
Uncared for and alone;

Till in my heart there sprung a silent scorn

For one so timid, weak and lowly born,
And in the place of christian charity,

I gave the flower a stone.

“The other flowers.” I said, “ are orderly;
But thou art not of them;

With regularity they sip the dews,
And brighten daily into rainbow hues;

But dews. nor sun, nor fanning of the breeze
Can straighten thybent stem.

“What art thou called?" I said to it one morn;
“ Hast thou, O, flower! a name?

Here are fair lilacs,symbolizingYouth,
And bright chrysanthemurns,emblems of Truth;

Thou hast no color, and I know thee not,
Nor vet. from whence you came."

And when at last o’erpowered by my disdain,
lt yieldinglysank low,

Then Duty woke me, and ‘mid tearful showers,
I called for succor from the stronger flowers.

For conscience whispered I had been unjust.
And must not let it go.

Then, ah l how changed it was! withhead upraised
Up-springing from the sod,

It grew in harmony with all around;
Nor fairer flower was in my garden found;

It seemed to have, in sweetest purity,
Afinitywith God.

With gracefulmajesty, at dewy morn,
It raised toward skies above

A face of pearly whiteness, fair to see,
And silentlyit breathed, Infinity;

And then I knew the flower which I had crushed,
Was thatfair blossom, Love.

‘Tis often thus. thatwhich we most desire,
In ignorance we scorn,

Until we see it lying low to earth;
And when too late, we recognize its worth;

And then we learn that God's best gifts to man,
Are ever lowly born.
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ADVEBTIEING.

_
The advertising s acemust necessarilybe lim-

ited 111 a Journal 0 this nature; hence, willbe
all themore valuable. Write for terms.
 

Good and reliable a ents wanted in ever town
and city in theUnite States to solicitsu scrip-
tions for PLANETS AND PEOPLE. The very best
terms offered to thosewho are able to furnish
good references.

Cgdflozial. 
EVERY readers attention is called to the

advertisement of the PLANETARY PUBLISH-
1:~1<3 COMPANY in this number. New type,
a new press and complete outfit for fine job
printing for the trade has been added, and
they wish to hear from thefriends of PLAN-
Ers AND I’:-;oi>1.E whenever they need print-
ing done. The composition and plating of
book pages willbe a specialty. If you con-

template getting out a book of any kind,
write for terms beforeplacing your order.

READ the article, “Thoughts for Young
Women,” by T. H. Garland in this num-

ber. It is a plea for the young ladies of
the land to be recognized by the world of
trade as desirable competitors for positions
in all branches of industry. It is true that
a business training is just as needful to the
young woman as to the young man, even

though she may not devote her life to such
pursuit. How many women are being
swindled to-day becauseof their ignorance

of the simplest methods employed in busi-
ness proceedings. They place property
and valuable securities in the hands of
sharks, thinkingthat they will be treated
fairly because of their sex, and terrible
calamities befall them as a result. If they
could have had a business education they
would then have some idea as to how
property must be handled. in order to pro-
tect them from loss. ‘

ASTROLOGY, by Mr. A. H. Postel, is an

interesting article, and contains so much
that backs up the science that few indeed,
will question the fact of its mathematical
accuracy after reading it. It is very ably
written.

We have many very interesting articles
booked for future numbers of this maga-
zine, and when the Pyramid and Cube
company is organized, which we trust will
be brought about the last week of this
month, much valuable matter willbe forth-,
coming from that source.

VVE aim to treat in thismagazine of such
matters as are of interest in this particular
field of research, and departments opened
up in the January numberwhich seem to at-
tract the most attention, we give the most
time and space to. Our space being lim-
ited, it is impossible to give lengthyarticles
or lessons each month in all of them; so we

guage them according to matter prepared
for publication.

FROM this time forward we refer all
who desire information of an astrological
nature to the advertisement of the PLANE-
TARY PUBLISHING COMPANY. A specialty
will be made by themof this branch of the
work, and patrons may depend upon it that
very careful and accurate calculations and
deductions will be made in theirbehalf. A
record of all dates will be preserved and
may be referred to at any time. Have
your horoscope placedon their records and
then consult them at your leisure.

There are times when problems confront
one that it is impossible to decide satisfac-
torily. The law, then, is theonly safeguard
Knowledge should be the governor.
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Astronomical Changes—Weather
Forecast for May.

May I . . . . . . . .Mercury is in Libra.
May 9. . . . . .Mercury is in Scorpio.
May 20

. . . . . . . .Mercury is in Sagittarius.
May 13 . . . . . . .

.Venus is in Sagittarius.
May 16

. . . . . . .
.Mars is in Virgo.

New Moon
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..May 1.

First Quarter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .May 9.
‘ Full Moon

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .May 16.
Last Quarter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .May 23.
New Moon

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .May 31.
Earthquakes will be in order during this

month.

Atmospheric.
The first figure for the month shows ex-

treme conditions, and electrical disturban-
ces will be rampant. There will be much
fire in the air and thunder showers, cloud
bursts and cyclonic disturbances will make
life frightful to many upon the prairies of
the west.

This period begins the first and on the
third the elements will be very active, mod-
erating on the 5th, and remaining more
calm until the 9th when the worst of the
conditions prevail. For a week everything
will be at high ebb, the 17th showing the
culmination. The 19th a calm comes over

the atmosphere and it will settle down for
a peaceable time for a few days.

The 23d brings a hot spell. Yes a scorch-
er of a time. Look out for fire! It is just
the thing to expect the last week of the
month. On the wholeqthemonth will pre-
sent very extreme phenomena of the at-
mospheric electrical and fire natures.

Plant and Sow.
The first of the month a period begins

favorable to the sowing of grains, setting
cabbage, cauliflower, top-onions and other
head line products.

Although it is May, the conditions for
planting corn do not appear until the 10th.
This being a prophetic date with many
eastern farmerswe need only say, the sea-

son is very favorable for corn planted on
thisday and for one or two days after. If
potatoes can not be placed the last few
days of April, a better quality and yield

will result if such seeding is left until the
I 20th to the 25th. The 24th being the most
favorable.

Squash, pumpkins,‘ cucumbers, melons
and hops, co-ordinate with corn, and
should be sown or planted on same date.
Beans, peas, sorghum also belong to the
list.

May 3d—Business.
The business indications are chieflyof

the speculative nature. There will be an
active time in all securities, as a venture-
some spirit hovers over the minds of men
and gives the desire to take hold of some-

thing regardless of results. This wil af-
fect the business world to some extent, but,
as stated in January number, the year is
not one thatwill come up to Jupiter ’s com-
mercial power and worth, so we do not
predict any great change at this time, so
far as the country at large is concerned.
The time is ripe, however, for favorable
preparations to be made in manufacturing
lines and especially does this. apply to
clothinglines. There should be considera-
ble improvement in trade relative to dress.
People will seek to improve their looks by
the purchase of new garments. This is a
wild week.

Children.
Children of this date will be good speak-

ers, preachers, lecturers, and especially
singers. Teach them music, language,
oratory or elocution, and do not stuif them
or have them stuffed, with history, foreign
languages, folk lore, and biblicalballast.
Leave the mind free to catch the finer
threadsof harmony, that they may warble
as the birds, and trill the tenors of the
choir universal.

Marriage.
Let everybody get married! No! This

is wrong. Yet it is better than it will be,
and for those born in Libra and Aries it is
quite favorable. Those born in Scorpio
come next, but the combinationis against
those born in November and December;
also August.

May 10th—Business.
With the increasing tendency of themost

mavelousrun of positionsand aspects found
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in many years, what may we not look for
during this phenomenal week. Five great
magnets in the sign Scorpio mean business
of some kindand quite a period of a creative
nature must result. This should aflect
business interests very materially,produc-
ing great activity and a wide range of
prices, although the trend must be in keep-
ing with the general strength as shown.
Look for phenomenal movements. They
will surely come, unless the terrors of
heaven bring fear and trembling to the na-
tives of the stock exchange.

Children.
Prodigies. phenomenal characters, war-

blers, tragedians, plungers. speculators,
marvels of strength and power in many

directions are the conditions we predict in
the lives of those born during this wonder
week.

Mothers of these greater creations, take
warning now. You can not afford to rear
such souls without detailed knowledge ac-

cording to the time and condition of each
birth. These characters will be gifted in
many directions and under such a combin-
ation as this it is well to have the day and
hour closely recorded, as the lines of con-

junction are numerous and striking,
Marriage.

As thisperiod is quite disruptive in‘ na-

ture, we would advise postponement until
the stormy, startling stampede spends its
fury.

165'
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May 17th—Buslness.
Extremes of every nature and kind rule

the affairs of State at this time. There
seems to be no let up to the terrible straits
the planets are, and have been in for some

time, We still find four planets in Scorpio
and the balance of the figure loud and bois-
terous in expression. If we get through
with this -siege without getting mixed in
foreign affairs, it will be a marvelous es-

cape.
The business situation is but slightly

changed since last week's report, but on
the whole should show gains by reason of
the exciting influencesthat have permeated
everything so steadily for over two weeks,
and which are to continue for some time.

There seems to be a littledamper put on to
speculativecommoditieswhich should show
results accordingly,but still are thepowers
potent for life and activity.

Children.
Natural religionists will spring into be-

ing under this horoscope, and great will be
their power for active service. Many ac-
tors will result from the same figure.
These characters, whether with religious
or dramatic tendencies, are bound to come
before the people some way. They will
not obtain wealth to any extent, but will
make an impression upon the world by
their ways and powers. Although inclined
to music and art, they will be passe in
these dreamland spheres.
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Marriages. business color, hence we predict some im-
There is 8 better time near at hand for provement for the week. The wholesale

.-those who seek to know the when. Let dealers, especially, will feel the change,
knowledge alone dictate and govern in this and new enterprises will spring into exist-
mattelfi ence. and proceed to make an impression

May 24th_.Business, in the commercial world. It is a time for
‘ Wonderful changes in the play of the organizingnew companies and undertaking

planets has been brought about by the thingsof magnitude and influence.
-passage of the Earth and Mercury into Speculation will be rampant for several
tripple conjunction, with Venus in Sagit- days. Look out for movementsand agreat
tarius, the three in opposition to Neptune stress of circumstances which will influence
in Gemini, withMars and Jupiter in square trade and make operators wild and unrea-
in Virg .

Five planets in the neutral sonable. A time for fortunes this.
quadrat make theforces of our solar circle Children.
a subj tworthy the time and attention of This date is a very favorable time for
the(lee st researcher births. Just one of those good, powerfulp .

This figure presentsasomewhat brighter combinations that produce characters of
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worth and business adaptabilityas well as

natural physicians, healers and miracle
workers. Good mathematicians,architects,
engravers and rapid penmen, stenographers
and story writers. They will be very lovea-
ble people, destined to live in single bless-
edness. Just thinkof it.

Marriage.
.

Now is the appointed time for many,
many unions under fairly good vibrations,
for remember this single blessedness figure
will not prevent those born under other
conditions from marrying. It is a clincher,
so to speak. for a very large number. Let
the feast be prepared, and may peace, joy
and satisfaction come to those who meet
and mingle at this time. that generations of
people may continue in thefuture.

Written for PLANETS AND Paona.
Jo Jefferson.

LYMAN W. BENTON.

Thou actor, graced above thy fellows all-
But then so grand a sleeper should be bright
When waking. After such a long, long night
I could but hope thou wouldst not soon recall
Thy evilways; but oh, alas, alas!
A rot of twenty years will not suffice
‘To loose the knotted bonds of sin and vice;
And lo! the closing scene—a brimming glass.
The curtain drops.

Ah me! too true to life!
What sad calamity is dire enough
To turn one from his long habitual cup?
Nor Rip Van Winkle sleep, nor warlike strife-
For true to life thouplayest with the stuif——
And yet there be true men who scorn to sup.

A CALCUTTA physicianwho was attacked
by a swarm of bees, says Popular Science
News, was severely stung on the hand,
head, face and neck, no fewer than 150
stings being afterward taken from his neck.
-Fortunately he had some ipecacuanhapow-
der with him which he immediately had
made into a paste and smeared over the
head. face and neck. The effect was most
marked, preventing to a large extent the
swelling and pain which invariably follow
the bee's stings.

“Why do your parents object so to Mr.
Longstop ? ' ‘

Edith—“Mamma objects to his short-
comings and papa to his long stayings. "

 
Where are the ladies that are seeking

congenial companions? We have maleap-
plicants too numerous to mention, and all
of them very advanced thinkersalong lines
occult and magnetic.

Special!
For thirty days we will list ladies at one

half the regular price, in order to give more

encouragement to the negative side of the
question. This is for thirty days only, as

we could not afiord to make it a permanent
price for the work of co-ordination. We
aim to make this department of our work
of great benefitto humanity by intelligently
creating conditions for the home that few
indeed ever enjoy.

Wanted.
A lady born in June.
A lady born in July.
A lady born in August.
A man born in january.
A man born in November.
A lady born in April.
A lady born in August.
A lady born in August.
There is a demand for such as these pro-

viding their magnetic state is also in line
with the month. The latter is the result
of the year of birth, some years being de-
sirable, whileothers are not.

This department is one of the growing
features of this magazine, and we hope to
report some scientific results before many
weeks pass by.

The ladiesseem a little backward, but the
men are philosophers along this line, and
they mean business.

Hawkins—See here. Dubill, I understand
you turned over a new leaf the first of the
year. Now, I'd like to know when you're
going to pay me that $25 you owe me.

Dubill—Mydear boy, don't speak of it.
I have turnedover a new leaf. I’ve blotted
out the past. Please do not recall those
days of my indiscretion—andyours.-—Plu‘l-
adelplzia American.
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The lesson for the month in the study of
the hand is one which our readers should
study closely, as many points are presented
which are deep and fiar-reaching. First
we will explain the peculiar markings as

illustrated in the previous number.
FIG. 1.

A star denotes an important event in
a person's life, either for good or evil, ac-

cording to its location. On the mount of
mercury it shows a person to be extremely
changeable and unreliable, ever trying to

get to the front at the expense of others.
A sort of apoliticalschemer, if in thesphere
of such people. A star on the sun spot
means enormous luck with unbridled pro-
pensities. On the mount of venus it signi-
fies an extreme lover of the opposite sex,
and through love much disappointment and
unhappiness. It shows much power over

others through personal magnetism.
On the mount of mars it shows distinc-

tion as a leader or head in some important
movement, also, martyrdom, trial and much
suflering. .

If found upon the mount of jupiter it
means position, power and distinction in
the sphere or plane of life on which one

-dwells.
On themount of saturn it indicatesa dis-

astrous culmination of some kind. Some-
times in a dishonorable death, at other
times bankruptcy and unjust business
scheming and failure.

On the mount of uranus it signifies sud-
-den and unexpected results in invention,
investment, business venture or similar
lines. It also indicates an extreme trend
of the mental faculties in one direction,
sometimesculminatingin mental aberation.
It shows trouble in marriage.

On the mount of neptune, a government
_position, and generally with a commission
to some foreign court. Also prominence
in dramatic art.

no. 2.

The cross is like unto_ the star in its

meaning, only there is less potency to the
inflenceswhich produce them.

FIG. 3.
A pyramid or triangle. This is indica-

tive of careful, prudent and wise procedure,
and is favorable to success wherever found.
On the mount of jupiter it means a careful
and honorable business character. On the
mount of saturn, a logical reasoner and so
on.

FIG. 4.
The square shows strength and force of

character, system and orderly ways. It
means that one figures ahead and lays defi-
nite plans in the various lines treated with
figure one.

FIG. 5.
The circle. This mark means success

when found upon the mounts, but if upon
the lines of the hand, it shows something
to be passed through. The heart line
meaning an aflliction relative to the aflec-
tions. The head line, a trial by jury.
Life line, bodily ailment, eruption, cancer

or some critical point in the life. -

FIG. 6.
The island signifies secret proceedings,

illness and corruption. On the mental or

head line, secret maneuvering, also head
difliculties. On the heart line, secret rela-
tions with the opposite sex. Licentious-
ness or over indulgence.

FIG. 7.
A branch. usually means health, charity,

warm-heartedness, intelligence and long
life.

no. 8.
Chains mean retardation of the currents

that should flow free and easy, hence, they
show petty annoyances and worries, irrita-
ble natures and tendencies, but tenacious
and enduring qualities.

FIG. 9.
Broken lines are indicative of broken

promises. sudden changes and unfinished
undertakings in life. They are not of good
report in any locality.

FIG. I0.

A spot found upon the heart line is good,
as it shows conquests in love matters. The
spot also shows discoveries and personal
advancement in various directions, accord-
ing to location.

169-
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FIG. xx.

Hair lines show overzealousness and a

tendency to be too good or too particular,
or too free, according to the nature of the
mounts.

FIG. 12.
Cross bars indicate a checkered career,

or proceedings not in keeping with high
motives, and pertain to various affairs in
life as shown by the diflerent mounts.

APPLICATXON.
We will now apply some of these rules to

the following hand, as shown, which is that
of a lady, Mrs. B

, about thirty-five
years of age. 

We find from the shape of the hand that
it is formed under the planet saturn, the
fingers beingseparated and singlebarrelled.
This shows lines of thought that lead in
many directions, also: the tendency to give
promiscuously such gifts as she is able to
bestow. It shows the tendency to scatter
and disintegrate personal magnetismas well

.

as lucre. Hence we would conclude that
wealth does not come easilyand freely into
the palm.

The main lines are deep and vital in na-

ture, showing thatthelifeforces are riveted

firmly to the physical organism, and that
intensity in all lines of experience must re-
sult. First the life line, deep and long,
gives evidence of mixed conditions in the
early part of life, as the line of the head
mingles with it and produces cross lines
(fig. 12) for some distance toward the palm.
The next we come to is a time line crossing
at about the age of 23. This is quite deep
and signifies an important, and we maysay,
sad period for the lady, for said lines con-
tinue on to the head line and form an is-
land (fig. 6). This, no doubt, brought a

period of sickness with all the rest. An
entire change of mind also came at this
time. This time line, the life line and the
headline form a triangle in which is a cross,
indicatinga marked tendency to mysticism
and occult science.

At the age of 31 we find another line
crossing the life line, meeting with a star
in the palm, also a cross. This combina-
tion shows peculiar experiences, and a little
later another line runs into this group of
signs. This comes at about the age of 34.
Connected with these is another deep cross
which connects with the death line, and
near the head line an extensive branch (fig.
7), which, as stated, shows ‘a power for
health and a charitable word for the suffer-
ing.

The life line clears up now and is free
from cross currents of every kind until she
reaches the age of 65, or thereabouts, when
the health line ’cuts deeply across the line
of life and breaks ofi into three branches
toward the mount of saturn.

At the age of 45 there isastrong pull
upon the life forces from the inside, as
shown by the deep line from the life line
toward the second star in the palm. This
isasevere period, but not of a fatal na-
ture. ‘

It will be seen that the heart line is full
of islands (see fig, 6), that a heavy cross
line came early and broke up the line, (see
leo side of illustration diagram 1, Feb.
No.) The mount of venus has a cross close
to the heart line. The mount of uranus,
just the other side, bears a square and an
ancient symbol, the forked implement, and
further on the same mount shows figure
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No. 9, which means spurts and starts under
uranus, with changes and unfinished busi-
ness, or studies of a scientific or occult
nature.

A very striking thingisshown in connec-
tion with the heart, where it forms a great
cross toward the mount of jupiter. This
mount has a cross, also broken lines. so

thereis money and distinction coupled with
breaks and checks to the onward course.

The sun is crossed by various marks,
therefore the latter days of her career will
be under thesaturn vibration, from whence
the line of character and death has its cen-
tral root. The fact that the line of death
begins far from themount of saturn shows
the continuity of existence past the 45th
year period.

The markings, as a whole, show many
varied and peculiar experiences, in fact
there will be no let up to the variety and
they will continue to the end. Through
the many experiences due the lady she will
grow in wisdom beyoundher kind and gain
power which, if cultivated to act in a given
direct or system of education, may be of
inestimablebenefitto humanity. As stated
on the start, the tendency is to reach out
and tie to many lines. What is needed,
therefore, is the cultivation of the opposite
tendency.

We append the views of a lady from the
east, Virginia Montrose, upon this sub-
ject.

“The hand is thegreat index of thechar-
acter. Each line, each motion, the curves

and joints themselves tell us something of
the great passions that move the soul and
start into action the good or evil in human
nature. They are the stamps the Great
Creator places upon eachhuman parcel ere
He sends it forth among its kind, and
thesestamps are neverat fault. The marks
within the hand never lie. In early child-
hood, long beforeI knew, or had ever heard
even, of the science of palmistry, the hand
was of great interest to me. My fancied
likes or dislikes were governed almost un-

consciously by the impression made by it
upon my mind.

As I grew older and the opportunity for
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studying more deeply into the mysteries of
palmistry was given me, I have become
more satisfied that the soul shines through
the hand, as well as through the eye.

A palmist is “ born, not made, " and un-
less a light from a Higher Intelligence
flashes through and. lights up the under-
standing in order that glimpses of truths
hidden may come forth and speak,‘ther'e is
little use of trying to get at the real secrets
of palmistry by a mere study of the lines
and marks in the hand.

The line of the heart is the tell-tale line
of the real self. As it starts, so starts a
man's life, either in the course of truthand
honestyor in the opposite lines of treachery
and deceit.

As we trace this line from its rise across
the palm, we see innumerable small lines
and irregularities through it. These little
cross lines are the indicationsof sorrow
and anxiety. Some of them are deep and
cut, as it were, the heart in two, whileoth-
ers are faint and tell more of mistakes and
petty trials which sum up to big worries in
time. Into this line come feeders from dif-
ferent mounts that help or hinder our on-
ward course. Venus sometimes sends a
little line to tell of gentle thhughts and
kindly deeds, and, we know a love song
has or will be sung into that life when we
see that delicate mark. T

I like the heart line to be somewhat near
the head line. It shows a better balance.
The head must help the heart and vice
versa.

The shape of the hand means much.
The long slender one with its dainty, taper-
ing fingers speaks of a nature too sensitive
for the rough ways of the world and its
busy people.

The broad, strong hand, with the irreg-
ular finger joints, straight thumband hearty
grasp, is the one to take and feel sure of a

good wholesome life and true principles.
The delicate, intellectual, firm hand, indi-
cating a fine, sensitive organism, loving
truth and ever seeking the highest. I

Very interesting is the life line, and as we
follow it down the hand we often hear
whispers of theuncertaintiesof themorrow
and wonder, if, after all, it is well to take
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so much heed of ‘w‘ what ye shall eat and
what ye shall wear. " The palm has also its
tale of sunshine and shadows.

The hollow palm, unfortunate, much is
given but little returned. Disappointments,
«misunderstandingsand sometimes lack of
will forceis shown here. But the thumb,
“God's finger, " is one of the grandest
signs ‘of character belonging to the whole
hand. It should be straight, firm upon its
mount, not too heavy, with the wrist line
well indicated. It must not hide itself un-

der the palm nor cling too closely to the
first finger. but stand by itself, a mark of
strength, intellect and will force.

Much could be written upon thissubject,
for it is full of suggestive thought. But to
tell it well requires more time and space
than is mine. The many lines, diflerent
mounts, the signs, 'symbols, in fact, the
entire hand must be considered before we

can clearly read below the surface. It is
a facinatingstudy, thouga knowledge does
not always give pleasure, for it may happen
we find the marksof evil where we long to
see only those of uprightness and truth.

-'(‘)u Can Never Tell.
ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.

You can never tell when you send a word-
Like an arrow shot (mm a bow-

By an archer blind—beit cruel or kind-
just where it will chance to go.

It may pierce the breast of your dearest friend,
Tipped with its poison or balm;

To a stranger's heart in life's great mart
It may carry its pain or calm.

You never can tell when you do an act,
Just what the result will be;

But with every deed you are sowing a seed,
Though its harvest you may not see.

Each kindly act is an acorn dropped
In God's productive soil;

Though you may not know, yet the tree shall grow
And shelter the brows that toil.

You can never tell what your thoughtswill do
In bringing you hate or love;

For thoughts are thingsand their airy wings
Are swifter thancarrier doves.

They follow the law 0! the universe—
Each thingmust create its kind;

And theyspeed o'er the track to bring you back
Whatever went out from your mind.

In Prussia the price of medicine is regu-
lated by the State, and a price list issued.

Peripatetic Postage Stamps.
Now that new varietiesof locomotionare

being inaugurated every year, and thecable
car and the electric car dash up and down
our streetswithno visiblepropellingpower,
we should not be surprised at anything,
says the Philadelphia Press. Yet who
would expect that familiar and most inno-
cent-looking object, the postage stamp, to
take to itself feet and walk away? A
Georgia man, Mr. Evans, stood in thepost-
oifice preparing to mail a letter, and had
just moistened two one-cent stamps, when
they slipped from his fingers and fluttered
to the floor. Mr. Evans, who is a portly
man, looked at them in disgust. and then
stooped to pick them up. Before he could
put his fingers on them, however, they be-
gan to move slowly away from him along
the floor. He drew back and gazed at the
spectacle with natural astonishment. He
ran his fingers throughhis hair and pinched
his ears to make sure that he was awake,
and all the while the postage stamps were

glidingalong thefloor. When theyreached
the side of the room they began slowly to
ascend the wall. Mr. Evans hastened to
the gentleman at the stamp window at this
point and begged him to feel his pulse.
When he had returned thestamps had risen
half-‘way to the ceiling, and were stillglid-
ing upward. Happilyfor Mr. Evans‘ san-

ity, the bits of blue paper just then altered
their course and began to decendfandsoon

they were within reachof his hand. Then
the mystery was explained. The moist-
ened stamps had fallen upon a fly.'s back,
and had stuck to the insect, which natur-
ally enough started oil with them.

11‘ is reported, says Science, that patents
for inventions which relate to the produc-
tion of electrical energy, or in which elec-
tricity is in any way employed, are refused
in Turkey. There is nothing in the law to
warrant any such refusal, and the only ex-

planation afforded by the Turkishauthori-
_ties is that orders have been received ‘from
the palace’ forbidding the grant of patents
for such inventions. The fees paid on ap-
plication are not returned.
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Food Suggestions.

  
No ingredient thatis not first-class should

ever enter into any article of food.
A monotonous diet is not adapted to the

proper development of the race or the in-
dividnal.

All food tends to deteriorate rapidly
after cooking; and, if allowed to remain
long, are disease producing.

Nuts and some kinds of fruits. though
they will keep a long time, should never be
eaten after the flavor becomes impaired.

All kinds of flour and meal should be
eaten as soon as possible after being
ground, as it is then constantly parting
with its elements of life.

All organic material used as food tends
to decay after reaching its highest state of
perfection, and should be eaten when most
highly endowed with life principle.

While all the scientific world is con-

stantly discussing the greater advancement
in material discovery and research, the
smaller matters, as they are often con-

sidered, are entirely overlooked by jour-
nals and periodicals, and only at long in-
tervals of time do any of these "trifles”
find theirway to the expert and into papers
devoted to mechanics and original research.
Yet almost daily improvements are being
made that are’ of the greatest value to the
general public. One of the latest of these
in the result of the study of a Boston phy-
sician who has devised a plan for changing
kitchen garbage and refuse into charcoal.
This is not to be done in an extensive
plant, but in every kitchen, and so the
waste that is. now thrown away to poison
the air and drinking water will become a

portion of the fuel of every household,
The process is odorless and simple, and

will be of such great value that in a short
time it bids fair to solve the now vexing
question to all municipalities, of the dis-
posal of all household refuse.—/VewIdeas.

'73

“It is generally believed that the Negro
races show a special proclivity to tubercu-
losis and cholera, and theyare olso particu-
larly liable to tetanus. On the other hand,
they enjoy comparative immunity from
cancer, malaria, and yellow fever, and are

seldom attacked by diphtheriaor dysen-
tery. The yellow races are very prone to
ophthalmia and myopia, and insanity is
said to be relatively more eommon among
them than among otherraces; on the other
hand, theyshow greater proclivity than the
black races to tetanus, while theyare more

subject to tuberculosis and cholera than
white races. Among white races and Euro-
peans, M. Bordier, who has recentlystudied
the snbject, poin.s out thatalmost the only
observations recorded relate to the Jewish
race, which exhibits a special predisposi-
tion to diabetes and nervous disease, while,
on the other hand, it appears to enjoy
some measure of immunity from croup.
The population of France, as is well
known, is made up of three great ethno-
logical divisions, corresponding more or
less closely to those found by Julius Caesar;
north‘, of the Seine. the Belgians; in the
center betweenthe Seine and the Garonne,
theCelts; and in the south to the Pyrenees
and the Mediterranean, the Aquitanians
and Ligurians. These three divisions pre-
sent certain diflerences in stature, com-

plexion, etc., which are the marksof a dif-
ferent origin. Thus in the north the men
are well grown, dolichocephalic, fair and
blue-eyed, while in the center and the
south they are short, brachycephalic,and.
dark in complexion. The people
of the east, in French Flanders and Picar-
dy have fair hair; those of Brittany and.
Anjou have chestnut hair; those of Au-
vergne and Haute-Loire, black hair.

,

In the Cymric element in the French
nation the pulse is normally more rapid
than in Celts, and the northern races are
more long lived than those of the south.
Velpeau remarked, at the time of the Cri-
mean war, that -the English soldiers re-
covered better from wounds and from op-
erations than the French. The French
soldiers themselves used to say that the
English ‘flesh‘ was diflerent from theirs.
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Statistics show that tuberculosis is more

frequent in the north than in the south of
France. Myopia is more frequent in
ancient Aquitaine and Liguria; caries of
the teeth and varicose veins in the Cymric
departments; hernia in the Norman de-
partments. The Cymric seem to havea
special tendency to sweating-sickness."———

BrilishMedicaljournal. '

Appeal to Vegetarians.
I am aware there are two classes of

vegetarians. Perhaps to thesolelyhygienic
section the ethical aspect has not been
forcibly presented—that pitiful and re-

morseless propagation and destruction of
helpless animal life—thetrade in suffering
and carnage which involves the brutaliza-
tion of a vast army of human beings. One
month ago I visited the Union Stock Yards
and nerved myself to look for a few mo-

ments upon the scene presented in the
slaughteringof swine. It seems now, as I
recall it, more like a vision of the inferno
than the real experience of gazing upon a

body of men engaged in so-called legitimate
business; and I wish that all the delicate
meat-eating ladies of our land were com-

pe.'led te view that scene until they were

ready to eschew the horrible practice for-
ever.

Growing boys were there. too, scores of
them, learning to take the places of those
who pass away, soon to be fathers of a

generation yet unborn. And so the awful
trade is perpetuated.

Here now is a vast field for the exercise
of a great charity by vegetarians, namely.
the approach to and the leading of this
vast concourse of unconscious murderers
to a better way of living.

No blame can be attached to themfor the
manner in which they seek to maintain
themselves and their families. Our vast
mission must be to approach, to edu-
cate and to persuade them from this life-
takingpursuit into the green fields, where
they may delve their living from the soil
and inhale the atmosphere which shall
purify both soul and body.—MRs. FAIR-
CHILD-ALLEN, in Clzicago Vegetariarz. .

Diet in Typhoid Fever.

The thermometer is of incomparable use
as a guide to feeding typhoid-feverpa-
tients. Theatime to push food is during
the intervals when the temperature is low-

._est, since at that time digestion and assim-
ilation are most active and food does most
good; when temperature is highest these
functions are much in abeyance. I find it
best not to crowd food, yet often when the
heart and respiration are weakest during
high—temperature periods a vast deal of
good can be accomplished by giving the
patient rich beef-essence diluted with an
infusion of green or black tea of the best
quality. This sort of food, which serves
an excellent purpose during those periods
of great depression, is stimulant to thegan-
glionic nerve-centers; the cold bath, too,
has here a wonderfully benign influence,
backed up with proper food.

A soft-boiledegg is a valuable food, rel-
ished by many fever patients at certain
times. Put a fresh egg in a large tea cup,
pour full of boilingwater, let stand covered
from four to six minutes, when both yolk
and white will be suflicientlycooked; sea-
son to taste. and add a little onion juice to
liven the flavor. Some patients will take
the whole at a meal, others only a

part.
Bake a ripe apple, and feed thesoft pulp.

This is an admirable change, besides being
easily digested and a good philippicto the
stomach.

Pap is made by rubbing up to a smooth
paste two or three tablespoonfuls of first-
class flour in water to the consistency of
cream. Pour this into a mixture of equal
parts of boiling milk and water; stir and
cook slowly for half an hour. This has
high proteid and carbon values, serving an
excellent part as food, used also as a diluent
of bouillon and essence. In the meantime
be sure the patient is made to drink sufli-
cient water during the day and night—do
not wait till it is called for, but force it on
him if necessary; even half a wineglass
often repeated is certainly good for him.——
JOSEPH ADOLPHUS, in Chicago Medzkal
Times.
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J‘/ozodcomcal.
A Few Suggestions Relative

the Occult Side of
Astronomy.

  

 
Helio-Centric Birth Chart.

- What is law? Sir Isaac Newton re-dis-
covered the great infinite truth concerning
the law of matter, (as we understand mat-
ter, or substance), which is, that every
particle of matter in the universe attracts
or viviflesevery otherparticle, accoringto
its density, and inversely according to the
square of the distance, which is acknowl-
edged by scientists, as demonstrable.

This being true, there must be a power,
force, or energy, inherent in theparticle of
matter, which gives it the attractivequali-
ty, and magnetic vibration,gis the term we
will use to express the idea of this force or

energy, to those who are ready to admit
that there is an inherent life or power co-
existent with the atom.

What is vibration? It is infinite and
eternal activity, motion, expression, and
repetition. It is manifest not only in mat-
ter as we view material things, or sub-
stance, but the boundless spaces are alive
and teaming with this eternal principle.

The ether of space which is in a state of
vibration so high that no mechanical in-
strument. or chemical composition can be

produced to record the numberof waves

per secand (becausematter or gasses vibra-
ted that high would become ether, and
cease to exist as matter or even gas.) and
which permeates all substances, and in
which all substances act, in transmitting
their effects to and upon all other sub-
stances, is the wire, or vacuum, through
which the messages,—that is to say, mag-
netic influences, forces or powers, pass
from atom to atom, planet to planet, and
sun to sun.

The fact that light, which is a very high
vibration,considered from a physicalstand-
point, requires time to pass from one point
to another, and from one planet to an-
other, proves conclusively that the ether
of space is in a state of activity, and
through its apparent static condition, com-
pared with material substances, light can
travel but i86,ooo milesper second, where-‘
as. if space is a vacuum in the absolute,
there would be no limit to the speed of
light.

The ultimate atom, or smallest particle
of matter discoverable by man, has been
found to be globular, and reasoning from
the known and provable, to the unknown
and unprovable‘, except through the devel-
opment of the intuitive faculties which
gives one the power of soul recognition in
matters of a universal nature, it can rea-

sonablybe stated that thematter contained
in the atom is surrounding a force, from
the fact, thata little‘higher in the scale of
globular expression, apoint is pressed out,
and is known to take hold of other sub-
stance, absorb the same, digest and pass it
away; showing conclusively that an intelli-
gent force dwells within the atom.

The law of material bodies, re-stated by
Newton. draws atoms together, and in do-
ing so there comes a time when theseatoms
get into close quarters, and friction pro-
duces physical heat and fire, finally result-
ing in the formation of worlds, suns and
systems, to be blotted out and reproduced
in other forms and combinationsas the
cycles roll on.

As each atom of matter aflects every
other atom, so each human being afiects
every other human being, and each planet
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and sun, which are aggregations of atoms
aflect every other planet and sun.
human being is a magnet with attractive
and repellant powers or qualities. Every
planet and sun is also a magnet, having
both attractiveand repellaut qualities.

It has taken many ages of observation
and experiment, to find out how much, and
what kind of efiects are produced by the
action of other planets in our system, in
their diflerent relations to the earth, and
-the human organism, which is made from
the dust,—the atoms of the earth, has
been the instrument through which these
forces and influences, have been tested,
and brought within the understandingof‘
man. Afterages of research and study in
occult lines of investigation, a system has
-been perfected, by which the powers of
thediflerent planets in our system can be
determined.‘ This is the result of mathe-
matics, hence is provable.

The Zodiac is the scale, or measure.
which is the foundationfor the workingout
of different. and varying effects, resulting

‘ from thechanges in distance and polarity
constantly being produced. Human or-

ganisms are made up of the atoms of the
earth, therefore, are earth magnets, par-
taking of the magnetic condition of the
earth. Whatever changes are produced in
the magnetic condition of the earth, pro-
duces a like change in the condition of all
human magnets upon it.

The Zodiac, showing the relation to the
sun, of all the planets, is the figure there-
fore, by which are measured the forces in
nature so far as they relate to, or effect
human life upon thisplanet. This is the
most ancient symbol or scroll of measure-
ment known to man.

Bible Evidence.
The eflects of the planets upon individ-

uals and mundaneaflairs is given tersely in
judges v, 20, where we find the following;

“The stars in their courses fought against Sis-
era,"
meaning that the aspects of the planets
were evil to Sisera and his defeat inevitable
in his battle with Barak.

The prophet Daniel was an Astrologer of
national renown, being made "Master of

Astrologers" by King Nebuchadnezzar
Each See Dan. v, 11.

“Now when Jesus was born in Bethlehem " '

behold therecame wise men [astrologerswere then
called wise men] from the East to Jerusalem say-_
ng: ‘Where is he that is born King of the lews?
for we have seen his star in the East and have
come to worship him.’ "—Matt. ii. 1-2.

Space will not permit the publication of
further Scriptual evidence on the subject,
but the reader, with the aid of a Concord-
ance, can find nearlyone hundred allusions
in the Bible to Astrology and Astrologers,
and all of them most respectful.

In ancient timesCivilizationsaw nothing
absurd in the claims of Occult Astronomy

.
or Astrology. Planet readers were classed
withphysiciansand theclergy, and he who
spoke of them with ridicule or scorn was
considered deficient in good sense and blind
to his own best interests. Astrology was

respected as the most abstruce of sciences,
and the only trustworthy means of fore-
kuowiug the future. It was practiced
much in imperial Rome.

Tiberius was an expert in its principles.
In the middle of the 13th century, Alfonso
the Wise, King of Castileand Leon, made
himself famous by the publication of com-

plete Astrological tables.
Astrology was in high repute at theCourt

of Catherinede’ Medici. It was advocated
by the great Kepler (theastronomer)as a
true science. Lilly, the famous English
Astrologer of the 17th century was fre-
quently called before the House of Com-
mons to give his opinion of future events.
and the Council of State bestowed upon
him a handsome pension, becauseof his
learning and valuable services.

Sir Isaac Newton was an expert Astrol-
oger, also Sir Bulwer Lytton, and Lord
Napier. the famous mathematicianand in-
ventor of Logarithms.

There is nothingsupernatural or myste-
rious in the abilityto foretell the events of
the individual life.

It is a pure geometrical calculation, in
no way connected with humbug fortune
telling .

The judgment of the Astrologer, to be of
worth, must be based on the most careful
and pains-‘takingastronomical calculations,
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as a slight inacuracyin his work will de-
stroy its entire value. Therefore,’ it is
necessary that theartist should be a good
practical astronomer and mathematician.
and thoroughlywell read and experienced in
this peculiar branch of learning, as well as

an earnest. conscientious student of sci-
ence.

,

It is an established fact, and no secret,
thatCommodore Vanderbilt,A. T. Stewart,
J. Gould, ]ames Fisk, and other famous
capitalists were directed in their business
to a large extent by astrologers.

Statistics show thatout of every hundred
men engaged in commercial pursuits on
their own account, ninety-seven meet with
financial ruin, while the fortunate three
could tell of heavy losses and hair-breadth
escapes, The truth is, that man, on the
ocean of life, is like a ship at sea without
chart, compass, or barometer, merelydrift-
ing with the tide, and not knowing what
minute he may strike the hidden rocks of
adversity and all be lost.

His nativity. cast by an expert, would
apprise him of an approaching storm, and
would locate thehidden reefs that lie in his
course, and tell him how to avoid the un-

dercurrents that would carry him into the
breakers of disaster.

Poverty and failure come to us in life
mainly from two causes.

Fz'rst.—From unexpected events which
come without warning, and not only find
us unprepared, but give us no opportunity
to hedge against them.

Second.—Through our ignorance of how
matters are going to shape themselves, we

are often timid when we should be bold,
and fail to reap success that might be ours.

‘

There are periods in every man's life
when fate and fortune are ready to grant
his wises; when circumstances will work
with, instead of against him, but being
blind to the favorable conditions, he fails
to reap the benefits.

Again, there are periods when fate is
against him. but not knowing it he branches -

out at the wrong time and is overwhelmed
by unforseen events.~

The Secret of All Success
is revealed to them that can grasp ideas

rather than words. What is it that in-
sures success in every undertaking? What
is it thatgives one confidence, persistency,
and determination? What is it thatgives
one power to control circumstances and
conditions? It is ‘» 2

Knowledge of Self,
A FULL Honoscopn of your life, written '

according to all the planets at the time of
your birthwill start you on the right road
to that knowledge, show all the wonderful
powers and possibilities that perhaps lay
dormant within you but which are useless
as long as they remain so, but which can
be developed and brought forth in each
one, and when thus awakened insures that
person success in. his walk in life, and
mastery over affairs and conditions.

Knowledge is a power which transcends
all other possibilities.for by and through
it do we not only become more cognizant -

of the grand creative scheme, but are made
intelligent factors in its general outwork-
ing. He who decries it, or refuses to heed
its knock, admits himself incapable of re-
sistance against the bufletingsof a capri-
cious destiny.

Man is.potentially a force for good or
evil; and it is only in knowing himself
that he rises superior to his environment
Astrology is the master-key which unlocks
thedoor of Fate, and points the way. The
starveling who scorns the proffered morsel A

is less to be pitied than he who turns a
deaf ear to the voices of the stars. for '

their music will be to him as a lost chord
whose vibrations cannot penetrate to the
centers of his beingand enlighten his soul,
nor elucidate the problem of his life.

Astrology is the ' only comprehensive‘
answer which meets the mandate: " Ask
and it shall be given. " Life is full of

Tlirning Points.
Have your horoscope cast and make "it' '

the turning point in your life. If you are
unhappy; if you are dissatisfied; if you are
unsuccessful, determine now that you will
make a turning point and set your mind '

steadfastly and resolutely toward success.
Let me tell you a secret, yet which is
known the world over: There is no such
thing as luck. Why is it, then, you ask,

.9
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that one man succeeds and another man
fails, but apparently of the same ability
and under similarcircumstances. I answer
that it is owing to the difierent uses of

' Opportunities.
The underlying cause of all this is the

universal fixed and eternal law thatgoverns
"all planetary as well as all human bodies.
This law, was well understood in ancient
times, the Atlantians. the Egyptians the
Persians, and other people were versed in
its wonderful operations upon thelives of
human beings, and many predictions were
made through their knowledge of mathe-
matics in connectionwiththeirunderstand-
ing of astrological science and their appli-
cation in determining the destinies of their
people.

The pyramid's faint echo is theonly evi-
dence now extant of the wonderful knowl-
edge possessed by those wonderful people.

To Young People
especially is their horoscope beneficial. It
will reveal their hidden talents that they
may choose a business to which they are

fitted, becauseevery child as well as every
adult person on the globe should know

~ what they are best adapted for in the great
field of labor. They should know whether
they are capable of making a success in
the line they have already started in, and
if. not old enough to begin their business
career they should be directed to lines best

’suited to the nature, for all have their
true sphere in which to enjoy life at its
best and make for them the greatest possi-
ble success.

,All thisinformationsimplified, condensed
and brought within the reach of all.
‘Knowledge is Power, ” “Get Wisdom. '

There is» much inquiry at the present
time relative to this oldest, newest and all
inclusive scienc, hence, a great demand for

' ‘reliable work as applied to the alfairs of
humanity. Work done by irresponsible
pretenders is a detriment to the cause, but
if backedup by a person, firm or company,
withstanding, it is evidence that it is prop-
erly and scientifically calculated and writ-
ten, for the latter class could not afford to
do work of this nature except in the very
best manner.

PLAIVETSAND PEOPLE.
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Magnetic Co-Ordination Chart.

Copyright 1894, by F. E. Ormsby, Chicago.

The above chart is designed to illustrate
Personal Magnetism,

which is the secret to matrimonial unions
as well as business partnerships. These
auras of one’s being come under the law
of planetary relationship, hence, are the
basis of

Special and Private
instruction and advice in matters of mar-

riage and divorce, which is beyond price. ;
Parties contemplating marriage sometimes
wish to know if theunion willbe agreeable,
and as this is capable of mathematicalde-
monstration, why not learn of such things
before, instead of afterwards.

It is well to know who you are engaging
in business with, whether adapted to you
or not. Success depends largely upon it.
People have been known to save thousands
by having this information before it was

too late. Those in business may protect
themselves against future loss with such
knowledge.

Seeing the need of better work in this
line the PLANETARY PUBLISHING COMPANY
has arranged to furnish astrologieal knowl-
edge to all who desire it, guaranteeing the
work to be done in the best manner known
to theart, under thesupervision of a Master
of thescience.
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PRIZE PUZZLENo. 2.

THE STORY CONTINUED.

The twain watched and waited for the
weeks to roll by till the time for his de-
parture arrived. With great hopes and
expectations Maurice summoned all cour-

age and paid his darling the farewell visit.
Of course, he lingered somewhat longer on

thisoccasion, for many important matters
needed their undividedattention.

“Ii-nogene," said be, “this venture all
depends upon you. When I arrive at my
destination I know I shall be thinking,
thinkingof you, and whatever you suggest,
in your mind, from time to time, will lead
me I know. But I shall surely depend
upon what you write me and shall look for
a letter every morning. Your daily mes-

sage will be my guide in all that I under-
take while seeking my fortune in those far
off fields of Colorado."

She promished to be faithful and study
deep into the star depths in order to advise
him wisely at all times.

So with one, to be continued, expression
of his deep, heartfelt devotion to his dar-
ling Imogene, he slowly wended his way to
the late train that was to bear him west-
ward. He took his seat in the car; he
heard thesignal from the engine. The con-

ductor shouted: All aboard! and the train
moved on.

Imogene was a beautiful young lady,
and much admired by other young men in
the circle to which she belonged.

The news of Maurice Stevens‘ departure
for the west was soon all over tow-n, and
many a remark was dropped, such as-

“Well, he is doomed, the chances are he
will never have a cent and probably never

return. ”

This was very discouraging to Imogene
and it set her to thinking and studying to
find, if possible, if the stars really had
anythingdark to offer her or her lord. So on

the first Sunday evening, being lonely, she
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beganto reconsider the figures she had made
and make new ones, in order to ‘be ready_
to write the results each day to Maurice.
The remarksshe had heard completely un-
nerved her. and she beganto be fearful for
his safety. She wished him back again,
and felt that she must write and tell him,
in some way, that she was mistaken. She
realized now that a grave responsibility
was resting upon her. She felt the lines
from her dear Maurice tightening hourly
and she knew he was calling for guidance.
What in the world could she do. Uncon-
sciously she had become a great backer in
a large undertaking. Was she equal to
the task?

She sought the stars for an answer and
found it in her own horoscope, which up
to this time had not been consulted. Her
age was retrospectively and cyclicly related
to the present time by ten days advanceion
the beginning, said beginningbeingnumer-

ically equal to the powers of theaspects of
his Saturn to her Mercury and Uranus,
plus the physical power of Earth’s position
at the time of her birth, the very day on
which it occurred bringingon a most won-
derful combinationto make her a natural
psychic by theadvent of two aspects giving
her quadrate, as many planets as Maurice
was years older than she.

She realized for the first time in her
life why it was that this study and sci-
ence came so natural to her. She found,
too, why she was so sensitive and harbored
fears for the safety of her dear Maurice.

She observed some lines leading her
mind toward her future home life and a
cloud seemed to rise before her which was

foreboding of possible trouble, but she sent
her first letter, the special advice being:

Start from Denver and travel toward the
Moon's place on Sunday morning next,
stop at I P. M. and turn to the right and

_

move in that direction for about one hour.
This is a favorable spot to begin opera-
tions.

PRIZE.
The one sending correct answers to ‘the

following four questions will receive one of
our new magic mirrors advertised at $5.00.
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This mirror is giving excellent satisfaction:
1. Immogene's next birthday?
2. Her age on her next birthday?
3. The date Maurice should start from

Denver?
4. The direction he is advised to travel

in?
Answers must reach us by the 15th of

june.

Correct Answer to Prize Puzzle
in April Number.

“To THE Eni'r0R:—I send herewith my
answer to prize puzzle given in the April
number of PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

[ I. 15873. d
_

2. ept 3 .Answer’ l 3. Dec. 4th, 1896.l 4. Dec. 23d, I896.
The conversation took place Sept. 6th,

1896. Jupiter tells us his year of birth
also the time of starting on his journey.
Neptune tells us his monthof birthby his
strong aspect. The Moon and Mercury
tell us the time the conversation occurred
.as well as the time of packing the trunk. "

Yours truly, JOHN G. GARDNER.
The above answer is correct in every de-

tail and reflects great credit upon Mr.
Gardner, for it shows that he is improving
every hour by devoting his time and atten-
tion to this great law of planetary influ-
ence, which solves every problem of life.

In due time Mr. Gardner will receive
theprize.

We received several other replies to this
puzzle, but none of them were correct.
Those who compete for prizes should bear
in mind that the answer must be given in
full or it does not count. To answer one

point correctlydoes not solve the problem.
It must becomplete. With this as a start-
er, we trust more will becomeinterested in
thisdepartment in the future.

Each one must, in a large measure, behis
or her own judge as to what agrees or dis-
agrees in the line of food, yet we should
endeavor to perfect our ideals, and our ap-
petites and desires will gradually conform
to them.

PI./l.’Vl:‘TSA/VD }’E0l’l.E.

«Wm manic.
Question, You often refer to the drink

habit and the desire to eat more than is
necessary to health. The abnormal appe-
tite often met with in different people.
What combinationof the planets and their
positions causes a person to have such un-

natural cravings? R. B.
Answer. The combinations that pro-

duce theabove states are too numerous to be
considered in an answer where space is so
limited. Whenever such points have been
mentioned in the past, the figure has been
presented giving the combinationthat pro-
duced the appetite. Both thegood planets
as well as those considered evil produce
these glandular irritations, and the com-

binations, as said before, are without limit
almost.

The same questioner asks about crosses,
but the question seems personal, hence
doese not belong in thisdepartment.

Q: Would a person born just at mid-
night December 3xst, 1890, be in that year
or in the next year, 1891? M. J. K.

A. He could choose between the two of"
course, but there seems to be but one
choice, as most any person would prefer
the morning of the first day of theyear to
that of the eve of the last day. This isa
technical point that makes very little dif-
ference in a persons career through life
whether he uses one day or the otheras
his birthday. Any astrological calculations
made in his behalf would be based upon
the position of the earth at the time, re-

gardless of the days.
Q. Would a person born at midnight.

April 21st, be connected with Libra or

Scorpio? M. J. K.
A. A person born at this time would be-

long to the sign Scorpio, the Earth enter-
ing that sign during the 21st day.

All questions for this department must
beeducational and of interest to the peo-
ple. Personal matters will not be consid-
ered here under any circumstances.
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OCCULT SYMBOLS.
BI ZALENE.

Cmwrsn II.
It was quite late when I reached home

after meeting the strange woman and re-

ceiving my first lesson in card symbolism,
but a few flowerspluckedby theway served
my purpose, as I had a secret‘ to keep. I
was facinated more than instructed, by
what the lady said and did, which no
doubt caused me to take greater interest in
the suggestions made to me.

I foundmyself eagerlystudying the figure
so vividly impressed upon my brain, and
the next morning asked my aunt if she had
any cards about the placeanywhere.

She said thereused to be a packof cards
in the house, but she had not seen themfor
years. She made a search, however, and
soon found them, much to my pleasureand
satisfaction. I took them and proceeded
to go through the manipulations I had wit-
nessed the day before. I had determined
not to let anyone know that I had visited

the strange retreat, so was obliged to min-
gle withmy card study the things of daily
interest in the family. But I had placed
thecards on the table the same as shown
on my memorandum’and began the search
for some unknown mystical or hidden man-
ifestation that might present itself to my
partially awakened consciousness. I felt
as if I wanted a subject to operate with,
but concluded to study thelayout as it was,
and later. perhaps, call on some memberof
the household to take part in the proceed-
ing.

Having been instructed to see what I
could find between the base and theapex,
I stared at thosespecial cards witha blank,
nnexpressive gaze for some minutes, when
I discovered thatone card seemed to fasten
my mind; hold it, as it were, more firmly
thanany of theothers. I felt a peculiarly
strange sensation when thiscard caughtmy
eye, and the first thing thatcame into my
mind was peace, harmony, love and equal-
ity. And then the desire to so live and be,
brought added visions of the thingsthat
such qualities attract to one. I thoughtof
thepleasures of theday before, of the song
birds of the wooded dell, of the laughing
waters of the little stream, of the harmoni-
ous and pleasant meeting with the whole-
souled ‘ ‘Womanof theWoods. " I thought
long and deeply of the things that the de-
sire and possession of harmony and love
bring to one, and in the midst of my sym-
bolic reverie I forgot about the card until
the impression of its meaning had run its
course in my mind. Then I suddenly
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thought of the card and remembered that
I was to make a. memorandum of what I
found and report the next time I paid the
lady a visit. At least, this is the way I un-

stood it at the time.
I looked again at the card. and for the

first time was mentally conscious that it
was the ace of hearts.

I noted down this little experience and
was overjoyed with the impression it made
upon me; so much so that I became very
anxious to pay the woods another visit
withoutdelay.

My anxiety, together with other inter-
ferences, prevented me from repeating the
operation at that sitting, so I dropped the
matter for that day and tried to direct my
thoughts in another channel.

That night I suddenly awoke as the old
wood clock was striking twelve. I thought
of the cards, therow of twelve, and it came
to me that this was an excellent time to
study the symbolism of the figure. I
quietly proceeded to arrange the cards in
regular order, and was soon passively
gazing—gazing—.gazingl The only thing
thatcame into my mind was these figures:
3, 5, 7, 9, 11, but thereseemed to be nothing
clear as to what they meant. I noticed. "of
course, that they were odd numbers, and
acting on this thought I considered the
third card in the row of twelve, which was
the seven of spades. I shuddered, and a

heavy, dull feelingcame over me. I thought
of the many ills that flesh is heir to,
and especially the sufferings I had myself
passed through, mostly the result of my ex-

perienceswith theopposite sex in theearlier
years of my life. But I tried to apply the
meaning to my relations with my new ac-

quaintance, and in doing so thought of
everything in the way of trouble and sick-
ness that might come up between us. The
fact was, I brooded over the matter for
some time and brought on a severe head-
ache as the result.

I became tired of this kind of thinking
and was about to give up the symbol busi-
ness, as I was so uneducated in the matter,
when I glanced at the fifth. or next odd
number in the line, which was the three of
clubs. I was undecided what this meant,

the threadof the meaning seemed to leave
me entirely and I could see no application
in connection with it. Then I began to
study, and counted from the ace of hearts
to the next number, which was seven, and
lo, the nine of ‘hearts held me spell-bound.
I could see nothinggood in it. It reminded
me of so many disappointments and trials
that I hurriedly passed over it, but not be-
fore noting that it was in the seventh
place.

The next number in theodd combination
I had started to ferret out was nine, and I
expected, of course. to find somethinghor-
rible, which I did, for it proved to be a
man, the king of clubs. If there had been
a man in the room that moment I could
not have felt the presence more vividly.

My first thought was to scramble into
bed and escape themeaning of such a card,
but no, I was bound to see the thingthrough,
so I hurriedly located the last odd number,
and to my surprise it was another man, the
jackof hearts.

This was too much. I had no confidence
in that jack of hearts. I had seen too
many of them, and I bounded into bed and
coveredmyself as quicklyas I could. The
last I rememberof thinkingabout was the
"Woman of the Woods."

THE LESSON or A DREAM.
This is a strange. place. Who are those

old, old people that seem to be interested
in something over there? I said to my
friend.

“Are you awake?" she asked, and I
looked at her, not knowing what she meant.

"Are you conscious that you are with
me?" she querried further.

I was speechless. »It seemed that I was

in a vice, rigid and unyielding. I seemed
to know, yet therewas a mist or haze about I

me that prevented free and easy intercourse
with my companion. She said: "VVe will
return, you have forgotten somethingwhich
you need in order to profit by the things
you have theopportunity of learning if you
are properly polarized to thisplane. "

The next thing I rememberof, in fact, I
did not realize anything that had occurred
until this time, was that I came face to
face with myself, when I seemed to awake
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in the same manner thatI did on the event-
ful occasion at the mystic shrine when last
I visited that secret resort, some two years
previous.

I then realized that my companion was
the "Woman of the Woods, " and she was

taking me to the east, traveling by south-
erly currents. We soon reached the place
where the "old, old" people were assem-
bled, and looking about me, I saw many

' nationalitiesrepresented. They seemed to
meet in perfect harmony and evidently
were engaged in somethingof importance,
as a great deal of interest was manifested
in the proceedings. We watched the chief
actors for a time and finallymade inquiry
to one of the managers, or guards of the
place, as to the meaning of the vast assem-

blage.
He replied by saying: “This is a conven-

tion called for the purpose of comparing
figuresand conclusions relative to the wel-
fare of Greece for the coming year. Those
old masters you see talking to the delegates
are interested in this particular country
becauseof the labors performed therein its
palmiest days, when Athens was counted
the seat of learning, art, sculpture and wis-
dom. These old souls still hover over the
land of theirascending scale, where a high
culmination placed them beyondtheattrac-
tion of matter, to remain apart from the
flesh for many ages, even during the pass-
age of one of the greater cycles of excar-
nate existence."

We became greatly interested and drew
more closely to where the subject was be-
ing discussed. There were globes, blocks,
figures and drawings. The latter being
somewhat dim we did not notice the nature
of them at first, but we soon came close
enough to see that many of the diagrams
contained cards in all manner of positions
and relations, and that the master of cere-
monies, or at least the one having the floor
at the time, would pick up one illustration
and then another, and explain this or that
point, each symbol seeming to hold a truth
relative to the particular country they were
interested in. They seemed to have all
countries mapped out, and from what we
could understand of the application, they
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had to do with thecurrents of direction and
the polarizationor culmination of effects.
We were particularly anxious to get at
some of the diagrams, so made our way to
one of the tables containing quite a num-
ber, and managed to copy just one.

"Now rememberthis," said my friend,
“and be sure and materializeit when you
return. We will go, and I want you to
promise me, here and now, that you will
come to thedell at the foot of the falls at I
o'clock next Thursday afternoon, when we
will try and interpret the meaning of your
°°PY- ,

I promised, and we took the northern
route to the hills of New Hampshire.

True to my desire, I was awake with the
dawn of day the next morning, and recall-
ing the events that had transpired between
I and 5 o'clock _A, M., soon placed the sym-
bols of the law, which I now believed to
be the proper name for them, in the follow-
ing order, with explanationsas I saw them.

True to my promise, I went in search of
wild flowers again on Thursday afternoon,
and soon reached the little cabin, where I
found my astral guide firmly located in the
flesh. The meeting was overjoyous to me
and I shall never forget thatpleasant after-
noon by thebewitchingwaters of thearched
cascade. Of course, the latest experience
over the eastern seas was the first to be
disposed of, after which I had to relate my
card experiences and ask a dozen questions
at the same time.

But, by the way, said I: What is your
name? This is the second time I have
called, and I don't even know your name.

“O, that does not matter, in fact our soul
communion will be more clear and ex-
pressive if we keep the present incarnated
qualities a little dim in our minds. You
know it keeps us wondering and guessing,
and thatmeanspenetrationinto each other‘s
inner natures. This is just what we want,
soul recognition. But, as you have asked
for my name, how would Wood or Woods
do? You say they call me the ‘Woman of
the Woods’ roundabout here. My name is
Birch now, however, which comes very near
being Wood, and I am known as Madam
Birch, or Dr. Birch. Now tell me yours. "
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Well, said I, there is but one name I call
my own now, you see I use the same word
you did, and thatis my given name, Zalene.
I have beenmarried twice and could not en-

dure the trials, so I have gradually dropped
all names but Zalene, which I feel is my
own, and no man can take it from me.

"Well, " said she, "the men are queer
beings, just look at the cards for example:
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But, I querried, how does that apply to
I

you and I?
_

‘ ‘It simply shows thatyour relations with
men and my relations with men have been
similar, and that we will have trouble in
the future if we place any confidence in
them. We simply have a work to do re-
gardless of men, and so far as I can I shall
do it. You see’ the layout I gave you was

for our mutual guidance, that is the reason

they came as they did.
"Now let us study the new figure you

copied the other night in the east. This,
you see, explains the principles which each
series stand for. The one spot pertains to
that which is back of all phenomenaand
may be expressed in the one word, desire.
I see the words, ‘energy, ' ‘concentration,’
and ‘vitality,’also in your memorandum.
They apply, also, as shown in thediflerent
suits or series. The simple principle ex-

pressed by the words, ‘expression, ' ‘appli-
cation. ’ ‘experience, ’ ‘construction’ and
‘positive, ’ are purely masculine in nature,
as thecards of odd number apply to things
having masculine quality. If a card of

,
even number falls in place of an odd num-

ber, thesignificance is negatived. That is
for example. the nine of diamonds in our

layout, falling in the sixth position, shows
thatour financial matters will be, not too
good or not too4bad—just medium. ”

That has been my experience, so far,
said I. ‘

“But, " said she, “in the end we will be
perfectly satisfiedwith the financial result,
for the four of diamonds is even and on the
twelfth place, which is ditto. "

I wish you would read thatline of twelve,
said I, and see if you find the things I ex-

perienced with it the other evening.
She began: "The ace of hearts shows

thatour first and deepest desire is for peace,
harmony, love and confidence in one an-
other. The jackof clubs, being in second
place, which pertains to associatiofi, means
that we must court the influence of young
men in our labors, for they are more easily
made something of than are the ‘hard-
headed, self-opinionated sires of families.
The seven of spades means that we will be
troubled more to know just what to do
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than we will to accomplish it after we have
decided. You see it is on third place.
The five of hearts is expressive of changes,
but they will be very satisfactory, as it
falls on the fourth position. The three of
clubs means indecision as to the changes
that will be necessary from time to time.
I have mentioned the nine of diamonds, so
will consider the nine of hearts next. This
means trouble in connectionwiththeastral
plane, resulting from misplaced confidence.
It is not always safe to trust what we be-
lieve to be the higher intelligence, for it
was written by an ancient mystic, ‘Try
the spirits and see if they be of good re-

port. ’ This we should always do.
“The seven of clubs shows a lack of

strength to carry out our desires, but it
falls in the position of power which is
feminine, so we have little to fear in that
direction. The king of clubs is a man of
power in governmental aflairs—-a legislator
—hence, we will need to be cautious, that
we do not disturb him. He is in theninth
position, which is troublesome. The next
man, king of spades, is on our side, and we

may depend upon meeting one who willaid
us very much in bringing about successful
results in our undertakings.

“The jackof hearts is a good fellow, but
he is in a bad place for us. He will be in-
clined to work against our best interests by
saying and doing things behindour backs.
But, as said

,

before, the end is all
right. "

This was in perfect -accord with my ex-

periences which I related to her, and it
revealed to me that the secret of symbol in-
terpretation was being in the mood suited
to the delicacy of the operation.

Said she: “There is a world of meaning
in this figure, and the more you study it
the more you will find out, but, come, let
us take a little stroll in the woods and see
what we can find. "

She took the cards and placed them in
her bosom and we wandered leisurely along
plucking a leaf or flower here and there
until we came to a ravine which contained
growthsof various kinds, when she stooped
and pulled up a weed,‘ saying:

“Here is something I have not tested as
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yet, suppose we see what we learn of its
nature and importance in medicinal uses.

“You observe that the leaves begin to
branch close to theroot, or near theground,
whichmeans thatitsactionis upon thewhole
system. The extension of theleaves in com-

parison with the balance of its formation
shows it to be possessed of intensely viv-
ifying qualities, the nature of which is
shown in the shape of the leaf, or branch.
It being irregular, shows a harmonious
effect upon an irregular organism, and the
opposite upon one with harmonious ten-
dencies. The leaf curls at the end, which
means an astringent quality. Now, is it of
any practical use in the treatment of the
sick ? ’ ’

She drew out thecards, shufiled themfor
some time, and then held them lightly in
the right hand and cut them with the left.
She drew the queen of hearts and said:

"No, my assistants say it is of no good
except for amusement. The flower, prob-
ably, is beautiful, if it has a flower. What
do you thinkof the operation?"

This is something new to me, I replied,
but you seem to understand what you are

doing, and I am in no position to question.
It seems simple, but I don't quite see just
how you know that your answer in the
cards is reliable. Is there not some ques-
tion in your mind as to that?

“Not in the least, for there is a time for
all things, and at such time nothing but
the truth can be manifested. Error is the
difference that results froma lapse of time.
That is, from the time of theactual to the
time of the mental conception. I have
trained myself to move in harmonious lines
in occult matters, and if thingsdo not go
serenely at any time, I cease to move in
the matter and thusavoid error. ' '

This was very interestingand instructive
to me, and I began to realize that I was in
the company of one who had broken the
seven seals of time and sense and could
peer throughthegrosser elements and real-
ize the soul of things.

We returned to thecabinand I was about
to take my departure, when she invited
me to come again in just one week, as she
was preparing to gather certain roots,
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herbs, etc. , under the finervihrationswhich
were due at - that time, after which she
would probably leave the old hut for other
forests, in search of several thingsshe had
on her list.

I was sorry to part with her, but she
seemed to be there for business, while I
was merely gratifying idle curiosity princi-
pally,although I was in earnest about learn-
ing everythingI could while theopportun-
ity was mine. As I started to cross the
brook she called to me and said:

“The time is short, so you had better
study hard and find out what the balance
of the cards have to say for us. Remem-
ber, the next row numerically reveals our

successful periods, and this is the most im-
portant of all. There are two queens in
this row, and they stand for you and me.
Which is you and which is me? Good bye
till we meet one week hence."

(CONTINUED.)
Written for Punurrs AND Pzorur.

’Tis a. Little Thing.
CORAL ALMEDIA THOMAS.

’Tis a little thing,the gi'ein' o' a kin‘ ward here
an’ there,

An‘ it mak’s anither’s burden muckle easier to
to bear;

For the shouthers bendin’ lowly, ‘cream a heavy
weight o‘ care.

'

Might bestraughtenedan‘ uplifted, gien we a‘ wad
tak' a share.

'Tis a little thing,the gi'ein' a sweet smileto some
puir soul

Wha has found life's mony conflictsfar too strang
for his control;

An’ wha kens but it may help him to some far-of
wished for goal,

Where the sari’: 0’ life ebb gently, as the bells 0’
evening toll.

”l‘is a little thing,the thinkin' thoughts o’ happi-
ness to sen’

‘To sair hearts bowed doon wi’ greetin', where
there'sna ane to befrien',

An’ where poverty at ilkadoor keeks i’ at but an’
ben;

But a guhe thoucht, aince ’tis started, never mair
can hae an en’.

The majority of people eat more for
mere enjoyment, and to gratify the sense
of taste, thanfor thepurpose of sustaining
the body, and consequently take more than
is needful.
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GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP
Of Public Utilities.

BY D. E. TERRIERE.

What are public utilities? Many of our
more radical thinkers would class a large
number of things under this head, but in
thisarticle only a few thingswill bespoken
of, as follows: Postal Savings Banks, Tel-
egraphs, Railroads, Gas Plants, Electric
Light Plants, Water-Works, Telephones,
and Street Railways.

First, attention wlll be called to a few of
the things that are already under govern-
mental control in thisand other countries,
and what the success has been in operating
and maintaining them, and what the prob-
able results would be under private owner-
ship.

We have been so long accustomed to
government ownership of these things that
very few people ever thinkwhat the condi-
tion would be under private ownership.

The most prominent of these is the Post-
oflice Department, both territorially and
financially,withits system of carrying mail
into all parts of this immense country, not
only,in its populous and thicklysettled sec-

tions, but also in its nearly uninhabited
and sparcely settle portions, so that there
is no place but what it carries the mail
withina comparatively few miles of every
inhabitant. As to the success of its opera-
tion there does not seem to be any necessity
to say anything. We all know with
what rapidity and accuracy the mail is
handled, and that improvements are con-

tinuallybeingmade to increase its efliciency
and extend its service,

_

Under private ownership it is very doubt-
ful if either the rapidity, accuracy or effi-
ciency would be increased, and it is prob-
able, from what we know of private or cor-

porate interests, that every influence pos-
sible would be brought to bear upon Con-
gress for a reduction in the service or an

increase in the compensation, and perhaps
both. It is also probable that one of two
things, and perhaps both, would take place
under private ownership, that is, either an
increase in the hours of labor or a reduc-
tion in the wages of employes.

It is likely that objections will be raised
that the Postoflice Department is not self-
sustaining, but if due allowance is made for
the immense amount of seeds sent out by
the Agricultural Department, and also the
tons of public documents thatare trans-
ported free, or if the railroads were owned
by the government, as theyshould be, and
the mail carried at cost, instead of paying
the railroads a profit for transporting the
mail, (as is done at present,) it would be
more than self-sustaining.

How about our Public Schools, Fire De-
partments, Water Departments and other
public utilitiesbeing under private owner-
ship?

No suggestions will be made, ‘but the
reader will be left to thinkover theproblem
of what the probable conditionswould be.

In 1890 less than one-half of the cities
and towns in thiscountry owned theirwater-
works, but the service was fully as good, if
not better, and the cost to the consumer no

greater under government than under pri-
vate ownership.

Thinkof our large cities like New York,
Brooklyn,Philadelphia,Chicagoand others
having their water-works owned by a cor-

poration, and also think what the probable
results would be if we compare them with
anothersimilarpublic utility,our monopoly
owned gas plants.

A very small number of gas plants are
under governmentowership in thiscountry.
In 1891 Col. Jacobson said before the Sun-
set Club, of Chicago, that there were 500
gas plants owned by municipalities, and
only 10 of them were in the United States:
Philadelphia, Pa.; Alexandria, Charlottes-
ville, Danville, Fredricksburg, Richmond,
Va.; Bellefontaine, Hamilton, 0.; Hen-
derson, Ky., and Wheeling, W. Va.

The city of Wheeling, VV. Va., bought
its gas plant in 1868 at a cost of $176,000.

The price of gas was then:52. 50 per I,O00
cubic feet. Since then the debt has been
paid and the works have been rebuilt out
of the profits, and there is a handsome sur-

plus on hand.
In 1888, with the price of gas at 75c per

1,000 feet, the department lightedfree, the
streets, markets, school houses, engine
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houses, city hall,_ public buildings, hospi-
tals, orphan’s home, and Young Men's
Christian Association rooms, besides turn-
into the city treasury $27, 166.

Its 75c ' rate is the lowest in the United
States, and for the reason that its works
are modern, that it is out of debt and itrhas
no stock on which dividends must be
earned.

Without entering into details a few other
things will be mentioned, and leave the
reader to judge whether they would be bet-
ter under government or private owner-

ship. '

Fire Departments, Police Departments,
Sewage Systems, Streets and Roads, Mar-
ket Houses, Bridges, Ferries, VVharfs, Sub-
ways or Tunnels under rivers, and many
other things too numerous to mention.

We will now turn to Europe and the
other countries of the world and see what
they have done and what their success has
been in government ownership. First we

will take
Postal Savings Banks.

There are eighteen countries in theworld
that have Postal Savings Banks: Austria,
Canada, Ceylon, Hungary, France, Ger-
many, Hawaii, India, Italy, japan, Nether-
lands, New South Wales, New Zealand,
Sweeden, Switzerland, Trinidad, United
Kingdom of Great Briton and Ireland, Vic-
toria, and West Australia, and seven others
.thathave government—ownedSavings Banks
thatare not connected withthe Postal Sys-
tems: Argentina, Belgium, Denmark, Fin-
land, Norway, Queensland, South Aus-
tralia.

Many municipalities in European coun-

tries have savings banks, and some of the
Cantons in Switzerland. '

In the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Ireland, Postal Savings Banks were

established in 1861. From that time until
1890, the deposits had amounted to £288‘-
0o0,0o0, which in our currency would be
31, 388,000,000.

Since 1876, there has annually been paid
to the Exchequer, sums which make a total
now of ,6I,500,000, or 157, 305,000, and there
is still a surplus over liabilitiesof £1,730,-
000, or 88,425,000.

In France, Postal Savings Banks were
established in 1881. From 1881 to 1890,
the net profit to the government had been
s647. 677-

In Canada, Postal Savings Banks were
established in 1868.

Postal Savings Banks were established
in Italy in 1876.

In all of the countries where these banks
have been established, they have more than
paid the cost of operation, and have paid
the depositors from 2% to 3% per cent. in-
terest.

In thiscountry, they have been strongly
recommended by some of our Postmaster
Generals, as well as many prominent citi-
zens, and notablyso by PostmasterGeneral
VVannamaker, in his annual report to Con-
gress.

Telegraph.
With regard to the Telegraph, practi-

cally the same story may be told of the re-
sults of government ownership.

In the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Ireland, thegovernmentowned in 1893,
over 34,000 miles of telegraph, and over
200,000 miles of wire, with over 8, 500 ofli-
ces, four—fifthsof which were in postoflicesn
and the rate for messages was 6 pence,
(about I2 cents) for 12 words.

In Germany, in 1892, the government
owned over 73,000 miles, withover 259,000
miles of wire, (all wires are under-ground,
even in the country). Like Great Britain,
the telegraph is operated in connection
with the postoflice. The rate to any part
of the Empire is 5 cents for 10 words.

In France, in 1892, the government
owned over 59,000 miles, with over 195,000
miles of wire.

Vrooman gives a list of 57 governments
that own their telegraphs, and 11 that ex-
ercise more or less control over them,
(Pages 214, 215 and 216).*

The only countries that have private or

company telegraphs are: Bolivia, Cyprus,
*Many of the statistics given herein are taken

from “Government Ownership,” by Walter Vro0-
mln, after carefully comparing his figures with
those obtained from other reliable sources. they
are found to agree with the ofiicial reports of the
dilferentgovernments mentioned.
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Hawaii, Honduras Republic, and United
States.

Railroads.
In Vro0man's work there is a list of nine-

teen countries in which the government is
the sole owner, twenty-eight countries in
which the government own a part of the
railroads, and ten countries in.which there
are only private, or company railroads.

In Germany, the government first as-

sumed ownership in 1843, and in 1892 it
owned 23,843 miles, (and private companies
owned 3,125 miles, 296 miles of which are

operated by the government), with a net
profit during that time of over 472,000,000
marks, about $118, 000, 000.

Next on the list in milage is India; the
government owned in 1893, over 18,000
miles. It first assumed ownership in 1852,
and now owns one-thirdof the milage.

In 1889, the Italian government had over

7,000 miles of road, and first assumedown-

ership in 1860. Private companies owned
about one-half as much, and they paid 27%
per cent. of theirgross earnings to thegov-
ernment; in 1889 the profits from govern-
ment railroads, including percentage paid
by private companies, was over 86,000,000
lire, which would be about $17,000,000.

Austria Hungary, had in 1892 over 7 000

miles, and private companies owned about
10,500 miles; but the government operated
over half of these private lines.

Sir A. Nicholson, British Consul Gen-
eral, in Hungary, in a report of April 10,
1890, says’: “The year 1889 will be note-
worthy in the history of Hungarian rail-
ways, as it witnessed the introduction of
the Zone Tariflon all state railways."

The Zone system allows tickets to be
sold like postage stamps, good for any dis-
tance within the zone (or radius,) where
used. .

Since the introduction of the new cheap
traffic, on the 1st of August, 1889, to the
31st of December, 1889, thepassenger traflic
increased by over 3,000,000 persons, and
the gross receipts by over £50,000. As the
total numberof passengers annuallycarried
by Hungarian railwayshas not hithertoex-
ceeded 15, 500,000, the large increase in five
months is remarkable.

\
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It is said that no extra expense has been

incurred, and in fact, that economies have
been effected in the ticket issuing depart-
ment, owing to the facilitiesnow atfordnd
for obtaining tickets at postoflices, stores
and other places in town, and, Mr. Vroo-
man adds, “In real truth, the Hungarians
send themselves by stamps just as they and
we do our letters. " This is a showing that
merits most careful attention, andespecially
when it is rememberedthat the State Rail-
way in Hungary covered only 6,170 miles.
The fare is so low thata ride of six miles
costs only one cent; moreover, the wages
of railway men have doubled since gov-
ernment ownership began.

,

In 1891, the Russian government owned
6,824 miles of railway,and was then build-
ing 893 milesbesides the new Siberianline,
which will be 4.950. Private companies
run and partly own 11,617 miles, but of
these, the government owns 92 per cent. of
thecost value. All charters are terminable
in from 37 to 85 years, after which the
roads revert to the government.

The profits in 1891 were over 32,000,000
roubles, which would be $24, 722,406.

In the Australian British provinces of
New Vi/ales, Queensland, South Australia
and Victoria, and in the island of New
Zealand, the governments own all of the
railways except 65 miles in New Zealand
and 81 miles in New South Wales, and the
different governments own each from 1,800
to 2,900 miles.

The reports of receipts and expenditures,
some of which are for 1892 and some for
1893, all show a profit to the governments.
There are many more countries in which
the’ governments own from one-third to
one—half the railways.

Of the ten countries spoken of in which
thereare onlyprivate or company railroads,
only four of them have more than 1,000
miles of road. These are: Spain, Mexico
Great Britain, and the United States.

Gas Plants.
In government ownership by municipali-

ties, Vrooman gives a list of 162 cities and
towns in England, Wales and Scotlandthat
owned their gas plants in 1890, with the
price per 1,000 cubic feet in each. The
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lowest price was in Leeds, England, 42
cents; the highest price was in Bethesda,
England, and Dunbar, Scotland, $1.50
each. The average price per 1,000 cubic
feet in these 162 cities and towns is 82%
cents.

The municipality of Paris, in France,
while it does not own the gas plant, it
shares in the profits of the company, and
receives annuallyover 20,000,000 francs, or

more than $1,000,000.
In German cities in 1892, therewere over

1,500 plants. A large number of them
were owned by the municipalities. Thirty
of the largest cities own and operate their
gas works; among these are Berlin, Ham-
burg, Breslau, Leipsic, Dresden, Cologne,
Konigsburg, Bremen, Dusseldorf, Nurem-
burg, Dantzig, Madgeburg, Chemnitz, Bar-
men and Brunswick.

Some of the German cities which own
electric light plants are: Hamburg, Lubeck,
Barrnen, Konigsburg, Metz, Darmstadt,
Duisburg, Cologne, Dusseldorf, Altonaand
Cassel.

Dresden and Stuttgart have decided to
enter on thisat once. Leipsic has given a
franchise to a private company on good
terms to the city, with the provision that
the plant shall become the property of the
city at the end of the term.

In Berlin, theBerlin Electric Light C0m- '

pany have a franchise, but thecity receives
as compensation I0 per cent. of the com-

pany's gross receipts, and whenever the
company earns a net profit of more than 6
per cent. of its actual investmentof capital,
the city receives 25 per cent. of such ex-

cess profits in addition to its 10 per cent.
of the gross income. Finally, the munici-
pality reserves the right to buy the entire
plant and all its appurtenences at any time
after October 1, 1895, upon a fair valua-
tion, carefully provided for in the contract,
(Dr. Albert Shaw, pages 71 and 72).

In Austria-Hungary, street lighting under
municipal ownership is common.

In Canada, street lighting is under muni-
cipal ownership in a few cities.

Telephones.
Telephonesare partially under municipal

ownership in Great Britain, France, Ger-

many, New Zealand, Austria, Hungary,
Denmark, Japan, New South Wales, Swee-
den, Switzerland, Trinidadand Victoria.

In 360 German cities and towns the tele-
phone is under government ownership; the
rental is about 150 marksper year—$36.

The average rental in New Zealand is
$24 per year. In Sweeden the annual
rental is $10.

Street Railways.
Of government ownership of street rail-

ways we have numerous examples in other
countries than our own.

In 1890, 29 cities in England and 3 in
Scotland owned their street railways.
Among them are Liverpool, Birmingham,
Manchester, Sheffield, Huddersfield, New-
castle—on-Tyne,Glasgow, and recently Lon-
don has purchased 21 miles.

In Germany the street railwaysare un-

der municipal control in Kopernick, Weis-
lock and several other cities. In Berlin,
the company franchise expires in 1911, and
the plant then reverts to thecity. In Can-
ada, the cities of Montreal and Toronto
own the street railways. In the Nether-
lands in 1892, the municipalities owned
598 miles of street railway. ' In New South
Wales in 1892, the municipalities owned
419 miles.

Particular attention is called to three
cities and the results of municipal owner-

ship of street railways. Twoof thesecities
are Sheflieldand Huddersfield, in England.
In both cities the people had suflered from
the oppression of thecorporations. Under
municipal ownership the fares have been
reduced from 5 to 2 cents. The employes
had been working an average of 15 hours a

day, their hours have been reduced to 9 a

day, and theirwages increased. The great
improvement in the condition of labor is
one of the results of municipal ownership.

In Glasgow, Scotland, the franchise of
the company expired in 1894. The city
took possession and built an entirely new

outfit of rolling stock and equipment. The
first fiscal year under municipal control
ended May 31, 1896.

The receipts were $1,700,000, and the
expenses, including the new outfit, were

$1,250,000. The net profits, after deduct-
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ing wages, renewals of leases, new build-
ings and all other items, were $450,000,
and the fares have been reduced about one-
half. The hours of the employes have
been reduced from 14 to 9 a day.

The success of Glasgow in theownership
of public utilities, such as street railways,
gas works, water works, etc., has been
such that theordinary city taxes have been
abolished. Both the gas plant and the
street railway pay the city a handsome
profit to be used toward the reduction of
taxes, or for other public utilities.

From the foregoing, we see that with the
single exception of thecorporate ownership
of railroads in Great Britain, all of the
larger and more important nations of the
world are far in advance of the United
States in the ownership of the public utili-
ties that have been spoken of, and the ten-
dency seems to be toward a still larger own-

ership of these things.
To return to the United States: Special

attention is called to one example of gov-
ernment or municipal ownership in this
country, and that is the bridge over the
East River between New York and Brook-
lyn. It is owned by the two municipali-
ties, two-thirds by Brooklynand one-third
by New York. It wascompleted in 18.83, at
a cost of about $15,000,000. Fares on the
street railwaythatcrosses thebridge, which
is also owned by the municipalities, were
reduced from 5 cents to 2% cents, March
5, 1895. Previous to June 1, 1891, the
charge for walking over the bridge was 1

cent, since thatdate it has beenfree to foot
passengers. In March, 1896, the roadway
was made free for bicycles.

During 11 years, up to June 1, 1895, the
bridge railwayhas carriedover 346,ooo,ooo
passengers, and not one has been killedor
seriously injured by the cars.

They receive for rentals of buildingsun-

der the approaches to the bridge, and from
the telegraph companies for carrying their
wires on the bridge, $125,000 yearly.

There are about 650 persons employed
on the bridge and the railway. Their
wages, as compared with the Manhattan
Elevated Railroad, (a private corporation.)
are as follows:

-

I

Bridge—Engineers, $4 for 8 hours; fire-
men, 82.37 for 8 hours; conductors, $2.76
for 8 hours; gatemen, $2. 50 for 8 hours;
toll collectors, $3 for 8 hours; uniforms
furnished by the municipalities.

Elevated—Engineers, $3. 50 for 9 hours;
firemen, $1.60 to $2.50 for 10 hours; con-
ductors, $2 to $2. 30 for 10 hours; gatemen,
$1.50 to $1.80 for 10 hours; ticket choppers,
$1.50 for 12 hours; employes furnish their
own uniforms.

.Fifty per cent. higher, and uniforms fur-
nished without cost, and labor is beuefitted
by the employment of a greater numberof
persons, for while a day's work on the
the bridge is 8 hours, on the elevated it is
9 to 12 hours. (Hand Book on Currency
and Wealth_, by G. B. Waldron, page 131).

_

VVith the exception of water works and
electric lighting for street purposes only,
there are very few of the public utilities
that have been spoken of that are under
government ownership in this country. If
they were, the cost to the public would be
reduced, and it would be a great benefit to
society as a whole. It would result in bet-
‘ter accommodationson our street railway
‘lines, and stop the crowding of human be-
ings into cars, worse than cattle and hogs
are crowded when beingshipped to market.
It would result in cheaper telephones, for,
as has been shown, the rate in other coun-
tries is from $10 to $36 per annum, while
in this country, where the telephone was
invented, and where it is controlled by a
monopolistic corporation, the rate is from
$75 to $240 per year. In Chicago, the rate
is $200 per year. In New York it is $240.

It would result in cheaper rates for tele-
graphic service, for, as has beenshown, the
rate in Germany is 5 cents for ten words
to any part of the empire, and in Great
Britain it is 12 cents for twelve words,
while in thiscountry, under corporate own-
ership, the lowest price is 25 cents for ten
words. But the greatest benefit of all
would be thatderived by the laboring class,
and anythingthatwould benefitthemwould
be a benefit to society as a whole, for they
are the producers and consumers of a very
large part of all our products.

(CONCLUDED IN OUR NEXT.)
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 OCCULT POWERS.

[No1'E.-Reader, because you see this
in PLANETS AND PEOPLE do not take it for
granted that we endorse all it contains, for
you will see the writer assumes to know
how occultism started and who the only
three adepts are at the present time, and
where they reside, etc. Don't let this
"Planetary Spirit" idea mislead you. It
is very easy to get erroneous ideas, but the
truth is hard to attain unto, as must bedone
if one wishes to know truth. We repro-
duce the article, as it contains many good
suggestions.——En. ]

From the Pittsburg Dispatch.
Unlike the poet. the adept is made, not

born. He becomes, and this by virtue of
long and laborious training. Adeptship is
in fact but another word expressive of the
highest self-culture. It means the evolu-
tion and perfected developmentof theentire
man. The process is orderly, the result
its natural sequence. He becomes the
“adept" in natural and spiritual law by
virtue of what he has passed through, and
not by virtue of any miraculous or spiritual
or outside influence. And if his acquired
powers seem to border on the inexplicable
it is only that they are not understood.
The matter lies in a nutshell: The perfect
adept knows more than most men and can

thereforedo more. The way to adeptship
is moreover open to all, though few are
able to stand its signs. Mme. Blavatsky
herself is but theobedient disciple of the
Mahatmas.

There are adepts and adepts. Every age
and all peoples have had and still possess
their “wise men” or magi; no ancient civ-
ilizationbut have left traces of theirpres-
ence. In caves and caverns, in temples
and palaces, the handiwork of the arch-
priest or magician bears mute witness to

the factof his past power and glory. Even
the rude savage on our western plains-
notable the Zuni tribes—aregoverned to
thisday as theyhave been for ages past,
by their occultly trained wise men, rem-

nants of a once all-powerful priesthood.
'ro-nAv’s OCCULTISM.

Known under various names, theadepts,

Mahatmas and Brothers, still exist and ex-
ert their influenceas of old, though secretly
and by occult ways. Nor do we need to
journey to India, that land of secrecy and
mystery, to prove the facts. In Europe—
in our own America—the fact that such
beings actuallyare may be amply demon-
strated. The modern adept, however, does
not go round proclaiming his presence with
a trumpet, and as a consequence he is rather
hard to find, and harder still to keep track
of when found. You would not know him
in the street from other men, nor will he
willinglybetray himself. It is only when
exercising his extraordinarypowers thathis
real character stands out. And to make it
more diflicultstill to discoveryour man, no
true adept makes a display of these powers ’

except when so ordered by anotherhigher .

in the esoteric scale of the brotherhood.
On the contrary, the love of phenomenais
sternly repressed, and theirexhibitionre-

garded as a pandering to the spirit of idle
curiosity or of vulgar display. They leave
all that to the juggler, the wandering fakir
or the selfish and vain-glorious initiate.

Before consideringthemethodsof attain-
ing adeptship itself, a bit of history may
not be out of place. The East Indian ac-
count of the rise of the Brotherhood is as
follows: At the first appearance of our

race, a' Planetary Spirit (Dhyan Chohan)
came to dwell among men and to instruct
them. These instructions were communi-
cated through a class of men set aside for
the purpose. In the beginning these men
numbered seven. Almostall religionshave
traditions -more or less clear referring to
the fact. In India, then, seven men were
called

THE SEVEN RXSHIS.

Profoundlyversed in physicaland spirit-
ual science, they perpetuated their knowl-
edge through initiating voluntarily neo-

phytes. All were celibates; at one time,
indeed, the attempt was made to transmit
the power of adeptship by heredity, but it
failed. It is to the "half adepts, " fruit of
thisexperiment, thatwe are indebted for
the rise of rituals, ecclesiastical systems, .

black magic, etc. That is to say, thespirit
thatanimated these half-developed mem- ‘
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bers was dominant with pride, priestcraft
and jugglery. The true adepts or masters
withdrew themselves more and more into
isolated communities, where they carried
on their own practicesfor the development
and instructionof theirpupils. The classes
of adepts are seven in number and these
again are divided into nine grades, each
grade beingsubdivided into seven divisions.
Of the seven classes, five alone are ordin-
arilyspoken of, two being understood only
by the highest initiates. All adepts, ex-

cept a few belongingto certain orders, must
owe allegiance to some one of the heads of
the five classes mentioned above, these
heads being the recognized leaders of all
lodges. Of the latter there are but three
now in existence, one in Thibet, one in
Egypt and the othersecretly located. The
heads, or Chutulrtu, visit the lodges period-
ically, but usually reside in Thibet. The
two highest live in an oasis in the desert of
Gobl. All nationalities are represented
among the ranks of adepts and they are en-

tirely independent of all outside authority.
Below thelowest grade of adepts are various

DEGREES or INITIATION.
A neophyte attaining the lowest is, how-

ever, admitted as a member of the occult
brotherhood. Students of esoteric science
—those, that is, who desire to become
adepts, are called Chelas; _of these there
are two classes, the probationers and the
accepted. He who becomes the latter has
climbed the first step to adeptship, and the
way “is strewn, every inch of it, with re-

minders of frays and skirmishes with him-
self. " He is given no help, but left to fight
it out as best he can. According to the
Brahminical doctrine, there are four steps
called “accomplishments” which lead to
the rank of an accepted Chela.

First, he must have a right understand-
ing of the real and unreal. In otherwords,
he must discover what is true, and what is
not. This would seem a poser, Pilatenot
being the only one who has asked the same

question. to no result. The Sanscrit, how-
ever, affords our Chela a clew. Truthand
reality are, in that language, identical, and
reality is defined to be that which is un-

affected by time. past, present or future.
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The first accomplishment, then, consists in
arrivingat an “immaterialconviction"that
all apart from the essentially eternal is
illusivechange. The second is'the logical
outcome, the neophyte, realizing this illu-
siveness of all things not essentially eternal
becomesindifferentto them, cares no longer
for the transitory pleasures of sense, or
those afforded by theworld, such as riches,
power, etc., becoming equally indifferent
to its passing woes and gains. The third
prepares the real tug of war. It includes

SIX QUALIFICATIONS,
more than one of which is ordinarilyre-
garded as requiring a lifetime to effect.
The first consists in the purificationand
perfect mastery over the thoughtsand emo-
tions; the second, its natural sequence,
complete mastery over bodily acts; the
third, the renunciation of all formal re-
ligion; fourth, the cessation of all desire,
and a willingnessto give up all things, if so
required, also parting with all resentments,
desires to retaliate, etc.; the fifth, comple-
ments the fourth, being the absolute abne-
gation of self in all things; the sixthquali-
fication is perfect trust in his chosen mas-

ter, (for each Chela chooses some one Ma-
hatma for his spiritual guide), and unques-
tioning obedienceto his mandates, and this,
because at the start he (theChela) makes
his choice of a director and teacher on the
understanding that the latter is worthy his
confidence, has traveled the same path and
must necessarily"know its requirements:
To return to the “requisite accomplish-
ments, " the fourth is an intense desire to.
be liberated from conditional existence, to
throwaside the body and become one with
the One Life of the Universe. The Chela
may be more or less wanting on some of
these points, but if he reaches a certain de-
gree of perfection he becomes an accepted
Chela, and goes into practical training for
adeptship. After that what? No one but
theadept himself exactlyknows. The man
who has passed through all thatprepara-
tory labor has already developed latent
powers and faculties thatseem to an out-
sider to border on the miraculous.

ON 'ro HIGHER THINGS.
As an accepted Chela, it is presumed he
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still further perfects and develops himself,
acquiringadded skilland knowledge as he
advances. The primary unfolding of these
ordinary latent powers is concomitantwith
the subjection of the bodilypassions and
desires. The soul, gaining in strengthas

the dominant physical principle decreases,
manifests itself more and more outwardly,
the man growing spiritually powerful as

his mastery over material life and elements
increases. The fact itself is nothingnew

or extraordinary—the saint and ascetic
alike attain the same goal along similar
though divergent paths. Entrancement,
clairvoyance, prophecy, miracle working,
and so forth, all these are as old as the
human race, and but reveal the spiritual
side and power of natural law, for what is
natural is not necessarilymaterial, and all
is of nature, and nature is dual.

Certain practicesare employed as aids in
this upward and outward growth of the
soul, such as the “psychic drill"or method
of cultivating mental concentration, the ac-

quirement of "internal respiration, " the
practicingof certain bodilypostures calcu-
lated to favor and strengthen mental re-

ceptivity, the proper regulation of diet and
other physical precautions. The results
of such a persistent course of training are

often marvelous to the "outsider," and are

yet, as we have said, but the natural se-

quence of natural law. Any one can pre-
prepare himself thus for Chelaship, and
this, too, without giving up his pursuits in
the world. Many are now actuallyunder-
going this training who yet participate in
the ordinary business of life. Once ac-

cepted as full Chela, however,
sncnusxon AND SEVERANCS

from all family ties becomes absolutely
necessary, and theausteritieshithertoprac-
ticed are said to be mere child'splay to
what follow. In his struggles with mate-

rial limitations, and his copings with mys-
terious spiritual dangers, the would-be
adept is almost torn asunder, and frequently
perishes outright. Naturally enough the
question rises: To what end? To this
the adept replies: The highest spiritual
development and the consequent increased
power to do good. The adept's place is to
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instruct, influence and benefit mankind.
This he does in ways undreamed of, and
the more effectually for theirsecrecy. The
secret forces that move the world are at
his command. By virtue of utter self-
abnegation he has become one with the
controlling spirit of the universe, sharing,
in a finite sense, his creative and govern-
mental energy.

Studying the spirital side of natural law,
they are able to understand and to evoke
causes—causation lying on the spiritual
plane—and thus to take an active though
unseen part in the great drama of human
life. To the Western mind such assertions
sound problematical, to say the least, and
then would not such vast power as is as-
cribed the perfected adept be a dangerous,
not to say awful thing in the hands of most
men? To what evil uses might it not be
put by the evilly inclined? True; but the
adept, the true Mahatma, it is claimed, is
as humble as he is powerful, and as unself-
ishly bent on doing good as he is great.
The evildoers are men of a lower grade,
false to their vows, abusers of their knowl-
edge.

The popular conception of theadept is of
a mysterious beingwho is, as a rule, always
getting out of its natural body and wander-
ing around in his “astral" form for no par-
ticular end or purpose.

A FRIEND on THE GOOD.
That he is a co-worker for good with the

spirit of the Infinite Creator, working out
certain uses in the line of the Divine Prov-
idence, will seem a new and startling view
to the average interested reader. Such,
however, is their claim, relegating to the
limbo of black magicians all such as per-
vert their esoterically acquired powers.
Take it all in all, however, the mighty Ma-
hatma has attained his power only by an
expenditure of strengthand vital force such
as would appall and etfectually deter the
majority ‘from a like attempt, and perhaps
it is just as well. The men who have such
power, and use it for good only, must be '

but little lower thantheangels, and human
nature, as we know it, is far from being
universally angelic.

Isolated adepts live here and there, and
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independent orders propagate their own

peculiar views. The Thibetan Brother-
hood is, however, generally recognized as
the most advanced, standingat the head as

the most profoundly versed in natual and
spiritual science. It is also the oldest by
far, and very probably is the parent of all
other occult orders whatever.

Immortality.
" Life for man. as we have already seen,

is an endless and constant changing of the
combinationsof thingsalready brought into
existence, For man there is no end, as

there has been no beginning. From the
stars far away to the midges we brush off
as we write, from the blue mountains that
lie upon our horizonto theeyes thatbehold
them there‘ is no exception. When a

change comes it is a result of the separa-
tion of the factors as they form other com-

binations. The very factof a change shows
separation, and separation shows fresh
combinations. We have learnt when the
tree decays and the flower fades, when hol-
lows are formed in the sides of hills and
snow melts, when a storm goes out and a

man dies, we have learnt that these things
are due to the nature of life. Something
is divided. something is gone, and some-

thing is left. But even in the act of separ-
ation the factors are forming other combi-
nations in accordance with the spirit of
life, its endlessnessor immortality. When
a fire burns, we know that the coal is un-

dergoing separation under the influenceof
heat and air and we have learnt that the
ashes are not the only fresh combination
formed. The combinationcoal has gone,
but all its substance will he found as factors
in fresh combinations.

“ Though it is only in very simple mat-
ters that we can restore the former com-
bination,yet we never put down our inabil-
ity to theannihilationof any of the factors.
We cannot recover them, we say, but we

never doubt that they are still in existence.
“But though the immortality of the ob-

jective world is acknowledged, it is a sub-
ject of great doubt in the subjective. Liv-
ing in the body here, we grow to thinkthat

our body is us, and the endless cases in
which we are more or less influencedby
the body helps to strengthen this feeling.
But, indeed, though the body, being the
most intimateobjectivepart of us, naturally
exerts a proportionally‘ strong influence,
still it is an influence and not a creator.
This is seen at death or the ceasing of the
combinationof the soul and body. When
a man dies is there any factor unaccounted
for in the change that comes upon him?
His body still exists, but the rapid falling
to pieces that comes upon it shows that
that has gone which held it together. He
has gone, the subjective part.

“ I labor under the great disadvantageof
ignorance, but I believe I am right when I
say that the factor which represents me
can not be placed. Istay in my present
manifestation, as we call the union of the
subjective and objective, as long as I can
but when, in obedience to the nature of
life, separation comes, it is becauseall the
factors are forming fresh combinations.
The very fact that the body is forming new
combinations shows that something has
left it. Now, until I can be shown_difler-
ently, I shall hold that this something is
the subjective part of the combination,
that it is ‘I, ' that it must in accordance
with the nature of life be forming a new
combinationalso.

“The fact that when we die, as we say,
we are still in the same universe as this,
appears to some people absolutely blasphe-
mous. Yet it is diflicult to see why. The
present world has been enjoyed for so short
a time, the knowledge we have gained of it
so small, that it is hard to see why we
should have been awakened to it at all if at
death it is done. and still harder to see why
what is good in one portion of eternity
should not be good in another.

“So, for man, life is immortal or endless,
as in the objective world so in the sub-
jective. Life can not be without immor-
tality, for it is immortality; immortality,
moreover, of individuality."—-L. C. POOR]!
in Westminster l\’ez/few.

Bvnonz “I wish men to be free,
As much from mobs as kings, from you as me.’
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How to Use a Magic Mirror.

In the first place, a mirror for astral
light reflection must be constructed prop-
erly, under certain rules, in order to make
it of any practical use. These rules are a
secret known only to a few, who divulge
not. When properly made, according to
the magnetismof the one who is to use it,
the way to use it is the all important thing
to know.

One should be prepared to use a mirror,
which can be accomplished by banishing
all fear, and then using a little common
sense in sitting for results. You must not
expect to get‘ results every time you feel
like picking it up for a look. There are

times, and places too, for all occult or hid-
den revelations, and they come usually
when least expected. The best manifesta-
tions are unsolicited, for then the yearning
nature is at rest and a peace and calm per-
vades the entire being. Perfect calm,
therefore. is one of the chief requisites.

‘ Those higher minds who come and bring
“informationto those using a mirror as a re-

ceiving instrument, are of a class known as
scientific spirits, as they alone are able to
focus communicationsin thismanner. The
ordinary spirit cannot do this, therefore,
such as operate successfully in_ thisway
are busy souls with other thingsto look
after besidesthepersonal whims of mortals.

This leads us to the point: Is there sufl’i-
cient occasion for a visitation? If there is,
theonly thing to do is to prepare for the
event, which must be done in a. systematic
and orderly manner. First, select the
evenings, say two each week, on which to
receive communications, then be ready
promptly at the appointed hour. This
means that you will not intrude upon the
time of any who may be prepared to come
at such a time. When you have thus pre-
pared the way, be regular and sit about
forty minutes each time, and as soon as
this is known to those who are able to com-

municate, which in some cases means sev-
eral sittings, an effort will be made to
secure some one whose astral co-ordination
fits the magnetic state of the sitter. As
soon as this is accomplishedon thespiritual
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side, the chain is complete and results ex-

tremely educationaland satisfactoryfollow.
The mirror should be held much the

same as if it were a book, except that it
should be held with both hands, one on
either side, as thisgives a positive and neg-
ative pole to the instrument and produces
a current sufficient to aid themanifestation
as is sometimes necessary.

In order to protect the mirror and keep
away conflicting elements, each person
using one should never allow another per-
son to look in it or touch it, as the slightest
mixture of magnetism interferes with its
use. There are, of course, cases where
perfect compatibilityexists, when it would
not interfere to speak of, but generally
speaking, one magnetism only should be
allowed to enter the instrument.

To foretell the results from the use of a
mirror is impossible, aseach person is con-
stituted diflerently, hence, will receive dif-
ferent manifestations. Some are given
landscapes, portraits, symbols, signs and
flashes, whileothers are given in letters of
fire, messages written in plain language.

The one who comes is usually a teacher
of the higher order, and his aim is to give
that which is needed rather than that
which one desires. Many questions, how-
ever, may be asked and answered, and the
deeper mysteries of life revealed by this
ancient mystjcal method, which to-day is a
secret to nearlyall of the inhabitantsof
the earth.

A few private instructions are given to
each person purchasing one of these occult
instruments, and with the above sugges-tions, there is nothingin theway of obtain-
ing results if one is ready to prepare the
way for a Grand Master. F. E. O. 
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LYMAN W. DENTON, MINNEAPOLIS.

Written for Pumns AND Pnonn.
SUNSET.

As now the sun with half veiled face,
Slow sinks adown the western sky;

He hlushes deep with maiden grace
And gently kisses us good-bye.

His slanting rays give rosy tint
To greenwood's calm and lofty height;

He crowns the hill with golden hint
Of Monarch 's passing power and might.

The sweet wild flowers thatdeck thegreen,
And yield their perfume rich and rare,

Are laid with gold enamel sheen,
For dew rich goblets to prepare.

The mountain stream swift dashing on.
With sparkling, murmuringpure delight,

Steals many a diamond from the sun,
To grace her bosom ere the night.

The scattered clouds he paints the while,
He sheds a light of softer grade

That would an artist's eye beguile,
With shade slow blending into shade.

The evening zephyrs pass our way
To fan our cheeks with kindly zest,

Thus making welcome close of day
As harbinger of peace and rest.
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THERE are many persons reading this
magazine who do not believe in the occult
articles, and writings generally, presented
each month. Other ideas and principles
coming closer to the mundane plane attract
them, and theyoften compliment the same

while freely expressing disapproval of the
former. The title. PLANETS AND PEOPLE,
is broad and all inclusive. and any article.

on any subject, may with perfect freedom,
harmony and proprietybepresented herein,
but we aim to give as much as space will
admit of, of thatwhich seems veiled to mor-

tal sense, in order to awaken new thoughts,
impulses and desires in the human breast.
It is the new, original and demonstrable
truths illustrated thatmakes thisperiodical
exclusive in nature, which is in keeping
with our desires in the matter. We want
people to find in PLANETS AND PEOPLE that
which theycannot find in any other publi-
cation in the world, and since the first num-

ber appeared in January, 1895, its origin-
ality and educationalmerit has beenpraised
to the skies by hundreds of the most ad-
vanced thinkers in this and foreign coun-
tries. One lady stated recently that she
always found something new, something
that gave her added light and knowledge,
and that in consequence of this she and
her husband have dropped the periodicals
usually taken and are devoting their time
to the study of the principles, laws, etc.,
treated in PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

WE call special attention this month_ to
the article, "Government Ownership of
Public Utilities,” by Mr. D. E. Terriere.
Mr. Terriere is the cashier of the Bank of
Englewood. thiscity. He is a deep thinker
along philosophicaland humanitarian lines
and the thoughts, as well as the detailed
facts relative to government ownership of
various interests now held by private cor-

porations, is well worth the attention of
every progressive mind.

We did not anticipate quite so lengthy
an article, hence, only reserved a certain
number of pages for it, which was not
space enough. The balance will appear in ‘

theJuly number. It is interesting through-
out.

WE are pleased to mention the progress
that is being made along occult lines by
those who are teaching from the stand-
point of The Law. Attention is called to.
the work of Mrs. Eldred, mentioned on an-

other page under ‘Occult Demonstrations.'
We recommend Mrs. Eldred as one of the
able teachers in this line.
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Astronomical Changes—Weather
Forecast for June.

June 2 . . . . . . . . Mercury is in Capricornus.
June 13 . . . . . . . .Mercury is in Aquarius.
June 21 . . . . . . . .Mercury is in Pisces.
june 27 . . . . . . . .Mercury is in Aries.
June 2

. . . . . . .
.Venus is in Capricornus.

June 21 . . . . . . . .Mars is in Aquarius.
‘ MOON.

First Quarter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._]une 8.
Full Moon

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]une 14.
Last Quarter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]une 21.

New Moon
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]une 29.

The earthquakes came last monthas pre-
dicted. The first few days of this month
show a tendency to the same phenomena
but it will soon be over.

Atmospheric.
' June 1st opens up under a very severe

planetary strain, which means great dis-
turbances in the elements and even the
crust of the earth, but by Wednesday, the
3d, a calm and cool wave will be on, much
to the discomfort of those with sensitive
skin. This will last for several days, as
the planet Neptune will rule the circle for
some time.

High winds are due about the Ioth,
rainy and chilly weather will be the out-
come. Then sudden hot spells will come
on the 15th up to the 21st, when a warm,
wet, showery time, lasting several days,
lands us into thehottest kindof a spell about
the the 24th. It will be very warm the
balance of the month, with very little rain.

Themonthpromises extreme weatherfor
the season, when it is chillyit will be quite
so, and when it warms up the word hot will
not be too expressive of the situation.

The extreme conditions will bring on
considerable illness in the way of colds,
chillsand fever, pneumoniaand congestion,
but much less danger from such attacks
than during thecolder months. Consump-
tives will fare the worst at this time, as the
great extremes will tax their strength to
the utmost, and many‘ will succomb to it
and pass to the other spheres of activity,
where things are more elastic and free.

Plant and Sow.
The season is a little late for gardening,
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but late corn may be planted the first week
in june under very favorable aspects
Buckwheat sown on the 3d and 4thwill fill,
full and plump, yielding an excellent crop.
It is unfavorable to roots and will be most
of the time to the end of the month. Peas,
beans, mellons, etc., may be put in to ad-
vantage from the 7th to 15th.

June 7th—Buslness.
The business of the world attracts the

attention of most people, and so much so
that for one hundred years every one has
been trying to see how much he could pro-
duce. The result is a surplus of every-
thing, a perfectly glutted market in every
line nearly. T00 much work and too little
recreation. What the people want is, less
work and more amusement. Cut down the
hours of labor. Let every one worka little
and spend the balance of the time in recre-
ation.

But we started to say, or repeat, rather,
that business will be as usua.l—no good.
There is nothingvibratory to cause busi-
ness to straighten up and adjust itself to a

healthy condition.
The field of speculation shows a little

more encouragement, but this, too, is un-
der slow currents, hence no rapid and ex-

citing movements. Very large dealers will
move slowlyand reap profits at theexpense
of the many whose impulses keep them
biting the baits.

Children.
The children of this date will becom-

mercial men and women, who willassociate
themselves with stock companies for best
results. They will make good oflicialsand
government representatives, and will be
much interested in all political movements.
The medical profession is also an open
field for them. They willmake good teach-
ers, mathematiciansand speakers. Law is
not so bad for them. Good railroad peo-
ple and stock brokers.

Marriage.
This is a fairly good time for unions of

this nature, and as these are culminating
times we would encourage such matters as
much as possible while the vibrations are
at high ebb.
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June 14th—Business.
A slight improvement is shown in the

mechanical trades, manufacturingand job-
binglines, but nothingof very much im-
portance. We grasp every straw that
points to improvement in order to present
somethingthat will keep up the hopes of
our readers until such time as a favorable
annual period strikes us and ushers in a

new era in the commercial world. It is a

strikey kind of magnetismthat is in opera-
tion during this week and a rather rash
outcomemay be looked for. The mechanic
will be against the capitalist, with bitter-
ness in his breast, for such is the nature of
things. Watch out for these times. They,
mean much. Speculation will be of the

. plungy order, and some wild trading will '

produce marked changes in prices. Very
extreme forces are on for stocks and cereals,
mining interests, etc.

Children.
These characters will be of the class

known as plungers in large undertakings.
They will make money in chunks and drop
it in large doses. That is, one big drop
will take away many of the chunks accu-
mulated. They will all belongin the busi-
ness world, the mechanical trades taking
hold of many who line ‘up on that side of
the environing line. Fairly good health
will be their portion.

Marriage.
This is a time for elopements, and inde-
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pendent movementsgenerallyrelative to the
familyand marriage of the younger people,
and whiletheconditionsare not so bad, they
are not thebest, but thosefailingto be ready
before this time, better not wait longer.

June 21st—Business.
We find in the heavens for this week a

great cross; an immense cross; a. wonderful
cross; for extremes of the greatest signifi-
cance are in its composition.

We may look for a general stirring up
under this figure. The people will be
wrought up, business interests will be
shaken, the whole earth will be shaken up
by these contending powers.

The gods of the ethers are sore afflicted
by one another’s position, and for a few

days everythingshould show signs of very
marked change. Speculation should be
very active, but the figure appears depress-
ing somewhat, on such operations, still,
sudden and unexpected shifts will result.
, Children.

The little people breathingthe breathof
such life as this into their nostrils, and be-
coming living souls, will take as their por-
tion thequalities thatmake mathematicians,
accountants, mechanics, sailors, soldiers
and army officials. They will fight at the
drop of the hat. The girls will make good
correspondents, and all will be very partic-
ular, conscientious and self-styled and
willed. They will make fair musicians,
especially of the instrumental order.

,....
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Marriage.
More elopements and rash doings in this

line. Girls, look out! Boys, take care!
You are liable to get into trouble during
these few days. Better refuse to see all
callers until three days after day after to-
morrow.

June 28th—Business.
Now we breathe a little more free again,

since the transformationproduced by the
lapse of a few brief days of time. Won-
derful, indeed, is the law of theplanets.
The figure for thisweek is harmless. peace-
ful and sociable, especially the latter. just
the kind of a time for every one to change
his mind and do the other thing. This
will be good in speculation, for many move-
ments and many changes will come and go.

Zig-zag markets will hold theattention
of traders and give the impulsive actor an

opportunity. Buy on sudden drops and
sell on sudden upturns is the rule of pro-cedure at this time, but bewareof small
bait.

Children.
The boys and girls will be good, inter-

esting, full of fun, talkative, intellectual,
free. keen, sensitive, quick and active.
Good real estate dealers, speakers and pol-
iticians. Place them with large concerns
early in life. They can do well for them-
selves. Retail lines are good for them
also. Good health for most of them.

Marriage.
This is a regular matrimonial combina-

tion, everybody that wants to will be in it
at this time. It is a week of fun and gen-
eral entertainment all round. A great time
for feasting. Let the marriage feast be
prepared.
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MERCURY AND VENUS.
TWO MOONLESS GLOBES.

In re the latest deductions by our Amer-
ican astronomers concerning the axial ac-

tion of Mercury and Venus, viz: That they
turn upon their axis but once during an
orbital revolution, always keeping thesame
side taward the sun, which theory was ad-
vanced some time ago by Schiaparelli, in
Italy, there are points of absorbing interest
to every student of the subject.

It is claimed that the counter action of
the tides, providing water has been or is
upon those planets now, moving about the
planets in the opposite direction to that of
its rotation, hasgraduallyretarded theirrev-

olutions until they have reached a perfect
balance and calm, ceasing to rotate alto-
gether.

The Moon presents the same phenomena
to our Earth, and but for the fact that we

have a Moon, the Earth also should bear
the same relation to the Sun that Mercury
and Venus do.

Comets that visit our system from time
to time display the same attitude toward
our Sun, the head remainingpointed direct
toward the Sun while the tail moves for-
ward and keeps on thedark side, as it were,
until it passes away in its regular course.

Comets have no moons to counteract the
action of the Sun, if they had the tail
would wiggle, if it did not turn about and
get on fire by flopping into the sun.

Whether Venus has ceased to revolve
upon her axis, or not, is probably a ques-
tion as yet, for it is thought by some that
she has one small Moon, but Mercury,
which undoubtedly has none, may have
reached that period of axial calm or rest as

stated by both Schiaparelli of the east and
Lowell of the west.

Our Earth, therefore, must continue to
revolve until such time as a perfect equi-
poise is brought about between both the
Earth and the Moon in theirrelation to the
Sun. This must come, if at all, when the
Moon culminates in a perfect equilibrium
between the Earthand Sun. But how can
this come about while the great Jupiter, as
well as the otherlarge planetsin our system
are vivifying both theMoonand theEarth?

PLAN'3 TS AJVI) PE-()1’1.E.

There certainly seems to be some reason
in the idea that a planet must have satelites
in order to keep it revolvingon its axis, or,
thata planet having satellites continues to
revolve much longer thanone having none,
otherwise the planet Mars, which is suppos-
ed to be older than the Earth, should also
be in the conditionof Venusand Mercury.

But about the different ages of the plan-
ets: It seems reasonable that they were all
blocked out at about the same time and de-
veloped according to the size of the mass,
for the great body of substance which orig-
inally began to operate in a way to form a
solar system must have whirled and twisted
in all of its entirety, the densely portioned
parts of the whole, being the centralizing
elements which determined the division
lines which separated the sameand formed
rings to be whirled into globes later. If
this is not the way, how ‘be it that the
planetsare first large, thensmall, thenlarge,
very large, extremely small, and so on to
the Sun. A perfectly harmonious body of
matter forming geometrically,should pro-
duce planets regularly graded both in size
and density, from Neptune to Mercury,
each of which would present but one side
or surface to the center. Is the question
settled as to how thesystem formed, or as
to theaxial rotation of the bodies compos-
ing the sa.rne? Theories there are many.
while the demonstrable factsare few, for
it is withgreat difliculty that astronomers
can netrate deep enough to define the
con itions of the surface of any one of the
planets. Each observer is trying to find
some new point relative to the phenomena
of the surface of these bodies, but as yet
there is nothingdefinite determined, judg-
ing from varying opinions that have been
presented from time to time for many
hundred years. The position of a planet
may be found approximately and from a
magneticor vibratory standpoint, which is
occult to most minds, the peculiar natures
of the planets is demonstrable, but thesur-
face phenomena, such as vegetation, ani-
mal life, etc., is beyond the ken of the
lenses in use at the present time. We be-
lieve it possible, however, to construct a
receiving globe in such a manner as to de-
fine the weaker currents of plant and ani-
mal species, theindividualizedpotentials of
the mere crust or covering of each, which
in the entirety of each is sent forth a pow-erful ray that cannot be questioned as to
its magnetic quality and effect upon the
mundane thingsof our earth. We say a
Receiz/z'7zg Globe, not a lens or tubular
chamber. It must bea Psyclmmeter. A
Planetary Psyehometer, constructed ac-
cording to the science of alchemy. Then
will the revellation from on high he more
complete.

.

F. E. ORMSBY.
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BASIC PRINCIPLES OF

VEGETARIANISM.

The food question is a very important
one. Man's greatest cry is for food, and
his first labor that of “bread winning. "
And it is a fact that he will cry for bread
and will continue to win it by labor, and
even then often starve so long as he sees it
only in one of its aspects. There is more
starvation for the lack of nutritive food
than is generally known, or willinglyad-
mitted.

One fraction is not the whole unit, nor

does it contain all the principles. One
cannot always recognize the ladder of as-

cent by a single step that may be exposed
to view. Let us then start from a correct
and a rational premise, and our workingof
the problem will bring us intelligent con-
clusions. To be sure, it is better to hang
on the outskirts of vegetarianism than not
to be identified with it at all. Better to be
on any step of the ladder for a time thanto
ignore the ladder altogether.

Progress is the law of substance and mo-

tion. All must unfold and in the same

order, the rate only differing. This places
us all on an equal basis before the great
law.

To begin with, we must understand that
“man"—meaningwoman as well——includes
intellect and intuition, reason and feeling,
science and religion. Man is a composite
being, too, and in his full unfoldment lacks
nothing. Man is composite in structure and
composite in nature. We are composed of
all there is. and thus express and manifest
God. Nature is God's method of doing
His work, and nature is orderly, unfolding
the life, shape, senses, facultiesand pow-
ers in progressive steps, or degrees——this
from the lowest to the highest, from the
simplest “inanimate”to the complex and
self-conscious. But all is withinus, un-

folded, unfolding. and to be unfolded.
Our shape, the human body, in its high-

est and most refined state, is an aggregate
of all shapes or bodies. The human shape
is the shape of all shapes. It is theinstru-
ment of all instruments upon which is
played the great song of life. In nature
we are composed of all nature. In intel-
ligence we are composed of all inielligences.
In motion and action we embraceall. We
even contain the four elements———water,
earth, fire and air. We thunder and we

lighten, and have upheavels and earth-
quakes. We have the darkness of Egypt
with its pests and flesh-pots, and we have
thedaylight illuminationof truth.

We have within our being and doing the
mineral kingdom, the vegetable kingdom
and the animal kingdom, plus something,
of course. And the something is the hu-
man divinity, or the divinely human. As
the human evolves from its lowest to its
highest, it gains for us dominion over things
and conditions, in an ever-increasing de-
gree of fullness. This dominion is first
over the conditions and natures of our own
being, and afterward over those outside.
This “dominion," in sacred books, has
been much misinterpreted. Does a man
who raises cattle and slaughters them have -

“dominion?" No! Does he “replenish,"
and what with? He has no dominion over
the appetites and natures within himself.
How can he expect to have dominion over
those without?' If I govern not thetonguet
thoughwithinmy own mouth; thethoughts,
though within my own mentality; the in-
stinct. though withinmy own nature, how
can .I expect to govern thoseoutside? Does
man eliminate the evils of ignorance and
“regenerate" with the» virtues of intelli-

gence? Or does he cultivate brute quali-
ties by his evil thoughts and brutal deeds
and thus cultivate and keep alive the brute
withinand the brute without? If so, he
attracts about him a cruel atmosphere of
cruel natures, and they, together, view an-
imals as brutes created for their special
amusement and use. The vermin, insects,
and animals, in turn, give him like treat-
ment. What he sends forth is as a seed
that brings him in a harvest after its kind.

Energy — life, substance— is neutral.
How we use it willdetermine the results
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we have. Use substance and motion intel-
ligently, wisely, and it will bless us; use it
ignorantly, and it will curse us. Take
hold of understanding and you will see‘
God and all there is as good—even your
own self and the animals. Man both ex-.

presses and manifests God. He expresses
God in being, and he manifests God in
doing. As we use substance and law for
benificentpurposes, we find God glorifying
us with his own glory.

We are spiritual beingsand not material.
Even the minerals, vegetables, animals and
elements contained in our body and being
are of divineorigin. All theseare spiritual
verities. What presents itself to our outer‘
vision is matter, or material objects,

' Man has taken his bodily instrument to
be purely material and has, morover, taken
his bodily instrument to be himself. Thus
he has built up what he has supposed en-

tirely on the material lines. His “coat of
skin," his scales, his shell, his crust, he ‘

has taken to be himself, and has built‘and
replenished himself with the other outside ‘

coats of skin, scales. shells, crusts. Thus
he has materialized himself, degenerated
himself, diseased himself * * *

Man has not commonly taken cognizance
of the fact that thingsare spiritual verities.
We have withinour nature the nature of
the song bird, of the lion, of the lamb, of
the eagle, of the dove, of the ox, of the
deer. We have their natures as well as
their shapes, and they are spiritual verities
in our being: We have within us the
sands of the sea, the gems, the herbs, the
trees. We have‘ the creeping things and
the flying creatures. We have the vege-
tables. the fruits, the nuts, the flowers.
We have them as shapes in our shape.
VVe also have them as natures in our na-

ture. We are spiritual beings. They are

spiritual verities. To the English walnut,
in whose shell we see our own cranium, be-
longs a spirituality. To the meat of the
nut, in whose convolutionswe see, perfectly
pictured, our own brain, belong a spiritu-
ality that it might be well for us to con-

sider. In the fruits and nuts which nature
sun-cooks, and prepares complete for our

use, are natures and verities of especial
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value to us. This one little point means
more to us. as students of the food ques-
tion, than I could tell in an entire lecture.
All the thingsand creatures and natures out
yonder we also find within ourselves, for
we are composed of all there is. Our lack
of consciousness of this does not prevent
its being a great truth of our being.

Perhaps the day is not far distant when
we shall eat sun-cooked wheat not alone
becauseof its phosphates and gluten, not
alone because of its value to our physical
frame, brain and nervous system, but as
well for its higher uses. We may come to
use the olive not alone for its value as a
brain food, but as well for its higher qual-
ity. We may come to employ the nut not
as a superfluity, but as a substantial and
essential food of high value.

The world has not as yet attained to the
plane of enlightenment where it recognizes
the relationship between men and animals
Man has divorced himself from all things;
but not becausehe saw himselfcompleteand
individualized. Man is a concrete and in-
dividual expression and manifestation of
all there is. This should not estrange him
from the abstract. It should not divorce
him from what he beholds with his outer
eye. All men are created equal, but we
see them at work on the differing fractions
of the unit. One of these, with his frac-
tion, vibrates with one thingand condition
out yonder; another vibrates with some
other thingor condition, becausehe is man-

ifesting in another fraction. An so it
is seen that all do not seem equal, and yet
in diversity there is unity. In unity there
is beauty. And all goes to make up the
golden stairs.

It is useless to dispute the fact that peo-
ple can, up to a certain stage of unfoldment
and consciousness, sustain life and health
on flesh diet. But on what planeare they?
Intellectual they may be, but are they the
highest in spirituality and purity? ' With
what do they vibrate? Do they vibrate
with the wave of divine love; to the accord
of universal harmony? No. Then, plainly,
there must be a higher, a better way.

To be subject to the conditions, environ-
ments and elements is not thenoble destiny
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of man, but his error, or sin of ignorance.
To feel one must eat in turn minerals, veg-
etables, animals, and even fellow man is, it
seems to me, not the noble purpose in-
volved in man ‘s origin. Man is not to
slaughter, rob and devour the world, but
to subdue, cultivate and replenish it. When
man subdues the animal natures within
himself, then the animals out yonder will
be beautiful, and amiable, and gentle.
When the swine of our nature is subdued,
and rightly dealt with, there will be no
offensive swine out yonder to confront us.
When the song-bird of our nature is as-

signed its rightful place we shall not strain
our purses nor jar our vibrations to perch
the song—bird out yonder on our hats, nor
take him as a delicacy on our toast.

But it requires education on the higher
lines to convince people of the attractive-
ness and desirability,the goodness and hu-
manitarianism of vegetarianism. Educa-
tion along this line is no longer above the
reach of the people. All may now have it.
The field is ripening, and the laborers, too,
are ready.——CARR1cA LE FAVREin the Veg-
elarian.

There are some families in the animal
world that will not put up with laziness on

any terms. The drones in the beehive,
when no longer needed, are slain by the
workers. An idle beaver is promptly
turned away from the colony in whose in-
dustry he will not take part. Should an

elephant make himself a nuisance to the
rest of the herd by malicious, aggressive
conduct, he is driven forth, and becomes a
“ rogue. " ' Crows will, after due delibera-
tion, put an ofiending bird to death; and
if a pair of rooks, too lazy to find building
materials for themselves, steal sticks and
other articles from their neighbors, their
nest is quickly destroyed by the other in-
mates of the rookery. ' i

A novel way of illuminatinga tunnel has
been devised in Paris. Reflectors throw
light from many electric lamps sixteen feet
above the rails to the roof of the tunnel
where it is again reflected by burnished tin
—a soft and agreeable light. The trains
turn the light on and off automatically.

UNSUNG.
ALBERT BIGELOW PAINB.

There’: many a song in the air, my dear,
And many a song on the sea;

And God and his angels are there, my dear.
To whisper theirmusic to me.

But, alas, when those forces awaken the chords
In my heart, the responses are bare-

They struggle one glorious moment for words,
Then perish in silencethere.

Yet some time I know will be voices to sing,
Though mine shall have never learned how,

Sweet echoes to answer each quivering string-
The angels are forming them now.

Some one shall measure the chimes that are sung
By the sirens down under the sea,

And gather the murmuring songs thatare sung
By the wings of thewandering bee.

And some one shall tell us the tale of the skies
As never a poet hath done;

And sing the inefiableglory that lies
In the land of the westering sun.

And some one shall whisper the tales thatare told
By the wind to the roses thatnod,

And some one shall picture thepathwayof gold
That winds by the waters of God.

And. perhaps, in thatbeautiful,far-away time,
When life and its failures are through,

I shall know of thesesongs in some far-awayclime,
And, perhaps, I shall sing them, too.

The Case in a Nut Shell.

Vaccinationeither-
I. Protects you from smallpox; or
2. Mitigates it when you have taken it;

or

3. Does neither of these things.
Now, if vaccinationneither protects nor

mitigates, then it is useless and every one
will admit it ought not to be enforced by
law.

If it only mitigates, then, since themild-
est smallpox is admittedly as contageous
as the most severe, vaccinated smallpox is’
no less dangerous to the community than
unvaccinated; therefore thereis no reason,
and therefore no right, to enforce vaccina-
tion by law.

If the doctrine is that it protects you
from taking smallpox, those who believe
thisdoctrine will go and be vaccinated,and
then, beingthemselvessafe, have no reason,
and therefore no right, to enforce vaccina-
tion upon others by laW.—-PROF. MILNES.
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Editor PLANETS Aim PEOPLE.

SIR: Will the Oracle, at his convenience,
please explain, in PLANETS AND PEOPLE,
why Virgo is armed with a trident?

Respectfully, D. M.
ANS. The sign Virgo gives the greatest

abilityin human expression to receive from
the higher sources. It is the sign of virtue,
of reserve, of intuition, and also of astral
magnetism. The virgin, therefore, is the
symbol and represents thenegativequalities
mentioned, by her femininity,and theastral
relationship by her angelic appearance
hovering over the other mundane significa-
tions or symbols. She portrays the outer
spheres, the spiritual, the guardian state or

position, the higher guidance, the soul of
things. Now, astronomically, the planet
Neptune is theouter sentinel of our system.

  

Its signet is the trident; that is, the cross.
and crescent, with the crescent across the
bottom or foot of the cross. The trident
of Neptune, the guardian astronomically,
is placed in the hand of theguardian angel,
occultly, and she uses it as a magic wand,
and with it presents a pair of mystical bal-
ances, a pair of scales, that seekers after
the higher truth may be weighed to see if
they are found wanting or not.

Editor PLANETS AND PEOPLE.
DEAR SIR: In the monthly Horoscopes

you sometimes say in regard to marriage:
“This is a good time to marry." Then,
again, you say, “do not marry until the
wave is over. " VVhatdo you mean by this?
The way I take it is, the time has nothing
to do withhappy or unhappy marriage, i. e.,
if they are well adapted to each other
physically and mentally, they would be
happy anyway. Am I not right?

H. C. M.
ANS. When people are well adapted to

each other they usually choose a suitable
time to marry; but as the majority of mar-

riages are contracted because of social,
financial or blood reasons, rather than

adaptation in personal magnetism, we sug-
gest the best planetary aspects for such
cases, as a start under good conditions will
make more smooth the currents of experi-
ence if it does not remove all of the antag-
onisms of such unions. Some are fairly
well mated, and if they begin under favor-
able conditions, they will have a fairly
good time.

Q. Would the Oracle of PLANETS AND

PEOPLE answer the following questions:
In reference to The Law and The Prophets
diagrams 40-41, page 171. it seems to result
that, how favorable would be the planets
with the earth in neutral signs, the brain
has no advantage of it, as Mercury, the
only planet in mental sign, has “speech
without sense?"

What diflerence, intellectually, would
result, if the same combinationwould be
in vital signs, with Mercury in mental sign?
Would it give a higher order of intellectu-
ality, or. only greater forcefulness?

A. When there are no planets except -

Mercury in mental sign and the‘Earthis in
a neutral sign, it all depends upon the
Earth‘s position, whether Mercury gives
mental capacity or not. If the Earth is
under a good combinationof planets and in
a favorable sign, Mercury in a mental sign
is extremely favorable for intellectual la-
bors, speaking, teaching, etc.

The Earth in vital signs, if favorable,
would mean greater capacity and more en-

during qualities as a teacher or worker,
which means greater forcefulness.

Q. What sign was the Moon in july 14,
1858?

A. The Moon was in Cancer.
[NOTE.—Otherquestions were presented

by the above questioner, but being of a

personal nature, requiring the making and
reading of several horoscopes, they do not
belongin thisdeparmentof our work.—ED.]

Q. When the earth is on any one of the
dividing lines, is it to be considered as in
the one it is leaving or the one it is enter-

ing, and how is it to be figured? I notice
in Mrs. Eldred’s horoscope you give Jupi-
ter the force of the sign it is leaving. Is
there any set rule to figure planets that
come on a line? M. J. K.
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A. VVhenever the Earth or any other
planet is on a line, the rule is to take the
power of position and the aspect, etc., in
both signs. That is, each side of the line,
and after finding the percentage in each
case, add the two together and divide by
two. This figure gives the strength upon
the line.

Q. What is the significance of a sign
rising, and does it depend upon the time of
day, or on the day of the month? Is it
always the sign between the Earth and the
Sun? Is it a vital sign when the Earth is
in a vital, and mental or negative when the
Earth and Sun are also in a mental or

negative sign?
Is the planet Mars the ruler of thisastro-

logical year since March 21st, and has it
any special significance? ‘ Jupiter was ruler
of 1896, the Sun will be of 1898. If they
have any special bearing on the lives of
those burn during those years, will you
please explain what? M. J. K.

A. The rising sign is the result of the
Earth turning upon her axis every 24 hours,
hence, on January 1st Libra is the sign,
rising at 1 o'clock, A. M. At 6 o'clock, A.

M., Capricornus is rising, and so on round
the Zodiac, I 5 degrees of the circle rising
and passing. apparently, a given point in
the space of one hour of time. It has
nothing to do with the sign the Earth is in,
as the signs all rise every. 24 hours all
through the year.

To thesecond question: The planet Mars
is the ruler of the Zodiacal circle this
year. Jupiter was the ruler in 1896 and
Neptune will rule 1898.

Now, while the significance in a horo-
scope would be favorable with Jupiter as
the ruler, it would be the reverse if Saturn
held the fort, the same as in the personal
figure as otherwise treated, but no great
force can be attached to thisalone. If the
horoscope is otherwise favorable, this one

point is prophetic of power to reach a high
place and be influential in the affairs of
men. This power can be entirely over-

come by positions and aspects in a person's
horoscope, so far as its strength,tobring
one to the front is concerned.

The Slander-er.
SIIEON CARTER.

I dreamed l stood outside of hell's
Dark walls, and cries, and groans. and yells
Came from a distance deep within
That dark abode of pain and sin. ~

Louder and louder on the ear
Those murmurs broke, and seemed more near
To be advancing, like the roar
Of some dark storm cloud breaking o‘er
A mighty forest, old and still;
And rushing on o’er vale and hill,
Curses and imprecations dire.
Terms of contempt and vengeful ire
From myriad tongues I now could hear,
Each moment seeming still more near.
Toward where I stood the tumult drew,
And hell's broad gates wide open flew.
Out rushed a being,sore in haste,
By demons, imps, and devils chased.
“Drive him far off!" loud, Satan cried,
“And you, gate-keeper, woe betide,
If e'er withinthese walls is seen
Another beinghalf as mean I"
A tiend came near. I said. “Pray, tell,
Is aught to mean, too vile for hell?
Who can thatwretched being be
That ye have forced so far to flee
From this dark den of sin and shame.
Tell whence he came, and what his name?"
He grinned a smileof ghastly mirth,
And said, "A Slanderer, from Earth."

In the Apple Bloom.
HARRIET PRESCOTT SPOFFORD.

Where no sunbcams with the shadow mingle.
Deep in cells where silence sleeps alone,

Root and fiber shire the sudden tingle,
Stirring with a power beyond their own.

Swift the rugged stems throw on their covering,
Far in azure, trembling with delight,

Like a cloud—the apple blossoms hovering-
Lost from ‘morning, drifting pink and white,

In the casks. then, where nor flash nor flicker
Ever lifts the long year's vaulted gloom,

Straightway beads and briins the golden liquor.
Feels the fragrance and diviues the bloom.

Bubbles breaking from their dark and dreaming,
Boughs in blossom, roots beneaththe sod,

Know their kinship, and alike, in seeming.
Serve the joyous footsteps of a God!

An Austrian inventor has devised a ma-
chine or apparatus to eliminate the element
of danger in shoeing vicious horses. which
in many cases endanger both the shoer and
the horse. It consists of a cage, the top
and sides of which are padded. The horse
is led in, the door fastened, and the cage is
then turned completely upside down, and
all four of its feet can be worked upon at
once if desired.
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Written for PLANz'rs AND PEOPLE.
The Planets’ Ball.

LAURA B. FITZGERALD.

Saturn wasgrowing old and gray,
And '50 before he passed away,
A fete he planned; a fancy ball,
To which were bid the planets all.

It was to be a grand affair
Of light and beauty everywhere!
The invitations, pretty things,
Were borne by Mercury's swift wings.
Society's chief editor
Was urged to be there early; for
The costumes all must mentioned be,
And honor paid to chivalry.
The day arrived; Sol did his best
And beamed on all the gaily drest;
Old Saturn moved in mammoth rings,
And spread a feast of goodly things.
His sons and daughters dressed so fine
In splendor did the rest outshine.
Great Jupiter, and Juno tall,
Came with Aurora, first of all;
Then Neptune, with his trident strong,
From off the sea, next came along;
Diana came in hunting dress,
Which much enhanced her lovliness
The son of Zeus, war-like Mars,
Then came with many other stars;
His helmet gleamed with crimson light,
Like to a battle-field at night.
Minerva, wise, and Vesta, small,
Were much admired and loved by all;
Calliope was all in tune,
And sang sweet ballads to the Moon.
Grand—sire Uranus, wise and old,
(The number of his years untold),
Appeared with lovely Venus, gay,
Who flirted with the Gods all day.
Then Ceres, like a farmer drest,
In measured tones the banquet blessed;
While all the Sattellites around,
Await the Orphean lyres to sound.

Theyplayedanddanced all day tillnight,
And Sol gave place to Luna's light;
Then was the sight more dazzling far,
For brilliancegleamed from every star.

The Earth looked up in wonderment
As through the air a Comet went;
Athwart the sky its fiery tail
Emitted vivid sparks like hail-.

Upon the Earth the shower came,
And men of scientific fame
The pieces sought, both far and wide,
And found them just at eventide.
On these Aerolites they read
A message from the Gods, indeed!
"Ye microscopic specks in space;

'Ye atoms, called the Human Race!
"Canst see the heavens aglow at night,
And myriad stars ablaze with light?
They are but other worlds like yours,
That shine as long as Time endures.

“They twinkle in their spheres at play,
Through one eternal holiday;
And unto men this greeting send—-
The planets‘ fete will never end!"

Charms Used in VariousNations.

Welch mothers put a pair of tongs or a
knife in the cradle to insure the safety of
their children. The knife is also used for
the same purpose in someparts of England.

Among Vosges peasants children born at
the new moon are supposed to have tongues
better hung than others, while those born
at the last quarter have better reasoning
powers. A daughter born during the wax-

ing moon is always precocious.
At the birthof a child in lower Brittany

the neighboring women take it in charge.
wash it, crack its joints and rub its head
withoil to solder the cranium bones. It is
then wrapped in a light bundle and its lips
are annointed withbrandy to make it a full
Breton.

The Grecian mother before putting her
child in thecradle turns three times around
before the fire while singing her favorite
song to ward olf evil spirits.

The Turkishmother loads her childwith
amulets as soon as it is born, and a small
bit of mud, steeped in hot water prepared
by previous charms, is stuck on its fore-
head.

,

In Spain the infant's face is swept with
a pine tree bough to bring good luck.
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Refering to diagram No. 2, of Zodiacal

Palmistry, it will be seen that the thumb
displays the mental characteristics. the ed-
ucational tendencies, hence, its shape is
first considered for the purpose of finding
the natural trend. When a thumbis bent
toward the palm it shows an inclination to-
ward business and the accumulation of
money and property. If the joints are

quite large also, and smooth, they show
strength and power in commercial pursuits.
It signifies executive ability. If the first
finger also curves toward the palm when
squarely opened, and extends forward past
the second finger, it shows that a person
will not only get, but save money and prop-
erty.- The first finger is n:..-2;ed “Labor
and Science," which, coupled with the
thumb as described, means that one will
labor and employ every means to bring
about profitable results.

Should the second finger line up withthe
first, evenly, it signifies success in money
matters, and when a hand is found thatthe
fingers all lay evenly together when open,
there you will find harmony, and health,
the extent of the curving of the fingers
showing how much of the grasping desire
is inherent in thenature.

If the thumbis found to curve backaway
from the palm, it shows little interest in
business matters, witha strong tendency to
be free and independent in everything.
The open back curve to the fingers signi-
fies a lack of desire for physical wealth,
an open, free heart, a fearless disposition
and somethingof a spendthrift,or one who
willspend his money for whatever he de-
sires, regardless. It is hard for such an
one to save and accumulate. Everything,
especially money, slips otf the hand easily.

Should the first finger lay straight and
the second curve freely toward the palm,
followed by the thirdclosely, it shows com-
mercial power and executive force, but
carelessness in investments.

Business troubles come to one having
such tendencies in thehand. Lawsuits are

apt to take much of his wealth. This is a
bad angle to have in dealing withtheworld,
even though strengthof more than passing
notice is shown.

The third finger has to do with art, mu-

sic, and love, or emotion.‘ For artistic
ability this finger must curve toward the
palm naturally when the hand is thrown
open, which shows execution, or executive
power in matters of art and music. The
emotional nature is more firm and less
liable to be disturbed or thrown out of bal-
ance when this finger is thusposited.
’

The little finger is the political feeler,
ever seeking for a place; that is, it follows
after and shows the desire for a position
under those in power. The curve and
strengthof this finger is indicativeof suc-
cess in obtaining position as well as show-
ing capacityto fulfillthedetailsof an office.

A lack in curve and firmness shows the
opposite. The joints, however, if large in
comparison with thebalance of the fingers,
show considerable firmness, as they per-
tain to bony formations, which are not so

yielding as thoseof flesh, muscle, skin, etc.
Pointed fingers show idealistic tenden-

cies, and if the curves are favorable the
nature is a spiritual one, but if the fingers
are extremely long and much curved, the
pointed tips show a weakness for things
that do not legitmately belong to their pos-
sessor.

Square tips show industry, scientificten-
dencies, genius, will and mechanical art.

Flat or spatulate tips show mulish traits,
obstinacyand bragadocio, and areprophetic
of trouble and suffering.

The nails show quite marked traits; the
short, strong ones show much bravery and
a fondness for argument.

Smooth, oval, acorn-shapednails are the
sign of beauty and refinement in the char-
acter, but lackingin executive force.

Round nails signify a seeker after ease,
comfort and pleasure.

Thin nails show weakness and delicacy.
Spotted nailsare significant of spots on

the inner life that periodically crop out
sometimes unawares.
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Occult Demonstration.

Mrs. Adalene Eldred is making a very
favorable impression upon new seekers by
her apt, clear and demonstrable methods
of presenting the facts of Phychometry,
Palmistry and Planetary Science. Her
classes of late have been well attended by
advanced students in this line of research,
as well as many who are comparatively be-
ginners. Her work in Minneapolis during
the month of March was very successful,
large numbers being in attendance at every
public lecture. She treats all sides of the
occult, devoting first a lecture to Universal
Law, and the relation of Psychometry,
Palmistry, Astrology, etc,, to thelaw. Fol-
lowing this comes _an expose of the details
of each, defining the scope and power of
the different facultiesof being, when once
the inner light is fully perceived.

The effect of Planetary influencethrough .

vibration is given special attention, and
horoscopes of those in the audienceare
made and read to show the application of
the science, and its advantages to those
who believethatknowledge is power. She
teaches that all spirit communication is
through some law, which is as true as life
itself.

Societies and clubs interested in these
thingswillfind Mrs. Eldred one of thelead-
ing lights in occult science, should they
choose to extend her an invitation to lec-
ture for them. CAROLYN D. MAY, Sec 'y.

The following is a rhyming prophecy
which theold kings claimed to be true when
one was born in the Sun's sign—the sign
of Leo, the Lion. It was written in the
era of the Druids, an order of priests among
theancient Celts of Gaul, Britain and Ire-
land, who lived B. C., corresponding to the
Magi of Persia:

“When a lion-child comes in
To the ancient house of Kym,
He will bring the mystic lore
Which the fathershad of yore;
Forjhey shall in every age
Read aright the starry page."

In Jewish marriages the woman is al-
ways placed to the right of her mate.
With every other nation of the world her
place in- the ceremony is to the left.

-
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The Most Rigid Creed.

The Lutheran creed in Germany is alto-
gether the most rigid and strict type of
Protestantism. Luther . himself brought
this about by the stand which he took
against other representatives of the earliest
Protestantism. He did thisespecially with
referenceto thesignificanceof thesacrament
commonly designated “The Lord ‘s Sup-
per. " His view retained, much more than
any other Protestant view did, the ideas
represented in the Catholicdoctrine of the
mass. He applied rigid literalism to the
words, "This is my body, " and .sternly re-
fused to use liberality toward those who
took this language in a purely spiritual
sense. He thus not only carried over to
Lutherisma considerable survival of Cath-
olic conceptions, but he did thiswith a
strictness and rigor which deeply impressed
the church founded by him. In our time
thisstrictness of Lutherism is more con-
ventional and traditional thanit is real, and
it has been maintained much more under
the German government than it has among
Lutheranselsewhere thanin Germany.

Among English speaking people, and
especially in America, the Presbyterian
creed is altogetherthemost rigid and strict,
Calvin having been, in respect to theologi-
cal opinion, fully as rigid as Luther in re-

spect to the matters spoken of above. In
weight of character and solidity of intelli-
gence, the English speaking Presbyterian-
ism of America stands exceptionallyhigh,
and thus easily maintains conservative re-
straints. Its organization, moreover, is a
close and strong one, against which indi-
viduals find it diflicult to bring about any
relaxation of strictness. There neverthe-
less exists a very considerableand a steadily
increasing development of liberalism be-
hind the nominally strict restraints of this
powerful type of Christian church and
creed.—Se_lf Culture.

A Fellow Feeling.
“At last,” quoth she, “I sympathize

With man, when wearing these:
My bloomers, even with their size,

Are bagging at the knees. ”
—Was}u'ngton Star.
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RESTAURANT KATEKISM.

QUESTION. What is the first thing a

customer notices on entering a restaurant?
ANSWER. The waiters. The service being

most thoroughlyand criticallyexamined.
Q. ,

What should the service be in order
to impress one that the food is clean and
properly prepared?

A. First: Clean clothing,aprons, caps.
etc., which must be of washable material
in order to be free from oflensive accumu-

lations from the odors of every manner of
vegetable and animal substance.

Second: The clothing must cover clean
people. We notice theclothingfirst, then,
penetratinga littledeeper, begin to discover
the real behind themask. Unlessa person
has been taught somethingof the rules of
hygiene and health, and have practiced the
art of keeping theperson clean, of all places
in the world that person should keep away
from, is a restaurant.

Third: The linen in a restaurant should
be cared for fully, if not more, than the
food served upon it. No person, even in a

cafatera, should be expected to eat a small
lunch without a napkin. It makes a place
appear filthywhere napkins ‘are not a part
oftheservice, as is the case in some of the
largest places in Chicago. Paper napkins,
which cost but a mere pittance, are far bet-
ter than none. In fact, a clean, new paper
one is preferable to second—hand linen.

Fourth: Dishes come next in order, and
"Ironstone China" is good enough for any-
one, unless he is paying high prices as a

matter of style, and it should not be of the
thicknessof lumber, as we often see it. A
medium grade thickness no one will object
to, but when one tries to drink out of a

teacup that is a half-inch thick, he feels
that the dish was made for a horse or a

mule, and not for human use. Some are
so sensitive to these things that they go
many blocks out of their way to reach a

place where it does not require extra mus-
cular development to handle the dishes.

Fifth: Now we come to food. Thisword
food has many interpretations. To some,
food means one thing, and to another it
means somethingelse. But as all have a

 

choice in this matter, variety is the chief
requisite. It is very hard for anyone to
find properly prepared vegetables. The
art of cooking has seemed to culminate in
these latter days in serving a porter—house
steak. We often hear the remark: “At

restaurant they serve a dandy steak, "
or‘ "If a cook can't get up a fine steak, he
does not amount to much." But the art
of cooking vegetables is a much more diffi-
cult feat, and the space used for the list of
vegetables on the billof fare usually met
with, contains a few lines, while the meat
list covers several pages. The fact is,
more varied and greater display may be
made with vegetable cooking than is pos-
sible with meats, and thisservice is wanted
very much at the present time by a large
numberof livers. (This “livers" may be
applied in a double sense and conveya prac-
tical lesson to the open—eyed observer.

Sixth: Now thatfood has beenmetioned,
how shall we have it served? Shall we go
about from stand to stand and grab onto
whatever fancy suggests, or should it be
brought to us in a systematic and orderly
way? These methods are being tried at
the present time, but the trouble is right
here——people do not know what they want.
They are trying this and that, making up
combinationsof whatever theycan see that
they think will taste ‘well together. A
first-class caterer-should- know something
about combining difierent foods. Many
claim to be expert at thisnow, yet they
seem to have no idea of the harmonies of
elements. for some combinationswould, if
indulged in for any length of time success-
ively, drive one to the mad-house.*

In order to bring about more perfect re-
sults in our eating-houses where the public
is served in immense numbers, it is only
necessary for a small number to club to-
gether and call for such things as they
like, as the demand must come first always.
The service will always be in line with the
demand, and whether good or had, it deter-
mines theconditionof the average patron.

All food needs the magnetic force of good
service to make it palatable.

"MS.»for a work is now bein prepared covering
the entire list of the vegeta le kingdom, giving
combinationsof great variety, with explanations
of the elemental co-ordinations, showing why cer-
tain products blend together in the human econ-
omy and produce health‘and vigor.

213
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What’s in _a. Name?

The anagrams of names is a very inter-
esting study, which may be taken up by
those who profit by the puzzle department.
The idea is this: Take a person's name
and from the letters compose acompléte
sentence by shifting them from place to
place until something intelligible results.
The letters must only be used once, and all
should be utilizedif possible. Sometimes
thiscannot be done, in which case certain
conclusions may be made relative to the
nature of theperson bearingthe name. In
most cases thesentenceproduced willbriefly
state the nature of theperson. As an illus-
tration of thisobserve the following:

Dante Gabriel Rosetti—Greatest Born
Idealist.

Louis Napoleon Bonaparte—Arouse, Al-
bion; an open plot.

Washington Crossing the De1aware—A
hard tossing, howling water scene.

The Last Days of Pompeii—Past homes
of Italy pied.

The Board of Aldermen—Hardmen after
boodle.

Chicago, Il1inois—I go a. coin; I call his.
Philip D. Armour—Rippio hard mill; or,

Hip olm puri lard.
Henry W. Thomas—Theman who rys.
George Washington—Go! rags, we hinge

not.
Robert G. Ingersoll—Ring bell rot; go

serg.
We might extend theseexamples to show

what's in a name, but suflicient has been
given to illustrate the idea of anagrams in

' names, and it willbenoticed that ' ‘Chicago,
Illinois,"calls for coin, and is getting it.
Chicago first ventures a coin, which is very
emblematic of the gambling tendency of
the place.

George Washington, the father of his
country, was named to forever 'unhinge
thiscountry from the rags and rubbish of
serfdom, and he did it well.

PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

"The Board of Aldermen" is very plain
and prophetic of the real inner significance
of that august body. The anagrams fit the
case.

'

Robert G. Ingersoll could not have a
clearer tale told of his life in a few words
than is conveyed in thesentence. “Ring
bell rot go serg. " His life has been spent
thus far in shouting similarsentences to the
people concerningthechurch which is aptly
shown by “Ring bell. "

At an evening entertainment such puz-
zles as these are very amusing and quite
instructive, as everyone is anxious to learn
what's in his or her name. Names are
everything to some people, They think
more of their names than they do of their
real selves. It sometimes occurs that a
name gives up some hidden quality, spells
out in plain English the words that tell the
tale, and nothingelse can be made from it.

Now, as a test of the philosophyof ana-

grams, we suggest the following, and ask
the readers of PLANETS AND PEOPLE to
workout whatever they can from themand
send for publication in thisdepartment.

1. The TurkishEmpire.
The Island of Cuba.
The World '5 Fair.
The NashvilleExposition.
Queen Victoria.
The Secret Doctrine.
Planets and People.
Christopher Columbus.

. Abraham Lincoln.
10. Ulysses S. Grant.
II. The Chicago University.
12. The Pyramid and Cube.
As thereare quite a numberof letters in

each of these examples, it is possible with
some to work out more thanone sentence,
but one, at least, that reads euphoneously,
is undoubtedly possible with each.

The answers must reach us by the 15th
of June in order to be in time for publica-
tion.

‘°.°°>'.°"-."+‘.”.'°
Northside: “Can I see you apart for a

moment?”
Westside: "You mean alone, don ’t you?"
Northside: "Yes, a loan—that's it ex-

actly. I want to borrow $5.1‘
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The subject of marriage is calling pite-
ously for more light and knowledge from
the standpoint of thelaw. Spiritual unions,
so-called, have been tried over and over

again with little satisfactionand many dis-
appointments. People are continuallybe-
ing mated only to enter the very regions of
hades, to suffer untold misery for a period
of time that makes them little less than
lunatics, if they manage to escape theasy-
lum. The writer is in a position, perhaps,
to hear and see more of the real status of ‘

the familyrelation than most peopleenjoy.
Enjéyl Did we use such a word?

Most people we meet, who have been
married. are now actually afraid to repeat
the venture. They say they were ignorant
the first time, but after having many trying
experiences they feel that there are too
many chances to be taken, and theyshrink
from further experiences which theyfear
will result. People become more sensitive
in these matters as they grow older, and
they demand a better state of afiairs than
would have satisfied them earlier in life.

This department of PLANETSAND PEOPLE
was opened up for the express purpose of
meeting these emergencies in human life,
and we are going to encourage the ladies,
who seem a little backward compared to
the men, and make them an ofler for thirty
days. It is this: '

Special Offer.
For thirtydays, beginning June 1st, we

will enter the names, dates and horoscopes
of ladies free of charge, in our marriage
department for co-ordination, giving them
the opportunity of their life to be put in
communication with some one of theop-
posite sex who is properly oonstituted for
them in the marriage relation.

We do thison account of the close times
for many who would otherwise feel free to
pay the regular fee of five dollars. This
department promises to be of the greatest
benefit to people in trouble, of any in the
magazine, but it takes a little time to get it
well under way.

In connection withthemarriage, thesub-
ject of children requires special attention.
Some are born to have them, some are not,
and some to loose them if they are born.
Now, thereare plenty of people who profit
by having large families,whileothers go to
the opposite extreme, and death deals a.
fearful blow to both thefatherandmother,
and in many cases takes the motheraway.

Knowledge of the law alone can change
thisstate of afiairs, and those who have it
not must take advantage of such oppor-
tunities as are herein oflered, and then
profit as best they can by the advice.

The fact is, every young lady at the age
of puberty should be given a course of
lessons which teach all of the necessary
points to be met with in the marriage rela-
tion. There will come a time when this
will be done, as such a training is to be a
part of an educationalwork in preparation.
This training will be known as Female In-
itiation, and all females from 16 years up-
wards will be admitted and thoroughly in-
structed and fortified for the emergencies
of life.

Until such time as this is possible, the
best we can ofler is thedepartment of mar-

riage, the oracle, and the special and
private personal advice.

Dreaming and Reality.
We can dream for a lifetime, with no

hope or expectation of reward. We can
dream of castles in the air, and as long as
we dream we are the lords and our castle
as good as any man ’s castle. But when we
awake thecastle has melted away, our lord-
ship has vanished, we hunger, we thirst
and we take up the implementsof toil. We
ask what this toil shall bring—a real castle
or only a mansion, acottage, ahut or barely
a hovel. If every bright-facedyoung man
who starts out in life to earn a living saw
only a hut at the end of life, and a rented
hut at that, I fear the sweets of service
would be gall and labor be humdrum. I
thank God for that roseate hue in life's
morning which brightens the future with
hope of a mansion, a high position and an
honored name. Men work for something.
The more hope you can crowd into a man
the more he will do.—lt’ez/. Dr. Haynes.
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Possibilitiesof the Kinetoscope.
Edison is said to have remarked, “I be-

lieve it will be possible to present grand
opera on the stage of the Metropolitan
opera-house in all the perfection of its de-
tail, with nothing more than a big sheet, a
lot of photographs, and a big kinetoscopic
machine. I am not going to give up until
I am successful, " he says, “and every ex-

periment I make brings me appreciably
nearer the mark." While we have only a

memory of the great actors of the past, the
voices, acting, and gestures of their suc-

cessors may be preserved to us. Mr. Edi-
son states that the kinetoscope was only
one’step in the great scheme which he has
long hel'd”in mind. He has for years had
many experts working out his plan; The
great difflculty to be overcome was the me-

tallic character of the tone of the phono-
graphs and the change of its timbre to that
of the human voice, so thatthe modulations
of the singers and actors could be exactly
reproduced. Anothertrouble was the syn--
chronizationof the phonographswith the
kinetoscope reproduction. It is much easier
in theory than in practice. ‘

A stage is to be cleared" in a theater,
sheets to be placed at the back and sides.
Behind the curtain are a. numberof phono-
graphs capableof multiplying‘sound a hun-
dred times, one for each actor in the cast.
Each is loaded with a dialogue of its par-
ticular player. In the gallery is a huge
kinetoscope. containing hundreds of yards
of film, upon which is the whole play, act-

ors, costumes, and scenery. Theorchestra
plays softly, and out from the wings steps
an actress, slowly and easily. The play
runs to the end of thefirst act, and thecur-

tain falls to rise upon the second. From
the film 375,000 distinct photographsat the
rate of 48 a second are thrown upon the
sheet, so fast as to seem like one realistic
scene. The phonographs are worked by
electricity, connected on the same circuit
that works the kinetoscope, the timing of a

person's voice and actionsperfectly corres-

ponding. A man in his own house will be
able to enjoy any play by his favorite
actors.

PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

The Bicycle in the Future.

Has anybody. we wonder, thoroughly
realiied the change that will come over the
appearance of our cities when everybody
uses a bicycle, _and almost all traction is
mechanical? There will be a delicious
silence, to beginwith. No lumberingvans
no banging omnibusses, no clattering of
iron hoofs upon asphalt. Every wheel
will be of India rubber, and the horse will
only be used for pleasure. Then the dust
sweeper and the scavenger boy will be
abolished. No longer will tons of manure
be deposited upon London streets every
day, and locomotion will be enormously
cheapened. When neither horse nor har-
ness, neithercorn nor veterinary's bill is
required, a ride in a cab will cost perhaps
three-pence, and a ton can be carried from
farm to market for a shillingor two. The
city merchant and his clerk can alike live
milesout of town, steering themselveshome
at night in their motor cars. The suburbs
of London will extend a dozen miles all
around. The changes thatwill ensue are
so many and so great as to beunimaginable
yet. A revolution is coming—may it be
soonl—1.¢mdon C/zronicle.

The zenith of the horseless age is fore-
shadowed by scenes daily witnessed on
Chestnut and Walnut streets, in this city.
Motor carriages make regular trips up and
down these and some of theotherasphalted
streets with an increasing frequencyafter 6
P. M., when the heavy traflic for the day is
mostly finished. The wheels are rubber-
tired, of course, and the machineis noise-
less, except the slight “pufil pufil" of the
exploding gosoline, which furnishes the
power. The seat is for two, and about the
width of the ordinary buggy seat. The
machine can be stopped within its own
lengthand turned about as easilyas a tri-
cycle.—New Ideas.

The most ancient piece of music in the
world is calledthe ‘Blessing of thePriests. '

.

This song was sung in the Templeof Jeru-
salem, and even now in synagogues of Spain
and Portugal it is frequently used. The
manuscript papyrus is kept in an iron box.
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OCCULTA SYMBOLS.
BY ZALENE.

CHAPTER III.
On reaching home after this most inter-

esting visit and experience among the wild
bushes and weeds of the forest, I began a

careful study of the third row of cards, as
shown in the first mystical combination,
which appeared when first I met Mrs. Birch.
There seemed to be no putting aside this
particular configuration of the cards.
Whenever anything came up, I was re-

ferred in some way to this first symbol.
Of course she had told me that our rela-
tions through life could be read from it, as

it was carefullyprepared by thesecret way
for that purpose.

I pondered for some time over this third
line. I remembered that this line related
to our successes in life, which I inferred
covered our operations together. as well as

separately, so long as we were working for
one and the same cause.

I could not get over theparting reference
the lady made to the two queens, but I be-

gan at the end of the line and the six of
hearts brought to my mind a consciousness
of equality. peace and harmony, which was
most pleasing, as it was a prophecy of the
nature of the line as a whole. The fact of
its being a heart gave to its numerical sig-
nificance much added satisfaction to me,
for hearts, somehow, seem to be in closer
touch with the inspirationaland higher na-

ture than either of the other suits.
The next card in this line of successes

being the four spot of clubs, was more than
satisfactory, as it gave a new impetus to
seek for further light and knowledge, which
was quickly revealed by the ten of dia-
monds. I noticed at this juncture. that
the cards were running even numbered,
which caused me to think that they must
apply allithemore forcefully to us,'as they
are feminine in nature. This ten of dia-
monds gave me great hope, as it certainly
means-financial success, if it means any-
thing. To have such a powerful success
indicator in the very line of success, was

doubly prophetic to me, and, although I
may be an enthusiast in these matters, I
really felt ‘ that there was nothing to fear,
as all would surely be well-with us in the
future.

I proceeded to the next, the eight of
of spades. Now spades, they say, pertain
to labor, and the number being eight,
means power, energy, forcefulness, will,
and physical strength. This was indeed a.

symbol of success in our labors.
And to thinkthat thisspade was followed

by a club of the same number, two power
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cards right side by side, one significant of
labor and theotherof knowledge was really
too much of an inspiration, and I became
ecstatic with joy.

I turned to the occult record to learn the
meaning of the one spot of diamonds, and
found it signified desire, and that diamonds
related to experience and ornamentation.
But the word desire seemed to fit the case

perfectly, for the desire for money to carry
forward certain things in view was very
great in me, and I felt that this card must
be followed by one which would point the
way of obtaining the same. As I gazed at
the next card, which was accompanied
by the queen of hearts, I thought of the
remark made about the two queens, and
the question: “which is you and which is
me." Studying them closely I discovered
some peculiar things about them, among
which was the position of the flowers held
by each. The first one, the queen of dia-
monds, held the flower in the left hand,
apparently in a receptive mood, while the

‘queen of hearts held the flower in the right
hand, with the hand extended, as if in the
act of giving or presenting to some one else.
These were important points, for the one

revealed the nature of a diamond queen, or

lady of wealth, or one at least who greatly
desired riches for the position it gave in the
social world; but the other displayed just
the opposite traits; easy, free, charitable,
and inclined to be overconfident in the
words and promises of other people.

I could not decide which one applied to
me. In fact they both seemed to fit the
case very well, and I knew so littleof Mrs.
Birch ‘s affairs that I could not place her
in connection with either. The diamond
signified position and social prominence
which could not apply to me, as I certainly
did not care to. be a social light.

But turning to the next card, the five of
diamonds, the five showing change and the
diamond meaning money, of course there
was but one way for the change to come to
me, and that was a change fo'r the better.

So I could get nothing but good out of
thisdiamond change, and I proceeded with
the last card in the line of success and
found that it was a labor indicator, show-
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ing two routes or directions to be taken,
and as it related to us both, it appeared to
me that the lady was to go her way and I
was to go mine.

This latter conclusion was not so pleas-
ing tq me, for I sensed a feeling of respon-
sibilitysettling over me, and thefascinating
and exalting wave that had kept my spirits
up from the first, seemed to let me down
more solidly and firmly upon the earth
than ever before. I was at a loss to know
what it meant, and for a week I reviewed
the reading as it seemed to appear to me at
the time, but just how to interpret the
whole truth contained in the line, Icould
not tell. The ending left me in doubt and I
could not get over it.

On the appointed day I wended my foot-
steps to the littlestreamlet and was greeted
with a kindly and sympathizingembrace
by the lady whom I had learned to love
and admire for her wonderful se1f-knowl-
edge and occult wisdom.

She seemed more sad and tender on this
I

occasion, and I asked her the reason.
“Well, " said she, “although we know

we can meet and visit on another plane,
theflesh, so longas it is vibrant with lifeand
animation, has its great centers of attrac-
tion and repulsion, its polarities and afl'ini-
ties, and in order to keep the whole being,
both soul and body in perfect action, we
must be associated on the physical plane
with those we love. Now we must soon

part and each take up new duties, meet
new people and create new conditions. It
is not alwayspleasant to do this. VVe have
been together but a few weeks, but a sym-
pathetic chord was struck by our meeting
which has given me much pleasure and sat-
isfaction.' ’

The tears prevented me from makingany
reply whatever, and for some little time
perfect silence seemed to produce just the
right condition for a wonderful experience.

A bubble seemed to burst before me and
there opened up to my vision a scene in
which an old, old man, with long flowing
locks and heard, was engaged in arranging
various ingredients according to some plan
which he had marked out on paper beside
him. It appeared to me like a chemical
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labratory for the preparation of drugs,
herbs, roots, barks and other substances.
The chemist, that is, the old man, took
somethingin his left hand and turning to-
ward my friend, seemed to touch her upon
the forehead with it, pointing toward the
west at the same time with the right hand.

"Come, come, Zalene, ” said she, you
know this is an important day with me, as

I told you when last your were here. I
must go in search of somethingthat needs
to be gathered under the ray of the reced-
ing sextile, and we must be prompt. "

This aroused me, the vision passed away
and we started out into the timber as she
began to speak.

“I am to look this day for a certain kind
of a tree, a birch tree, my namesake tree,
as it were, which contains a branch with
seven rings, from which to gather bark for
the treatment of skin aflections. We will
proceed toward the west and I will ask you
to take no thought further in the matter,
but make the trip through the woods as

cheerful as possible, for I shall leave for
otherforests to-morrow, and we must make
the most of this, our farewell visit to-
gether. "

We passed some distance into the forest, '

picking a flower now and then and chatting
about the birds that seemed to be teeming
with all that is beautiful and lovely in
plumage and song. Suddenly the lady
stopped, and_ glancing around spied a me-
dium sized tree a short distance away. She
was soon examining its branches, and as I
drew near, I saw her draw from her bosom
thecards which she held as on theprevious
occasion, and on cutting, drew the seven of
hearts, and said:

“This is the tree."
She drew from her skirt a very small,

sharp hatchet, and observing the time by
her watch, remarked:

“We have three-quarters of an hour yet
to wait for the sun, or the earth, to adjust
itself to the Moon and the wonderful Nep-
tune."

It was an interesting three-quartersof an
hour to me, and it passed before we were

aware of it. She then began to peel the
bark of the birch, and in a very short space

of time she had gathered a large apronfull.
“Now, " she said, “as a test, suppose we

cut this branch off and count the rings.”
Suppose there are nine, said I, would

you throw the bark away?
‘'0 ye of little faith," was her reply,and

I felt my heart sink within me. My criti-
cal and skeptical nature would show itself
even at such a time as this, and I apolo-
gized for having made the remark.

"Your apology reveals the progressive
side of your nature, and it is this higher
quality that‘must dominate the rest if you
wish to attain unto a mastery of self."

She proceeded: ' ‘I willnot cut thebranch
if you feel that it is liable to render this
bark useless, for I know the tree, the bark
and the branch is just as I desire it to be. ”

I begged of her to cut the branch and
show me the truth of the matter; that I
did not mean to doubt, but could not con-
trol the habit of questioning at every point.

She finally severed the branch with her
little hatchet, and the rings counted just
seven.

I felt cheap, to be sure, but it did not
seem to phase _her a particle, and on our

way back I asked her why she did not tell
people about these wonderful things, so
that all the world might in time become
acquainted with the truth. She replied in
this peculiar way:

“The real teacher never teaches. The
real educator has no set rules or formulas
for distributing or conveying knowledge.
The man or woman of wisdom never gives
anotheranythingunless theyask for it, and
not then unless they do something for it.
If one asks and does somethingin order to
obtain knowledge, thequestion is answered;
merely answered. To offer a truthor the
proof of the truth to another who has not
sought for the same, is to incite ridicule,
doubt and skepticism."

This latter remarkcut me deeply, but I
hid my feelings as best I could and con-
cluded lo proceed more carefully, which I
did by askinga few questions about the two
queens, after telling her the other things
which I found so applicable. Which queen
represents me? I asked. I cannot decide
satifactorilywhich rightfully belongsto me.
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"Do you know a person who gives up
money freely, talks freely, places her con-

fidences without question. and is even on
the verge of distraction over personal con-
ditions and surroundings? If you do, the

- queen of hearts is very emblematicof that
person. I came here for business, and my
labors are now completed, so you see sym-
bols never lie.

“But what did you find in the balance of
the figure? The lineof power is important,
as it shows whether or no we can accom-

plish results in our undertakings. Unless
one has power there is certainly very little
to be gained in this world."

I remarkedthat I had not yet considered
this line, but would make it my business to
follow up the figure in the order given and
explained, as I now felt that the meanings
were sure to come if a little time and pa-
tience were given the subject.

\Ve were speaking of thepeculiar manner

of our meeting at the log hut, and making
some suggestions regarding the future,
when she remarked:

“The time is drawing near when we must

part. My plans are laid for the next twelve
months, and you are no doubt aware that I
am a busy woman. Now when you decide
on some plan for yourself, and get ready to
take up some line of work and follow it
closely until you get into thatstate of vibra-
tion where it is possible to create some-

thing,make conditions instead of submit-
ting to the creations of an unguided or

primitive environment, I shall be pleased
to open up correspondence with you, that
we may unite our forces in a way to bring
us mutual benefit and at the same time ac-

complish good to others and the world at

large. "
I hardly knew just what to say. VVas

my presence there a bore to one thus con-

ditioned? Could I say anythingthat would
improve the situation? I remained per-
fectly silent for some minutes, when I said:
If I understood these symbols and could be
guided as you are guided, I am sure I would
devote my life to some good cause. I have
been tossed about until there seems to be
no purpose in life. Tell me. what shall I
do?

“The whole world is fascinated by the
sight of a pack of cards. Go visit those
who use them for occult demonstrations
and write your experiences with their sev-
eral methods, that the world may learn
thereof. This will keep you busy for a
term of years, and many wonderful revela-
tions will result. Go, the opportunity is
yours."

But, said I, one needs a little more light
in order to judge of methodsused and the
statements made in connection with cards
before any kind of a sensible and readable
article can be written. Can't you give me
in a simple, ,concise and neat form, the
general meanings and application of the
cards? This would aid me so much.

She drew from her satchel a smallbook,
and from it a sheet of paper bearing the
imprint of cards and reading matter, and
said:

"Here is an everlasting reference sheet
which explains the fundamentals of these
occult symbols. Take it, and whenever
you wish to know to what a card refers, in
any reading, turn to it and the answer may
be found. It needs no further explanation
by me. It speaks for itself."

I thankedher for the sheet and placed it
safely away for future reference.

Now, said I, where is the best place to
investigate card operations; New York,
Boston, Chicago, or some other point?

"One point is as good as another, but
you have told me some thingsabout Chicago
which leads me to suggest thatit is best for
you. "

That suits me, said I, and I shall make
my visit very short in these parts and be-
come a writer on occult symbols.

We had many thingsto speak of ere the
parting, which was, indeed, very sad, there
in the forest by the falling waters. I
shrunk from leaving her alone that night,
although she had demonstrated to me that
she could pass several weeks, and even
months, in the dense forest all alone, yet,
as she often said, not alone.

I was well aware of thefactthatwe were
not alone. nor had we been at any time
during my visits there, for the peculiar
calm and quiet of the woods is very con-
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ducive to spiritual illumination. and I am

sure every person would profit much in this
direction by paying the forests frequent
visits. It has beenthecustom of thisgifted
lady for some years.

At last I said good-bye, and she took me

by the hand and gave thisparting prayer:
“We part by the fallingwaters,

In shady birch-wood dell;
Let it be an Inspiration

For you to go and tell,
Of the mysteries of symbols-

The part theyplay in time;
Of the secrets of the ancients,

When Egypt in her prime.
Held sacred the occult wisdom,

Giving only the few
Who sought the truthmost earnestly,

With motives pure and true."

My visit at my aunt's suddenly termi-
nated, much to her surprise, as well as the
balance of thehousehold, and in a few days
I was seeking, not for bark, bushes, berries
or flowers, but somethingentirelydifierent.
It was a boarding place in the city of Chi-
cago. 0, how changed I was, or how
changed somethingelse was. I was miser-
ably glad, as most people seem to be who
live here, that I had again taken up my
residence among the restless, seething,het-
erogeneous multitude that keep one contin-
ually guessing, from one day to another,as

to what will come next.
I finally found a place on Michigan ave.,

, but no, I will not give my number,
for I am not a card reader, and I know
everybody is crazy to have the cards read
for them.

The first thing I did was to open up the
sheet of instructions, diagrams, etc., given
me by Mrs. B., and it is so simple and
plain I feel that every one should see it, so

here it is:
Cards.

Fudamental Generalz'tz'es.
I-IEAR'rs.—-Hearts tell us of the affections

and all thatpertains to our relations with
the opposite sex, of our fraternaland kindly
feelings, our platonic loves, our humanita-
rian traits of character, of our spiritual
and trustful tendencies, of our religious
zeal, of our pathetic and emotional utter-
ances and expressions, of our physicalstate,
desires, passions and yielding tendencies.

They show the relation one bears to a
business proceeding, to a social circle, to
the familycircle, to the public at large, to
the harvest time, to art, music; poetry and
flowers.

CLuns.—-Clubs signify involution, and .‘

pertain to research, study, intellectuality.
literature, executive power, teaching, gov-
ernment, genius, mathematics,leadership,
colleges, universities, theministry. spiritual
perception, philosophy,science, medicine,
history, chemistry, and astronomy. They
are the chief symbols of knowledge and
wisdom in all theafiairs of the people.

DIAMONDS.—DlamOndS relate to com-

merce and all that part of life thathinges
upon the business world. Property inter-
ests, money, notes, mortgages, diamonds,
jewelry, merchandise, houses, lands, rail-
roads, ships and cargoes, coal, iron, lead,
and all other mines, including gold and
silver, to field products, fibers and woods,
personal effects, household goods and valu-
ables of every description classed as mer-
chandise; also horses, cattle. etc.

SPADES.—SpadeSare symbolsof mechan-
ical trades of all kinds, architecture, job-
bing, building, stone-cuttingand making of
pottery, sculptor, painting, decorating, and
plumbing; also directly applicable to trade
union proceedings and organizations gener-
ally. They ever relate people to duties
physical, in contradistinction to clubs,
which have to do principally with mental
activities. Spades relate to physical pow-
ers and qualities in daily life, and should
be more carefully considered because of
this.

After reading the above generalities, the
more definite detailsof the meaningof each
card made the matter much clearer than I
had ever found it before. They were as

follows: '

The ace of hearts indicates that
things are calm, static, inactive
and subject to manipulation and

gm ance according to our desires.
The two spot shows balance,

union, strength, expression, crea-
tion, culmination, advancement,

pleasure, sociability,recreation, enjoyment,
conversation, exchange, and comfort.
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“? The three of hearts applies to an

0 unsettled proposition, state or con-

¢ dition. The three, relating as it
oes to the trinity of nature, is significant

of agitation, of increased circulation or vi-
bration, of active thought, of creative de-
sire, that is, a desire to bring about certain
results or exchanges which are in an unset-
tled state.

9 (7 The four of hearts is a symbol of
peace, contentment, plenty, har-

Q 9 mony, pleasure, rest, comfort, re-

laxation, ease, health and recuperation.
9 V The five spot is indicative of

O frivolity, the ways of children and
Q, (7 young people, of hilarity and sud-

den outbursts and rapid changes, and ap-
plies in connection with the general mean-

ings of the suit to which it belongs.
97 The six is magneticallymonoton-
0 Q) ous, uneventful, dull, easy, regular
Q; Q; and calm. It is the card of the

family, the home, the abidingplace of the
one who seeks its meaning at any time.
909 This card is occult, and ever re-

<9 Q) lates to the mysteries of the inner
Q 9 nature of_things to which hearts

apply. The aspirationsand higher incli-
nations being largely thwarted by physical
conditions makes this symbol an indicator
of disappointments and annoying experi-
ences in the field of hearts.
99¢’ The eight of hearts is apower
<9 (7 card. and relates to social distinc-
Q09 tion, the social leader, the host and

hostess, theman or woman of influence. It
is- a favorable symbol under all con-
ditions.
V V-6 The nine is the symbol of cul-go: mination, of the end of things, the '

Q, Q, winding up of a social season, or
the ending of an engagement. lt denotes
an unfavorable result physically, but very
beneficialeffects mentally and spiritually.
V99 The ten spot of hearts -ii: the3 0 most significant of any in the suit
0 V 9 for good. It is thenumber of suc-

cess, and means well to any and all comers,
as applied to the list of generalities under
hearts.
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[Q7 ’ The jack of hearts is the card of
I

the cross, and denotesa good, kind,
151' tender and sympatheticcharacter,

over zealous in the cause of humanity. A
mediumistic sort of a man. It is not to be
depended on for anything substantial. It
is too loving.

The queen of hearts is a lady of
exceptional spirituality and cheer-

1 _

fulness. One who is kind, gener-ous, beautiful in character, but like the
jack, is somewhateasy and slow is business
matters, but a good entertainer.

 
 The king represents a good,

whole-souled gentleman, who used
to be one of the boys in his youngday: ut now settled down to theenjoyment

of the home and family. A kind and be-
nevolent person. A good symbol.

The one of clubs shows desire
-1- for knowledge above all. other

things,and it may be for light con-

cerning any of the things mentioned in the
club list.

-1- The two spot expresses tempta-
tion, venturesomeness, operation.

.1. union, prestige, power to give in-
tellectually, and especially opportunity.

'1‘ The threeof clubs, shows mental
-1- unrest, fear, indecision, doubt, in-
.1. capacity, anxiety, imagination.dis-

cord and unsteadiness.
-l' ‘V The four spot shows a contented

mind, satisfaction in intellectual
.1. .1. ways, harmony, poetry, music,

stead astness; decision, firmness, truthful-
ness, knowledge, ingenuity. invention, writ-
ing, publishing and leading the minds of
men into new fields of thought and action.

-2- The five of clubs is indicativeof
-1- mental activity and rapid pro-

.1. .1. gress, growth and development.
It—is—the symbol of intellectual progress,
relates to the young and their education,
and shows tendencies in the great world of
thought and literature.

-1- 4' The six spot tells of knowledge
-1- -2- of both the lower and higher
.1. .1. spheres, of an even balanced mind,

never flying to extremes in any direction,
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of uneventful periods, of gradual progress,
of steadiness, of a dreamy nature, of things
in embryo, and it is expressive of the sixth
sense, or intuition.

-l-+4‘ The seven spot of clubs denotes
-1- -1- spiritual growth and perception,
,1. .1. and material disappointments and

trouble. It is not favorable to material in-
terests. It relates to material irritations
and severe tests of the temper.
-l-4.-l‘ The eight is significant of will
-1- + power, hypnotic qualities, intel-
+++ lectual capacity, strength and ac-

complishment. It denotes the teacher, the
lecturer, and the college professor.

-2- 'l' The nine spot is emblematic of2.1-: the finishing up of one ‘s education.
.3. .1. The ending of a course of study

preparatory to the entry upon others. It
is significant of mental anxiety and very
grave trials, disappointments and failures
on the material plane, but to the son] of
things it bodes good.
-l',y,'l' The ten of clubs tells of a new: . 1 era, an awakening of the mind to
+'l'.g. new and grander thoughts, aspira-

tions and developments. It signifies suc-
cessful accomplishmentsin intellectual and
scientific research. Much knowledge and
wisdom is shown by thissymbol.

The jackof clubs signifies a gen- 
  

‘J porter, government officer, and a
writer on intellectual topics.

‘I The queen is the representative
of one who is well read and versed

lady physician, lawyer, writer, authoress,
elocutionist, dramatic reader, in short a

woman of intelligence and learning.

man with all the qualities men-

,,,_3/. tioned with the queen; A lawyer,
doctor, teacher and leader in educational,
scientific and philosophicalresearch.

    
The king of clubs represents a

 

The ace of diamonds stands for
0 business; the desire to enter some

field of speculation for the purpose
of accumulation. It means: to save, draw

in, protect, keep, concentrate and hoard.
It is a desire‘ for money which this card
especially applies to.

The two spot means venture,
business beginnings, speculation,
taking chances, combination, ex-

change, undertakings, investmentsand busi-
ness thrift.

The three is not conducive to
good in business matters, as it
shows a vacillating nature, an un-

stea y condition of things. It relates to
erratic stocks and securities generally.

0°

-—
The four spot is a good indicator

and covers gain, even and steady
0 0 business, satisfactory financial re-

su ts, easy collections, good goods, custom-
ers happy, building interests, houses and
home comforts.

47 “ The five of diamonds is thespec-
0 ulators emblem. It shows active

0 0 markets, sudden movements, re-
actions and changes. It shows financial
changes of a personal nature as well, and is
expressive of spending freely cash on hand.
0 0 The six shows uneventful pro-
0 0 ceedings of a commercial nature; a

O 0 ratherslow time, but steady and
re iable. It stands for harmonious rela-
tions in the business world.
0 O

“ The seven is indicative of finan-
0 0 cial difliculties which annoy and
0 Q worry themind. Disappointments

in partners, customers and associates,
coupled with loss of property.
0 0 The eight is most favorable, as
<> 0 it relates to commercial strength,
0 0 the power to operate and produce

resu ts in business undertakings. To a
man of business this card in prophetic of
his influenceand power, in company with
others, in producing profits.

<0) 0 The nine is extremely disappoint-Oog ing and signifies great failures,
0 0 losses and penury. To the man of

wealth great losses, to the man of science
penury and want. To the confiding lady
it shows loss _through negligence and lack
of business knowledge and methods. It is
a trouble indicator at all times.

  E
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00° This number, ten, means success 9 9 The five spot is significant of ago: everywhere, and diamonds tell of 9 change in one’s. occupation. the
0 0 successful operations and large 9 4 leaving of one 10b to take up an-

profits. It is a. very favorable lI1dl- other. It signifiesa journey and tells of
cator in all business proceedings. It stands
for the highest financial culminations. 
relates to young men sowing theirwildoats
and the experiences due them.

The queen of diamonds is a lady
of position in the social, as well as 

nss characterwith investmentsof her own.
A regular money getter, as well as a money
user.

The king of diamonds is a steady
wholesale or manufacturingchar-

.
acter, who gains large sums of

money, accumulates large properties and
ever works to increase his store of wealth.
He looks strictly after the dollars, but
spends enough to keep everythingin excel-
lent order.

 
A

The aceof spades denotes a de-
Q sire to labor for a good and just

cause. It is the one card thatex-

presses theonly true desire for theadvance-
ment of the race. The desire to labor, the
love of doing somethingto help the world.

capacity to labor coupled with de-
$4

4 sire: the double desire to execute
by labor such matters as may be necessary
to produce results. It shows a brotherly
feeling for all who have to labor.

The threeof spades is thesymbol
of the person who has so much to

9
4'
4

o hrst, so does a little at this and a

do that he does not know which to

little at that, and hardly ever finishes any-
thing. A vacillatingsort of a genius; good
at most anything,but undecided just what
to take up.

The two spot is indicativeof the

9 9 The four is expressive of ability
to work, but more especially, of

9 9 satisfaction with the results ob-
tained. It shows contentment in one’s
occupation.

opportunities which should be taken ad-
vantage of.
9 _ 9 The six is a steady job at moder-
Q 9 ate pay, but safe and sure. It is
Q 9 good to the one who is easilysatis-

fled, but troublesometo theone who is ever

seeking improvement.
The seven spot shows loss of

work, trouble to secure a position,
disappointment in labor performed

.

for a specific purpose, and a generally hard
time in undertakings requiring much labor
to be done.
* *9 The eight is a power symbol and
Q 9 shows great strength, energy and9.9 force to carry to a finish anything

taken hold of. To the jobber it is good, to
the mechanic it is good, to the worker gen-
erally it is significant of capacity to com-

plete the undertaking and make a success

of it in every particular.
[T9
T Q ‘’ ation symbol relative to physical9 9

. .

Q 9 things, hence, IS the card of death
and the end of affairs in every line. It is
not favorable, therefore, in undertakings
of any kind.
9 9 9 The ten spot is the best in labor3 symbolism, for it shows successful
9 9 , culminations and remunerative re-

sults in all labor pursuits. It signifies suc-
cess from the first in any undertaking, if
found in theright position in any given case.

'-, ' The jack of spades is a man of
; capacity, who labors for others.

Clerks, salesmen on the road, tele-
 
 grph bperators, bookkeepers, hired people i

generally, and thus this card symbolizes a

helper in all the affairs of life. One who
ever lends a helping hand. '

The queen is a hard working
woman, who toils, spins, mends, 

b A worker for the good of others
and the promotion of industry and thrift
among the rising generation.

This card is the extreme culmin—
_
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The king is a steady, hard work-
ing genius, who had ratheremploy

‘

his time at some honorable occu-

patron than to be a millionaire.
good, kind, generous and loving father; a

man ready to undertake the largest job,
feeling confident that he can carry it
through successfully. He is the real job-
ber of them all, and a manufacturer of
power and influence. He is also the agri-
culturist, the producer of the sustaining
elements in life. He is a man that may be
depended upon.

’

(CoN'rrNuED.)

 

Bill Johnson on Religion.
ATLANTA CONSTITUTION.

I hain't no stickler, fellows,
On sich ez sects an’ creeds.

But judges folks accordin’
To the natur’ ov thur deeds.

The man what's got religion
Dead solid in his heart.

\Vill allus face the music
An’ do a hero's part.

Hit makes him give back money,
Found layin' in the road;

Hit makes him help a feller
To lug along his load.

Hit makes him strong an‘ happy
Under enny sort ov loss;

Hit makes him state pertick‘lers
When tradin' off a hoss.

Hit makes him hol' his temper
When wife and chillun frets;

Hit makes him save his money
An‘ pay his honest debts.

No matter what arises,
He'll do the best he can;

In every deal you'll find him
A straight, square man.

Found in the Pyramids.
De Morgan, the French explorer, found,

in May, 1894, the tombs and imperial treas-
ures of Amenemhat III.. of the twelfth
dynasty of Egypt, together with the tombs
of several of the princesses royal of that
day, in the galleries of one of the lesser
pyramids that lie to the southwest of the
modern city of Cairo. Here is the site of
theantique necropolis, or ‘Cityof theDead‘
of Memphis, that famous ancient town.

He is a‘

subterranean galleries.

De Morgan reasoned that following out the
the traditionsand the customs of the impe-
rial houses of Egypt, the mighty Amenem-
hat would not lie alone in death. His sur-
mise was that the pyramid must be sur-
rounded by a girdle of royal tombs. and by
an outer belt made up of the sepulchers of
those of noble but lesser blood. The out-
come proved his conclusions to be entirely
correct. All through the summer, the fall
and the winter he kept endeavoring to dis-
cover some mode of entrance into these

At last a huge and
massive rock was found which showed that
thousandsof years before it had sealed with
its vast weight the tomb below. With in-
finite labor this rock .was moved away, and
there was disclosed the gallery of Amen-
emhat III. '5 royal house of death. There-
in, mummified, loaded with jewels, lay the
bodies of Princess Ita and Khnoumit, the
Queen Consort of Amenemhat III. The
inscription on thecase in which themummy
lay left no room for doubt that it was the
royal Princess Ita. She was covered with
ornaments, and her golden death mask
shone out brightly in the shadow of the
sarcophagus. There were glinting from
the collars, the ‘bracelets and the network
of pearls that she wore, and the jewels that
decked her were carnelian, lapislazuli and
Egyptian emeralds set in enamel. A jew-
eled dagger witha blade of bronze lay upon
her breast, and its handle of gold flashed
brightly in the sunlight. Amid the mass
of swathings, ointments and the dust that
oncehad been her flesh, lay scores of leaves
of beaten gold so thinand so fragile that
they moved with the slightest breath of the
warm breeze that occasionally found its
way into the pit.

Under much the same circumstance was
the sarcophagus of the queen broken into
some hours later. Crowns, jewels, and
ornaments of rare and curious design were
found in great profusion.

No mere naming of the objects of adorn-
ment and the jewels will give anythingbut
a faint idea of theirbeautyand great value.
Of large and important pieces there are the
crowns, the scepters, and the plume-holders
that were used to adorn the hair.
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A FEW HINTSFOR THE CARE
on THE BODY.

‘BY VIRGINIA MONTROSE. -

The care of the body is as essential to
perfect morality as the care of the soul.
The neglect of one acts withequal force
upon the other. There is no perfect whole
unless all the parts are equally perfect, and
it is only in full completeness that there is
satifaction.

Perfection, the state of being perfect, is
the goal thatall true natures look towards
and struggle to attain, and though it may
seem afar off, still the desire to reach it
possesses the soul. I

Perfect manhood is the true harmony of
physical, moral and mental forces, and to
gain such it is necessary that all actions,
tend to the maintenance of complete life,
and the lengthening of our days, and any
deviation from such conduct cannot be held
as such as makes a perfect life.

Man cannot say to his soul, "I will care
for you alone; I will strive to bring out
what is beautiful in you, and your home,
the body, I will neglect and let go to waste
and decay. ’ ’

I

The body is the instrument through
which the soul expresses itself and becomes
an actual moving substance in the material
world; it must be cared for, tended, loved
and developed, so that it can become a

beautiful,wholesome vehicle for thatwhich
is beautiful.

_

A perfect chord struck upon a worn,
cracked instrument produces sounds that
are discordant and unmusical, so withbeau-
tiful thoughts. they carry less force and
leave fewer pleasant memories when pre-
sented through a worn out, neglected body.

Physical culture is necessary to the per-
fect development of man or woman. The
child that is instructed in simple bodilyex-

ercises, morning and evening; is taught the
necessity of the daily bath and the careful
performing of the toilet, will grow to a bet-
ter, purer man or woman thanthe one who
is permitted to begin the day untidily
dressed, and the nice details of the toilet
neglected. “Cleanliness is next to Godli-
ness, " says the Koran. It is not only next
it, it is of it, inseparable from it.
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A few morning exercises taken immedi-
ately on rising (they need not occupy more
than ten or fifteen minutes.) are great aids
to health, giving free circulation to the
blood and toning up the system. . The fol-
lowing exercises are quicklyperformed and
very beneficial.

First, stand with face towards the north,
place hands upon hips, feet firm upon the
ground with heels together, lean the‘ body
slightly forward, let thonmind be perfectly
at rest. Gradually a_gentle swaying mo-
tion will be felt. Then raise yourself on
the tips of the toes, stretching the body to
its fullest height. Repeat thisten times or
more.

Then raise the hands to the back of the
head, throw them from the side straight
out. Continue this until the arms are
tired. After this the chest movement.
Then lean the body as far forward as pos-
sible, then throw it backequally far. This
exercise should be done with relaxed mus-
cles. After these exercises a light sponge
bath in cold or tepid water, a brisk rubbing
of a soft towel, a cleansing of the mouth,
teeth and throat, a few minutes to hands
and finger nails, a rapid, thoroughbrushing
of the hair, a dash of toilet water, and you
are ready for the day—clean, sweet, and
wholesome.

This all takes such little time, and after
a few mornings the loss of breakfast will
be less missed than the daily exercises.
Such care makes the eye bright, the breath
sweet and the cheeks rosy, and the body is
ready for pure thoughts and holy desires,
and life becomes desirable.

Long 1-‘elt Wants.
The man, woman or child who has in-

vented a shirt withsix bosoms has not filled
a long felt want by any manner of means.

Now, if some one would only invent a sock
with six heels in it, or even a sock with six
toes in it, there would be a distinctadvance
in civilization. Or if some one would sell a
shirt with six buttons for every buttonhole,
or a shoe with six soles on it, or a pair of
pants with six seats to them, or a steak with
six tenderloins, or a turkeywithsix breasts,
or a pocket with six dollars in it, life would
almost be worth living.
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KATE FIELD’S PAPERS.

LILLIAN VVHITING.

Among the papers of Kate Field was

found copied in her clear, beautiful hand,
this passage from Thoreau:

“Is your friend such a one that any in-
crease of worth on your part will really
make her more your friend? Is she re-

tained, is she attracted by more nobleness
in you, by more of that virtue which is
peculiarly yours? Or is she indifferentand
blind to that? Is she to be flattered and
won by your meeting her on any other than
the ascending path? Then duty requires
that you separate from her. ”

The words take an even deeper signifi-
cance from having been stamped with her
noble appreciation. The theme is further
played upon and carried out in the words
of Emerson, and it would be easy indeed
to multiply quotations from poet and
prophet since the world began to still fur-
ther enlarge the significance of authority.
For friendshipinits true sense is the divine
part of life, and the communion with the
angelic is best learned by the communion
of spirits——for the human -being is, prima-
rily, as well as potentially, the spiritual
being—in thispart of life. So divine an

experience as friendship should be divinely
lived. It is a sacrament, and should be
held in living faithand perpetual sweetness
of spirit. Friendship should be held amen-
able to an appreciation of high qualities,
irrespective of the fact of personal return.
It is good for thesoul to love what is great;
to estimate at its true value an illumination
of spirit, even though it does not especially
shine for our personal benefit. Friendship
is, indeed, a larger term thanthatrestricted
to the mutual relation of companionship,
although the latter is the perfection, the
very inflorescenceof friendship. The per-
fect companionship is the most exceptional
of joys, and one so dependent on the tem-
peramental relations, and on conditions
thatare, so to speak, pre-arranged, that it
can never be made a matter of will or of
conscious choice. Our companionshipsare
our magnetisms. The friend whose ap-
pearance never interrupts, but always in-

,

social relations.

spires; with whom one would alwayschoose
to share music, painting, poetry, thedrama;
in whose companionship the_ delights of
travel are doubled; the friend whose pres-
ence is always harmonious and -infinitely
dear, is one with whom mutual relations
are determined by somethinghigher than
the conscious choice of the moment. To
have all friendlyfeeling and good will to-
ward another does not in the least presup-
pose thismagneticrelation companionship.
That must establish itself or it can never
be established. It cannot be demanded as
a right or treated as a favor.

The species of selfish exaction which
sometimes masquerades under the name of
friendship ignores all these spiritual laws.
It establishes its so—called love as tyranny.
It calls sharply and reproachfully to ac-
count the fact.of an unanswered letter, an

unpaid call, a failureto inaugurate intimate
Such feeling has nothing

at all of love for another; it is merely self
love, that failing to" realize all it exacts,
turns to hatred and bitterness. Any true
love is patient, serene, helpful. Its very
quality is that of sweetness of spirit. If it
fails to receive personal attention at the
moment, it can rejoice that this attention
is being given to concerns thatare, per-
haps, important in their trend and possi-
bilities. If one’s friend is occupied in
something more important than personal
attentions to himself, shall he not be glad
and rejoice? Shall be not realize that the
best of any individual life is the contribu-
tion that it makes to the general uplifting
of all life?

And then no one can ever fail to receive
all the love and interest that he inspires,
nor can any entreaty or demand gain for
him that which he does not inspire. The
one not all the powers of earth could with-
hold; the other not all the powers of earth

-or air could bestow.
The sympatheticmagnetism that springs

spontaneously between two persons cannot
be made or unmade by conscious choice.
It is the mutual recognition of the higher
selves of each. Such a relation endures,
though it be not supported by outward in-
timacy. As Emerson expresses it:

I fancied he was fled.
And, after many a year.
Glowed unexhaustedkindliness
Like dailysunrise there.
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Written for PLANETS Ann Peopua.
HUMAN PROGRESS AND DES-

TINY.

URIEL BUCHANAN.

Primitive man, in far gone periods of ex-

istence, listened to the voices of nature
when its roar was ominous and its whirl-
wind destructive; listened to the storm as
it crashed through tropical forests; felt the
earth tremble beneath his feet, and the
tempest burst in fury upon his defenceless
head. Each night he beheld the myriads
of shining stars, but dreamed not of the
power that caused them to move in their
course through pathways of unfathomed
depths. The bright orb of day flashed its
beams of glory upon luxuriant nature; its
genial rays warmed him, and the earth
nourished him. Roaming at will he knew
no restraint. yet knowing none he knew not
the power of resistance. Through many
centuries his acts were governed by the
changing conditionsabout him, until slowly
the guiding hand of nature revealed to his
untutored mind glimpses of higher possi-
bilities,and there came the first glimmer-
ings of reason. In the beginningof his
mental career he awoke to a consciousness
of his environment. He made theacquaint-
ance of nature, and felt in her various
‘moods a force which held and swayed him.
He saw in the glorious sunlight a benefi-
cent power; in theearthquake and tornado,
the markof desolation. When discordant
elements ruled he believedthe powers of
evil were at war with the spirit of good.
By innumerable contactswithever shifting
scenes he developed a mental superiority
that enabled him to outwit the beasts of the
field and forest, the birds of the air, and
the fish of the sea, but the elements of na-

ture remained unconquered by his will;
and, failing to understand the disintegrat-
ing forces of the environment, he yieled at
last to disease and death.

Ten thousand years soon pass away; one

race giving birthto another and another,
and each in succession was laid to rest in
nature's ooze, buried by the strata of the
earth, centuries upon centuries, before the
pyramids towered in their grandeur above

' the plains. The pyramids stand as a land-
mark in the history of the succeeding age,
and give undoubted evidence of a race su-

perior to the animal man. The pyramids
were erected by a race of souls endowed
with wonderful knowledge of the eternal
law. In every clime there is graven upon
walls a record of their achievements. The
cave temples of India, the sacred ruins of
Ceylon, and the ancient works which sur-
vive in America, are but faint echoes from
the mystic past, and reveal glimpses of
knowledge possessed by master minds of
nations that have passed away,

The power of man in the present age is
manifested in the realms of invention and
intellectual development. He discovers
new continents, banishes uncivilizedtribes
from their native soil, levels primeval for-
ests, rear in their places a community of
homes, makes laws and fights for princi-
ples. He spans continents with railways,
whitens the waters of the world with the
sails of every nation, and encompasses the
globe with wires that transmit messages
from continent to continent with the light-
ning's flash. He becomes familiar with
the stars, traces comets in their wondrous
course through depths of space, predicts
the conjunction of planets, and attributes
the rise and fall of nations to the stellar
worlds of cause. The wonderful discov-
eries that are being made in the realm of
of science, and the rapidity of human pro-
gress in the world of invention, startle the
thoughtful mind into a sense of the possi-
bilitiesand probabilities of achievements
in the near future. Rapid transit is a de-
mand of the age, and the capacity of steam
and iron will be far surpassed by electricity
and alluminum. In great cities people are

jolted in cable cars that move slowly
through crowded streets or unwholesome
subterraneous tunnels. But in the twen-
tieth century fleet winged vessels, pro-
pelled by electricity and assisted by the
wind, will lift toiling humanity from the
air of cities, navigate the pure atmosphere
above, and alight safely at the doors of
beautifulsuburban homes. A system willbe
perfected whereby electricity will bedrawn '

from the inexhaustible currents and con-
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verted to light and heat; then the burning
of coal will cease, and the smoke-laden at-
mosphere of cities will become a thingof
the past. '

It is well thatman is beginning to utilize
the elements above the earth's surface to
supply the demands of his artificial exist-
ence. He has delved deeply into the soil
and drawn freely from its treasures of coal,
and oil, and gas; not fully realizing that
nature abhors a vacuum, that the magic of
renewal has limitations. and that centri-
petal force must reclaim its own. The oc-

casional rumblings beneath the crust are

warnings of an impending disaster; and
none need thinkit strange that the surface
of the earth, in places, is sinking; nor need
be surprised when the coast range of cer-

tain latitudes shall suddenly subside, and
the wrecked remains be buried beneaththe
sea. True, such has occurred at intervals
in the past, when the equilibriumof forces
was disturbed by causes independent of
man; but this is no excuse for him to in-
crease fatality by using too freely the ele-
ments within the earth before he has
learned the secret of her magic power and
mastered the art of her chemistry. '

Man is a child of the Infinite, the earth
is a play-house and the inventions are his
toys. He has discovered a wave, whileex-

perimenting with the imponderable forces,
thatpenetratesso-calledmatterand vibrates
from one instrument to another through
brick walls. In course of time methods
will be discovered for increasing the force
of these waves until they will carry mes-

sages around or through the globe. Man
will take hold of the electric fluid and flash
rays of light from continent to continent
without the use of wires, or reduce them
to sound and the world of intelligence will
talk and sing across the wide, blue seas, or
throw the energy of the waves into a bat-
tery and the world of his machinerywill
move in its appointed course, impelled by
the forces -unseen. He may reduce the
vibration of sunbeams to colors and then
to sound, and perhaps catch faint echoes
of the terriflicstorms that sweep over the
bright orb of day, or, with a cosmoscope,
communicate with the inhabitantsof dis-

tant worlds. He may arrest sound waves
that vibrate in" viewless space, and, with
the kinetoscope, repicture to the mind each
movement with life-likereality. With the
X ray he may penetrate the flesh and re-
veal the skeleton of the human form.I He
may photograph the voice, weigh the emo-
tions by color-rays, and ascertain the in-
tensity of thoughts as they are framed in
the mind; but will he ever be able to trace
thoughts _to their source and photograph
the soul? He may continue to progress in
the world of invention until he reaches the
realm where the elements of earth space

A

are washed by the breakers of the astral
sea; but will he ever communicate, by
means of any mechanical device, with souls
that move in the Empyrean space?

Truly, we may predict that science and
religion are to become united, and the
knowledge of God shall be the inheritance
of all. The finest instrument theingenuity
of man shall ever invent may fail to respond
to the subtle vibrations of the astral light;
but where science finds a limit to the realm
of invention, the elightened soul will take
up the problem, and by means of telepathy
and the inner vision, will receive new rev-
elations from the world of spirit life; estab-
lish a magnetic sympathywith those who
have passed to higher realms, and the peo-
ple of earth will be given access to the in-
exhaustibletreasures of love and truththat
shall flow from wisdom spheres.

As the locust, buried in the soil of earth
for many. years, emerges from its gloomy
grave, casts off the shell in which it long
has slept, and with its gauzy wings soars
through the balmy air of summer days, so
the soul, in its progress towards perfection,
finallyemerges from the tomb of darkness,
casts 06 the grave clothes of ignorance and
superstition, rends asunder thekarmic shell
of heredity, and expands into theatmos-
phere of eternal truth, where the harmony
of heaven vibrates in waves of sweetest
peace.

The age of intellect is identified with the
world of efiects; the age of wisdom with
the realm of cause. Those who are free
from distressing thoughtsand worldlycares

may ascend on the waves of vibration until
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they pass from the world of action and
enter the realm of formation, the sphere of
spirit life, where the soul abides. Here
the soul looks out upon visible nature as a

world beautiful, though transient, and is
thrilledwith the pulsations of the creative
life within. Here the soul is free. Con-
scious of its own existence, it looks out upon
the world of phenomena, beholds the shift-
ing scenes, and they appear as shadows-
having no reality, no power to bind the
soul. Here the soul is beyond the mani-
fectations of power and is en rapport with
the power itself. It responds to the throb
of the solar pulse; feels its aflinitywith the
force that moves in the waves of the sea,
floats in the billowsof air, and vibrates in
the tongues of flame. Here it enters the
temple of life and is conscious of thesacred-
ness of all living things. The worm that
crawls in the soil, and the poisonous rep-
tile, as well as the bird thatawakens the
morning of spring with melodious song, are
manifestationsof theone-lifeprinciple, and
are essential links in thechain of existence.

Ages ago emanations of life descended
from the ineflablerealm of divinity to the
sensible world of phenomena; traveling the
destined path, through unconscious exist-
ence, to the lowest point of inanimatecre-

ation. From that realm of deepest dark-
ness began the spiral progress upward,
throughelemental forms of the phenomenal.
world, in ever-widening spheres of evolu-
tion, through various stages of vegetable
and animal existence, until at last the mid-
dle point was reached. Here the currents
of evolutionand involutionmeet, producing
a spark——the spiritual ego—around which
vibrate the dual forces of divinity, whose
vortical movements shape the soul. This
individualization of the spiritual ego and
the soul is the consummationof a. design
whose ‘preparatory processes began at a

period which is veiled in the remoteness of
lost aeons.

Milk, water, and fluids, cooked or un-

cooked, rapidly absorb injurious gases and
microscopic germs from atmosphere if al-
lowed to remain unsealed, especially in
warm weather.

ALPHABETICAL ADVICE.

Always attend to your vocation; avoid
ale-houses and artful women.

Be benevolentbut not prodigal; bury all
bickeringsin the bosom of forgetfulness.

Contrive to collect cash and keep it.
Do your duty and defy the devil.
Early endeavor to eradicate every error,

both of head and heart.
Fight fairly when you fight; but the bet-

ter way is not to fight at all.
Graces, goodness, and gumption enable

aman to slip through the world mighty
easy. Get them and glory in them.

Harbor hope in your heart if you would
be happy; but hark ye, hope cannot render
rotten the rope of the hangman.

Inquisitiveness is insufferable; indulge
not in it.

Juleps may be called the juice of joy and
the yeast of jest, but let them alone. for
too much joking often destroys the jovialty
of the social circle.

Kindnesskindles the tire of friendship.
A kiss avails more than a kick.

‘Love the ladies; look before you leap;
eschew loaferism.

Make not mischief by meddling with
other folks‘ business.

Never be caught napping, except in the
night time.

Order is heaven's best law; obey it.
Pursue the plain path of probity,and

put in practice what you .would give in
precept.

Quarrel not; quibble not; beinot loud of
asking inquisitive questions.

Rum ruins respectability; renounce it;
renew resolutions.

Seek salvation, oh, ye sinners! become
saints, and you are safe.

Take time by the forelock; try to turn
every moment to account.

Union unites to unity; in the whole uni-
verse there is unison; be ye, therefore,
united for the sake of unison,

Vanity has no connection with valor; re-
member that.

Women and wine bring want, woe, and
wretchedness, when wickedly indulged in.
_

'Xtra ’xertions accomplish ’xtraordinary
ends.

Yield to no tyrant; the yeomen and their
yoke-fellows are lords of the soil.

Zig-zagging is characteristic of a zany;
take a straight course through life, and
pursue it.

& mind your own business, & let others
alone, &c.—./Votesand Queries.
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GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP

Of Public Utilities.
BY D. E. TERRXERB.

(coxcLunIzn.)
That government ownership has increas-

ed the wages and shortened the hours of
labor of the employes in the street railway
service, has been shown in the cities of
Shefiield, Huddersfield and Glasgow, in
Great Britain, and the same results would
follow here, as the government would not
be trying to earn over 12 per cent dividends,
as was done by the Chicago City Railway
for the year 1896, and this on a capital
stock. a part of which is very generally be-
lieved to be fictitious, or watered stock. '

It would result in cheaper fares on our
railroads. In Germany the fare is 1.17
cents per mile, (thirdclass fare, which is a

large percent of all, is only I cent for four
miles.)and in Austria-Hungary, under the
zone system, the rate is one cent for six
miles, while in this country, the lowest
rate, (1,000 mile tickets), is 2 cents per
mile, and the general rate is from 272 to 3
cents per mile.

It would tend to raise the standard of
living, as the wages of the laboring class
would be increased and they would become
greater consumers.

It would shorten their hours of labor
and help to relieve an already overcrowded
labor market. and this would lesson much
of the pauperism, crime and suflering that
exists under the present conditions.

Is there a person who believesthatunder
government ownership there would be such
disregard for the comfort, health and even
the very lives of employes, as there ‘is on

our city railway lines every winter?
Under governmentownership theywould

be aflorded such protection as could be
given against the inclemencies of the
weather; but our corporations cannot af-
ford this protection, as that would reduce
the dividends.

If our city railway lines were under gov-
ernment ownership they would furnish em-

ployment to 50 per cent more persons as
is shown by the cities of Sheflield, Hud-
dersfield and Glasgow, where the hours
have been reduced from 14 or I5 to 9.

If the other utilitiesspoken of were un-
der government ownership they would fur-
nish employment to from 20 to 30 per cent
more persons, as is shown by a comparison
of the Brooklyn Bridge and the Manhattan
Elevated Railway. where in one case the
hours are 8 a day, and in the other they
are from 9 to 12 hours a day.

In the Postoflice service 8 hours is a

day's work, and if it were conducted by a

private corporation the hours would be in-
creased to at least [0 for a day's work,_thus
throwing20 per cent of the employes on to
an already overstocked labor market.

One evil that the public have to sufler
for on the transportation lines, and some-
times pay for with their lives, is the refusal
of the corporations to use the best safety
devices for the protection of their patrons,
which, together with the long hours the
employes are compelled to labor, are the
cause of many of the accidents that occur,
and when we come to the use of safety de-
vices for the protection of the employes.
the evil is still greater.

United States railwayskill or injure 3. 3
times as many passengers, and 6.2 times as

many employes as Germany, India and
Austria-Hungary combined.

Another strong reason for the govern-
ment ownership of these things is, that a

great deal of our political corruption, and
the occupancy of public oflices by inferior
men, is theprivate ownership of these pub-
lic utilities.

Naturally these corporations bring every
influencethey can for their own benefit on
our city councils, our state legislatures and
on Congress, and any man thattheybelieve
will not favor their interests, stands very
little chance of election.

Men would not spend several thousand
dollars to be elected city aldermen if there
were no franchises to be disposed of to
private persons or corporations. A dan-
gerous feature of the private ownership of
railroads is the autocraticpowers they ex-
ercise. '

If the government of the United States
were to discriminate betweenplacesor per-
sons in the transportation of mail by charg-
ing more for a given distance than they did
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for greater distance, or were to give a re-
bate to certain persons becausethey were

shippers of large quantities of mail, or if
theywere to makea discrimination between
dilferentcities in duties on imports of the
same class, or were to allow rebates to
some persons or firms because they im-
ported larger quantities than others, it
would raise a storm of protest. and if that
did not correct this discrimination, more

vigorous measures would be taken; yet the
railroadscontinuallydo thesethings. They
charge a greater sum for transporting
freight a shorter distance than they do for
a longer distance, and thus discriminating
against different towns or localities. They
give rebates to large shippers of freight,
thus discriminating against the smaller
shippers.

The oil monopoly and many-others were
built up by this system of rebates. In the
case of the Standard Oil Company, they
not only received a rebate on their own

shipments, but they also received a rebate
on all other shipments of oil.

A few years ago the same conditions ex-
isted with three or four of the largest ship-
pers of live stock from Chicago to eastern
points. They received rebates whileother
shippers had to pay tariff rates, with the
result thatthree firms in Chicago now prac-
tically control the meat trade of this coun-

try, and probably it would not be wrong to

say the entire world. This clearly shows
the evil of the system of private ownership
of railroadswhich enables them to exercise
more despotic powers than theUnited States
or any civilized government ever has or
dared to exercise between its different sub-
jects.

Attention might also be called to the
eflorts used by railroad oflicials to have
men who are known to be, or who are be-
lieved to be, favorable to their interests
elected or appointed as judges in our higher
courts.

We do not charge our judiciary with be-
ing dishonest, but judges are but human.
and like all of us are influenced by their
personal interest, and if the railroads or
other corporations use their powerful influ-
ence and the means at their command, for
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their appointment or election, the judges
are at least liable to be biased in their
rulings and decisions.

I presume that many of you remember
the expression that is alleged to have been
made by CorneliusVanderbiltwhen he pro-
posed to do certain thingson the New York
Central railroad, and some one remarked
that the public would not submit to it, he
replied, “The public be damned. " It
makes no diflerence whether he used these
words or not, thedisregard for public rights
and the exercising of despotic powers that
have been spoken of are dangerous features
of the private ownership of railroads.
.

Much more might be said on this sub-
ject, but space will not permit, and I will
leave it for you to decide on theadvantages
or disadvantages of government ownership
of public utilities.

Some years ago I read a remark which
. at the time seemed forcible and pertinent,
and as time goes on it seems still more per-
tinent. The remark was made in regard
to railroads only, but it should include all
the public utilitieswhich have been men-
tioned which are now controlled by private
corporations. It was as follows: “The
government must own the railroads, or the
railroads will own the government, ” and it
seems to me that we are now dangerously
near the point that the railroads and cor-

porations own the government.

Uncle Eph’s Philosophy.
Sum people ah so prompt dat _dey waste

half deir time gittin' dar too soon.
De pusson dat hankers after happiness

mus’ practice virtu’.
Ef we cud gain de whole airth hit wud

begin to shrink as soon as we got posses-
shun.

Hit is remarkerblehow menny kinds ob
fish de debbil kin ketch w'en he baits his
hook wid money.

De man who sits down to wait fo ‘ sum-

body's ole shoes will need a cushun on his
chair befo' he gits dem.

I doan’ know, but hit occurs to me dat
w'eneber a lazy man looks toward heaben
de angels close de winders.—-Arkansaw
Tlzomas Cat.
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Written for PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

AN INVOCATION.

CORAL ALMEDIA THOMAS.

Oh Thou mighty power above!
God of Wisdom! God of love!

_

Source of human life divine,
We would bow before Thy shrine;
Lifting up our hearts to Thee,
0, Thou great infinity!
For Thy wondrous works and ways
Do we ofi'er up our praise;
Freely, as the bright birds sing,
Bring we Thee, our olfering;
All our souls ascend to Thee,
Thou all-wise divinity!

May we ever sow as seeds,
Good, but never evil deeds;
For all those who go astray,
Give us Charity We pray;
Let our motto ever be
Truthand Love and Liberty,

Power supreme o’er Heaven, Earth;
Source thatgave our Being birth;
Every bud and leaf and flower
Show the wonders of Thy power;
LovinglyWe pray to Thee,
In one band of unity.

Lives whose heritage is pain,
May Thy conscious power sustain;
For the bounty of Thy store
Do we bless Thee evermore;
Dwell in us, and we in Thee——
Ours and Thine——Eternity.
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Cgaiéiozial.
VVe are more than pleased to be able to

announce in this number the organization
of the Pyramid and Cube University. A
special meeting was called. about ten being

 
 

invited to take part in arranging the organ
ization and making the application for
charter according to the laws of the state
of Illinois.

The name was a matter of considerable
importance, and was discussed at some

length, and finally left for further consid-
eration. At last it was the unanimous
opinion of all that theforegoing title was all
that could be desired, and the adoption of
Pyramid and Cube University as the name
of the great institution which is to deal
with the problems of creation from the
standpoint of universal law, was consum-
mated. It is now a legalized corporation.
not for profit, and this coming autumn the
educational work will be commenced, fur-
ther details of which will be given in a
future number of this magazine.

The incorporators are:
FRANK E. ORMSBY,
EDWARD H. ALLING,

‘ WILLIAM VV. TOWNSEND,
LAURA TOMHAGEN,
HoRA'r1o S. KEMP,
ADALINE ELDRED,
THOMAS H. GARLAND.
They willcompose the Board of Trustees

for the first year. There are five men and
two ladies, all of whom have been inter-
ested and in close touch with the move-
ment for some time. Some have given
considerable attention to private study in
connection with thework, and it is arranged
to open October 1st, the preparatory or in-
troductory studies of the institution, in a

very attractive manner, in a specially
equipped hall in the central portion of the
down town district of the city. These
studies will introduce the chief features of
the work for which the University is estab-
lished.

As there has not been a meeting of the
Board at this writing, further details can-
not be given in this number.

A lady writes: “I used to bea subscriber
to a number of monthlymagazines, viz:
Cosmopolitan, Munsey‘s, Ladies Home
Journal, May Flower, and others, but have
discontinued all except The Phrenological
Journal, since I have subscribed for PLAN-



.ally securing a subscription.
’ regular business.
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ETS AND PEOPLE. I'm muchly interested
in your magazine, but it contains so much
I cannot understand, as yet. I want to
learn, to know, to understand. This is
very complimentary to PLANETS AND P120-
PLE.

Anotherparty writes: “It should be in
the home of every mystic, and to show that
he means what he says, he has mentioned
it to his friends and acquaintances and
secured eight subscribers, all within ten
day." We need more who are ready to

prove their devotion to the cause of truth.
Of course there are quite a number who
make it a business to mention this maga-
zine, and also the premium, the latter usu-

This can be
done at odd times and not interfere with

We make it an object
for subscribers to do this, and we trust

_

more will bend their efforts in this direc-
tion. We have many complimentary letters
which we hope to publish altogether in
some future issue.

This numberwill fill a long felt want in
those interested in the story “Occult Sym-
bols, " as the cards are explained more in
detail as to their special meanings. All
who are interested in these occult emblems
will find in the story, when finished, a full
and complete exposition of the principles
they are a record of. Chicago is an im-
portant center for occult work and many
revellations may be looked for in future
chapters of the story.

'

Now that the Pyramid and Cube Univer-
sity is in its preparatory stage, much that
is new, interesting and instructive will be
written and published in PLANETS AND

PEOPLE, as well as in other papers and
periodicals. A corps of workers will be
secured as soon as possible to take up the
various branches and give instruction and
demonstration in theapplicationof new and
wonderful principles never before placed
within the reach of the average student.
Every advantage will be given those who
wish to make a study of the phenomenaof
-creation with a. view of qualifying as work-
-ers and teachers in this new educational
;movement.

New Books.

The following new works have been re-
ceived at the oflicev of PLANETS AND PEO-
PLE:

Between Two Worlds; by Mrs. Calvin
Kryder Reifsnider; is a work, in the words
of Bulwer, “It is a romance and it is not a

romance. It is truth for those who can

comprehend it and an extravagance for
those who cannot." It deals with experi-
ences in life, here and hereafter, and is
especially instructive on the conditions at-
tending the passing from this to the spirit
or astral sphere at death. We shall add
this work to our book department and fur-
nish same to our customers. Price, cloth,
$1.25.

Ghost-land; a work by Emma Hardinge
Brittan, is being put out by ]. R. Francis,
of theProgressiz/eTlzinker, as a premium.
It deals with life here and hereafter in a

philosophicaland scientific manner, giving
many'occult or astral experiences by one in
the flesh, touching upon ancient symbol-
ism, magic and eastern philosophy gener-
ally, revealing many things relative to the
inner life thatare valuable to know. Price,
$1. 50.

Many periodicalsare received daily from
all parts of the country, and we note some
changes in names, prices, etc. The title
of the Metaphysical Magazine has been
changed to “Intelligence, " and price re-
duced to 10 cents per copy, or ‘$1.00 a year.
Many new publications devoted to meta-
phyical sujects are being started and the
word occult is sweeping over the land with
a tremendouswave of power and influence,
which is a very propheticsign of the times.
When many are working to similar ends it
is much easier to make progress in each
special branch or feature of the occult
movement. Theosophy is rising again from
the lethargy to which it gradually drifted
into after Madam D—, its founder, passed
the border line, and altogether, things are
looking much more promising for the ad-
vancement of a higher and broader educa-
tion of the masses than ever before. There
is nothing that gives one so much satisfac-
tion in life as a knowledge of hidden laws.
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 'Astronomical Changes—Weather

Forecast for June.

July 2 . . . . . . . .Mercury is in Taurus.
July 7 . . . . . . . .Mercury is in Gemini.
July 12 . . . . . . . .Mercury is in Cancer.
July 18

. . . . . . . .Mercury is in Leo.
July 24 . . . . . . . .Mercury is in Virgo.
July 30 . . . . . . . .Mercury is in Libra.
July to

. . . . . . .
.Venus is in Pisces.

July 29 . . . . . . .
.Venus is in Aries.

July 22 . . . . . . .
.Mars is in Libra.

July 18
. . . . . . .

.Saturn is in Sagittarius.
MOON.

First Quarter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .July 7.
Full Moon

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .July 14.
Last Quarter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .July 21.
New Moon

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..July 29.
Who can doubt that the planets in their

striking and forceful aspects produce earth-
quakes after such fulfillmentsof the pre-
dictions made in thisdepartment of the two
preceding numbersof PLANETSAND PEOPLE.
Theories are advanced by various writers
and scientists as to the cause of these phe-
nomena, but they all fall flat before the
great demonstrable truth as revealed by
occult astronomy.

This month there are but slight disturb-
ances, although conditions resulting from
the upheavals produced by the tremendous
quakings just passed, may produce some
shocks of minor importance. Saturn cross-

ing the ninthangle may vibrate the earth's
crust to some extent. but we see no cause
for alarm right away.

An astronomer may predict the apparent
phenomena of the heavens at any time in
thefuture by mere mathematicalprocedure,
but it takes an occultist to foretell themun-
dane results of such polarities.

Atmospheric.
The Earth is now out from under the

cool and chilly rays of Neptune, and we

predict a ratherwarm period for the month
of July. This prediction can be made, of
course, by a child of four summers, for he
will, after four experiences with the fourth
of July, have learned that July is a “hot
time" month.

The 1st appears to be dry and hot, the

6th windy and cyclonic, the 9th thunder
showers and hot scorching days, 12th very
dry and hot winds, 15th showery, 17th ex-

treme heat, sunstrokes, deaths by apoplexy
and brain fever, 22nd showers and high
winds, 26th excellent growing season for
crops, with favorable conditions for corn

fillingand ripening, 2oth windy, 3oth rain.
July 5th—Business.

The business outlook is just fair under
the vibrations of this week, but investors
and jobbers will be rather slow in their
movements, as the Earth is free from ener-

gizing potencies. Some activity may be
shown in the sprculative market, as it is an

easy spell for manipulations. A calm time
thefirst part, with a swell about themiddle
and reaction the last.

Children.
The childrenof thisdate willbe workers.

with a tendency toward leading in all man-

ufacturingand jobbingenterprises. They
are suited to the position of heads of de-
partments, foremen _and head workers.
They will be very peaceable, law-abiding
citizens, who will work for a home and its
comforts.

- Marriage.
Theseare even tenored days, well adapted

to wedlock for the whole race generally.
The 9th only being unfavorable.

July 12th—Business.
This Monday morning shows a little

more activityin business matters, but noth-
ing we may call striking or forceful. In
the field of speculation the change will‘be
most marked. First one way and then the
other, all the week through. Thereis very
little to report, and operators generallywill
do the wise act if they spend the time in
the parks and groves sipping the cooling
waters and living again in the bosom of
nature.

Children.
It is needless to say, these little people

will be very active, naturally bright, quick,
smart and intuittve. They will make good
reporters, secretaries, retail dealers in
fancy notions, toys, confections, etc. They
will have fluent speech, but will have very
little power to control and govern thesame.
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HELIO-CENTRIC HOROSCOPE FOR JULY |2th. I897.

Marriage.
This is a regular marriageweek. A time

when people will decide quickly and act on

the impulse of the moment. Quick de-
cisions rule the mind and produce the re-

sults. But to say that the conditions are

the best for marriage, we can not. The
figure shows that they will, that settles it.

July 19th—Business.
This Monday morning there is little

change in the business outlook, but before
the week is over quite active times should
result from the important changes that oc-
cur during thiseventful period. Saturn is
making its way over the divisional line into
Sagittarius, which is quite prophetic. It
is the sign of the beginning of disastrous

culminations. A period of separations, di-
vorces, and a time for some failures in
business is brought about by this transit.
That the business world will be affected by
this change, no one can doubt who dabbles
a little bit in this study. The powers are

gradually evening up and a future of pros-
peritywillsurely come a few monthshence.
This transit, however. is not encouraging,
and it smacksof turbulent conditions in the
near future.

Children.
Again we have to report typical Capri-

cornus characters, gifted in handling de-
partments in business and taking the lead
in jobbingcontracts They belong-to the
“bosses" circle; are naturalmanufacturers.
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HELIO-CENTRIC HOROSCOPE FOR JULY I9th, I879.

Marriage.
Again we have to report an even, calm,

and familysort of a vibration, very condu-
cive to the marriagerelation. A good time
to embarkin thisuncertain proceeding.

July 26th——Business.
This week we predict some active move-

ments in labor circles which will no doubt
have an eflect upon thebusiness world. It
should be one of the most eventful weeks
among all workingmens organizations so

look out for movements in various specu-
lative oommodities, and also stocks, espe-
cially mining and railroad stocks. The
general business of the land should show
a little firmer trend, and especially in man-

ufacturingcircles thereshould be a gain.

Children.
Geniuses of thefirst-water brilliancywill

appear among us thisweek. Bright, keen,
nervy, venturesome people, who may ap-
pear queer to the casual observer because
of theirsuperior capacity in dealing with
theaffairs of lifeand theworld. They will
get to the front as lawyers, business char-
acters and scientific revelators. Never
mind teaching them after they are twelve
years old. A common school education is
best for them, as their minds will then be
left in a psychic state, which willenable
themto see thingsright, instead of through
chalk marksof thestereotyped order found
in the higher branches of_education. They
will demonstrate cause and effect.
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Marriage.
This combinationwill do very well for

extremely sensitive persons, but generally
speaking, it is not so favorable.

It will beseen thatthevery large planets,
Jupiter, Saturn and Neptune, are now in
the neutral quadrate in powerful but bal-
anced aspects to each other. This will
continue for the next six months, during
which time some important developments
of a national character must result. Our
great national contests have come on during
periods of similarplanetaryconditions, and
the signs of the times are quite prophetic
of marked changes in our relations with
the world of sects, areeds, factions, classes,
nationalities and international relation-'

ships. It isa time when hogs put their
heads together to create something that
will give them greater power and satisfac- '

tion. That any great, serious and disas-
trous war is at hand, we would not state,
but great is the stress of circumstances,
and many are thecontentionsof thepeople
both in and out of our borders. Panicy
times are no doubt here, and we cannot
deny it. The year will soon be over, and
our hope is in the brighter days that will
surely follow this trying period.

Professor Occulte (dreamily)—I believe
that I knew you in anotherstate.

Mrs. Divorsay—Oh, you naughty man!
So you were in Dakota, too, were you?
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Hygienic Hints

.

  
There is no growth nor repair of the

physical organism without sleep.
Sleep is essential in health or disease.
The brain during sleep enjoys its normal

rest
Onlyiduringsleep the brain receives its

nutrition from the blood.
Health is a traveler that should never

stop in its course; but, should move witha

steady, even and uninterrupted tread.
Mindless of our delays, life hastens on;

after perfect health has passed a_nd gone,
in" vain we lift our hands imploringlyfor its
return.

The present life is all that we can call
our own; if we misimprove it, health and
happiness are gone forever.

They are lost treasures, that nothingcan

redeem. Let us then adopt the hygienic
maxim of improving present life and health
by attention to present duty. '

Many persons use their stomachs as a

dumping ground for substances which de-
stroy their physical and mental vigor.

Few persons know how to select such
food which, when taken into the stomach,
will nourish the body and give enduring
force or vital power.

Hygine teaches how to live according to
the laws of nature and how to be pleasing
and useful though not handsome.

Violationsof the laws of health and hap-
piness is one of the greatest sins of this
generation.

_

Fruits are cooling to the blood, and are

specially adapted to warm weather.
Brain, bone and muscle, are built of dif-

ferent materials and food should beselected
and prepared with special reference to
mental and physical work

Persons who cannot select food su. able
to their needs are not thoroughlyeducated.

As you are ignorant or intelligent in
physiology and hygiene, will your habits
bewise or otherwise.—llyg'z'em'eMagazzhe.

The Banana Cure.

A correspondent of the A"ew York Sun
furnishes the following:

“Bestow a boon on humanity and help to
popularize the baked banana as an article
of food for rich and poor. No poor child
need go to school hungry. One cent will
buy a good sized banana, which when baked
in its skin in an oven for fifteen or twenty
minutes, until it is quite soft and bursts
open, alone makes a full meal. Now the
banana sold on street corners are really
plantains. Humboldt calculated the food
product of the plantain, as compared with
the potato, as 44 to 1. I say from personal
experience, that three bananas weighing
one pound are equal in nourishment to
twenty—six pounds of bread when baked.
Bananas should never be eaten raw; they
are full of animal germs and are productive
of tape-worm. Raw bananas are very in-
digestible. Younsters fed on raw bananas
nearly alwayssuffer from disease of the in-
testinal canal and convulsions. Physicians
call such children ‘banana babies. '

"Baked bananas are also the ideal food
for nervous persons and anaemics;also brain
workers. I learned their great power to
sustain mental effort in India. If Wall
street brokers and others who are under
great mental strain would, on two morn-
ings every week, include a couple of baked
bananas in their menu and leave out the
steakorchop, they would last longer. I
am as hard a brain worker as any person in
New York, and I have subsisted for years
on baked bananas. When I see lean,blood-poor persons, I advise them to eat
baked bananas, and theyunfailinglybuild
up and gain flesh.

“This subject might not inappropriatelybe called the ‘banana cure‘, becausemanydiseases can be cured by eating baked ba-
nanas, and it merits the closest investiga-tion. The introduction of the potato was
a great boon to the people,' but I predictthat the spreading of the above factsover
thiscountry will prove of greater benefit."

[It is strange to what conclusionsare ar-
rived at concerning a simple fruit like the
the banana. The idea of a raw banana
producing tape-worm is simply nonsense.
The fact that bananas are good food, no
one with ordinary intelligence can doubt
after having tried them.]——En.
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What is Disease?

V

Let us show theorigin of disease by com-

paring the human body to a manufactory.
In a manufactory thereare many different
departments; in each department a part of
the complete article is made, and has its
own special machinery for doing it. The
workers in each department help to make
the article, but none make it entirely. In
this manufactory there is a sorting house
where raw materials are taken in. If the
mateiials used are of inferior quality, or

not exactlysuited for thething to be made,
then the manufacturer will suffer loss by
his goods not being of the best. The sort-
ing house is only of a certain size, and if
more materials are taken in than can be
used in the day, then they are stored in the
various work rooms and are in the way of
the workers. There is also a refuse de-
partment where therefuse from thevarious
rooms is put; this ought to be cleared out
dailyor else refuse will remain in therooms

and hamper the people at their work. If
the sorting house people take in more goods

,

than there is room for, it stands to reason

that workers must be drawn from some

part of the manufactory to store and sort
themuntil theycan be used. If more is
sent every day for weeks together than can

be used daily, then the excess material is
in the way and its storage has taken men

from their proper work to arrange it. If
thisexcess material was only sent in occa-

sionally, there would not be much interfer-
ence with the routine work of theplace.
But when sent in daily, then the regular
workof theestablishment is interfered with.
The result is thateither inferior work is
turned out or else only a small quantity of
finished goods can be made. In the same

way, if theodds and ends of waste are not
removed daily they are in the way, and
prevent thequick and regular performance
of the dailywork. In a properly arranged
manufactoryyou will have a regulated sup-
ply of proper materials daily sent in, each
department willwork themup, a well made
article of good stuff will be sent out, and
the owner will gain a good name. The
waste removed as soon as made and then

PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

the workers in all the departments work at
their best speed. It is the same with our

bodies. If the food, water, and air are of
the best, then we supply the body with the
best materials for having good health. If
we only take the amount of food that is re-

quired for our daily wants, then our vari-
ous organs can manufacture’ it into the
best blood and tissue, all goes on well and
we are healthy. VVhen waste matters are

daily got rid of by proper action of the
bowels, kidneys, skin and lungs, then the
waste does not remain in the body to ham-
per the functions or action of our organs.
When we take more food than is required,
we draw force from some other part or

organ to digest it, and this part or organ
must suffer. VVhen the excess food is di-
gested it has to be stored up in the internal
organs, and interferes with their proper
action. If thisdrawing of force from less
important organs goes on for some time,
these organs get blocked up with materials
they cannot use, their action is interfered
with. The want of tone in an organ, whose
force has been used to help an overloaded
stomach, and the blocking of an organ by
material it cannot use, is called disease.-
T. R. ALLISON, in Human Nature.

A Plea for the Apple.
A Brooklyn physician translates the fol-

lowing from a German paper:
“The apple is such a common fruit that

a very few persons are familiar with its
remarkableeflicaciousmedicinalproperties.
Everybody ought to know thatthevery best
thinghe can do is to eat apples just before
going to bed. The apple is excellent brain
food, becauseit.has more phosphoricacid,
in an easilydigestible shape, thanany other
fruit known. It excites the action of the
liver, promotes sound and healthy sleep
and thoroughly disinfects the mouth. It
also agglutinatesthe surplus acids of the
stomach, helps the kidney secretions and
prevents calculus growth, while it obviates
indigestion and is one of the best preven-
tives of diseases of the throat. Next to
lemon and orange, it is the best antidote
for thirst."
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ConditionofWomanintheUnited
States.

It is a coincidence which mayor may not
be significant, that the above named sub-
ject is treated simultaneously in a French
and an American magazine from precisely
the same view—point. M. ]. Chailley-Bert,
in the third article of a series on the sub-
ject, in the Revzw pour les jeunes Filles,
reviews the situation impartially on statis-
tical grounds; Miss Susan B. Anthony, in
the May numberof the Arena, follows the
same course with the partizanship of an

eye-witness.
The “condition"or “status" is in each

instance. ' however, considered from the
stand-point of progress toward suffrage.

According to French ideas, thewomen of
America have been, like love, insatiable.
They commencedby demandingtheirrights
in the family, then in education, then in
various social situations, then in public,
and finally in politics. Their program
necessitates a complement—a fulfillment.
The late Henry Ward Beecher is quoted as

to the keynote of what thisfulfillmentmust
be: "The question for sufirage for women
dominates all others; one could almost say
suppresses all others. " The women them-
selves, or at least a factionamong them,
believe this, and it is to thisvery point that
they have for a long time devoted theirbest
energies. Recalling the various national
assemblies since the famous one at Seneca
Falls, in 1848, to the internationalcongress
in Berlin, in 1896, and reviewing the part
of woman in the Civil War, both the ob-
jective point and the plan of campaign are
indicated. not omitting the monster peti-
tions, of which “it is not certain that all
the signatures were sincere. "

Miss Anthony goes further back to the
causes. Ffty years ago woman in the
United States was without any recognized
individuality in any department of life.
No schools provided for her education be-
yond the rudiments. The women of a.

family were kept closely at home working
day and night to educate the boys of the
family. When a boy was twenty-one a
fixed sum was paid him as wages, or he was

free to carry his labor where it would re-
ceive the greatest reward. No such ar-

rangement was made with the girls of a

family. They continued to work without
wages until theymarried, when the services
were transferred to the husband. Food,
shelter and usually a scanty supply of
clothes were considered ample reward for
these services. We quote a paragraph
which will doubtless seem as strange to
many who have unconsciously lived on

through such injustice as to a foreigner:
"Any wages the woman might earn out-

side belonged to the husband. No matter
how drunken or improvident he might be,
no matter how great her necessities or those
of her children, if her employer paid the
money to her, he could be prosecuted by
the husband and compelled to pay it again
to him. Where, however, the daughters
received property, it passed directly into
the possession of thehusband, and all rents
and profits belonged to him to use as he
pleased. At his death he could dispose of
it by will, depriving thewife of all but what
was called the ‘widow's dower, ’ a life in-
terest in one-thirdof what was by right her
own property. She lost not only the right
to her earnings and her property, but also
the right to the custody of her person and
her children. The husband could appren-
tice the children at an early age in spite of
the mother’s protest. and at his deathcould
dispose of the children by will, even an un-
born child."

After a continued pitiable showing of
what are sometimes known as the "good
old times,” Miss Anthony proves that a
radical revolution has taken place in the
legal status of woman. She traverses the
same ground as M. Chailley-Bert, from the
first Woman's Rights convention “called
just forty-nine years ago at Seneca Falls,
N. Y., by ElizabethCady Stanton and Lu-
cretia Mott." “Suffrage, " she declares,
"is the pivotal right, and if it could have
been secured at the beginning, women
would not have beenhalf a century in gain-
ing the privileges enumerated above, for
privileges they must be called, so long as
others may either give or take them away."
—Lz'lera7'yDzgrcst.
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f/oéadcofiical.
Written for PLAm:'rsAND Peon: by Mrs. Sherwin

Munn.
Helio-Centric Horoscope.

 
-ROBERT A. MELENDY, BORN APRIL 23, 1883.

in *5"; "1 ~’ ',
The earth had just passed into thesign

Scorpio when native was born,-Scorpio,
the sign of thesowers; workers. One born
on this date, or between April20 and May
20 can safely take for his motto, “I serve. "

Scorpio stands for shrewdness and pene-
tration. “It is the eighth, or octave note.
which commences a new scale, and de-
notes the first stage of a higher life.”

The sign includes the generative organs,
and for this reason Scorpio children need
careful training; their nature is fiery and
requires quieting; they need much sleep
and should not eat highly seasoned foods.

However, Neptune, in this chart holds
all things in check.

Scorpio people are creative in their
genius and capable of success through bold
enterprises. I thinknative willhave many
of the characteristicsof the preceding sign
through which the earth has just passed in
her zodiacal career.

The seventh sign—the sign of the Bal-
ance, the sign of judgment—shows natural
peacemaltersby disposition and fits one for
influentialpositions of trust.

Neptune is the ruling star. Neptune,
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an octave of Venus, makes a‘ soul artist.
Neptune, in Taurus, shows‘ a. tendency
to spirituality, "reduced to a science,” and
thatone cares more fo “good deeds than
well sounding creeds. "

Neptune‘ gives a love for travel and is
considered a financial planet; he rules the
skin, through which colds are contracted,
and a tendency is here shown of bronchial
difiiculties to native.

Jupiter in conjunction with Venus in
Cancer shows that native is full of sym-
pathy,peace and love; has a soft and har-

‘ monious utterance; is psychic and psychro-
metric, and has also hypnotic power.

Native is persevering, thoughtful, and
fondof science and occult study, somewhat
eccentric, a little peculiar, original in
taste, of a studious turn of mind, and will
be successful in literature, though the nat-
ural taste will be largely for a study of the
hidden truths of nature scientifically de-
monstrated, and intellectually stamped,
truths remote from the ordinary, of a

purely spiritual character which lie quite
outside the region of normal speculation.

Native is naturally disposed to the giving
of magnetic treatment; would make a good
masseur; is sure, and will do a great deal
of the higher practicalwork of the world.

His astral colors are red and lemon
color. His gem is emerald. His birth
card is jack of clubs, an ancient astrologic
symbol, and is expressive of activity in the
realm of wisdom.

This is a very‘ interesting horoscope,
showing high morality, strict integrity,
pure motive, and steadiness of purpose.

He will meet with success (not great
wea.lth,)along the lines herein indicated,
and will have great peace and contentment
—-the only true contentrnent—.that which
is found in activity.

From Earth to Sky.
LUCY LARGOII.

From thereek of the pond the lily
Has risen, in raiment white,

A spirit of air and water,
A form of incarnate light.

Yet, except for the rooted stem
That steadies her diadem,

Except for the earth she is nourished by,
Could thesoul ofthelilyhave climbedto thesky?
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.W(af/tinge.
In thisdepartment we have adopted an

entirely new plan. It is this:
We will hereafter enter the names and

dates of all persons interested in the mar-

riage- question, free of charge. This ap-
plies to both male and female. We do this
in order to have a larger numberof names

to operate with, which will enable us to
find suitable co-ordinates much quicker
thanon theotherplan.

Now, please bear in mind, thatwe shall
charge for the results of our findings, and
the fee will be ($5.00) five dollars, as an-

nounced in the first place.
Those who have already sent in the fee

will be given the first opportunities, and
should any in the future desire special at~
tention, of course the fee in advance is an
incentive to place the name first on the
list, that is, ahead of other names, for an

enormous amount of labor must be done.
and a little financial encouragement in the
way of fees in advance is very desirable, so

we shall look well after those who respond
in thismanner.

All who send their names, however, will
be placed on record, whether subscribers
or not.

,

The list is growing rapidly now,
and ere long will be an important proceed-
ing in connection with the great work de-
signed to be carried forward by thismaga-
zine.

As fast as suitable life partners are found,
each will receive notice of the fact, then if
they wish to be placed in communication,
the only requirement will be the fee.

There are some people who do not like
this department, but a great many more
who do. We believe this is one of the
means that will bring about a needed re-

form in the marriage relation. In fact, we

believethat it is theonly means that will
enable people to intelligently enter the
marriage state.

Those who are happily married do not
need the help thisdepartment is calculated
to give, but -because they are happy and

satisfied is no reason why they should con-
demn information and a process for con-
veying it. There are many who are hap-
pily mated that sometimes bring children
into the world that are scarred and de-
formed. Why is this? Is it wrong to
breed children and bring them into harmo-
nious environments? When will thepeople
wake up to thetruth and be ready to know
for themselves the right and wrong in mat-
ters of thiskind?

Some are so afraid of planetary science
that they shrink from its stupendous facts
as they would from a ferocious beast of the
forest. Does any person thinkfor a mo-
ment he or she can be free while fear, sen-
timent and ignorance dwell within?

Knowledge of the great law of life and
beingshould be openly received and wel-
comed, for nature makes no mistakes. Of
course thereare some who have a personal
god which they hinge all the affairs of life
upon. Poor ignorant mortals groping in
the dark hallucination under a scheme of
magic that circumscribes the infinite, in
their minds, and subjugates the mental
reasoning facultiesand renders nil the pro-
gressive spirit of freedom and truth that
liberatesand sets free the mighty will of
man.

The Fly as a Carrier of Bacilli.

‘Hoffmanhas demonstrated thepresence
of the tubercle bacillusin thebodies of flies
taken in a room occupied by a consump-
tive, " says The Mcdztal News. “The
droppings of the flies were full of bacilli,
which were shown by experiment to be
fully virulent. Coppen-Jones has proved
by means of chromogenic bacteria that in-
fection can be and actually is carried, not
only in the bodies of flies, but also by their
feet. In one experiment cultures of the
bacillusprodigiosus were mixed with tuber-
culous sputum. Flies which had been in
contact with this mixture were permitted
to walk across the surface of sterilizedpo-
tatoes. In forty—eight hours numerous col-
onies of the bacillus prodigiosus were
visible. ” Open windows and doors should
be protected by wire screens.
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cflw flmcie.
QUESTION. My encyclopedia tells me

that the old antrologers used to .begin
counting with that house which lay in the
east immediately below the horizon. You
begin with thehouse"just above thehorizon.
Which is correct? D. H. DAVIS,

Clinton, Mich.
ANSWER. A house is one thing and a

sign is another. If a sign is to be consid-
ered, it is the space between the divisional
lines helio-centrically, a portion of which
may be above the horizon. But if a house
is to be considered, the first house begins
with thedegree that is rising and it may be
the last degree or the first, or any other of
a sign. The house may extend into the
next sign and according to latitude is in de-
grees bf space co-ordinately.

Q. I wish you would explain to me,
how it is, your solar birthchart is made
directly in opposition to the Zodiac pre-
sented by the Magi? You have the fall
quarter in direct opposite position, and the
others as well, and the card signs are oppo-
site too. It mixes the whole thingall up
for me, and I don‘t know which is right.
I supposed you were a Magi. Please ex-

plain? Mns. C. MACALLUM,
Owasso Mich.

A. There are Magi, and there are Magi
so-called. We make no great claim at be-
ing anything, but our illustrationof the
Zodiac. our explanation of its signs, mean-

ings and influencesare so simple that thou-
sands of people have taken up the study
and many are making wonderful progress
in demonstrating the truthfulness of our

system. March begins when the Earth
reaches about ten degrees of the sign Virgo
and continues until theEarth reachesabout
ten degrees of the sign Libra. From ten
degrees of Virgo to the first degree of Libra
the Sun will appear just opposite. That
is, will appear to pass from ten degrees of
Pisces to the first degree of Aries. Some
say it is March when the Sun appears at
ten degrees of Pisces, so they place March

opposite Pisces denoting the apparent posi-
tion of the Sun. Others prefer to say the
Earth is moving at ten degrees of Virgo
when March begins, so they place March
opposite or with Virgo. This is merely a
choice in refering to the Sun or Earthwhen
considering the months. It will be seen
when the Earth reaches the first degree of
Libra, March 22d, that the Sun appears in
the first degree of Aries, so from the 22d of
March to the 1st of April the Earth is in
Libra and the Sun is in Aries, and some
have seen fit to make their Zodiacswith the
months arranged for positions during the
last ten days of each month. These ar-

rangements are all educational, for they
cause one to thinkand study into the inner
principles of things, which is the object of
mysticism.

Q. Please explain the diflerencein signs
of Zodiac given in chart, Pumnrs AND‘
PEOPLE Helio—centric Horoscope, and signs
in the almanac—thatis, they run the year
in chart and month in almanac.

MRS. L. E. SMITH.
A. The above question is the second,

concerning the Zodiacal signs, and is an-
swered above.

The diflerencein size between England
and the United States is hard to grasp, and
many educated people, especially in Eng-
land, have little idea how vast it is. Of
course, a reference to the map would show,
but no one thinksof this. A fact thatwill
bring thematter realisticallybeforecyclists
is thatwhiletherecord from john O ’Groat ‘s
to Land's End is a little over three days,
that from San Francisco to New York is
over forty—three days.

The automatic machinehas been turned
to new account in Italy. Put a coin in the
slot and take out a receipt and the thing is
done. The workingman's “honest penny"
is banked without the trouble of going to a

savings bank or postoflice.
cient number of receipts have been col-
lected they can be exchanged for a libretto
of the regular savings bank. Interest at 4
per cent is paid on deposit, and depositors
are entitled to share in the bank's profits

When a suffi- '
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flalmimg.
A Fortunate Hand.

The following illustrationshows thehand
of a perfectly healthy, harmonious and in-
tellectual person. The center of the great
cross formed by the health line and power
line across the head line is significant of a

giant intellect, and the star or cross on the
mount of Jupiter shows high attainment
and social distinction. It will be noticed
that the outline of the entire hand and fin-
gers is smooth, even and round, which is
indicativeof very little physical strain. A
person with such a hand will not have to
labor, except with the brain, for an easy
time generally is most clearly shown.

/::/7/’‘
.,

\ /

The general markings all through are
harmonious; there are no sharp angles,
irregular markings nor is tliere entangle-
ments of any kind. The double life line is
indicativeof long life and good health, and
although it shows liability to a double
career or life, still no disastrous results
will come of it, as the owner will slide
gracefullyand easily through to the end.

The even braceletat the wrist is also an-
other indication of the perfect health and
abundance of real enjoyment all through
life. The head line branching at either
end is a sign of imagination, mental grasp,
deep research and remarkableintuition.

The power line running from Mercury
next to the position of the Sun, and form-
ing the cross at the head line, is the best
evidence of oratory and power of speech
generally.

The death lineturns away from themount
of Saturn, but runs direct to the Sun, thus
insuring great physical endurance, while
theline of vitality hasa branch which, turn-
ing toward Saturn, shows that the native
has not thehighest vitality. That is, phys-
ical labor would reduce the flesh and gen-
erally depress the system. It means a

slightly impaired vital temperament.
The mount of Saturn is smoothand even,

Neptune has a cross, which stands for con-

scientiousness, and the thumb is _straight,
firm and orderly, which shows executive
power above the average.

The curved line toward the fingers is a

pleasure symbol, and being rather large in
this hand, but for the otherwise well bal-
anced markingsmight mean reckless and
unbridled tendencies, but thereis too much
to sustain the character to allow such a

thing as disaster. It is in every respect
nearly, a most promising palm.

Items of Interest.
Recent improvements in gunnery permit

of explosive shells being fired from a sub-
merged cannon with tolerable accuracy.

A trolley system capable of a speed of
sixty miles per hour will soon be in opera-
tion between Baltimore and Washington.

In Russia a patent may be taken out for
three, five, or ten years, at the option of
the patentee. the fees being graduated ac-
cordingly.

German cyclists have an effectual way
of dealing with troublesome barking dogs
which persistently run at wheelmen on

country runs. They use a small explosive
bomb—small, but extremely noisy—which
exercises a magic effect on the curs.
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To Stop Vlvisectlon.

The majority of the American public is
at present completely hoodwinked on the
subject of vivisection.
believethreegross falsehoods:

1. That the practice is a rare and occa-
sional one only.

2. That great benefits to the healing art
have been derived from it.

3. Thatanarstheticsare invariably em-

ployed.
Were it not for the belief in these three

fallacies, the whole monstrous system of
scientific torture of animals would be stop-
ped in a week by a nationaloutcry.

This being the case, it is the duty of
everyone, whether young or old, rich or

poor, man or woman, to labor to spread a

knowledge of the truth concerning vivisec-
tion as now practiced in a large portion of
the civilizedworld.

To do thiseffectually, it is necessary to
be prepared by study of the subjet. to con-

verse upon it on fitting occasions with ac-

quaintances and friends. But it is also ex-

tremely useful to induce every one who can
be reached to read some of the various
pamphlets and leaflets whereinall thefacts
of the controversy are carefully stated and
the falsehood of the three excuses offered
for vivisection abundantly exposed.

The best way to distribute these papers
—especially during the summer months of
general n1ovement—is to place a few of
them, judiciously selected, in the reading-
rooms and drawing-rooms of hotels, in
clubs and public reading-rooms, in waiting-
rooms of railway stations and the cabinsof
steamboats. In all these places travelers
are glad to find something fresh to read;
and the persons in charge of the rooms are

generally well disposed to accept the gifts
-of literature so offered.

A trifling gratuity at the stations will
further secure care of thepapers. Besides
this method of work, the following hints
are offered as likely to be useful under
other circumstances:

When you read in any magazineor news-

paper an article concerning vivisection,
write to the editor and express your ap-

It has been led to.

proval or disapproval as the case may be.
Even if your letter be not published it will
show theeditor theviews of his readers on
the subject. Subscribe to papers which
oppose vivisection in preference to others.
If you should be an authorof books, or a
contributor to periodicals, refer to thesub-
ject earnestly whenever you may reason-
ably do so.

Ask your clergymanor minister to preach
on humanity to animals, especially touch-
ing on vivisection, and if the sermon be a

good one, endeavor to print and circulate it.
Subscribeonly to hospitals which have

not medical schools licensed for vivisection
attached to them; and on the staff of which
thereare no vivisectors.

If you belong to any society for preven-
tion of cruelty to animals, insist upon the
subject of vivisectionbeing taken up as the
most important topic wherewith such a
society should concern itself; and speak
strongly at all times of the baseness of ‘cul-
tivating tender feelings toward animals,
drawing out their affections to us, and then
abandoning them to be tortured.

Teach all children under your care to
despise those cowardly and selfish motives
of action which are commonly urged as
justifying vivisection.

Unless you happen to be a trained physi-
ologist, decline to argue on the utility of
vivisection. Stand firmly on the moral
ground of the wickedness of the practice.

Adapted from a leaflet by
FRANCES POWER C0333.

A recc_:.Ition of scientific work rarely
given by the British Government is the re-
cent elevation of Sir Joseph Lister to the
peerage. The new peer is thefirst medical
man so honored by reason of his eminence
as a physician. It may be noted that the
few scientific men raised to peerages have
been made peers on account of work in ap-
plied science, never of pure research.
Lord Kelvin and Lord Armstrong are great
engineers, and the new peer is a surgeon.

A bookkeeper should never try to walk
on slack wire. He might lose his balance.
——N. 0. Picayune.
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The Seer.

REGINALD B. ' SPAN.

My soul is thrilledby Powers unseen;
I hear the music of the spheres,

And like a flash acrossmy mind
I see events of coming years.

I read thehearts and souls of men;
I watch the planets in the sky,

And by conjunctionof the stars,
Foretell the plans of Destiny.

I sit in half unconscious trance.
A passive tool for unseen Powers;

And spirit-voices, whispering low,
Speak to me in midnight hours.

I feel their presence ever near;
Their thoughtsare flashedupon my brain,

And often in the wind I hear
Voices calling, loud and plain.

I see strange shadows in the gloom-
Forms transparent. robed in white,

And often through the dark appear
Gleaming bars of bluish light.

I hear soul-music, soft and low,
Pulsing through the twilight dim,

And often in the golden dawn
Echoes from an angel's hymn.

I send my soul in trance away,
_To soar through realms of mystic light———

Through realms of vast Infinity-
By stars and constellations bright.

Through solar systems, poised in space,
Revolving on their endless way;

By starry worlds, to us unknown,
Perfect in their grand array.

All mysteries I see and hear,
And partly, dimly understand

The purpose of the great I AM,
Who rules the mystic spirit-land.

I bow in awe before that One,
That holy One, so grand and wise,

Whose law is everlastingLove-
Whose tender mercy never dies.
 

One immediate effect of the Niagara
Falls electric plant is to make Buflalo the
leading city of the world in the use of elec-
fricity for industrial purposes.

A PhotographicCuriosity.

Guy C. Dewey, who is as amateur pho-
tographer, has in his possession a photo-
graphic curiosity that” isattractingconsid-
erable attention and no one who has seen
it thus far is able to give a satisfactory ex»

planation of its peculiarity, except upon
one theory, and that is perhaps too ghostly
for general acceptance. _It is a snap shot
and wastaken by C. S. Dickinson, of Moira.
The scene is the M. E. church and park at
Moira village, and is particularlyclear and
distinct in outline. Outside the park fence
in the roadway, apparently about fifteen
feet, is_the shadowy figure of an old man
with white beard, wearing an overcoat and
slouch hat. He stands with folded hands
and apparently has little to do with the
wintry scene of which he is a part as if he
was the inhabitant of some other sphere.
The peculiar feature of this picture is that
the park fence and a tree in line back of
the figure can be distinctlyseen through
his shadowy form, even more distinctly
than in other parts of the picture. Mr.
Dickinson says: "It was made at noon, no
sun at all, and is a snap shot. Myself and
Mr. Manchester will make a statementand
swear to it that there was no person in
sight at the time in that direction. " He
adds, "Several people here have said it
made them think of a certain person who
formerly lived here." One photographer
who examined it was of the opinion that
the form of the old man came from a pre-
vious exposure of the plate in the camera,
but admitted thatin such cases the balance
of the picture would be indistinct, while
this is clear and perfect in every detail.
He also admitted that it would be a re-
markableincident if in thesecond exposure,
the figure should happen to be in an exactly
natural position, with its feet partiallycov-
ered by the snow as it actuallyexisted upon
the street at Moira. A letter from Mr.
Dickinson also states positively, that the
plates were put into thecamera just before
the snap shot was taken, a new box of
plates being opened in a dark room for the
purpose. The mystery of theshadowy man
is still unsolved.—Moz'ra, N. Y., paper,
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J?u2//ziesi.
Among the answers sent in to the sub-

jects given out last month we find the fol-
lowing by Miss E. Sutton.

The Turkish Empire-—“Hermit, hut,
spike. ”

The Island of Cuba——"I dance, float,
bush. "

The World's Fair~—"Rare show, flit'd."
The NashvilleExposition—“Vixen,shall

_

I not see it hop." (Earthquake came.)
Queen Victoria-—“Vine, Era, Quoit. "

The Secret Doctrine-——“Credit sent to
cheer."

Planets and People—“Peel, plan, post,
tend. "

Christopher Columbus—“Church poor,
but smiles.' '

Abraham Linco1n—"Ah, calm born,
nail."

Ulysses S. Grant—"Yes, glass turns."
The Chicago University—“Great city

house in vich. "

The Pyramid and Cube—“Charm,bend,
yet aid up. ”

Generating Electricity.
According to Nikola Tesla, as reported

in Industries and Iron, “of all conceiv-
able methods of generating electrical en-

ergy, nothing in the present nor in the
future is likely to compare in facilityand
economy with the waterfall. Of all meth-
ods of generating power, the utilizationof
a waterfall, he says, is the simplest and
least wasteful. According to him, even if
it were possible, by combiningcarbon in a

battery, to convert the work of the chemi-
cal combinationinto electrical energy with
very high economy, such mode of obtaining
power. he thinks, would be no more thana

mere makeshift, bound to be replaced
sooner or later by a more perfect method
which requires no consumption of any ma-
terial whatever. "

The Magic Number.

They were gathered together on the pi-
azza of the summer hotel.

"I often hear of the magic number,"
said one. “What number is it?"

“Why, nine, of course," replied some

one else. "There are nine muses, you
know, and you talk of a nine days'- wonder.
Then you bowl at nine pins, and a cat has
nine lives. ' ’

’

“Tomfoolery,” broke in another person.
“Seven is the magic number. Seventh
heaven, don't you know, and all that.
Seven colors in the rainbow; seven days in
the week; seventh son of a seventh son—

great fellow—and——''
“Tush, tush, ” remarkeda third. “Fiv'e

is the number you‘ mean. A man has five
fingers on his hand and five toes on his
foot, and he has five senses.

i A nickel is
five cents, and—"

“Three is undoubtedly the magic num-
ber, "interrupted another, “becausepeople
give three cheers, and Jonah was inside a
whale three days and three nights, and if
at first you don't succeed, try, try again-
three times, you see!"

This was received with some contempt
by thecompany, and a soulful youthgushed
out:

"Two, oh, two is the magic number!
Oneself and one other! The adored one!
just us two!"

A hard-featured individual who had been
listening to the conversation hitherto un-

move here remarked in a harsh voice:
“The magic number is No. I in this

world, and don’t forget it. "

An interval of deep thought on the part
of all followed, after which they went in
silently-andslowly to supper.—./Vew York
journal.

Fifty Years Ago.
No theory of germs to chill

Afiection’sbudding blisses;
When ardent lovers took their fill,

No microbeson their kisses.
How happy they were not to know

The germ-fad—fifty years ago.
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Distribution of Stars in Clusters.

Professor Bailey has recently made a

count of the stars in the vicinity of several
clusters. An enlargement was made of a

photographof the Pleiades taken with the
Bruce telescope and having an exposure of
six hours, A region 2 degrees square, with
.Alcyone in the center, was divided into :44
smallersquares, each 10 seconds on a side.
The stars in each of these squares were
then counted. The total number thus
found was 3,972, an average of 28 in each
square. The 42 squares including the
brighter stars in the group contain 1,012
stars, an average of 42 per square. It
thereforeappears that the total numberof
stars in theregion of thePleiades is actually
less than that in adjacent portions of the
sky, of equal area, and it is much less than
the corresponding number in many parts
of the Milky \/Vay. The Pleiades must,
therefore, be regarded, first, as a group
consisting of comparatively bright stars;
secondly, if we omit the bright stars, the
numberof faint stars will be much less
than in the adjacentportions of the sky.
‘This absorption of the faint stars is prob-
ably due to the nebulosity surrounding this
group. A similarabsence of faint stars is
noticeable near other difiused nebulaz.
This condition would be explained if we

assume thatstars have not yet been formed
by the condensation of this portion of the
nebulae, or that the latter is less distant
and slightly opaque.—PRot-‘. PICKERING in
Popular Astronomy.

The Apocalypse.
U. D: THOMAS, M. D.

I read, in the Apocalypse. one day-
One lonesome day—a prophecy ol doom;
The skies were hung with drapery of gloom,
And mist enshrouded earth. in solemn gray;

The winds, becalmed, in fateful silence lay,
But still, sweet waves of summer-likeperfume
Swept softly in. and filledmy lonely room;
And, while I read, forebodings passed away.

The clouds, that overhung my soul, were riven,
And Peace possessed me, heretofore unknown,
And strains of melting music woke, to fill
My anxious brain with melodies of Heaven:

The shrine, whereat I worshiped, cypress grown~——
Wasbathedin light, like “pearls on Hermon hill!”

2,5I
The Law of Vibration.

The law of vibration is somethingfar
more subtle and potent than has yet been
revealed.

For theearthwas built in order
And the atoms march in time.

The divine thought created the universe
and controls by this power of thought the’
movements of solar systems. Man's di-
vine nature can use this same power of
thought to create and control his circum-
stances.

But there is a denial that is essential to
all prosperity—thedenial of the senses for
the higher delights of the spirit. It the
rich steep themselves in mere physical in-
dulgences, that tend to an inert and inane
existence—that submerge them in selfish-
ness and self reference, there is the fitting
denial. And the denial is thegateway to a
higher enjoyment. Power of all kinds
should liberate thespirit. ' VVea1thmay in-
sure a far larger marginof leisure for doing
kind things, and to fulfill the ideals of so-
cial Fatherhoodand Brotherhood.

The larger knowledge of spiritual laws
willproduce better social conditions. Pov-
erty and ignorance and crime will flee be-
forea truer philosophy of life. Man will
learn that to deny himself is to enrich him-
self; is to elevate him to that vantage
ground from which he controls his circum-
stances. The highest possible enjoyment
is to live from the spirit. This does not
mean to renounce beauty,sweetness. har-
mony but rather to learn the laws that
control and produceuthese. The Christian
life is its own reward each day. Each one
who holds his own high standard commu-
nicates its purpose and enlarges its atmos-
phere.—1.z'lz'an Whz'tz'ng.

Question in Astronomy.
Mr. Westside (slightly intoxicated): “I

shay, do you know anything about astron.
omy?”

Mr. Eastside: “A little."
Mr. W.: “Well, then, perhaps you can

tell me (hic) if ashtronomers use the big
dipper when they skim the milkyway?"
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Life’s Mirror.

MADELINE S. B RIDGBS.

There are loyal hearts, there are spirits brave,
There are souls thatare pure and true!

Then give to the world the best you have
And the bestwill come back to you.

Give love, and love to your life will flow,
A strength in your utmost need;

Have faith, and a score of hearts will show
Their faith in your word and deed.

Give truth, and your gifts will be paid in kind,
And honor will honor meet,

And a smilethatis sweet will surely find
A smilethatis just as sweet!

Give pity and sorrow to those who mourn;
You will gather, in flowers again,

The scattered seeds from your thought outborne,
Though the sowing seemed but vain. '

For life is the mirror of king and slave,
’Tis just what we are, and do,

Then give to the world the best you have
And the best will come back to you.

Nationalism.

CHARLOTTE P. STETSON.

The nation is a unit. That which makes
You an American of our to-day
Requires the nation and its history,
Requires the sum of all our citizens,
Requires the product of our common toil,
Requires the freedom of our common laws,
The common heart of our humanity.
Decrease our population, check our growth,
Deprive us of our wealth, our liberty,
Lower the nation's conscience by a hair,
And you are less than thatyou were before.
You stand here in the world the men you are
Becauee your country is America.
Our libertybelongsto each of us;
The nation guarantees it. In return,
We serve the nation. serving so ourselves.
Our educatlon is a common right.
The State provides it equally to all,
Eachtaking what he can; and, in return,
We serve the State, so serving best ourselves.
Food, clothing,all necessities of life,-
These are a right as much as liberty.
The nation feeds its children. In nation,
We serve the nation, serving still ourselves,-
Nay. not ourselves, our selfl We are but parts.
The unit is the State—America.

Reporter—It is said that yourself and
your comrade, O'Hoggerty, were calm and
collected after the dynamite explosion at
thequarry?

McLubberty—Wull, it wor like this—Oi
wor calm and O'Hoggerty wor collicted.

The Vice of Ovei-eating.’
How much harm is done to health by

our one sided and excessive diet no one can

say. Of the vice of overeating, as prac-
ticed by the well-to-do classes in England
especially, Sir Henry Thompson, a noted
English physician and authority on this
subject, says:

"I have come to theconclusionthatmore
than half the disease which imbitters the
middle and latter parts of life is due to
avoidable errors in diet, and thatmore mis-
chief in the form of actual disease, of im-
paired vigor and of shortened life accrues
to civilizedman in Englandand throughout
central Europe from erroneous habits of
eating than from the habitual use of alco-
holic drink, considering as I know that
evil to be. "-—Somz'tarz'an.

Most Nutricious Food.
Taking all the ordinary food stuffs, says

the Cincinnati Enquirer, the game that
would best fulfill the requirements of life
and strength would be substantial slices of
whole meal wheaten bread eaten with the
crust and spread with good butter. Prac-
tically all theconstituents necessary for the
support of life and the building up of tis-
sue are contained in this food. It has the
further advantage of being extremely satis-
fying. If fresh milk or buttermilkwere
drunk with it, a complete diet would be ob-
tained so far as the mere sustaining of
physical health and strengthare concerned.

Where theMost Rain Falls.
The wettest region on the earth's surface

is at Cherra Punji, in the Khasi Hills, in
Assam. The records for thatplaceof phe-
nomenal rainfall go back to 1832. but prior
to‘ 1871 they were irregularly kept. Since
the latter date, however, enough has been
learned to warrant the assertion that it is
the rainiest place on the planet. Fre-
quently between May and September the
rainfall for a single month ranges from Iso
to 200 inches. In July, 1865, it was 208%
inches. The average for a year in the
Mississippi Valley is only 38 inches; in
Englandonly 25.
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CHAPTER IV.

- After a few days rest from my return
trip, by rail, I proceeded one cool July
afternoon, to investigate the subject of
cards, mysticism, symbols, theosophy,mys-
teries, magic, and anything else I could
find that seemed up to date in occultism.
My first thought was to go to my dear old
friend, Virginia, who had been such a help
and guide to me during my first experi-
ences in the hidden way, and acting upon
the same, Ihsoon found her at her regular
headquarters, where she is ever engaged in
doing good to the unfortunate.

I had met her once since my return, so

my first remark on approaching her was:

What do you know about cards?
She gave me a most peculiar look, raised

her hand and said in a low whisper:
"Don't speak so loud. Some one might

hear you."
She motioned to me to come into a pri-

vate room, and when we had entered she
gently closed and locked the door.

connection with cards so long as I lived.
After that, I took it for granted there

would be no harm in coupling her name
withanythingthatoccasion demanded.

She shutfled them in such a way that I
was soon convinced she was one qf them.
for many of her movements were in line
with thoseof my eastern friend. ‘

Finally, she placed them on the stand,
held her hand overthem a moment, and
asked me to cut and draw from the bottom,
and repeat until I had drawn seven.

I did so, and turned up the following
conudnrums: "

  
VVhat do they say? What do they tell?

I queried, as she stood gazing earnestly at
them.

“Why, don't you understand ? Can ‘t
you read so simple a message as that?"

VVell, I have my way of deciphering
them, said I, but you may read them dif-
ferently, and you know my work now’ is to
look up, and find out how different people
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use these symbols, and then write the re-

sult of my investigations. This makes me

ever anxious to hear what each one has to
say. I begin to see already that it is mak-
ing me less qualified to interpret their
meanings,‘ for one must apply and make
practical their use, rather than to be ever

seeking the ways of others, if true advance-
ment is ever made. But, tell me. I can ’t
wait a minute longer. I must have the an-

swer; good, bad, or medium.
“I never saw anything so clear," said

she. “It is just common plain English,
that no one could mistake. It reads thus:

"(1) You are an intellectual lady, (2)de-
siring knowledge (3) to impart (4) for the
satisfactionof (5) (6) (7) people.

"(1) You (2)wish (3) me to (4) satisfy you
(5) (6) (7) that the people will favor your
undertaking.

“(5) The king of good people you may
(6) The ladies of position

and ‘wealth will favor you most, and the
hard—working younger membersof the hu-
man familywill take kindly to your writ-
ings, eapecially the young men, who are
more directly interested, perhaps, in cards
thantheyoung ladies. (1) Being a woman,
(2) your inclination is to seek and gain for
your own advancement, and (3) to become
interested in and unite with (4) societies for
personal satisfaction, for (5) (6) (7) you
wish to be among good people, and be en-

tertained.
"There are two ways open to you.

The first is in line with the reading.
(1) You are an intellectual lady. (2) Your
desires are good, (3) your social relations
are favorable, and (4) much satisfactionwill
result, as (5) (6) (7) good people will be with
you to the end; but you will finally become
one of the single handed workers for the
cause of labor if you move according to this
formula (7).

"The other way is to go among the peo-
pie (7) (6) (5), labor earnestly for thedown-
trodden (7) and oppressed, visit the ladies
of wealth (6) and impress them with the
needs of the hour. Go to good humanita-
rian men (5) and secure their support, and
(4) such satisfaction will come to your soul
as true hearts can feel and know. Then

will you be able to unite in a grand and
noble work for the good of all, and your
desire (2) for knowledge will be more than
gratified and you will be honored and re-

spected as one worthy to be called a

queen (1). "
Do you find all that in the cards? said I.
“Yes, and more. These seven symbols

show to me that you will be quite an influ-
ential writer in the line you have taken up,
and that a very easy, fascinating feast is
before you. It is your right line, I am

sure. But I see a change ( 5) in your life
relative to the affections. A man is going
to capture your heart and hand, and you
will be made a lady (6) of social distinction
and you will have money and (7) servants
at your command."

But, said I, you just told me I would, by
moving one way, become one thing,and by
going in the opposite direction become an‘-
other, and now you tell me I am to be lit-
erally taken by a man and placed on a
pedestal to be admired and served.

“I merely told you there were two ways
for you to choose from in your present
state, and you will carry out the one which
will finally lead you to the position last
name'd. "

The bell rang, the cards flew out of
sight, the room appeared to be transformed,
and Virginia quietly suggested that I visit
a Mr. :, who writes in symbol, talks in
symbol, and lives a mysterious and sym-
bolical life in his own peculiar way. As
another caller was waiting, I took my de-
parture and proceeded to Mr. ‘s. I
made known my object in calling by asking
him if he could give me any light on sym-
bolism, as I was a writer on the subject
and was preparing an article for publica-
non.

I thought, of course, he would bepleased
to have the fact that he was authorityon

symbolism known through the press, and
would probably give me many pointers that
I was seeking for, as most people in this
line, although very mystical in their man-
ners, do not object to seeing their names in
print. At least I have so found them, dur-
ing my brief experience, and there seems
to be no exceptions.
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He handed me this illustration,and said:
"From the foundation of the earth unto
the end of time does this bear witness of
all that is."

THE TRINITY.

I took it, of course, and thankedhim, not
knowing what it meant, but I thought it
would lead to something. I then ventured
to ask if he had anythingmore to say, and
rising to his feet he stepped to the side of
the room. It was beginning to grow dark
and I did not observe closely his move-
ments.

He seemed to be looking for something
which had evidently been mislaid, and
presently lighted the gas. A fruit dish
filled with oranges, cherries, etc., was

standing upon the mantel, and he passed it
to me, saying: "Have some fruit while
you are waiting for me, and if you will take
a seat by the window there, you willifindit
much more comfortable. The weatherhas
been quite oppressive of late. "

I was very thirsty,and asked for a drink
of water, which he gave me, and then
started in search of themissing symbol, for
symbol it must have been.

He soon found what he was looking for,
when he turned and asked me if I could
keep a secret.

I said I was a woman, if that was any
guarantee. So, asking me to promise by
all that was sacred and holy, that I would
not divulge the occult and mystical secrets
of the contents of a package which he held
in his hand, and making me further swear

that I would not teach the truths found
therein, even in parable, for a period of
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five years, during which time I was to de-
vote myself to a close study of thecontents,
he handed me the package, well wrapped
in several papers. -

I felt that it was a treasure, and my quiv-
ering in-self knew no bounds of joy for the
moment.

There seemed to be nothingmore to say
or do, so I bid the gentleman good day,
and wended my way to the oflice of one
whom I had been told was a genius in the
mysteries of cards. He was not in, but
the clerk told me he was expected at any
moment.

I waited some time, as there was some-
thing that interested me, laying with other
papers upon his desk, which he had left
open. '1

I observed this particular sheet very
closely, making a memorandum of the fig-
ure that appeared upon it; after which I
became nervous and uneasy. So muchvso
that I could not wait longer. I told the
clerk I would call again, perhaps, when the
gentleman was in.

I studied over the figure which is repro-
duced, herewith, for hours at a time.
There was somethingabout it that held my
attention as no other symbol or figure had
done before. I realized that my stare at it
was purely a blank, for I saw nothingthat
I could describe but the figure of a cross,
and this is what attracted me.

I have shown this figure to a number of
people, but none seem to be able to deci-
pher its meaning. Obtaining it as I did
prevented me from taking it back and ask-
ing the originator of it for an explanation,
so I sent it by mail to my occult friend in
theeast, just to see what report would be
given. I was sure she could explain it if
anyone could.

The answer came in short order, which
read as follows:

“Nature is mysterious. Nature is veiled.
Nature is the absolute. We are the rela-
tive. Symbols express the relation of the
relative to theabsolute. The rule is math-
ematical. The cross, as shown, is mathe-
matical, therefore, subject to change, hence,
is onlysymbolicalof thatwhich is absolute.
This symbol is the key to the law of life,
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therefore, it is the basis upon which re-

ligions are founded. The relation of indi-
viduals to thisgreat cross is one of intel-
lect, intelligenceand wisdom. The pivotal
point. when found, will show one the way
to perfect rest and peace, where the chang-
ing thingsround about will not disturb one
—the one, especially, who fears not the
way, the life, and the truth of the cross.

“Observe, that the cross is laid down.
Let those who are ready take it up and bear
it, and he or she who persists in the pro-
ceeding and passes four score and ten
points, will learn. the mystery of the ages
and know the power of the cross of christ-
endom. "

This was interesting to say the least, and
after such an extended, although veiled
analysis of its importance, I concluded it
was sufficiently mystical to be presented to
the world, so arranged it for publication.

I should be pleased to receive further
light on it wonderful meanings, if it is seen

by any who feel an interest in it and dis-
cover any new features.

I spent several afternoons in search of
occult treasures. I visited the Theosophi-
cal headquarters, and observed that they
had adopted theTrinitysymbol and placed
it upon their badge. I made inquiry as to
its meaning, but could learn nothingas to
its inner significance. The one withwhom
I conversed upon the subject did not seem

to know just what it did stand for. I was

informed, however, thata certain psychic,
living at No. —, street, could inter-
pret any symbol and do many other won-
derful things, so I hastened to find the
place and have an interview with thisnoted
personage. I did not wait to ask whether
it was a man or a woman, but simplystarted
to find the street and number. I found the
party, who proved to be a lady of more than
ordinary intelligence, and as I made known
my mission, at the same time mentioning
the fact that I was seeking information for
publication, she invited me into her private
room for occult demonstrations.

Before I had time to speak of the sym-
bols I had brought for her to interpret, she
began to talk to me and tell me of things
which I had experienced in my younger

days, and gradually she led up to the pres-
ent time, giving much encouragement as
she approached more closely to the imme-
diate present. I becameso much interested
in what she was saying that I forgot about
the symbols and became anxious to learn
what the future had in store for me. But
she stopped short with the present and
waited. It was not long, however, for my
anxiety was aroused and I asked for light,
when she proceeded. She told me I was

engaged in a work, which, if properly
handled and presented to the world, meant
great good in an educational way, but that
the motive back of such an undertaking
must be the purest, deepest and best. She
then said: "I see an important change for
you in the not distant future, and strange
as it may seem to you, a light complexioned
gentleman is to play an important part in
the matter. "

But, said I, having been married twice
already, what in the world could ever in-
duce me to consider such a proposition
again. I have passed beyondtheattraction
of matrimony and intend to live the higher
life as best I can, the little time I remain
here.

“The higher life, " she que_rried. "What
is the higher life‘ of which you speak. Is
it a life that causes one to ignore the larger
truth thateach and ever individual member
of the human familyis living thevery high-
est and most perfect life possible for him
or her ‘to live, and thatevery life is abso-
lutely a perfect life, divinely ordained by
the Infinite? You speak of the higher life
after having been married twice and appa-
rentlysuffered witheachexperience. Why
did you not live thehigher life then. That
was the time to test your higher attributes,
your spiritual and higher self. You are to
be triedagain, for thosewho seek thehigher
way are tested at every turn. "

In order to break the chain that seemed
to be winding round me, I drew forth the
papers bearing the symbols and asked her
to tell me themeaningof theTrinityfigure.

She caught sight of the diagram of the
cards and the cross, and pointing toward it
said: “You have the answer in that figure
there, the numbers revealing the same are,
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1, 5, 9, and if you learn the significance of
these three figures you can easilydecipher
the balance. "

I do not understand what you are trying
to tell me, said I, but I note what you say,
and if you can just give me a little plain
English about these cards in thisdiagram
it would please me ever so much. VVhat
does thisstand for, anyway? Can you not
just state it in one simple sentence?

"It is a symbolical history of the earth
from the formation thereof up to the pres-
ent time and on through to theend. "

I asked her _how much I owed her for
what she had done. and she said: “Two
dollars. " I was puzzled for a moment, but
soon came to my senses and paid the fee.
I did not say a word. It was all right, of
course. I had taken her time. but some-
how, I was seeking this informationfor the
 

public good and I could not help feeling a

feeling at the time. She evidently sensed
the situation, for she remarkedas she took
the change: “Time is a wonderful and a

precious thing, and we should make the
most of it, for opportunities come and go
and if we are not alert we waste our lives
away. Bear this in mind when the time
comes, in the near future, of which I have
spoken. "

This was suflicient. The two dollars
was for telling me I was going to be mar-
ried, not for reading the symbols.

As I am sworn to secrecy concerning the
contentsof themysterious packagegiven me

by the symboligest, I can only say: On
reaching my room on that first eventful
day, I unwrapped theartfully folded pack-
age and found the secret contents.

‘ (CONTINUED.)

THE STOLEN SYMBOL.
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BE PRACTICAL.

T. H. GARLAND.
Be not simply good—be good for something.

——THOREAU.
The fierce scramble for material wealth

that characterizes the western world has
produced a race of intensely practicalpeo-
ple. It is this burning desire to become
rich that causes people to concentrate all
their energies upon theirparticular line of
work to meet the competition that sur-

rounds them on every side.
The necessity for this close application

to business has been felt most keenly dur-
ing the four years thathave'just past. The
financialdepression we have passed through
has taught many hard lessons to people in
all stations of life; but those who have been
made to realize the pressure of the hard
times the greatest, are the people who do
not seemingly realize that to be successful
in commercial life theymust be thoroughly
practicaland up to date. Dreaming will
not‘ produce dollars.

The theorizinggenius is often outwitted
by the practicaldunce. Human life teems
with illustrationsof men of education and
culture thatlacktheforce or practicalappli-
cation to gain a comfortable livelihood, and
are useless drones in the world of action.

The secret of success lies in being in
touch with our environments—usingprac-
tical common sense in the affairs of every
day life and in adjustingourselves to the
conditions that surround us.

Particularly during stringent times are

people called upon to show the practical
side of their natures; it is then that the
test of real worth is inade—-when the stern
realities of life crowd upon us.

In times of commercial prosperity, when
trade and traffic is flourishing, it is com-

paratively easy to engage in some kind of
business that will bring revenue; but when
the wave of prosperity begins to recede and
thedepression of business is full, then it is
that tact is required to stem the tide of ad-
verse conditions.

The man of tact foresees a coming crisis
and is prepared to meet it by careful deal
ings and retrenchment.
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Practical talent is not only necessary in
the management of all industries and cor-

porations, but is of vital importance to the
individual in the employ of others.

Men who handle the reins of commerce
are ever on the look-out for men of practi-
cal ideas to whom they can trust their vast
interests.

Those who have demonstrated their abil-
ity to grapple with the business affairs of
life by the record they have made, have no

difliculty in securing and retaining lucrative
positions.

It is those who do not realize the im-
portance of fitting themselves thoroughly
for the work they have chosen that become
stranded and are bufleted about in the
struggle for existence.

Men whose services are valuable to their
employers are seldom idle or out of em-

ployment.
How important it is that young men

should prepare themselves for practical
work by mastering the details and improve
every opportunity to advance theiremploy-
er 's interests.

Those who show carelessness or indifler
ence in their work are the first ones to be
dropped; it is always those whbse services
are the most valuable thatare retained the
longest.

The primal causeof so many impractical
people in the world, is, that they have not
started right and are not in the line of work
intended for them.

It is admitted by all, that people succeed
best when working in the line of business
for which theyare best adapted.

The first practical move then for young
men to make, is to choose theproper course
to follow. That thousandsmake theirfirst
serious blunder in choosing the wrong oc-

cupation is proven by the fact thatso few
ever follow the line of work for which pre-
paration was made.

What becomesof all the A. M. ‘s, D. D. ‘s,
LL. D. ‘s and M. D. ‘s that are turned out
by our universities and colleges every year?
Are we not safe in saying that not more
than 2o per cent of them follow up the
course for which they spent several years
in preparation.
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How often do we find men who have
studied for lawyers, doctors and ministers,
eventually following the plow, laboring in
the mines, or engaged in some occupation
entirely foreign to a professional life.

While it is acknowledgedthat the Amer-
ican people are the most practical in the
world, when we come to examineour young
men we are surprised to find so many that
are simply good——good for nothing—until
they have been taken in hand and taught
how to do something whereby they can

earn a living. Parents are greatly to blame
for not giving their children a chance to
start in the right direction, and thus save
them from stumbling along for years work-
ing at something for which they are not
adapted.

How many thousandsof human lives can

be saved from becomingfailures, if parents
would give a littleattention to getting their
sons and daughters properly started in life.

Those who are in close touch with the
world of commerce and can feel the pulsa-
tions of active business life, know only too
well the terrible lack of practical talent
that now exists, and is being manifested in
the rising generation.

This lack of concentration or application
is the causeof failure to rise above a menial
position. Days and weeks glide by with-
out any special efiort being put forth to
make their services valuable to their em-

'ployers, that they may be reasonably sure

of steady employment.
In this indiflerent manner many drift

along. toying like overgrown children with
the triflesand follies of life, until old age
comes creeping on and they find thegolden
hours have been squandered and they have
lived to no purpose.

If we hope to win success in any line of
work, we must realize the necessity for
economy qf time. For time wasted is op-
portuhities and money lost.

Those who are thoroughly practical are

fully alive to this fact; never waste their
time for trifles, but turn each day to ac-

count. They step into the arena of life's
work with a determination to succeed in
raising themselves to positions of honor
and trust. All their energies are centered

upon the high standard of success they
have set for themselves. They know what
is worthyof theirattentionand what is not,
and therefore discard the husks and chat!
of life, looking only to the thingsthat are
of practical use and that will aid them in
attaining the success to which they aspire.

How strange it is that so few people let
go of trifling things long enough to have a

serious thought and reflect upon the real
meaning of life.

What grand possibilities are withinour
reach and to what high positions we can
attain if we would only make the best use
of the time and opportunities we have.
There are none but what waste some time
and neglect to improve the chances they
have; but it should be our aim to make the
most of what opportunities we have.

Instead of giving ourselves over wholly
to the illusive pleasures and playthingsof
life, should we not pause and consider
the prizes of real worth that this life offers
to each one of us? All who desire to make
somethingof themselves can do so, if they
will but try. Be earnest, be true, be lion-
orable, be practical.

Facetious.

I-lardware—We had a young preacher in
our pulpit out in New Rochelle, and he
was explaining thegreatnessof the Creator
in both small things and large. Said be:
“When God made the great mountains, He
made the little hills. VVhen He made the
ocean, He made the dew—drop. Vl/hen He
made the whale, He made the minnow.
VVhen He made me, He made a daisy. "

]ohnny——Pa, would you say I'll give you
a dollar next week, or I'll give you an dol-
lar next week?

Father—I‘ll give you a dollar next week.
]ohnny—Thankyou, pa.

Mr. Bellows—O, wife, theselook like the
biscuitsmy motherbaked twenty years ago.

Mrs. Bellows (greatly delighted)—I'm so

glad!
Mr. Bellows (biting into one)4~And, by

George, I really believe they are the same
biscuit.



A NEEDED SCIENCE.

B. H. CAMPBELL.

The decline of personalism in modern
religious thinkingis probably owing to the
assimilation of Darwinism into the grain
and fiber of the collective intellect. We
are getting a surfeit of the materialistic
how, at the expense of the spiritual and
motz'vz'slz'c why of fundamental nature and
human existence. In our pride of knowing
much more, we believemuch less than we
used to, but a question worthy of grave de-
bate is whether the pride of increased
knowledge is a compensation for the rela-
tively decreasing wisdom of belief. An-
other equally worthy question is: Does sci-
entific knowledgeand its appended theories
essentially or eternally contradict the dy-
namic literatures of faith? The object of
this writing is to answer bothof theseques-

. tions in the negative and suggest a needed
science—thescience of motiveology or con-

servation qf motive. This object obliges
us to work in a domain of fact impalpable
to materialisticknowledge, but at the same
time palpable as power and cause in the
development of sociological harmony and
justice.

The first point to be established in our

philosophyis the absolute unity and all-
causingnessof nature. In the universal or

eternal sense, there is nothingunnatural-
nothing fundamentally untrue. In other
words, everything is rooted in nature's
trueness,—is thekin of its origin and there-
in true to its cause, although its assertion
may be undemonstrable as technical truth
or fact. The undemonstrable trueness of
nature includes thedynamical facts of mys-
tery and faith—motors and causers in the
direction of intelligent life toward achieve-
ment and result. This seemingly antagon-
ism of nature's sincerity to the facts of
knowledge on the material plane is the
casus of the world‘s highest intellectual
battle—thestrife of the forces of motive
with the facts of knowledge for the glory
of being named “the truth."

When we consider that life at its very
beginning is a joined issue of necessary op-
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posites, we glimpse the foundations of a

necessary dualism in theologyand the con-
comitant separation of good and-evil in the
tract of morality, although good and evil
philosophicallyconsidered, are the two in-
evitable hemispheres of the active moral
world. These lines from an unknown poet
express a deep truth:
Man‘s dream of good is that which builds for rest;
God’s good includes what forces man to build
His leagued defences ‘round the thinghe loves,
And from life's fields of strife to harvest strength.

The value of morality, the desirableness
of a constructive goodness, the sweetness
of active love are doctrines patent to the
experience and ideality of all intelligent
men and women, yet they are so patent be-
cause ofltheexistence in nature of opposite
qualities. V\«'hile, therefore, the conserva-
tion of personate evil can not be sanely re-
commended, evil in the mass isafunda-
mental necessity in a providence for the
activity of good; If from the collective
mass of human society one vice should be
eliminated, its opposing virtue would van-
ish into carnal apathy,and should all the
vices vanish, the final result would be, not
the glorificationof good, but annihilation
of the moral and heroical issues of life.
The absence of the need of good would
simply decompose the value of good.

Thus much Fanstean philosophyis here
inserted as a base for thecharity in thinking
which it is intended shalhcharacterize the
judgments which follow. It is happily not
necessary to advocate the active cultivation
of negatory goodness or so-called evil.
Men and women may be as actively good
as it is possible for them to be, and still
there will be evil" enough, thanks to the
"mills of nature, " to make a wholesomein-
tellectual problem of human existence, and
justify all forms and grades of missionari-
ness. But as evil in the mass is a sum of
atoms, and human atoms at that, the need
of charitable judgment to take the place of
pious hate or virtuous scorn toward the
unfortunate minsters of evil, is quite appa-
rent, in order that the coming sociological
gospel may be properly based in a philo-
sophical and appliable science of the moti-
vistic realm.
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The fact that Christ anticipated such a

charity of judgment is quite apparent in
scenes like that of the magdalen, his eating
with publicans and sinners, and his prayer
of extreme unction at the cross, “Father,
forgive them; they know not what they
do;" all of which are items of evidenceias
well, in favor of the saving doctrine of a

superhumane humanity(virtuallyadivinity)
in him. The necessity, however, of a sep-
arative intellectual theology in nature's
process of chrystalizing or civilizinghu-
manity does not contradict the supreme
necessity of a redemption of the human
race from that crystalized separateness
to the universal love and brotherhood of
which Christ is the fullest and most per-
fect prototype.

The beginning of moral and religious
motivicity is recorded, as well as it is any-
where, in thefirst biblicalbook, or Genesis.
"In the beginning God created the heaven
and the earth."

Now, it seems a thought quite suggest-
able that the disagreement between this
religious poetry and scientific theory is a
"clash of symbols," and nothing more.

Suppose the passage to have always read,
“In the beginning Evolution produced the
solar system and the earth, " would it be
anythingmore than the calling of nature's
omnipotency and its manifest results by
other names—for is it not, after all, the
attribute of All-Power in nature that man

worships; to which he looks for revela-
tions; and from which, truly enough, all
revelation must come. and does come, with-
out any reference to any name by which
the All-Power may be called? At least, if
we deny the idea of a supernatural omnipo-
tence, we cannot limit nature, not impugn
the systems of mythologyand personations
of motivistic force through which nature
produces idealistic faith and dynamic sen-

timent in the world.
It is merely a vanity of words to say,

"There is no God, " because nature unlim-
ited is the equation of all that is implied in
the name of “God. " It is scarcely more
than a vanity of words to say, “There is
no personal God," as the idea of nature's
(God's) infinitude includes in its infinite

power all finite powers, and is, therefore,
able to finitize itself in either carnal or

pscychical personality upon the level of
any intelligence or need whatsoever. Na-
ture (God) is all-pervasive, immanent in all
form and in every definition of intelligence,
as well as the outer and intimate to the
motivistic or conscious realm of intelligent
persoriality. God, then, is in motivicity
the ideal personal unity of all finite powers,
parental to all defined type and form, and
art in type and form; source of all energy,
intelligence and dynamic faith in natural
definition and direction, and the life of all
lives—the Life Eternal. There is no
growth or revelation however diffused or

differential, that has not the authenticity
of nature and God at its conceptional be-
ginning; that does not carry nature's and
God's authorityin its voice; that-does not
bear toward climatic conclusion or result
some destiny of contemporal good or evil,
whether it be herb yielding seeds, tree
bearingfruit, or man bearing the motives
and reasons of social unfoldment.

In philosophynature and God are mm.
In philosophy,too, religions and religion’s
revelations, so-called, proceed from nature
and are voiced in a motivistic literature of
sentiment through man. The various
biblesand religious literature of the ages,
were they not produced like the songs of
the birds, by the urge of some incarnated
and motivised idea of “more things in
heaven and earth than are dreamed of in
our philosophy," or in any synthesis of
sensed or formulated facts which we may
frame?

Nature is omnipotential; the mind of na-
ture is Omnipotence. Nature's morality is
the holy exactitude of planetary motions in
the clear of heaven; nature's love is in the
expression of finite lives brought forth by
the invisible, mysterious vitalities of solar
or celestial energy out of successive strata
of material opacity and death; nature's
seeming immoralityor hate is the temporal
chaos of planetary matter veined with
stormy fire, and veiled in elemental war—
the seizmic, passion-like contention be-
tween principles and forces. Animal man-
has thestrife of the earthlyelements (emo-
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tionalized)withinhim, and is pre-intellect-
ually a moral chaos threaded by habitary
lines of appetite and instinct. /llind ts ‘re-

vealed to him. Through the process of
what has been named “evolution" the or-

grmzisms of body and mind are produced,
but not mind. The form is an assimilation
of substance from the world of matter; the
mind is theassimilationof revelatio°ns from
theworldof powers and laws. Genetically,
education is revelation in the mind, but
revelation broadly defined has many en-

trances into the personal being, and is of
many sorts. There are revelations to the
senses, and to each of them; revelations to
the mental faculties, and to each of them;
and, finally, revelations to that mid-region
between sense and intellect, named the
“heart," or emotional realm—the seat of
sentiment and imagination,where pictures,
poetry, mysteries, sympathiesand religions
inhabit, and whence proceed the disposi-
tions and issues of the personal life.

The revelations classifiable as religions
come out of nature to this motivistic zone
of human personality, and are dynamical,
withoutbeingnecessarilyrational to human
limitations of intellect and knowledge; they
are outside the bounds of rationality, for it
must be ever borne in mind, that the prov-
idential fact that we are lwrc is beyondall
explanation, illogical and mysterious. The
theory of evolution so ably stated by Dar-
win and Huxley, and extended into a spe-
cies of "gospel by Spencer and others, is
more than a doctrine. Being based upon
conscientious and careful observations, the
entire “gospel" of evolution may be ad-
mitted as fact, but it may be added, only
fact——presented with an analysis coldly ex-
ternal, the main characteristicof the anal-
ysis being an attribute of courteous scorn

toward the dynamical facts of faith and
sentiment.

Now, supposing the entire “doctrine of
evolution" to be correct, there still re-

mains, confronting logic, the impossibility
of evolution without a providence. In
presupposition there must be law, force,
potentialty, direction, control, material,
element, vital principle—in short, all attri-
butes, the sum of which constitute ele-
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mental life and mind before evolution may
begin and proceed. If “evolution" is at
once its own cause and providence, it is
merely desentimalized“God. " The invo-
lution of element into organic form with an

inspiration toward a result is creation, and
the reason of its being appears as clearly
in its culminative use as the reason of a

dwelling which man builds, or of any act
with purpose and fruit in it to which he
may put his hand. If the purpose of art
be beauty (or sentiment put into form),
there is art in nature without man, and as

to what man re-forms or translates of na-

ture, we have in Shakespeare what Polix-
enes says to Perdita:

Nature is made better by no mean;
But nature makes that mean, so own thatart
VVliich you say adds to nature, is an art
Which nature makes. * * * *

There is an art
Which dothmend nature—cl1ange it rather, but
The art itself is nature. ‘

So nature is made better by no man, but
nature makes that man. The vision of a

new and reformed humanity held and pro-
claimed by prophet or poet, is by what
power other than nature inspired with the
energized potentialty of what it is destined
to add to the providence of human motive?
Critical intellect aflame with the pride of
nineteenthcentury science, would doubtless -

paraphrase the first passage of words in
Genesis, and in so doing destroy its poeti-
cal appeal, and with it, the human moti-
vicity of the grandest literary description
of time. "In the beginning God created
the heaven and the earth; and the earth
was without form and void; and darkness
was upon the face of the deep; and the
spirit of God moved upon the face of the
waters. And God said, let there be light,
and there was light. And God saw the
light, that it was good; and God divided
the light from thedarkness, and God called
the light day, and the darkness He called
night. And there was evening, and there
was morning, one day. "

Thus this motivistic poetry, grand and
sonorous, only records the large resultant
epochs of material progression into plan-
etary morality,callingtheforce “God, ” and
the end, “creation;” and the scientific
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theory, although much more extended,
scarcely changes the order of events, al-
though it does change the nomenclature!
Regarding the “six days" of the biblical
creation, which theliteralists on both sides
of the religio-scientificcontroversy make so

interminable a casus bellt’, it might be here
suggested that the "six days” are merely
typical of a motivisticdivision of thecourse
of “evolution"from formless matter to the
“living soul" into six epochal stages—the
terms “evening and morning, " and the
numbering of the days beingenthusiasms
of the poetic chronicler, who was, like all
poets, writing better than he knew—not
necessarilysix earthlydays, but six finished
divisional progresses of work in the world-
buildingof God!

Regarding the bibles of religion only in
the light of what, in the coldest analysis,
they are natural literatures of motive and
faith, what could be more anticipative of
the separating theocraciesand theologiesof
time which this bible has brought to pass,
than thisbrief and sublime humanization
of cause Omnipotent? The creative forces
of cosmical “evolution” together with all
the powers of attributed gods blended into
one conception—the Divine Unit of Power
—-all nature humanized into super-human-
ity, heroically moving upon the face of the
deep, separating light from darkness, dis-
parting vapor into atmospheres and seas;
lifiing the frames of mountains and conti-
nents, and on, stage by stage until man, as
well the consummate ‘‘image‘’ of “evolu-
tion" as, crowned with mind, he is the
image of a creator, appears!

This separative motivism, as “heroized"
in Genesis, has been true to what the re-

ligious mind conceives as its purpose, the
cleaving asunder of good and evil in man's
individual consciousness, and the unifica-
tion of society upon ethicalor “righteous"
bases as a necessity of permanent progress;
it is also true to the fact which conditioned
experience aflirms that life, even eternal
life is warfare against rude force. Primi-
tive man was a warrior, and a creature of
violence, partaking the nature of a world
unknown to him, wherein the elementsand
forces made roaring war upon each other;

and over all, the interchange of day and
night in the heavens seemed also to him a
titanic warfare with heroic mastery for its.
aim and end. Between primitivism, how-
ever, and the motivicity of Genesis, the
way must have been long, although the
literary and heroic lore of the world's his-
torical zone, explored to its farthest an-

tiquity, yields testimony of religious moti-
vicity and archetypal, or prototypal mind
at work upon the foundations of present
civilization, In ancient Egypt is found
the religion of government and judgment,
deifying the king; in ancient Greece, the
religion of valor, mind and beauty,deifying
the hero, the philosopher, and the artist;
in ancient India, the religion of desire, de-
ifying Brahm, which is a concentration of
prayer or wish; in China, the religion of
morality and personal superiority, deifying
Confucius, the sage; in Judah, the religion
of religion, becoming through the protest
of Jesus, the religion of personality, deity-
ing the power of creation, as a unit of
Almighty Will. To these, all of which are-

necessary elements in the motivicity of civ-
ilization,might be added the influence of
Rome, which tolerant and indifferent to all
racial interpretations of godship or deity,
threw her pantheon wide open to all the-
gods, and unified herself religiously upon
the idealities of discipline and law, making
the state the apotheosis of dynamic senti-
ment, and practicallythe themeof worship.
All and each of these motivisms, separately
indispensable to social civilization,came
into providence through the urge of relig-
ious sentiment, although all of them, ex-

cept the religion of religion, or, more an-

alyticallyspeaking, the religion of Willand
Personality, have lost their missionariness,
and either have vanished, or are vanishing
as religions from the arena of progressive
motivicity. Modern motivistic mind, there-
fore, in its yet ideal perfection, is the con-
census of all these revalations, which in-
spired by the executive momentums of
higher nature, have joined issue and made
prevailing warfare against crude matter,
animal sense and brute force in nature.

Religion or religions then, as nature has
inspired it or them, appears as factorand
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cause in social evolution. Even though
its doctrines and faithsbe fictions to sense
and thescience of sense, to power and the
needed science of power they are true.
They form bases of social life; theycrys-
talize and conserve personal lifeby trans-
cending the literalness and littlenessof the
seen ‘fact, and connecting all fact with a

pscychical responsibilitywhich knows the
reason of the universe and its mighty truth,
serenely at work in the transparent deeps
of “illusion." While it is an easy thingto
do; while it may be “common sense" to
relegate the fictions of faith to the limbo of
superfluities, the truth still stands that na-
ture has made them; they spring from the
roots of nature's trueness, and have na-
ture"s potentialty in them; theyare spirit-
ual truths literalized and belittledto fit the
lore of the senses—the condescensions of
the invisible power-world to organic con-

sciousness, serving as nutriment to the pro-
cessesof expanding thought.

The proper study of mankind beingman,
according to the wise poet, Pope, as well
as to the evolutionists, it is obligatory upon
students to con thelivingvolumes through,
taking’ into consideration, reverentlyrather
than critically, the whole of thesubject in-
cluding_the"holyghost" of motive, which
often_times sentimentally and religiously
rather than rationally,has spurred forward
the protesting exoduses, and made persev-
erant theamelioratingand expandingmove

ments of social and political history. With-
out the motivistic mind nourished by the
faithsrevealed to him in sundry ways by
nature. man would not bea progressive be-
ing. Had his first heritage from “evolu-
tion" been merely an upright structure
crowned withcritical intellect, his progress
had been limed up at the outset, cered and
“sicklied o'er, with the pale cast of
thought." Materialistic rationalism,while
of great use in the study of cause and
efiect in thevisible world is limited; its end
is soon and easily found; since it has been
placed in. the eden of motivicity by the
technical revelation of science, it stands
lilie the completed stature of the “first
man" of Genesis beforeGod had "breathed
into his nostrils the breath of life, and he

became a living soul." It has religion’s
judgment, criticism, negation, but is not
yet inspired with aflirmative religious dy-
namics; it has slain religious literalism by
bringing against it a larger array of scien-
tific literalities; it has degenerated the
name of “truth" by making it a mere syn-
onym for knowledge. The strife has been
waged altogether upon the literal plane-
factagainst the Inotivistic literalization of
miracle wherein nature gems the world's
religions which are historical facts of
power—-scientiffic technicology insisting
thatwe hold nothingas truthexcept demon-
strated factsupon material levels withtheir
imaginationlessdeductions—theologictech-
nology adversely insisting that we hold as
mere fact the nutritious fiction (to sense)
of faith. Both would ignore the ministry
of literary symbolry which populates the
unseen world with mysterious harmonies
and sympathetic inte|ligences—touches of
refining nature and permutationsof mind
and mood, which although not facts of
knowledge, are real psychical essences, and
ministries of expansion to motivicity and
eloquence in life.

The fictionsof faith(whichare thetruths
of imagination,) are theadditive nebula: of
life-refiningtruth, being the literary fore-
cast of sweeter and stronger life possible
and to come, hence all human personality
with a destiny of motivistic fruitage lives
more in thedynamics of what it believes
than in the facts which it knows. This
choice of the motivist is not criticisable,
beingnothingelse than ‘ ‘naturalselection, "
which, by the way, is the all-explaining
term of the evolutionist, and definable in
degrees, meaning nothingweaker thanpro-
a"z'lectz'onor stronger than }$rede$tz'natz'on.
The realm of power is nature's kingdom of
heaven, and thehighest choice of a person-
ality, the sublimest destiny of man is to be
a citizen of thekingdom of powers, a hero,
wielding the hand or tongue or brain of
nature's revelations religiously. Hence,
in motivicityall the Gods are heroes, and
in the first chapter of Genesis, creation is
an heroic work of God, which is true to
motivism. and typically true to evolution
and its leading doctrine, “the survival of
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the fittest, " as it is also true to man's first
institutions coming to him out of nature re-

garding life, that it is sentimental warfare
withsomethingstandingor strivingbetween
himself and the light and glory of an ideal
strength and liberty. Strife first upon the
brute-force level between persons, families
and clans; strife next upon the prowess
level between festal and heroic races; strife
then upon the military level between polit-
cal powers or nations; and lastly, indus-
trial and commercial strife upon peace
levels; so the history of mankindis a rising
spiral of refining and crystalizing war,
widening and idealizing in motive, it is
true, but not one whit abating the original
gauge of intensity in struggle or expendi-
ture of vital force.

“Peace hath its victories no less re-
nouned than war, " John Milton was en-
abled to sing, becausepeace has its wars.
Man is ever a warrior becausehe has war
within himself, and every rational satisfac-
tion in life is a species of victory made
possible by the existence of the adverse.
The analysis of any historical hero dis-
closes the factorship of the overthrown
enemy in the story of the hero's fame, be
theenemy a dragon, an army of men, or
an established tyranny of moral evil. The
hero is an incarnate revelation, truly in-
spired by all-causing nature with compe-
tent fortitude and grace and strength to
hear his holy protest through. The figure
of the hero is ever worshipable as he stands
out in the word of history, back-grounded
by the hoary wrongs through which his
flashingsword or tongue or pen has cleft a

highway of light, admirable in the majesty
of that election and his created fitness to
be a servant of nature’s inevitable and in-
dispensable revelation.

Paul, the analytical apostle, has said,
“Faithwithout works is dead.’ ’ Ethically
and beautifullytrue as the passage is, it
would be equally true were the places of
the nouns reversed, for faith in some reve-
lation of nature is theqfliatus of all works.
All increases, all progresses, all involations
of character and life-power are prophecied
or ideated in faith,and planned by thedeft
architect, imagination, before they became

concrete or effective in providence. Faith
is the milk of works, the pabulum of per-
sonal evolution, the digestory assimilator
of revelation throughsense, experience, in-
tellection or emotion, and imagination is
its servant and prophet.

All faith, however, is not religious faith
in the strict definition of religion, but all
faith is essentiallyand religiously construc-
tive in the line of the dominant personal or
mass idea, or if at first hand destructive,
destroying to rebuild in theapprehended
knowledgethatconstruction is necessarilya
re-form of foregoing destructions. While,
therefore, in cold scientific criticism, (and
it is that criticism which more than any
otherone thing, this paper is intended to
antagonize,) faith is often lightly set aside
as the sum of delusions, and the imagina-
tion as a magazine of hallucinationsand
misleading visions, the fact (which in the
scientific study of man should berecog-
nized as a scientific one,) still abides, that
faith and imagination are, as powers,dynamic facts, the Sl.lb—cOmponent realities
of which are urgent visions and graphicforesights along native levels of emotion
and sympathy,or exaltations upon uplifts
of moral and intellectualaspiration. Hence,
there is nothing so productive of refining
and liberalizing issues in life's unending
warfare as imaginationand faith.

As has been hinted before, there is no
technical or numerical limit to what may
be called revelation or revelations in gen-
eral nature or any domain thereof. A
flower isa revelation, so is a bible or a
science, or an art, and the mission of each
is preachableaccording to its importance
and the correlative importance in universal
motivicity of the life-realm to which it ap-peals. To the artist and the scientist, art
and science are motivistic; to the social
esthete, the beautyof the flower is moti-
vistic. "All truth is beauty; all beautyis
truth," essays the girl-graduate with a
smirkof satisfied philosophy,and rude in-
deed is the virile man-moralist who will
say her nay! and yet as sure as it is that
the temples of art and beautyrest upon
mudsills, is the sureness of the truth that
the motivism of social bases is neithersci-
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ence. art, nor technical knowledge, but the
common unifying love of man for man, and
human faith in the ever-ruling order of the
universe religiously named God. It is the
integrity of these semi-emotional, semi-
mental fields of motive thatdetermines the
character of society and constitutes the
basis of all specific directions of refining
growth, and all differentiated revelationsof
education and art. Without the unifying
processes of an essentially common faith
in nature's sovereign unity, there would be
no basis for science, and, therefore no
science.

Faith in the sovereign unity of nature,
sentimentalized, is religion. Faith in the
sovereign unity of nature, staticized and
and utilized, is science. Both religion and
science are modivictionsof nature. Nature
in its unity is either caused or uucaused.
If caused, its cause is a creator. or God.
If uncaused, itself is creator or God. What-
ever thing nature produces or causes,
whether it be a fruit, tree, or a bible, is an

expression of theretoforeoccult force, true
to the characterof its origin, and therefore
a revelation of nature's truth or trueness,
and once expressed, is thenceforth an ele-
ment in providence, and a ministry of in-
crease in the production and dissemination
of thefruit, or truth, or influencefor which
it stands. The mission of bibles in human
social-nature is thepropagation of religious
motivicity. Whileit is true as the "higher
critics” state, that the bible did not make
religion, but religion the bible, it is just as

true that nature made religion, and that
like other natural growths or productions,
religion perpetuated itself, and reproduced
its kind from generation to generation
through its bibles. The metaphysical de-
claration of St. John, “In the beginning
was the VVord, and the Word was with
God, and the Word was God, " is in moti-
vicity a scientific fact, as it is in religious
casuistry a mind-expanding statement of
truth. Although any school-boy able to
lisp the rhapsody of thepsalmist, “all flesh
is grass, " would be smartenough to dispute
thestatementas a matter of fact. We would
hardly encourage such smartness in a boy
of ours, as we should, and rightly, we

think, consider the thought process of
proving the statement true of infinitely
greater value than the immediate dogma of
negation stubbornly cherished.

The same error, or voluntary loss of
thought-process falls to the lot of those
who, whilestill claiming to regard the eth-
ical portions of faith's literature as benefi-
cial, smartlydeny the miraculous or super-
natural in faith, as contrary to nature's
possibilities. Surely, as we know the na-
ture of mortality and matter in general,
these scriptural miracles seem impossible;
but there is a larger way of looking at them.
In the tract of natural motivicity, as we
scan it backwards, we have no difficulty in
noting that thepersonality of each founder
of a religion is surrounded with a cyst of
marvelousness or super-nature, which, be-
sides defending its sacredness, inspires a
literature of perpetuation and projection.‘
In order to make this fact apparent it is
only necessary to cite the case of Jesus of
Nazareth. His ethical sermon on the
mount; his denunciationsof the formal re-
ligious prides of his day; the story of his
blessing little children, and all theother
incidents of his intrinsic human life, would
they have been projected beyondthe gates
of Bethlehem, and into thesubsequent cen-
turies, without the beliefconcerning him,
that he was the Son of God, which pos-
sessed the inmost hearts and inspired the
very fibersof existence in his disciples and
others to whom he had ministered? No!
The dynamical Christ of history is the
apocolyptic Christ. Be it ignorance, be it
credulity, be it what it may, it is still na-
ture in its trueness dispensing irrecallable
providencein theform of involvable motive
for the unification of mankind upon the
basis of an intangible, but at the same
time, palpable dynamicconcord of personal
faith. Whether or not there were any
miracles, christianity was germed in belief
of the miraculous—beliefso convictiveand
saturating that Saul, thescholar, critic and
skeptic, was forced to yield to it and be-
come its apostle to thegeneral world.

Robert Browning puts these words in
the mouth of the dying Saint John: "For
minds at first must be spoon-fed with
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truth;" and, “I say this miracle was duly
wrought, when save for it, no fail}; was

possible;" and, “Now, this book's fruit
is plain, nor miracles need prove it any
more;" which is an argument of great
grace to show thatProvidencehas the heart_
and timely art of parenthood. The infant
faith is fed with marvel; the adult faith
with time-provenfactsof motivicity.

In conclusion, what thinkwe of Christ?
_There are many who’ say that the robes of
super-mortal divinity should be stripped
from his personality, and he be admired
and imitated as a great religious and ethi-
cal teacher, standing in his own strength-
a hero of righteousness. This is not as he
wished to be understood, but as one sent
of the Fatherwith a mission of love to all
men, to be believedupon rather than intel-
lectually admired. It is therefore belief
on him, rather than admiration of his hu-
man character, that has produced fruit
upon theearth, and it may be said, will
continue to produce more fruit until the
culmination of his gospel wheresoever in
the future that may prove to be. Some
thereare who entertain the coldly critical
idea thatonly the ethicsof christianity are
worthpreserving, as if ethicscould flourish
independent of sentiment, or religion. The
fact is thatthe christian religion has always
been ethical. The charge that the ethical
critics bringagainst it amounts only to this,
that christian charity has distributed too
much of exortation and tracts, and too little
of bread and potatoes, or in other words,
that it has not been wise in its kindness.
The fact is hardly criticisable, as nature
has done it all. There have probably been
and are still, more people in the world who
need some sort of exhortationusome thrill
of motive of sufficientsuddenness and force
to dislodge their intellectual pride and
make them infantile and plastic to the in-
fluencesof ethical salvation, than thereare

people needing bread and potatoes. This
may be what Jesus means when he says,
“Except ye be born again (or become as

little children) ye may not enter the king-
dom of God. ' ’

However, although it be admitted that
the christian ethics of the past may have

been misdirected, the fact remains that the
integrity of ethicaleffort has been rooted in
religious aflirmation, or when found in re-

ligious negation, depending for its energy
upon a spirit of competition, excited by the
persistence of the aflirmative, in what the
intellectual critics considered wrong ethics,
so that the provocation is religion after all.

Therefore, while this paper enters no

protest against either the right, or the
rightness of personal opposition to religion
as manifested, it still affirms a conviction
that, on the whole, more and better ethics
is possible in a believingthan in an unbe-
lieving world. By “believing" is meant
soul-recognition of thedivinity of religious
personality in nature. By “divinity" is
meant, not super-naturalness, but super-
mundaneness of life as manifested in the
personal sources of religious motivicity.
As the earth is made capable of being a
world through its relations to a universe of
solar systems, so its chief intelligence, man,
is made capable of being a power by his
communications with and relations to the
moral order and the substantial love of the
universe, which come to his knowledgeand
his faith through sundry natural, yet par-
tially super-mundane channels of revela-
tion. For the term “revelation," this
paper has no technical definition. What-
ever extends the boundaries of thought;
whatever provokes the process of thinking
—which is the toil of the mind toward the
rest of firm philosophy—is rczrelation in
whatsoever form it come. On theother
hand, whatever merely informs or delights
the eye or car, or awakens the sentimental
laboratories of imagination, is a new dy-
namic and a revealerof truth in the soften-
ing and civilizingform of art and poetry.
Shall we discard sentiment, thatdry earthly
fact may take its place in the conscious-
ness? The two oppositional poles in the
sphericity of man-redeeming truth. The
distinction between them is only sense-

deep. Beyond the earth-realms of sense
and its extension, “reason, " theall-hallow-
ing and all-using universe makes everything
true. Even the thingwe name a lie is true
in the sense of trueness to its environment
or the personality of its origin, which has
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only seeming free will, being, as Mr. John
Fiske says, invariably dominated by the
strongest motive, for which environment is
responsible. As plainly as "evolution"
may explain to thecold‘yscientificor prac-
tical mind the process of world-making. it
has still 9. super-mundane or religious side
—-the mystery of involution, trackless and
vast as ever it was, with the inscrutable
wlzy occult in its sense-‘transparent deeps,
but the ministries of which to personal
man, through conceptions of super-mun-
dane personality, are fixed factors in Prov-
idence.

Now, for the end. Nothingis more evi-
dent than that literal theology is unable to
hold its own against the fact-demonstra-
tions of science and the critical temper of
modern education. Yet the world needs,
more, perhaps, than ever before, religious
faith and religious motive for the unific
rooting of sociological ethics. Is an intel-
lectual religion of anthropomorphicsenti-
ment upon the basis of providential moti-
vicity possible? To such as give religious
matters earnest and progressive thought,
religious proclamations and theories of
what God is and what God is not, are void
of convictivepower and unsatisfying. God,
as sentimentally conceived, cannot be less
than the equation of nature, and nature,
mundane and super-mundane, is the unit
of The All, inclusiveof sentimentaldynam-
ics, which make it the scientificequation
of God. God-nature as power, therefore,
is unit. God-nature as manifestation, is
dual, trinal, multiplex, unlimited. The
reconciliationof religion and science is even

now within hail. Science in the near fu-
ture will accept nature's literature of mo-

tivicity as a factor in social evolution; re-

ligion will base its eflort upon natural
motivology instead of dogmatic theology
and become the applied science of motiv-
ized sentiment and condescensive ethics,
fearlessly literalizing the truth to meet the
difleringgrades of social intelligence. Con-
fucius, Homer, Moses, Mahomet, Buddha,
Zoroaster, Virgil, Seneca, Aurelius, Dante,
Shakespeare, Luther and Ingersoll, will be
found in the “cloud of witnesser" as dis-
tinct personal forces and values in historic
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motivicity, along with an unnamablehost
whom natural trueness has immortalized in
the sacred temples of divine causation, but
greater than all in the over-arching prin-
ciple of love, chief transmitterof theethics
of sunlight which shines, and rain which
falls impartially upon the just and unjust.
will be found Jesus of Nazareth.

The Missing Word.

Order, said the law court;
Knowledge, said theschool;
Truth,said the wise man;
Pleasure, said the fool;
Love, said the maiden;
Beauty, said the page;
Freedom, said the dreamer;
Home, said the sage;
Fame, said the soldier;
Equity, said the seer—-

Spake my heart full sadly.
"The answer is not here. "
Then withinmy bosom
Softly this I heard:
"Each heart holds a secret,
Kindness is the word. "

—.’\’ew York Tribrme.

Friend—Now, confidentially,how do you
figure what to charge for a prescription?

Druggist—Well, our system is perfectly
fair to everybody. After the clerk makes
up the prescription, he goes to the back of
the store and shakes up a lot of cards in a
hat. The cards are marked with. prices
ranging fron 25 cents to $1.50, and which-
ever card he draws settles the price of the
prescription.——1’urk.

The city of London has now about 23
miles of carriageways laid with noiseless
materials, of which, roughly speaking, one-
fourth are wood and three-fourthsasphalt.
In the noiseless footways, which are calcu-
lated to amount to about 15% miles, as-
phalt has the field entirely to itself.

The most remarkablecanal in the world
runs its whole lengthunder ground between
\Vorsley and St. Helens, in Lancashite.
England.
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ADAM AND EVE AND THAT APPLE.

The Story Completely Told, But Who Can Read It?

JAMES J. FERRIS.

How many apples did Adam and Eve eat?
Some say Eve 8, and Adam 2, total of 10 only.

Now I see another figure is quite as true;
Eve 8 and Adam 8 also; total, 16.

Yet the above figures are entirely true,
If Eve 8 and Adam 82, certainly the total will be 90.

Scientific men by looking far enough, see it thus,
Reason somethinglike this: Eve 81 and Adam 82 ;_ total, 163.

Right again; what could be clearer than
If Eve 81 and Adam 812 the total was 893?

For if Eve 811st, and Adam 812,
Would not the total be 1,623?

I believethe following to be a fair solution:
Eve 814 Adam, Adam 8124 Eve; total 8,938.

Still another calculation is as follows:
If Eve 814 Adam, Adam 81242 oblige Eve; total, 82,056.

We thinkthis, however, not a sufficient quantity,
For though we admit that Eve 814 Adam, Adam, if he
8081242 keep Eve company; total, 8,082,056.

All thingsare clearly seen to right and wrong
In five figures, and where they belong,’
Eve when she 81812 many, and was not satisfied;
‘Her companion wished to be like her,
So 8181424ofy Eve's love for apples,
Thence both ate 81,896,052.

This is many apples to come from one tree,
Seeing it came from Eden, we know it to be;
The apples are evergreen, they are never hard,
That come from the Tree of the Lord.
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adzzozzaz.
We have had nothingbut praises and the

highest complimentary mention relative to
the work in which we are engaged, and
especially so concerning this magazine,
therefore, it is refreshing to receive a clip-
ping from a California sheet entitled “Hu-
man Nature. " which is a mixture of com-

plimentary and common-otherwise state-
ments, worthy the mind of one afflicted
with a common human nature. Any ignor-
ant person, from a ditch digger to the aver-

age writer for theaverage periodical, would
have exposed himself in like manner, if he

 

had endeavored to write a criticism touch-
ing upon the deeper lines of truth which
makes for PLANBTS AND PEOPLE the most
advanced and intelligent list of readers en-

joyed by any periodical at thepresent time.
This is the way it reads:

' 'A5TRO-HOROSCOPES.
"PLANETS AND PEOPLE is the name of an

Astronomical Magazine lying before me,
which for marvelous, mysterious and mys-
tical, just discounts anythingin the line of
the nonunderstandable that it has been my
lot to.look upon since I tried to cipher out
the jargon in the book of Mormon,

“It is a model of typographical excel-
lence and copiously illustrated withdia-
grams of Helio Centric Horoscope. Hor-
oscopes with lights and shades and with
Horoscopes without lights and shades, not
to speak of scopes of Horror unmention-
able.

“Thenon page 61 thereis a large diagram
with the title Zodiacal Palmistry in which
a hand is pictured marked off with life-
lines, heart lines, head lines and all other
lines (except fish lines and clothes lines).
Around the hand is drawn the zodiacalcir-
cle such as my childish eyes used to study
and wonder over in theold Farmer's Alma-
nac where fishes and rams and crabs and
lions lead a merry dance through the vari-
ous anatomy of a half-dissected man.

“This sort of zoadiacal arrangement of
palmistry, we are told by theeditor, is the
only dead sure science of palmistry extant,
(or words to that effect). The thing is
copyrighted. I hope thisdescription is no
infringement on the reserved rights.

"Several pages are given to forecasting
events for the month of February, wherein
people are advised about business and mar-
riage, and even birth; as for instance, un-
der the head of children, it is stated that
‘those born on Monday or Tuesday, espe-
cially on Tuesday, will be gifted withora-
torical ability,and willmake good speakers.
The balance of the week shows extremely
nervous and sensitive natures, with psychic
and spiritual gifts very marked.' So look
out!

"Under the caption ‘Astral Flights‘ the
editor describes a nocturnal trip he made
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to our planetary neighbor, Mars, in com-

pany with two lady friends. where they at-
tended a musical entertainment. The time
from start to finish was only one hour and
twenty minutes. It is interesting to be told
that ‘the inhabitantsof Mars are quite dark
skinned; medium height and resemble the
Japanese of our earth. '

“But the place where the greatest non-

sense comes in, is where the editor under-
takes to Horoscope two gentlemen, a Dr.
Thomasand a Mr. Canfield, the latter gen-

.
tleman is said to ‘belong to thesign of Can-
cer, which gives an extremely positive
rnind——a mind that will have its own way,
and thus he goes on, pretending to read the
characterof men by thesupposed influence
of the stars or planets upon the character
of the persons described. All of which-
to draw it mild—isexceedinglyfar-fetched,
and as mystical and unreliable as a dream
book.

"There is only one way by which char-
acter can be delineated and that is by com-

ing into communication with the person
himself, either phrenologically, physiog-
nomically, physiologically or psychomet-
ricallyor all combined. The mineralogist
to study the character, quality and value
of quartz does not consult the man in the
moon, but criticallyexamines theore itself.
The naturalist in order to learn the pecu-
liaritiesof a rare sea shell, studies the shell
itself, and not a billiardball.

“Similarly to learn _a man's character,
study the man himself. Astrology is an

ancient humbug, contrived by ignorant pre-
tenders and foisted upon the attention of a

superstitious people in thedays of antiquity
when theearthwas supposed to be flatlike a

trencher and the sun and moon went whirl-
ing around it. ‘

“Like all superstitions it has a grain of
truth as a foundationstone, in the premises
thateveryparticleof matter in theuniverse
has an influence upon every other atom
and that the tides of the sea are produced
by the influence which the moon exerts
upon the waters. It is one thingto admit
that stars have an influenceupon worlds
and men, and quite another thingto cipher
out and prove to a common-sense mind

Q

what and how much thatinfluencemay be.
"I t is here the astrologer is weak, but

taking advantage of the innate love of man-
kind for the supernatural and marvelous,
with much jargon and a long array of mys-
tical figures rushes his dupe througha maze
of zodiacs, signs, aphelions and perhelions,
until he swears his allegiance to the great
Caspoo.

' “Perhaps it is in pretending to foretell
future events that the astrologer obtains
his strongest hold upon the credulity of the
superstitious adherent; we are always
standing on thebrinkof the future, peering
wistfully into the darkness and wondering
what fate has in store for us.

‘There is nothing so satisfying to the
wondering soul as star gazing, principally
becauseit leaves him in the same mystical
abstraction after the horoscope is cast, as
before the oracle was consulted. To illus-
trate the unreliabilityof the pretended in-
fluence of planets, at birthof a babe upon
his destiny, we will suppose two infants
born at the same instant in the same city.
and in the same house, both boys. One of
them grows to be a great and good man and
lives to a good old age, winning honor and
fame. The other child, with criminal ten-
dencies, ends his life at middle age upon
the gallows. How is that for stars?

"Anothercase: A ship loaded with pas-
sengers founders in mid-ocean. She carries
to ‘Davy ]ones' Locker‘ scores of human
beings, from infants in arms to gray-haired
sires, each born under different stars, but
each and all meet the fate of McGinty.

“Willsome astrologer cast for me this
horrorscope? C. P. HoL1-.”

Of course it is human nature when a per-
son ridicules something he knows not of,
and has not the capacity to grasp, even
when presented in A B C form. The world
is full of such minds and it is the mission
of PLANETS AND Peoria: to polarize the
mental facultiesof theraceto a higher plane
of reason and knowledge.

But, as said before, it is refreshing to
have a little ridicule of the truths of plan-
etary science by way of variation, and our
jesting critic has our thanksfor thus palpi-
tating his mind in our behalf.
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Astronomy Lesson numberone, page 7,
PLANETS AND PEOPLE for January, 1895.
containsa description of the signs of the
planets, which is herewith presented:

ORIGXNAL SYMBOLS OF THE PLANETS.

GD 5969 15M 3?’ O Qr234§6 7 8 gr.o‘r)xr213
No'rr:.—The above illustration was made espe-

cially tn show the signs correctly. Those made by
type-founders are not in keeping with the true
forms and combinations. Refer by numberto this
illustrationand theirsimplicitywill be apparent.

QUESTION. What peculiarity do thesigns
of the planets possess?

ANSWER. They possess a very marked
peculiarity, beingmade by thecombination
of a circle. a cross and a crescent.

Q. What is the sign for Mercury, and
how is it constructed?

A. Mercury consists of a crescent, a

circle and a cross, thus: (2).
Q. Name thecombinationsfor theother

planets?
A. The sign for Venus is made by com-

bining the circle and the cross, thus: (3).
The Earthby thecircle and cross, thus: (4).
Mars, by the cross and circle arranged just
the opposite of Venus, thus: (5). In order
to avoid mistakes in the use of this sign it
is usual to draw a line from one point of
the cross to the other, forming a small
pyramid at the top. Jupiter, is designated
by the crescent and cross, thus: (6). Sat-
urn, by the cross and crescent, thus: (7).
Uranus, by two crescents, a cross and a

circle, thus: (8). Neptune, by thecrescent
and the cross, thus: '(9).

Q. VVhat design were these characters
taken from? Where did they first appear?

A. The crescent was taken from the
Moon when in its new phase, as it then ap-
pears as a most beautifulcrescent in the
heavens. The circle was probably taken
from the Moon also, at its full phase, while
the cross was first used to denote the rela-
tion of the Earth to the Sun at diflerent
times during the year, as the Sun appears
to cross the equator, which forms one line
of the cross, and the poles of the Earth in
relation to the equator form the other line.

Mr. Alan Leo, P. A. S., an English As-
trologer, in lntellzgrence for June, gives

some interesting views on the subject in an
article entitled “Modern Astrology," in
which he says:

“The great difliculty experienced by
writers upon Astrological matters, is in
making the subject intelligible to all classes
of readers. When writing for Metaphysi-
cal students, however, it is not such a seri-
ous task; partly becausesuch minds are to
a great extent prepared for the wonderful
and sublime, and partly owing to their
ready appreciation of teachingconnected
with symbolism.

"It is a remarkablefact thatall the sym-
bols used by the modern Astrologer are
identical with those used by the ancients
for thousandsof years.

"Considering the vast amount of litera-
ture handed down to us, as well as the
many years which have been devoted to as-
trological study, it is rather strange thatwe
should still be unable to trace the history
of Astrology to its origin. All we can learn
to-day regarding it is that the Chaldeans
had a most perfect knowledge of the sub-
ject, which they transmitted to the Egyp-
tians; but the science in its purity has been
lost, and there remains little but theshell,
or the semblance of the truth regarding it,
hidden from our vision by the dust of ages.
Through careful study and constant prac-
tice this truth is now being revealed. In
our present condition, however, it. would
be better to test experimentally thegrains
of truth now in our possession by exercise
of our higher faculties.

"The vital point in Astrology is its sym-
bolical nature, which remains the same to-
day as in the past, except that the inter-
pretation of the symbols has been lost.

"The symbology makes the science per-
fect and exact.’ Through it we can trace
the connection with the knowledge of the
ancient alchemists, who were conversant
with the four elementary forces in nature-
fire, air, water, and earth, These are used
for comparison with the spiritual, mental,
psychic, and physical planes, which the
alchemists qualified as of threefold consti-
tution—fixed, mutable, and volatile.

“The symbolismof Astrology has proved
most facinating to all who have become
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deeply interested in this vast ocean of sci-
entific and spiritual knowledge. Its sim-
plicity alone seems to have been its pre-
servation. What could be more simple
than the three symbols, cross, half-circle,
andcircle? Yettheentiresymbologyis built
on these signs, and their arrangement
conveys at once the whole of the hidden
meaning.

"We may profitably consider these sym-
bols. The Sun is thecenter of our system;
its symbol is the circle, (1), which is the
sign of perfection. It represents spirit—-
thehighest position we are capable of un-

derstanding. Behind it is theLogos of our
system. His Essence,_ pouring out life
upon His children, is indicated by the dot
always placed in the center of the circle.

"In manifestation, energy works from
the center to the periphery. This essence
is the wu.L in us, or, the spirit in motion.
In all Astrological calculations the Sun is
the center. It represents the I, or Indi-
viduality in humanity.

“The Cross represents theEarth, or mat-
ter. In form it is two straight linesathwart
each other, producing four acute angles,
expressing duality as opposed to the Unity
exhibitedby thecircle. In these two sym-
bols. we find typifiedthedifference between
spirit and matter, in the Universe.

“The Half-circle represents the Moon—
thecollector and preserver of light. It is
the great moulder of form; the illusion.
Its sphere is in the psychic plane. This
symbolism underliesall systems of thought.
In these three symbols we have all the idi-
ography of the world's religions.

' ‘The Circle under thecross, (5), symbol-
izes Mars; theplanet representing strength.
Force and energy are herein exhibited.
The color of Mars is red, its nature fiery,
and it bequeathsa disposition to act blindly.
Astrologicallyconsidered, Mars is impulse,
from the fact that spirit is behind matter,
ever seeking and striving to work through
and overcome. From thisactivitymotion
is produced.

“This action is the Fohat of the occult-
ist. When spirit has worked its way
through matter the symbol is reversed, (3),
and represents Venus—thegoddess of love.

The god of war has been overthrown, and
after the battle comes a state of peace. In
human life this action is typified by the‘
soul and the senses, the latter affected by
contact fromwithout, theformer influenced
by thespirit within. The one is Raja, ac-

tivity, and the other Sattwa, peace. The‘
critical stage betweenthetwo beingTamas,
or indifference. Spiritually, the three cir-
cles form a trinity of Will, Love and En-
ergy. They lack Wisdom, however, to
produce the state of consciousness neces-

sary to perfect the human ego; and for
this purpose the half-circle, or Moon, is
employed, representing Mind.

“If considered apart or separated from
theothersymbols the Moon or half-circle
is barren, dark and void. This is why she
is said to have dominion over lunaticsand
maniacs.

"The active mind must be linked either
to the ideal, or to the‘ practical. It must
ever be theservant of thereal, and it is the
link or bridge betweenspirit and matter.

“The semicircle with the cross is used to
represent mind. When the symbol (11)
is placed below the cross, thus (7), it signi-
fies Saturn, or Satan; but when above, (6),_
it signifies jupiter or _]ehovah—the god
who walked among men. Saturn is the
planet of limitation, or the lower mind
bound to thecross of matter; held by con-

ventionalityand fossilizedcustoms; a slave
to creeds and dogmas; cramped and fet-
tered by narrow views. As such it be-
comes the greater infortune. It is the
opposite of Mars. Mars is heat, impulse,
impetuosity; the Hell of the Christian.
But Saturn is slow, heavy, calculating,
methodiceland cold; lacking spiritual illu-
mination, it gropes in darkness, seeking by
experience a path to return to its home.
This is the angel that fell from heaven; the
re-incarnating Ego; the husbandman; the
reaper, and laborious carrier of burdens.

"On the other hand, the state of con-
sciousness produced by wisdom, is repre-
sented by Jupiter, the great preserver; the
higher self; the real and permanent Ego
dominating each life upon earth. This is
the immortal, spiritual soul, over which
the eternal spirit broods; and when the
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moment arrives, swift from the gods flies
the Messenger, Mercury, and the illumin-
ated soul, with unfolded wings passes into
Nirvana, or the home of the blest.

“There is yet another symbol which
stands higher than any of the foregoing—
thesymbolof themystery planet, Mercury,
which, for a long time, was the puzzle of
Astrologers, but which, by its symbol, we

now understand as representing the perfect
man. The symbol of Mercury (2) ex-

presses the three in one—body, soul and
spirit, united. It is, however, in a. state of
unrest, the wings being alway open. It
finallybecomes changed into the Uranian
symbol of the god-like man (8). Here
spirit has risen supreme.

“So much of our manifested existence is
covered by these symbols, that it would
take volumes to outline their meaning.

“This is considered to be the divineplan
of the universe; it is the law whereby the
whole of our evolution is governed—the
law of actionand reaction, representing the

\ ‘pilgrimageof the soul.
_

"We havefiaad a crystalized religion,
wherein outward form and ceremony
brought concentration of physical energies
into a harmonious relationship, but its
power is on thewane. VVe have had the
great spiritualistic wave, in which the as-

tral and psychic forces have been concen-

trated; its power will pass away. The
student now enters upon thepath of the
highest possible Metaphysical knowledge,
and this will become universal.

"Mapped out in the great expanse of
heaven, is this unwritten law of man's
destiny, that he who runs may read. Its
perfect symbology is the same yesterday,
to-day and forever. "
i Mr. Leo mentions thatthe interpretation
of the symbols has been lost. We would
say instead, thattheknowledgeof theforces
of nature, the law of nature, had been lost,
rather than the interpretation of the sym-
bols, which stand merely as signs of the
law, for a person may know the law of cer-

tain forces without having a symbol to ex-

press or record the same.

Now, we make thisdistinction merely to
show, that the law once grasped, the sym-

bols are plain, simple, and easily applied.
In giving the nature of Saturn he says:
* * * * "This is the angel that fell
from heaven; the re—incarnatingEgo; the
husbandman, " etc.

This may be metaphysical, but we see
no rational application of the statement,
any more than we do in what is said about
Mercury. * * * "but which, by its
symbol, we now understand as representing
theperfect man. The symbol of Mercury
expresses the three in one—body, soul and
spirit, unite ."

Now the fact is, we find the three united
in.]upiter,' Saturn, Uranus and Neptune.
(The latter planet not beingmentioned by
Mr. Leo, however.) as will be seen by ref-
erence to theirrespective characters, so we
see no reason for the statement as to the
symbolof Mercury representing theperfect
man. There are deep, occult, scientificand
demonstrable reasons for the styleor man-
ner in which thethreecharactersare united
to form the different signs of the planets,
and as our attention has been called to the
subject by Mr. Leo's article, we will de-
vote a few pages to their explanation in the
near future.

We compliment Mr. Leo on presenting
somethingabout the planets in a style to
interest the metaphysical mind, although
we are obliged to take issue on some of the
‘metaphysical interpretations or applica-
tions.

There is an occult or metaphysical side
to all things, but in order to arrive at the
right conclusions as to their metaphysical
aspects and influence, it is absolutelyneces-

sary to first find the material meaning and
application.

No sane person begins to build a house
by first shingling the roof. The founda-
tion must be laid, and properly laid and
leveled, or the roof will be out of angleand
harmony with the perfect or balanced state
of nature. Therefore, we advise a deeper
study into the meanings to symbols than a.
metaphysical point of observation alone
aflords. There is an ancient saying, "Let
there be light, and therewas light. " It will
shine again in thenear future on the subject
of the cross, thecrescent, and the circle.
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We have received the following letter
from one of our old subscribers. One who
has made a deep study of the principles
laid down in The Law and the Prophets.
It is not often thata person becomesso en-

lightened that he thus prepares for the
transition of his soul to a higher plane.
Thinkof preparing for trips across thecon-
tinent and visiting those whom we much
desired to see while in the flesh, but could
not becauseof physicalenvironment.

We shall be pleased to have the Doctor
visit us when he passes into the realm of
astral existence proper, and will be just as

glad to oonverse with him as if he were in
the flesh.

_

GLEN BEULAI-I, Wis., July 16, 1897.
F. E. ORMsBv:—Enclosed is subscription

for PLANETS AND PEOPLE. I like it much,
except in your horoscopes. You make it
too short, leaving out disease conditions.
Of course, a student of Law and Prophets
ought to do it, but one gets lazy. or I, for
one, have got beyondstudy and am waiting
my call to go over—next fall or winter.

Another thing, in my garden thisyear, I
disobeyedtheLaw in planting; result was a

fine crop of pea vines, but very few pods.
The Law gets there. When I get up in the
clouds, would you like a visitor?

Respectfully,
C. H. WEAVER, M. D.

Miss Coral Thomas, whose poems have
been so much admired and praised by the
readers of PLANETS AND PEOPLE, has prom-
ised to give us each month, something in-
structive on thesubject of Palrnistry. She
is preparing manuscript for a book on the
subject, and many of the illustrations de-
signed for the work will accompany her
articles. We are sure they will be appre-
ciated by all who are interested in the sub-
ject.

Small Sister—"I-Iow do you s'pose peo-
ple way up Norf teep warm in de winter,
Bobby?"

SmallBrother(scornfully)—"Why,what
does you s'pose de fur-twees is for?"—Cz‘n-
einnati Commercial Tribune.

My, Creed.

What's good and pure in any creed
I take and make it mine.

Whatever serves a human need
I hold to be divine. »

I ask no proof that bread is bread
And none that meat is meat.

Whate ‘er agrees with heart and head
That food I mean to eat.

Man sanctified the holiest robe;
Truthsanctifies the book.

The purest temples on thisglobe
Are mountain, grove and brook.

That spot of earth, where'er it be,
To me is holy ground,

Where man is striving to be free-
Freedom or death has found.

The crown upon an empty head
I hold as cap of fool.

The scepter from which wisdom’ fled
Has lost the right to rule.

I try the king, the judge, the priest.
The common man and woman,

From the mightiest to the least,
By one great law——the human.

I find true men where'er I look
Of every oreed and nation,

‘Mid sons of toil in darkest nook
As in the loftiest station.

The man who has no faith in man
I hold unworthy trust.

The man who does the best he can
Will stand among the just.

Whatever creed serves man the best
I hold the best of creeds,

I recognize no other test
Of faith, than life and deeds.

The truth that elevates the mind
And purifies the heart,

That teaches love of all mankind
And blunts afliictionsdart.

That dries the orphan 's, widow's tear
And mitigates their loss-

That truth, without a doubt or fear,
I take as gold from dross.

—The Seattle Post.
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Astronomical Changes—Weather
Forecast for August.

August 6.‘. . . . .Mercury is in Scorpio
August 17 . . . . . .Mercury is in Sagittarius
August 29 . . . . . . Mercury is in Capricornus
August 16

. . . . .
.Venus is in Taurus

MOON.
First Quarter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..August 5
Full Moon

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .August 12

Last Quarter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .August 20

New Moon
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .August 27

There are but few planetary changes this
month, so we may look for uneventful times,
generally speaking. The laboring millions
will take more active steps, however, and
prepare for more definite movements than
at any period for some years. It is a favor-
able time for them to come together and
unite for a common end. Much humani-
tarian work will be accomplishedduring
this month. The needs of the people will
be felt and recognized to a much greater
degree than for many months. The sym-
pathies of the people, generally, will be
with the toiling masses.

Atmospheric.
The month starts in under very high vi-

brations. Electricity will permeate theat-

mosphere and be severely sensed by those
of keen and nervous temperaments. The
first few days show cyclonic conditions,
water-spouts, etc., followed by severe heat.

The 8th, we should have good showers
over vast areas; the 15th, hot and dry; the
22d, copious showers, fine weather, and a

healthy atmosphere, under well balanced
magneticconditions. Atmosphericdisturb-
ances and tornadoes are due about the
29th. August 2d—Business.

There will be an increased tendency and
desire on the part of those in business to

press forward and endeavor to make more

progress in their respective lines, but the
labor movement will assume proportions
and power at this same time, and will have
a tendency to check trade and commerce

sufficiently to reduce the general average
to thatof previous months. On thewhole,
this week, especially, shows but slight
changes in the business situation.

Children.
The new comers for the week will be

Uranian workers, withgreat minds for in-
vention, science, art, oratory and mysti-
cism. They will be keen, sensitive, active
and very precocious; doing things away
in advanceof their years. They will make
good lawyers, lecturers, and dramatic ar-
tists. No one could ask for a more favor-
able combination of planets to be born
under for an all-round good character.

Marriage.
Everything is favorable to marriage un-

der this figure. The vibrationsare at high
ebb for most any kind of new and rare ex-

periences, so let not the time go by with no

thought of the morrow on this subject.
August 9th—Business.

This week shows more signs of active
measures being taken that seem to be
freighted with better material results. In
the field of speculation this is an important
week and willshow very active fluctuations,
especially in cereals. If a sudden break of
several points is experienced, do not blame
us for seeing it in advance. We cannot
help it. There should be some improve-
ment in the magnitude of the business gen-
erally, throughout the land.

Children. '

Detail delvers and workers of the most
intense make-up will characterizethe 0&-
springs for the week. Good people, but
very intense in every thing and in every
way. They should marry young and se-
cure positions withlarge companies or seek
the rural districts and use their overabund-
ant vitality mingling with the products of
nature, the field, the woods, and thegar-
den.

Marriage.
We have nothingfavorable to say regard-

ing marriage this week. A few days and
all will be well again, perhaps. We will
see when we come to the figure for next
week.

August 16th—Business.
Now we have a more even-tenored, peace-

ful and harmonious period to report. Busi-
ness willshow slight changes, but generally
for the better. There is plenty of desire,
energy and push back of the commercial
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situation, and the larger forces which in-
fluence the business world are becoming
more potent daily, so some important
changes are in store for us thatwill give
much needed relief.

Children.
Artists, musicians, and physicians, who

willgrow up, marry, have a circus of a

time, and gradually develop into highly in-
tellectual and spiritual people.

Marriage.
No one can object to the general figure

for unions, but it is better for business than
for marriage; however, it is not as bad as

many we have passed. so it is well to meet
it half way and tie the knot.

August 23d-—Business.
This day lands us in the sign of Pisces,

under the mighty Jupiter, and we may say
it is the most favorable to the sphere of
commerce we have met with thus far this
year.
and a push forward may be looked for with
certainty. The world of speculation will
be stirred by this combination,and men of
power will take part in the play.

Children.
They will be musical, artistic, and com-

mercially influential citizens._ They will
make good parents, good business charac-
ters, home builders and good citizens gen-
erally. The medical profession is about
the best adaptation, although they will be

Large undertakings are now in order '
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religiously inclined and will desire to ap-
pear in public, with very little capacity as

speakers.
Marriage.

Marriage is a success for many people
under this figure. It is a regular home
comfort diagram, and bodes good to the
family relation.

Taking a glance forward we cannot re-
frain from stating, that the next four years
will bring to the people of this old earth
more sensational developments than has
been experienced in any preceding four
years for centuries. The most terrific
earthquakes and volcanic outbursts, the
most severe floods, cyclonesand tornadoes,

as well as electrical devastation possible to
conceive of, is booked to appear before the
astonished gaze of the multitudes. That
war, rebellion and communism will also
result from the severity of the magnetic
condition, can not be doubted, when the
workings of the great and mighty forces
thatenviron us are closely studied into.

Details, times and periods for the vari-
ous phenomena will be given in this maga-
zine, providing the first crack does not
swallow it and us up. The excitement of
such a siege, one may look forward to with
a great deal of feeling; with a sort of a
doubt in his mind as to whether. in the
great struggle. he will be a victim ora
victor.
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My Own Shall Come. What matters if I stand alone?
I wait with joy the coming years,

JOHN BoRRoUGHs_ My heart shall reap where it has sown,
_

And garner up the fruit of tears.
Serene I fold my hands and wait,

Nor care for wind or tide or sea, The waters know their own and draw,
I rave no more ’gainst time or fate,’ The brook thatsprings from lofty height,

For 10! my own shall come to me. So flows the good with equal law, -

I Stay my haste, I make delays’ Unto the soul of pure delight.
For what avails this eager pace; The Stars Come highfl)’ ‘O the 5k)’:

I stand amid the eternal ways’ The tide waves surely to the sea.

And what is mine shall know my face. N0’ timer "'0" $P3C°v 11°’ d'~‘-eP- 11°‘ high-
Can keep my own away from me.

Asleep—awake, by night or day—
The friends I seek are seeking me. Fortune may knock at every man ‘s door.

No wind can drive my bark astray but it is generally gone by the time he can
Or change the tide of destiny. get his coat on.
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J‘/mm Qefii.
‘What Vegetarians Want.

  
In some curious way the impression has

been made upon themajority of people that
vegetarians are a sort of ascetics, in the
matter of eating; there are some such peo-
ple in our movement, but I do hope they
are few and far between, because they do
us more harm than good. It is a lament-
able fact that the struggles of our competi-
tive chaos have deceived many conscien-
tious persons into believing that it is right
that lifeshould be hard—should be austere;
but it is not right. If I could once catch
the evil genius who first taught this wicked
doctrine, I would tell him that he lied; but
as we cannot do that, we must order our

lives. our habits. so as to let theworld know
that our idea is always to make living a

more beautifulthingthan it has ever been
before. Here is where thepart of thecook
or the server becomes so important, so dig-
nifiedi

These thoughtsare suggested just now by
a consideration of the accommodationsfor
vegetarians at the Chicago restaurants. I
take it that they are, on the average, at
least as good as in any other large city, ex-

cept perhapsi London, so that what] say
will apply anywhere.

It seems almost impossible for a manager
of an ordinary restaurant to understand
that a vegetarian wants all he eats served
as daintily,as generously seasoned, and as

well cooked as do thosewho eat meat. The
waiters share this ignorance, except at a
few of thevery expensive places. At those
few one finds the most delightful cream

vegetable soups, appetizing entrees and
crisp salads, so made thata glance assures
one there is no flesh in them; but at the
second-rate restaurants, very good ones ‘in-
deed, the waiter will usually gaze blankly
if you ask him to assure you that what you
are ordering is free from meat, or else he
will glibly declare that the order will be

26’:

served just as one asks, and leave thepatron
to the disgust of a mouthful of meat which
he is obliged to dispose of the best way he
can, at the third-rate places, such requests
are rewarded by a stare of contempt and a
rude statement that what you want is not
to be had in the place. There have been
some few attempts to cater to vegetarians
in Chicago. The menus offered have per-
haps consisted of a long list of vegetables;
and nothing else, or, with .the addition of
the inevitable spaghetti, or some kind of
apple sauce, or a dish of cynical looking
cucumber pickles. Now, we don't want
things thrown at us any more than other
people; we don't want seven or eight dishes,
none appetizing, but we do want three or
four, every one good.

Some of us thinka delicious white roll
tastes better thana loaf of very poor graham
bread. If we eat butter, we want the best.
and to feel especially sure that it not elec-
margarine. We would like the freedom of
a bottle of choice olive oil. We wish to
have mushrooms withcream dressing, with-
out discovering that we are eating meat
gravy with them. We want to know, when
we order cream tomato soup, that it is made
with milkand not meat broth. We want
potato salad without bacon or bacon fat.
We want fancy omelettes that we are sure
will not turn out meat omelettes. We want
pretty deserts without gelatine. We want
fruit puddings without suet, and we don't
always want stewed prunes for fruit. We
like fresh fruit quite as well as anybody.
We want a bowl of hulled corn and cream,
where the cream is cream and the corn is
cooked. We want beans that have been
baked until they are done, and, of course,
without pork. We would be pleasingly
diverted by fresh buttermilk that is fresh,
new potatoes thatare new, green peas that
are green, asparagus that does not convey
the impression that the cook forgot to take
off the string.

It is a mistake for a restaurant manager
to suppose thata meatlessmenu thusserved
will be a very cheap one in a city. It can-
not be much less expensive, I think, than
meats; but one thing we ought to demand,
that we should not practicallybe fined for
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going without meat. I,refer to the custom
in many placesof serving potatoes, or bread
.and butter, or both, free with meat orders,
but with no others. These pointers are free
to anyone shrewd enough to use them.—A.
R. VVEEKS, in the Vegetarian.

Hygienic Hints.

The brain of man is theizontrollingorgan
of his body, and if he understands and in-
fluences the functionsof his brain in an in-
tellectual and moral manner, he will know
how to take care of his own body, and will
be able to advise others how to promote
health and intelligence.

Strength and force depend upon our

physique, and it is necessary, therefore,
that a good deal of attention should be
_given to bodilytraining. Prize fighters re-

gard their “striking" physical advantages
as their entire stock in trade, and train and
develop their muscles at the expense of
their brain and mind.

Hard students with good intellects are

proud of their learning, which they often
secure at the risk of their health.

How to acquireand maintain good health,
:a clear skin, a bright eye and a beautiful
life-how to make the most of the days and
years and talents entrusted to us—these
Hygienic hints should be our first and
latest thought.

Avoid.late hearty suppers and rich pastry
and imperfectly cooked food.

VS/heat and oats with_peas, beans, lean
meats; such as beef, mutton, and fish and
wild game, when perfectly cooked, are the
best articles of food.

The organs of the brain when much ex-
-ercised, require health of stomach, for if
the apparatus of digestion is deranged the
mind does not continue clear.

VVell fed persons are least liable to catch
infectious diseases, such as smallpox, scar-
let fever and measles, typhus fever, diph-
theria, etc.; and those having in charge or

coming in contact with patients sick with
such diseases, should be especially careful
to keep their appetite and digestion excel-
lent, and their system well nourished.

The same air should never be inhaled a

second time; whatever diminishes the oxy-
gen of the air makes it unhealthy.—T}1e
IIygz’mz'c Magazzhe.
Written for Pumi:-rs AND Paoruz.

The Poet.
 

CORAL ALMEDIA THOMAS.
The Poet lives to feel, and to express

His inspirations through his gifted pen,
In lines that lift the weary souls of men

From darker depths of burdened consciousness
To nobler thoughts, that live the world to bless,

As the clear sunshine rippling o'er the fen.
Gilding the river and the flowery glen

In gleams of glory, makes the shadow less.

There are some poets wed to sombre things,
Who picture gloomy scenes in troubled guise;

Whose souls unfold their heavy-laden wings
Among tempestuous clouds, in rainy skies;

But these likewise do good, since trouble‘s stings
Are softened by the drops in weeping eyes.

Not Generally Knovni.

Not every one who looks at the dial of a
clock knows that the four I's which are in
place of the usual IV to designate the num-
ber 4 are there becauseof the obstinacyof
Charles V. of France. Vi/hen Henry Vick
carried to the king the first accurate clock,
the king said to him thatthe IV was wrong
and should be changed to IIII. Vick said,
“You are wrong, your majesty." VVhereat
theking thunderedout: "I am never wrong.
Take it away and correct the mistake. "
From that day to this the four I's have
stood as the mark for the fourth hour.

Why the name sarcophagus is applied to
stone coflins is not generally known, but
originally the stone cofflns were made from
a species of limestonewhich, it is said, had
the power of destroying the entire body,
excepting the teeth, in a very short time,
and as the word “sarcophagus" means
feeding on flesh, the name was given to
these coffins, which seemed to literally eat
up the bodies which were put into them.

“There was a strange man here to see
you to-day, papa, " said little Ethel, who
met her father in thehall as he came home
on Wednesday night.

“Did he have a bill?"asked Binks:
“No. papa. He had just a plain nose."
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ItsThe Science of Palmistry,

Origin and Its Growth.

All nature is but art, unknown to thee;
All chance, direction, which thou cannot see;
All discord, harmony not understood;
All partial evil, universal good:
And spite of pride, in erring reason’s spite.
One truth is clear, whatever is. is right.

no: n 1 c

Heaven from all creatures hides the book of fate.
I # 1 ¥

If plagues or earthquakes break not Heaven's de-
sign,

Why then a Borgia, or a Cataline?
—Pope's Essay on Man.

The science of Palmistry is a subject
which has occupied my close attention for
the past few years. It is also a science
receiving marked attention in the world of
thinkersat the present time; for the truth
of Palmistry, awakened to renewed life
some four years ago by'Cheiro ‘s sudden ap-
pearance and wonderful gift, followed by
his no less wonderful books is, in reality.
just beginningto dawn upon theworld in the
light of a scietific fact. It would bedoubt-
ful to say at what time, or period of time,
Palmistry was discovered. That it is old
enough to have beenpracticedand believed
in by the first generation of thinking peo-
ple, may be safely stated; but as we can-

not, satisfactorilyto all, travel furtherthan
our knowledge of history takes us, we have
ascertained that it dates back to as distant
a cycle of time as the Aryan civilization,
and was first studied scientifically by the
Hindus, a people whose wisdom we look
back upon to-day as far superior to thatof
our present advanced state of civilization,
and into whose mysterious teachings we

are constantlydelving, with a view to find-
ing greater truths hidden within the con-

fines of a past age, and to a belief in whose
marvelous teachings we are, in the present
epoch of modern research, slowlyawaken-
ing.

The fact of the Hindus, as a people,
having attained to such heights along cer-

26:;
tain lines, can be readily accounted for in
the knowledge that, where we as an ad-
vanced race, have hundreds, thousands,
aye, and millions of different evolutions
from the brain of man to diversify and at-

_

tract our attention, they had, literally
speaking, a few solid and solemn facts upon
which theyspent the thought, patienceand
energy of a life-time, followed by genera-
tion after generationwho took up thethread
where it had been dropped and continued
it to a yet more perfect state.

It was then into such hands as these that
the infant Palmistry was first guided by an
unseen power, and through which it first
saw the real light of day. Nurtured and
reared by care and untiring perseverance,
it grew to be thrown at last upon the
world. and as generations changed, to be
buffeted about upon the waves of life.
sometimes as a truth to be taught and
practiced. and at other times to beregarded
by ignorance and superstition, as a relic of
the Black Art, and a child of the devil.
Thus, as in ‘the rising and falling of'em-
pires and dynasties, did Palmistry fall and
flourish, until it has reached it present per-
fected state of existence.

Notwithstandingthe fact that there are

many strange things in the Bible which
countenances the truth, and a belief in
Palmistry, yet the church has ever been
the greatest enemy to its continued pros-
perity, denouncing it as sorcery and witch-
craft, and the product of the King of Evil.
That thescience of Palmistry does sanction
a beliefin Fate, or a preordained existence,
cannot be doubted; and here we come to a

question of great import, “What is Fate?"
We do not object to believing in a
God, and yet, what produced the God in
which we believe, or by what law thatGod
produces the creations of His thought, the
finite brain of man is unable to grasp; but
still, in our objection to fixed law we fail
to give the God we worship infinite power,
and constitute man thegreater and God the
lesser.

In no book or teachings do we find Fate
so absolute as in the Bible; and was not
the birthof the Saviour as prophesied by
Micah but the fulfillment of fixed law?
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And does not the Magi's journey to Beth-
lehem to ofier obeisance to the world's de-
liverer more strongly prove this law, in
that they were guided by a star set in the
heavens? There are many instances we

might continue to give from this wonderful
book which, according to Cheiro, is in it-
self a book of Fate.

Is it so terrible to believe, "There's a

divinity that shapes our ends, rough hew
them as we may?" A power we are inca-
pable of naming excepting as omnipotent
omnipresence; a divine Love from which
has emenated one common Brotherhood;
no great and no small, and all of whom,
through the evolutionof time, shall receive
equal chances for progression. As we are
not all born upon this terrestrial plane at
the same period of time, is it not plausible
to believe we cannot advance together, but
must wait our turn through the evolution
of time in the unfoldment of souls? And
is it not beautifulto thinkthere can be no

retrogression? None; there may seem to
be, but our acknowledgementof such a law
is in our ignorance of truth; for the law
that rules makes a continuous advance-
ment toward an atonementwiththeFather-
hood.
_

That theworkingsof this divine law may
be in a great measure demonstrated by a
close study of Palmistry, I do not doubt,
as I have proven the fact to my own satis-
faction, and to the satisfactionof many of
a sceptical'turn of mind. I aflirm that we

hold the prognostications of the rise and
fall of nations in the hollow of our hand;
and that these prognostications are but the
divinationsof a power superior to mortal
ken, informing us from thehour of material
birth what path has been marked out for
us, and why. As infants, do we rebel at
the guiding hand of a watchful parent?
No; we cling to it in love and truthfulness,
following where it leads and doubting not;
and as the parent is to the child, so is om-

niscience to humanity.
I do not agree with the cheiromats and

astrologers who aflirm this law to be a law
of bondage. In ignorance, it may appear
to be, but in knowledge, neverl And in my
own opinion, all who make thisaflirmation
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believe in more than one fixed law; but ac-

cording to my comprehension of the eternal
fitness of things there can be but one law
unchangable, and that is thelaw of Infinite
Goodness, under the dominion of which all
thingsare, animate and inanimate, and to
the ultimatum of which all things tend.

That we are brought in contact dailyand
hourly with the misunderstandings of this
law is a painful reality, and what is the re-

sult? Mental and physical suffering, in-
harmony and unhappiness. But whether
we understand it or not it remains thesame

—a perfect law unchangeable. As a gen-
tleman once said to me, “You could never
convince me of the truth of Palmistry if
you told me facts all day!” "It matters
little." I returned; "your belief does not
count for anything to anyone but yourself,
and the truth remains whether you believe
it or not. You have not the power to
change God, only as you deceive yourself!"

Consequently, I cannot thinkthat evil
signs in the birthhand of a child at the
time of birthare sure to be realized. For
may not the hand of material experiences
(the right hand) predict in later years, that
that individualized entity would rise supe-
rior to his contact with a state of undevel-
oped goodness, (undeveloped only in the
light of our understanding), and through
his power of God-given will, becomein bar-
mony with goodness? And when we speak
of Fate, it is the law of goodness to,which
we refer; a law as unchangable as that
light is light, for thoughdarknessmay come
the sun is still shining.

‘ ‘In the hand of all men God placed some

signs, that they could thus know their
works. "——Book of job, xxxvii, 7.

Thus it is thatwhile the left hand of a
child is often the result‘ of the parent's ig-
norance and misunderstanding, the right
hand will show the "works"~bywhich it
shall be known.

[This lecture was delivered recently by
Coral Almedia Thomas,at Lake Minetonka.
Minn.]—ED.

Those who remember the fun they had
mining gold in Californiawon't bankerafter
the mining camps of Alaska.
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A Dr-u‘mmer’s Experience.

"While up in Iowa on my last trip, "

tells a Detroit drummer in the Free Press,
"I had an odd experience. I was a little
short on cash and long on transportation.
so I sold one of my mileagebooks to a big,strapping westerner who was coming east.
1 instructed him how to use and sign my
name, and how he must stick to his story
if any conductor became too inquisitive.

"The next night I got into a sleeper that
lay at the depot and was sound asleep long
before the train was made up. It was the
conductor who awakened me as we were

bowling along over the prairie, asking me
for my name and ticket. I rolled over with
a growl, dug into my vest pocket, told him
that my name was on the ticket, and then
signed it.

"Afterone glance he said; ‘Here, young
fellow, that don’t go. I just got this name
on one mileage book. There are not two
of you aboard this train and I'm not going
to risk my neck by pretending to haul two
of you, each claiming a name like that. If
it was John Smith, or even John Jones, I
might wink the other eye, but this is too
clear. ’

"I insisted that I was the genuine article
and that any other man claiming my name
was a base imitation. The conductor left
me and soon returned with the long, raw-
boned chap that had bought transportation
of me. He lived right up to the instruc-
tions I had given him. He didn't know me
from a buzzard. I was a counterfeit and a
fraud. He volunteered to throwme through
a window while we were going thirty—fi\/e
miles an hour. I had our signatures com-

pared-with theoriginal and his looked more
like it thanmine did. He even accused me
of stealing the book from him. The con-
ductor couldn't be induced to drop the
thing,and I was forced to put up my gold
watch to stay aboard. When we were
alone the westerner laughed till I thought
he'd throw the train off the track, andthen
let me have cash to redeem thewatch. He
got all the satisfactionhe wanted in assur-

ing me that he ‘allus was the cussedest
blufier thatever shufiled a deck. ’

What Becomes of Them ‘?

Of the I 19,900, 000 old copper cents which
were sent out from the mint only 900,000
have been accounted for, and only now and
then is a stray one of the remaining 119,-
00o.0oo seen in circulation.

Of the ‘4, 500,000 bronze 2-cent pieces
sent out, only 1,500,000 ever found their
way back, leaving 3,000,000 to beaccounted
for, and there are an equal number of
nickel 3-cent pieces somewhere in thecoun-

try, though it is very rarely one is seen.
Of the 800,000 %-cents, not one has ever

been returned to the mint. A few of this
denomination may be found in»the hands
of coin collectors, but the whereabout of
the rest is a mystery.

It is estimated that the daily supply of
needles for the entire world amounts to
3,000,000 of varying shapes and sizes, while
the United States alone calls for a yearly
supply of 300,000,000.

Of pins, it is said that some of the large
department stores often order 100 cases at
a time. Each case contains 108 dozen
papers, and each paper holds 360 pins. so
a little use of the multiplication. table will
show what an immense thingeven theone
order means. The yearly output of pins
from the largest factory in the United
States, it is claimed, would if placed end
to end reach three times around the world.

The Queen’s Jubilee.
Among theothernotables of thejubileeis

an old lady of the name of Bunn, living in
Leicester, who proves that she was born
the same hour and almost the same minute
as Queen Victoria, and placed theevidence
in her majesty’s hand. The queen's inter-
est was excited. She ordered an investi-
gation of the circumstances stated, and,
finding that Mrs. Bunn's claims were well
founded, invited her to Windsor castle,
gave her a personal interview and has
placed her on the pension roll for £50 a
year during the remainder of her life.
This world keeps whirlin' round an’ round,

An’, what's a funny thing,
The damp side allus, I hev found,

Comes up in fall an’ spring.
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Flower Symbols.
ADA BERTONI.

Flowers are the symbols of the soul.
They are full of suggestive thoughts rela-
tive to our lives; each one has its own sep-
arate meaning and history.

Roses, for love in its ditlerent degress of
intensity, speak plainlyto us from thetiniest
bud to the full blown queen of flowers.

What -grander symbols of purity and
holiness than the liliesof the world. Our
tall stately beautiesshowing forth such im-
maculate virtue, and our dearest, sweetest
flowers, the liliesof the valley, hiding their
dainty heads with such exquisite modesty.
Who can hold a bunch of these beautiful
treasures in their hands and not feel at
least one tiny responsive heart throb to all
they represent. We see in these blossoms
the good deeds performed, though unre-

corded, and the kind words given to help
some struggling soul to better endure the
adversities of life. We see the blessed
tears of joy and gratitude coupled with
tears of sorrow and hopelessness, and
we can understand the Christ character
through these lovely symbols. They mean
so much yet are so unobtrusive and
humble. We have a flower for every phase
of life—pride, ambition, success, wealth,
honor, and the reverse of these.

Take the well-known “bleeding heart;"
need we look further for a symbol which
tells us of love betrayed, or a blighted life?
The name is, indeed, well chosen.

All flowers are beautiful; yet some show
forth the bitternessof life, the vices, the
crime, the poverty. What are called com-
mon flowers can sometimes teach us more
than rare hot-house exotics.

The dandelion, a strictly material sym-
bol, shows us the steps in life from youth
to old age, and also represents gold and
abundance of this world ’s goods.

The violet betokens sadness; hollihocks
and sunflowers reveal the vanity of man.

Womans vanity come to us in peach and
apple blossoms, tulips, tube-roses, and
lilacs. Her love breathesforth from pinks,
heliotropes, forgetmenots, hyacinths, and
pansies.
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Man's love shines out in geraniums, ba-
gonias, magnolias, and foliage plants.

Wit, humor, gaiety, is well exemplified
by many of our wild flowers, our chrysan-
themums and our peonies. We can find
many illustrations if we take time to con-
sider each flower.

Not only in the flowers are our lives,
thoughts and feelings represented, but in
trees, shrubs, plants, vines, and weeds.
These, like the flowers, show us our own

physical and mental natures.
If the perfume of certain flowers will

produce certain results, and if there is an
herb for every ailment, they certainly have
a bearing on our lives but little understood
by the uninterested and careless observer.

I do not believe there is any one person
living who does not feel the beauty of a

flower, if only in a faint measure.
A study of the flowers as symbols brings

us in close relation to the spiritual world.
How confidinglythey lift their faces to the
sky, inviting kisses on their lips which
sometimes give us thrillsof gladhess, and
at other times cause us an unaccountable
feeling of sorrow.

What happiness for us poor mortals, if
we can, but for a brief span of time, put
away the burdens of life and revel in the
soul pleasure of the flowers.

To be in harmony with the sweetness,
purity and simplicityof thisnatural religion
is to feel we are at one with the divine law
that has given us the most beautifulex-
pressions of will power in existence.

How grateful we should feel to thehigher‘
forces thatenable us to forget our cares, to
put them all away and let the soul have its
freedom to bring us nearer the realms of
glory.

To see God in nature is to know the law,
and it helps us to live in accordance with
His instructions; and when we compre-
hend God's thoughts, fidelity is the one
word that expresses our certainty of com-

plete and lasting happiness resulting from
our search into the mysteries of the un-
known.

The conscience of every_man recognizes
courage as the foundation of manliness.
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Written for Pl.nu:'rsAND Psovuz.
The Harvest Time.

NELLIB M. 1-iiacv.
The seed was sown in April

And blossomed fair in june,
Now it has fully ripened,

In the heat of the July noon.

Go down to the sunny meadows.
Or, by the shady lane.

And you'll find merry harvesters
At work in the golden grain.

Workingaway so cheerful.
Out in the August sun,

But full barns will reward them
For all the work they'vedone.

How, like the annual harvest,
Is the great havest of life,

And sometime, we'll be rewarded
For all our labor and strife.

If we will, along life's pathway,
Scatter the best of seed,

God will surely reward us,
Regardless of church or creed.

Let us scatter seeds of kindness,
Each blessed day we live,

Giving with a cheerful heart
Whatever we have to give.

Here, we should find the rich man

Workingalong with the poor,
For God makes no distinction

As long as the heart is pure.
I believe it is our duty

To work for the good of man,
Though we may do but little,

Let us do the best we can.

From many, but little seeds.
The waving wheat-fields grew;

So, let us work together,
For the good that we can do.

Then, when Time's sickle smites us,
And we fall like ripened grain,

VVe‘ll be happy in the knowledge
That we shall rise again.

The opportunity to do mischief is found
a hundred times a day, and that of doing
good once a year.—Voltaz're.

An Ancient Custom of India.

A great deal has been said about the
Hindu's lack of vitality and energy, and
about his weakness of constitution. Some-
times thesephysicalcharacteristicsare said
to be caused by his race, sometimes by his
vegetarian diet, and once upon a time they
were laid to the door of his religion. The
probabilities are, however, that climate is
at the bottom of race characteristics the
world over. The men of the hills near the
Himalayamountains are Hindus, and also
vegetarians; and their strength is phenom-
enal. It is not an unusual thingfor a coolie
to carry a chest of tea weighing from no to
130 pounds for five or six miles, making an
ascent of from three to four thousandfeet
over the mountains of Darjiling. A Hindu
who had been lecturing in thiscity was
asked if it was not necessary, in cold cli-
mates, for men to become meat~eaters for
the sake of health and strength. He said,
when thepork-eatingEnglishman wishes to
cross the Himalayas, where the climate is
as cold as in our Northern States, he is
obliged to hire the vegetarian native to
carry him on his back.

As for the comparative endurance of the
English and Hindu races in the plains, it
is probable the Englishman is superior to
the Hindu, who has lived in thatenervating
climate for countless generations. But is is
possible that the vegetarian diet of the
Hindu was adopted through a knowledge
that meat-eating is not only unnecessary,
but positively hurtful in a tropical climate.
The Hindupeople have strict religious laws
against eating of meat, and it is only fair
to suppose that they have some practical
reason on their side. This being so, the
attempts of missionaries to upset this cus-
tom and to introduce a religious rite which
inculcates wine-drinking (another of the
particularantipathiesof the natives), are, to
say theleast, unwise and unprofitable. If
the Hindus believe, and can prove, that
they, as a nation, are the better for strict
laws against meat and wine, why, in the
name of common sense, should they not
hold to that part of their religion as long as

they choose ?— lVas/zington Times.
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The Way Tong-Pak-Suk Got the
Better 01 Satan.

The Koreans have an interesting legend
concerning themanner in which Tong-Pak-
Suk, the Methuselah of their mythology,
got the better of satan. Tong lived 1,000
years and acquired great wisdom. The
latter years of his life were spent in fishing,
but not wishing to diminish the stock of
fish in the river, he used a straight piece of
wire instead of a hook. Thus he was able
to enjoy the excitement and pleasure of
fishing for several centuries withoutcatch-
ing a single fish.

Realizing that sooner or later the devil
who did death'5 errands would be looking
him up, he changed his name and abode
with each generation and thus eluded him.
In the meantime theevilone disguised him-
self in a flowingKorean robewhich covered
up his tail, concealed his horns under a

mourner’s hat three feet in diameter and
wrapped his legs in curious padded stock-
ing. so that he easilypassed for a native.
He heard thatTong was fishing in the Hau
river. So he collected a quantity of char-
coal and washed it in thatstream. Thisof
course blackenedthe water. and Tong, be-
ing surprised and annoyed, went up to dis-
cover the cause.

ing the charcoal, he asked what he was

doing. The devil replied that he was try-
ing to make it white.

Old Tong in his astonishment was thrown
off his guard and said: "I have lived in
Korea hundreds of years, and of course

have met many fools, but I never saw a big
enough fool to try to wash charcoal white. "

The devil at once knew his man, and un-
folding his tail by way of exhibitinghis
warrant of arrest, seized Tong and hurried
him along in thedirection of that dark por-
tal through which all mortals must pass.

On the way, the devil being in good hu-
mor over his success, chatted pleasantly
with Tong, who ventured to ask him what
he most abhorred and was most afraid of.
The devil made a fatal blunder—-one which
might have been excusable for a mortal,
but was most stupid for a devil——he told the

,

He said that he hated and fearedtruth.

Finding the devil wash- iI game was up, and despairinglydeparted.
u

i but four terrestrial things——a branch of a
thorn tree, an empty salt bag, a worn-out
straw sandal of an ox, and ‘a particular
kind of grass that grows in Korea—thefox-
tail—andthatwhen thesewere put together
he could not go within thirty feet of them.

In return the devil asked Tong what he
most feared. Tong, beingwise and experi-
enced. lied, and said he was in mortal ter-
ror of a roasted ox head and tnackalee—a
kind of beer.

Shortly after thisexchange of confidence
Tong noticed thattheywere passinga thorn
tree, around theroots of which foxtailgrass
was growing, and, curiously enough, under
it was an old salt bag and a cast-oflox san-
dal; so, making a sudden spring from the
side of the devil, he gathered up the bag,
the grass and sandal, and hanging them on
a branch of the tree his charm was perfect.
The devilcould not come withinthirtyfeet.

Of course the devil used every induce-
ment to get Tong to come forth, but the
old fellow stuck to his post. At last the
devil went ofi and got a roasted ox head and
a cask of mackalee, and rolled them in to
Tong, confident from what he had told him,
that Tong would be driven outside the
magic circle. But when he saw 51‘ong eat-
ing heartilyof the beef and drinking the
mackalee with gusto, he realized that the

 
Tong ‘s long life was due to theaccident

by which his page in the Book of Fate
stuck to the next one, so that his name was
overlooked. VVhen ultimately the com-

plaint was made that Tong had been living
too long, it took the registrar of the lower
regions 346 years to hunt up his name in
the archives.

There was a young man in Calcutta
\Vho strove to set folks in a flutta,

On sweet spirits de vino
He spent all his rhino

And rode to his room on a shutta.
—()mu/ut lI"0rld-llerald.

"I thought you said. Grumpy, that you
would never allow your wife to ride a
wheel?" "So I did. but she happened to
hear of it."
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OCCULT SYMBOLS.
BY ZALENE.

CHAPTER V.
There was a peculiar somethingabout

the secret contents of the package that
gave me queer feelings, and for some time
I was puzzled for a solutionof theproblem.
The gentleman thatpresented it to me was

an entire stranger and there seemed to be
no special significance in either the pack-
age or the manner in which it was wrapped,
nor even in the contents as far as I could
see. I was simply impressed with the pro-
ceeding from the time I first entered the
gentleman's room until I opened the pack-
age. The more I thought about it the
more I became interested in the details of
the visit.

It was during one of these thoughtful
moods that my mind recalled some of the
experiences at the occult shrine, two years
previous. I was now in the city of cities
where the shrine was located, and that
deeper desire of the soul possessed me,
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seeminglyfor thepurpose of again interest-
ing me in thesecret ceremonies known only
to the initiate.

I have learned that when one begins to
awake to the higher and deeper vibrations
of being, that the higher self usually domi-
nates the lower and at times it appears that
the most severe trials are actuallycourted
and taken upon oneself, when the mental
reasoning mind would naturally rebel
against such a proceeding. In my natural
mind I felt that I had passed through
enough in connection with my initiation to
warrant me in keeping away from places
where trials are known to be leading fea-
tures to be met with. But, as said before,
on this occasion I was in a silent mood,
thinkingof the reason why so much secrecy
and caution was demanded of me regarding
what appeared to be a simple thing; and
while thus musing I felt a strong desire to
visit again the secret star chamber, and
stroll through the peculiarly fascinating
apartments of the mystical trainers. I
felt for themoment thatI could endure any
trials that might be necessary to my wel-
fare, and then the idea came, that perhaps
I might learn there many things relative to
symbols, and especially cards, that I could
not learn elsewhere. Thus I reasoned,
prompted by a higher admonition which
seemed to have the power of control, until
I finally decided to return again to the
shrine of my initiation.

_

»

I thought of Virginia, my old friend and
tutor, whom I had met. of course, since my
return, but had not conversed with her
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upon the doings at the retreat. I had
learned to keep my lips sealed on thesubject
ere I departed for the east, for whenever
initiates begin to query about matters and
things, which it is supposed they are, or
should be, quite familiarwith, if they have
been living the life, they very soon wish
they had taken the otherand more strictly
mystical means of finding out.

I carefullyput on my mystical manceuver,
in the way of preparation for a visit direct
to theoccult society. Just before I started,
however, I stepped to thedresser and lifted
a portion of thepackof cards that I always
keep in easy reach. The sun being the
source of light, I referred to his significa-
tor, and the ten of clubs greeted my vision.
Could I have turned them all face upward
and made a more promising selection?
No. It was the symbol of all others that I
really desired.

With this propitious forerunner I has-
tened on my journey. On my way it oc-
curred to me that perhaps I would have
gained much had I visited theplace the
first thingon my return, but it was too late
now to thinkabout that. and besides, my
mind was too full of other and more im-
portant things.

On my way I called, or halted rather, at
the entrance to the office of my friend, but
did not enter. There was a sign thatturned
me away and I proceeded to No. —

street, where the same familiardoor that I
once spoke through withfear and trembling
met my searching gaze.

Strange, isn't it, how easilyone forgets.
I had not thought of the rules of approach
for over a year, and here I was face to face
with the very entrance door and I could
not think of a single word or movement
thatwould give me entrace. I returned to
the street and thought I would take a walk
around the block and collect my thoughts.
On reachingthecorner I saw standingthere,
apparently waiting for a car, a very strik-
ing, and I might say beautiful,Gypsie girl
about 18 or 20 years of age. She had on a

white lawn dress with a few fancy colored
ribbons usually worn by her people, and
her neck and bosom were well laden with
beads, trinkets, etc., some of which were
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quite elaborate and expensive. I became
interested in her at once, and in the brief
space of a moment, the factthatshe was
of a race of people, who for centuries and
as far back as could be traced, deal largely
in symbolism, charms, talismans, etc., and
especially interpreters by means of cards in
most of theirfortune-tellingwork, for which
they are noted.

I approached her and asked if she made
it a business to read the fortunes of people
as indicated by her dress, etc., and she re-
plied that she did, and was on her way to
the west side to fillsome engagements and
also to secure some new customers if time
permitted.

I made it my businessto board the same

car, with a view of drawing from her such
information as she might be able to give
concerning her methods; how she deter-
mined things by the cards. She was not
so easy as I at first imagined, and it was
withdilficultythat I gained a single point.
She stated, however, that she had learned
to do these things when quite young and
did not know why the thingsshe told were
true, that she just looked at a card and she
saw the thingsshe described.

But, said I, when you look at a certain
card does it not convey to your mind a cer-
tain condition at all times?

“No, " she replied, “and if it did, I
would never see thatcard unless it told the
truth at thetime, for there'sothers to catch
the eye thatare sure to give the answer.
0, I don’t know how or why, it just comes
natural; my people have always done this
and we make our living in this way. "

I referred to her beautifulamulets, or
charms, which I took them be, and ex-

pressed some surprise at her having so

many at her early age, when she began to
speak more freely, telling me that“ they
were gifts from gentlemen mostly, who had
her call regularly and tell them thingsthey
wished to know about. She had quite a
numberof wealthypersons who questioned
her on business matters and she pleased
them so well that besides paying her the
regular fee they gave her beautifulpieces
of jewelry, beads, etc. At Laflin street
she left thecar and started toward Monroe.
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I was anxious to know just where she was

bound for. and whether or not she told me

the truth, so I remained on the car until
we came to Paulina. Then I went over to
Monroe street and turning east walkedleis-
urely along for some distance, when I spied
a group of children looking up to the front
door of one of the best rasidences on the
street. I crossed to the opposite side and
soon came near enough to see the gypsie
princess standingat the door waiting for an

answer to her ring. I took the number of
the residence and turned west again. If I
only knew some one along here, I thought
to myself, I would call and wait for this
fortune-teller, for I was satisfied she was

out on a regular solicitationtrip, and would
-probably call at every house.

They say where there's a will there's a

way, and I picked out as good a looking
residenceas I could'see near by and stepped
up and rung the bell.

The servant came and I asked if the lady
of the house was in. She showed me into
theparlor and the lady soon appeared. I
told her I was a stranger, but was a writer
and was on a little experience trip; that a

gypsie fortune-teller was making this way
only a few doors below, and that I wanted
to arrange with her, if she did not object,
and would like to enter into the matter for
pleasure, etc., to invite the princess in and
have her fortune told by cards, giving me

a seat in the adjoing room where I could
hear and see without being seen.

She smiledand consented at once, quickly
arranging the draperies and placinga stand
within four feet of my position, on which
she was to invite the princess to operate.

The time was quickly passed in conver-
sation and presently the bell rang. The
lady answered the bell herself this time,
and after the usual presentation of the sub-
ject, invited the caller in. The princess
knew her business. She began to praise
up everythingin the room. 0, everything
was so beautiful, she would say, and she
spent some time looking about her.

Finallyshe was induced to sit down at
thestand prepared for her, and as she took
the seat she threw her left hand back as if
to draw aside the portiers which shielded

me, and as she did so, said: “Who's in this
room?" The lady was about to say no

one, when she changed her mind and said:
“O. the girl or some of the family, they
will not disturb us. ”

“You don't care, then, if they hear what
I tell you?" she again questioned.

“No, " said the lady, “tell meeverything
you see."

“Let me see your hand, " said the prin-
cess.

“O, I want you to tell me by cards, “
the lady answered.

“All right, " was the reply, and then she
took out her own deck and gave them a
double shuflie. Followingthiscame thereal
gypsie methodof card delineation, which I
was very particular to note in detail.

After the cards were well shuffled the
princess requested the lady to draw out
three. at the same time making a wish.
The lady drew the 7 of hearts, 2 of clubs.
and ace of diamonds. I was watching the
gypsie closely and I noticed a sudden. flash
of oountenanceasthecards were turned up.

She took these three cards and laid them
out prominently before her, gazing intently
the while, when she began to deal of} from
the balance of the pack she held in her
hand. When she came to two cards of the
same kind, for example, two kings, she
would stop and lay the balance of the pack
aside until she read the deal, when she
would place the deal just finished to one
side and deal another lot until two of a kind
came again. Sometimes there would be
quite a numberand at other times only two
or three, and from the manner in which
the reading was given I could readily un-
derstand that the first deal related to the
present conditions and indications, while
the second related to other thingsdirectly
related, but dependent upon other people
and other causes. I arranged a summary
of the proceeding so far as it was carried
out, with the following result as to thegen-
eral application of the deals.

The three cards drawn by the sitter are
the indicators of primal and inherent
causes. '

The first deal showed the present state
of afiairs as a result of the primal causes.
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The second deal indicated financies and
property generally.

The third, the home and family.
The fourth, the final result in relation to

others.
The fifth deal pertains to the immediate

future, and new experiences.
The sixthdeal did not appear so clearly,

but it seemed to be somewhat sorrowful in
tone, yet much consolation was given in
the reading.

The seventh deal was used in answering
the lady's questions.

The cards had all been taken when this
last deal was completed. and the fortune
for the time was at an end.

‘So much for the method and the way I
interpret it, and now we come to the inter-
esting part of theexperience. I copied the
different deals, and with their illustrations
I give the substance of what was told to my
stranger friend.

EJEJ
‘CARDS THAT WERE DRAWN. 

SECOND DEAL.B B
THIRD DEAL. 
 

<7 <9109?)‘
:7 <79.”?

 
FOURTH DEAL.

 o + -1-_1_+
<> -1- ++
<> + ++

FIFTH DEAL.

SEVENTH DEAL.
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Gazing steadilyat the three cards. the
princess began to read: “You have trouble
at home. It is with your husband, who has
caused you much sorrow and disappoint-
ment. Now what I am going to say is
secret. Do you understand me?"

The lady bowed her head and became
much interested in the proceeding.

‘ Your husband thinkstoo much of some
other woman—more than he does of you—
and this is the cause of all your sorrow.

It is a dark eyed lady, very shrewd and
bright, whom he gives money to freely,
causing you to suffer for the want of it.

“This jackof hearts I hold in my hand
tells me your husband is a good-hearted,
free and jolly fellow, well liked by the
ladies, and that his ways and works are

kept secret from you. He does not care

for money, but he likes to have it to spend
for pleasure. He is very smart has a

good figure, but these gifts make him too
attractive, and ladies of strong emotional
tendencies are leading him to financialand
familyruin.”

She had gleaned theabove from thethree
cards and the first deal, and proceeded
again as she dealt ofi the second lot.

“You will learn to your sorrow, through
a gentleman with whom he has dealings,
the truthof what I am saying, and thissame

man will aid you in—”
Here the reader hesitated, and asked if

the lady wished her to proceed.
“Go on, go on," pleaded my friend, “tell

me all, tell me all. "
“This man is going to give you some

good advice, and after that I see you stand-
ing before a man, a very learned man, from
whom you will seek relief. ‘You will be
changed after that time is passed, and a

better time will come to you in every way,
as you will then be independent and finan-
cially better off.

"The two cards show that you have a

deep wish to hear somethingthat will sat-
isfy your heart and give you more peace
and rest. You are nervous and irritable
and hardly know what to do, This knowl-
edge has been slow in coming, but you will
soon see the changes thatare near at hand.
Your outlook is much brighter in the near
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future. You will receive quite a little
money, which will change the state of your
mind and give you added comfort and many
warm friends. Your lackof experience in
business methodswill cause you losses un-
less you are careful. At any rate you will
meet with disappointments. You will not
want for the necessaries and even many of
the luxuries of life after you have stood be-
fore the learned man, and your desires to
meet people, especially the opposite sex,
will give you new experiences of the heart
which will bring you some loss of money,
but you will quicklyrecover and finallybe-
come associated withthoseof high position.

“Do you wish to ask a question?
“What should I do?"
“Proceed at once to save yourself from

ruin and poverty. "
"Who shall I consult?"
“Some good, trusty gentleman friend."
“Will it be safe to tell him what you

have revealed to me. " '

"Yes, and he will give you the strength
to bear the terrible shock which you will
no doubt experience, "

The lady questioned not after this, but
paid thefortune-teller her price and politely
showed her to the front door.

Returning in a half-dazed condition, her
eyes staring wildlyand her entire organism
terriblyagitated, she feebly asked me what
I thought of it.

I told her of my utter surprise and aston-
ishment, but that I was a stranger and
could not say much about it. I offered her
any assistance in my power to render, and
with the promise that I would call again
and learn the result of the next few weeks’
experiences, I took my leave and boarded
a car for down town, feeling thatI was well
paid for the trip.

On my way down town I recalled my
early adventures at the Occult Shrine and
by a careful analysis managed to trace the
secret numerical phoneticpassport which
alone gave entrance. I lost no time in
making my way back to the door of'the
secret place, and witha peace thatpasseth
understanding, I was greeted once more by
theknowingone and thesymbol of the 10th.

(CONTINUED.)
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A Birthday Tribute.
LUCY SHERMAN MITCHELL.

Long years ago, when but a child,
I rode along the old highway

And markeda square and slender stone.
Covered with mosses old and gray.

Unlike the rough uneven ones,
It showed the work of human hand.

"O, father, tell me what it means!
Why does it by the roadside stand?"

So eager I the question asked,
The good man scarce a smilerepressed;

Yet, when the answer kindly came,
He had not half its wisdom guessed.

“That marks the miles that lie ahead
Ere we can reachour journey's end;

To tired, way-worn travelers
It seems almost like human friend."

Years now have passed, and yet methinks
That journey taken long ago

Was but a symbol of our lives,
Of milestonespassed, now fast, now slow.

As each succeeding year rolls by
We note them all along the way,

With figures changing every time,
And each one shows one more birthday.

As children, they have seemed to us

So very, very far apart,
Our feeble steps could ill keep pace

With the swift wishes of our heart.
Then youthadvanced withbreathlesshaste,

So eager, we could scarcely wait
To reach the years so much desired,

When we should come to man ’s estate.

But on we sped, and lingered not,
Through all thecare, and toil, and strife,

That marks the pathwaywe must tread
Along the years of middle life.

So fast the milestones came and went,
So fast we passed them one by one,

We could not wipe from off the brow
The sweat brought thereby noontide sun.

You've borne the burden and the heat
For many a long and busy day,

Till now the sun high noon has passed,
And you may linger by the way;

So whileyou're resting in the shade.
You pause a moment, you descry

Amid the grass beside the road,
Another milestone—justpassed by.

You look upon its face, and see
The figure has decreased by one.-

And this has happened many times
Since first the journey you begun.

The steps once swift have now grown slow;
You take a trusty staff in hand;

I hear you say as on you go,
“ 'Tis one mile less to Summerland!"

Far in the distance, now methinks
Its glittering towers I descry,

And as the low-descending sun

With glory gilds the western sky,
I wonder if his lingering rays,

Which guided you along so far,
Will serve the little time to come

Before you reach the “gates ajar;"
I wonder, too, if word has gone

To tell how soon you will be due.
That you may be expected there,

So there's a place prepared for you?
0, yes! for while I stop to muse,

A spirit to your side has come
And whispers to you soft and low,

“Father, I'm keeping house at home. "

The Pitch of Bells.
The secret of success in casting bells of

large size for chimes or given tones is in
getting the thicknessof the ring just inside
the mouth of the bell exactlyright. In
preparing themold for a bell a cross-section
of this ring, or extra thickness, is made,
and thepitch of thebell depends altogether
on the diameter and relative thicknessof
the ring thus laid out.

Cheapness of Aluminum.
It was only a few years ago that alumi-

num was not obtainable for less than $1.00
a pound, but the methods have been so

simplified and the plants for it production
so increased that inside of a year its price
is likely to come down to 27 cents or less,
so that only three or four commercial
metals will be cheaper.

Young Lawyer——“I'd give anything to
win this case, but I don't see how it is pos-
sible to clear you. "

Prisoner—“I don't sp'ose ye’d like ter
swear yer committed the crime yourself,
would yer?”
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DIRECT LEGISLATION.

The First Step Towards All Other Re-
forms—}/ow a Government of thePeo-
jrle IllayAlso Be a Government by the
People.
The following paper, read by Mr. Ervin

A. Rice, of Chicago, before the Englewood
Social Science Club, shows very plainly
many defects in our present system of leg-
islation. Many valuable suggestions are

presented by Mr. Rice, relative to man's
position under social and governmental
laws, which are valuable, and which will,
no doubt,‘ be much appreciated by the
readers of PLANETS AND PEOPLE.—ED.

In the presentation of any economic
question to thisclub, it is not necessary to
devote much time to the consideration of
those fundamental principles of human
rights which underlieall society and which
are universally accepted as the alphabetof
social and political economy.

It does seem to be advisable, however,
in order that thispaper shall have a logical
completeness of structure, to state briefly
a few of the most essential basic proposi-
tion which are to bekept in view during the
consideration of the feasibility.practica-
bilityand desirability of direct legislation
by the people as the initial step toward the
accomplishmentof any radical reform.

Ideas of happiness differ widely, but
whatever his ideal, the one circumstance
essential to the full measure of a man’s
happiness is the freedom to exercise his
faculties to attain that happiness.

But unrestricted freedom may beenjoyed
by a human being only when leading a sol-
itary life. W'ith theappearanceofianother
human being upon the scene the possible
freedom of each within the range of his
faculties is in some respects curtailed.

In the language of Emanuel Kant :

"Every one may seek his own happiness in
the way that seems good to himself, pro-
vided that he infringe not such freedom of
others to strive after a similarend as is
consistent with the freedom of all.“

The adjustment of the limits of individ-
ual freedom therefore becomes a necessity

to the welfare of all, and thisadjustmentis
thelegitimatefunctionof organized society.
The right to exercise this function neces-
sarily involves the rendering of equal and
exact justice to every individual; and any
departure by government from the strictest
lines of political justice is a proper subject
for individualcriticism, protest and attack.

The principle of equal freedom admits
that man attempting to invade the rights of
another may be prevented from using his
faculties. The principle thusEontemplates
a restraining power. If one man may justly
be restrained from agression, then two or
ten or more may be restrained.

In each case the will and judgment of
those exercising restraint are to be pitted
against the will and judgment of those re-
strained. At what point is the power to
enforce the will and judgment to pass from
one contending side to the other? Obvi-
ously thispower rests with the majority

Approximation to justice being the ut-
most that humanity in its present develop-
ment can reasonably hope for, the decree
of the majority is the verdict of the highest
jury and thefullest freedom possible in any
country that is guaranteed by the majority,
as the superior force. that superior force
beinga social necessity.

The purely democraticgovernment being
therefore the nearest approach to human
justice and _equal freedom, any deviation
from that form of government leads to the
invasionof individual libertyand the estab-
lishment of privilege.

A representative government such as our
own is a radical departure from the ideal
government by the majority. Our legisla-
tive bodies may or may not fulfillthewishes
of the majority who elected them. Execu-
tive oflicers during their term of oflice are

beyondthe reachof the will of the citizens.
Judicial oflicers interpret laws by thelight
of inflexibleconstitutions framed in the in-
fancy of the republic and changeable only
by the persistent efforts of an overwhelm-
ing majority. The consequence is that the
majority of voters are often far removed
from power, and political measures obnox-
ions to the majority may be and in fact are
forced upon the people by a minority of
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the voters through their representatives.
Under or system a party once in power may
so intrench itself in its position as to main-
tain control of legislation, or at least pre-
vent a change of public policy for an in-
definite period, or until nothingshort of a

revolution can dislodge them. This condi-
tion of affairs is not only possible in our

government, but it is even now dangerously
imminent if not actuallyalready existing.

It is not the purpose of thispaper to ad-
vocate any one of the numerous proposed
reforms which are pressing themselvesupon
the public attention, but rather to suggest
a possible measure of reform upon which
all who are earnestly working for the bet-
terment of social conditions may unite_ as
a fundamental basis of action.

Under our present system of legislation
any band of reformers advocating some
special measure, no matter how worthy of
adoption, are absolutely impotent until they
have acquired large numbers of voters in
excess of the balance of power betweenthe
two great parties.

Under the system of direct legislationby
the people with the right to initiate legisla-
tion given to every citizen, any reasonable
reform measure may easilyand readily be
submitted to thepopular vote and theprob-
abilitiesof adoption greatly enhanced.

“Political investigators are awakening to
the fact that in politics and economics the
Swiss are doing what has never before been
done in the world. In neighborhood, re-

gion
_

and nation, the entire citizenship is
operating thegovernment. Doing this, the
Swiss are moving rapidly in practically
grappling with social problems that else-
where are hardly more than speculative
topics with scholars and theorists."

Mr. J. \V. Sullivan's recent book upon
direct legislation in Switzerland is replete
withauthenticevidence of the great prac-
tical benefitsaccruing to thepeople through
popular sovereignty and presents positive
proof thatdirict legislation is not only pos-
sible, but practicalwith large communities.

Switzerland is divided into twenty-two
cantons, correspondingto our states. These
are subdivided into communes, correspond-
ing to our townships.

The communesgovern themsevesin local
affairs and are exceedingly jealous of inter-
ference by the canton. The citizensof the
communes, usually but a few hundred in
number. meet at least once annually and
debate proposed laws, elect officers and
discuss public aflairs. The right to initiate
measures belongs to every voter.

Four cantons are also governed by simi-
lar democratic legislation and the number
actuallyassembled for legislative purposes
is often as high as 10,000 voters. This
democratic government of these four can-
tons is called Landsgemeinde (or land com-

munities).
The programs for these landsgemeinde

meetings are arranged by theoflicialsand
published several weeks in advance in or-
der to give opportunity for individuals to
propose bills, which must be presented in
writing within a prescribed period to give
time for full and open consideration of the
contemplated legislation. Any proposition
receiving more than ten votes in the coun-
cil of ofllcials is classed as “expedient' ' and
must be voted upon by the landsgemeinde.

There are two basic principles upon
which Swiss legislation is founded—the in-
itiative and the referendum.

The right of every citizen to propose a
measure of law to his fellow citizens is
called the initiative. The submission of
proposed measures to the vote of the peo-
ple is termed the referendum.

In most cantons which are too large for
the landsgemeinde. these two principlesare
in operation in some form, and are steadily
being extended to wider application.

In some cantons every law must be sub-
mitted to thereferendum beforeit becomes
operative. This is called the “obligatory"
referendum. In other cantons a law is
submitted to the referendum only upon
petition of a. certain numberof voters-
usually from 5 to 8 per cent. This is called
the “optional" referendum, and is the
methodadopted by theFederal government
in 1874. The Federal initiative was just
adopted in 1891. ~

The referendum as applied to cantons
was only begun in 1830, and in 1850 only
five cantons had the referendum, and that
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only in theoptional form. In 1860 but 344
of the Swiss population possessed it, while
66 per cent delegated their sovereign rights
to representatives. In 1870, 71 per cent
possessed the rights of referendumand only
29 per cent submitted to legislation by rep-
resentative. To-day the proportions are

more than 90 per cent to less than ro per
cent.

This continual progress toward a purer
democracy demonstrates that the Swiss
people found in the working principles of
their communal meetings—the initiative
and referendum——the means for a peaceful
revolution, and these principles they have
applied throughout the republic as fast as
circumstances would admit.

"The masses of citizens found it neces-

sary to revolt against their plutocracyand
corrupt politicians, and in the initiative
and referendum they discovered their most
powerful weapons, and to-day the move-

ment is not only toward the referendum,
but toward its obligatory form."

The two larger cantons having the obli-
gatory referendum are Zurich with 340,000
inhabitantsand Berne with 540,000.

Zurich has pronounced on 91 laws in 28
elections, the votes indicating unusual in-
dependence of judgment and proving be-
yond a doubt that the fate of one proposi-
tion has no efiect whatever upon thatof
another decided at the same time. Parti-
sanship has been reduced to it lowest point
as an honest vote of the whole body of cit-
izens must be the final issue of every ques-
tion. By refusing special legislation they
evade a flood of bills. By deeming appro-
priationsonce revised as in most part neces-

sary, they pay attention chiefly to new
items. By establishing principles in law
they forbidviolations. There is no question
as to what is the law. Word fresh from
the people is law.

Revision of cantonal constitutions is com-

mon. The Federal constitution may be
revised at any time upon petition of 5o,ooo
voters, or upon demand of the Federal As-
sembly, which corresponds to our Con-
gress.

If upon submission to the popular vote a
majority are in favor of revision, the two

bodies of the Federal Assembly (Congress)
are disso1ved—a new assembly, fresh from
the people, makes the required revision
and submits the revised constitution to the
country. To stand it must be supported
by a majority of the voters and a majority
of the 22 cantons.

“Inevery canton having theinitiativeand
the obligatory referendum, all power has
been stripped from theoflicialsexcept that
of a stewardship which is continually and
minutely supervised and controlled by the
voters. "

Direct legislation by the citizenship is
thus proven to be practicablein large com-
munities.

What as to its. efiect upon the Swiss peo-
ple? I can merely touch upon some of the
most salient points and refer you to Mr.
Sullivan's book for details.

“Surrounded upon all sides by govern-
ments which are continually in a state of
turbulence, Switzerland enjoys the most
harmonious peace. On all sides, over the
border, there is endless political turmoil
with all its bitter personalities, hatreds and
corruptions. In Switzerlanddebate is uni-
formly upon measures rather than men.
There is but little incentive for rogues in
the legislature when the people possess the
power of the veto in the referendum. "

Switzerlandstandswiththe United States
at thehead of thestatistical list in thenum-
ber of newspapers in proportion to popula-
tion, while in their general character their
political tone is higher, for every prospec-
tive measure must be discussed upon its
merits without reference to its effect upon
the fortunes of a political party. As an
educational force, the referendum is tre-
mendous and illiteracyis at a lower per-
centage in Switzerland than in any other
country in theworld. Primary instruction
is free and compulsory everywhere.

Prof. W. D. McCrackenin a recent num-
ber of the Arena said of the efiects of the
referendum in Switzerland: “jobbery and
extravaganceare unknown, and politics, as
there is no money in it, has ceased to be a
trade. "

4

"The people take an intelligent interest
in every kind of local and federal legislation
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and have a full sense of their responsibility.
The mass of useless or evil laws which leg-
islatures in other countries are constantly
passing withlittle consideration, and which
have constantly to be repealed, are in
Switzerland not passed at all. "

“The issue which is presented to the
sovereign people is invariablyand necessa-

rilyreduced to thesimplest expression, and
so placed before them as to be capable of
an affirmative or negative answer. In
practice, therefore, the discussion of the
details is left to the representative assem-

blies, while the people express approval or

disapproval of the general principle or

policy embraced in theproposed measure.
Publicattention beingconfined to the issue,
leaders are nothing. The collective wis-
dom judges of merits."

In these general notes and quotations is
sketched in broad lines the political envi-
ronment of the Swiss citizen of to-day.
The social mind with which he stands in
contact is politically developed, is bent on

justice, is accustomed to look for safe re-

sults from the people's laws, is at present
more than ever inclined to trust direct leg-
islation and, on the whole, is in a state of
calmness, soberness, tolerance and political
self-discipline.

A few salient features of the Swiss judi-
ciary, the Federal Assembly and the Swiss
democratic army may not be uninteresting.
The justice of the peace sits in a case first,
as an arbitrator, and not until he fails in
that capacity does he assume the chair as

magistrate. The cantonal court is the
court of last resort, except for cases be-
tween canton and canton or individual and
canton, which are tried by the Federal Tri-
bunal, which consistsof nine judges elected
by the Federal Assembly (Congress) for a

term of six years, but the probabilitiesare
that it will not be long before the Federal
Tribunal will also be elected by a vote of
the people, as there is already much agita-
tion in thatdirection.

The Federal Assembly is formed of two
houses. The lower house is elected by dis-
tricts as in the United States. The Coun-
cil of States (Senate) is the only body of its
kind in Switzerland and consists of two
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members from each canton,‘ elected under
cantonal law and varying in method in the
different cantons.

The Swiss executivecouncilsof thecities,
the cantons and the confederationsare all
of one form. They are committees com-

posed of members of equal rank. The
number of members and their method of
election varies in thedifferent cantons.

The Federal Executive Council consists
of seven members elected in joint session
of the Federal Assembly for a term of
three years. The presiding officer of this
committee is elected as such by theassem-

bly, for one year, and is ineligible for re-
election. While he is nominally President
of the Swiss Confederation, he is acting no

more thanchairman of theExecutive Coun-
cil and has no greater powers than the rest
of the board. He has no rank in thearmy,
no veto power, no influence with the judi-
ciary. He cannot appoint military oom-
manders or indpendentlyname any oflicial
whatever, He cannot enforce a policy,
declare war, make peace, or conclude a

treaty. His salary is $2,605. The other
membersof the Executive Council are the
heads of the several departments corres-
ponding to our cabinetdepartment. The
salary is $2,316.

“In practice, the Executive Council is
simply a committee expressing the will of
the assembly. The acts of theassembly
being liable to the referendum, the will of
the people finally controls and popular
sovereignty is established. "

The Swiss army is thoroughly demo-
cratic. Every citizen not disabled is liable
to militaryduty. On attaining his twentieth
year he passes a physicaland mental exam-
ination, is enrolled and returns home tak-
ing his arms and accoutrementswith him,
being held responsible for them thereafter,
holding himself ever ready for service on
short notice, and attendingdrilland inspec-
tion annually.

The railroads are constructed and oper-
ated by privateienterprise subject to federal
control.

The various questions of governmental
policy with reference to banking, taxation,
the postal system, and the communal lands
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are fully discussed and elaborated in Sulli-
van’s book, but there is not room even to
touch upon them in this paper.

“If it be conceded that the fundamental
principles of a free society are thatall men

are created free and equal, with equal
rights in natural resources, and that each
producer is entitled to retain the full pro-
duct of his toil, then it must be admitted
that Switzerlandhas made furtheradvances
toward this ideal than has any other coun-

try, although there are notable exceptions
even there. Still the way is open forward
and social ideas may yet be realized, for
the people as a whole will never willingly
surrender their sovereignty and a reaction
is scarcely possible. "

And now thequestion arises,
’

"How may
these foreign methods be applied in our

own country?"
Direct legislation is not a foreign method.

The communal meetings of Switzerland
has its counterpart in the New England
town meetings, the working principle
being the same—the initiative and the
referendum.

The practice of direct legislation at the
old-fashioned town meeting is so generally
known that it is scarcely worth while to
undertake to describe it in the compass of
this paper, although a very complete de-
scription is given by Mr. Sullivan.

The unmistakable tendency toward the
spread of township government in the west
is a very gratifying fact, which is testified
to by John Fiske in his work on “Civil
Government" published in 1890.

In our state governments thereferendum
has already gained a considerablefoothold.
Constitutionalamendments—-lawschanging
the location of the capital—laws for estab-
lishing bankingcorporations—laws increas-
ing the rate of taxation—laws for the in-
currence of debts beyonda certain sum-

all these are examples of the obligatory
referendum as already in operation in many
of our states.

Many mattersof local legislation are also
subject to the referendum. Thus theloca-
tionof countyseats—thechangingof county
lines—theissuance of bonds—theprohibi-
tion or license of the liquor business and

other local matters are decided by the pop-
ular vote, but the effect of the practicehas
been largely overlooked or lost in the great
size of the country and the loose and un-

systematized character of the referendum
as practiced in the United States. The
Knights of Labor and other large labor or-

ganizationspractice the initiative and the
referendum in regard to all important legis-
lation within their several organizations.

Thus we see that the American public
are to a certain extent familiarwith the
basic principles of direct legislation, and it
only remains to demonstrate its utilityand
practicabilityto secure its adoption as the
first step toward the great reforms which
then and then only become possible.

Here is oflered the evidence that the
practice is thoroughly feasible and thor-
oughly sound.

Direct legislation requires not to be es-
tablished in the United States, but to be
tended. It is already here in practicaland
satisfactoryoperation to a limited extent.

Reflect upon the flagrant abuses of our
system: Congresswithits permanent lobby,
buying privileges for corporations and oth-
erwise influencingand corrupting members.
Every state legislature manipulated in a.
similar manner. The city councils voting
away franchises of inestimablevalue with
a stolid contempt for the public welfare.
The scandalous jobs put through in every
legislative body to reward party workers.
The party caucus where the individual
member is swamped and his manhood
smothered. Consider how most of the im-
portant bills are generally postponed in
congress until during the closing hours and
then rushed through in a general scramble.
Observe the radical difference between a

pure democracy and a representative gov-
ernment. The citizens who assign the law
making power to officials, surrender their
collective sovereignty. That sovereignty
is then employed by the lawmakers to their
own advantage and to thatof the rich and
influential, to the detriment of the people
in general and especially thepoor.

“What so-called public business can be
right in principle on which the American
voter may not pass in person? Under our
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present system the tricks of partisan legis-
lators almost invariably win as against the
wishes of the masses, and where thepeople
temporarily overthrow the politician and
theplutocrat, they are usually themselves
defeated in the end by the cunning of the
professionalpolitician. Under a system of
direct legislation every point gained by the
masses would be held permanently. The
way would then be open for the introduc-
tion and adoption of any special feature of
legislation in the line of advanced and pro-
gressive ideas."

With an ideal body of wise, high-minded
legislators, the extension of the initiative
and the referendum might scarcely be de-
sirable, but in view of the actual facts, the
universal corruption permeating and con-

trolling theentire political fabric from the
ward primary to the presidential chair, it
behooves us as thoughtful and sincere citi-
zens of this republic to consider carefully
whether the gradual extension of these
principles does not offer the key to the
solution of the problem. Does not direct
legislation present itself as a platform of a

single plank upon which may unite all man-

ner of earnest men and women whose ideas
may difleras to methods, but who are in
perfect harmony as to their ultimate pur-
pose—the uplifting of humanity. the pro-
gress of the race, and the establishment of
political and social justice?

Worth Remembering.
It is claimed thata few drops of oil of

lavender dropped occasionally upon the
shelves of a bookcase will prevent books
from getting musty or moldy.

Books that are bound in white may be
cleaned by rubbing the covers with a piece
of chamois skin dipped in finely powdered
pumice stone. Do the work carefully.

In caring for a brass beadstead or trim-
mings on furniture be very careful to use

no scouring stuff thatwill scratch or break
the lacquer-finish which covers the brass.
This lacquer is what keeps the brass from
tarnishing, and when once broken it is
almost impossible to keep articles looking
well.

How About Your Chin?

The chin, taken in connection with the
rest of the face, is almost as good an index
of characteras is the thumb.

Slovens invariably have wrinklesaround
their chins.

Drunkards usually have a circular line
about their chins.

Square chins, with little flesh, denote
firmness and good executive ability. The
owners make good haters.

Broad chins signify nobleness and large
dignity, unless vertically thin,when if thin,
bloodless lips go with them, you will find
cruelty.

Owners of long, thin chins are poetical,
unstable and delicate in constitution. If
thin about the angles of the mouth the
owner is liable to tuberculosis and is gen-
erally short-lived.

Medium chins, witha suggestive bifurca-
tion in the center, on theorder of adimple,
withsmallmounds of flesh on either side,
characterizegenerosity, impulsiveness and
cheery nature. The same size chins, with
a dab of flesh under thecenter of the lower
lip, indicatemeanness, selfishness and bru-
tality.

A small, well-rounded chin indicates a

pleasu_re-lovingnature. and if dimpled, all
the more so, for dimpled chins belong to
coquettes. People with dimples love to be
petted and liked, and are fond of admira-
tion and praise. Theyare generally fickle.
Usually the owner of thischin is healthy,
recuperative and long-lived.

A retreating chin shows lackof force-
mentally, morally and physically—the
owner is of theyielding kind, soon discour-
aged, needs protection and has small ex-
ecutive force. The development of other
facultiesusually make up for thislack.

Protruding chins characterize men and
women of the get-there type. Successful
people usually carry their chins thrust for-
ward, withcompressed lips. If this style
of chin is heavy and swelling, it denotes
fighting blood; therefore, it would be wise
for persons with protruding chins to pay
no attention to the vulgar remark, “take in
thatchin," but pass on the otherside.
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An Astral Romance.

They were, I think, the happiest couple
it was ever my good fortune to meet—Mar-
garet and Paul Fischer.

They were so completely absorbed in
eachotherthattheyseldom took thetrouble
to become acquainted with strangers, not
feeling the need of companionship. But,
as good luck would have it, theydid allow
me to come to see them, and when I had
known them long enough to dare to speak
on personal matters I remarked upon the
perfect harmony thatexisted betweenthem.
Then Margaret told me their story; and
this is the romance as she gave it to me:

“I will tell you my side of the story and
then Paul can tell you his.

"As you may have discovered, I have
dabbled somewhat in occult matters. I
have alway been a natural musician and I
play without difficulty any piece of music
which I may pick up, although I have never
taken a lesson or practicedone hour during
my lifetime. When I was a child I had
only one playmate—he was a little older
than myself—and I was satisfied if I could
hide away some where and wait for him to
come. The peculiar part of the matter
was that no one else was able to see him,
and as for myself, I never knew where he
came from, nor did I ever see him until I
looked up suddenly and found him beside
me. Another peculiar fact was that he
always carried an odd instrument, similar
to a harp, and we would sit side by side for
hours, he playing, I listening entranced,
until suddenly the music would cease and
I would look up to find the player gone.
Then I would go into the house and play
the music over again on

.
the piano. This

went on for years and people considered
me queer, if not quite crazy.

“I never could talk with my playmate
becausehe used a language which I could
not understand. As I grew older I drifted
away from him. Other aflairs filled my
mind and it was but seldom I would have a
vision in which the same form always ap-
peared, but seeming to grow older even as I
was.

“I began to study occult sciences when I

was about 18 years old. I attended spirit-
ualists' seances and finally took up the
study of theosophy. Never, however, had
I received a so-called test, and any deduc-
tions I made were of necessity founded up-
on the experiences of other people.

“One night, after I had attended a meet-
ing, I sat down by the table at home and,
idly picking up a pencil, started to draw a

portrait—I who had never in my life been
able to draw a straight line. The picture
resulting represented a young man with
dark eyes and hair combed straight back
from a wide, high forehead. The features
were delicately molded and the mouth was

partially covered by a mustache. " (Here
she looked admiringly at her husband and
then resumed the threadof her narrative).
“He seemed 23 or 24 years old. and was

decidedly handsome. Underneaththe por-
trait I was impressed to write: ‘This is
Paul You will soon see his face. '

I was told soon afterward thatPaulFischer
was a spirit and was the same little boy
with whom I had been acquainted in my
childhood. I was told also that he was
born in Alsace-Lorraineand had never been
outside. of his own country. I treasured
the portrait I had obtained, it had a great
fascination for me, but so much occupied
my thoughts that I had no time, as a rule,
to thinkmuch of the original. Six years
passed by and I found it necessary to go to
a strange city. I reached the town early
in the morning and, hunting up a boarding
house at once. I settled down for a rest
before commencingthe business which had
brought me to the place. '

“As I was going to dinner that night I
came face to face, in the hall, with Paul.
I started and so did he. Then with, ‘I beg
you pardon, madam, ' he stood aside to al-
low me to pass. I was too much disturbed
to be able to eat much, and I felt his eyes
were watching me all the time, so I soon
left the table.

"In the evening Mrs. Porter, the woman
at whose house I was staying, knocked at
my door and asked me to come into the
parlor. I hesitated, but went and was in-
troduced to Paul Fischer—the man of my
dreams—the man of the portrait. I recog-
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nized the face, the voice, the way in which
the hair was arranged, in fact, every detail
corresponded with my preconceived ideas
of how he would look. But my head was

in a whirl. My Paul Fischer was supposed
to be a spirit. but this Paul Fischer was

decidedly material.
"It was just one week before the problem

was solved. I do not intend to solve it for
you—Paul will do that. To make matters
short, however, I will say that I found that
he was my Paul Fischer. It was just one

month from the time I met him until we

were married. On our wedding day Paul
brought out a portfolio and asked me to
look through it and tell him what I thought
of his drawings. The first sheet I picked
up showed a portrait of myself. I was

represented sitting at a table sketching a

a man '5 head, and the date was the same
on which I had done my first and only
drawing six years before. But Paul must
tell you the rest. ‘T

"When I was a little boy, in theold coun-

try, (I was born in Alsace-Lorraine),people
regarded me as being very peculiar. I
would wander ofl by myself for hours where
no one could find me, carrying my harp
along. and when I returned I would have a

picture in my mind of a little, brown-eyed,
brown—haired girl, who listened to my mu-
sic and reproduced everything which I
played upon an instrument different from
any I had ever seen. I know now it was a

piano, but then I had no knowledge con-

cerning it. Sometimes I would have long
fainting spells, and whileI was unconscious
would babble away about the little maid
who could not understand what I said, be-
cause she talked a different language from
my own. Finally it began to be whispered
about that I was possessed of a devil and
my father was forced to send me away in
order to protect me.

“I came to America when I was 18 years
old, and going to the far west, I amassed
quite a fortune. I did not see thefriendof
my childhoodso frequentlyas I grew older,
because increasing wealth brought increas-
ing cares and I had no time to make the
customary visits. Still, once in awhile, the

.
old fainting spells would come over me and
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when I returned to consciousness I would
bring with me the memory of a smiling
face and gentle, brown eyes—a face that
seemed to grow older with my increasing
years. '

“One night I sat in my room late. As I
supposed I fell asleep, but when I awakened
I found before me the portrait of a young
woman who was sitting beside a table
sketching, and theportrait she had finished
was of myself. I put the picture carefully
away, taking it out at long intervals in or-
der to familiarizemyself with the features,
for I felt that some time. somewhere, I
should meet her.

“One night about six months ago I was
late in leaving the oflice and upon reaching
my home I hurried down to the dining
room. In thehall I came face to facewith
Margaret, the friend of my childhood, the
sweetheart of my dreams. I could not eat
——I was too excited—and I begged Mrs.
Porter to call the newcomer into the parlor
to introduce us. The longer I talked with
her the more convinced I became that she
was the one woman in all the world whom
I could love. I was curious to find out
whether she had any conception of the
peculiar circumstances which drew me to
her and I questioned her adroitly in regard
to the matter.

“Then she, who had puzzled her dear
little head in vain over the matter, told me
all her experience, and when we compared
notes we decided that, as heaven had meant
us for each otherfrom the beginning, there
was no reason why we should wait for our
happiness. So 'we were married and lived
happilyever after, as they say in the fairy
stories.

“Now, .1 myself do not pretend to give
an explanationof this, but Margaret, who
has studied these matters closely, says that
my astral body must have detached itself
from the material form and sped across the
sea to join her, drawn by some inexplicable,
invisibleattraction. That may be thecase.
If Margaret says so I am willing to accept
it as truth. But this I do know. She is a
dear, sweet little woman, the sweetheart of
my waking and sleeping hours, my‘altar
ego, the center of my universe, " '
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The Past, Present and Future.

Since the beginning of this century all
nations have marched forward with rapid
strides. Barbarous cannibals have organ-
ized civilizedgovernmentsand are exchang-
ing their products with civilized nations.
Hermit nationshaveopened wide theirdoors
and invited in the commerce of the world.

.

Civilized and half civilized nations have
made equal progress. Perhaps none have
made greater advance than the United
States, with its increased population, in-
ventive genius and wealth.

At that time steamboats were unknown.
Erie canal had not existence except in the
dreams of DeWitt Clinton. It was thirty
years before the first railroad cars moved.
Now it will be difficult to tell how many
miles of railroad there are in the state of
New York,‘ (to say nothingof the whole
union.) how much capital is invested or

how many men are employed in the busi-
ness. Then commenced rapid increase in

‘travel and facilities for transportation.
Ninety years ago it took five weeks to come

from my native home, Hartford county,
Conn, to thisplace, a distance of 250 miles.
Now I can take my supper at the usual
hour, go to bed, go to sleep, and wake up
in my native home, prepared for an early
breakfast. Then it took six months to go
to California; now the journey can be made
in six days. At some seasons of the year
it cost $4 a hundred to carry freight from
New York to Buflalo; now they carry a

ton from Minneapolis to New York at the
same price.

The next great invention was to tame the
forked lightning, send it all over the coun-

try, across the continent and under the
ocean, recording with precision our very
thoughts. Now, if a man chooses, he can

read from the morning papers, before
breakfast, the principal events that have
transpired within twenty-four hours all
over the world. We have harnessed the
hidden power of electricity and the un-

known power of Niagara Falls and set them
to work as readily as we couldaskilled
mechanic. It is impossible to name the
diflerent inventions for our increase of

_

ever made.

wealth, comfort and convenience. They
are found in every factory and shop, on
every farm and in every household. Print-
ing was practicedand paper was made hun-
dreds of years ago, but the improvement
in those arts seems like a new creation.

Among our sources of wealth may be
mentioned our rivers of oil, our mountains
of coal and iron and precious metals; no
doubt otherswill be discovered as increased
population shall demand. There are
sources of wealth sufficient, without coin-
ing the sins of our fellow men into money.
If that practiceshould cease. it would be
the greatest advance step in civilizationwe

It is the greatest cause of a
nation's overthrow.

One of the great steps we have taken in
advance is the higher education of women.
Mrs. Emma Willard, a native of the town
where I was born, who is a littleolder than
myself, opened the first school for the
higher education of women in Troy, N. Y.
A little while after Mary Lyon located a
school in Mt. Holyoke, Mass., for thesame

purpose. We all know the result.
A man born in the same town where I

was born. about thesame time, and brought
up at the same business. Elihu Burritt,
better known as the learned blacksmith,
devised a plan, which, if carried into effect,
would make it impossible for nations to go
to war. Aftercompleting the plan in his
own mind, he visited all civilizednations
to accomplish the object. On his return
his nativecountry prepared a great meeting
to do him honor. The speakers on that
occasion said, “If swords are to be beaten
into plow-shares and spears into pruning
hooks, it might as well be done by a black-
smith as anybody. " Elihu Burritt died
without the sight; but he set in motion in-
fluences that are about to establish those
principles between England and America,
two leadingnations, which will no doubt be
done before nineteen hundred. Otherna-
tions will soon fall into line.

We have made six millionfreemen out of
four millionslaves. Afterhaving cherished
and cultivated thesons of slavery four hun-
dred years, we cannot expect to wipe out
all its evils in one or two generations. We
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have learned that it cost less toicivilizeand
educate an Indian than it formerly did to
killhim.

There are some things to he invented,
perhaps not more wonderful than those in
daily use. A few of these are to navigate
the air, to construct sub-marine ships and
avoid the storms which affect the surface;
to find a cheap process by which all kinds
of stone can be reduced to a plastic state
and re-formed to any shape it might be de-
sired. Another need of great importance
is an advanceddegree of statesmanshipand
international law, so that if half civilized
nations are oppressing a portion of their
people beyondendurance, civilizednations

_

can be allowed to say “stop” without vio-
lating any law of neutrality or giving a
cause for war. It may be by that time the
earthwillbring forthan increase four times
its present capacity and the sea yield its
treasures of food, which are said to be more
than the earth can produce.

Then, if with our increase of wealth and
knowledge, we make a corresponding in-
crease in morals and religion, we will be
prepared for the beginningof the reign of
the Lord Jesus Christ for a thousandyears.
—EZRA BOTSFORD, in Lowville, N. Y.,
journal.

Why Roentgen Rays Injuré.
Electrician 1Vz'cola. Tesla Tells of I/is

1ix}‘>crz'mcnts.
It has been known for some time that

Nicola Tesla has been making exhaustive
investigations concerning Roentgen rays,
not alone for their use in scientific demon-
stration, but also for their effects upon the
human system. Tesla has given voice to
his deductions, so far as he has determined
them, in a long statement of his experience
with rays, and in the course of it he makes
some announcements certain to create wide
discussions and comment in the scientific
world. Summing up his experimental ex-

periences, Mr. Tesla says:
It would seem advisable. first, to abandon

the use of bulbs containing platinum;
second, to substitute for them properly
constructed Lanard tubes containing pure
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aluminum only, a tube of this kind having,
besides, theadvantage thatit is constructed
withgreat mechanical precision, and there-
fore is capable of producing much sharper
impressions; third,
screen of aluminum sheet or instead of this
a wet cloth or layer of fluid; fourth, to
make exposures at a distance of at least 14
inches, and preferably to expose longer at
a greater distance. .

Tesla cites several instances of the in-
jurious effects of rays which have come
under his personalobservation in his labor-
atory, which go far to bearout announce-

ments of the manner in which rays affect
the system, but beyondthis he has discov-
ered why rays have thisinjurious influence,
and the theory is as novel as it is valuable.
He says:

“According to the evidence I am obtain-
ing, bulbs, when in action, are emitting a

stream of small material particles. There
are some experiments which seem to indi-
cate thattheseparticlesstart from theouter
wall of the bulb; there are others which
seem to prove that there is actual penetra-
tion of the wall, and in the case of the thin
aluminum windows I have now not the
least doubt that some of the finely disinte-
grated cathodic matter is actuallyforced
through. These streams may be simply
projected to a great distance, the velocity
gradually diminishing without the forma-
tion of any waves, or they may give rise to
the concussions and longitudinal waves.
This for the present consideration is en-

tirely immaterial."
After his own painful experience with

the rays, as well as their effect upon other
persons whom he had observed. Mr. Tesla
comes to this conclusion as to their eflect
beyond the surface: "I come," he says,
“to the very comforting conclusion that no
matter what the rays are ultimately recog-
nized to be, practicallyall their destructive
energy must spend itself on the surface of
the body, internal tissues being in all prob-
ability safe, unless the bulb should be
placed in very close proximity to theskin,
or else that rays of far greater intensity
than now producible are generated. "—
Electrical Review.

to use a protective .
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SUCH IS LIFE.

» SAMUEL THOMPSON.

A cradle swinging to and fro,
An infant’s plaintive moan,

A gentle song, so sweet, so low,
That voice, my mother’s own.

A laughingchild, a lot of toys,
A rocking-horse, a shoe;

Ah, who could measure half the joys .

I in my childhoodknew!

A careless, listless, barefoot lad,
With merry shout and song,

In coat and trousers neatlyclad,
.

Trips jauntilyalong.
A spreading elm, Words spoken low,

A manly form, a maid;
Two dimpled cheeks like fire aglow,

Two strong arms surely strayed.
A happy sire his paper scans,

Three little ones at play;
A tired mother’s folded hands,

Work finished for the day.
A few gray hairs, a furrowed brow,

An- aged one behold;
A step once firm is feeble now,

Life’s tale is almost told.

A few more tears, a few more sighs,
And then theshroud, the pall;

A liberated soul shall rise
To meet its God, its all.

30.5
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cgditazial
Owing to other engagements in the lec-

ture field, Miss Thomas, of Minneapolis,
who was to furnish us a lesson in Palmis-
try, is unable to do so, and other matter
has taken its place.

 
We have been somewhat behind thepast

two months in mailing the magazine, owing
to a strike and to other delays by electro-
typers. We will endeavor to make up for
this by sending this number two weeks in
advance.

It must be borne in mind by those who
become interested in the marriage depart-
partment of this magazine. that we are not
procuring companions or life partners, re-

gardless of results. To make thisapparent
we have decided to receive no more money
for labor on such co-ordinations until the
work is done and proper mates are found.
This plan opens up the department to all
whom it may concern,‘ and just as fast as

suitable magnetic harmonies are deter-
mined, parties will be notified. We have
received a number of letters from those
who have sent in their names, stating that

’they have not yet heard from thisdepart-
ment. Of course, we cannot keep up a

large and unnecessary correspondence.
We have made the way easy and free until
results are obtained, which is all we can
afford to do. The list is growing rapidly,
but we cannot report faster than the dates
of theproper subjects are brought together.
We are dealing with fixed laws in these
matters, and no amount of persuasion not

money will change our basis of operations.
There are plenty of catch-money schemes
dealing with themarriage question, and we
would advise all who think the law too
slow in making selections for them, to re-
sort to them or some other method of
bringing about a culmination. Our motive
is one of education. We wish to have
people learn the reasons why thelaw should
be obeyed. Knowledge of the true uni-
versal marriage bond is the need of the
hour, or we would not have opened this
department. Some have objected to this
matter in connection with PLANETS AND
PEOPLE, but, as this magazine deals
with a larger truth than the world is
familiar with, it cannot aflord to ignore
the chief question that must in time be
settled in accordance with planetary law.

Preparationsare being made for opening
up the introductory, or preparatory work
of the Pyramid and Cube University, and
we hope to be able to announce in the Oc-
tober number, the plans in full. The
arrangements will beof a very attractive
and instructive nature, with illustrations
that will appeal at once to every mind to
which they are presented.
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Written for PLANETS AND Peoruz.
La. Donna di Settembre.

MISS CORAL A. THOMAS.

La Donna di Settembre! she is coming!_
she is coming!

I can hear the gentle patter of her foot-
steps on the lawn;

VVhilethe breezes of the morning through
the trees are sweetly humming,

For she lends a softer beauty to the
waking of the dawn.

La Donna di Settembre! with her paints
and with her brushes,

How she beautifies all nature with a

magic touch of art!
E'en the monarch of theforest at her com-

ing warmly blushes, '

While the groves that sigh beneathhim
feel a sudden glow at heart.

La Donna di Settembre! with her wreaths
of leaves and grasses,

She is welcome as thedew is, or thecool,
sweet breathof fall;

And the blooms in adoration bow before
her as she passes.

When La Donna di Settembre spreads a

glory over all.
But alas! when she has left us, how all

nature, shrinking, saddens,
While the wind goes sobbing, wailing

through the branches of the trees!
Not a bud is left in beauty,not a color left

that gladdens,
And we feel our own tears flowingat the

moaning of the breeze!
Can it be, ah, fair Settembre! you are false

and you are fickle?
Can it beyour gorgeous beautyis a dream

thatsoon departs,
Leaving field, and leaving forest, to the

mercy of Death’s sickle?
For the reaping of your harvest garners

only broken hearts!

Books and Periodicals.
Received at the oflice of Puma:-rs AND Pzorn.

Condensed Thoughts About Christian
Science. The Influence of Fear in Dis-
ease. The Power of thought in the Pro-
duction and Cure of Disease. By Wm. H.

Holcombe. Purdy Publishing Company,
Chicago.

Psychrometric Dictionary. Light of
TruthPub. Co., Columbus, 0.

Sparks from the Infinite. By Uriel Bu-
chanan.

The Microscope, for July. Washington,
D. C.

The Temple, for July. Temple Pub-
lishing Co., Denver, Colo.

The Dawning Light. C. \V. Newman,
San Antonio, Texas.

The Chicago Vegetarian.
Intelligence, for July.

Publishing Co., New York.
Boston Ideas, for July. Boston, Mass.
Rays of Truth. R. L. Bernier, Oak-

land, Cal.
Table Talk, for August. New York.
The Hygienic Magazine. Dr. Charles

W. Brandenburg, editor, New York.
The Medium. for July. E. D. Lunt,

Los Angeles, Cal.
The Spiritual Advocate. Cincinnati. 0.
The Christian. Dr. T. J. Shelton, Lit-

tle Rock, Ark. ~

The ProgressiveThinker. R. Francis,
Chicago.

The Light of Truth. Columbus, 0.
Notes and Queries, for August. S. C.

and L. M. Gould, Manchester, N. H.
The Lyceum Banner. London, Eng.
The Literary Digest. Funk & Wagnalls,

New York.

The Templeof theRosy Cross-
The Soul; Its Powers, Migrations and
Transmigrations. By F. B. Dowd, a
Rosicrucian. Rosy Cross Publishing
House, Chicago.
A noble work, written for the express

purpose of provoking and stimulating
thought into the deeper meanings of life.
The fundamentalprinciplesof all religions.
The philosophyof manhood and the steps
leading to a true understanding of life while
in the physical form, are mirrored before
the reader in plain language, freed from
technical and abstruse terms thatare so
often met with in works on the soul. Some
of the thoughts expressed may be a little
at variance with our early teachings or

Chicago.
Metaphysical

present views; but a careful perusal of the '

work will materially aid in getting a better
understanding of psycological laws. The
authorsaim, like the-Yoga Philosophy, is
to free the soul from the grossness of
materialistic life and bring us to a realiza-
tion of the soul powers that lie dormant
with most people.
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Astronomical Changes—Weather
Forecast for September.

Sept. 9 . . . . . . . Mercury is in Aquarius
Sept. 17 . . . . . . . .Mercury is in Pices
Sept. 22 . . . . . . . .Mercury is in Aries
Sept. 28 . . . . . . . .Mercury is in Taurus
Sept. 4 . . . . . . .

.Venus is in Genimi
Sept. 21 . . . . . . ..Venus is in Cancer
Sept. 26 . . . . . . . .Mars is in Scorpio

MOON.
First Quarter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Sept. 3
Full Moon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. I0

Last Quarter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 18
New Moon

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sep.t 26

There are three important planetary
changes thismonth, Mercury takingthelead

_

by his rapid flight and potent influence in
four signs, Venusin two signs, and a change
of the position of Mars, all of which are sig-
nificant of numerous general and specific
changes in the affairs of the world during
thisperiod. The month stands under very
powerful forces and much strength will be
shown in all proceedings of a commercial
nature. The larger interests of the people
will vibrate to these powers and a general
expansion in many lines should result. On
the whole, thisshould bea very fair month
for business, and speculative commodities,
such as stocks, produce. wheat, etc., will
be rampant with activity. It is a period
for individuals seeking for private benefits,
the most intense period of the kind we have
had in a long time. It is a prophetic
month, fraught with much promise.

Atmospheric.
The month starts in under a well bal-

anced wave, which will hold the weather
in a calm mood for several days. We will
probably have light rains thefirst few days,
but a rather dry spell afterwards; showery
again about the 8th; then dry to the 12th,
when we should have several wet days, with
quite a rainfall. This is a period for tur-
bulence in theatmosphere, and waterspouts
and cyclones will no doubt put in an ap-
pearance ere the time is passed. About
the 21st a very warm spell comes in, when
extreme heat will rule the elements above.
This will continue until the 26th or 27th
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in its severity, when a slight change is due
and a cooler wave appears. The last day
or two of the month looks rainy.

Physiological.
Health and harmony will prevail with

the grand man during the first half of the
month, everything indicatingrecuperation
and improvement as reflected to individuals
generally. The 13thshows some tendency
to nervous irritations, but nothingserious.
The 22nd is the first of a feverish spell
lasting several days, but this, too, is not‘
generally an eflective one, as there is such
an even and calm relation existing between
all thecausesof passing phenomena. The
25th is the time for stirring up the system,
and highly wrought natures should guard
themselves well, as the centers of nerve
and impulse will be on fire. It is a good
time to keep the mouth closed and become
a spectator.

Business.
The business outlook for the month is

very fair. Large deals will be entered into
and very large orders in the majority of
mercantile and manufacturinglines will be
placed It is just the proper time for push-
ing business and receiving orders. Let the
commercial traveler make a note of this.
This period is one of those long and lasting
ones, extending to the 25th of the month,
when a sudden lull comes in and checks
the flow, the balance of the month being
quite tame except from the effects of the
real influenceof the first three weeks. In
speculation the month is prophetic, and a
high old time will beseen in both thecereal
and stock market.

The first week, 1st to 5th, steady, strong
and powerful, with large demand and a
large production of the real in site.

The second week, 6th to 12th, dealings
will be in large volume, as usual, withmore
activity and expression in the scenes of
action.

Third week, 13th to 19th. This is a
more favorable week and foreign trade will
be on the increase, resulting toward the
latter part in a very active period for home
traders and those who dabble occasionally
in speculation.
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Fourth week, 20th to 28th. Conditions
extreme, conflicting and changeable, and
subject to much powerful manipulation.
Sharp turns are due thisweek and a lively
time may be looked forward to.

Children.
The first diagram shows that children

born while it is in force willbequite heavy
weights in the business world,'but some-

what slow in getting to the front. It will
take years for them to accomplishwhatever
they undertake. They will be religiously
inclined and will not be out of their sphere
should theyenter thefieldof religious labor.
They will ma.ke very fair vocalists.

The second diagram is very significant of
commercial travelers, as well as religious

enthusiasts. Not thatall commercial trav-
elers are religious enthusiasts, nor that all
religious enthusiasts are, or would make
good commercial travelers, but in thispar-
ticular case they would be suited to either
or both of those honorable professions.
The medical profession is open to such as
these also.

.

.

The third figure shows agriculturists
principally,but in thebusiness or commer-
cial lines, thegrocery trade, confectionery,
etc., are suitable ones; and manufacturing
specialties, such as canning and bottling

,

fruits, pickles. etc., is probably the most
desirable of all for financial results.

The last diagram reveals the best of
characters; kind, charitable, loving and
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HELIO-OENTRIC HOROSCOPE FOR SEPTEMBER 20th, I897.

sympathetic, with quite strong minds, for
venus natures, and such people as will win

.

the hearts of everybody they come in con-
tact with. The indications are very good
for them to take the lead in social matters
and have quite an influenceupon others.’
Most of them will bevery good looking.

_

The variations in appearances being the
result of varying times of theday and the
days of the week or period which the figure
covers.

Marriage.
Conditions are favorable for marriage all

this month excepting a short period from
the 24th to the 29th, when, especially in
case of conception. it is quite an unfavor-
able period, so much so that we give the

information in this way. Gestation under
severe cross-currentsoften brings illshapen
and paralytic offspring to good. healthy
and harmonious parents, and it is such re-
sults as this that have led people to say
that the sins of parents are visited upon
their childreneven to the third and fourth
generations. And many people who hold
thatheredity is the secret of characterand
physiologicalvariations in life. must say
that when two childrenare born to healthy
and hardy parents, and one is a cripple and
theother a giant in physique, that heredity
is the cause. While we know very well
thatheredity plays a part in the formation.
it is but a very small part compared to the
universal powers ever potent in vibrant

[: Cooglc
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HELIO-CENTRIC HOROSCOPE FOR SEPTEMBER 27th, I897.

life and influence, above, within and all
about us.

The month winds up under very easy
and harmonizing vibrations, so an equable
adjustmentof the differences of the people
should be possible withoutdificulty. Later
on than this month we may not find this so

promising, so we make the most of it now.

A Mystery.
MRS. A. M. MARRIOTT.

A carriage passed this way to-day—
A stately carriage, fair to see-
With polished glass and nodding plumes.
And in it lay a mystery.

A coflined form, with palid face,
And hands crossed meekly on its breast;
With pale lips wearing still a smile
That tells a tale of peaceful rest.
Slow is the pace, but all too soon
The end is reached—thequiet grave-
Where we must leave our loved and lost‘,
Our God has taken what He gave.
0! mystery of life how great!
How great the mystery of death!
We live, we move, we see, we feel;
We're gone! ’Tis like a passing breath!
0 life! 0 death! Our faith how great!
That bids us look beyond, to see
When thisshort life shall all be o'er.
There‘ll be for us no mystery.

CooqlcC
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Marriage and Divorce in the

United States.

I. W. ARNOLD, L. L. B.

After carefully considering the subject
from a legal point of view, I have decided
that the United States Courts are theonly
proper courts to try marriage and divorce
cases. A short time ago a man left New
York state for Dakota, and living there the
necessary time, I think ninety days, he
then made application through his attor-
neys for a divorce, by publication. After-
wards the case came on for trial. There
beingno defence, the case was proved up
and thedecree granted. He then obtained
a certified copy of the decree of divorce
and returned to New York state and mar-

ried again, when his former wife had him
arrested for bigamy. Upon the trial the
New York jury found him guilty as charged
and the judge sent him to states prison.
His defence was of courseadivorce, but
the judge held that the Dakota divorce was

a nullity. This seems to bean injustice to
the man, for a divorce granted in one state
ought not to be a nullity in another state.
If the divorce laws were uniform through-
out thewhole of the United States none of
these questions could arise. In the state
of Minnesotaa license is necessary to marry,
while in VVisconsin no license is necessary.
It seems to me that if we had uniform mar-

riage and divorce laws throughout the
United States it would be much better in
every particular, the environments of the
young in regard to marriage and divorce
should be of the highest quality; the thor-
oughness of a marriage or a divorce should
be complete and of record, and should
show the whole transaction in the United
States court. The law in regard to theage
of thecandidates ought to be very strict.
A man has no business to mary a woman

without any ready means to commence

housekeeping; it is his duty to work long

enough to accumulate enough to properly
commence life in a moderate way. It has
beenobserved by thinkingmen and women
that if the laws were more strict in regard
to both marriage and divorce. therewvould
be less reason for divorces, and if all per-
sons would study the laws of nature more

carefully theywould understand each other
better and would not expect too much of
each other. The lesson for each one to
learn is to govern himself, or herself; for
the bible says, he thatgoverns himself is
mightier than him that taketh a city. It
has been said by great generals that before
one can commandothershe must first learn
to command himself. General Grant said
that the first duty of a soldier is to obey
his officers. Marriage should be encour-

aged. Divorces should be discouraged.
Although I am a protestant, I do admire
the Catholicreligion; especially in this~
no divorces. Once married, married for
life. Look at a scene in court where one
of thecontractingparties seeks a divorce
from theother. They are there both air-
ing their differences. Does not the judge
and the attorneyson each side know that
both are to blame? It is impossible for
one to quarrel alone. It has been said of
Dakota when the train stops, the brake-
man sings out, "thirty minutes for di-
vorces, " instead of for dinner. It seems
to me that this is a subject for serious
thought, and thathasty marriages and di-
vorces should not be allowed. Let us say
six weeks publication should precede every
marriage. Let no divorce be granted,
nothingbut a separation, and thenonly for
adultery alone. Have it understoodby each
contractingparty thatwhen they enter into
the marriage relation that thecontract is
for life, that only death can cancel it,
Then thecandidateswillsay, “we will look
out sharply, for this is for life, and we must
be careful. " There should be an amend-
ment made to theconstitution in regard to
marriage and divorce so that the law would
be uniform throughout the United States.
Complicationshave arisen in thepast, they
are sure to arise in the future. Let us
have this law enacted by Congress when it
meets in December next, let us have the
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foundationof thefamily,of society through-
out the United States, built solid, so that
as land becomes _more and more valuable
there will not be left any possible chance
to defraud any childor any person, whether
old or young, out of his just dues through
any defective laws in regard to marriageor

In every divorce case, where
there are children, they are the greatest
sufferers; the home is broken up and the
children set adrift. Show me a kind father
and mother living together peaceably and
pleasantly,and I will show you good child-
ren and a happy home. Like produces
like, good parents good children, quarrel-
some parentsquarrelsome children. Nature
is always true to herself from the lowest
creation to the highest, and Confucius said
that the word thatexpressed thewhole duty
of mankind to mankind is "reciprocity."

We copy the above from “Kennedy's
Own," Monthly,Minneapolis, and it seems

to us almost idiotic for a person of ordinary
intelligence to thusview the marriageques-
tion. Is there any law in the known uni-
verse that does or can say that two people
shall grind out a miserable existence by
clinging together when the nature of their
magnetisms are such that one actually
poisons the other daily and hourly when
they are together? Far better would it be
to have no law whatsoever, than to make
it compulsory for one or the other to com-
mit adultery in order to get free from a life
of torment and disgust. What is needed
is the financialemancipation of woman by
laws governing thedistribution of property
earned and accumulated, that childrenmay
be protected from the effects of burned out
or insuflicient love and attraction. Then
a private contract for marriage, condi-
tioned on love, harmony and mutual ben-
efits, with the privilegeof discontinuing at
any time by simply cancelling the same.
Records of such events, on the principle of
recording a deed for property or any other
public record, should be required, but
property rights should be vested in each
and remain so.

Of course such a system would require
the changing of many laws regarding prop-
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erty and children's rights to the same. but
so far as the harmony and happiness of the
man and wife are concerned they would be
placed upon theirmerits, each one prompt-
ed at all times to do the very best to make
life pleasant.

As it is now, a girl marries a man for
support, principally, and it is often the
case that theexpense of keeping such a one

usually in idleness becomes such a burden,
a burden becauseof a lackof mutual and
reciprocal interests, that the fires of hell
would seem to be none too warm to soothe
thepain of an achingheart thusacted upon.

The financial emancipation of women is
the only relief. Make her independent of
men in this respect and she will then take
time to consider the question of marriage,
especially after having one experience.
Probably many would separate and re-

marry who now linger and waste their lives
away, producing thedwarfed, starved, and
illshapen creatures that are to become the
life of the future.

Let us work to some end that willenable
people to avoid discord and sufiering and
find those tender sympatheticheart-strings
that vibrate the harmonies of the highest
impulses and holiest aspirations of the hu-
man soul, thenwillwe have peace on earth,
and marriage will be a success.

There are laws that make it possible for
two persons to unite and forever remain in
perfect sympathy and accord to the end.
The same law, the law of personal magnet-
ism, shows and explains that two others
may come together on fairly agreeable
terms, but that the cycle is a short one.
hence, means that it cannot last, and if
they persist in continuing beyond the mag-
netic period, trouble will ensue and the
fires of thedamned will be kindled in their
midst. These are the laws of God that
produce such conditions, and marriagecan
no more be regulated by a Federal code
than can the waves of the ocean be con-
trolled by a thermometer. The law of the
eternal life of things must and will control
these relationships, and what the people
need is to know and acknowledgethe fact.

A certain lady who has very much confi-
dence in the principles dealt with in PLAN-
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1=.'rs AND PEOPLE, called recently to learn, if
possible, whether or no any one of three
gentlemen was suitably adapted to her ac-

cording to the magnetic scale. The matter
was looked up and it was found that not
one of them was suflicientlyrelated or har-
monized to her to even make it possible for
her to marry even, say nothingabout living
together any lengthof time afterwards.

Concerning Mr. Arnold's statement rela-
tive to the scenes in court in divorce pro-
ceedings: We believe it is far better to
thus finallyend the matter, than to be for-
ever quarreling and fighting in the home,
where children and neighbors, and the
childrenof neighbors must of necessity mix
in the terrible vibrations. With the mar-

riage contract we suggest, there would be
no disgraceful scenes of the kind.

He acknowledgesthat like produces like,
and thatquarrelsome parents produce quar-
relsome children. yet he would have the
fetters drawn more tightly, intensifying the
inharmony and deleterious effects upon olf-
spring. Confucius was right when he said
“reciprocity," but the word reciprocity
does not mean slavery, antagoism, misery
or suffering. It means justice, freedom,
fraternity, harmony; especiallyharmonious
relations one with another, and if such re-
lations do not exist between man and wife,
or if they cease to exist, there should be
every aid extended that is possible to place
each in the most harmonious relations, and
if separation is the desirable means to that
end. there should be nothing in the way to
prevent it.

Reference was made to the age of candi-
dates for marriage. We have treated of
thisquestion of the age of consent in pre-
vious numbersof this magazine, but it may
be repeated: That the desirable age for
one person is no criterion to go by in any
othercase. Some girls are physicallyqual-
ified for marriage at 12 years of age, while
others are not snflicientlydeveloped at 20,
and to regulate marriage by any set rule or
law is to place a barrier betweenthepeople
and God, or nature's wonderful and divene
laws.

Regulate the laws concerning property
and make each person, man or woman, a

separate and distinct freeholder at all times,
and in a case where a man having property
marries a lady having property, invest-
ments for future benefitsmay be made in
the manner of business partnership, or
each may invest separately in business ven-

tures, but to give the motherof children
due consideration and protection, to make
it obligatory upon the man to furnish the
living expenses would be just and right.

The catholic ' ‘eucase" on marriageprob-
ably produces more suffering, more crime,
more dishonesty, more poverty, more hy-
pocracy, more falsehood, more meanness,
more debauchery, more prostitution and
more hell upon earth, than any other rule
ever foisted upon an ignorant class of sub-
jugated serfs. Our sympathies are with
those who believethat "thussaith the lor "

in these matters, for they know not the
way, the truth, and the life.—ED.

Female Longevity.
Of thefourteen reputed centenarianswho

died during the past year no fewer than
eleven were women, says the Illustraled
London News. Out of the 188 persons
who were declared as over 90 years of age
at death, 108 were women. The superior
longevity of the female sex is a well estab-
lished fact. To some extent it depends, of
course, on their more sheltered way of liv-
ing, but by no means exclusively, as the
women of the laboring classes show a great
vital tenacityas well as those who have an

easy time of it in the world. The vital
power of girls is shown in babyhood, for
though about 104 boys are born to every
I00 girls, the femaleshave more than over-
taken the deficiency before the end of the
first year. In otherwords thebeliefof old
nurses that boys are harder to rear than
girls is a true one.

To-day is not yesterday. We ourselves
change. How, then, can our works and
thoughts, if they are always to be the fit-
test, continue alway the same? Change,
indeed, is painful, yet ever needful; and if
memory have its force and worth, so also
has hope.—Carlyle.
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Waiting.
A. M. BRUNER.

In his good arm chair ’neaththe apple tree,
'Mid the blossoms falling white,

With a little grandson on his knee,
My fathersits to-night.

There's a lookof peace in his clear blue eye,
That tempersithe old-time fire,

As he watches the rose-hued western sky
With a look of calm desire.

His hair is white as the ripened grain;
He dreams of the flight of years.

And he lives once more in his prime again,
Far back of life’s cares and tears.

He sees in the gatheringpurple sheen
Dear faces of long ago;

The boys at play on the villagegreen,
Their sleds on the winter snow.

He hears the call of the whippoorwill
And the brown thrush in the hedge,

Of the plover's cry when the air is still,
And the pea fowl by the ledge.

He gets a glimpse of his mother's face,
And presses her loving hand;

He gathers back, with a fond embrace,
Forms over the borderland.

He sees four feet on the fender snug,
By the light of the hickory pile;

The house cat purring upon the rug.
While the showers of sparks arise.

As birds of the night on silent wing
His thoughts have flown away;

He's listening now to the voices sing
Sweet songs of life's yesterday.

High, on the bough in theeveningbreeze,
Sings the golden robin'scall,

That's answered back from themaple trees
That grow by the garden wall.

With a smile he kisses the little face
That sleeps on his kindly breast,

And says, “I ‘m nearing a day of grace
That's sweeter than all the rest."

And his soul takes wing in a flood of prayer
That raises an earth-tiedclod

From the level plane of a world's despair
To the sun-crowned hillsof God.

Evolution 01 Life and Love.

Like everything else love has been an

evolution, and in a most inclusivesense the
one great evolutionof which all others were

part—preparations for the higher to come.

Inclusively stated, evolution is the life, the
infinite objectized, expressed, pushed out
into other lives; it is life, love, begetting
life and love.

We all know that matter did not always
exist in its present forms; that our earth
came to bewhat it is through ages of count-
less changes, and we know that life in our

world has been a slow process of rising
from lower to higher, and we know that
mind and heart, reason and love. have
traveled over the same slow, long way.
And in all evolution and progression have
they journeyed side by side.

In the last years of his ministry, Mr.
Beecher came into the full light of inspira-
tion of "the vision of evolution, and in one

of his great sermons he outlined in his own

striking way the growth of life and love,
from lower to higher. Beginning with the
fish, trusting its spawn to waters, there
could be little sense of relationship; hence
little affection; some fishes, as our black
bass, lay their eggs in prepared places and
watch over the young, and with them is
some sense of parental care. Birds build
nests in which to lay their eggs; brood
over them till hatched, then bring food to
their young, and here the sense of love and
mothering-caringis much deeper and more

lasting. Rising higher, over the mamma-
lia. the forms of life are begotten and car-

ried in the body of the mother, and after
birth, fed from the mother's life. Hence
the sense of relationship is deeper and the
sentiment of love comes into larger expan-
sion, and all this finds its culmination, its
divinestmeaning and beautyin the mother-
hood of women and the loves of the homes
of ea.rth.—Dr. TIzomus.

The woman who wears such full sleeves
to her clothes that they dip in the butter,
jam, coffee and tea, should elope to some

desert island with the man who gets soup
in his whiskers.
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What to Eat.

  
Aralstonite, writing in thatexcellent gas-

tronomic journal, What to Eat, makesa few
sensible suggestions in regard to thediet
that ought to be posted in every household.
He says that the healthiestand purest lives
come from those who do not eat meat be-
fore the age ot 15.

Potatoes, sliced thin and fried, are indi-
gestible. While tasting delicious, they af-
ford no real nourishment and cause a de-
rangement of the liver.

Cake clogs the stomach. All rich pastry
is poison to the liver. Soft caramels and
creams are also bad for any one witha

liver at all rebellious.
When you get old. look out for your food.

Do you ever notice that grandfather's face
is not as jolly as it used to be? His
strength of mind also seems slowlydisap-
pearing, though he is getting fieshier every
day. He needs a change of food. Prob-
ably he has been eating buckwheat cakes
and sirup, white bread and butter, sugar,
fat meats, etc. Give him lean meat and
fish. cracked wheat and potatoes, barley
cakes. rye bread and southern corn cakes.
Try it, and instead of moping and sitting
round the house all day you will find him
running around lively as a cricket.

Maybe, on the contrary, he is growing
thinand pale. Then he needs buckwheat
and molasses, fat -meats, mashed potatoes
in milk, northern corn, cracked wheat and
fish, oatmeal porridge and fruits every
morning.

All rules have their exceptions. and the
diet described for the mass may not answer
for exceptional cases, but the following
directions are good for the majority:

Milk is the simplest and most natural
food. If you cannot drink it your stomach
is in a diseased condition. Cheese is a good
substitute, if mild, fresh and made from
pure milk and cream. Persons who live
mostly on vegetables have the best nerves

and the best complexions.
an excellent condiment. Its effect upon
the liver is remarkable. Malaria, inter-
mittent fever or congestive chills cannot
endure the presence of red pepper. Pure
red pepper (known as cayenne) should be
on every table.

Ill health is caused largely by improper
food or by food which is in a bad condition
when if is eaten.

Red pepper is

Chicken Cholera.

This in an exceedingly fatal contagious
disease which is widely distributedover this
country, and causesenormousannual losses,
especially in the central and southern sec-
tions. The tirst symptoms of the disease
is, in the majority of cases, a yellow color-
ation of that part of the excrement which
is usually white; quickly followed by vio-
lent diarrhoea and rise of temperature.
Other common accompanying symptoms
are drooping of the wings, stupor, lessened
appetite, and excessive thirst. Since the
disease is due to aspecitic germ, it can only
be introduced into a flock by direct impor-
tation of thisgerm, generally by fowlsfrom
infected premises. As soon as the symp-
toms of the disease are observed the fowls
should be separated as much as possible
and given restricted quarters, where they
may be observed and where disinfectants
can be freely used. Assoon as thepeculiar
diarrhoea is noticed with any of the fowls,
the birds of that lot should be changed to
fresh ground and thesick ones killed. The
infected excrement should be scraped up
and burned, and the inclosure in which it
has been thoroughlydisinfected witha one-
half per cent solution of sulphuric acid or

a one per cent solution of carbolic acid,
which may be applied with an ordinary
wateringpot. Dead birdsshould be burned
or deeply buried at a distance from the
grounds frequented by the fowls. The
germs are taken into thesystem only by the
mouth, thereforewateringtroughs and feed-
ing places must be frequently disinfected.
Treatmentof sick birds is not to be recom
mended under any circumstances whatever
—Exchange.
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Hygienic Hints for Brain Work-

ers.

“Eat in haste and repent at leisure"vis
the up-to-date version of an old saying.
Many of you eat hurriedly at noon, in or-

der to have leisure to see the sights, or, to
engage in friendlyconversation. That is
wrong. Some of you hurry at bgpakfast
becauseyou sleep too late. That also is
wrong. You eat a scant breakfast, do not
enjoy the meal, and in thisway make a bad
start for the day. You have a grudge
against your work, anxiously watch for
lunch time, likewise, for quitting time, and
during the day you are more or less
cranky.

At last comes the closing hour. You
hurry 03 to the car, read the paper all the
way home (filling your brain with its ac-
count of murders, suicides, and the like);
you have been peevish and fretful all day,
and, with this additional dose, is it any
wonder you do not enjoy your dinner?
Even yet your hurrying is not over. You
fuss around until dinner is ready, bolt your
food, and hasten off to keep an appoint-
ment. Just as likely as not, -while on the
way, you berate the folks at home for hav-
ing delayed you, and keep worrying as to
whether or not you will get thereon time.
You retire late, and the following morning
cannot understand why you did not have
sound sleep and why you do not feel rested.

You have spent twenty-four hours in
hurry and worry. Henry VVard Beecher
said that worry is like rust upon the brain.
Remember that.

Be careful about what you eat. Some
months ago in a down-town restaurant, I
saw a boy making a meal of fish cakes and
orange phosphate. I knew of a young lady
(a grocer's daughter) who, with a lady
friend partook of a lunch consisting of
cheese, dates and crackers. Think of the
composition of cheese and dates.

In your leisure time do not imagine that
you must always be "doing something."
Get rest whenever and wherever you can.
Whileon thecars, close your eyes and test;
this is especially beneficial for the eyes.
Do the same thing when you are in the
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hands of the hair-dresser or barber. It is
the occasional naps that count in a long
day. When you are in an elevator, sit
down every time the opportunity presents
itself. By taking advantage of these short
rests you will alwaysbebright looking,and
will have a reserve fund upon which to
draw when business worries and cares har-
rass you. Bear in mind what the Irishman
said: “If ye can't be aisy, be as aisy as ye
can."

The total amount of food needed for re-

pair, for growthand for heating, physiology
teaches us, is much less than is generally
imagined, and it impresses us with the
truth of the great surgeon, Abernethy's,
saying, that “one-fourth of what we eat
keeps us, and the other three-fourthswe

keep at theperil of our lives. " In winter
we burn up the surplus food with a limited
amount of extra exertion, In summer we

get rid of it literally at some extra risk of
health, and, of course, to life.-—PA'r1ucK ].
SWEENEY in The f/ygz’enz'czllagazine.

Stomach Full of Lizards.

Morris Collins, who lives in Angora near

Sixty-second street and Baltimore avenue,
has had a most peculiar experience during
the past week. Collins has been suflering
for about five years with stomach trouble
and has tried a great many remedies with-
out success. A week or two ago he con-
sulted Dr. G. N. Richmond, who_gave Col-
lins medicine that caused him to vomit,
and much to the patient's surprise, on
Friday of last week, thirty-three lizards
came up from his stomach, followed on
Tuesday by three more. Some of them
were between two and three inches in
length, and one which was alive lived for
twenty minutes afterward.-—l,ansdou/ne
Times.

A New York clergyman thinks he has
found a Biblical rebuke to flirting in Pro-
verbs x:1o: “He thatwinkethwith the eye
causes sorrow." But how about “she"
that winketh? And what proof is there
that this text wasn't aimed ‘at the soda.
fountain ?—-Exchange.
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Duration of Past Panlcs.

There is a regular order about all busi-
ness disorder. Panics come on an average
once in seventeen years and last from one

to six years. They are usually followed by
slow recovery, then by a period of good
times, then by a boom, and the boom usu-

ally brings another collapse from over-

speculation.
There have been eight great panics, not

to mention a numberof tlurries.
THE PANIC or 1819.

Wild speculation and heavy importations
of merchandise, particularlyfrom England,
was the cause of this, the first and one of
the worst panics the country has ever

known. The reorganization of the United
States Bank, greatly improving the facili-
ties for business credits, started the specu-
lation. The payment of some of the for-
eign debts and the large expenditures for
Chinese and Indian goods produced a de-
mand for specie. The bank took to im-
porting specie from the West Indies, could
not import it fast enough, collapsed and its
governor fled. This cut the wild specula-
tion short off, and on the heels of it all
came the end of the war of 1812-15 with
England, with the consequent removal of
the practically prohibitory duties on Eng-
lish goods, which had caused manufactur-
ing to take a tremendous leap ahead. When
the foreign products came pouring in the
American factorieswere swamped. Prices
rose 50 per cent, exchange on Englandwent
to 105 and 106, taking all the gold out of
the country, and land fell in value from 40
to 45 per cent. Thousands of people were

in want, families living on a dollar a week
and women earning 6% cents a day. It
took four years to recover from thispanic.

THE PANIC or-‘ 1837.
There were only about 9,ooo,ooo people

in the country when the panic of 1819 set
in. At the time of the panic of 1837 the
population was x6,ooo,ooo. It began with
the failureof Herman Briggs & Co., a great
business house of New Orleans. This was

followed by failures of banks and business
firms right and left all over the country.
In New York city alone, in March and

April, 1837, the failures reached the sum
of $xoo,ooo,ooo. The cause of this panic
was the same as that of r8r9—wild specu-
lation and reckless extension of credits.
Reports show 33,ooo failuresand a loss of
$440,000,000.

‘run PANIC or 1848.
This was a corollary of thepanicof 1837.

As soon as the bottom of that panic was
reached there was a general liquidation of
debts, followed by an increase in the num-
ber of banks and extension of credits. A
panic in Europe at the same time precipi-
tated matters, but the depression was not
severe, while recovery was quick.

THE PANIC or 1857.
The discovery of gold in California was

at the root of the financial storm of 1857.
Everybody was filled with the mania of
speculation—crazy to find some short road
to riches. Therewas reckless speculation,
enormous expansion of railroad building,
overproduction of all manufacturedgoods
and inflated prices. The Ohio Life and
Trust Company of Cincinnati began the
dance by collapsing, with liabilitiesof over

$7,000,000. It was an institution enjoying
great public confidence. and its fall dragged
banks, business houses and manufactories
down with it in a general ruin. The rally
was quick, although it was not until 1860
that confidence was restored.

rm: PANIC or 1869.
This in reality was not a panic—ouly a

flurry. While it lasted it was intense and
was caused by an etiort of Gould and Fisk
to corner the gold market and force the
price up to 180, the plot culminating in the
memorable “BlackFriday. "

THE PANIC or 1873,
Early in 1873 wise financial pilots began

to trim their sails and prepare for a tor-
nado which was brewing. It burst upon
the country on the8thof September, when
the New York Security and Warehouse
Company sank under the load of Missouri,
Kansas and Texas. Daniel Drew followed
five days later with the Canada Southern,
and on the 17th of September the grand
collapse came, when the great firm of Jay
Cooke & Co. sank under its burden of
Northern Pacific. Banks, business houses
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and factories followed in swift and bewil-
dering succession. Inflatedcurrency, large

V

gold exports, excessive railway building
and thereckless land speculation and boom-
ing in the Northwest were the causes of
thispanic. It lasted until the middle of
1877.

run PANIC or 1884.
This panic, although it lasted but a

monthand a half, caused a loss of 8240,-
ooo,ooo, and was made historical by its as-
sociation with the failure of the firm of
Grant & Ward, with which‘Gen. Grant
was so unfortunatelyassociated.

rm: mmc or 1893.
On the 28th of April the banks of New

York begancalling in their loans from Stock
Exchange operators and refusing further
extension of credits, with the result of a

great flurry, followed onpthe9th of May by
the great Cordage Trust failure. This was
followed by the collapse of banks, the clos-
ing of factories and mills in New England
and Pennsylvania. From the 9th to the
30th of May, twenty-one days, sixty banks
in fourteen different states failed, and in
june 112 banks closed their doors. Be-
tween April 27 and December 31,1893,
15,ooo bankruptcies and suspensions of
commercial and industrial concerns took
place, and more than 600 banking institu-
tions and banking firms were seriously in-
jured or wholly ruined. The total amount
involved in these bankruptcies and suspen-
sions duringeight monthswas $570,000,000.
It is reported that $1,2oo,ooo,ooo of rail-
road properties were forced into the hands
_of receivers, and that 3,ooo,ooo persons
were forced out of employment into idle-
ness.»—Exc/zange.

Cosmetics—Scientiflcstandpoint.

“When we hear of fine ladies painting
and powdering their complexions, and are

told of the secret arts of the enameller, we

are perhaps too apt to say that these at-

tempts to imitate a beauty which' does
not exist are but proofs of the artificiality
of modern life, " says The Ilospital. “No
greater mistake could be made. The truly
beautifuldo not puff. It is a conscious-
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ness of a deficiency which leads to all these
devices, and nothing can be more common

among even the lowest intelligences, noth-
ing can be more natural, if one may use the
term, than the tendency to hide peculiari-
ties and deficiencies. Even among lunatics
this sort of instinct shows itself. Accord-
ing to Dr. Clays Shaw. the striving to put
oneself in accord with nature——in other
words, to rectify deformities—is common
in the insane, especiallyamong the women.
The hair ought to be glossy,—therefore, in
the absence of other means to produce this
characteristic, theypurloin the mutton fat,
by which to produce the desired effect; or
when their complexions are not all that
they would desire, they boil down their
stockings so as to get the red dye out of
the county mark, becausethat is their only
substitute for rouge, and they elevate com-
mon whitmg to thedignity of poudre de riz!
And all because bruising and blotching
must be hidden up! Perhaps even the
savages who daub themselves with war-

paint do so to hide the bruises which war-
fare produces. Nay, it is even suggested
that scarlet is chosen as the color of our
soldiers‘ uniform becausetheexciting effect
of the flow of blood is not so clearlyseen

upon it as upon a background of other
colors. The use of puffs and powders. and
other facial decorations, is not then a mat-
ter of pure vanity, or esthetic culture, but
is a mere manifestation of the savage in-
stinct which leads all creatures to hide
every mark by which theydiffer from the
norma .

"—-The Literary Digest.

Prof. H. B. Armsby, dean of the school
‘of agriculture of the Pennsylvania state
college, says the agricultural products of
Pennsylvania exceed the total iron ore,
coal and oil products of the state by
$3,ooo,ooo. He also makesastrongplea
for agricultural education. "Whether we
like it or not," he says, “we are face to
face with new problems and new condi-
tions. In this process of evolution, by
which agriculture is adjustingitself to its
new environment, as in every other process
of evolution, the fittest will survive."—
Lansdowne Times.
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Extract tl-om The Gospel of
Buddha.

.

BY PAUL CARUS.

1. Buddhismis the religion of deliver-
ance from evil by enlightenment.

2. Enlightenment means recognition of
truth and truth must be found by investi-
gation.

Enlightenment teaches that the law of
cause and eflect is irrefragable in the moral
world not less than in the physical world,
and that,every evil deed has its evil effect,
and every good deed its good consequences,
which we cannot escape in thisor any other
existence.

By enlightenmentwe learn that the main
evil, indeed the sole absolute evil is moral
badness, and its cause is selfhood. Self-
hood is an illusion, but the illusion is dis-
pelled by enlightenment.

Enlightenment at the same time imparts
an all-comprehensive kindness toward all
living beings, and a deep compassion with
every creature that suffers.

Thus, truth is like a lamp. It reveals to
us’ the good law and points out the noble
path of righteousness leading to Nirvana.

3. Nirvana, or the entire surrender of
selfhood to truth, is deliverance from evil,
and the highest bliss attainable.

4. He who has attained to perfect en-

lightenment, so as to be a teacher of man-

kind, is called by Buddhists a Buddha,
which means the Enlightened One.

5. Buddhistsrevere GautamaSiddhartha
as Buddha, for he has for the first time
most clearly pointed out the truth which
has proved an unspeakable blessing to

many hundreds of millionsof suffering be-
ings.

In order to remove some of the most im-
portant miscomprehensions we add thefol-
lowing explanations:

1. Buddhismhas no dogmas in the sense
of Christian dogmas. Its doctrines are not
based upon a revelation in the sense of a

Christian revelation. Every Buddhist is
free to investigate for himself the facts
from which the Buddhist doctrines have
been derived. Buddha had no other reve-

lation than the experience which every hu-
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man beingis confronted with. He only had
a deeper insight into the nature of things,
and could, better than any other man,
trace the cause of evil and propose a

remedy.
2. A conflictbetweenreligion and science

is impossible in Buddhism. It is in bar-
mony with Buddha's injunctions to accept
all those propositions which have been
proved to be true by a careful scientific in-
vestigation. Buddha taught only those
truths which are necessary for salvation.
It is noteworthy that modern psychology,
as worked out by the most advanced west-
ern scientists who have heard very little of
Buddha, confirm Buddha'sdoctrines-of the
soul.

3. Buddhism is commonly said to deny
the existence of the soul. This statement
is correct or incorrect according to the
sense in which the word soul is used.
Buddhismdenies the reality of the selfhood
of the soul. It denies the existence of a
soul substratum, of a metaphysicalsoul-
entity behind the soul; but not of the feel-
ing, thinking, aspiring soul, such as we
know from experience ourselves to be. To
deny the existenceof the soul in the latter
sense would be a denial of the surest facts
of the existence of which we have the most
direct and reliable knowledge.

4. Buddhism does not propose the doc-
trine of the annihilation of the soul at the
moment of death, but teaches the continu-
ance of thesoul according to thedeeds done
during life, which is called the law of
Karma. There are among Buddhists vari-
ous views and theories as to the law of
Karma and the reincarnationof the soul.
They are mostly various ways of symboli-
cally expressing the same truth; but should
they be contradictory, this question as all
other problems, will have to be decided by
an impartial investigation of the facts with
the bestscientificmethodsat our command.

5. Buddhismis commonly said to deny
the existence of God. This is true or not
true according to the definition of God.
While Buddhists do not believe that God
is an individual being like ourselves, they
recognize that the Christian God-idea con-
tains an important truth, which, however,
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is more perfectly expressed in Buddhism.
Buddhismteaches the essence of Buddha,
or Amitabha, the source of light, i. e. that
which gives enlightenment, and the recog-
nition of which is Nirvana. is omnipresent
and eternal. It is that which gives reality
to existence, it is the everlasting prototype
of truth, and above all it is the good law of
religion which is the ultimate authorityof
moral conduct.

6. Buddhism is no pessimism. Budd-
hism, it is true, boldly and squarely faces
the problem of evil, and recognizes the ex-

istence of evil; but it does so in order to
show to mankindthe way of escape. Budd-
hism does not preach annihilation, but sal-
vation; it does not teach death but life; it
does not enjoin mortification but the right
way of living; its aim is Nirvana, theaban-
ment of selfhood and leading a life which
is attainable here on earth in this life of
ours.

7. Christianity in many respects resem-
bles Buddhism. The ethicsof Christ are

truly elevatingand remind Buddhistsof the
noble injunctions of Buddha. Buddhists,
however, do not accept the dogmas of
Christianity because they stand in contra-
diction to science and are apt to foster a

spirit of intolerance and narrowness.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS.
Buddha said: All acts of living creatures

become bad by ten things, and by avoiding
the ten things they become good. There
are three sins of the body, four sins of the
tongue, and three sins of the mind.

The sins of the body are, murder, theft,
and adultery; of the tongue. lying, slander,
abuse, and gossip; of the mind, envy,
hatred, and error.

Therefore, I give you these command-
ments:

1. Kill not, but have regard for life.
2. Steal not, neither do ye rob; but help

everybody to be master of the fruits of his
labor.

.

3. Abstain from impurity, and lead a life
of chastity.

4. Lie not, but be truthful. Speak the
truth with discretion, fearlessly and in a

loving heart.
5. Invent not evil reports, neitherdo ye
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repeat them. Carp not, but look for the
good sides of your fellow-beings. so that
you may withsincerity defend themagainst
their enemies.

6. Swear not, but speak decently and
with dignity.

7. VVaste not the time with gossip, but
speak to the purpose or keep silence.

8. Covet not, nor envy, but rejoice at
the fortunes of other people.

9. Cleanse your heart of malice and cher-
ish no hatred, not even against your ene-
mies; but embrace all living beings with
kindness.

10. Free your mind of ignorance and be
anxious to learn the truth, especially in the
one thingthat is needed, lest you fall a

prey either to scepticism or to errors.

Scepticism will make you indifferent and
errors will lead you astray so that you shall
not find the noble path that leads to life
eternal.

Topics in Briel.

You can not legislatevalue into anything
—not even into poets.—The Indianajvalis
1Vews.

This country has the most friendlyfeel-
ing toward Japan, and two or three of our

war-ships will go as far as Hawaii to tell
her so.——Plzz'ladclj:lzz‘aLedger.

In referring to council _“boodling" cases
a certain old phrase is now paraphrased to
point out that there is always a “prominent
citizen’' in thewoodpile.—C}u'cagoRecord.

They say there is a four-year-old boy
in Baltimore» who understand geometry.
Pooh! There is a four-year-old boy in
Boston who understand the sugar sched-
ule.—A’cw YorkLgfe.

Hope writes the poetry of the boy, but
memory that of the man.—Em.erson.

Often the elements that move and mold
society are the results of the sister's coun-
sel and the mother'sprayer.—C/za_z§2'n.

It is an inevitable law thata man cannot
be happy unless he lives for something
higher than his own happiness.—Bulwer.
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The Baby's Shoe.

“What will the baby's shoe hold?
Not much—

Five wee toes. some dimples, a sole with thetouch
And the hue of the rose-leaf
Turned in a soft fold,
The baby's shoe will hold.

“What will the baby's shoe hold?
All this—

The dreams of a mother, her tenderest kiss.
Prayers thicker than star dust,
Hopes. words never told——
The baby's shoe will hold."

New Theory 01 Heat-Lightning.

Physicists have been divided for some

time on the question of so-called “heat" or

“sheet" lightning, some regarding it as an

actual discharge of electricity, and others
as merely thereflection on the sky of light-
ning due to a distant storm, while others
still have thought that it might sometimes
be due to the one cause and sometimes to
the other. An English physicist now comes

forward with a new theory. according to
which thephenomenonis sometimes, at any
rate, due to a visible discharge of elec-
tricity. Says Appleton‘: Popular Science
Illonthlyr "In his paper on thunderstorms
in India. Prof. Machie Smith says that
sheet lightning is seen at Madras every
evening for six months, alway near the
horizon and directed toward thesouthwest.
The time of occurrence varies from day to

day, but is always toward evening, and gen-
erally not later than 9 o'clock. The phe-
nomenon is not a reflectionof distant light-
ning flashes, but consists of an actual dis-
charge of electricity from cloud to cloud
or between two portions of the same cloud,
and it takes place in the upper portions of
low-lyingclouds. When morning lightning
occurs, its direction is northeast, hence the
lightning is always to be looked for in the
regions of still air where the land and sea

breezes meet. The time of occurrence de-
pends on the hour when the sea breeze sets
in, the display being about three hours
later than this. Cumulus clouds rise to-

gether in pairs and the discharge takes
place between them, sometimes possibly
within them. The authorthinksthe elec-
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trical conditions of the clouds may be ac-

counted for by the fact that the sea breeze
is moist and dusty, while the land breeze
is dry and dusty. The presence of dust in
the clouds is shown when theysink rapidly;
the dust is then seen at their edges and
gives the iridescent or nacreous appearance
frequently observed. " ‘

Electricity vs. Steam.

The most conservative schools of engin-
eering, notably theEcole, of Paris, and the
Royal Academy of Engineers, London. as

well as all theAmerican universities having
courses in mechanics and engineering are

unanimously of the opinion that theelec-
tric railway will not supercede the steam
roads, at least not during the present gen-
eration. To the ordinary observer this
may seem to be a strange conclusion, yet
the facts from which the deductions are
made clearly show the truth of the state-
ment. Electricity is not as steam is, an

independently accumulated force, but de-
pends always on some previous mechanical
operation. Then again, to operate a gen-
eral trunk line there would be so much
power required that no known agent could
carry and distribute it, and experiments
made have shown that in all extensive rail-
road operations the entire motive force
must be directly connected with the object
being moved. This steam does, and elec-
tricity does not do. Experts are of the
opinion thatas the moter is used in con-
nection with the steam engine, so the same
relation will exist between theelectric rail-
way moter and the locomotive. For short
passenger branch roads, electric motors,
light and simple, will take theplaceof loco-

'motives, but on the railroads proper, the
locomotive driven by steam will continue
to be used until the greater possibilitiesof
electricity are known, and its proper hand-
ling ceases to be an unsolved riddle.—1Veu)
Ideas.

‘'1 'd give a leg," observed thehorse. “to
be as popular with the girls as you are. "

“Yes, but could you deliver thegoods?"
rejoined the bicycle, somethingtauntingly.
it would seem.—Detroz't journal.
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The Serenader.

I hear him 'neath my window sill,
His ardent song of love begin.

Ah, heart and brain of mine be still,
Nor let him guess thethoughtswithin.

And if the moon be not too bright
I'll ope my window wide and high,

And in the soft and silvery light
Perchance his form I may espy.

’

How often in the days of yore
He breathedthoseold, familiarthemes!

And now to—night he comes once more
To wake me from my happy dreams.

I would he were so close to me
That I might make him deeply feel

The thought that I with joyous glee
Would but too happily reveal.

But, ah. I dare not be so bold,
For startled would he be thereat;

Yet if his form I could behold,
I paralyze that yowlingcat.

-——L. A. W’. Bulletin.

Fish Duelists.

Prof. ClarenceB. Moore in a description
lately published in Flor-Facts,of some of
the wonderful sights he witnessed while
traveling in Europe, tells of a sport which
is very popular among the Siamese, thatof
fish duelling. It is said that the King of
Siam derives a considerable revenue from
the license fees exacted for the privilegeof
keeping fighting fish. Prof. Moore says:

“And now came the event of the day——
tbe combats between trained fishes, a fea-
ture of sporting life in Siam. During the
almost continuous period of travel in nearly
every part of the world, extending over ten
years. it has been my privilege to witness
many combats between men, between ani-
mals and between men and animals. But
the oddest of all, in my opinion, was be-
tween these finny champions.

‘ ‘These combats, though frequent enough
in the land of thewhite elephant, are rarely
witnessed by travelers. The fish are small
in size, much resembling the species we

call ‘sticklebacks. ’ They are placed in a

tank of glass and the fight is hotly contested
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from the start, there being no sparring for
an opening, so to speak, though during the
contest considerable skill is shown.

Again and again the fish rush at each
otherand the loosened scales fly in every
direction. As may be supposed, there are

no periods of rest, the combat being con-
tinued until one of the champions is slain
or literally turns tail. It is seldom, how-
ever, that one of these plucky little fish
gives way, and the fight, if prolonged, has
usually a fatal issue.

“These contests are very popular in
Siam, and each nobleman or wealthyper-
son of sporting tastes keeps on hand a sup-
ply of fish which is considerably more ex-

pensive thanone would at first imagine.
Separate tanks must be provided for the
little fighters and professional trainers are

employed, whose duty it is to feed the fish
with raw meat, which is supposed to con-
tribute to their ferocity, and keep them in
training. This is done by chasing the finny
champions around their tank witha stick a

given numberof times each day. It is sur-

prising how much attention the Siamese
pay to these contests and what sums are
staked upon the result. "

One of the New York stamp firms has on
exhibitionthe figure of a man whose cos-
tume, from head to foot, is completely cov-
ered with postage stamps. The coat is
composed of theone-cent blue of the pres-
ent issue; the trowsers of the two-cent red,
and his necktieof the two-cent Columbians,
while the other articles of apparel have
been adorned with various colored stamps
of foreign countries.

A man who was bitten by a rattesnake
drank a quart of whisky as a remedy. He
died soon afterwards and the coroner‘s jury
brought in this verdict: “The deceased
came to his death either from the snake or
thewhisky, the jury beinguncertain which,
the local physician being absent at the
funeral of one of his patients. "

After man came woman—and she has
been after him ever since.
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OCCULT SYDIBOLS.
BY ZALENE.

CHAPTER VI.
My reception at the mystical rendezvous

after an absence of nearly two years, was a
most cordial one, and while the appearance
of the place was familiar to me, there
seemed to be a strangeness in the atmos-
phere about. that somewhat puzzled me.

just enough of "the uncertainty of things to
make one feel queer. I saw at once that I
was destined to experience somethingout
of ,the ordinary, but what it was no one
seemed to know.

While waiting for the time to pass from
the reception room into the apartments, I
~thought I heard a whisper, and listening,
again heard the same, this time catching
the words, signs, and numbers of the deep-

-est significancepertaining to the unspoken,
unwrittenand most secret knowledgeknown
‘to these unknown people. I was all ears
‘-tor a moment and looked in vain for the
source of the peculiar whisper. Could it

 
 

be that some ghostly presence was giving
me a test? The very walls of the room
seemed to speak. It was like a reflected
sound, an echo, the life of which could not
be located. It was likethemoon 's reflected
sunlight, lackingin warmthand life-giving
potency. Again the silence and the rep-
etition of the same whispering, so death-
‘like that the cold chills creept upon and
over me as if I was being electrocuted.
My very blood was cold, I am sure, much
as I know and have experienced along these
mystical ways.

No matter how much one may know
about the occult, thereare all kinds of con-

ditions. and new ones, too, that may be
sprung upon theunsuspecting seeker at any
time. I was better prepared tomeet this
than ever before, at the same time if it had
not lastedquite so long. and been repeated
so many times, I would have felt easier.

The idea seemed to be to indellibly im-
press upon, not only my mind, but my inner
consciousness as well, the fact that these
things must be borne in mind and rigidly
adhered to if I wished to gain further light
in these halls of learning. At least this
was my conclusion, which, when fully set-
tled in my mind, brought the whisperings
to a sudden close.

Strange, indeed, this occult process of
conveying truth to the conscious and sub-
conscious self.

‘

l

I was relieved very shortly after the
above .couclusion...aby.a.gentletap upon the
door. I stepped forward and_ opened it,
and before me stood a sweet, wee bit of 1
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child, hardly able to run alone, I thought,
and in one hand it held asmall card. I_
stooped and read from the card these
words:

“If your are seeking for truth, follow
me."

I must say, I never wassocompletely
brought to a consciousness of my real
sphere in life before. A child of two sum-
mers thus calling me and offering to lead
me toward the truth was symbolical of
something, veiled probably by custom,
learning and selfishness only.

I adjusted myself as quickly as possible
to the situation and told thelittleone to run

along and I would follow.
I was led through a hallway to one of

the inner rooms. the little child rushed in
ahead and was .taken up by a lady sitting in
the foreground of a statuesque group,
which wds arranged. asfollows:

First thechild, then thelady, and just
back of the lady a man, then another lady,
four persons grouped in front of a strange
scene upon canvas, with figures of men,
women and children in all stages of life.
Some were engaged in battle, some in pleas-
ure, others at some kind of labor, and still
others in study, etc.. They seemed to be
arranged on a coiled line, some parts of
which terrible sceneswere depicted, while

.

other portions _were seemingly free from
contentions.

I studied the picture in both its livingand pictured phases until I could see it
clearly and, as I thought, would be able to
recall it at any time should I be asked to
do so. ‘

At this juncture the lady next to the
canvas stepped; one side and passed from
view., A screen. was drawn in front of the
canvas and the scene became one familiar
to all—the family circle, the home, the
happy parents, the beautifulchild, bound
by ties of love and admiration.

0, the bitter, cruel days of my early en-

deavors to produce such a living resultl
Would that I could blot from the earth all
that stands ingthc way of such heavenly
happipess. But a mightier power than my
feeble, childish mind and will, decrees dif-
ferently, and ,,.I can but flutter midst the

shifting scenes that daily come into exist-
ence and are apparently dissipated forever,
to be followed by new and unexpected
sights and sensations, trials and conquests.
I lived over again ten years of my life, and
in as many minutes. In fact, I lost myself
in‘ the delirium of the retrospect and when
I finally became calm again, a gentleman
stepped into the room and thus addressed
me:

"Madam, we have been informed that
you are now engaged in writing on thesub-
ject of symbols for the press. Have we
been informed correctly?"

You have. I answered.
"Then, beinga member of theexoteric

cult of thissociety, such informationas is
desirable and advantageous to those whose
minds are only partially prepared, as are
the minds of the uninitiated, we are_ready
to assist you in giving to the wvorld.
But you must rememberthat the perver-
sicns and abuses of the real meanings and
object of symbols has engrossed the minds
of men to the extent that they are led com-
pletely away from the true spirit andsimple
significance of theonly real and permanent
signs and living unending records of hu-
man events. as exemplified by thesymbols
of theancients, and it is our purpose to aid
you in directing attention to the truth of
these things.

I appreciate your kindness very much, I
repliai. but I do not understand you when

_
you say I"belongto the exoteric cult of this
society. I thought I had been initiated
into the occult organization?

“You have passed theexoteric initiations
and you stand high and well with the so-
ciety in this relation, but watch me closely
and I will explain.

“There are five senses acknowledgedby
the world at large as belonging to the hu-
man consciousness and reason. A few
minds, however, realize the fact thatwe
have a sixthsense, which theycall intuition.
The sense of knowing without reason or
knowledge as to how or why. This sense
is occult to most people and all who seek
for the inner light that leads toward the
deeper meanings of the phenomenaof life
and being, must necessarily pass through
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the period of impressionable sensation.
The majority of occult students and re-

searchers.never pass beyond this stage of
development. To reach thisheight in spir-
itual attainment seems to be all suflicient.
Among those who stop and rest here are
the various occult societies ‘known as The-
osophical: Spiritualistic, Christian science,
and the Hindoo philosophy recently ex-

ploited in this country is also based almost
entirely upon the intuitive sensations. It
is the state of feeling and believingthe
truth without knowing why it is the truth.

You are in thisstage of development now.

You came to us but a short time ago still
asleep in.the five senses, not being con-
scious of the sixth principle. You are en-

deavoring to enlighten humanity by search-
ing into the mysteries of symbols and pub-
lishing the results to the world. You are

doing this with intuition as a basis of
knowledge and wisdom. Your basis is not
suficient to sustain you in such anwunder-
taking, for intuition onlygives belief, faith,
hope. and a peaceful rest from the burdens
of the five physical senses. The sixth
sense does not bring one knowledge in the
full meaning of the word.

“As I said before, you stand well with
our people. having done nobly in the short
space of time you have devoted to the
secret doctrines, now it is your privilegeto
rest in the sixth sense or make an efiort to
reach the seventh, where knowledge and
wisdom alone are attained.

“A symbol has been presented to you
this day which. if interpreted correctly
will show you the way to knowledge. If,
upon reflection, you decide to make the
seventh eflort,-in due time you will receive
acall for your first examination; and re-

member, knowledge is for those who earn
it.

"The awakening into the sixthsense is
like being suddenly taken from a dungeon
and, hungry and weary, placed in an or-

chard where many and various kinds of
fruit are ripening. You are so pleased
with the new scenes and sensations that
you believe that all you see is good, and
thatyou will be fed abundantly from the
bountiful supply about you. It gives you

faith, hope, and peace of .mind.. But-‘to
know the good and evil natures of thetlife
before you, it is necessary to labordong‘
and hard, gathering the variousaspecies.
testing them and suffering through :the
eflects of their action upon the systéntrbel
fore you can intelligently . grasp the mean-
ing of theenticingphenomena. Tliereiore;
be not led athwart the path of truth, »and
knowledge of the truth, by the too fascinat-
ing sense of intuition. " = ‘. -

"I will leave you now, thatyou may-re-
flect awhile upon the question of advance-
ment and entrance into the seventh, or real
occult sphere of knowledge and wisdom.
If you conclude you are equal to the task
and feel that you can bear the burden and
shoulder the responsibilitythatknowledge’
and truth ever places upon one who attains
to the supernal height of theseventh, you‘
will step before the statue you see in‘ the
further end of the room and repeat the
numbers, give the ‘signs and signals and
state aloud thegeneral principles of the de-
grees you have already taken. During this
proceeding, if all remains quiet and you
hear no sound, it is evidence that you are

elligible to the higher circle. If, however;
on the contrary, you hear sounds thatdis-
turb you, it is a sign of tardiness on your
part in keeping well in mind the important
points in the secret law of occult power.-
You will find a couch near by upon which
to rest in case you are weary. " ' '-

.

He then gave me the parting salute o
the exoteric 12th and gracefullywithdrew.

Now that I am able to write ‘of these
trials and experiences, I can assure'all who
attempt to reach theclosing or culminating
sphere of the universal scale of attainment,
that thebiblicalstatement, "straight is the
path and narrow is the way that leads: to
eternal life, " which I now know means, to-
a consciousness of the phenomenaof life,
was written by one who had climbed the
heights and knew whereof he wrote“ ’

I am permitted to give my experience, as
it pertains to theexoteric side of_ occult‘
training, but I have learned, and "in my
present state, it is to know, to know‘ that
you know, and know thatyou can not tell
it. It is likestandingon theroof of a large
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building, and in an ordinary tone of voice
trying to picture the beautiesof the starry
heavens to one in thecellar or basement of
the same building. He does not see what
you see, he (hes not hear wlnt you hear,
he cannot catch asingle word from you, he
does not list you, and yet he is in the
same building. This is being in the world,
among the people. but not of the same

sphere.
.

Before entering into a detailed account
of what I posed through alone by the cold
marble status. I‘ will say: My early ex-

periences in occult research were extremely
trying,and I might say annoying to me,
for I wasnew and fresh,’ so to speak, in such
matters. Crude indeed was my mind and
understanding.’ I knew it all when I started
in, but now learningthatthe extreme oppo-
site was true. I knew nothing. And yet I
was endowed with the average intelligence
of what the world recognizes as well to do
people. The transformation is going on at
present, however, in the seventh sphere.
MY EXPERIENCES BEFORE THE MARBLE

FIGURE.

I stood some time where the gentleman
left me, wondering whether it was worth
while, after all, to struggle longer in con-

nection with these people and their meth-
ods. I triedto place myself back as I was

beforepl ever met them, to see if the pleas-
ures of that time, the comforts and peace
of mind were as desirable as my present
state.

Of course I could not go back, if I would,
and finallyconcluded that I would not if I
could. Yet I ’ felt that terrible trials were

before me. Perhaps it meant that I must
give up and put aside all those things that
then interested me to becomea statuesque
sort of a creature, or seek some cave in the
mountains anddwell among lizards, snakes
and creeping thingsgenerally.

In fact I thought everythinghorrible;
could not see anythinggood before me; all
was darkness and gloom. What could it
mean? I questioned and questioned, but
my‘ intuition seemed to be blocked. No
answer came» Shall I quittheplace for-
ever, or pres forward to the unknown?

‘and observe the surroundings.
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This was thequestion of thehour withme.
Becoming weary in my efforts to reach

a conclusion, I thought I would walkover
to thestatue and take a view of the same.

I was a
little anxious to know-——to know what?

0, thisever activecuriosity in thehuman
mind. Never contented with_ the present.
state. Always seeking new scenes and ex-

periences; ever reachingout and penetrat-
ing the unknown; that mysterious sphere
in the phenomenaof creation.

I stepped before the cold and silent mar-
ble, the figure of a beautiful woman, en-

tirely nude, the artistic beauty of which
seemed to charm me and hold me spell-
bound. I had seen such productions be-
fore, but never so attractiveand perfect as
this seemed to be. Every line, curve and
expression seemed perfect. The more I
looked at it, the more I wanted to. It
seemed to hold me in a sort of subconscious
ecstacy, which was extremely pleasing and
restful.

I soon felt the desire to know more, and
seating myself upon the couch referred to,
began running over the various things rela-
tive to my initiation. Could I stand before
this master-piece and hear myself repeat‘
the ceremonial order?

,

I would try, I thought, and if I failed,
why then it would be time to retreat and
decide once and for all to go no farther.

Summoningwhat courage I had I stepped
again before the marble, gave the first sig-
nal, looked the figure square in the eye.
A light seemed to flash across the figure
and for an instant it appeared to be alive.
Could it be possible that I was deceived,
and that I had been looking upon a living.
animated form of a woman?

I was nearlyovercome by the shock, and
sought the couch for safety.

Going over the situation again, in my
mind, it appeared to me thatif it wasa mar-
ble statue, it was too much like the worship
of the saints, Holy Mary, and the cruci-
fixion, as performed by thedevotees of the
church of Rome and England.

As I thought thisthe idea became abhor-
rent to me and I hesitated about making
anotherattempt.
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Again I went over the whole subject
from my first visit to the shrine up to the
present minute. I took plenty of time.
thinkingthat thefigure, it alive, would tire
out and fall over, but there it stood as rigid
as ever.

A new impulse prompted me to try again.
This time I seemed to meet with better
success. I gave the signs and spoke aloud
thepasses and stated my views of the prin-
ciples of the first three degrees.

Not a murmur, not a sound, not a move
ment. All was still.

I started on the fourth. and before three
words had passed my lips the wind began
to whistle, somewhere outside. I thought.
I hesitated. started to speak again, and a

sharp rap, right close to me, startled me so

I lost the idea of proceeding and could not
remember what came next. I was bewil-
dered, but somewhat determined, and so

made another attempt. A very bad blun-
der. of course, resulting in most hideous
-cries and lamentations from above or be-
low. I could not tell which. ‘

Being entirely thrownoff my guard I was

obliged to return to thecouch for rest and to
collect my thoughtsagain and commit more

thoroughly the words, numbers and state-
ments I was to repeat.

It was with great difliculty that I con-
centrated my mind upon these things. I
had depended on intuition to help me out
as occasion demanded. but in thisI was en-

titely forsaken, seemingly, for I seemed to
have none when I needed it the most, which
I have found to be the case in many previ-
-ous experiences.

I now began to realize more fully the
statements of the master mind concerning
this sixt-b sense or faculty.

Becoming more anxious and persistant
than ever, I decided to lay a systematicand
orderly plan and proceed in accordance
therewith,believing that to be the duty of
thehour. Havingcompleted the first three
without interruption, success in some way
seemed to be with me.

My plan was to take thedegrees seriatem,
that is, only one at a time, and: complete
the work in it before trying to ‘commit, or
consider even, theprinciples of the next. '

With renewed courage I arranged the
lesson of the fourth, advanced again to the
chiseled venus and without interruption
completed the task.

Great indeed seemed to be the power d
concentration and execution when directd
by a definite, comprehensible plan. It
worked so well that I was a little careles
in arranging the fifth, with the result that
I failed utterly in carrying it out.

I learned from this that to make plans
was one thing, and very appropriate as a
fourth degree exercise, but to carry them
out, work to them in detail and make each
joint perfect. was quite another duty.

I referred to my fourth degree plans and
specifications and watched closely the de-
tails that I might glide safely through the
fifth and score anothervictory. But no,
there was a hitch somewhere every time I
made the attempt. To pass this point was
like attempting to pass through a jungle.
A change of vibration or some unearthly
sound turned me from my course and I be-
came bewildered, confused and all at sea.

What is the nature of the fifth, I thought
to myself, that it should so entangle one.
There surely must be a reason for thisde-
lay. I began to study on the points that I
thought I _was familiarviith as belongingto
the experiences and knowledge of the fifth.
I recalled the fact ‘that we have five physi-
cal senses, and that the fifth was the sense
of feeling, of emotion, of love, the basis of
thoughts, acts, and relations with others,
and all that, but why could I not pass
through these outer sense seemings and
reach the sixth?

How do I feel? came forcibly to my mind.
How do I feel? Do I really feel just right
toward every one and all the world? This
was the question.

If one feels right, labor is a pleasure and
the plans of the architect may be followed
without interference, for there is a harmony

.- in design that corresponds to the harmony
of one who is thus self poised.

These thoughts caused me to take an in-
ventory of my feelings in these respects,
and of course if there is any one you utterly
abhor, he or she is the first to come into
your ‘mind, ' and I could thinkof quite a

a
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good many, so. it took some time to com-

plete therecord.
I.

The result showed that I was not feeling
just right; that one of my senses, namely,
the fifth,was heavily’burdened and must be
liberatedere I could pass the lineof thefifth.

I looked at the statue before me, perfect
in every way. Its feelings, if it had any,
were thesametoward all, a general univer-
sal static regard for the whole body of hu-
manity. Could I thus adjust myself? I
would try. I just thought I would ac-

knowledge my state, as shown by my ac-

count just rendered, aloud, and declare my
change of heart and its universal polariza-
tion. I did so, and to my utter surprise a
loud and long drawn out groan came in re-
sponse.

Could it be thatthis was a foolish move?
I thought. It is said that confession is
good for the soul. and I had confessed; but
somehow I did not feel right and again
sought the right solution to the problem
before me.

_

Confession, confession, confession. kept
running in my mind. To whom have I
confessed, came also. This gave me anew

idea and it soon became apparent that to
him whom I feel angular toward must I
confess, and immediately a peaceful wave

swept over my brow.
Then the question: How can I do this?

It was certainly much harder to do than to

step before the marble figure and repeat
the words that are used to express such
feelings. ' I saw it was no use of me trying
to pass the fifth until I felt right, and to
feel right I must change the vibrant cur-

rents relating me to those whom I disliked.
In my endeavor to formulate some plan on

which to do this properly and completely,
Ifell asleep, and dreamed that I went to
each one I had been thinkingof as being
distasteful to me, and met them in a kindly
and friendly way, stating the facts of my
relations and feelings to them and express-
ing a desire to be harmoniousand agreeable
in future. I awoke in due time much re-

freshed. It then occurred to me that I
might more completely bind the magnetic
currents thus created by a personal letter
to each, which I fully agreed with myself

to write on my return home. I now felt
that the time was right for me to pass the
fifth, and no sound greeted my ear as I ad-
vanced again to the perfect symbol and
gave the ritual.

The sixth was easier. I co-ordinated
with the intuitive faculties. and in passing
this point, whether one is dead or alive,
makes but little difierence, the result is the
same. I only know this, that I went
through the darkness of the shadow of
death, and must have been very low, for I
was finally restored to consciousness by a

person in long and flowing vestments and
theeye of a master, who addressed me thus.

"My dear lady, you are doing nobly, let
nothingdeter you from passing and over-

coming the next six trials and temptation
which await you ere you will be prepared
to enter theseventh,or occult circle proper.
You have been laboring for twenty-one
hours. and no doubt you are quite hungry
and need a refreshing drink, but I must
inform you that you are now a prisoner
in this room, the entrances, windows, etc..
having been thoroughly bolted, and that
you have one hundred and fifteen hours yet
to pass ere you will be allowed either food
or drink of any kind.

“The power of mind, the will, and the
nerve will during this period be tested to
the fullest extent. You have passed the
physical trials and we are satisfied you are

equal to that which awaits you.
“You have sought the sphere of knowl-

edge and wisdom. You must be raised to
the height where you can see, and know.
and understand thephenomenaof creation.
You will be left alone, as other duties keep
the few that remain here busy. It is your
own individual wish, desire and effort
You alone must do thework, as true knowl-
edge can be obtained in no other way. We

‘can only point the way and _watch lest ye
fall and perish on thepath. May you trans-
late successfully."

He bowed and passed from view. I was
dumb. I could not speak or move. The
trials of thesixthhad completelyexhausted
me and I fell upon the couch. in a death.-
like swoon

(Connuunn-.),



A Theory of the Origin of Man.

The origin of life on our planet has al-
ways been a puzzle to evolutionists. Most
of them have not cared to make any at-
tempt to solve it, but have contented them-
selves with working out a scheme of the
development of organisms from lower to
higher forms. A recent attempt to explain
the change from mineral to organic matter
by the action of purely physical forces is
made by Charles Morris in apaper read
before the Academy of Natural Sciences,
Philadelphia, and published in full in their
"Proceedings" for the current year.

"There was a time in the earth's history
when chemical inaction prevailed, on ac-

count of high temperature and unfavorable
physical conditions, but, on the formation
of an ocean of highly heated waters. hold—
ing in solution a variety of elementary sub-
stances and simple compounds. chemism
grew active, and became more energetic as

the waters increased in depth and in‘ vari-
ety and volume of their contents. Many
complex minerals were very likely then
formed and deposited as rock formations.
As the ocean became freed from its abund-
ance of foreign material inorganic chemis-
try decreased, until now it has practically
ceased, oxidation having reduced nearly all
substances to a state of chemical fixity.

“As the waters of the primeval ocean

slowly cooled, and inorganic chemism de-
clined in activity,organic chemism proba-
bly set in, aided by the solar rays. ‘The
material for this new phase of action had
been prepared and existed abundantly in
the water and air. It may have had its
origin in an early reaction between carbon
dioxid and the elements of water, yielding
the hydro-carbons; and subsequently be-
tween these and nitrogen, yielding the far
more complex albuminous compounds.

“Many of the preceding mineral mole-
cnles were quite complex in composition,
and it is reasonable to suppose that still
more complex molecules arose under con-

ditions restraining the activityof oxygen.
Seed forms of organic substance may have
first appeared—simple carbon compounds,
These would serve as the basis of more
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complex molecules, and there may have
been a long—continued process of deoxida-
tion and formation of higher carbon and
nitrogen compounds until true organic mat-
ter appeared and thechemistry of life came

fairly into play.
"Further the author remarksthat ‘the

conditions favoring the development of or-

ganic material were transitory. and no

longer exist. Organic chemistry emerged
from a vitally active stage of inorganic
chemistry. It could not well arise from
theexistingpassive stage of inorganic chem-
istry. ' "——— The Literary Digest.
Poisoning from Canned Goods.

"We do not believe," says The Lancet
(London, July 31), “that the mischief that
now and again arises from the consumption
of tinned food is referable to the presence
of metal. Tin is a comparatively harmless
metal, while the iron over which it is ve-
neered is quite free from risk. The lead
in the solder employed may, however, give
rise to poisoning, but we believe that so
well is the sealing process done that cases
of this kind are rare. The dangers of
tinned food generally arise from an inhe-
rent change in the food itself, and there is
no doubt thatthe longer the food is pre-
served the greater is thechance of its being
unwholesome, while, as is well known, as
soon as the food thus preserved is exposed
to the air certain changes rapidly set in.
and for this reason the food should be par-
taken of as soon as possible after ‘the tin is
opened. Dr. Sykes, the medical otlicer of
health of St. Pancras, makes what woul(l
appear to be a useful and practical sugges-
tion in his annual report, which is that the
law should provide that all tins containing
tinned food shall have stamped upon them
the date of tinning. Assuming that the
correct date of tinning were thus stamped
upon the tin the public would be able to
judge in some measure of the wholesome-
ness of the contents, since it is reasonable
to suppose that the enclosed food would
not improve on prolonged keeping. ”

The man who wants the earth invariably
gets it»»- when he (lies. '
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Ceylon and India.

The buried cities of Ceylon prove it to
bee. very ancient country. Leaving the
old capital, Kandy, at 9 a. In. on an April
day, we reached Matale by railway in two
hours. The scenery along the way, of val-
ley and verdure-clad mountains, of rice-
fields, cocoa-nut groves and broad tea-
plantations was as unique as captivating.
This Singalese village, Matale, numbering
some 3,000, the terminus of the English
railway, is famous I should judge for its
filthand squalor. Our conveyance to the
rock temple was a bullock cart. Three
miles riding, squatting in the bottom of
this rickety springless cart, brought me to
the stone gateway that pointed up to the
temples, some of which are cyclopean in
structure. Surely it was no ordinary peo-
ple of thepast that could carve a mountain
into a graceful shrine, and chisel religious
monuments of incarnate gods on flinty
rocks that in skill would have done credit
to the most distinguished Greek sculptors.

Here I am taking notes in a jungle of
gigantic boulders under theslope of a great
massive projecting rock in which the main
temple has been hewn. Three Buddhist
priests conducted us through the gloomy
temple describing Buddha's 12 teachers,
24 elders, and his own struggles withtempt-
ing demons all painted or chiseled upon the
grim walls. Buddha himself in this tem-

ple, 27 feet in length, lay on his right side
in repose. Before him upon the altar were

flamers, candles, holy water, and incense
burning—all very Roman Catholic. On
the top of the highest rock is carved
Buddha's foot, fully six feet in length.
Expressing skeptical surprise at the size,
one of the priests quickly said, “the sculp-
tor chiseled from his imagination rather
than from the sacred Tripitaka." The
miraclesof Buddhism are infinitely more

astounding than those of Christianity.
Neitherare logically believable. '1 he su-

pernatural is rapidly giving place to the
superhuman, the spiritual.

The Prince of Siam, educated in the
London University, and formerly ambassa-
do_r to the Court of St. James and nearly

half a dozen European capitals, weary of
the world's hollowness, deceptions, slan-
ders andmisrepresentations, has renounced
it——renounced all royalty, and laying aside
his decorations, sash, sword and crown ap-
parent, has becomea Buddhist priest, don-
ning the plain yellow robe. He owns noth-
ing now except his robe and his rice dish.
Buddhist priests will take no money. They
live by the voluntary ofierings of the faith-
ful. You may see them early in the morn-

ing, after their ablutions and prayers. out
in thestreets and windinglanes, barefooted.
visiting the sick, or asking alms of the rich
that they may feed the starving poor.
Through the kindness of Col. Olcott, I was
shown theexactlikenessof Buddha'stooth.
so carefullyguarded in theold Kandy tem-
ple. It is nearly two inches long, and
looks like a young shark's tooth. Thereal
tooth, so-called, is only a bit of shaped and
polished deer‘s horn-a huge sham, be-
coming the shallowest superstition.

As fate or good fortune would have it I
was in thisever-green isle when the kingof
Siam came on his way to thequeen's jubi-
lee. Great preparations were made for the
reception both by the government and the
Buddhists. Through the kindness of my
old-time friend, Col. H. S. Olcott (who by
the way, stands very high in both Ceylon
and India for his educational interests of
the Hindus, and for the establishment of
over roo Buddhist schools in Ceylon), I
was secured a seat in the beautifullydeco-
rated pavillion. The king marched up the
covered pathway and onto the platform
clad in a plain European suit. There was

none of the swell, pomp and gew-gaw deco-
rations of royalty about him. He was ed-
ucated in Englandand Paris. He is genial,
social, and speaks several languages. He
is a devoted Buddhist. I met him in the
queen's house just after the formal recep-
tion, and had a five minutes conversation
with him. His visit intensified theactivi-
ties of Buddhismthrough the entire island.
The high priests, the prince of Siam. the
king and Col. Olcott held a council relative

‘

to an ecclesiasticalunion of thethreeBudd-
hist centers, Siam, Burmah, and Ceylon.
with the king of Siam as head; something
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I suppose as the czar of Russia is the head
of the Greek church.

There is no organization of Spiritualists
under that name in India; and yet. if Spir-
-itualism means conscious communion or

belief in such communion, with the so-

called dead, the Hindus have been Spiritu-
.alists for ages. Their old religious books
abound in converse with Devas (Sanskrit),
celestial beings—beingsgood. bad, indiffer-
ent; and with Pitris (Sanskrit). the spirits
of their ancestors, these they propitiate.
They believe in obsessions by evil spirits.
C_alled upon by a noted Brahmin in Madura
to dis-obsess his daughter. I repaired to

.his house and so did. She has been free
from the bad influences since. Attending
the anniversary in Adyar of Madame Bla-
vatsky's death. I gave a short address, the
gprincipalone beingdelivered by Col. Olcott.

On the4thof May I went to BlackTown
to see a Yogi. He lived in a little low,
squatty palm-thatched hut, with neither

chimney nor windows. He kept thesacred
fire continually burning. As we crawled
into his dirty den he sprinkled ashes upon

«our foreheads. The atmosphere was suf-
focating; everythingwas dirty. Our inter-
preter was a Brahmin of culture. But this
Yogi's fountain seemed dry. He has sat
-there twenty years. He eats but one meal
.a day, and thatmilkand fruit. He is lean,
mostly skin and bones. I felt like prescrib-
ing‘for a bath, pure air and manual exer-

cise. I shall visit other Yogi's, and I trust
with better success.—]. M. PBEBLES, M.
D., in Ilarbingcrof Light.

The directors of the Astronomical Soci-
ety of the Pacific have formallyaccepted
the foundation and endowment of the gold
medal by Miss Catherine \Volfe Bruce, of
New York city, to be awarded once a year
by the society‘ for distinguished services to

astronomy. The "medal is to be about 60
millimeters in diameter and is to bear the
seal of the society on the obverse side; the
reverse is to bear an appropriate inscrip-
tion. It is to be awarded to one person an-

nually out of a list of astronomers nomin-
at‘é‘d by the directors of the Lick, Yerkes,
and Harvard college observatories. It will
not be given twice to the same person.

Going Slow.

I'd take her out to dances,
She'd ask me round to tea.

And often up the riverside
She'd go to drive withme.

Thus through flirtation‘smazes
She led me quite a chase,

All the people in our set
Agreed “Now there'sa case!"

And yet somehow the matter
Ne’er to a climax came, '

(I was really loath to end it,
It was such a jolly game)!

When my friends remarkedto me
“Old chap, you"-re ratherslow!"

I merely pulled at my mustache,
And said: "Oh, I don't know."

And so I let thingsdrift along
Till—to my lasting shame-

A rival, older far than},
(And likewise richer.) came.

In vain I strove a brace to take,
That old bond-holdingcove

In less than no time cut me out
And married her, by ]ove!

The fellows guyed me fearfully,
And jeered “thisis a go!'.'

"He left you at thepost, old man!"
I drawled "Oh, I don't know!"

Her husband died. I lost no time
In ofiering consolation, '

(She was the prettiest widow,
I'm sure in all creation)!

I called to see her daily;
_

(To extend my sympathy);
She accepted my condolence,

And in time accepted me.
And when folks say, "I hear he left

A million cool or so!"
I dropped one eyelid, rubbed my chin,

And said: "Oh, I don't know!"
- — I>’roo_lely1ilife.

The Show.
_

She belonged to a bicyclecorpse,
And had costumes no fewer than forps;

When a rival essayed
ITmoutdo this fairmaid, .

The latter exclaimed: “I'lljust shorps! "

- I)rlr0t',l/anurgntzl.
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Elements of Confucianism. ‘

The six essential elements of Confucian-_'
ism ‘are set forth in very clear and concise
form by Rev. Arthur H. Smith. author of
the book “Chinese Characteristics." Mr.
Smith has shown himself a thorough and
fair-minded student of the social, religious,
and political institutions of Oriental coun-
tries.” The six essentials of Confucianism
are thus described (7712 Outlook):

“The first is its doctrineof the direct re-

sponsibility of the sovereign to Heaven,
Shang Ti, or God. This is abundantly
illustrated in the classical writings, and it
is a factorof thegovernment of the present
day as really as in times past. From this
source originates thewhole complex theory
of Chinese responsibility,which plays so

large a part in the conduct of all Chinese
alfairs, private as well as public. Only the
ljlniperor worships Shang Ti, although the
people do reverence to ‘heaven and earth, ’

with ‘very little conception of what it is
that they worship.

“The second element is the startling
theory that the people are of more import-
mice than thesovereign. The latter reigns
by the decree of heaven. When he loses
heaven’s decree, he has no longer the right
to rule. The Chinese theory of govern-
ment has been compendiously described as

despotism tempered by the right of rebel-
lio1’i:——a right constantly exercised in everyperiod of Chinese history. This feature of
Chinese rule makes it the most unique com-

bination of absolute monarchy and ‘tri-
umphant democracy’ that the world has
ever seen. .

-"The third element is the clear recogni-
tion of the various social relations, as al-
ready described. To a Chinese these five
relations exhaust the universe, just as a

.Christian considers the Ten Command-
ments to be coextensive with human activ-
ity. As a matter of fact, it is easy to show
that many fre1ations,' such as those be-
tween capital and labor for example, find
no recognition at all.

"The fourth element is the lofty moral
system of Confucianism. The five constant
virtues are benevolence.righteousness, pro-
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priety, knowledge, and good faith. The
virtues are far oftener talked of in China
than the precepts of the New Testament in
Christian lands. They form a standard
which is brought to the attention of all
Chinese continuously. The civil-service
examinations, a slow growth of many ages,
have unified the Chinese mind as the mind
of no other people was ever unified, un-
less the Jews form an exception. The
Chinese habit of using sententious classical
mottoes written afresh at every ‘New-Year
season, keep the Confucian maxims always
before the eye of the whole Chinese race.
They are employed with varied iteration in
all primary text-books, and the classics
themselves form the sole and suflicient
staple of all Chinese learning. It is an in-
tegral part of the theory thatonly the wise
and able should rule. The object ofithe
elaborate civil-service examinations is to
determine who the wise and able are.

“The fifthelement is the presentation of
an ideal or princely man as the model on
which every Confucianist should form his
character. The influence of this ideal
upon the unnumberedmillions of Chinese
Confucianists must have been measureless.
Confucius enounced the Golden Rule in a

negative form, but he affirms in the same
connection thathe himself had not attained
to it. - This places before all followers of
the sage the ambitionto live up to the high
level which the master himself had not
reached. Self-examination is inculcated
by the precepts and by the example of the
greatest rulers and wise men of antiquity.
No nation,‘ no race, was ever better out-
fitted with admirable moral precepts than
the Chinese.

“The last element of the six, only less
distinctly Chinese than the others, is filial
piety. This includes not only that mean-

ing naturally suggested to Orientals, but a

great deal more, and in especial the wor-

ship of ancestors, which is the real religion
of the Chinese people. It is perhaps the
most potent among several causes which
have perpetuated theChinese raceas a unit
through all the millenniumsof its vast his-
tory. It is itself an illustrationof the say-
ing of an emperor of a famous dynasty
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more than a thousand years ago, that Con-
fucianism is adapted to the Chinese people
as water to the fish.

"To those who believe that all truth is
in its origin one, there need be no hesita-
tion in admitting thatthesages who uttered
the principles underlying the Confucian
tenets were in a sense divinely illuminated.
Theirs was not the inspiration which we

find in the Christian Scriptures, but they
saw clearly profound, far-reaching, and
eternal truths.' ’— The Literary Digest.
Reflections Upon the Magnitude

of the Heavens}

Having set forth, says \V. Durham, the
prodigious magnitude of the Heavenly
space. and of the bodies therein contained,
before we proceed farther, let us pause a

little, to consider what influence these
thingsought to have upon us.

And in short, who can behold theregions
above and consider the things therein con-

tained, and at the same time not own them
to declare the Glory of God? Who can

view thatimmeasurablefirmamentin which
those bodies are, and not acknowledgeHis
handiwork? We admire, as justly we may,
the vast bulk of this, our own globe; but
when we consider how much it is surpassed
by most of the heavenly bodies, what a

point it degenerates into, and how very lit-
tle more even it, and what we call its great
orb together also, are when seen from the
Heavens, this gives us a just and noble
idea of the Infinite Creator's works, such
as is worthy of God, and such as may make
us slight, not overvalue, this little heap
on which we dwell, and cause our thoughts
and desires to soar among the heavenly
glories. But for an application of these
considerations, let us hear Seneca's reflec-
tions upon the matter, who on thisaccount
recommends virtue, not purely because it
is a noble thingin its own nature, and a

great blessing to be free from evil, but also
because it enlargeth the mind, and pre-
pares it for theknowledgeof heavely things,
and makes it fit to associate with God.
Then, saith he, themind hath theconsum-

mate and full good of our human state,

when having conquered all evil, it soars

aloft, and wanderingamong thestars above.
it is able to deride the stately structures
of the wealthyand all theirriches. Neither
saith he, can it condemn the porches and
roofs, shiningwithivory, theclipped groves
and the pleasant streams conveyed to their
houses, until it hath wandered throughout
the world, and from above looking down
upon this little globe, covered in a great
measure by the sea, and, were it not so.

slovenly, and either burnt up in one part.
or frozen in the other, it then saith to it-
self, is this that little point that is divided
among so many nations by fire and sword?
Oh how ridiculous are the bounds of mor-

tal! when this river divides this nation,
that mountain boundeth another, and that
desert another! For as for thisworld saith
he, it is a point in which ye fail, in which
ye war, in which ye depose of kingdoms.
But above, are vast spaces into the posses-
sion whereof the mind is admitted, on con-
dition it hath brought but little of thebody
along with it, that it has cleansed itself
from every filthy thing, and being disen-
gaged from the world, hath made itself
illustrious by being expeditious and light.
and content with little things. When such
a mind, saith he, hath touched those celes-
tial regions, it is then nourished and grows;
and as if delivered from its bonds, it re-
turns to its original state. And thisargu-
ment it hath of its divinity, that it delights
in divine matters, and is conversant with
them, not as strange things, but its ownf
There it securely beholds the rising and
setting stars, their different courses etc.
There this curious spectator discusses
everything, and searches out everything.
And indeed what should it do but pry into
those matters, since he knows they belong
to himself? Then he contemns the narrow
bounds of his habitation in this world.
And here at last he learnswhat he.hath
long enquired after: therehe begins to know’
God.——Tlze Progvzostic StarGazer. ‘i

A little girl had seen a balloon ascension ‘

and was telling her playmates, ' *’_1‘he‘m'an
; was an airy knot," said she, ."aad'wentup
in a saloon. "
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Samaritans and Their Annual

Sacrifice.

The Samaritans are dying out, and it is
probable that before many years the annual
Passover sacrifice will cease to be held.
This rite is now of the greatest historical
interest. being the last representative of
the ancient jewish sacrifices.‘ Rev. W. E.
Geil, in The Chrz'stz'an Ilcrald, gives an

account of this unique ceremony, which is
held on Mount Gerizim, the sacred moun-
tain of the Samaritans, and the same place
on which they worshiped in the time of
Christ. Says Mr. Geil:

“Seven days before the feast of the Pass-
over the Samaritans leave their homes,
climb the mountain, and encamp in a hol-
low near the top of Gerizem, Three times
a year they make their pilgrimage to the
holy mountain, but only at the Passover is
there a sacrificeoffered.

“About an hour before sunset on the last
day of the encampment. 111, which is the
full numberof themale Samaritans, gather
at the place of the slaying of seven white
-lambs. (Most of the women remain in the
tents.) Then jacobAaron, the high priest,
dressed in long, flowing white priestly
robes, steps upon a large stone and stands
there barefooted, leading the congregation
in chanting prayers or praises. During
prayer the men stretch out their hands,
bow, kneel, and touch the ground with
their forehead, much after the fashion of
the Moslems. Seven white lambs having
been driven into the circle by seven bare-
footed young men dressed in white, ‘the
history of the Exodus is recited in concert,
faster and faster as the moment of sunset
approaches. When the ‘orb of day’ has
touched the western sky—line, the seven

young men suddenly unsheath their bright
knives, lift them on high, they flash in the
light of the setting sun for a moment and
then across the throats of the innocent
lambs. The slayers then dip their fingers
in the blood and touch each Samaritan on

the forehead.and on the nose. Sometimes
only the youngest are thus blood-stained.
I noticed .two holes dug at the place of
sacrifice, one some distance from the other
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and twice as deep. I was told on the spot
how a fire is kindled in the deep hole, a
kettle swung in and water boiled. The
hot water is carried and thrown on the
slain animals and the fleece removed. Af-
terward a spit, fashioned out of what is
supposed to be pomegranate, is thrust
through lengthwiseof each lamb; a shorter
spit is either driven through the breast or
else is fastened to the long piece where the
throat is cut. The forefeet are stretched
out and fastened to it, thus making a veri-
table cross and crucifixion. They are then
taken to the more shallow hole, and fire
having been made in it are put in and the
hole covered over; here they remain until
the flesh is well roasted. I must not omit
mentioning thattheright foreshoulders and
entrails are flung aside and burned. The
congregation employ themselvesmost of the
time by chanting. By and by the lambs
are taken out and held aloft, thenone can
behold the seven crosses. They are car-
ried to the place of sacrifice, where the
people, having been supplied with bitter
herbs and unleaved bread, hastily tear the
flesh off and eat it. It is intended that all
should wear white robes, have ropes tied
around their waists, shoes on their feet,
and stones in their hands, thusfulfillingthe
Scripture requirements to the very letter.
(Meat is carried to the women in the tents.)
After having eaten, the men search dili-
gently for any morsels thatmay have fallen
aside, and burn all that remains and then.
according to Deut. xvi. 7, which says:
‘Thou shalt turn in the morning, and go
unto thy tents, ’ theydepart to theirhomes.

“A guard of fifty Turkishsoldiers is fre-
quently necessary to protect the Samari-
tans, at the time of the sacrifice, from the
excitable and fanatical Mohammedan resi-
dents of Shechem. "

Of another Samaritan curiosity, the cel-
ebrated manuscript of the Pentateuch, Mr.
Geil writes as follows:

“In Nabulus is the famous Samaritan
Pentateuch, which they claim was written
by Aaron ’s great-grandson. It is not that
old, but there seems to be good reason to
believe that it is a trifleover 2,000 years of
age. It is kept in a costly case of silver
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which is wrapped about with a cover of
fine Venetian cloth. Some portions look
older than others, due no doubt to the
priests kissing Aaron's name. "

Of the decreasing numbers of the once

powerful sect, thepriest said to Mr. Geil:
"There are 201 now. Of that number

1 1 1 are males and 90 are females. Our
young men find it difficult to obtain wives.
All except the priests may marry Jewish
ladies, if they can get them. " This last
was said with a merry twinkle in the eye.

"Do you have any converts?
“His answer was simply the following

question: ‘Who would join the poor and
hated ? ' "-771? ljlrrary Digest.

This being the season for the Passover.
astronomicallyand scientifically, we print
the above to show that the custom of cele-
brating, even though theceremony by these
ignorant oriental fanatics is most revolting,
is still in vogue in some parts of the world.
Some copy after thisancient practice, but
all fail in grasping the meaning of the an-

rient symbolical celebration.—[ED.

Not Enough Muses.

The unmusical manager who protested
when he found a performer in his orches-
tra holding his bow during a rest, saying to
him: "I don't pay you to rest!" was the
same one who, on anotheroccasion, was

superintending the arrangement of some

performers who were representing allegori-
cal characters.

“Here in front,” said the authorof the
‘piece which was to be given, “we will put
the nine muses.”

"Nine muses!" exclaimed the great man-

ager, .contemptuously. ‘ ‘Ninemuses would
look well in that great space, wouldn't
ihey? Vile will have thirty-sixmuses!"

No Lack.
“Well, " said the smiling and leisurely

caller to thebusy man, "I haven't bothered
you for quite a while."

"That is true," replied the busy man,
with ready assent, “but there have been
plenty of otherbores. "—Pz'ttsburg Chron-

-me Tcze;g+aph.' A '

The Calf Path.

One day through the primeval wood,
A calf walked home, as good calves should,
But made a trail all bent askew,
A crooked trail as all calves do.
Since then two hundred years have fled.
And, I infer, the calf is dead.
But still he left behind his trail,
And thereby hangs a mortal tale.
The trail was taken up next day
By a lone dog that passed that way.
And then a wise bell-weathersheep
Pursued the trail o'er vale and steep.
And drew the flock behind him, too,
As good bell-weathersalways do.
And from that day, o'er hill and glade,
Through those old woods a path was made,
And many men wound in and out,
And dodged and turned and bent about,
And uttered words of righteous wrath,
Because 'twas such a crooked path;
But still they followed—do not laugh~—
The first migration of thatcalf,
And through thiswinding woodway stalked
Because he wabbled when he walked.
The forest path became a lane,
That bent and turned and turned again;
This crooked lane became a road,

_

\Vhere many a poor horse, with his load,
Toiled on beneaththe boilingsun,
And traveled some three miles in one.
And thus a century and a half
They trod the footsteps of thatcalf.
The years passed on in swiftness fleet,
The road became a villagestreet,
And this, before the men were aware,
A city's crowded thoroughfare,
And soon the central street was this
Of a renowned Metropolis.
And men two centuries and a half
Trod in thefootsteps of thatcalf;
Each day a hundred thousand rout
Followed thezig-zag calf about;
And o'er his crooked journey went
The traflicof a continent.
A hundred thousand men were led
By one calf near three centuries dead.

-——Facts and Fiction.

Many statesmen look upon a mornin
cocktail as a constitutional amendment.
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Tke Penaltiesfor Infraction Tlzereqf-—
A Lessonfrom Observation of Nature.
In what does growth consist? Simply

in gathering the elements that constitute
strength and assfinilatingthem by the indi-
vidual, that additional force may be de-
veloped with which to secure further
growth.

This is a law, as old as time or matter,
and this condition as universal as the en-

velop of air that surrounds our planet.
Nothing could exist for an instant with-

out the elements of strength. of force con-
tained in this life-giving envelope, and all
material life is entirely dependent upon the
abilityon the part of the proper organs to
adapt these several elementsof strength,of
life contained, to their own economy, that
existence even, or development is possible.

The vast field of nature's operations is
subject to this universal mandate—no ex-

ception liveth to tell its experience and we

may safely conclude that no instance of ex-

ception will ever live until the entire econ-

omy of nature shall have been revolution-
ized and a new regime be inaugurated.
There never has been a recorded exception
to nature's law. No dictum of that fair
goddess has ever been disregarded without
bringing the penalty upon the transgressor,
no regard being ‘made for intelligence or

want of thesame on the part of the victim.
One law—live in obedience, and grow, de-
velop, be happy; disobey and reap the con-

sequences.
Now this being so patent, we marvel

much that there should be so wondrous an

effort to provide a way of escape for the
disobedient pupil. The ingenuity and fu-
tilityof imaginationthatundertakes to pro-
vide a vicariousatonement for all violations
of any law is such a stupendous "poser"
that we almost lose our power of assimu-
lating exygen for a time.

We read with pleasure the attempts on

the part of our national legislature to re-
.

strict the too copious emigration of old v

world undesirables to thishome of thefree,
but what would we do with that august

_

legislativebody if theyput in thebalance of
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their session in trying to provide a vicari-
ous atonement for every Chinaman or Ital-
ian who openly defied this law?

What does not apply to a common law.
or rather what would revolutionizean or-

dinary everyday law will certainly be ex-

ceedingly detrimental to the execution of
divine prerogative."

Does it_seem strange that a way to evade
the law being provided or accepted nullifies
the law? ¢

Apply the statement wheresoever you
will, and see. Leave a loophole in a liquor
law by which the sale or use may be safely
prosecuted and you had better have no law
at all, or remove the penalty and you put a

premium upon disobedience,and the result
will invariablybe thedemoralizationof the
entire interest intended to be protected or

regulated.
This is no fancy deduction. Any legal

mind will at once recognize its intense
force. In order to have any law at all, you
must provide the law and then fix a penalty
for him who dares disobey, so severe that
through fear if not through reason every
citizen will keep within the letter of such
mandate. The law and the penalty for its
violation, then, must be of one motive or
the immediate result of such prime motive.

\Ve repeat, no exception has ever been,
nor ever will be, nor in all reason. ever can
be, till present man shall cease to need
governing or his acts made to conform to
thegeneral good of thecommunity in which
he may live. Man is a tenant of earth, and
what has been believed to be for his inter-
est is promoted by wise legislation; what
has been found to be an abuse of right is.
controlled by statutes provided to remedy
such abuses growing flagrant, thus making
the imperfections of a law work out the
amending and final perfecting of that law.
If a law is not enforced, double thepenalty;
thatis a necessity some‘times—but make it
in some way necessary for man ‘to conform
to law, or make it just as disastrous as pos-
sible for him to violate a wisely constructed,
just law.

Mistakes are made often; finite man is
prone to.err, but if one law-will not con-
trol, or cannot be enforceqhrepeal it mid
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plan a more perfect one. If that is not
what is needed, try_ again, but do not fail
b provide suitable penalty for violation, or

you render thewisest measure inoperative.
Such is the experience of every nation

dnce such existed, and the life of any na-

fion, the progress of any people, is largely
dependent upon its laws and the wisdom
and patriotism of its law-abidingcitizens.

Real growth, then, depends upon the
attitude of the individual—willhe live sub-
servient to natural, moral or social law;
will he observe the laws governing his own

beingand conform to the very evident laws
thatcontrol force and its servant. matter?
The length of his earthlypilgrimagede-
pends upon just this: the growth of his
body, muscles, nerves, mind; upon his
reasoning compliance with, and his subjec-
tion to. natural law. _If he would be healthy-
he must eat, drink and sleep according to
the laws of health, or he will sufier—let
him try it and see. He will not long re-

main in ignorance of what violation will
bring.

In all the vast domain of matter and life
this law is the most patent thingto be seen;
no exception, we repeat, liveth. Not one

particle of matter disobey, or dissolution
into component elements follows—death,
material death.

Now we must reason from what we know,
from the known to what we would learn.
Every planet swings in its own place upon
its own orbit, subject to its own force. and
cannot exist otherwise; every dainty flower
lifting its radiant face heavenward lives in
obedience to. and under the laws that gov-
ern vegetable or plant life and produces its
seed accordingto theunwritten law adhered
nnto by all the others of its species, and
can only observe the law of its life and de-
velop thereby. Each spear of grass, each
lump of coal, has been controlled by the
force locked up within its own bosom. and
its life, its very existence, depends upon
such obedience to its life law, and all de-
velopment is dependent upon such harmony
to existing law, otherwise the life, the
force, disintegrates, and thisparticular life
passes out to leave the elements to return

a

otherdestroyingagency, leaving thesecom!
ponent elements to be re-used in nature's
vast laboratory. ‘

Now, man is the highest natural product‘
yet known. and he is capable of the highest
possible development; really the limit of
his capabilities, the scope of his genius,
the results of his life are almost infinite.
If he continue to work out his own devel-
opment in strict obedience to natural law,
in perfect accordancewith the mandates of-
health, his power unfolds till we cannot
measure what he may accomplish even
within the next six months in any line of
life or work; but if he live not in harmony
with the laws of being that seem to have
been in force since man was man. all will
be chaos within the body, within mind-,
and the soul will be almost non-existent——
that most beautifulproduct of life material
will be only a blackenedruin of nerve,
muscle and brain. a monument of misap-
plied energy, of misdirected force. upon
every lineament of which it is written-
failure.

Now the whole trend of religious educa-
tions for many centuries seems to be to
solve the question: “How shall we redeem
man from the consequences of his disobe-
dience of the laws of his own self?” the
plain underlying inference being thathe
has not been true to himself or to what we
conceive they mean when they say “he has
sinned against his God." The whole mat-
ter seems to have culminated in a series of
attempts to fix up some plan by which he
may escape -condemnation for violation of
just law. We might withprofit give several-
schemes that are taught and practiced by
millions of adherents, to provide escape‘
and exemption for him who has sinned or
violated law, but we will only notice the
latest—an evolution or deduction from all
the systems that have preceded it, viz. the
Christian system.

This is a stupendously legal, profound
method, and should be incorporated upon
the statute books of Illinoisand Iowa forth‘-
with. This is the “light of the world"
from which all other light is derived, and’
this wondrous scheme is just this, you have‘

"to their original form either by decay or r all heard it, each worthy divine will assure
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you it.is theold, old story—"believeon the
Lord Jesus Christ and thoushalt besaved;''
and Chicago is sending out evangelists by
the score to scatter the glad news broad-
cast wherever a church will pay for their
services. The burden of their message is
this—and we think divine law ought to be
a pattern for all law-makers of a wee little
state legislature, or even the congress as-
sembled of these United States—"The in-
spired volumeprovides a way, simple, easy,
oh, so easy! Believe on Him and thou
shalt go free” (ample_promise)—and thou
shalt go home to Paradise"—but we opine
that theyomitted part of the name of the
locality and meant to have said, “return to
Paradise alley," as that is about the direc-
tion the average convert takes. This -is
the plan an all—wise, infinitely loving and
just father has provided! Come and let us

see how it will apply.
In a pretty cottage lives a noble man with

the woman of his life, of his heart; they
have made a home for themselves and have
brought a bit of heaven to abide withinthe
walls of that cottage. The children born
within thishome grow up to manhood and
womanhood, but one of the brightest falls
into ways of sin, and this loving fatherand
mothermust save theirwayward son; so one
of thefair daughters goes out and dies, thus
redeemingtheson from all theconsequences
of his evil life—he is saved evermore.

Is not this a parallel case? Change the
sexes and make the redeemer of masculine
gender and it will fit admirably!

Oh! my intelligent reader! Is it not time
that we rise to higher planes? Shall we

not find that the hearts of that mother and
fatherare almost broken? That the lives
of the brother'sand sisters are all blackened
and that there is nothing but sorrow for
any one thatcomes withinthecircle of that
young man ‘s influence—nothingbut sorrow,
disgrace, and finally premature death ever

resulted from a wasted life. In the place
of the beauty, the harvest that always
comes to the individuals who scatter smiles
and sunshine, only a wreck like the black-
ened hulk that lies rotting beside yonder
wharf, from which there is no possible
escape, no redemption.
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Then don't teach the babies to pray,
‘ forgive us our sins. "

Don't teach the children to acceptChrist
and be saved, but tell them they must suf-
fer if theyviolate a single law of nature or
life. Don't let thinkthey can set apart a
minute portion of each morning to pray for
divine forgiveness for the sins of yesterday, v

or that they may call down blessing in ad-
vance upon to-day. Never teach them to
take no thought for the morrow, but in-
scribe upon their infant minds the intense
necessity of being true to themselves, true
to their loved ones, and to enshrine within
true, loyal hearts, the gospel of radiant
nature.

Obedienceto natural law brings a heaven
of possibilities unto him who‘ faithfully
lives a law-abiding life, with the gospel of
love unto all and justice toward all, the law
of mind and the inspiration behindeach
day of solid work in your own appointed
line of life.—Tlze Progressive Thinker.

Color of the Sky.
Did it ever strike you to inquire why the

cloudless depths of sky above us are so
delicately blue? It isn't that the gas we
call air is in itself blue.

As far as we know it is quite tranparent_
and absolutely colorless. No. the blue
comes from the reflected light. Air is never

pure. You couldn't live in it if it were.
Countless millionsof‘ tiny particles, chiefly
water, are alwayssuspended in it and these
arrest thefree passage of light.
ticle has a double reflection—one internal,
the other external——and so the reflected
rays suffer the usual result of what is
called ‘interference’ and show color. You
will notice that thesky appears much bluer
if you look straight up than if you loolr
across toward the horizon. The reason is
that, in the first instance, you are naturally ,

looking through a much thinnerlayer ot
air than in the second.

If there were no air and consequently no
watery vapor and nothing to interfere with
the free passage of light, even at midday,
the sky above would loolgperfectly.black
and all the stars plainer than they do now
at midnight.——Exchang¢'. .

Eachpar ».
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RE-INCARNATION.

DAVID B. SICKRLS.

It cannot be thatHe who made
This wondrous world for our delight,

Designed thatall its charms should fade
And pass forever from our sight;

That all shall witherand decay,
And know on earth no life but this,

With only one finite survey
‘

Of all its beautyand its bliss.

I cannot be thatall the years
Of toil and care and grief We live,

Shall find no recompense but tears,
No sweet return thatearth can give;

That all that leads us to aspire
And struggle onward to achieve,

’ And every unattained desire
Were given only to deceive.

It cannot be thatafter all
The mighty conquests of themind,

Our thoughtsshall pass beyondrecall
And leave no record here behind;

»That all our dreams of love and fame,
And hopes that time has swept away:

All thatenthralledthismortal frame,
Shall not return another day.

It cannot be thatall the ties
Of kindred souls and loving hearts,

Are broken when thisbody dies,
And the immortal mind departs;

That no serener light shall break
At last upon our mortal eyes,

To guide us as our footsteps .make
The pilgrimageto Paradise.

.»'-/’
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adzmzaz. 
Wanted.

VVe have in preparation a work dealing
with very important points in planetary
science, and we desire photographs of per-
sons from twenty-five to forty-five years of
age, with the following data of time of
birth, etc.. marked upon the back of each:

Day of month; year; time of day as near

as known, which must be within half an

hour; color of hair and eyes.
Also, photographs of children, both

sexes, with same data as above.
These photos will be used in the work as

illustrationsof special phrenologicalpoints,

_
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as well as facial features. We trust those
who are interested deeply in our workwill
aid insecuring thesephotographs,giving the
most reliable data possible.
and address of each will enable us to send
somethinginteresting and valuable to those
favoring us with a photo, in return for the
favor.

Some departments are neglected this
monthon accountof other important duties
in connection with theeducational work of
the Pyramid and Cube University. An
undertaking of such stupendousproportions
requires much labor to get it in readiness
to open up for public work. We can only
state at this time, that all is moving favor-
ably and smoothlyalong toward a success-
ful culmination.

Books and Periodical Received.

The New Time, a new magazineof social
progress, edited by B. O. Flower, late of
theArena, and Frederick Upham Adams,
is 3. very neat and attractive volume, and
will, no doubt, meet with much favor by
all lovers of reform, progress and freedom.
It is instructive throughout. $1.00 a year.
C. H. Kerr Company, Chicago.

The Ojren Court, devoted to the science
of religion, the religion of‘ science, and the
extension of the religious parliament idea,
is full of the very best thoughts on govern-
ment, science, philosophy and reform
measures. A magazine for thinkers along
these lines $1.00 per year. Open Court
Publishing Company, Chicago.

The Eject of (Honey, a very elaborately
illustrated journal by John D. Gill, the
great money reformer, is well worth care-
ful examination and study. The first in-
junction that greets the eye is, “Stop the
use of the kind of money that must make
you paupers, knaves, criminals, fools, im-
beciles, idiots. Price, 25 cents. Common
Sense School of Finance, Chicago.

The Clzieago Veg:-tariam is improving
with each issue, theSeptember number be-
ing far superior to any yet published. Veg-
tarians everywhere should send for it. 50
cents a year.

Universal Truth, by the F. M. Harley
Company, Chicago, is devoted to thehigher
thought of love and the precepts of Jesus.
The truth that was and is and ever shall
be. September number received. Sub-
scription price, $1.00 a year.

The name’
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Definitions of Signs and Abreviatlons.

THE PLANE'l'S. THE Zomz-.c. THE ASPECTS.
Q Sun. ‘Y’ Aries. 6 Conjunction.
§ Mercury. 3 Taurus. 8 Opposition.
9 Venus. 11 Gemini. [3 Square.
3 Earth, 5 Cancer. * Sextile.
. 3) ® ([ Moon SL Leo. A Trine.
3‘ Mars. 1!); Virgo. P Parallel,
11 Jupiter 2 Libra.‘ s South Latitude.
12 Saturn ITL Scorpio. 11 NorthLatitude.
El Uranus 1 Sagittarius. r Retrograde.
Q1 Neptune. V3 Capicornus.

;.“..."' Aquarius.
X Pices.
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."worth ten times the price charged for It.
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Notice I
We present these sample pages of a New Almanacin preparation for 1898,

for the purpose of calling forth comment from students in planetary research.
The object is to get up a practical Almanac, giving the geo-centric and helio-
centric positions. the principal and potent aspects of same, together with
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the special aspects made by the moon. It will be seen that nothingweaker
than trine is considered. as we believethatweaker relations of the planets lead
to error and confusion in eight out of every ten cases. VVe hope to make this
the most elaborate and complete expose of the heavens ever gotten up, and a
world of practical information will be added, relative to all conditions and
affairs of life. Every familyshould have a copy, as an educational factorwith
the children. Every farmer should have one as a weather guide and instructor
in his many lines of labor. Every person, no matter whether young or old,
male or female, should have one of these educators for their own personal en-
lightenment. Every department a practical and useful one. The price will
be so cents. Orders taken now. Sendfor it.

Astronomical, meterological and atmospheric informationwill be important
It will be an authority on weather and health, and

It cannot be compared to anything
heretofore published.

3415
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Astronomical Changes—Weather
Forecast for October.

This month opens up under the soothing
and health-giving planet Venus, which
means “peace on earth, good will toward
men." The minds of the masses will he
directed toward the quiet and peaceable
adjustmentof all differences that may ex-

ist at this time, but a glance deeper into
the mysteries of the symbol, reveals the
fact that much must be met and overcome,
for extremes of good and evil vibrations
have been rampant and combinationswill
l>e.most powerful and influential in pro-
ceedings relative to their interests.

Atmospherically.
‘

The weather for October should, under
the harmonious influence of Venus as a
starter, becalm, mild, beautifuland health-
ful. We should have many warm and
sunny days. A few dates only show dis-
turbances of more than ordinary moment.
1st to 4th, calm and mild; light rain about
the 3d. 4th to 7th, high winds. 11th,.hot
and dry, followed by winds andrain. 18th,
cooler, with frosts; warm mornings and
cool afternoons and evenings. 23d, sudden
changes. 26th, high winds and the begin-
ning of a more severe spell. Probably
quite heavy and continued rains to the‘end
of the month.
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Physlologically.
The man universal is under an extreme

_.planetary figure, but the evenness of the
balance, resulting from the numerous signs
ztihat are occupied by the planets. is indica-
vtive of general good feeling, which means

an absense of physiological disturbances.
People with weak lungs will beatfected
ghost the first few days. and about the 5th
ithroat irritationswill be observed by manyiho are extremely sensitive to such vibra-
tions. About the 12th, a feverish period,
Qgqdaches and neuralgia comes on. This
flatsbut,a few days, however. About the
. gh the nervous system will receive a3331;; ighpckl and the heart will be under
Jhilhaivuailuc. .-resulting withmamyin pal-

pitation and some heart failure. To avoid
most of these things, keep the body clean
and free from aggravating foods, drinks
and condiments, directly in polar relation
to theailments mentioned. This alone will
carry most people through safely.

Business.
The business outlook for the month is

very promising. It is the most favorable
time we have found under the law, for
more thantwo years. Just the right vibra-
tions to inspire people withconfidence and
lead them freely and deeply into the busi-
ness world. The best time to introduce
new goods and make large Prices,
hpwevar. may not improve. -that i§:.8<.>0<1.s
will not be inclined upwards §o..g,gy,_q;g_t§”\t_
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but business may be pushed and crowded
at this time with flatteringresults.

Speculation will not beslow, as an active
period is on, everything favoring manipu-
lation in all branchesof business, especially
thespeculative branches.

About the 12th of the month look out for
extensive operations, something of great
magnitude is booked for thatdate.

The 18th is a most promising date for
the beginningof important business ven-

tures and a new impetus will be given to
‘manufacturingenterprise. The real estate
markethas its first favorable vibration of
importance at this time. On the whole it
‘is a most promising period. lasting through-
out the entire month.

! Children.
The first figure and period to which it

applies, will give to the little ones born
under it. the most harmonious as well as
influentialnatures one could ask for. They
will be natural leaders, especially in social
matters, to which they will be naturally
well adapted. They will do quite in busi—
ness and rise quite high in thescale of com-
mercial life. They will be much inclined
to travel and enjoy life at its best."Good,
faithfulcharacters. '

The second figure is not quite so smooth
and harmonious, but a little more keen in
intellect and quick "perception. These In.‘-
tives will be literary in their tastes and
tendencies, taking to the dailyand sensi-
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tional press more readily than any other
line. They will have very fluent speech.
but somewhat wild in their statements.

\'ery precocious, and should marry quite
early in life.

The next figure, October x8th, shows
phenomenalcharacters, bound to get to the
-front in many ways. This isa most de-
sirable horoscope and we predict for these
lucky ones most promising careers. Busi-
ness abilityhigh, execution first—class, and
power to govern and control excellent,
though no stubbornness and domineering
tendencies.a.re shown to speak of. They
will begood people, well liked by all who
know them. They will make considerable
money.

The 25th, we may expect from thesphere
of mystery some very mystical souls. Ex-
treme characters, never to be known and
understood. Geniuses and out of the or-

dinary in many ways. Natural speculators
and operators in minerals and coal, also
manufacturing interests of the iron and
steel type. Give them a business educa-
tion. They will do as they please about
following your instructions.

Marriage.
The month of all months is thisone for

marriage. The most favorable period for
some time begins the 1st, and continues to
the 24th. After thatlook out for spats and
quarrels generally. The balance of the
month is certainly unfavorable for harmo-
nious conjugal conjunctions.
No Mothei-Tl-Ias" Wicked Son.

BY 6. W. CROFTS.

I care not what he may have done,
No woman has a wicked son;
Though wanderingfar from pathsof right.
He is an angel in her sight.
She ma , perchance. admit the deed,
But stil with palliations plead;
And whileexoneratinghimfrom blame,
On othersplace theguilt and shame.
From heaven he came to her one day,
And nestling in her bosom lay,
And. howe'er changed from good to ill,
To her remains a cherub stil .

U on his soul she see no stain;
a wrong appeals to her in vain.

Her eye detects no sinful line-
So dear is he and so divine.

O, mothers, for your sakes ma He
Who gave you sons still keep em free '

From all the world’s enticing charms,
As when theynestled in your arms.

 
Elephant Meat for Food.

All African explorers speak highly of
elephant steaks. The full-grown elephant
weighs about 7,000 pounds, and Mr. New-
buary estimates that he can count on some

3,000 pounds of first class meat from each
animal. In twenty-five years he expects to
see elephant meat for sale in all markets.

Steaks as big as bed mattresses will hang
up on all sides and French elephant chops
with handles.on them six feet long will lie
on thecounters. Elephant hides, he thinks,
will be found valuable for leather. slightly
thick, perhaps, but it can be split. Then
there is the ivory, alwaysvin good demand.
The clip of wool from an elephant will, of
course, he admits, be small, but there were

formerly woolly animals of the elephant
kind, and he does not see why careful
breeding may not revive the species. Fine
all California elephant's wool clothing he
considers a possibility of the future. But
it is not alone in these ways that Mr. New-
buary expects to be able to teach California
to profit from the elephant. It is a power-
ful and intelligent animal, and as a beast
of burden will beas successful in California
as in India. It can readily be broken to
harness. and can draw enormous loads.
Nor does he despair altogether of the ele-
phant as a driving animal.

He thinksit not unlikely that the Cali‘-
fornia trotting elephant may be evolved, as

the American trotting horse has been. Cab-
men yet call out: "Keb, sir, keb! Nice
closed keb and rapid elephant! " Of course,
as a saddle beast the elephant has proved
his superiority in the Orient. Its gait,
however, is at present irregular, btit—Mr.
Newbuary sees no reason why it may "not
be taught a graceful canter and a swinging
gallop. But themost practicalplacewhere
the elephant can be put to immediate use-

fulness Mr. Newbuary considers to ‘be the
orange groves._ “Inpickingoranges, "says
Mr. ‘Newbuary. “the. trained" elephant
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would be a great success. V He would come

asa boon to orange growers. He could
readily reach all over the trees with his
trunk and carefullypick the fruit and place
it in a bag on his back; he could pick more

oranges than ten men, and would never
strike for higher wages or flirt with the
hired girl. If I were asked to name in
three words the hope of California for the
future I should answer: Elephants, ele-
phants. elephants. ' ’— Times-.Mz'rror.

The Magnet in Surgery.
The following remarkableaccount of the

extraction of a needle from the body by
means of a magnet is given by Cosmos,
june 26th:

“A young laundress thrust a broken
needle into her right hand while washing
clothes. The needle having disappeared
in the flesh, the surgeon, who was con-
sulted several days after the accident, re-

fused to perform an operation, fearing lest
he should be obliged to make a large num-
ber of incisions amid the ligaments of the
articulation. Two months afterward the
girl lost the use of her right hand, and the
least movement of the fingers caused her
exquisite pain. Drs. Gorinewskiand Cer-
estin then determined to extract theneedle
with the aid of the magnet, drawing it into
a fleshy region where an incision could be
made without danger. To causethismove-
ment they choose a very feeble electromag-
net. But a difliculty arose: the needle
having entered point first it would have to
be drawn out backward, the broken part
in advance. The first trial. lasted two
hours with short intervals for rest, without
appreciable result. Before the third trial,
the girl said that she felt a pricking in the
palm of the hand near the place where the
magnet had been applied and where the
needle ought to appear. At the ninthsit-
ting. finally, the needle appeared beneath
the skin and came out whole, broken end
first, without pain and without loss of
blood. It fixed itself to the pole of the
electromagnet, and the young laundress
was cured. This result—the drawing of a
needle through the. flesh—is very remark-
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able. In twenty hours after the first trial
this needle was extracted from the inside
of the hand, after lying there more than
two months. "

Of Interest to All.

An authorityon dentistry says thatpearly
teeth do not wear well, and thata girl with
square jaws and teeth that make up in
strength what theylack in beautywillstand
a better chance in the long run of preserv-
ing her good looks than a beautyof the ac-

cepted type.
It is claimed that the best mouth‘washes

may be bought in tablet form. Two of
them can be made into a wash thatwilllast
a week. Orris root tablets are excellent.
imparting the fragrance of violets. Keep
the teeth scrupulously clean, and at the
slightest hint of decay go at once to the
dentist—the best one thatcan be found.

The following is recommended as a most
excellent preventive of dandrufl: Tincture
of cantharides, one ounce; cologne, one

ounce; liquid amonia, one dram; glycerine,
half an ounce; oil of thymeand rosemary
oil, half a dram each; mix all togetherwith
six ounces of rosewater. Rub the scalp
thoroughly with thispreparation until no
further evidence of dandrufi are discern-
able.

For pimples on the face the following
lotion is recommended by an English au-

thority: To five ounces of elder-flower
water add one ounce of spirits of camphor
and one dram of milk of sulphur. Shake
thoroughly. Wash the face at night with
tepid water and soap, and after drying the
faceapply the lotion with a. soft sponge or

a puff of cotton; let the lotion dry on.

Er—Col. Clay, it's a fine wheat crop we
have this year

Splendid, suh, splendid! Best an’ clean-
est lot 0' straws I ever drawed through.

"I never cussed but onct, " said I son of
nature. “A calf tried to hook me, and I
hit her with my urnbrilandsaid. $1100: You
heifer!"
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ADA BERTONI.

Practical Hints for Obtaining
True Occult Power.

just one kind smileor thoughtful act be-
stowed upon a little child is doing some
good.

Little by little, step by step, do we reach
the longed for summits of occult moun-
tains. The time links help make the eter-
nal chain of joy for us. justa small sorrow

patientlyborne, a penny given to a beggar.
»a good wish for the oppressed. will all find
favor in God 's sight.

Let thehard, bitter words, perhaps given
us in the morning be blotted out; perhaps
they were not really meant, and a gentle
forbearancehelps to strengthen our nature.
Govern your own soul's domain and you
may rule kingdoms.

Render assistance whenever occasion de-
mands it. Do not wait to be called on for
aid, when the voice withinprompts you to ,
act. Always shield others when you can.
Take their blame on your own shoulders if -

you can carry them safely along till they
are out of error 's way. Speak well of peo-
ple even when theyare in the wrong. It
is in this way that we make the right pro-
gress.

35’
 

It is useless to pray to God day after day
in a half—hearted manner, and useless to
pray atall, unless ‘our whole soul looks up
to Him in adoration and earnest faith. It
is not necessary to get down on your knees
and make lengthy exhortations If you
walk along the street and feel a sincere
gratitude to your creator for the air you
breathe, for your straight limbs, your eye-
sight, for thebeautiesof nature you behold
all around you, thatis far better than going
through prescribed form of prayer which
is not only harmful. but injurious, for it
cramps the soul as well as the body.

Faithfully perform the duties of each
day. No task, however small, is unheeded
by the Master's eye. Do not complain, do
not scold and, do not worry. These three
things never help matters. They do not
give us money for bread, they do not mend
a broken dish, nor do theyretrieve our
losses. Be joyful of heart. Life with no

ray of sunshine passes by with small profit
and engulph us in gloom. Be hopeful and
joyous if you would accomplish much in
this life. No matter what your crosses
may be, rise above them.

Do not judge harshly. Perhaps those
whom you condemn had much to make
them err, and you would not have proven
as strong as theyif tempted in like manner.

Those who conquer on life's battlefield
bear their burdens uncomplainingly. leav-
ing the unsolvable problem in God's hands,
trusting to His judgment.

Leave nothing undone that may cause
you a sad thought of remorse later on.
Our lease of life is too short to neglect car-
rying out all the plans of good our hearts
dictate.

Let the grains of gold by God's own an-
gels scattered be molded into patterns for
our heavenly crown, cut from the duties
performed with a cheerful heart and a wil-
ling hand.

Standing in front of a florist's window
were two boys, both poor and ill-clad.
One admired the beautieswithin, the other
did not, and spoke thus to his companion,
who stood silentlydrinking in thesweetness
and delicacy of form and coloring. “Oh!
come on; you can't have them things,.and
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I wouldn't want ‘em anyhow, they haint
no goo " The boy whose soul had feasted l
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1 guide us aright, let us examine our own

hearts, our lives. our minds, and herein
on thedainties exposed toiview, said slowly: } give proper training, then we shall obtain
“I don't want ‘em. Tom; its enough just to
look at ‘em. I walks by here reg'lar, just
for a sight of ‘em, and it does me just as
much good as if they was mine. "

,

Here is a lesson in itself, and we are

never poor if we have the richness of soul
to appreciate beautifulthings, even though
we'may not possess them.

Many who own millionsare poorer than
the man who stops on the street, shovel in
hand, to listen to the song of some happy ‘

bird——-perhaps trilled forth at that moment
to bring a gleam of hope to his weary
mind.

be kind and good to all, irrespective of
creed, nationality or color.

Guard well the tongue, the actions, the
thoughts and the vibrations you send out
to others, and remember thataword, a

look, a smile, each possess a virtue to heal
and cure, or they may wound and kill.

It is not seclusion from the world or a

torturing of the physicaland mental powers
almost beyond endurance that gives us oc-

cult growth of lasting endurance. The
seed of real occultism burns brightly in
each human breast if only we take the
pains to‘ find it, and this seed that will
ripen into the golden fruit of true spiritual
joy, can be tenderly nurtured by our higher
and better selves, or it can be trampled un-

,

der our feet and cause us dire misery.
To be a real occultist is to be Christ-like

in all things, and give out all the love and
sympathy possible to the distressed and
afflicted. A pure, true, unselfish love, not '

for one alone, but for all humanity, will
give us stronger foothold on the rounds of
the occult ladder than any Mahatma of
India can bestow upon us, and we may be-
come Adepts by properly exercising our

different spiritual powers, even though we

are ignorant of foreign countries and their
wonderful studies in mysterious manifesta-
tions.

Blessed America contains people to-day
that surpass the orientals in many of their
occult feats. Instead of looking to Egypt,
Chaldea, India, etc.. for the light that will

lasting and satisfying results.

Memories.
Slowly the light of day is fading,

And o'er my mind there steals a ray
From the twilightsoft and mellow shading.

\Vithpictures like thedying shadows gray
And dream of yore.

Happier hours with youth's light shining
Brightly through the golden skies,

Now they come like soft winds sighing,
And I welcome them with eyes

Dimmed by tears.

Fond memories have we all, thobreathing
Minor tones that sweep across the heart,

Likedepthsfrom out theseawaveseething
In tides that break upon theshore and part.

Then meet again.
Phantoms from gloomygraves are fleeting

VS/ithempty hands and vacant, staring eyes,
Then merry sprites appear, greeting

Our mystic vision \\ithgleeful cries
Of many happy joys.

The tears willcome to mar the brightness.
Yet they are sweet as children's smiles

Which flash across our minds in likeness
To the purest thoughts of Heaven's isles

That we can know.
Thus are our hearts forever haunted,

Tho miles may separate us from the past,
Its ghostsforever follow us undaunted,

And life's first steps willonly sway the last
That we may take.

A Bangor drummer recently saw a wo-

man enter the train at North Bucksport and
‘ rush through the car just as it was getting

speedy. He coolly walked after her, and.
just‘ before the fatal leap, grasped her
firmly to his manly bosom. She struggled.
but he only tightened his grip, saying:
“Madam, you shan't jump oil the car and
kill yourself!" VS/hen she got her breath
she shrieked: “You big fool, I was only
going out on the platform to wave my hand«
kerchief to my friends."
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The Use of Glass.

Since the days when Pliny's fabled Phin-
nician mariners were supposed to have (118-
ooveral the art of making glass by burning
seaweed on thesandy shore the art of glass-
uaking has made enormous strides. But
the Phcenicians were not the discoverers.
The Egyptians knew about glass long be-
fore them, as is proved not alone by many
pictures of glass blowers on the old tombs
and monuments, but by the discovery of
thearticle itself in many forms in excava-
tions at Egypt, Ninevah, Troy and Alexa-
dria. The arts of cutting, grinding, gild-
ing and coloring glass were practiced 370
years before Christ. Pieces in the forms
of lenses, vases and bottles have been
found in Rome, Pompeiiand Herculaneum,
but no windows. The first glass windows
in England were introduced by the Abbott
Benedict, A. D. 674. The Venetian glass-
makers and glass-blowerswere celebrated
in the thirteenth century as they are cele-
brated to-day.

Themanufactureof glass was one of the
earliest industries in this country. and to-
day the glass manufacturers—especially
the ' mirror manufacturers—stand among
the foremost and best in the world. The
first factoryspoken of was at Salem, Mass.,
and was the property of one AnaniasCon}:-
lin. the position of his factory is even now
known as Glasshouse Field. In 1746 there
was a factory‘ at jamestown, Va., and in
1750 there was another at Germantown,
Mass. But the first of which any real his-
tory exists was organized by Robert Hewes,
of Boston, at Temple, New Hampshire, in
r790.

To begin to enumerate the uses to which
glass is put one would have to enumerate

every trade, every kind of building, every
walk and employment in life, every step in
life from the baby's bottle to the glass cov-

ered wreath upon the grave, every science
and scientific experiment; there is not a

single movement in the life of man or wo-

man that does not include the employment
of glass. The great firm of Siemens Bros.,
of Berlin, have for many years been trying
to produce a glass that shall be strong

 

enough and flexibleenough to act for rail-
road sleepers, ties and wheels.

Some slight idea of the vastness of the
amount of glass used for windows, says the
Recorder, and mirrors, may be obtained
when it is stated thatfor several years past
the sum of money annually paid in premi-
ums for insurance has reached close upon
$700,000, a sum representing glass to the
actual valueof $25,000,000. Nor does this
by any means include the whole of the
glass thus used, for assuredly there are

many people who do not insure at all and
some who only do so partially. In a large
hotel now building in New York city there
will be 3,600 sashes, each about four feet
square, withoutcounting thelarge windows
on the ground floor. A still better idea of
the quantity of glass used throughout the
United States may be obtained from the
estimate that during the coming year there
will bemanufactured and imported some

89,500,000 square feet of plate mirror and
sheet glass. In detail 12,000,000 square
feet of plate. 40,000,000 square feet of win-
dow or sheet glass, 4,000, 000 square feet of
mirrors and 5,000,000 square feet of col-
ored, ceiling, floor and roofing glass. This
is all to be manufactured in the United
States. Then there are orders in hand
abroad for importation into America
amounting to 3,500,000 square feet of mir-
ror glass, 25,000,000 square feet of window
glass and 800,000 square feet of colored,
ceiling, flooring and roofing glass.

The Sphinx.
The famous sphinx, near the pyramids.

of Gizeh, was thoroughly investigated by
Professor Erman, who at a recent meeting
of the Berlin academy delivered a lecture
about its probable age. Careful researches
show that it could not have been built pre-
vious to the so-called “middle kingdom,"
or about 2000 B. C. Between her front
claws there was originally -the image of a
deity, all traces of which at the present
time have disappeared. For the building
of the colossal work more than twenty
years must have been necessary, even if’
1,500 men had been employed all the
time.
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Facesand Callings.
It appears probable that the tailor's dis-

tinctive type of ‘face may have been par-
tially created by his habit of working his
jaws concomitantly with his shears. Let
any one watch a person cutting a piece of
rough material with scissors and he will
see that the lower part of the face wags in
rythmic and spontaneous unison with the
blades. Shepherds and farm laborers who
join sheep-shearing gangs certainly acquire
a different expression whileengaged in this
kind of work.

The cast of countenance by which one so

easily recognizes a groom is partially expli-
cable from the fact that the muscles which
close the jaw and compress the lips are

always called into play when we are assert-
ing our will over that of a horse. Nearly»
all jockeys and other horsy men have a

peculiar set of the mouth and chin, but I
have been unable to distinguish any special
characteristicsabout the eye or upper part
of the face.

It is instructive to compare the visage of
the ruler of horses with that of the ruler of
men. The horsernan's faceshows command
in the mouth, the drill sergeant‘s in the
mouth and the eye. The last is undoubt-
edly the most eflecting instrument in exact-
ing obediencefrom our own species. Here
we get a hint of the cause of that want of
dignity, that element of coarseness which
is discernable in the countenance of some

men and women who have much to do with
horses.

‘ The higher and nobler method of
expressing authority is outweighed by the
lower and more animal one.—-Blackwood’s
Iliagazine.

The Man in Debt.

There is no greater spur to a young man

of acute intellect and sound health than a

thumpingdebt of, say $50,000. How in-
ferior are the novels written by Balzac be-
fore he had incurred great obligations to
those written in hope of freedom from his
debt. Furthermore, a man who owes a

large sum of money seems to be respected
by the butcher, baker and candle-stick
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maker more than the thrifty, anxious soul
who is disquieted by a triflingunpaid bill.
The audacious debtor is pointed out to
strangers, not derisively, not with the fin-
ger of reproach, but as a historical build-
ing, a landmark in the community. He
wears the best of clothes, eats and drinks
sumbustiously,sits in the chief seats in the
theater, and as a rule spends the summer
on a steam yacht. The man who owes

$50,000 is far betteroff, so far as thisworld
goes, than the man who owes $50. Are
there not banks that lend cheerfully to him
who already owes them $50,000", fearing
possibly that, if angered by refusal, the
debtor will never pay even a portion of the
original debt? Yes, a young man of acute
intellect and sound body should contract
as soon as possible after he starts -in busi-
ness a thumping debt. The only trouble
is the difficulty in finding any one who will
lend the first $50,000. \Ve have not found
him. yet, and we have been searching for
him since I879.—Bostonjournal.

One Way to Find Out.

They were sitting on the sands side by
side, looking out over the ocean.

“How peaceful it looks!" said he.
“Yes," said she, “but how very wet!"
‘1True, " he observed, “and yet how calm

and restful it appears! \/Vithyou by my
side I could sail on forever. "

“Yes?” she queried.
“Yes," he affirmed. "forever. Will you.

dearest ? ‘ ' ’

“On one condition," she replied. "I am
a cautious girl, and I do not wish to beover
hasty. But I will let you make the test,
and when the test is made and you say it is
successful. I will go with you."

“And that test, love?" he cried.
“You take a boat and sail on forever.

and after you have sailed on forever tell me
how it works, " she answered. ’

And she left him meditating.—lla7jer's
Bazar.

Do not repeat your bad opinion of other
people to your friendsof to-day; to-morrow
you may have the same opinion ofithem.
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f_/oéoefco,/6/ical.
Millionaires‘ and paupers by God’: eternal law

evolves.

  
In the same town are born two male

childrenonly a few weeks apart; they are
reared and educated in the saute school.
and both engage in the same line of work
at the age of twenty. One becomes a mil-
lionaire, a leader and director in the com-
mercial world, while the other drifts from
one thing to another and finallybecomes a

ward at the hands of charity. ' This often
occurs in thesame familyblood. VVhatis the
secret cause? Without hesitation I declare
it to be the magnetic forces, qualities and
oo—ordinations with the universal magnets
of our solar system. This being a fact, by
what authority does the pauper condemn
the millionaire, and what is the inherent
quality in the millionairethatcauseshim
to ignore the condition of the pauper?

EACH HAS HIS SPHERE.

From time immemorial history has re-

peated itself, in the lives and experiences
of people in this respect. Is it not time we
understood the cause, the underlying law
that controls the physical destinies of our
kind? Each age of the world needs the
jupiter characters to push forward the en-

terprises outwrought by the genius of the
laborers, actingunder theimpulse of Ura-
nus. Chicago owes its growth and grand-
ure to the push and desire for glory and
grandeur exemplified in the lives of such
characters as Armour, Field, Farwell, Pal-
mer, Leiter, Gage, and many others, as

well as to those who have done the more

toilsome (P) labor, which required artistic
gifts, mechanical genius and accuracy, the
qualifications of mind and body for the
minute details in the work necessary to the
evolution of such mighty manifestationsof
united efiorts as now spread out before us.

The Uranus character cares little for ma-

terial grandeur, and if the world had de-
pended upon such natures for commercial
enterprise, there would not be a railroad
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more than twenty rods long on the globe.
Why? Because twenty rods would satisfy
the Uranus mind and the inventor would
care no more about it after seeing it work
for a day or two; he would then turn his
attention to somethingelse, he -would want
to fly next, and railroadswould be cumber-
some in his mind. Here is where the Ju-
piter character catches on, and with that
idea of grandeur, power and glory, builds,
that the multitudes may enjoy. In order
to accomplish these things, he. the million-
aire, must first buildfarIu'mse_lf, and he
does so, because it is his nature. He is
magneticallyvibrated by that mighty mag-
net, jupiter, 88,000 miles in diameter, the

‘largest and most influentialplanet in our
solar system. So the millionaire should
really be praised for his desire, ambition
and determination to have great and grand
results in everything he identifies himself
with. Could therehave beenan Armour In-
dustrial School but for theaccumulatedmil-
lionswhich was first laboriously saved and

: "salted?" Such childrenas are now blessed
by such institutions were once slaughtered
when they became too numerous.

CAUSE FOR BLAME on PITY.
There is cause for blame or pity, how-

ever,—as you view it,—concern.ingtheacts
of the people, one toward another. There
are certain legitimate lines that Jupiter
characters may follow and still accumulate
millions; but when suffering is brought
upon others by the tmlazqfulexercise of a
superior power, there is cause for blame or

pity. Every advantage taken of others by
virtue of such power, blzgrlzls the soul of
him who yields to such temptations, and
sooner or later the fires of conscience will
rend the soul and cause it to implore the
pity of the Gods. As the genius seldom or
never gains worldly power———because he
never seeks it——-there is less responsibility
resting upon him. With great power and
grandeur comes greater responsibility,
therefore, the man of wealth is not to be
envied. Uranus furnishes the genius, and
jupiter thegrandeur and glory of theworld.
To know the sphere in which each belongs
is the true science of life. Horiscopical
science is the key to the situation.
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Alchemy in theTreasuryDepart-
ment.

An interesting ‘account of the test for
producing gold from antimony, with an ex-

planation of why it was made, appears in
The EngineeringNews (New York). The

process was one on which Edward C. Brioe
had applied for a patent, as described in

I

the following paragraph:
“Brice filedan application at the Patent

Office on May 7, 1896, for a patent on a

process for creating gold and silver, claim-
ing that he could produce them from such
metals as lead, tin, and antimony. T-he
application was rejected, of course, on the
ground thattheprocess had not been shoxm
to be workable, but Brice demanded an op-
portunity to demonstrate his process by a

laboratory test. The laboratory connected
with the Patent Ofllce was not equipped
for such a test as was necessary. so appli-
-cation was made to Secretary Gage to have
-the test made in the laboratory of the mint,
:and the instructed Director’ of the Mint
Preston to have a thorough investigation
made of the process. In accordance with
these instructions Director Preston ap-
pointed Messrs. Andrew Mason, superin-
tendent of the New York Assay Ofiice; D.
K. Tuttle, of the Philadelphia mint, and
Cabell Whitehead, assayer of the mint bu-
reau at Washington, as a commission to
test and report upon the alleged process. "

Chimerical though the scheme appears,
it was vouched for by authoritiesof repu-
tation, a well-known chemist having actu-

,-ally reported to the department that he had
found more gold in Mr. Brice’s materials
after his process thanbefore. Under these
circumstances it is not to be wondered at
that the authorities wished to settle the
matter definitely. The result is shown in
the followingextract from the report of the
experts:

"Whileseeking for pure antimony, we

accepted the offer of Mr. Brice, that he
should supervise and direct a trial of his
process upon antimony known to contain
small amounts of silver and gold, and that
he should conduct an assay of the same an-

timony, for a comparison of results, from

his own assay methods with those from his
creative process. His assay, in which he‘
seorified one-half assay ton of antimony,
(one assay ton equals 29.166 grams) with
one-half assay ton of lead, showed the an-
timony to contain o.o6o oz. of gold and
.317 oz. of silver per ton.

"Mr. Brice now subjected 5 oz. of this
antimony to his creative process. His
yield, after treatment, showed gold 0.08;
oz. per ton of antimony, and 0.670 oz. of
silver per ton.

“Your committee followed up the work
by making an assay of the same metal, fol-
lowing well—known and approved methods
of assaying, with the following results:
Gold 0.100 oz. per ton and silver 1.20 oz.

per ton of antimony. A comparisonof this
result will show that Mr. Brice found by
his assay 60 per cent. of the gold and 26
per cent. of the silver actuallypresent in
the materials used. By his ‘creative’pro-
cess he recovered 84 per cent. of the gold

' and 55.84 per cent. of the silver originally
present in the materials. "

TIw'.Engz‘neerz'ug .’\’cws goes on to say:
“A most interesting result of the commis-
sion‘s labor was that they found that all
availablesamples of metalic antimony, in-
cluding those sold by dealers as chemically
pure, contained minute but appreciable
amounts of gold and silver. As the most
satisfactory proof of the falsity of Brice’s
claims, the commission prepared by the
Capitaine process antimony which should
show upon assay no trace of gold or silver,
and then operated Brice’s process, accord-
ing to his directions, upon the metal. No
trace of precious metal was found as the
result of the process. The conclusions of
the commission are summed up as follows:

"During the experiments, which have
now extended over three weeks, and have
involved an amount of painstaking labor,
which we hope has not beenentirely wasted,
we have seen not the slightest evidence of
any creation or transmutation. On the
contrary, the claimant failed in every in-
stance to recover the entire amount of gold
and silver known to be present in the mate-
rials. The claimant seems to have devised
a varietyof irrationaland wasteful methods
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for recovering a portion of the silver and
gold known to metallurgists as beingpres-
ent in many commercial metals, such as

antimony and lead.
“It seems strange, indeed, that near the

close of the nineteenthcentury schemesfor
the transmutation of metals, that ignis
fatuus of the middle ages, should be seri-
ously brought forward and find so much
support and credence as to make it neces-

sary to demonstrate their falsity. "—- The
LileraryDigest.

The transmutationsof base metals into
gold during the middle ages, refered to,
was nothingmore nor less than the extrac-
tion of the real gold thatexisted in those
baser metals. Mr. Brice's process may be
different from the ancient method, which
in many cases was an occult process or
method, known at thepresent time to some

of the more advanced occult scientists, but
so long as it was hidden and rested upon
his say so, it had the appearance of the an-
cient process of transmutation. Now it
must not be presumed that thesaid ancient
occult method of transmutation is a practi-
cal one for producing wealth, for it is not.
It was a means of demonstrating certain
astral powers by those having the natural
physical and intellectual endowments for
producing such phenomena. The fact that
it can be and was accomplished became a

part of ancient history, and for hundreds
of years has been referred to as one of the
lost arts of the ancient alchemists. This
particular art has never been lost, but the
world at large has never, and probably
never will know the secret, for it belongs
alone to thosewho reveal not the subtle ac-
tion of forces which are subject to uses
most dangerous to the uninitiated.—[ED.

Hateful Old Man.
“And when your wheel broke down seven

miles from home, " said the old man, "you
repaired it all by yourself, did you?"

"I did, " said the typewriter, proudly.
“It seems mighty funny to me then," he

continued, “that when the-ribbonon your
machineneedsshifting you have to call on
that dude of a bookkeeper to ‘fix it for you
every time.”

How the Apostles Died.

St. john died a natural death.
St. Matthewwas killed with a halbert.
judas fell and his bowels gushed out.
St. Barnabas was stoned to death by the

Jews.
Paul was beheaded by the command of

:Nero. '

St. Luke was hanged on an olive tree in
Greece.

St. Philip was bound and hanged against
a pillar.

St. Simon was crucified aftenthe manner.
of Jesus. .

Andrew was bound to a cross and left
to die from exhaustion.

St. James the Great was beheaded by
order of Herod at jernsalem.

St. Bartholomewwas flayed to death by
command of a barbarous king. .

St. Markwasdragged through thestreets
of Alexandriauntil he expired..

St.-James the Less was thrown from a

high pinnacle, then stoned, .
and finally

killedwith a fuller’s club. -.
. .

Peter was crucified at Rome, with his
head down, on a cross similar to that used
in theexecution of Jesus.

St. Thomas was shot by a shower of
arrows whileat prayer, and afterward run
through the body with a lance.—-—St. Louis
Republic.

The Roman Coliseum.
The largest single structure in the world

for audience and spectacular purposes is
the Coliseum at Rome. It is in the form
of an elipse; its long diameter is 615 feet;
its short, 510; the height of the outer wall,
164. The arena is 218 feet long by 176
broad. The tiers of seats accommodate
100.000 spectators.

"Oh, do say that over again, dear."
"Look here, woman, " he replied in a

concentrated voice, "when a man gets his
finger caught between a sprocket and a
chain it '5 no timefor his wife to get funny. "

V

"Oh!" said she, “wasthatit?" I thought
you were repeating one of those Christian
Endeavor yells. "



 c7/ze Qmcle.
Seven Has Had a Mysterious Sig-

nificance for All Time.

 
Keynote in Creatz'on—“ln Six Days (lad

Created theHeavens and [lie Earth and
Rested on the Seventh."
“I wonder if it has ever occurred to

readers that there is, and for all time has
been a mysterious significance in the num-
ber seven. Ever since the dawn of crea-
tion, when ‘themorning stars sang together
and all the sons of God shouted for joy, '

there has been a weird significance of the
mystic number seven. Its cabalistic at-
tributes have impressed themselves on men
and nations as possessing potent influences
more or less swaying the destinies of man-
kind. Even in the creation itself the all-
potent and mystic number seven forms the
keynote of the arch erected by the great
architect, of the universe, for we are told
‘that in six days God created the heavens
and the earth, and rested on the seventh.’

‘‘In the days of man's calamity, when
the fountains of thegreat deep were broken
up and thewindowsof heaven were opened
and the earth was deluged and all creatures
were destroyed from off the face of the
earth, the fateful seven was an important
factor in the calamity, for we are told that
God commanded Noah, ‘Of every clean
beast thou shalt take to thee by sevens, and
the fowls of the air by sevens, for yet seven

days, and I will cause it to rain upon the
earth forty days and forty nights;' and
then it is said, ‘And it came to pass after
seven days that the waters of the flood
were upon the earth.‘

“The seven stars of the beautiful Ple-
iades constitute the brightest gem of the
starlit heaven, symbolizingtheseven myth-
ical sisters transplanted from earth into
the starry firmament as a brilliantcoronet
of priceless gems glittering in never-ending
resplendence.

"The seven diatomic degrees of the mu-
sical scale are the mystic middle chords
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which.add sweet tones and symphony in
the song of angels.

"The seven wise masters of Arabia and
the famous seven wise men of Greece have
come down to us through the recorded ages
of misty time and will ornament the pages
of prose and lyric poetry until time shall
be no more.

“The seven wonders of the world, con-

sisting of the Egyptian pyramids, the man-
solem of Artimisia, temple of Diana at
Ephesus, the walls and hanging garden of
Babylon, theColossus of Rhodes, thegreat
statue of Jupiter at Olympia. and the pha-
ros or watch tower of Alexandria, have
stood unchallenged for countless genera-
tions as the perfections of man's achieve-
ments.

,

"The seven days of the week, forming
an integral part of theyear, and thechanges
of the moon once in every seven days, wit-
ness that even nature keeps tryst with that
mystic number. The seven planets revolv-
ing around their seven suns compose the
mystical number that the great unknown
has planted in illimitable space for the
abode of His creatures.

“Even Flora, the goddess of flowers.
yields to the talismanic influence of the
mysterious number seven. for many of the
brightest, daintiest flowers of her kingdom
open to the sunshine their delicate seven
petals or multiples of seven, containing the
seven colors of the rainbow, among them
the radiant climbingmorning glory, child
of the morning star, joyously hails its fos-
ter blue petals to the first bright ray of that
tiny goddess of light. It breathes the fra-
grant air of the dewy morn. It listens to
the musical notes of the matin choristers
as they sweetly warble the praises of their
creator, and then droops, fades and dies
when the shadow of the dial points to the

- mystic hour of 7.
"The goddess of love pays tribute to that

mysterious power which the mystic seven
seems to exert over all things, for jacobof
old, consumed with the fires of unrequitted
love, was deprived of the fruition of his
hopes and desires for seven long years.
during which he was compelled to labor
for his Rachel. "—C1'na'nnat1' Enquirer.
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The Chances ofDeath.

“Death is no respecter of persons, is a

‘familiarEnglish saying which, in conjunc-
tion with a German proverb, “Death has
no calendar, " marks the popular concep-
tion of death as a power thatstrikes at ran-

dom and obeys no rule of time or place, of
age or sex or environment. But does the
scientific conception of death bear out this
view? Prof. Karl Pearson, the English
mathematician, sociologist, and agnostic,
in his new volumes of essays entitled “The
Chances of Death, and Other Studies in
Evolution," undertakes to combat theold
conception. He traces it to the medieval
idea of chance as that which defies‘ all
measure and all prediction. The two na-
tions, he says, cross each other in the
medieval representation of death, seizing
thegambler’s dice-box and castingthedice
with him for his life. Our ancestors, ac-
cording to Professor Pearson, were right
in supposing the frequency of death to be
a chance distribution, but they were wrong
in-thinkingthatchance does not follow reg-
ular law. The modern scientific concep-
tion of death is that of a marksmanwith a
certain skewness of aim and a certain pre-
cision of weapon. To quote from theessay
on death:

"Suppose we imagine a thousand babes
to start together along the bridge or the
causeway of life. The length of that
bridge shall represent the maximum dura-
tion of life, and our cohorts shall march
slowly across it, completing the journey in
somethingover a hundred years. No, not
the cohorts——-the veriest remnant of the
thousand who started together! At each
step Death, the marksman, takes his aim,
and one by one individuals fall out of the
ranks——terribly many in early infancy,
many in childhood, fewer in youth, more

again in. middle age, but many more still in
old age. At every step forward the target
alters; those who fall at twenty can not be
aimed at at sixty, and the long line of life
which serves Death as a target is reduced
almost to nothingat theextreme end of the
bridge of life. "

Professor. Pearson constructs diagrams

based on the statistics of the Registrar-
General 's ofiice and other data. The mor-

tality curve which he obtains exhibits the
following results, in his own words:

‘It starts very high in infancy, falls to its
least value at 13 to 14 years, with only 2.36
deaths in 1,000. It then slowly increases
till it reaches a maximum in the 72d year
of life. and falls more rapidly than it rose,
till scarcely 2 isolatedstragglersof the 1,000
reach 99, and hardly I in Io,ooo remain for
Death to aim at in the Iooth year of life. "

Without reproducing the tables and dia-
grams, the results may be stated as follows:
Of 1,000 males born together (female mor-

tality differing somewhat,) Death hits 159
in the first year of life, 5: in the second
year, 26 in the third, 17 in the fourth. At
theother extreme, slightly more than half
the total mortality of old age falls between
the fifty-fourth and eightieth years of life.
The total number of these old-age deaths
is 484, or within twelve of one-half of the
whole number considered as entering life
together. As for middle-age mortality, the
marksmanis less rapid, but more accurate.
He hits only 173, and his maximum de-
struction is in the forty-second year of life,
being 5.4 deaths. In the case of French
statistics, the total mortality of middle life
is 180, for both sexes, and the maximum is
6 deaths at 45 years. Then there is the
mortality of youth, which centers in the
twenty-thirdyear<with a mortality of 2.6.
The total number of deaths is only 51. In
the case of woman, the mortality of youth
is greater than man's. Finally, there are
antenatal deathsand stillbirths,which need
not be mentioned in connection with the
“bridge of life. "

These figures and data lead Professor
Peason to draw the following conclusions,
with which he winds up his essay: ‘

"Our investigationson the mortality sta-
tistics have thus led us to some very definite
conclusions with regard to the chances of
death. Instead of seven, we have five ages
of man, corresponding to the periods of in-
fancy, of childhood, of youth, of maturity
or middle age, and of senilityor old age.

"Artistically, we no longer think of
Death as striking chaotically; ‘we "regard
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his aim "as perfectly regular in the mass, if
unpredictable in the individual instance.
it is no longer the dance of Death which
pictures for us Deathcarrying ofl indiscrim-
inately the old and young, the rich and the
poor, the toiler and the idler, the babe and
its grandsire. We see somethingquite dif-
ferent——the cohort of a thousand tiny mites
starting across the bridge of life and grow-
ing in stature as they advance, till at the
far end of the bridge we see only the gray-
beard and the ‘lean and slippered panta-
loan.’ As they pass along the causeway,
the throngis more and more thinned. Five
death are posted at different stages of the
route alongside thebridge, and with differ-
ent skewness of aim and different weapons
of precision they fire at the human target,
till)none remain to reach the end of the
causeway—thelimit to life.

"The great problem of life. its labors
and its affections, center for most of us in
the chances of Death. It is death which
brings the pathetic and the tragic into our
midst, and if the ravages of war and the
horrors of the plague are not so ‘continually

‘ with us as they were with midieval man,
we still feel somewhat of the same fascina-
tion in our own bridge of life, as he did in
his weird and ofttimes grewsome Dance of
Death."—Tlze Literary Digest.

Religion and Science.

Theologians teach that the universe is
composed of spirit and matter. -

.
~

Science teaches that the different ele-
ments are portions of matter in different
degrees of density united in different pro-
portions, and that the word spirit is a term
used to identify matter in an etheric form.

Theologians teach that a personal God
created the elements out of His omnipo-
teuce.

Science teaches that the word God is a
term used to identify the actingprinciple
in matter or in creation.

Religion teaches that the word God is a
term to identify the infiniteor Deity who is
boundless and conditionless, which implies
absence of condition or boundary.

Science teaches that theologians make I
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the word infinite parallel with the word
nothing, as theword nothing is a term that
is used to denote absence of condition or

boundary; as we cannot conceive of noth-
ing, we cannot conceive of Deity or a per-
sonal God.

Theologians teach that God created mat-
ter.

Science teaches that matter has always '

existed in some degree of density, that the
forms or shapes that matter is found in
have both beginningand end.

Religion teaches that the mineral. vege-
table, animal and human species were cre-
ated by a personal God.

Science teaches that the mineral, vege-
table, animal and human species are the
results of chemical action.

Religion teaches that life is soul or spirit
and derived from God.

Science teaches that life is an inherent
quantity or state of matter of any degree of
density.

Theologians teach that we have no abso-
lute knowledge of the existence of a per-
sonal God, but it is best to believe in the
existence of a personal God.

Science teaches that we thinkby com-
parison, and as we have not seen God_ we
have not got anythingto make a comparison
with; therefore, we cannot intelligently be-
lieve in the existence of a personal God or

Deity.—J. W. CURTS.
 

Will View Eclipse in India.
Prof‘. W. VV. Campbell of the Lick obi

servatory will head the expedition to India
made possible through the generosity of
the late Col. C. F. Crocker to observe the
next total eclipse of the sun.
expedition will be the only one leaving the
United States. The time of the eclipse
would be in Californiajustbefore midnight
january 21, 1898, but in India it will take
place three-quarters of an hour after noon’
on the 22d.

An authorityon Alaskasays it is not safe
to drink whisky or coffee up there, and that
cold water is the safest beverage. _Cold"water in obtained’ ‘in winter by boilihg the
ice.-—-Galveston News.
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OCCULT SYMBOLS.
BY ZALENE.

CHAPTER VII
In due time I awoke from my relapse and

swoon upon the sofa and‘ discovered at
once that my head was in a peculiar condi-
tion. I wanted a drink. 0, so dry was I,
that it seemed I could not wait another
moment. I simply must have water or

perish then and there.
Then the last words of the guardian of

, my examination, for examination it was
that I was going through, came to my mind V

and the awfulness of the situation became
apparent.

And this is the overcoming, is it? I
thought to myself. ‘ I must overcome the
appetite, even for water when thirsty.
The more I thought about it the more my
lips became parched. I felt a fever com-

ing on and it seemed that I must call for
help. But my early experiences at this
secret place were a warning to me against
calling or expecting help, or consolation

even, for sympathy must be put aside as
well, if one wishes knowledge and wisdom
to use in his deliberations.actsand feelings.

I tried to thinkof other things and soon
felt the pangs of hunger. These were not
so intense as the thirst for drink, but it
was a growing sensation I shall never quite
forget, and in the course of a few hours
had assumed very aggravating proportions.

I looked at my watch and found I had
been asleep about six hours. Six from one
hundred and fifteen leaves one hundred
and nine. One hundred and nine hours
without drink or food. What could I do
to control the terrible agony of such a trial.

I returned to the sofa and began to think
of things I had read touching upon the
practice of fasting. I thought of Jesus in
the mountains for forty days without food.
Was it true? I queried. And if it was

true. he no doubt had plenty of water, and
probably ate whatever green fruit, herb or

bark that he came across that he desired
to. But be this as it may, the thought of
the Indian who prides himself on going
without food for many days. gave courage
to persevere to the end. I had read of the
Adepts who practice fasting for the pur-
pose of gaining a high altitude in occult
science, and this consoled me for a short
time also. I was seeking attainment in the
sphere of the seventh, and this was the co~

ordinate test ere I could reach even the
outermost realms of that culminating rela-.
tionship. A few hours passed and I began
to feel a gradual recession of the desire for
food and drink. At first it seemed to
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‘ frighten me, the sensation was so peculiar.
It may be compared to the sensation one
feels on taking a ride in a fast running ele-
vator. The physical seems to thinout and
become rarified. This feeling grew on me

quite rapidly, every pain and ill feeling
seemingly passing away as if by magic. It
made me feel so light and free and happy.
My mind was radiant, the vision becoming
clearer every hour, and it was plain to me
that the flesh was beingignored and for the

‘ time, at least, forgotten.
Could it be that this was the sensationof

one who is starving? Probably not, for
the time sufficient to actually starve the
system had not yet come.
mind thus illumined, I began to see more

clearly and to reason in a systematic and
orderly way. I thought of everything that
had occurred since my earliest childhood.
There seemed to be no difliculty in calling
up any event of the past with the minutest
details most vividly clear and complete.
Glimpses even of experiences that must
have preceded this present body came now
and then, which to the seeker means more
than language can describe.

\

Wonderful indeed were the manifesta-
tions of my mind and soul during this
period of denial and abstinence from food
and drink. Many are thephysicalailments
that would yield to this simple practice if
people had the nerve to pass the first exas-

perating stage of a period of fasting.
I felt then like talking. I could not keep

quiet; I just wanted to say something.
So I stepped before the marble figure and,
beginning at the beginning, I gave the en-
tire ritual from first to last of the exoteric
sphere. I said it all and without any in-
terferences whatever.

‘

Everything seemed
to be right on my tongue's end. I could see
it all and the system under which the work
was being carried forward. for the first
time in my life becameperfectly clear to me.

But here I was in the seventh trial with
many hours before me and five points to
pass ere I could look for or expect relief.

What was in store for me I could not
imagine. I had given the ritual of the five
degrees I was yet to pass in examination
and what more was there for me to do?

With my .

Could I idle away the time? No. I had
learned better than that, so began a search
of the apartment to see what there was of
interest in sight. I could not find a single
thing. The room was empty, with the ex-

ception of the marble, the couch, and my-
self. I returned to the couch and was

about to take a rest from my hours of
thought and exercise, for I began to feel
that the flesh was weakening very rapidly.
when I thought of the little pack of cards
which I always carry in my bosom for
emergencies.

]ust the thing, I said to myself, and I
could not be in a better state of mind for
reading their occult secrets.

I cut and drew the mystic seven; which
were as follows: 

g

The efiect upon my mind of such a. dark
picture as thesesevens and nines presented
was extremely depressing. I could see

nothingbut trial and disappointment. The
ace of hearts surely symbolized my own
heart's wish at the time, and was followed
by the good souled king of the same suit,
and this made it somewhat easier. but I
sought for a deeper meaning of the unfa-
vorable line before me, and it soon dawned
upon me, that if I was to rule my course in
life, I must not allow such signs to swerve

my mind or disturb me in any way, for to
overcome, is to become self-centered and
fixed in purpose.

I felt the need of all the nerve force, the
energy and strength that I possessed to

carry me through the hours before me, so

gave up the symbol study and devoted my
mind to the esoteric meaninge of my exam-
ination tests.

When weary I would take a nap, and on

awaking proceed with my mental, and I
might say, spiritual studies. I was so com-

pletely free and clear physically that I
hardly knew I possessed a body, so did not
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concern myself about anythingof a mate-
rial nature.

On return to consciousness after one of
my sleeping periods, I started to go across
the room, and in doing so fell flat upon the
floor. My limbs would not support me

and locomotion seemed impossible.
Startled somewhat by the loss of vitality,

I managed to get up again, and by very
careful procedure made my way to the door
on the other side of the room. I gave the
12th signal, at the same time taking out my
watch to observe the time and see how near
was the end of my fast.

My watch had stopped. Run down at
.

12:15, noon or midnight, I could not tell
which. Time had ceased to be with me.

In answer to my call thedoor was opened
and a large mirror was placed before me.
I knew no more. Losing consciousness, I
sank to the floor. I could not recognize
myself hardly, so changed in appearance
that the sight of my face overcame me.

Of course it was only a faint, and Iisoon
became conscious. but before moving, lis-
tened to see if I could hear anythingen-
couraging; when some one remarked:

“O, give her time. It is her affair, and
if she has not yet beco_meself-willedenough
to stand alone, why, perhaps she had bet-
ter be given seven days more. "

This was too much, and with one firm
determination to win at any cost, I gained
my feet again and stepped through the
partly open door. The sight that greeted
my eyes was not one to cause fainting
spells. Around a large dining table sat six
ladies and gentlemen, and rising, as I en-

tered, they gave me a most cordial wel-
come. Upon the table was spread a most
invitingdisplay of delicately prepared food,
and. the aroma from the collection was

most enticing to one in my famished state.
I was invited to take a seat, the seventh

and only vacant chair at the table, and
then came the test. The gentleman at the
head of the table then began passing the
first fruits, to the right, and each one se-
lected according to his or her need.

Being extremely fatigued with a rapidly
growing desire for something to eat, I
naturallyavailed myself of the opportunity

to recuperate, so took from each plate
passed as much as seemed consistent under
the circumstances.

The dishes continued to be passed until
the entire outlay had been served before
any one attempted to taste thereof.

Then the one at the head observed, di-
recting his attention to me particularly:
"Are you all prepared to take freely into
the system the selection made from these
various life-giving potencies?"

"1 am, " answered the lady at his right.
"I am, " answered thegentleman next.
“He is not, " replied the third, who was

a lady.
“You are challenged, my dear brother,"

spoke the head of the table.
The gentleman was embarrassed and in

reply admitted that he did not know
whether he was or not, as he had not eaten
for seven long days and nights, it might be
that he had made a rash selection for so
sensitive a condition.

“You are wise in making such a state-
ment, even though you erred in judgment
when the plates were passed. Now what
changes do you prefer to make?"

"1 really do not know just what I should
take in breaking a fast of long duration. "

“Then listen, and the thread of life take
I

up that you may ever after know the secret
trend of life's subtle yibrant currents that
inward ‘flow and to the outer realms ex-
pand.

“There are three of you in como. You,
Frederick Dudley; you, Madame Zalene,
and Florence, the unknown."

A thrillshook my frame as the name of
Florence was spoken, for I remembered
that the young mother of little Julius gave
that name, and thatonly, when we met her
some two or three years previous. It was

plain to me now that I had company in
this fasting experiment or trial, so my
courage was aroused and strength seemed
to return to me for the moment and give
me much needed relief. But the master
proceeded as these thoughts were running
through my mind:

“It is now time for you to know certain
things. You are now practicallyfree from
the grosser elements that tend to clog the
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circulation, therefore should be able to
grasp the deeper meaning of life and its
relationship to things.

"The system absorbs nutriment. It is
possible to feed the same in various ways.
Through the mouth and nostrils, the ori-
fices, thepores even, and when one is re-
duced and cleansed by fasting the required
time, in order to rebuild the wasted tissue
properly and harmoniously,one must begin
by gradual processes.

"We have placed before you twelve
polarizationsin food products, and if you
have devoted your time to the study of
your own state during the seven days trial,
you should be able to select the proper co-
ordinations for the occasion.

“It has often been stated that we cannot
.

_

do your work for you; we can onlylpoint
the way. VVe will give' you a few sugges-
tions and leave you to your own pleasure
in the matter.

“If you wish to restore your system to
strength and vigor through the mouth,
-select its co-ordinate from the food before
you. If through the lungs, the stomachor
other avenues of assimilation, select ac-
cordinglyand no distress will follow. ”

This set every one thinkingor guessing,
at least the three who were there for the
first time, and for a few minutes all was

quiet.
_

"If you are all ready, said the master
of ceremonies, “let us eat, drink and be
merry. ' '

At this juncture he raised a spoonful of
somethingto his lips and was about to taste
it, when he glanced around and said:

“Our friend Zalene might cut the cards
she has concealed about her clothingand
give us thesymbol expressive of this I hold
in my hand. She is supposed to bean ex-

pert on card symbolism. and if she is sen-
tive to the occult law, she should first cut
theace of hearts, which is theancient mag-
netic emblem of the beginningof the feast
and the first in the nature of food.”

I noticed there was a merry twinkle in
the eyes of thefour familiarones and some-

n

.thingof wonderment in the countenances
-of the other two.

Well, I am willing to test the matter,

said I, drawing forth my favorite deck and
placing them upon the table.
I proceed, I asked?

"As you please," said the master, "you
cannot cut anythingbut the ace of hearts
at this time."

I just felt that I would give anything,
most, to be able to cut ‘some other card,
just to show them that theydid not know
it all, so made a deep cut, nearly to the
bottom of thedeck. and, of course, just deep
enough to reach the ace of hearts.

If I had only picked just a few from the
top, instead, how. easy it would have been
to lift some other card, but even if I had
done so, the ace of hearts would have
reached thatposition somehow by the time
my fingers did. There is no use in trying to
thwart the powers that be, for some things
in thisworld are fixed and no amount of
legerdemain will change them in the least.

Of course the laugh was on me, but it
did not disturb me much, as my mind was

on the article the leader held in his hand.
What was it? Was the question. At

this juncture he again referred to the cards
and asked me to cut the ten of hearts, as
thatemblem referred to the stomach and
the co-ordinate food of that function in the
human economy.

I did not attempt to thwart the plan this
time. and sure enough the result was as
usual.

“This, " said he. “is the symbol of as-
similation, of harmonious parts and rela-
tions. It is distinctly magnetic, rather
than ‘electrical, therefore relates more to
such foods as cornmeal mush, which you
have selected as one of the many dishes
presented. Now pass the deck to Mr.
Dudley, who, being of a ratherrobust na-

ture, will probably cut the eight of clubs,
which is an electrical emblem relating to
such food products as melons, squash,’
pumpkins, etc., at thesame time being the
proper thingsfor the stomach."

Mr. D. cut the eight of clubs.
“Now pass the cards to Florence, and if

all is well, we may proceed with our repast
and give these three faithfulones a chance
to build anew thegastric juicesand vitalize
the astral fluids."

How shall '
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As Florence took the cards she asked:
“What shall I cut?"

“Your nervous system being somewhat
impaired, the three of diamonds will give
you those green peas you selected, cooked
witha red pepper."

She ate thegreen peas, Dudley themelon,
while I broke my fast with'cornmealmush.
We were stopped short, however, on the
one article and while the other things were
most tempting we could only sit and watch
the four privilegedones enjoy the delicious
flavors.

We were then given the time, and we
set our watches. Then a short talk about
the time we should eat again, the kind and
quantity of food. Water was recommended
in small quantities, just sipped slowly, but
taken often, as the thirst demanded.

The seven then retired to a special hall
for higher instruction. and a short dis-
course on theobjectand workof theseventh

sphere was given, and we were allowed
“yet seven other days" in which to decide
as to whether we wished to proceed and
become a worker in this higher relation.

I am not permitted to give the objects,
aims and purposes of thisdistinctly occult
sphere while en route. My progress at
present depends upon absorption rather
than dissemination, hence my reticence in
the matter. I can only say that a symbol
was shown us of the advancing nature of
the spheres, the magnitude of the seventh
in comparison to the others. Itvwas sim-
ply a figure with various coloring and nu-

merous special symbols. I can only give an.
outline showing the expansion of the vari-
ous stages of growth, development and wis-
dom which are possible to attain unto if
one is ‘persistent and weathers the tide of
events which intervene from the first, the
sense of hearing. to the larger sphere.

(CoN'r1NUEn.)

SYMBOL OF THE SPHERES.
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Written for PLANBTS AND PEOPLE.
Rosy Cheekit Bonny Lassie.

coma. nueom -moius.
Rosy cheekit bonnie lassie,

Buskit i‘ claes sae feat,
I wad tel’ th' lo'e I bear thee,

Bonnie lassie, sweet;
Wi' thy een sae fu' o’ mischief,

An’ thy mou’ sae sma',
Thou hast won mysel’ completely,

Body. saul an‘ a’.

When I met thee, bonnie lassie,
By th' burnie side,

On an aith I vowed to win thee
For my ain braw bride;

Wi’ thyprisket fiel an’ snawie,
An’ thydimpl‘t chin,

Thou wast braw i‘ sooth,my hiney,
For a lad to win.

I ha’e lo’ed lang an’ dearly;
Lo'ed the lamp; an‘ weel,

An’ if thou should wed anither,
Sair 'twould mak' me feel;

Come now, lassie, bonnie dearie,
Gi’e a ban‘ to min‘,

I would be maist leal unto thee,
Leal as a’ my kin’.

Law and Religion—Fore-0rdina.-
tion and Salvation.

The heavens reveal the power and wis-
dom of God to-day just as much and in the
same manner as in any period recorded in
the annals of men. The abilityto recog-
nize, receive and record the revelationsof
the present time is the one important at-.
tainment to strive for. Universal law is
something that is eternal, without begin-
ning, without end. The operation of law
was the same when the book of Genesis
was written as it was when Chicago was

being,started as a city. There has not
been the slightest variation in the opera-
tion of God's infinite and eternal law dur-
ing this entire period. The‘difference in
the time of the two events is the result
of the diflerencesin the conditions of the‘
people, the natures of the men who made
the ancient records and those making and
recording phenomena now.

‘

Religion, pure and simple, is based upon
Principle; upon Truth; upon the’ Only
Truth; which is the Infinite and eternal
Principle or Law, expressed throughout
the immensity of space.

Sectarianism is the result of undeveloped
minds. struggling with the problems of na-

ture, the phenomena of creation. The
doctrineof Fore-Ordination, which has had
quite a run in the past, is based upon the
effects of.the planets; the result of the re-

cognition of the law in human life, that
persons born under certain conditionswere
destined to suffer during their physical
careers, while those born under other con-
ditions were destined to have health and
happiness. So far as this was understood,
the doctrine was based upon Truth, upon
Law, upon God. Those who discovered
these things sought to teach others the
facts, and to show them the way to allevi-
ate theirconditionby obeyingcertain rules,
which they had also found would restore
harmony and > strength to the system.
From these high and holy aspirations and
teachings, unscrupulous characters sought
to gain incomes by traflic in human souls.
Hence, the scheme of salvation operated
on this side of the grave as well as the
sphere of damnation, which was also oper-
ated on this side, as it paid a better divi-
dead.

The early teachers were those who un-
derstood the stars and their effects upon
human bodies, and although theminds of
men have been turned away from the truth
in order to subordinate and control them.
the leading teachers of the present time are

wending their way back-tothe occult scien-
ces of the ancients in order to meet the de-
mands of a growing people. But manyare‘
asking, why look back to a superstitious
and heathenish period for light and knowl-
edge? Is the world not more enlightened
at the present time than in any previous
period known in history?

In one sense the world is away ahead of
any previous period, and in another sense
it is not. The printing press has made the
recording of events so easy that the facts
are not sufficient for the capacity of the
press. Hence, it is necessary to draw up-
on the imagination to keep thingsbooming.

The result of such methods is to lead
into a sea or wilderness of doubt, dstrust,
deception and mental trouble. In ancient
times all records were laboriously copied
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by hand and carved upon tablets of stone,
and were records of events as they trans-
pired. They contained truths which were
for the general guidance in the future.
The records were made by the wisest sages
and seers. who gave their lives to the study
of principles, laws, forces and their eflects
upon humanity generally. Those early
teachers taught the truth, and had no facil-
ities for spreading falsehood broadcast
among the people, and in that sense that
age was far ahead of the present.

The present need is the adjustment of
the mind, the intellect, the consciousness
to the universal truth. Truthis absolutely
free, therefore, in order to build up a sys-
tem of religion it is necessary to lead a

suflicient number of people away from it
to pay the expense of the journey and give
glory and profit to the promoters of the
scheme for their salvation.

The early teachers had a love for their
science and with other occult knowledge
which they also possessed, becameaware
of the fact that it must not be misused.
Later teachers who did not possess the
latter, knew not what they did when they
fell into error and deception in attempting
to lead and govern their followers.

This occult wisdom of the East, then, is
what is lacking with most teachers or

preachers at the present time, and to ob-
tain it theymust "seek" and they will find;
“knock" and it shall beopened unto them,
and they will-behold the “light" that lead-
eth to the “altar of truth," upon which
symbols of the “law" reveal to those who
are able to see beneath the crude surface
the eternal verities of God.

The stars were important factors in all
‘ of theancient records, therefore, it is abso-

lutely necessary to know somethingof the
stars at the present time in order to know
and appreciate themeaning and significance
of the ancient writings.——[ED.

Religions all Fables.

The sun is a natural object of attention,
source of heat and life, and almost an ob-
ject of worship. As I read Darwin the
Garden of Eden kind of faded away and

I

367
the snake crawledofi into thehedge. Fur-
ther studying comparative religions, I con-
cluded theywere all fables and theirwriters
ignorant savages. I found that the small-
est atom of matter was indestructible, and
hence was never created.

I asked myself, Does a God exist? Well,
you know, I knew little about it. . Lif_e
feeding on life, that was a trouble to me.
The poisonous weeds and fruits did the
same. The frequent failureof justice in
this world staggered me. A God of infinite
wisdom and power should stop all that.
VVhy these little beasts that are parasites
on the human body, destroying even the
optic nerve? If God's universe doesn’t fill
my ideal, ‘I won't say it does. God has no
emotion, no thought. How does this differ
from nothing? Not one of you can think
of God as a woman; but if there is any, I
hope he is. We think of God as a man.
As a child I used to thinkof God with cor-

rugated brows, looking ‘round for a boy
swimming Sunday. I'm not sure that my
standard is correct, but I can't say that
there is a God. If he exists. I hope he has
a Mrs. God, as it would be so lonely other-
wise. I see the savages and the Lilliputs
worshiping images; I see the millions of
treasure poured out to build the vaulted
roofs; I see the costly incense, and all the
prayers die unanswered. There is no su-

pernatural power to aid thechildrenof men.
Has any one ever received a good thing

from God? Be honest about it. Why
would a good God allow all the wretched-
ness and wrongs of theages? VVhat is such
a God worth to the human race? What
are two of them worth? What are all
three worth? Has any prayer ever been
answered? I never heard of one. It is, I
know, natural enough to cry out to the un-

seen, but no cry has ever been answered.
I don't mean a yelp for the Holy Ghost.
but a common-sense prayer, whose grant-
ing could be proved. Better have nothing
than fill the heavens with a tyrant, 3. mon-
ster, careless of the tears of the childrenof
men.

After all my reading, I concluded that
this world is absolutely natural, with no
play of chance or caprice. I felt thatI
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had no master; that I was free to live for
myself and the ones I loved; free to guess
and hope; free to reject all cruel and puerile
creeds, free from Popes and councils; free
from all pious humbugs, and oh, the joy of
liberty! If in my life I can break some of
the chains of superstition and add some-

thing to the sum of human joy, then I shall
be forever satisfied.—1ngersoll.

Thoughts.
We think by comparison; thoughts are

reflectionsof thebrain; particles and bodies
are compared with particles and bodies to
determine their qualities; thoughts may
originate from either visible or invisible
causes; we do not know of the presence of
invisible causes untilwe can prove by anal-
ogy that thoughts may originate from in-
visible causes; every thought is an effect.
The cause of each effect may be either vis-
ible or invisible; when ideas have been ex-

pressed that are beyond the age of human
knowledge an effect has been produced
that has no visible cause, which proves the
existence of an invisible cause; as brains
are required to express thoughts, those
thoughts that emanate from an invisible
source are caused by brains that are not
visible or by immaterial brains; conscious-
ness is asserted when ideas are expressed
that relate to thequalities and state of be-
ing of any particle or body of matter.
When consciousness is asserted brains are
proven to exist in some degree of density
or sub-division. When censciousness is
asserted through physical bodies that can-
not assert consciousness of their own voli-
tion, it is proven thatan intelligent, organ-
ized being exists in or around the body
through which consciousness was asserted,
who can act or exists independent of phys-
ical matter; if the intelligent organized be-
ing who asserts consciousness, is not vis-
ible. It has been proven that immaterial
or spirit bodies have brains, as immaterial
or spirit bodies have produced an effect
through physical matter that requires a

substance termed brains to produce the
effect. Bodies that cannot determine the
qualities and state their own being cannot

assert consciousness; physical bodies can-
not assert consciousness, as all physical
bodies are negative;a positive effect is pro-
duced when consciousness is asserted.

All thoughtsthatemanate from thebrain
are caused from either present or past
vibrations, which are inverted in lines par-
allel to some present or past reflection.
V_Vhen we see a horse, we compare the
horse with some horse previously seen, in
order to determine the qualities of the
horse; if we had never seen or heard of a
horse until we were twenty years old, and
then should see one, we would not know
the name of theanimal we were looking at
until informed by others; as we had never ‘

seen a horse before we could not compare
the one seen with any one previously seen
by which the animal could be identified.
Each reflection upon the brain must be
compared with some previous reflection to
determine the qualities of the reflection.
We cannot identify a reflection until it can
be compared with another reflection that
is parallel, or nearly parallel, to the reflec-
tion.-—-j. W’. Curls.

Why George Was Not First.
Scene——-American schoolroom. Teacher

—-Who was the first man?
Little Boy (at rear of class)—George

Washington, ma'am.
"Why do you think George Washington

was the first man? ”

"Because he was first in war. first in
peace, and first in the hearts of his coun-
trymen. "

Another boy raises his hand.
“Well, Johnny, who do you think was

the first man?" i

“Don't know what his name was, but I
know George Washingtonwasn't the first. "

“What makes you so positive?”
“Well, my history says he married a

widow, so there must have been a man
ahead of him. "—Exchange.

Dews are less abundant on islands than:
on ships in midocean. Seamen can, there-
fore, tell when they are nearing islands by
reason of the smaller deposit of dew on the
vessel.
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Fruit of the Grape.

\Ve learn from Pliny that there was in
existence a famous wine made 200 years
before. It was so thickthat it had to be
dug out with a spoon and dissolved in
water.

Scarcely a nation on theface of theglobe
has not used alcohol in some form or other.
There seems to be an innate craving in
mankind for intoxicating liquors. The
Greeks alone seemed able to use the bever-
ages and keep sober. Their strongest
drink was natural wine. containing no more

alcohol than our claret, yet they always
added water to it. The wildest diners
rlever drank wine that was not a third
water, for theydrank for exhileration, not
intoxication.

'

The Macedonians, however, overthrew
Greek temperance. They were heavy
drinkers and were led by the king himself.
Once when a suit was being tried one of
the contestants shouted: "I appeal." “To
whom?" asked Philip, contemptously. “I
am theking. " “I appear," said the man,
“from Philip drunk to Philip sober." The
suit was retried the next day and decided
to the man's satisfaction.

The later Romans cared more for their
wine than any otherproduct. There were

125 varieties in use, eighty of fine quality.
Common wine was very cheap, and it was

a joke that it was less expensive thanwater.
It was common to mix honey and various
spices with the wine; a more surprising
admixture was that of salt water, which
was supposed to improve the flavor. An-.
other, and to us barbarous habit, was that
of adding resin or tupentine. This is done
in Greece up to the present day.

Among the Romans for a few hundred
years people were temperate, wine was

scarce and poor and was reserved exclu-
sively for men over 30 years of age. Wo-
men were forbidden to use it, under pain
of death, for the alleged reason it was an

incentive to high living. Women were

obliged to greet all their male relativeswith
a kiss on the mouth, so that it could be
told if they had been to the wine cellar.
-Pliny quotes the case of one who cudgeled

"his wife to death for having sampled his
wine, and was pardoned by Romulus.
Four hundred years later a Roman dame
was starved to death by her relatives for a
similarofl'ense.—Exelmnge.

“The Last Rose of Summer,”
Considerable interest has been awakened

throughout the country by the anounce-

ment of the death of Mrs. Amelia Koehler,
of Mount Vernon, N. Y., at the age of 92
years, owning to the fact that she is sup-
posed to have inspired Thomas Moore's
famous poem, "The Last Rose of Sum-
mer. "

When she was I 3 years old she was" sent
to London, and thereshe attended a school
kept by a sister of thepoet, who frequently
visited. the school and became acquainted
with the pupils. Moore took a decided
liking to her and would spend hours in
conversing with her.

One day, as they were sitting in the gar-
den, she plucked a rose, and placing it on
the lapel of thepoet's waistcoat, exclaimed,
“Oh, now I have given you the last rose of
summer." And, as the story runs, this
very rose was in fact the last rose left
blooming in the garden.

"My child," said the post, “you have
made a beautiful suggestion, and when I
have written some verses on it they shall
be dedicated to you." ,

A short time after the incident, Moore
wrote the famous lines, and dedicated them
to "Amelia, " that being the first name of
the woman who has just passed away.

Mrs. Koehler'smaiden name was Amelia
Offergeld; she was born in Aix—la-Chapelle.
Her father was an officer in the Prussian
army, and her mother was of British de-
scent. She married Charles Koehler, of
London, at the age of 15 years, and at his
death, forty years ago, she came to live
with her daughter in this country.

She was at Queen Victoria's wedding,
and one of her treasures was a piece of
cake, protected by a glass case, which she
said was a part of the Queen's wedding
cake, which had been given her by one
of themaids of honor.——SzmdayAfternoon.
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Photographs in the Study of As-
tronomy.

Teachers of astronomy having some ex-

perience know the value of good illustra-
tion in effective instruction, either in the
elements or in the higher branches of
science. The reason for this is plain
enough, when a person realizes how he
gains knowledge and retains it for eflective
uses. The kind of impression the mind re-

ceives in its effort to make any knowledge
its own is all important. Weak impres-
sions easily fade, and they may soon en-

tirely disappear; stronger ones last longer,
but powerful ones are probably never en-

tirely lost from the resources of one's men-
tal energy. A student may commit to

memory a score of useful facts about the
planet Jupiter, and he may be able to recite
them all to a teacher, in order, clearly.
What is the gain, much or little? It may
be either; but the probability is that the
real gain to the student from such an exer-

cise will be very small. If he should care-

fully thinkover these factsabout theplanet,
and in some way relate them in a consistent
whole according to some interdepenence
which he can comprehend, the student has
then taken independent mental steps of his
own and some gain is a consequence. If
he should try to make a picture of the
planet on paper, representing only such
things as these known facts convey to his
mind, he would certainly be aiming at a

better state of knowledge of Jupiter than
either of the preceding steps singly imply.
Memory exercises are right and neces-

sary, but the quality of knowledge gained
from such mental work only is compara-
tively of low order. Patient thought in
relating facts, based on conscious reason-

ing power is a higher level of mental efiort.
Clear and definite expression of one's own

processes of thought and the conclusions
derived from them are most vital things in
mental growth.

The ways of illustration in the study of
astronomy are many and varied. Modern
text-books of recognizedauthorityare writ-
ten by able scholars in the science, and
useful illustration in them is abundant. A

student of ordinary abilitywill generally
find little dilficulty in comprehending the
meaning of best authors who have pre-
pared books on desc'riptive astronomy.

But it is more particularly the purpose
of thisbrief article to call attention to the
special advantages of good photographs or '

lantern slides made from photographs, in
the study of many celestial objects.’ Most
of our readers already know that the art of
celestial photography is of recent origin.
Even as late as 1889, very few astrono-
mers, if any, know certainly how to make
proper exposures of the sensitive plate, so
as to obtain useful rcsults during the total
solar eclipse of thatyear. Probablyseven-

eighths of the photographic work done by
expeditions to California to photograph
that eclipse was useless on that account.
It will be remembered that, at that time.
the very sensitive plates necessary to such
work as well as some other had come into
the hands of the astronomer only a little
while before, and he lacked the experience
in their use which he has since well and
fully learned.

.

For the last eight years celestial photo-
graphy, as a means of original work in as-

tronomy, has been pursued vigorously,
widely and very successfully. Its progress
has materially afiected every important
branch of astronomy both new and old.
Chieflyon account of this fact, it has been
necessary to revise the best text-books of
astronomy not yet ten years old, in order
to keep pace with the progress of the sci-
ence in essential things. We have our-
selves been impressed very strongly with
the marvelously rapid growth of knowledge
lately, from the fact that we have had at
hand an excellent I6.-inch telescope whose
visual power is equal probably to the best
of its size anywhere, judging from some

very satisfactory tests in double star work;
also from the fact that we have had an 8-
inch photographic telescope and a6-inch
photographic camera, which have given us
like favorable advantages for the study of
celestial photography. With this fine mod-
ern equipment it’ has been easy to follow,
essentially all important, recent astronom-
ical work done anywhere in the world, and
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to reproduce some of it by our own instru-
ments at Goodsell Observatory to give us

impressions of an origirfal kind for uses in
our post-graduate courses in astronomy and
mathematics. With such facilities it has
been comparatively easy for us to get many
good photographs of celestial objects now

under special observation and study at
Observatories, and to make from them first
rate lantern slides for the use of teachers
and lecturers. Those who have used such
means of illustrationfor instruction in as-

tronomy do not need to be told of the su-

perior advantages of such helps in convey-
ing correct ‘and lasting impressions con-

cerning some features of interest that can

not, at present, be gained in any other way.
Another advantage of good photographs

or lantern slides is found in the fact that
they often show more detail in some objects
under study than is otherwise possible,
thereby leading to discovery and increase
of knowledge. This is so becausethehighly
sensitive photographic plate will record
impressions plainly from very faint light
sources if theexposure be made sufficiently
long to allow the feeble light rays to work
on the gelatine film. The natural eye will
work to the limit of its power of vision in a

very few minutes at most, while the sensi-
tive film will record more, in some ways,
than the best eye can see in the best tele-
scope yet made. It is easy to illustrate
thisfactby referring to discoveries recently
made by the aid of celestial photography.
The Pleiades cluster of stars is a fair ex-

ample. Only a few years ago good observ-
ers were in dispute whether or not the
.Merope star of the cluster had about it a
nebulous veiling something like the tail of
acomet. Some claimed to see it by the
aid of a 2-inch telescope, others could not
see it all withmuch larger instruments, and
still others firmly held there was no such
nebula belonging to the star. This was
true in‘ 1882 after E. E. Barnardhad ob-
served the nebula, made a drawing of it
with brief description which was published
in the Sidereal /llessenger, Vol.1, page
34. Later when photographs of the Plei-
ades were made by a score or more compe-
tent observers the Merope nebula was one

of the easy features to trace on the nega-
tives and its general outline was in accord
with the drawings made by Mr. Barnard.
Not only was this point of dispute settled
by the photographic plate. but much more

of very great interest was revealed by later
long exposure photographs pertaining to
the whole field to this same cluster which
was not previously known at all. VVe have
reference to nebulous masses clinging to
other stars of the group as well as to Mer-
ope, whose mottled and streaked forma-
tions are so plain that any one must say
that they belong to the star group and are

not in space beyond. This fact was seen

to be significant in tending to settle an im-
portant matter, as to the order ofdistance
in which some nebula stand in relation to
bright or faint stars. Similarly startling
things have been brought to light by the
aid of photography in regard to many other
celestial objects, such as star clusters, neb-
ula, whole constellations, as Orion, parts
of the Galaxy, the discovery of asteroids,
variable star spectra, the cloud-like forms
in dense star fields and many others which
we have not now space even to name.

In view of these facts, it seems to us,
that high schools and academies every-
where might be greatly aided in theirwork
in the class room by a well selected supply
of mounted photographs and lantern slides
for constant use in the reference library,
accessible both to teachers and to students
where their number and advancement are
sufficient to warrant the small outlay of
money necessary to obtain them. Colleges
and some state normal schools already have
such apparatus, and many institutions
make free use of the stereopticon in this
kind of illustration.—~Wm. IV. Payne.

A writer in a leading magazinemakes the
prophecy that in 300 years the world will
know only three languages—English, Rus-
sian, and Chinese. The English language
will be spoken in Northand South America,
Australia, India, Africa, New Zealand, and
the islands of Australia and the Pacific.
The Russian tongue will have conquered
all Europe except Great Britain, and all
Asia, except India and China.
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The Court of Final Appeal in
Religion.

Neither in a church, nor in a book, nor
in a person, tests the seat of ultimate au-

thority; but each must find it for himself
in the divine voice withinhis breast. Such
is the conclusion reached by Richard Arm-
strong in an article in The New Century
Review. He begins by declaring that the
current assumption that in secular beliefs
he is to submit to some external authority,
is so far from being true that the very re-
verse is more nearly true. Most of our

knowledge of secular affairs is received un-

questioningly from others, and for its ac-

ceptance no answering experience of our

own is required. But the mysteries of re-

ligion can be taught to no man save by the
experiences of his own soul. “I accepted
without hesitation the doctrine that the
Dead Sea is salt many years before my
hands had scooped up a draft of its nause-

ous waters; but the doctrine that my soul
is held and guided by an Unseen Power of
righteousness and love never took hold of
me till I had felt‘ and known it in my own

biography.' '

Mr. Armstrong proceeds brieflyto ana-

lyze the claim made by the Catholicsthat
religious authority lies in the church, and
that made by the Protestants that it lies in
the Bible. He says:

’

“Why may not the church, that_marvel-
ously uprising institution of the early cen-

turies, which as though indeed the mighty
God moved and ruled within it, took hold
of the crumbling classic civilizations and
shaped them anew by the energy of its
power in the great name of Christ—why
may not the church be our authorityin all
matters of faith and morals?

"First, because the decisions of that
church are over and over again in fiat con-

tradiction of the larger knowledge of the
newer day; secondly, becauseher decisions
are often at strife with the ethical behests
of our conscience; thirdly, because they
were arrived at, not by intellectual and
spiritual methods alone. but also through
violence, intrigue, and even bloodshed; but
fundamentallyand a priori becauseno one

can start by accepting the authorityof the
church. A man must use intellect and
conscience as the very instruments by
which alone he can arrive at the convic-
tion that the church's claims hold good.
But if intellect and conscience are good
enough for that bit of preliminary work,
they are good enough to stand the strain of
assuming authoritythemselves.

“In like manner we must meet the Pro-
testant, only reminding him at the outset
how widely he has departed from the first
spirit of Protestantism in the vigor of its
birth, which was a protest against ecclesi-
astical, not a spirit of subservience to bi-p
blical authority. We must tell the Pro-
testant with his ‘Bible, whole Bible, and
nothing but the Bible‘ claims, first, that
the Bible teems withstatements or assump-
tions clean against the facts of modern
knowledge; secondly, that in its earlier
parts it falls again and again below the
ethical standards of the good men of to-
day; thirdly, that its parts are over and
over again inconsistent among themselves,
so that texts may be cited for almost any
conceivable theological scheme; fourthly,
that its interpreters differ no less widely
among themselvesj but that the fundamen-
tal and apriori objection to theclaim thrust
upon it of ultimate authoritylies once more
in the fact that intellect and conscience
must be called in for the verificationof
thatclaim, and that if theyare instruments
good enough for that, theyare good enough
to bear the stress and strain of themselves
supplying the basis of religious belief."

But a new and alluring doctrine is in
the later days coming to thefront. Many,
seeing the ultimate authoritycan not rest
permanentlyeither in a church or a litera-
ture, seek to rest it in a person.

_

As “Ian
Mac1aren"says in his "Mind and Master:"
“The religion of Protestants, or let us say
Christians, is not the Bible in all its parts,
but first of all thatportion which is its soul,
by which the teaching of prophets and
apostles must itself be judged——the very
words of Jesus." But this doctrine will
stand the test of analysis no better than
either of the others. There is, first, the
formidable objection based on purely crit-
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ical grounds. What are the words of
Jesus? What is our doctrine of the Fourth
Gospel? What is the key to the authen-
ticity of the Synoptics? But waiving the
critical objection, can we even then accept
Christ as an absolute authority? Mr. Arm-
strong quotes "Ian Maclaren" again as

funishiug a clew to the answer: "The ir-
resistible attraction of Jesus was Hisrea-

sonableness, and that was shown by His
appeal at every turn to reality. ‘This is
what I say, and you will see that this is
what ought to be, ’ was ever Jesus ‘s argu-
ment. ” On this Mr. Armstrong thuscom-

ments:
"Consider these two sentences, which

- are wholly true, and the ultimate authority
of Jesus vanishes. An authority,a high
authority,the very highest historical au-
thority in matters religious Jesus may be,
and, in my opinion, is. But, if these sen-
tences hit a truth, not the ultimateauthor-
ity. In this excellent statement it appears
that the very ground for ascribingto Him
authority at all is that what He says is
reasonable, that His appeal is to reality.
We, then, ourselves are to be the judges of
the reasonableness, the umpires of reality;
and it is our sense of reason and of fact
which are thus the grounds of our confi-
dence in Him. ‘This is what I say, and
you will see that this is what ought to be’
-—an admirable summary of the method of
the Great Teacher.
authority;appeals to the authorityof intu-
ition in ourselves as alone ultimate and de-
cisive.

“The whole battle is surrendered, as at
close quarters it always must be; and the
reason, the intuition in the breast of each
man, is confessed as the court of supreme
appeal.

‘ ‘And when once a man has acknowledged
to himself where it is that the ultimate au-

thority truly rests, neither in church, nor

book, not person, but in the divine voice
within his breast, how immeasurablyricher
become the stores from which unhesitat-
ing, he may draw nutriment for the ethical
and spiritual life! ‘ Not one phrase in the
Sermon on the Mount, not one glowing
sentence of Paul or John, not one verse of

He, then, disclaims-

antique psalm or prophesy, which rings
true in the court of the conscience or the
soul, need he set aside. He has all thathe
could have under guidance of Catholic or
Protestant or ‘Christocentric'theologian.
And all the realm of human literature is
ready to his hand as well! For him, the
Holy Scripture ranges through thewritings
of the sages, the saints, the poets, the rapt
seers of every age and land. And the
wealth of his possession increases with
every decade that the old world lives.
Whosoever strikes a note which rouses con-

science, quiclrens zeal, enkindles aspira-
tion, or lights up the flash of the counten-
ance of God for him, has added a verse to
his Bible with authorityguaranteed by its
vivifying power over the higher elements
of his nature. He is a man who should
have discovered that the gold-mines of the
world are confined to no narrow strip of
eastern country, but lie under the gray
hills and the green sward from end to end
of the earth. ’‘—The Literary Digest.

Iron Felt.
Berlin and Leipsic are boasting about a

new invention, to be known as iron felt,
according to a late report of the _United
States consul at Chemnitz, as abstractedin
The Industrial World.

,
It is made of the

very best woolen materials, impregnated
with the inventor’s patented preparation,
which gives it 2,220 pounds’ power of re-
sistance to every square centimeter [o. 3937
inch]. The article is most useful for rail-
roads of all kinds. Placed between rails
and sleepers, it deadens sounds and prevents
shocks. The first experiments with the
new material were made by the Berlin city
street-railway, over which 360 trains pass
daily. The results surpassed the com-

pany’s most sanguine expectation. Not
only was the noise brought down to a min-
imum, but the wear and tear was materi-
ally diminished. It is to be tried on the
new roads in Leipsic. Old buildings, and
particularly buildings of stone and iron,
sufier most fr_om the shocks and noise of
passing trains. Such an insulating mate-
rial seems to be specially adapted for ele-
vated roads.
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Some Effect of Tone.

There is a law governing the buildingof
bridges which is rarely investigated by the
layman, and in fact is little understood in
a “tonic" sense by even the builders them-
selves. They only know thatabridge is
easilydemolished by a. band of musicians
playing upon it or a body of men ‘marching
in rythmic time across it. Rythmic time

, proves a certain continuous and measured
number of vibrations, and as vibrationsare

contagious and possess tone quality, we

come to the conclusion that bridges are not
only afiected by tone, but being so affected
must bebuiltupon a tone. In other words,
a bridge is built upon a keynote. The
numberof vibrationscontained in thatkey-
note or tone will respond to the same num-

ber of vibrations made upon the bridge by
either a band of musicians or a body of
men marching to the time of those vibra-
tions. -

It is perhaps not generally known, but it
is an unwritten law, that marching organi-

-zations break step as they reach a bridge
and a band of musicians ceases to play
when about to cross.

In Chicago is a person well versed in this
peculiar law of tone vibration. He believes
that, could we analyze sufliciently, we

could discover the keynote of each piece of
material for buildingand erect a structure

upon which the elements would have no

effect and which would last indefinitely.
He also believes that the four points of the
compass represent the four leading tones
in a chord, and that a structure must ac-

cordingly be placed in regard to these
points to correspond with the note of the
material with which it is built. Having.
as he thinks, made these discoveries, he set
about to find his material and location. It
took time and money, but as both were ac-
cessible, he has evidently succeeded, for it
has now been built some years and shows
no signs of the usual decay and need of re-

pair thatother houses of the same archi-
tectural style have always needed each
year. Merging on this theory of sound
also brought the information that one of
the most successful establishments for the

manufactureof fringes and trimmings had
its employes sing as much as possible.
Their songs accompaniedtheirbusy fingers
and as we vtdtnessed these active digits
guiding the shuttle of silkor wool of bril-
liant color the voices came loud and strong,
bearing the strains of “Jesus, Lover of My
Soul.” Religious songs seemed to be the
favorite in this establishment, although we
knew the owner and head of the place was

not overzealous himself. He encouraged
the music at all times, and rarely had ill
hands.

TONE EFFECTS ON HEALTH.
The suggestion of the effect upon the

health has been plainly shown in many in-
stances. Cures of a marvelous nature have
been attributed. That is melody, but the
certain tones irrespective of melody have
particular and peculiar efiect. We will

.
concede that every person is possessed of a

keynote, for a body is material, and mate-
rial to be cohesive must possess harmoni-
ous vibrations. So when a body is illsome

portion of that body has inharmonious vi-
bration. As each individual is tuned to a

certain keynote, that must account also for
likes and dislikes or attraction and repul-
sion for certain people. Persons who pos-
sess a keynote in harmonywithour keynote,
say a third or fifth,’will be most congenial.
Take a fourth in that party tuned to a

fourth, and he will be all right until left
alone with the person tuned to a third, and
they will begin to disagree. But let one

come in tuned to a sixth, in relation to the
keynoted person, and all is as happy and
smoothas could be desired. As individuals
we are strangely affected by certain tones;
for instance, low tones or long vibrations
affect our lungs or thesolar flexus, thecon-

tinued sounding of that tone by another
person has been known to put a sensitive
person into a fit of coughing. The tone
when continued for a length of time has
even given an attack of asthma. Another
sensitive person having listened to thedrum
some moments has been obliged to press
with much force, with her hand upon the
chest, as she said it seemed as though the
drummer was poundingupon her own chest
instead of the drum.
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wanna -rouas ARE FELT.
A high tone is felt in the temples and

gives one a restless, uneasy feeling, and if
a singer produces it. one feels like help-
ing or desires to end it at once. In time it
becomes irritating and would have the
eflectof arousing peevishness in thelistener
if long continued.

A middle tone vibrates to the heart, is
restful and soothing. Witnessa mother's
lullaby in her coaxing tone to woo sleep to
thetired and restless child. Rapid changes,
that is. high and low as well as the rapid
sounding of them, increase the bodily ac-

tion, influence the whole body, and the
military marches and quicksteps are proof
enough of their full effect of penetrating
vibrations. They affect all mankind alike.
The extremities seem the most influenced,
the arms gesticulate, the feet keep up the
match, the head nodding in time. A sen-
sitive person once described her sensations
upon listening to a certain orchestra, play-
ing a movement which was a wailing, la-
menting. moaning type. There were two
persons, and each noticed the other unbut-
toning her gloves and finally removing
them. Then one said: "My shoes are

causing me misery; I must loosen them."
The other was afflicted in the same way,
and in fear of becomingmentallyirrrtional,
as it seemed to afiect the mind, they de-
cided to leave, and only after a submerging
in anotherelement. water, did theyrecover.

They described the feeling as one of suEo-
cation.

The eflect of single tones, chords and
melodies upon the body will in time be an

interesting science. Thedestruction of the
body, that is its decease, and its appear-
ance in physical weakness must be attrib-
uted without a doubt to certain vibrations,
either within the body or its environment.
Inharmonies and discords of sounds which
the body endeavors to resist finallyover-

power it. and it becomes too weak to resist
even slight disturbances. and slowly and
surely disintegration begins and death is
the rault.

Naturedoes her creative work is silence,
but man his in noise and confusion.

The harsh and discordant sounds of a
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great commercial center are the foundation
of a clashingof ideas. Men are fast learn-
ing that noise is not a fountain from which
wholesome ideas are engendered, and the
greater this confusion and vibration there
are, the greater discords and dissentions
among the people. Discordant sounds ex-
cite a vibration which weakens the strong-
est intellect in time. At first one may think
it a stimulus, but its effect is like a constant
stimulant. It enervates at last and weak-
ens; it stifles generous impulses and veils
the intellect.

Be Thyself.
.

BY CHARLES TRUAX.

'Twasonce well said, if thou be true
Unto thyself, as God to you,
It follows as the night the day,
Thou canst not then are falsely play
To any one. So look you well,
Let every act the truth foretell,
Proclaim to all from sea to sea.
Let come what will, myself I'll be.

Yes, be thyself, where ‘er thou art
In honesty act well thypart,
Choose thou to do thy heart’s command,
And fearlesslyemploy thy hand i

In building firm each friendship strong;
Avoid deceit, eschew the wrong,
In truthfulness make good thy name,
And just and true shall be thy fame.

His Reason.

“Why don't you go to work?" asked the
housewife.

“It all comes 0‘ bein' too well educated, "
replied Meandering Mike.

“A proper education does not encourage
a man to despise honest toil. "-

“I don't despise it. I've made up my
mind dozens 0' times to go to work. But
widout fail. jes' ez I'd got it all settled dat
I was gain‘ to ask somebody fur a job in a
week er two, I'd run acrost one of dese ar-
ticles dat says de sun or one 0' de planets
is goin' to let loose an’ smash de eart' into
a bunch of sizzlin' debris. an‘ den I'd

.

hafter jes lay down an’ say, ‘What's de
use ?' "— lVashz'ngton Star.
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Action of X Rays on the Body.

In alluding to the physiologicalactionof
the Roentgen rays, concerning which evi-
dence multiplies rapidly. The Hospital
says:

“It is becoming increasinglyevident that
the Roentgen rays in traversing the tissues
do somethingmore than pass idly through
In our present ignorance ‘as to the exact
nature of this form of radiation, we must
refrain from any speculation as to what
happens to the rays in their course; but it
seems clear that in their passage they do
exercise a selective and sometimes a more

or less destruetive influenceon certain tis-
sues. "

After quoting several cases of injury to
the deeper tissues or the bones, by use of
the rays, the writer goes on to say:

"Whethersuch action can be utilizedas

a therapeutic agent is a deeply interesting
question. Several experiments have been
made with theobject to ascertain whether
the rays could be made to influencetuber-
culosis, but the recent reports to the Acad-
emie de Medecine in Paris‘ are not such
as to give much encouragement to the
idea.

“The matter, however, is full of interest
in other directions besides crude attempts
to kill bacilli. The relation of the -X or
otheranalogous rays to sunlight is a matter
of extreme importance. It has, perhaps,
been too hastilyassumed that clothedman-
kind is indifferent to sunlight, and that
where he has seemed to benefit by a sun-

bath, the benefit has been the result of the
bactericidal action of the actinic rays. or
the production of ozone or some othermore
or less hypothetical attribute of sunshine.
It must be remembered that we only know
of the X rays becauseof their chemical ac-
tion on certain substances and the fluores-
cent efiect on others have been discovered.
We have, however, but little reason to be-
lieve that the X rays are one and indivisi-
ble; and, in fact, the diflicultyof inducing
the same tube to give always the same re-
sults, points strongly to the fact that they
are many and various, and that little as we
know about the X rays, there is a whole

alphabetof otherso-called raysabout which
we know absolutely nothing.

"Who is to say, then, that'alongwith the
manifest forms of energy, heat, light, and
actinismwhich we know to beat upon this
earth in the form of sunshine, other forms
of energy do not exist of whose presence
we so far see no sign; perhaps riding along
with the undulations which we know of,
perhaps only developed at the moment of
impact, when theundulations becomeman-

ifest by their influence on material sub-
stances, but in either case possessing pow-
ers of penetration and activityanalogous
with those rays or radiations which, for
want of more complete knowledge, we still
designate by the symbol X. These are mat-
ters in regard to which ignorance at pres-
sent prevails. Quien sabe! Some time
perhaps we shall understand why plums
ripen through to the middle, and why the
sunshine does us good. "—Lz'terary Dzgresl.
The True Scriptural Age of Man.

We have all heard the well-worn axiom
attributed to the psalmist, “The days of a

man are three score and ten, " but in Gen-
esis vi., 3, will be found the following pas-
sage: “Yet his days shall be an hundred
and twenty years." This passage seems to
have been overlooked, as we have rarely
seen it quoted, although, curiously enough,
it exactly corresponds to the theory that
man should attain five time the period of
reaching his maturity. .

Couldn’t See Through It.

The Cleveland (0.) Leader says: There
is a little girl living out on Tilden avenue
who is rapidly causing her father'shair to
assume the color of the driven snow.

The otherday she looked up at him from
between his knees and asked:

“Papa, was it a wise person who said
‘the good die young?‘ "

“Yes," said the musing man, “I guess
so. ' ’

“Well," she went on, after thinking it
over for some time, “I'm not so much sur-

prised about you; but I don't see_ how
mamma ever managed to get growed up."
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LIBERTY.

ABBIE W. GOULD.

Call men free when brothers starve,
When red-hand Rapine wields a sword.
When chains are on thewhite slave’s hands,
Wove strong and fast by Custom’s bands?
Nay, nay, say not those Words to me.
It is not true; man is not free.
Call men free, when Greed and Gold
At throatand heart have clutched to hold!
When Dives rolls in coach of state
And Lazarus falls beside the gate?
I tell you No, by stripes a11d stars!
Our shield of old is dark with scars.

Call man free, when he for self
Would gatherall of woman’s Wealth,
Her beautyseek, her virtue stain,
That he in power of might may reign?
He draws the knot he cannot see;
He struggles hard;. he is not free.
Call men free. whose halls of state
The price of highest jobbers wait?
Whose “trusts and rings” from man to man
Are handled fast with skilfulplan,
That more and more of blood and bone
The tyrant Power may claim and own?
Oh, Nation built by heroes gone, .

Can theysleep quiet ’neaththe stone,
Where heritage so proudly given
Rolls down to hell from heights of heaven?
Come back, we plead, we call to thee;
Come back, and make this nation free!
Come back; our Goddess weeps so sore;
Her children’s woes can guard no more.
Come back with power, each chosen name
Who to our flag gave freedom’s fame,
And in the name of Liberty
Give back the boon bestowed by thee!
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Goo_d and reliableagents wanted in every town
and city in theUnited States to solicitsubscrip-
tions for PLANETB AND PEoi=LE. The very best
terms ofiered to thosewho are able to furnish
good references.

ADVERTISING RATES.
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One- all age, one time. - - - 25 oo
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are payable on demand after each issue.

cgdiioéial. ‘ 
Read 1

Read the announcements in this number
relating to the coming year. \Ne are pre-
paring for a greater and grander work than
ever before, and we trust our friends will
respond as never before.

The" magazine willbe much improved by
a new face, and more elaborate tone effects
will be added to its illustrations.

Read what we otter in the way of premi-
ums. You will surely want the new Alma-
nac, the most practicaland best illustrated
year book yet printed.

Subscribe now to make sure the same

teaches us before January 1st.

You can learn more, and your children
can learn more about life and thingsin
general from this almanacthan from most
any other work, as it deals with the living
issues of the time.

Remember it does not cost you a cent if
you subscribe as usual for the magazine.

Those who have already ordered the
almanac, and desire that we enter the
same as premium, will please remit $2.00
only when sending subscription.

Those dsiring a cloth bound copy will
please remit 50c extra. That is, $3.00 for
magazine and alamanac.

We are pleased to acknowledgereceipt
of photographs sent in response to our re-

quest in last issue as follows:
Mr. E. H. Grove, Mr. Jno. Boyer, Mrs.

E. A. Honey, Mrs. M. T. Kuhn, Mr. Wm.
Fox Stevenson, Mr. Frank S. Hale, Mrs.
Carrie Wheeler, Mr. Geo. A. Sill, Mr. E.
A. Honey, Mr. W. B. Sherwin, Mr. Frank
F. Neitzel, Mr. A. L. Johnson, Mr. L. W.
VanDyke, Mr. Archie Harrison, Mrs. Em-
ma A. Lunt, Mr. Justis Stephan, Miss E.
Sutton, Mr. H. A. Wood, Mr. Henry Mei-
selbar, Mr. Thos. C. Richmond, Misses
Bessie and Eva Williams, Mr, H. c. Wil-
liams, Mr. Frank Katzung.

Notice 2

We wish it understood thatin using these
photos for the new work. it will be neces-

sary to spoil them entirely, so we can not
return them, but as it will be some little
time before we use them, any one desiring
the return of theone sent will please notify
us and we will not use it. We mention
this, as on some the request is made to
return after using. Some of these will ap-
pear in the magazine during 1898.

The Planetary Publishing"Company so-

licits your printing. New presses, new

type, everything fresh, clean and up to
date. PLANETS AND PEOPLE is a sample of
their periodical work. Write for anything
you need in this line and designs, prices,
etc., will be submitted.

7

Subscribe for PLANETS AND PEOPLE for
1898.
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HEREDITY.

BY MRS. MARY L. GRIFFITH.

Heredity is the subject of an article in
Chrz'st1'an Lg’/‘e showing from a surface rea-

soning standpoint some interesting theories
relative to the causes and cures of human
imperfections. The world at large is prone
to accept of such conclusionswithoutgoing
to the trouble of looking deeper and ques-
tioningfurtherthenature of creativeforces.
She says:

“If every parent to-day would study and
profit by the revellation of heredity, the
next generation would present humanity
transformed and almost glorified. Why
should such truths not be openly treated?
Why must coarse jest. and sly hint. and
curious and voluptuous thought run riot
over a certain class of subjects, in them-
selves pure. while honest truth is covered

.with shame and mystery, or banished to
dark corners? It is due to the almost total
ignorance of men and women as to thelaws
of being that the flood-tide of sin and
misery, known to every physician, has
poured over the race. It is due to the
wicked deceptions practiced upon the curi-
ous minds of children that the baleful
power of half-truth and utter vulgarity
takes such hold upon our youth.

“Arechildrenmysterious? Do you mar-

vel that some good people should have such
bad children, or thatsome inditferent peo-
ple should have such good children? Do
you wonder at the weak mind, the diseased
or delicate body, -the melancholy, mali-
cious. or licentious trait, the love of drink
or the obstinate predeliction for a certain
pursuit? Let me quote one incident and
leave the rest to the earnest thought of
Christian women:

“A certain rough, uncouth family had
in it one daughter who was a striking.con-
trast to the rest—pretty, gentle, refined,
book-loving. Mrs. Kirby inquired closely
into the reason for the contrast. The old
mother knew of none. In the months be-
fore this daughter came they were living
down south in a rude cabin. She could
recall no refiningor cheeringcircumstances, ~

except thata peddler had called witha pack

of books. The poor mother saw one vol-
ume in green and gold which attracted her
admiration. It was Scott's ‘Lady of the
Lake.‘ A keen desire for it possessed her,
but the dollar was too much to spend. But
such was her longing for it the rest of the
day and night that she rose from her bed.
walked four miles to the village, roused the
peddler, bought the book, and came home
happy as a child. Through all thesummer
she read and committed to memory the
beautiful, musical tale. It appeared to her
that she was with those people by the lakes
in the mountains. She saw Ellen stepping
about so sweetly in the rhyme; it seemed
to her that it was all true, especially after
she could repeat it to herself. This was
the explanation. The babe came to the
world bearing on its delicate brain, and
even on its little face, the impression of
the beautiful images that had filled the
mother's thoughts.

“We could multiply instances of peculiar
development of mind and body, of musical
or other special talent, of sweetness, of
piety, of strengthof disposition in children,
resulting directly from the temporary ef-
forts of the mother to direct her mind in
those channels. The opposites of these
results withequally startling certainty from
her moods and impressions. "

There is certainly no substantial evi-
dence in the above case as to the cause
of the mental attributes of the child
if, indeed. such attributes were displayed,
which is not stated. That the babe came
and pleased the mother is the usual result,
and this particular case does not seem to
be in anywise different from any other.
To multiply such instances does not prove
anything. We might say that a certain
mother who, being deceived and deserted
before being legally married, under the
most heart—rending and painful experi-
ences of both mind and heart, and who
hated the very name of motherhood and
babe, dwelling in fear and shame through
the entire period, finally brings forth a

bright. beautifuland lovely child; healthy,
strong and precocious, who grows to man-
hood and becomes an honorable and re-
spected citizen, free from the debasing ten-
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dencies which his parental surroundings
suggested. Such instances as this are too
numerous to mention. and it is generally
conceded, that what are called illegitimate
(we call all offspring legitimate.) offspring
are usually the brightest and best of child-
ren and become the bestof men and women.
Is it heredity that makes and shapes the
lives of these as well? Continuing, she
says:

"The great problem of the church is how
to reach and save those who are held in
chains to some over-mastering appetite or

sin, and those whose deliberate free-will
seems to elect for evil. 0, mothers, and,
secondarilyfathers, you hold the keys of
these eternal issues! You can bequeath a

condition of free-will that will turn to God
and righteousness as theneedle to the pole.

“To fashion an infinite soul and send it
_forth on an infinite career—infinite sus-

ceptibilitieslaid open to the touch of infin-
ite sorrow-oh, to him who has ever faced
the facts of being—not death, not death,
but this irrevocable gift of life is the one

solemnity, the awful sacrament!"
The great problem of the church has

ever been’ to reach those sinners who had
money enough to pay pew rent, and it has
not been the mission of any church to do
away with sin or ignorance, for their pros-
perity depends almost entirely upon these
two things. That fathers and mothers,
especially the latter, have within them the
latent power to control gestation and
through such avenue be able to shape
the destinies of offspring and create
anew a generation of giant men and
women is true; but until they are suffi-
ciently enlightened to use such gifts, and
the church does not, and cannot enlighten
them, how is it possible to obtain results?

To fashion an infinite soul and send it
forth on an infinite career is something
new in the way of creation. The idea of
creating. through heredity, somethingthat
is infinite, and sending it forth on an infin-
ite career. Well, we will pass to the next
paragraph.

“A mother may mould the plastic atom
of life into a saint‘ or poet, or at least into
a strong and good human being; but she

must prepare for it as an artist studies for
a picture, or athlete trains for a race. In
this temple must come no tread of unclean
passion. While the vital clay lies under
her moulding hand she must be pure as a
vestal and free as Diana. She must keep
sweet and calm, and drink in strength from
the blessed air and sunshine; she must have
a reasonable _degree of health and happi-
ness, a good mind and a devoted soul; she
must be enlightened as to the laws of
health and being, and she must yield her-
self to the influences of the Holy Spirit.
Inspiration acknowledges these principles;
see judges xiii, 4; Matt. i, 25."

The mother may, with knowledge, mold
or guage the conception of life in the way
of nature's best mold and thus secure re-
sults to her liking so far as artist, poet,
preacher, or business character. So far as
keeping sweet and calm, it is well known
that some of the greatest men and women
the world has ever seen were reared in very
common life, where anxiety and worry were
never absent from the mother's brain, and
in many instances poverty and physical suf-
fering and disease was chief in environ-
ments. Does heredity account for these
things?

“Parentage must be lifted out of the
depths of chance and animalism into the
region of wise, calm, pure thought and
election. In this realm the mother must
be A free woman and crowned queen; and
the fatherhimself must be pure from phys-
ical and spiritual taint. An ignoble pro-
geny is the sequence of an enslaved moth-
erhood. From a motherhood crippled,
tortured, exhausted, oppressed, debased,
can come nothing worthy the likeness of
God. "

That parentage must be lifted out of the
depths of chance is good. We heartily
agree withthisstatement. But how lifted?
How? We make the bold claim that

"knowledge of the law as expounded by
PLANETS AND PEOPLE is theone and only‘
way, and that the study and knowledge of I

heredity will never solve the problem.
Citing a few more instances of what is

believed to be results of heredity, Mrs.
Griffithconcludes her article with the fol-
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lowing paragraphs, and from the latter
some good suggestions are given which are
valuable to all alike.

‘'0, for a pen of fire to set before men
the record of the agony and the defilement
they have for centuries of ignorant selfish-
ness poured out upon womanhood and
childhood! They would fall sick and
blinded in the dust, and writhe there for
very misery of remorse. Even many good
men in their not excusable blindness are

verilyguilty in this matter. When shall
the healing branch be cast into this black

_and bitter fountain that is poisoning so

many lives?
"When will the awful significance of

these things dawn upon men and women?
When shall the ideal mother come to her
vocation, carefully and reverently, as an
artist comes to her marble, clothed with
strength, dowered with wisdom, and bap-
tized with purity and love? 'When shall
she be upheld‘ by a husband as pure, as
reverent as herself?

‘“Do we all see the meaning of Miss
Philip‘s ideal marriage? ‘With her he is
a crowned creature; with him she is a free
one.’ Husband of to-day, do you not see
that as soon as you enslave this free crea-

ture your own royalty and that of your
children is gone? So sure as you bind her
down upon the altar of your own lower
nature there shall creep forth, out of the
ashes of sacrificedwomanhood, a swarm of
evil creatures—shapes of hate and pain and
lust—that shall ‘look at you and reproach
you, out of the eyes of your children.

“In theconservation of force observe the
following rules: 1. Repel all quality of
thought suggestive of thingswhich the soul
detests. 2. Refrain from speaking impa-
tiently, angrily, or in any manner other
thanwith calmness and evenness. 3. Study
the actual needs of the physical in the way
of eating and drinkingand never go beyond
the point of accepting that alone which
nourishes and builds.
tematic studies, exercise and recreation as
conduce to physical and mental healthful-
ness. 5. Aspire to an ideal state of purity
in all details in that department of your
temple holding the offices of procreation.

4. Take such sys-,
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Great is the need of knowledge, not learn-

ing, but knowledge, in this world of sin,
so-called. But the day is not far distant
when a flood of light such as never before
shone upon this world will shed its eflul-
gent rays and touch the minds and hearts
of humanity and arouse that latent slum-
bering power of the soul to action. Then
will the generations of men be cast anew
and types of the chiseled Clio be made
manifest in the flesh.

We find in “The New Woman" an arti-
cle on “Cause and Cure of Crime. " The
writer attributes the cause of crime to
somethingentirely different thanthatclaim-
ed by Mrs. Griflith. The article reads:

“In our article on Trinity, last week, we
called attention to some of the basic prin-
ciples which must never be lost sight of in
the reconstruction of human relations in
accordance with the demands of absolute
justice. Our present inequitable system,
under which

_
we prostitute our mother

earth to the base purposes of speculation,
while the sons and daughters of humanity
have no place to lay their heads, without
being compelled to pay tribute to the love
of gain, has about run its course; and hence,
even in thisnew country, the rapid increase
of crime since the early seventies. In a

general sense the entire question relating
to the cause and cure of crime may be
stated in a single sentence: Unjust condi-
tions lead to crime, and the remedy is to
establish equity. This, however, may be
too short and concise to attract the atten-
tion of the average reader, and hence we

depart from our usual rule of using the
fewest possible numberof words to express.
the thought which we wish to convey.

“Before we can discover an intelligent,
intelligible and an all sufficient remedy for
the rapid increase of vice, crime, insanity,
suicide and misery, which characterize
this, theafternoon of the nineteethcentury,
we must have an intelligent and compre-
hensive understanding of the causes which
have produced these deplorable results. In
general terms, economic reformers assure

us that poverty is the chief cause of ignor-
ance, vice and crime, but poverty itself is
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but the efl'ect of another more hidden, all-
pervading and deep seated cause, the re-
moval of which is logically theonlyeflicient
remedy for all thedeplorable consequences
which are attributable thereto.

"To discover thisbottom cause of crime
with all its consequences, we have only to
take a logical and connected view of facts
withwhich every intelligent citizen is con-
versant as the result of his or her dailyob-
servations. Hence in our effort to present
a remedy for existing conditions which pau-
perize and degrade large masses of our

common humanity, we shall confine our-
selves as nearly as possible to necessary.
self—evident and universal truths which
have a direct bearing upon the question
under discussion.

"It will not be disputed that labor is the
producer of all there is of wealth outside of
the bounties of nature, earth, air, water.
heat and light, and hence people are hard
pressed and poor because they have lost
the possession of the wealth thatthey have
produced by their labor. ‘

“By labor we mean every useful service
to humanity that is rendered by the hand,
the head or heart. Labor is theonly crea-
tor of values, or capital, and wheneverand
wherever we find that the laborers are hard
pressed and poor, we have a self evident
demonstration of the fact that they have
been deprived of the wealth they have cre-

ated, without having received therefor, a

just equivalent in the wealth created by
the labor of others. All that we see of
wealth throughout theworld,—all thefood,
shelter and raiment—every articleof neces-

sity, comfort and luxury, is the product of
labor applied to natural resources, which
‘are the free gifts of nature to the human,
race. These natural resources cannot be
justly monopolized by any individual to the
exclusion of other individuals.

‘ ‘These basic propositions are funda-
mental to both of the great schools of
thought among reformers, the Individual-
istic and theSocialistic. Both alikeassert,
the natural right of every individual to the
wealth which he, or she creates, and hence
the equal right of all individuals to natural
opportunities to produce wealth by their

labor. The diflerence between these two
schools of thought is not a. difference of
principle but of method, and hence under
existing conditions there is no adequate
grounds for antagonism. There is nothing
to stand in the way of the individualist,
workingalong his or her lines for improv-
ing the conditions under which wealth is
produced and distributed and at the same
time co-operating with the socialistto se-

cure governmental conditions more favor-
able to the toilingmasses.

“AdamSmith, the great apostle of Indi-
vidualism takes the position that, ‘thepro-
duct of labor is its natural recompense, '

and the fact that laborers are hard pressed
and poor, demonstrates thattheyhave been
deprived of this ‘natural recompense, '

which, ethically speaking, belongs to its
producers, but which has been legally ab-
sorbed by a few_ non—producing speculators.

“To understand the methods by which
labor has been deprived of its ‘natural re-
compense,’ is to understand the cause of
poverty and all its consequences of ignor-
ance, vice and crime. And it cannot be
disputed that the removal of this cause is
the natural and logical remedy for its evil
etlects This causeof poverty and its con-

sequences is part and parcel of the present
system under which wealth is produced
and distributed."

Again we say, an understanding of the
basic law of all life of all the phenom-
ena of the earth is greatly, yes, sorely
needed by these earnest reformers and
writers, for those who apply themselves to
the study of the principles of planetary
science very soon learn the reason why
some are rich whileothers are poor.

The reward of labor is the products that
result from labor. It is the real surplus of
production which is held in store for future
use that falls into the hands of speculators.

A farmer first provides for himself, if he
has the wisdom of a honey bee, and then
offers the surplus of his fields for barter,
trade, or cash to use in extending his re-
sources. It is the surplus that the specu-
later is laying for. There is a large army
of people that will not till thesoil, there-
fore, a means for their sustenance is abso-
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lutely necessary. The surplus of the soil
is bartered in transit from field to field to
their larders. A speculator could not do
business if each tilledthe soil and gathered
for himself alone. The tiller of the soil
himself creates the speculator by produc-
ing ten, twenty, and one hundred fold more

than he requires. It is the need of the
producer, primarily, that causes him to
produce. It is theprospective need of one
who does not produce 'that inspires him to
labor hard and produce beyond his needs.

Look ye into heaven's vibrant rays and
learn there the secret of the whole truth.

Religious Customs in Japan.
On the eve of the annual memorial day

for the dead every japanese familysends a

delegate to the tombs and invites thespirits
of the dead to come home with him. The
delegate delivers theoral message withpro-
found respect and formality, bowing low
to the ground before the ancestral tomb-
stones. Then he turns about and asks the
invisible spirit to get on his back, secures
him with both hands behind and gravely
walks homeward.

At home a bed of sand taken from the
seashore is piled in the yard and a tire is
built of flax stems. This is called the “re-
ception fire." The spirits are requested to
alight carefully at this high, home altar, so
as not to bruise themselves.

In January each house has a sacredcloset
wherein are enshrined images, ancestral

Cakes, or-

anges, flowers and incense are offered here,
and before it members of the familycom-

memorate thedays of the ancestors’ death.
This elevated place is called the "Buddha's
Shelf. " Besides the closet the tops of
cabinets, cupboards and similar furniture
are turned into depositories for shinto
relics and paper gods. These god-shelves,
_too, are carefully served with offerings of
salt fish and sake and are lighted in the
evening.

In the temple the birthday of the great
common teacher, Shaka (Gautama), is ob-
served. This anniversary falls on April 8,
and its observance is simple and quiet, ex-

36’:
cept for the distribution of ubuyn. In the
east, when a child is born. the midwife im-
mediately plunges it into a tub of warm
water. This water is called ubuyn or first
bath. On Aprilv8 in every temple a bronze
basin is placed before the altar, and in the
center of the basin_ stands a bronze image
of the infant Shaka. This symbol relates
to a marvelous account of Shaka's rising‘

.upright in the bathtub and telling his as-
tonished parents whence he came, pointing
to heaven, and what his mission on earth
was. His exact words are recorded in the
Buddhist scriptures.

This bronze vessel is filledwith a decoc-
tion of a certain dried herb, whose taste
resembles licorice. The worshiper pours
the liquid over the idol with a small dipper
and then sips a little of it, mumbling some
devotional words. Children run to the
temple in the early morning, carrying bot-
tles for the sweet tea, or ubuyn. In the
temple kitchen the cook has boiled gallons
and gallons of it and from the dawn that
functionary is prepared for the hubbtrb of
dispensing it to the throng. ‘

As this holiday comes in the same season
as does Easter, the floral decorations of the
temples are beautiful. The image and the
bronze roof above the basin are artistically
covered over with a quantity of native
flower, which the botanist may classify un-
der the genus trifolium. These flowers
color the fields pink in the spring.

The editor of The Sez'mt;'/ie American is
not altogether enthusiastic over the pro-
posed country railroads for farm wagons.
He says, at the close of a few paragraphs
of editorial comment on the subject: "As
regards the value of such a road, theremay
be some districts where its construction
and maintenance would be more economi-
cal than that of a first-class macadam, but
we doubt whether it would prove to be so
in cases where the materials of macadam
construction are withineasy reach. As re-

gards the increased hauling capacity of the
steel-tracked road, there is no doubt thatit
would begreatly increased, thoughscarcely,
we imagine, to the extent of one hundred
per cent, as claimed by its advocates."
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Astronomical Changes—Wea.ther
» Forecast for November.

 

 
  

Nov. I . . . . . . . Mercury is in Scorpio
Nov. 12 . . . . . . . .Mercury is in Sagittarius
Nov. 24 . . . . . . . .Mercury is in Capricornus
Nov. 14. . . .Venus is in Libra
Nov. 25. . . .Mars is in Sagittarius
Nov. 23 . . . . . . . .Earth is in Genimi

.
MOON.

First Quarter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .NOV- I
Full Moon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Nov. 9
Last Quarter. . . . . . . .Nov. 17
New Moon. . . . . . . . . . . . .Nov. 24
First Quarter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Nov. 30

Atmospherlcally.
Novemberstarts in under most phenom-

inal atmospheric vibration. The spiral
currents that traverse the upper regions of

space and direct their courses and spend
their fury, sometimes close to and even be
neat): the surface of the earth, will be ex-

tremely wild at this time, and continue for
nearly three weeks. Severe storms and
very likely many and fearful earthquakes
will be felt in various parts of the world.
A time for water-spouts and cataclysms
generally. A dangerous time on the high
seas. Travel by water, especially during
the first half of this month, should be
avoided as much as possible.

The 22nd willbea violent and wild time,
lasting several days. A reign of terror
seems to run through the elements all this
month, the last week alone showing a more
calm and peaceful state of the weather.
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Physiological.
The physiologicalaspects are of such a

nature that the extreme vibratory trend of
.

the planets will keep most people highly
wrought up, hence, above the depressing
forces which at this time are in weak an-

gles. This means vitality and life, with
but little sickness, comparativelyspeaking.
As a warlikenature dominates, it is a period
for much contention and strife among the
people, and much blood will flow, we are

sorry to report, becauseof the severity of
some natures directly co-ordinating with
this aspect of the heavens. ‘

The wild and erratic condition of the
past two monthshas caused many suicides,
but we may look for the worst period of

this kind we have experienced in many
years whilethisphenominalscroll is spread
out before us. The physicalman is surely a
dangerous center of power and thisperiod
of war, rebellion, strikes, duels and sui-
cides, will set the minds of many insane.

Moral.
Have the good sense to keep your own

council, let not a hasty word involve, nor
seek the halls of argument and courts of
law. Keep cool, keep quiet, keep peaceable.

Business.
The business situation for this month is

a good and growing one. Since the more

healthy movement predicted in September
number, and fully realized, there has been
a gradual gain in manufacturingand ex-
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change centers, and this month will add
some new and phenomenal records in some
of the important products and securities.

The iron and steel industry, above all
others, willreceive an impetus it very rarely
meets with. Large governmentorders will
no doubt be placed for products in this
line ere the month closes. Mines and
mining stocks should be in great demand,
creating a wild time in the speculative
markets. A good period for some sharp
work by the gods of finance.

The extreme tendency of the time should
give renewed efiorts in all lines of specula-
tion, and themonthas a whole should show
a score card of unusual figures.

The retail trades receive their first strik-

ingly favorable vibration about the 15th.
the balance of the month being a good and
healthy period.

The clothingbusiness promises well, and
much better than for two Novemberspast.
The tendency to dress better will be man-
ifested all through the month, and people
will be more lavish in their purchases. A
lively time, generally, may be looked for
all through the month.

Children.
Fuzsr WEm<—Very -extreme characters

will be born this week, but they will have
great capacity as miners, speculators and
mechanics. Science will attract them and
invention will be the forte of the majority.
Teach them mechanics. civil engineering,
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surveying, mineralogy, metalurgyand spec-
ulation. The latter will, no doubt, come
very natural.

SECOND WEzx—There are few changes.
from the week just delineated, thepower to
speculate successfully beingmuch weaker,
with the inventive trend of the mind
slightly on the increase. They belong,
practically,in the same lines as those of
last week.

THIRD WEEK—We now have the more
artistic combination,with the capacity to
manage and controllargeundertakings very
marked. These characters will seek for
gold and will amass a large sum of wealth
through means known only to themselves.
A course in law is very desirable for such
as these. Political prestige is an inherent
quality of this figure. If they turn to pol-
itics, and they will, they are sure to reach

- the front ranks.

FOURTH WEBK—The changes are veryslight from those of last week. There
seems to be a sameness about thecondi-
tions thismonththatwe seldom meet with.
The first threedays of thisweek, we should
suggest, in wayof education, thatmedicine,
oratory and music be thechief branches.

FIFTH WEEK—We have a peculiar com-
bination this week. giving power and ca-
pacity to those who appear upon this mun-
dane plane for an earthlycareer. They
belong to wholesale districts entirely, and
shipping, rail and ocean traffic, lumberand
building interests, coal mining, etc., are
their natural co-ordinations. Teachthem
accordinglyand all will be well for them.

Marriage.
Remain single until the last week in the

month, and then delay the matter in some
way until December 1st. Believe it or not,
as you please.
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Boards of Health.

For one thing it may bewell to turn its at-
tention to the ventilationand cleanlinessof
places of public assemblage. Probably no

night in theyear passes without in thiscity
a dozen to a hundred halls, theaters, or

other places of ‘public meeting being filled
with throngs of people who pant and swel-
ter in a stiflingair; and pray that it may
dawn upon the managers or attendants to
open a veltilatoror a window. But their
prayer is in vain, for what do managers
know of the necessity for air or care for
the health of the public? Besides, in cold
weather does not a close room with many
people save fuel? In warm weather, in the
absence of compulsory ventilationof public
buildings. what is everybody's concern is
always left undone. Who is there who has
not found himself placedin some cul-de-sac
of _a theaterwhere air had neitherentrance
nor exit, and where the exhalations of the
multitude lingered about his olfactories
with the persistence of time, and the flick-
ering heart seemed to welcome the pale
mask of eternity? It was thus years ago,
and it is no better today.

But while this is going on and constitu-
tions are being undermined, crowds being
compelled becauseof criminal carelessness
to inhale over and over an atmospheresur-

charged with carbonic-acid gas and the
emuvia of their own bodies, the board of
health hopes to check tuberculosis by is-
suing edicts prohibiting expectoration and
writing down as suspects one-tenthor more
of the population. For equal result on the
public health and comfort, the board could
probably put in force no regulation withso

little outlay of money and labor as one

compelling the best use of present ventilat-
ing facilitiesin halls and theaters, and pro-
hibiting the erection in the future of any
building for public assemblage without
ample facilities for ventilation, even of
every gallery and box, and that. too, with-

out creating dangerous air currents. One
or more inspectors should make visits often
enough to insure observance of the regula-
tions. These should be printed and posted
throughout the buildings, with information
where to enter complaint. The condition
of the atmosphere should be indicated as
far as possible by instruments of precision,
such as the thermometer.

When the board of health has carried
out this much needed and perfectly feasible
reform, there are others that will suggest
themselves, but until then the opinion is
likely to prevail that it is wasting its re-

sources if not exceeding its authorityin
trying to enforce compulsory reporting of
cases of tuberculosis.—The Medzkal Re-
cord.

Insanity as a Defense.

Insanity in these degenerate days is so
often brought forward as a defense for
murder that it no longer excites comment
or attracts attention. As a rule it is ap-
pealed to as the last resort of an attorney
who sees no other way to save his client's-
neck.

Of late the insanity plea, however, has
been introduced into other criminal trials,
often with success. If a man may commit
murder while insane, why may he not steal
or embezzle or abscond under the same.
conditions? In Eau Claire the other day
a jury acquitted a prisoner charged with
embezzlement on the ground that at the.
time he committed thecrime he was insane.
and not responsiblefor his actions,although.
he recovered immediatelyafterward.

Such an acquittalas thisimposes a severe.
strain upon public credulity, It is not
without precedent, however, both in fiction
and in fact. The author of "The Bread-
winners" saves one of his characters by‘
such a verdict, and a Chicago jury a few
years ago acquitted a woman indicted for
murderous assault on the “temporary in-
sanity" plea.

_During the Guiteau trial medical experts
testified thatalmost every man is insane in
some degree on certain topics. Sanity or

insanity, according to that view, is merely
a matter of degree. If a man's abberation
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Blindness from Crowding Teeth."be slight he is considered sane; if it be
noticeable he is called a crank; if it be-
comes pronounced he is classed as a lunatic.
The Guiteau experts asserted that a man

may be insane one day and sane the next.
It will be seen at a glance that this fur-

nishes a fine field for the legal juggler. If
the Eau Claire case may be regarded as an
indicationof the present trend of criminal
prosecutions may we not expect to see the
pickpocket of the future escape conviction
on the ground that the sight of his victim's
purse threw him into a fit of temporary in-
sanity ?— Tz‘mes-Herald.

_

Does Tomato Cause Cancer?

Several years ago the ‘Michigan state
board of health made an efiicient investiga-
tion of this question for the purpose of ex-

posing the fallacy of the popular notion
upon this subject, and with the result that
not a particle of evidence could be found
that a case of cancer had ever been caused
by the use of the tomato. The argument
is simply this: Forty years ago cancers

were little known, and tomatoes were not
freely used. Since then cancers have be-
come numerous, and the tomato has been
used extensively. Conclusion: the increased
use of tomato has caused the increase of
cancer.

Another equally good argument could be
made. Forty years ago railroads were lit-
tle employed as a means of public convey-
ance. At the present time millionsof per-
sons travel annually in railway cars. Forty
years ago cancers were infrequent. At the
present time cancerous disease in various
forms is quite common. Conclusion: travel
in railway cars is a cause of cancer.

The tomato is a wholesome fruit. There
is nothing in it of a poisonous or injurious
character.-—Chz'ehgo Vegetarian.

Miss Lucy Vendes. an unusually wise
young woman of Boston, has discovered an

unfailingcure for insomnia. "All one has
to do," she says, “is to shut out of the
mind every thought excepting that of sleep
just before retiring." How simple. to be
-sure! Does she favor chloroform or a club?

A case of blindness from crowding of the
teeth is reported by Dr. ]. E. Gemmel, in
The Dental Record. "A boy, age eleven,
complained thathe wakenedone morning to
find he was blind. Previously,and on go-
ing to bed the night before, there was noth-
ing wrong with his eyes. The pupils were

dilated, fixed, not influencedby light; could
not tell light from darkness. The sudden-
ness of theattackpointed to functional dis-
turbances. » Several causes were looked for,
but examination of the mouth showed the
crowdingand wedging of theteethtogether.
Two permanent and four temporary molar
teeth were extracted. The same night he
could distinguish light from dark, and next
day could make out objects, and in a few
days sight was restored. He had no other
treatment. "

\

Good Advice.

Law Notes tells a story of a young law-
yer who asked a country justice for a capias.
The justice did not know a capias from a

police—cell, but he disliked to admit his ig-
norance.

“Now, see here, my friend," he said,
“you are a young lawyer, and I fear lack
experience. I would advise you not to be
too hasty. Don't be in a hurry. Wait
twenty-four hours, and then if you think
best. come to me and I will give you a

capias. "
The young lawyer agreed and went away.

The justice spent the remainder of the day
getting acquainted with the writ called
capias. When thelimb of the law appeared
the next morning, the court felt himself
qualified to issue capiases singly or by the
bushel.

Before he could speak, the young lawyer
said: “Mr. Justice, you were right; I was
too hasty. I have to thank you for the
good advice, and also have brought you the
two-dollar fee you would have received for
the capias, as ,I don't want you to loseany-
thingby your good deed. "

He went away believingthe justice to be
a paragon of good sense and legal lore.
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f/oéodcofiical 
is Mrs. Esther Marion, whose portrait ap-
pears upon the frontispiece of this number.

Mrs. Marion is a magnetic mental, or
mind healer, of world-wide reputation.
Her powers, both physical and mental, are

clearly shown by the polarities of theplan-
ets. which are in forceful combinations
throughout. We find the ruling planet is
Mercury. the vibrater of the mental facul-
ties, coupled with the great Jupiter, which
gives strengthand harmony to the physical
forces. These two, Mercury and Jupiter,
are the chief rulers of the life as a whole,
while Saturn, Venus and Neptune act di-
rectly upon the mentality, giving their
combinedrays in a very potent mannerto
that function of being.

Venus shows power for harmony and
that soothingmagneticwave that speech as
well as silent thought sends forth, when
the will of the sender is vivified by a high
and holy motive. Neptune being theplanet
of distance, enables Mrs. Marion to extend
these mental waves or vibrations to distant
points laden with the life giving balm that
Mercury and Jupiter furnish primarily.

Saturn being somewhat of a disturbing
element, caused mental worries and annoy-
ances in earlier years as well as interfering
with the assimilation and disposition of

foods. The physicaldeveloped much faster
than the brain, for the latter being under
yielding and slowly moving powers, held
the mind and its development somewhat in
check.

The nervous system, throat and heart,
are under quite an extreme combination
formed by the antagonistic currents of
Mars and Uranus, and throat and heart
troubles, as well as some other weaknesses,
greatly aggravated by the environment,
food and medicine, gave rise. to the severe
attacksand sufferings which she mentions
in the following statements concerning her
life which we extract from "How I Was
Healed, " a small pamphlet.

AlthoughMrs. Marion has passed beyond
the narrow confinesof Christian Science
and entered the large. broad and liberal.
field of occultism, she states that her first
start toward the light was in Christian»
Science, so called, therefore gives due
credit to that theory of life, disease, re-

ligion, etc.
“How I Was Healed," in her own:

words:
“I have often been asked to give some-

thing of my experience in Christian Sci-
ence. Not that it has been different from.
others in many respects, for humanity is
about the same, I find, everywhere, but
that it may help to strengthen some one
who may wonder if others have as much to
overcome as they. Beloved children, we
have nothing to overcome but ourselves.

"I was always inclined to love God, and
yet I was afraid of Him, for in my early
life I was a member of the Methodist
church where the love and wrath of God
were equally impressed upon my child-
mind.

“But this teaching did not satisfy me
and my soul cried in bitter anguish to God
to lead me into that Truthwhich Jesus
said to know would make men free.

"Withwhat comfort I have held on to
the promises; ‘Seek and ye shall find;
Knock and it shall be opened unto you.’
Oh how true thesewords have proven them-
selves to me. Beautiful words. When
first I heard of this Christian life (or new
life) which Jesus told his disciples to live.
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it was just what my soul longed for, I was

starving for spiritual food, which I was

trying to satisfy with all kinds of medicines
.and nostrums. -

“I was sick from head to foot. a fit sub-
_ject for softening of the brain; so the doc-
"tors told my daughter, and of course the
-doctors know. Rheumatism so bad that I
could scarcely walk. 'I had a cough for
years which was always the source of great
-discomfort and annoyance to me, and some
who read this will rememberhow I put it
away. Oh, the resurrecting light which
broke in upon me at that hour has never

'lost its‘brilliancy; the hour when the
thought came to me. ‘this cough is not for
me nor mine,’ and no part of me.

“Then I said, ‘depart in peace. I refuse
to become a coughing machinefor thiscon-
dition any longer.' There I stood, for I
had raised from my chair; I said aloud,
‘Stand back for I am on holy ground; don't
you dare approach me again.’ And it has
not. thanksto the All Good.

“In brief let me say I had all the ills that
any woman will let come upon her. I
longed for death to relieve me from this
terrible bondage, and yet was afraid to die,
for I had been taught thatif I failed in any-
thing I was lost to God's love and mercy.
When I first heard of Christian Science
and read thatwe should preach the gospel
and heal the sick, I said, yes, that is what
I understand Jesus told his disciples to do.
And I knew in my heart that I was a dis-
ciple of Jesus Christ. Then I said, on this
rock I build my faith; and here I am, re-
deemed, soul and body. My first desire of
all was that I might tell to all the world,
what a beautiful TruthI had found. But
I had first to show forth my health in order
to prove the doctrine.

“Then came the struggle to put away
medicine which I had been so faithful to
take for every little ailment until I was a

walking drug store. Blue-mass and qui-
nine, patent medicines no end to them, be-
sides all the doctors could thinkof.

“No wonder my poor stomach refused to
digest food until I was nearlydead with in-
digestion and heart trouble.

“Oh, how I wanted my health that I

might go out and tell to all the world what
a beautiful(savior) TruthI had found. I
was so sure that all I would have to do
would be to tell the people what Christian
Science would do for us and of course they
would gladlyaccept it with me.

“I was so sure of this that I did not wait
to be healed. But of course I tried to act
as if I was healed and I could hide thepain
somewhat. But the cough would not be
silenced, untilone day, as I have told you,
I put its head under my heel, and now it is
a thingof the past.

‘ ‘Just when my enthusiasmwas thegreat-
V est I felt that I must carry my risen Lord
and Savior to my dear mother, brotherand
sisters. I told them all about it and what
been done, and how beautiful it was to
know thatonly theGood was true and real.
That I was now ‘well (for, from the time
thistruthdawnedupon me I neveradmitted
I had a pain). But they did not believe
me, and said I was half crazy and a disgrace
to their standing in the church, of which
my dear mother has been a member for
fifty years. ‘My child, ' said mother, ‘this
may be true, I know you believeit is, but
please do not say anythingabout it for I
am singing in the choir and cannot afford
to lose my place. '

“This was a severe blow to zeal and love
for what to me was the Truth that was to
set me free. What should I do? I could
not go back to the old church doctrine and
there I stood, as it were, an object of pity
and contempt. My dear ones pitied me
becausethey thought I was ‘a little off in
my mind, ' as they called it.

“Nothingdauntedme. I said, ‘Father
into thy hands I commend my soul; make
me thineinstrument to do thywill. '

“There was one more ‘thingI knew I
must overcome, that was desire for medi-
cine. It was a part of my life and yet I
had no faith in it, when I would let my
reason and good judgment rule. As I said,
my cough would not be hid as easilyas my
pains, and often the first year I came into
the science I would slip one side and take
a dose of my cough medicine, if my friends
happened to be in, for they watched me
closely and told me how badly I was look-
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‘mg, and they would say, ‘why don't you do
something?’ I alwaysfelt like a thiefafter
I had stolen a dose of medicine, and invari-
ably I felt worse, until I became so con-

science smitten that one day I said to my-
self, ‘by thegraceof God ‘s help I will never

-deceive myself again with trying to take
medicine on the sly. '

“I went into my pantry and pulled down‘
from top shelves and out of corners nearly
a bushel basket full of bottles, vials, boxes
and old plasters, and mercy only knows
what.-

"I took them out of doors and emptied
every bottle and vial out on the ground.
It seemed so bad to see so.much money
thrownaway, for some of my medicinewas

very expensive. But I said here goes all
for the Truth. 1 gave all up there and
then, and felt better. I have had many
seemingly severe tests with my old condi-
tions, for I find the new life is a growth,
but said. ‘I can overcome and will over-

come and manifest God in my flesh. ' I
said, ‘I will trust God for my life and for
my health, God is exalted above virtue and
knowledge in me. There is no such thing
as helplessness. It is all a mistake. I will
be what I will be. ’ I never had any doubts
as to the truth of what science would do if
we, as Jesus said, could only believe.

“It was to me from the first, and to the
present time, the very elixir of life. I feel
to-day as teachable as I ever did, only I
am now being taught more of the Spirit.

"I trust that my experience may prove a.
beaconlight to direct some weary traveler
into the haven of rest, for Jesus said, ‘my
yoke is easy and my burden is light. '

"We must attain to that understanding
where we shall know, not by might not by
power, but by Spirit, saith the Lord, will
I heal all thy diseases, getting perfectly
still and knowing without using words.
By making ourselves the mediator for the
Spirit as the stove is the instrument to ra-
diate heat and warmth to our bodies. the
light of Truthshines through us to heal all
who come to us." * * * *

A valuable lesson may be drawn from the
statements made concerning the use of so

many drugs. A bushel basket full of bot-

tles whose contents have been devoured
and the effects overcome and eliminated
from the system, shows that a latent power
really existed and the healing gift is the
vivifying of those powers until their vibra-
tions not only permeate the entire system.
but extend beyond the surface and mag-
netize the home surroundings. Let those
seeking health bear these points well in
mind.—[En.]
The Referendum in New Jersey.

The value the American people place on

the referendum has anotherexemplification
in the vote on the constitutionalamend-
ments just submitted to the people bf New
Jersey.

Three amendmentswere proposed, of the
highest and most vital character, aflecting
the moral as well as thepolitical welfare of
the state. The first was to prohibit loteries,
bookmakingon races, pool selling and gam-
bling of all kinds; tlie second was to restrict
the power of the governor in making reap-
pointments, and the third was to permit
women to vote at school elections.

They were all buried under an adverse
majority of several thousand votes, not on

their merits, but because the people de-
clined to vote. Not more than one-third
of the electorate turned out, and that was

really a better showing than is ordinarily
made. In Wisconsin recently. an amend-
ment was voted on and only 95,000 voters,
out of a total of nearly 500,000, took part
in the election. In Illinois we have had
similar illustrations, and in fact the people
in all the states have shown.a like apathy.-

If in such a vital matter as the reform of
the fundamental law the electors cannot be
called out to express their opinions one way
or the other, what would be their action in
respect to more indifferent subjects?

The referendum plan is not suited to the
genius and habits of the American people,
and we do not believe that this latest fad
of populism will ever secure their sanction.
—Tz'mes-Herald.

He is a freeman whom the truth make
free, and all are slaves beside.—Cowper.
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fltamage.
Divorces in America.

  
Our vivaciouscountrywoman, Mrs. Ath-

erton—Mrs. Grace Atherton, if you please
—who has confounded the lagging British
mind with thegayety of her disposition and
the courage of her hatred of their language
in its conventionalgrammaticalforms, way-
lays the old subject of "Divorce in the
United States" in an English magazine.

To Mrs. Atherton divorce is not an ugly
term. The legal separation of husband
from wife is an admirable expression of the
progress of the race. "Woman is grow-
ing." She “squares her shoulders" and
goes out alone on the voyage of life, leav-
ing the derelict man at home to mind the
babies. Mrs. Atherton says:

_

“The fact that 80 per cent of the actions
for divorce are brought by women would
appear to tell heavily against the men of
the country, but, as a matter of fact, a

large percentage of these divorces go by
default, which implies eithercollusion or

indifference on the part of the delinquent.
Many men, it is estimated, permit theof-
fending wife to bring the suit rather than
to disgrace her and her children. Never-
theless, the divorce revolution has been
brought about and is maintained by women.
The typical woman of the United States
to-day is a mental anarchist. The reasons

for this are several. She is a composite of
all the races of earth, if not in blood, in
points of view. She is a product of exper-
imental democracy, and, like her country,
blindly but fiercely striving for an ideal.
She has been thrown largely on her own

resources; unlike the women of the old
world, she has done her own thinking. She
lives in an electrical atmosphere. She is a

spoiled child. She finds herself a compo-
nent part of a life that is ever changing,
and changes with it. She has come to re-

gard herself as by far the most important
element in that life. She is a child of the
hour, of the minute; she does not strike

4

roots. Her independence has begot an
abnormal amount of individuality. Is it a
matter for wonder that, finding the man
she has married unsatisfactory, she tosses
him aside and begins life anew?"

But is this all true? Not at all. If it
were, the tendency would be to broaden
the divorce laws. As it is, the tendency is
distinctly to straighten them. It is not
easy to procure a divorce east of the Mis-
souri river. Chicago has ceased to be the
Mecca of the plundered husband and the
blonde and tearful intending grass widow.
Such as seek divorce must go to the bar-
barous land of the cow puncher and the
sheep herder. Every day the agitation for
national divorce laws grows in importance,
and the ineflectualityof divorces granted
in “free communities" is emphasized by
the decisions of courts in the old settle-
ments.'

In short, the feeling of the public is in
favor of limiting the grounds of divorce to
the causes thatin almost every society have
been acknowledged as necessitating separ-
ation. In thisfeeling theAmericanwoman
joins, for is she not an anarchist as Mrs.
Atherton describes her, or a “spoiled
child" or even a tool, but much like the
women of othercountries, and like her own
mother and grandmother—onlybetter per-
haps. She is not as much troubled about
the “sex problem" as her slanderers pre-
tend. If she were Mrs. Atherton would
not be compelled to go to. England to sell

Vher books.—Daz'ly Paper.

The Proper Treatment.

He loved a pretty blue-eyed girl
And told her so forthwith,

She sadly sighed and faltered:
“Alasl I am a myth.”

And thinkingher but lisping, then,
He smotheredher withkisses.

"Am I to understand, ” he asked,
“You'd rather be a Mrs. ”

PIu'ladel;‘>Izz'a Enquirer.

Jealousy is the key thatopens many wed-
locks. Troublesare like babies; theygrow
large by nursing.
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cflw Qmcle.
QUESTION. A young lady across the wa-

ter asks us to give the correct position for
a person to lie in whilesleeping; that is,
the direction the head should be in?

ANSWER. North of the equator the law
is that the electrical currents pass from
east to west around the earth, while the
magnetic or polar currents pass from the
equator toward the pole. Now as each
person is under different polar conditions,
no set rule will apply to all, but as a sug-
gestion, it is desirable to lay with the head
pointed toward the position of the most
‘favorableplanetary point in thesolar circle
at birth, as this increases the harmony of
the translation of the earth currents in
that favorable direction. For example: If
jupiter is favorably pointed in your horo-
scope, take his direction at time of birth
and polarize the mind, that is, the head
toward that point, and thus enter more

fully into the power and strength of such
rays. -

Q. A person has Saturn in Virgo helio-
centrically as ruling star, whilegeo-centri-
cally he has Mars in Scorpio. Now both
systems declare to the true features. How
does PLANETS AND PEOPLE judge this?

A. The work done in PLANET‘! AND
PEOPLE is based upon the helio-centric
system primarily,geo-centric positions and
aspects are a secondary matter and only
taken accountof when of sufficient moment
to show striking relativity to the helio-
centric. Geo—centrically, Mars is said to
be ruling star when Scorpio is rising, no
matter where theplanet may be at the time.
We do not treat the science on any such
theory whatever.

.

Q. In getting out your Almanac for
next year, would it not be well to give the
longitude of the moon. Your sample page
in October number does not show it?

‘ A. H. B.
A. Yes, the intention was to give the

Moon's longitude the same as the planets,
but it was overlooked in setting up the

' was to be "God."

first. It has been pht in, however, and
several other features re-arranged. The
work will contain some seventy-five illus-'
trations. many important lessons and fore-
casts, besides numerous tables and rules
pertaining to the important pursuits in life.
The intention is to make it the most valu-
able daily guide ever published.

Q. If a person is born in Cancer on

January 10th, and Mercury is in the sign
Libra, helio-centrically,where should it be
as given by geo-centric astrologers? I ask
this to prove a point under discussion rela-
tive to the horoscope of a child which has
been made by both systems.

A. Mercury would appear to he in the
sign Sagittarius; geo-centrically that would
be its position.

Somewhat Ancient.

At a country school not a hundred miles
from Weatherleyone of the directors is a
clergyman. He sent word that he, with
the other-directors, would visit the school.
The teacher, a young girl, was desirous of
making a good impression. so she drilled.
the children carefullyas to just what to say
on the occasion of the visit. The first boy
was asked, “Who made you?" His reply

The second boy was to
be asked, “VVho was the first man?" His
answer, of course, was to be “Adam.”

The appointed hour came and in her
flurry the teacher failed to notice that the
first boy was absent. She walked over
and asked, "Johnny, who made you?"
“Adam," was the reply. "No! No! John-
nie; God made you." “No he did'nt.
The boy what God made stayed at home
to-day. ' '— Weallzerlyllerald.

An eastern magazine prints an able arti-
cle on “How to Leave the Dining-Room."
We haven ’t read it yet, but even a casual
glance at it convinces us thatin the highest
New York circles it is no longer considered
good form to be carried out of the dining-
room by the butler.

In the universe there is nothinggreat but-
Man; in man there is nothing great but
Mind.—Sz'r H/z'llz'amllamilton.
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Crying as a Safety-Valve.
The popular idea thata good cry gives at

times salutary relief has a scientific founda-
tion, we are told by The Hospital. The
writer of a brief note on the subject in that
journal says:

“Crying is so commonly associated with
distress that man's natural instinct is to
put a stop to it as soon as possible. VVe
should not forget, however, that it has its
uses. Dr. Harry Campbell has recently
shown how complex are the phenomenain-
volved in a good cry. This does not con-

sist merely in the shedding of tears, but
includes so general and widespread an ac-
tion of the muscles that the whole body
may be convulsed.

"In children also a great change takes
place during crying in the manner in which
the respiration is carried on. Expirations
are prolonged sometimes for as much as

half a minute, and are interrupted by short
inspirations. During expirations the glot-
tis is contracted so thatthe intrapulmonary
pressure rises considerably,and therecan be
but littledoubt that it is theequal distribu-
tion of this increased air pressure through-
out the entire chest, leading to the dilation
of portions of the lung that have become
more or less collapsed, that is the explana-
tion of the great benefitwhich often results
from crying in cases of infantilebronchitis
and of the large discharge of bronchial
mucus which so often follows. Children
may becomevery blue during theparoxysm,
but the deep respirations which succeed
quickly‘ restore the circulation to a better
condition than before in consequence of
the larger lung space rendered available.

“In women thebeneficialeflect of a good
cry is proverbial. In them also this is
partly due to the increased depth of respir-
ation and the improvement in the often
languid circulation thereby induced, but to
a large extent it is the result of the muscu-

lar exercise involved, by which the general
vascular tension, and especially the blood
pressure in the brain. are much reduced.
T-he profuse flow of tears no doubt also
acts strongly on the cerebral circulation in"

bing movements, again, have a good influ-
ence upon the venous circulation in the
abdominal and pelvic viscera, while the ex-
haustion produced tends to produce sleep,
and thus to give the nervous system its best
chance of recuperation. We should not,
then, too hastilyintervene to stop a woman
from having out her cry. If we can re-
move her trouble by all means let us do so;
but if the trouble is to remain let her cry
herself to sleep. This is far better than
soothingdrafts.”

Work.

BENJAMIN HATHAWAY.
'Tis much to know in life our proper task;

Yet more to do, when well we know our
work;

Into life‘s harvest none are sent to shirk—
Of others’ toil the gift of labor ask.
Why should I beg? Couldst give me all

the wealth
Of all the world, I might not hold it fast ;'
I could but die a mendicant at last.

It is not mine, the gold I get by stealth;
Only in doing may the arm grow strong,

The mind be strengthened in its own
high thought;

And ours, ours only what our hands have-
wrought,

The sole sure wages that to toil belong.
Do, then, thy task, and trust the God's de-

cree,
That as thy work thy recompense shall be.

Willing to Assist.
“ How shall we check the Sunday bycy-

cle?" asked the president of the Christian
Citizens’ Reform league.

“Same as trunks. " courteously suggested
thecommercial tourist, who had wandered
in merely because he saw a crowd.

In Pennsylvania the otherday a poet
committed suicide because he was hungry.
If that were a vali_d .excuse, American
poetry would be practicallywiped out.

Life is full of trials——and the lawyers are‘
still further reducing tension. The sob- I thankfulfor it.
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OCCULT SYIVIBOLS.
BY ZALENE.

CHAPTER VIII.
On my way home from the mystical re-

treat after that severe siege of overcoming
the pangs of hunger and thirst, which was

by special conveyance, I became absorbed
in thought concerning the woman Florence
whom I met at the dinner. She was the
same who, two years before, I, in com-

pany with Virginia and others, was called
to visit, at which time the child Julius was

named and certain ceremonial work was

carried out. The little child that greeted
me on my entrance was surely little ]u-
lius, grown to be strong enough to run all
about the place.

But, as I started to say, my thoughts
about Florence and the child drew my at-
tention almost entirely away from my own

emaciated condition and also the new les-
sons recently met with at the shrine. She
was a character to study, and my relations
with her were of such a nature that I felt
confident we could exchange views on mu-

tual grounds.

I felt more closely drawn, perhaps,
from the fact that, during my extended
visit in the east, she had entered my
“path" and journeyed, hither and yon,
meeting with the curious and the queer
until she had gained the summit and was

now. like myself, merging gradually into
the larger geometrical rythm so much to
be appreciated by the earnest devotee of
occult science.

I was anxious to hear her recount the
experience of her journey and also to learn
what part the mysterious Julius was play-
ing in the drama, so I resolved as soon as I
was able, to pay her a visit, as she had
handed me her card on my departure.

Up to this time I had not looked at the
card, as I placed it in my purse in a. hurry
when she handed it to me, so I went and
looked at it, and to my great surprise it
read:

MR5. FREDERICK DUDLEY,
No. —, street,

Evanston.

Mrs. Dudley! I exclaimed. Why, she is
married, and that Mr. Dudley was her
husband, both in the same line traveling
together. How nice, I thought, this must
be, and———well I suppose it is all for the
best. VVe must not draw lines too fine or
too close in this world; if we do they will
be easily broken. Fine linesareextremely
fragile. It is the coarser and more sinewy
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ones thathold the fabric of civilizationto-
gether. The fabric itself is woven in
many and varied hue, something new in
way of design ever being wrought by true
lovers and workshipers of nature, which
is the highest truth. So let our own lives
be our study, ourselves the subjects of
criticism and judgment. This is the way
I feel and think now. But to proceed
with my story: It was several days before
I felt able to get out and go any distance.
but one afternoon-—yes, one of thoselovely
afternoons in October; I shall never forget
how beautiful it was—I took the North
Side cable and electric line for Evanston
for the purpose of meeting one whom I
knew to have sufiered, yet suffered only to
win and reach a high place in the real so-
ciety of the world.

One can hardly step outside the door in
Chicago without having a peculiar expe-
rience, and this trip on the electric car

was no exception. Just as we turned north
at the Bicycle Club corner, near Rogers
Park, somethinggave way or became dis-
ordered about the drive wheels of our car
and a delay of half an hour was the re-

sult. Being a news gatherer by trade or

profession, I became curious about the
gardens that abound in this v1cinity—I
mean the huckster gardens, where they
raise cabbages and turnips by the acre. I
walked over near one of the huckster
wagons that a man was loading for his
down town trip and asked a few questions
about the use of such valuable property
for farming purposes. He said he did not
own the land but rented it, paying $200 an

acre each year for the privilege of growing
vegetables for the Chicago market.

I was staggered by this statement, for
to thinkthat nature is so bountiful that
she can remunerate a toilet satisfactorily,
pay a greedy landlord a phenomenalprofit,
and supply the tables of the rich and poor
of our great city with vegetables seemingly
cheaper than they could raise them on free
soil, is somethingto thinkabout.

This huckster rented about two acres,
from which he made a good living and was

laying by a snug little sum annually with a

view to investing in lots and buildings, as
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he, too, had the element of landlordism
running through his veins.

This huckster ‘s plantationbusiness made
a deep impression on my mind, and as I
returned to thecar, which was about ready
to resume its journey, across the street
some little distance away I saw a man sit-
ting under a large tree, and as I caught
sight of him he gave me a signal, which I
answered, not knowing at the time who he
was. I boarded the car, and we were soon
speeding toward Evanston, making up for
lost time "at every turn of the wheel.

It was 4:30 when I reached the dwelling
place of Florence Dudley, and observing
the sign of the place found it propitious
for social calls, so it was with much assur.
ance of a favorable visit that I met Mrs.
D. and was ushered into her apartments.

“Mr. Dudley is out for the afternoon,
but will no doubt return before you leave, "
-said Florence. right after the usual greet-
mg.

I then asked her if she remembered me.
and she replied that under the circum-
stances which first brought us together
every face, every word and gesture was in-
delibly photographed upon her brain and
could never be removed so long as life re-
mained.

VVelI, tell me all about it, my dear,
said I; it has always been something of
a mystery to me, for it seems so much out
of the usual line in experiences which, to
the world, are about the same as yours.
But, most of all, tell me how you and Mr.
Dudley came to enter themystic circle and
be here to enter the seventhat the same
time with me; there must be some mean-
ing to this, and I shall not be contented
until I find out what it is.

“Yes, it is time you knew, for you have
played an important part in connection
with my life that I more than appreciate,
and I now know that its meaning is locked
in the inner sphere of our beingand that
all has been brought about by the deeper
knowledge and power of the soul. I will
now give you briefly the story of my life
from the time I first met Mr. Dudley up
to the present. Before that I was simplya
girl, living, when not away at school, with
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my parents, who were abundantlyable to
have all that the heart could wish for in
the way of home comforts. '

MRS. DUDLI-:Y's STORY.
“I had been attending Mount Holyoke

Seminary. It was vacation time, and I
had planned to pay my parents a visit. I
was to take the afternoon train for the
west, and, as is usually the case, had a

numberof friends to say good by to, which
delayed me somewhat, necessitating calling
a carriage to take me to the train. Just
about a block from the depot there had
been an accident of some kind which pre-
vented us from passing, and fearing delay
if we attempted to turn around and gain
the station by some other street, I quickly
alighted from the carriage, and grabbing
my valise slarted up the walk for thetrain,
which was about ready to start. As I did
so a gentleman just passing saw my con-
dition and quickly came to my rescue,
ofiering to assist me to thetrain.

"Without a second thought I accepted
his kindness, and we were soon seated to-
gether in the car, just barely reaching it in
time. I then collected myself from the
somewhat excited cundition I was thrown
into by the delay and rush, and asked him
if he intended to take thissame train. He
said that he was on his way to the train
when he saw me, and as he concluded I
was intending to take the same he felt it
was his dusy to aid me. as he knew the
time was nearly due for the train to start.

“Well, this was my first meeting and in-
troduction to Mr. Dudley, and during our

trip we became quite well acquainted. He
was on his way to Syracuse, and, as he
said, from there he could not tell in what
direcaion he would be sent.

“He was traveling for a Boston firm,
and was subject to orders as to where he
should go.

"There was somethingstrange and pe-
culiar in the thread of our conversation
all through. He seemed strangely enough
to me, and he has told me since he could
not thinkclearly while in my presence, as
some strange cloudy or misty something
seemed to envelop me or keep between us.
But in our conversation he said he was

3'79

quite tired out with the conditions he met
with in his travels and had about concluded
to seek his fortune in the far south. He
believed he would not return east again
very soon, and that there would come a

complete change in his life. He was seek-
ing for something, and he hardly knew
what.

“The subjects that came up were nu-

merous, and we became quite free in ex-

pressing our views, agreeing generally on

most of the main points.
"Of course, the question of love and

marriage did not escape us, and ere the
journey ended we understood each other
upon this relationship. He was not as old
as he appeared to me at the time, being
only 23, while I was but 17.

“\Vell, the little incidents by the way,
the stopping for dinner and changing cars

etc., are unimportant now, although much
of the real nature of a person is discovered
at such times,

“We journeyed togetheras far Syracuse,
where he had to leave me. It was 8 o'clock
in the evening, and not until he was about
to depart did I realize what had been done
during the few hours we had been to-
gether.

“He extended his hand as if to bid me
farewell, and as I placed my own in his he
drew me close to him, folded men in his
arms, and gave me the most thrilling,ten-
der and affectionate kiss that I have ever
known, saying, ‘I love you with all my
heart.’ I could not speak. I was com-
pletely under a spellof some kind, I hardly
knew what. The only thing I thought of
was to give him my card, so I opened my
purse and handed him one, asking him to
write me. Up to this time our names had
been kept a secret. He gave me one of his
business cards in return, saying it was all
he had, besides it might convey more to
me of his real self than one with his name
merely. With a deep drawn sigh I bid
him good by, saying: ‘Write me a letter
soon, and let me know where you expect to
be during the next two weeks, as my vaca-
tion will thenend and I will return again to-
theseminary. '

“The next morning after my arrival
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home a letter came, and in it he explained
his plans. It seems he had been in corre-

spondence with some friend in Syracuse
about a plan of going to old Mexico and
investigating the coffee business. He met
his friend, they had decided to make the
venture, and would leave Syracuse in about
ten days, or as soon as they could get
ready. Our correspondence was very in-
teresting. many letters being exchanged
during my short stay in Chicago, and it
was arranged that on my return east, which
was before he embarked withhis friend for
the south, I was to stop and see him.

“Of course, you know how a young girl
feels when she has really fallen in love.
The object of her devotion is all there is_in
the world to thinkof or care for. \Vell, I
must confess I was powerless to resist the
feelings that seemed to bind us together, so

ended my visit in a little less time thanl
otherwise would.

“My people seemed disturbedat my man-

ner. and were very anxious when I started
again for the east. They were bound to
have some one of the familyaccompany
me, and it was with great difficulty that I
persuaded them that all was well and that
there was no occasion for any such pro-
ceeding.

“I took the train on the Michigan South-
ern route, arriving at Syracuse the next
day about 3 o‘clock. Mr. Dudley met me

at the train and we went to the hotel, had
dinner, and then began the important ob-
ject of our meeting. Our letters had prac-
tically settled our engagement. It only
remained to be definitely concluded, and a

few hours developed the secret plan which
caused the terrible experiences of which

you know :1 part.
“My people, as I said before, were

wealth\', and I had all that heart could
wish, lint they had laid great plans for me

to marry, in due time, the son of a million-
aire liviiig on the North Side, and who is
no doulrt between here and the postofliceztt
the present time. In fact, I was enga,«;e(l
to him, although I know now I never loved
him fora moment."

“\\'ell, I had simply found in Mr. Dud-
ley one whom I_ loved, and my love wzts

greater than titles, bonds, and fine furnish-
ings. This was made plain to Mr. D., and
knowing he was not a man of means, it
was useless to think of trying to reconcile
my people to the engagement. In fact,
there could be no sense in speaking tothem
of my choice and determination in the
matter.

“We canvassed the situation most thor-
oughly, and finally decided upon a course
which, as I stated, was to be a secret one.
Mr. Dudley was going on his propecting
tour and would not see me for a year or

more, and. much of the time might not be
able to write me. This was all taken ac-
count of, but in order not to be thwarted
by this separation and the influenceof my
Chicago position and relatives, we decided
then and there to be married at once, re-
main in Syracuse a limited time, and then
separate, he going on his southern trip and
I returning to Mount Holyoke Seminary to
complete my term, all as if nothing had
occurred. The secrecy of the plan rather
enthused us, and we laughed at the ro-
mantic course our lives had taken.

“We were married next day at the par-
sonage of a Unitarian minister, Mr. Dud-
ley's friend being the only witness outside
of the family of the clergyman. The
friend knew the marriage was to be kept a

secret, that was all. Our honeymoon was
ashort one, only about two weeks, when
the terrible day of our separation came.

Here Florencehalted, she could not con-
trol her feelings, and tears came rolling
down her cheeks. She stepped into the
adjoiningroom for a moment, but soon re-
turned with little Julius folded close to her
bosom.

“These are not tears of sorrow I am

shedding so much as of joy, for I am happy
and glad it all occurred as it did. My lit-
tlc boy is the comforter that came to bless
and sanction our course, and to show that
souls are greater than the materialaccumu-
lations and superficial heights \vl1ich wealth
alone can create. But to go on with my
story:

“\\"ithfaithful promises we bid farewell
for a year or more, as the case might be,
at the end of which time Mr. Dudley was
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to either send or return for me; when it
would be announced. But under no cir-
cumstances should our secret be revealed
until he did send or return for me.

“I received a letter from him when he
reached New Orleans and another from
Zacatecas, where they had decided to be-
gin a tour of the country and would prob-
ably be some time out of range of mail
service, as they intended to travel west.
The letter stated that some changes in
theirplans had beenmade since theirarrival
and a more extended trip was being con-

templated. I was to write him at Zacatecas.
which I did, and, as I stated, I received a

letter from him there stating the change in
their plans and that I might not hear from
him in some time.

“All went well for a. few weeks. and so

absorbed and intent was my mind upon our

secret union that I thought of little else.
It dawned upon me in due time that I was

pregnant, and then it was that my anxiety
became intense. Suppose I never saw him
again, how could I explain the matter and
convince my friends and parents of the
truth? These were the thoughts that
crowded in upon my brain until 1 was

nearly frantic.
“I waited for another letter to acquaint

me of my husband's whereabouts, that I
might write him of my condition, but the 5

Another Vweek passed and no letter came.

week passed, and another, and still no

message.
“I became almost delirious over the

matter, and after a whole month of patient
suffering and waiting I could stand it no

longer, so decided to return home and ex-

plain a part and try to reach my husband.
The one thought and aim was to reach him
as soon as possible. It seemed that death
would result if I did not seem him at '

once. I packed my trunk, and in thirty-
six hours was driven to my home in Chi-
cage.

"You can well imagine the surprise of
my people when my trunk was delivered
and I alightecl from the carriage.
nearly worn out, and had lost several
pounds of flesh. I was pale, and bore
every evidence of being dangerously ill. I

I was
I

confided first in my mother, who went into
spasms when I told her of my condition,
stating that I could only tell her thatalone,
without giving any further explanation.
She pleaded with me to tell her all, but my
promise was too sacred to me to yield fora
moment, and I nerved myself up to meet
the worst that might come. Idid not even
state that I was married, but simply told
her that in due time all would be explained
and there was nothing wrong.

"A consultation with my father resulted
in the most terrible fit of rage and con-
demnation you ever heard of. My father
disinherited me at once, and it was then
that I learned for the first time that I was

an adopted child, that the supposed parents
were not my father and mother at all.
This made them more cruel in their treat~
ment of me, for after rearing, educating,
and planning for me these many years, to
think that I had ignored all this and al-
lowed myself to be fooled, as they put it,
by some worthless Vagabond, when every-
thing was arranged for my marriage to Mr,

, the wealthy merchant's son, was too
much, and I must be put away forever.

“I was still looking for a letter, still
hoping to be able to reach my own, but no
letter came."

"After being told that I was only an

orphan they had picked up as an act of
charity and that I must prepare at once to
leave them at last forever, as their posi-
tion and social standing must not be marred
and disgraced by these acts of mine. I
became indifferent to all that once had ap-
pealed to me as home. I had a few hun-
dred dollars and quite a bit of jewelry
which was valuable, and that very evening
at about 9 o'clock I had the balance of
my things in readiness, and calling a hack
I bid farewell to my home and supposed
parents forever.

“l slept in one of the downtown hotels
that night, and the next day found a cheap
room on the \Vest Side, where my things
were taken, and thus began a life of loneli-

I went to the postofticc
and left an order to have my mail held until
I called for it. I had also left an order at
the office at Mount Holyoke Seminary to

ness and sorrow.
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forward my mail to Chicago, but I have
learned since that my parents were more
influentialwith the postoflice officials than
I, hence received all my mail, evidentlyfor
the purpose of learning the secret of my
distress.

“By this means I was deprived of my
letters, and although Mr. Dudley wrote
from some inland place in the western part
of Mexico, the letter reaching Chicago only
a few days after my departure from home,
I, of course, did not receive it. and it was

destroyed, as no explanation of the situa-
tion could be found, my husband himself
not being aware of the facts.

“The weeks rolled bv, and I became
gradually hardened to the trials. I did not
dream that my letters would not be held at
the postofiice, so supposed there had been
none written me.

"As I could not write Mr. Dudley, not
having any address, he became discour-
aged and began to think that I was only a

frivolous girl who had tired of him and
concluded to raturn to my former lover
who already had his thousands.

“This thwarted some of his best laid
plans, and for months he wandered aim-
lessly about, not knowing what to do.

“Finally his friend was taken ill, the
climate not agreeing first rate with him,
and after several months of sufiering, dur-
ing which time Mr. Dudley cared for him,
he died, leaving the poor man alone in a

foreign land without a friend or compan-
ion, while I was alone in this great city of
Chicago nearly a raving maniac.

“But now comes the interesting part of
my story. Those who suffer the greatest
trials know what true enjoyment is, and I
feel more than paid for every pain and
every sorrow that came to me during that
ten months of hopeless despair.

“A few weeks before Julius was born
Mr. Dudley was wandering about in the
vicinity of the old ruins near Yucatan,
and one evening, just after sundown, he
came to a quaint old relic of one of these
structures, which seemed to attract his at-
tention. He stopped, stood for a moment
gazing at its peculiar markings, when he
noticed a white filmy something floating

along down the edge of the remaining lay-
ers of stone. He noticed it, and presently
stepped closer to it, reaching‘out his hand
and catching hold of it. he found it was a

very thinpiece of paper. He looked at it,
turned it over, but thereseemed to be noth-
ing on it, and he was about throwing it
away, when he raised it again to his eyes,
this time a little closer, when he detected
some marks upon it. A careful examina-
tion revealed this message:

" ‘Mrs, Frederick Dudley,
No. —, street,

Chicago. '

“His heart gave one bound, and he looked
up and about him to see if any one was

present. Nothing was to be seen or heard.
He looked again at the sheet of paper
which he was apparently holding, and it
was gone. He hunted all about, but could
find not even a trace of it.

“What could‘~it ‘mean? he thought to
himself. Is it possible that my wife is still
my own?

“He returned to his lodgings and spent
the night thinking what he should do;
finallyexhausted with the axiety of the ex-

perience, he fell asleep toward morning,
and at sunrise woke with the thought firmly
in his mind to return at once and learn the
truth of the matter which had held him so

long in a state of indecision and doubt.
“He quickly prepared for the journey

north, but being some distance from the
railroad line leading this way it took ten
days or more to reach it. He was reduced
in money matters, so he had to figure in
various ways to get passage throughto Chi-
cago, but about three weeks after you and
the other three mystics came and named
little Julius and gave me those assurances
of a better time in the near future, the
doorbell rang one evening, and the land-
lady answered the call. ‘A gentleman, '

she said to me, ‘who wishes to see Mrs.
Dudley. ’

“Thinkingit was one of the gentlemen
who came with you on that eventful occa-
sion just referred to, I told the lady to
show him in. He came quietly to thedoor,
which stood nearly open, and I stepped
forward to greet him, and there before me
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stood my own husband. " Here Florence
again burst into tears, sobbing piteously at
‘the reflection of that long wished for meet-
ing. _

“O, I can't tell the rest, " she said, “the
joy of that meeting passeth understand-
ing. "

After a little time, during which she
caressed little Julius as only a true and
loving mother can when in distress over
her own, she became calm and proceeded
to finish her story

“Well, the whole matter was explained,
and papa and Julius were introduced. I
then told him of the visit you and the
others had paid me, explaining as best I
could some of the secret manifestations of
the time and the promise to bring Julius to
their shrine.

“He then told me how he cameto return,
about the secret message which gave him
my exact street and number, and the pecu-
liar feelings that seemed to possess him at
the time.

“I felt then that there was some connec-

tion between the message and the occult
circle here, but did not learn the truth of
thisuntil about six months later, when we
had recovered somewhat from the de-
pression we were both thrown into during
the long separation. It was this way: I
was anxious to visit these people who had
befriendedme and learn more of theirwork,
so Mr. Dudley aud I, with little Julius.
paid their retreat a visit, and the result was

that we went in and through the hidden
way that led us to the height you found us

when last we met. ”

And you are pleased with the result? I
asked.

I cannot express it. We have been re-

united and made not only happy but given
knowledge which makes diamondsand gold
seem as common clay in comparison. I
am so thankful now that we carried out
our romantic and secret plan that I can

not find words to give it expression.
The secret of life, the fact that Julius.

-one of those old and wise souls, should
come and sanction and bless our course is

4°3

contracted in heaven, and earthly plans
.count for naught.

But enough of this. We are standingon

the same level and in the same square.
What shall we learn next? That is the
most interesting thing to talk about now.

I was about to reply when we heard
some one enter the hall.

“That is Fred," said Florence, starting
suddenly for the door.

"This is our friend. the Mystic Zalene,
I have told you of and whom we met in the
borderland of the 7th the other evening. "

"I saw her coming this way this after-
noon, " replied Mr. Dudley as he took my
hand.

Was that you, said I, under the big tree?
“That was me, and as you answered my

signal I supposed you recognized me."
Well, I replied, the fact is, I have not

recovered suflicientlyfrom my latest mys-
tical trial to recognize anyone. I hardly
recognize myself.

Our attention was then turned to little
Julius, who displayed much in his ways and
lookswhich showed thathe was destined to
become something more than an ordinary
character.

And this is the little tot that led me to
the symbol of wisdom? said I. Well, it
may be prophetic of his leading many in a
similar direction.

“Yes," spoke his mamma, “we have
promised him to the Mystics, and before
very long he will be installed in the inner
and more secluded place as the Oracle of
the shrine. "

You don't mean to tell me that this is
already arranged, I queried.

“Yes," said Mr. Dudley, “we have
worked hard to reach a point where we
could consent to this and at the same time
enjoy the fruits of his soulful sayings. You
too, I see, are.to be favored as few are in the
search for deep and hidden mysteries.
Julius is to be surrounded by the most har-
monious and sensitive conditions ever yet
attempted. Electricity and magnetismare
to play important parts in these demon-
strations and a flood of light given to those

to me sufiicient evidence thatmarriagesare I who attain to the 7th. "
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And I will write it up for publication,
will I?

“I understand that is your mission in
this incarnation," he replied, "and Iain
sure you will do it well."

You pay me a great compliment, I as-

sure you. I replied. I hope I shall be
equal to the occasion.

While these latter remarkswere being
made Florencewas busy preparing a lunch,
and soon invited me to join them; and a

pleasant chat withtheDudleys three, made
my trip to Evanston the most enjoyable
one of my life.

I returned home with theone thought in
my mind: Little julius, the old mystic, to
be the oracle of the shrine. The oracle of
the shrine. Yes, that is entrancing, and
the subject of my writings along mystical
lines for the next year shall be:

The Oracle of the Shrine;
or,

The Mysteries of the 7th Sphere.
FRENCH CRUELTY.

Barbarous Precautionsto Prevent the
Escape of a State Prisoner.

Attention has been attracted once
again to the unfortunate ex-Capt.
Dreyfus, now undergoing life-long cap-
tivity on the desolate and fever-strlck-
en Island of the I)evil, oh‘ the coast of
French Guiana, by the announcement
in the oificial organ of the French Col-
onial Department that in the presence
of the governor of l"ren(-h Guiana and
a number of other person.-iges the un-
happy prisoner was removed to a gi-
gantic sort of iron cage, which has been
constructed at an expenditure of some
$20,000 or $30,000 by a couple of hun-
dred convict laborers, who have work-
ed in relays day and night for the past
six months in order to get. i-t ready. It
consists of a double line of lofty iron
railings about twenty feet high, with a
sort of frieze or barbed arrangement
at the top to prevent any one climbing
over, a distance of several feet inter-
vening between the two lines of rail-
ing. It is inside the spot thus caged in
that his hut is placed, and from now
on whatever exercise he takes will nec-
essarily be within the circumscribed
limit of those iron bars. '
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This will effeefually prevent him
from committing suicide by casting
himself into the sea, which he has had
lots of opportunity of doing until now,
his one pastime having been to sit at
the water's edge and gaze toward the
horizon. From henceforth he will be
debarred even from this, and it is difli-
cult to conceive any-thing more horri-
ble than this punishment. For he has
no books, no writ-ing material, and no
labor to perform, while a wife and
children, to whom he is passionately
attached, have remained behind in.
France and are not permitted to com-
muniicate with him in any shape or
fashion. The object of the cage is to
prevent clandestine intercourse be-
tween the prisoner and his many pow-
erful friends on both sides of the At-
lan-tic who are firmly convinced of his
innocence; and, at the same time, to
guard against the possibilityof his es-
cape, which appears to be the one
nightmare, not only of the colonial oth-
clals in Guiana, but also of the govern-
ment here.

Indeed, there are many people who
do not hesitate to assert that the rea-
son the government ls adopting such
elaborate and downright barbarous
precautions to prevent the escape of
this man, who was tried and convict-
ed behind closed doors upon evidence
so secret that it was not even (‘Olli-
municated to his counsel, is because it
is afraid of what he might reveal con-
cerning people in high places were he
to recover his liberty. There has al-
ways been a very strong impression
that he was convicted merely for the
sake of shielding some one infinitely
higher in rank and authority,who was
the real authorof the alleged theft and
sale to the Italian government of the
secret plans of mobilization of the
French army in the event of war.

Oh, What a Na’-‘Q-ex‘
First Passenger—Would you—ah-

lend me your spectacles a moment,
please?

Second Passenger——Certainly, sir.
First Passenger—Ah—thank you;

now, as you cannot see to read your
paper, would you mind letting me have
it, please?
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WHAT FRANKLIN DID FOR US.
The Deep Debt for Many Good Deeds

We Owe to Him.
Here is a long list of the good deeds

of Benjamin Franklin:
He founded the Philadelphia Libra-

ry, the leader in the field of hundreds
of others of similar character.

He edited the best newspaper in the
colonies. and gave a start to the press
of America.

He exemplified the value of adver-
tising in modern business.

His “Poor Richard" maxims were
Wit and wisdom that brought home
valuable truths to readers such as they
could understand and make of practi-
cal service.

He established the postoffice system
of America.

It was he who caused Philadelphia
to be paved, lighted and kept clean.

He invented, when fuel was scarce,
the Franklin stove, which economized
it; and made a free gift of his inven-
tion to the public, besides suggesting .

various other heating inventions. later
Vleads allon, in which this country

others.
He was the remover of the once uni- 3

vcrsal i1uls:1nce——snioky cliinmeys.
He was the first effective promulga-

tor of the gospel of ventilation.
He made important electrical discov-

eries, and, as is said, “Robbed thunder
of its terrors, and lightning of its pow-
er to destroy.”

He was instrumental in founding the
first high school in Pennsylvania; he
protested till his death against using
the funds of that institution in teach-
ing youth the languages of Greece and
Rome, when l<‘rench, Spanish and Ger-
man were so much more required in
regular commercial transactions.

He founded the American Philosoph-
ical Society, the first organization of
the friends of science in this country.

His aid was valuable in founding the
Pennsylvania Hospital.

' counts for much in exportation.

He led that State in its struggle of Ithirty years against the tyranny of the
Penns.

\Vhcn the Indians were carrying on
bloody marauding expeditions within
eighty miles of Philadelphia, he com-
manded and led the troops of the city
that were sent against them.-

He was the authorof the first scheme
for uniting the colonies; his scheme
contained many features that bind the
States of the Union to-day.

More than any other man he was in-
strumental in causing the repeal of the
stamp act. and more than any other
man he educated the colonies up to in-
dependence.

He discovered the temperature of the
Gulf stream, and thatnortheast storms
begin in the southwest.

It was_he who directed attention to
the advantage of building ships in
Water-tight compartments, getting the
idea from the Chinese.

In Paris he saved the alliance from
being destroyed repeatedly, aml
brought the negotiations for peace to a
successful close.

He labored for the abolition of sin-
very towards the close of his life, and
in aid of those emancipated.
 

Matches Made of Paper.
It is predicted that paper is the com-

ing material for matches. The pros-
pect of the wooden match industry be-
ing appreciably affected by a new pro-
cess for manufacturing matches of pa-
per is held to be extremely probable,
particularly as the best wood for this
purpose is constantly growing scarecr
and more costly. The new matches are
considerably cheaper than the wooden
product. and weigh much less. which

The
sticks of the matches consists of paper
rolled together on the bias. The paper
is rather strong and porous, and when
immersed iii a solution of wax. stearine
and similar substances. sticks well to-
gether. and burns with a bright. smoke-
less and odorless flame. Strips one-
half inch in width are first drawn
through the comblistibiemass and then
turned by machinery into long. thin
tubes. pieces of the ordin:1r_v length of
wood or wax matches being cut off’ an-
tomaticallyby the machine. When the
sticks are cut to size they are dipped
into phosphorus. also by macliinery,
and the dried head easily ignites by
friction on any surface.

Samuel Andrew Gibbons, an old
Georgia negro, claims to be 140 years
old, and says he remembers the revo-
lution and the meteoric shower in 1833.
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How the Young Man Tells the Story
to the Young Woman.

Statistics are at present being col-
lected on almost every conceivable sub-
ject. What do you ‘thinkof a scholar
who has actually thought it worth his
while to collect statistics in regard to
the manner in which men and women
make love to each other? He has spent
considerable time over this delicate
work and now at last informs the world
how the men, as a rule, propose to the
women, and how the women, as a rule,
accept the proposals of the men.

According to the scholar, the number
of young men.who embracetheir sweet-
hearts at the moment when they are
inviting them to become their wives
amounts to 36 per cent. On the other
hand, 67 per cent. of the men in love
kiss their sweethearts on the lips at the
critical moment, while4 per cent. snow-
er kisses on their hair and 2 per cent.
content themselves with kissing their
hands.

At one time it was the fashion for
love intoxicated youths to fall on their
knees when about to make proposals
of marriage, but'this fashion is evident-
ly dying out, for we are assured that
only 3 per cent. of those in love at pres-
ent fali on one knee, while only 2 per
cent. venture to sue for their ladies’
favor on both knees. A curious reason
has been assigned for the decadence
of thischivairous custom, which is that
of late years the nether garments of
males have been so constructed that it
is rather risky for a man to flop down
suddenly on his knees in a lady's pres-
ence. Garments, When strained, will
rip and tear. and no self-respecling lov-
er desires to have his act or adoration
turned into a farce by any such cas-
ualty.

01 the other hand wooers oi to-day
seem to be far more nervous than the
gallant men who wooed and won a cen-
tury ago. Just fancy. 20 per cent. of
the lovers of to-day are awfully ner-
vous when the decisive moment comes.
and in the throat of each mother’s son
of them there seems to be huge lump,
which it is impossible t'or them to swal-
low. How they got over this difliculty
heaven only knows. somehow the
lump disappears after they have strug-
gled with it a minute or two. after

wnxch iris‘ to be hoped that their agony
is at an end.

The behavior of the young women is
similarly remarkable. When the men
invite them to share their homes they
by no means all act alike. Eighty-one
out of every hundred fall without a
word into the outstretched arms of
their chosen ones and so very easily
put an end to a rather embarrassing, if
otherwise very delightful, situation; 68
per cent. blush very becomingly,and in
maldcnly fashion shrink away as
though frightened at their companions’-
boldness; one out of every hundred-
possibly more, possibly less, says the
statistician—falls on a sofa as though
about to faint, and 4 per cent. are real-
iy astonished at receiving proposals of
marriage.

On theother hand eighty out of every
hundred know very well What the men
have come for, and hence they are not
taken unaware, and theybehaveJust as
theyshould behave on such a momen-
tous occasion. Furthermore, 60 per
cent. look their wooers boldly in the
eyes, evidently with the idea of still
further bewitching them, or of reliev-
ing them from their apparent embar-
rassment. Cu1'io11s facts these, but the
most curious fact of all is that one
maiden out of every hundred runs
away before the young man has finish-
ed his pretty love tale, with the object
of telling the good news to her girl
friends.

Bathing in England.
The London Telegraph describes a

fashionable watering place in England,
where the bathingbeach is half girdled
by the blue wate1's of four bays, each
in close proximity, and overlooked by
the houses and terraces above. It is
the regular resort of many thousands
of respectable people, who go in bath-
ing in the most delightful fashion and
abandon, without fear and without re-
proach. There are no bathhouses, no
tents, no costumes, no indecency, no
blushes, no prudes, no opera glasses,
hundreds of women on the beach,
dozens already in the water, and no
piles of sand-soiled clothing.

A ring of a dozen stout and matronly
women here and there, standing close
together, fac:ins.014t.\ya_11i..§V,.1l,i1.e_.ih..S.1_de
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a blue and white and pininruttefing for
a few moments, then the ring, with
feet close to the lapping wavelets, opens
seaward. and out runs, in absolute
nudity, a young‘ Venus of anything
from 14 to 25 summers. A dream of
beauty in the dashing sunshine, a few
steps. a gasp and a plash, and the
white foam clasps her in its arms.
There she is, up to her armpits in the
merry sea. disporting herself with
other friends already there. And here
is where Puritan England goes to learn
lessons in what it calls true modesty.-
Boston Herald.

Mother-sin England,Too.
The Mothers‘ Union is an organiza-

tion extending over the whole 01 En-
gland and Wales, and having branches
in Ireland and several of the larger
colonies. The membership includes
mothers of all classes, and this has
been found a great advantage to higher
as well as to lower. The union publish-
es two quarterly magazines. the _‘Ioth-
ers’ Union Journal and Mothers in
Council, the latter intended for the
better educated members. and both
give much useful advice and "iforma-
tion.—Philadelphia Ledger.

America’: I-la-I-pin industry.
It was not until 1878 that the manu-

facture of hairpins began in the United
States. Previous to that time those
used in this country were brought from
England or France. Now the trade is
such a large one that it takes 50.000
packages, each containing twenty-four
pins, to supply the wholesale demand
daily in New York alone.

A Centenarian moan.
When the sexton of St. James Ceme-

tery, Bristol, Pa., opened an old vault
that had been closed since 1793 a large
horp-toad was discovered inside, jump-
ing merrily about. The vault was
practicallyair tight, and the toad must
be at least 104 years old, having lived
that time alone in the vault with the
dead.

A Whistling Eel.
A remarkable eel has been discover-

ed in the Fiji islands. It has a peculiar
formation in its throat, which causes
it to whistle when in an excited state.
The eel is fifteen feet long and sev-
eral inches in girth.

SOME FAMOUS PEARLS.

SingleGems EachOne of Which Repre-
sents a Fortune.

The most curious among famous
pearls is that which. three centuries
ago, the French traveler, Travernier,
sold to the Shah of Persia for $675,000.
It is still in the possession of the sover-
eign of Persia. Another Eastern po-
teutate owns a pearl of 121,9 karats,
which is quite transparent. It is to be
had for the sum of $200,000. Princess
Youssoupoif has an oriental pearl
which is unique for the beauty of its
color. In 1620 this pearl was sold by
leorgibus of Calais, to Philip IV. of

Spain, at the price_of 80,000 ducats.
To-day it is valued at $225,000. Pope
Leo XIII., again, owns a pearl left to
him by his predecessor on the throne
of St. Peter which is worth $100,000,
and the chain of thirty-twopearls own-
ed by the Empress Frederick is esti-
mated at $175,000. One million dollars
is’the price of live chains of pearls
forming a collar owned by the Baron-
ess Gustave de Rothschild and that of
the Baroness Adolpede Rothschild is
almost as valuable. But these ladies
are enthusiastic collectors of pearls,
and their jewelers have instructions to
buy for them any pearl of unusual size
or beauty which they may happen to
come across. The sister of Mme.
Thiers, Mlle. Dosne, is also the owner
of a very valuable string of pearls,
which she has collected during the last
thirty years.

Makes 8. Living Winding Clocks.
There is at least one man in New

York who makes his living by winding.
regulating and ocasionally cleaning
clocks for numerous families. He
makes daily rounds so as to cover his
entire route, but he never visits the
some house oftener than once a week.
On that day his coming is expected,
and he has free access to all the rooms.
whether they are occupied at the time
or not. Through the various halls and
apartmentshe goes, from the top of the
house to the bottom, winding theclocks
and giving a touch here and there to a
regulator where he tlnds it necessary.
His care is chiefly given to eight-day
clocks, of expensive design and work-
manship.
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HUMAN ALLIGATOR3.
Diaguised African Savages Who Lie

in Wait for Victims in Rivers.
One of the numerous dangers thatat-

tend the navigation of the rivers of
VVestern Africa are what are known
as human alligators. They are some-
what akin to the famous human leop-
ards, whose well-nigh incredible deeds
of savagery were described at length
in the press a year or so ago. Just in
the same manner that the human leop-
ards array themselves in leopard skins
and conceal themselves in the branches
of trees, ready to pounce down upon
and rend to pieces with their iron
claws the unwary white man or native
who passes along the forest glades of
Western Africa, so do the human alli-
gators when swimming conceal their
head beneaththat of an alligator hide.

Often when a canoe filled withblacks
or a boat ma‘nned by white men sails
up or drifts down these rivers, which
constitute almost the only meanlof
transit in the less civilized portions of
the Dark Continent. they will pass
what are apparently a school of ordi-
nary alligators, lazily sleeping with
their eyes closed and only their heads
emerging from the water. inasmuch
as alligators will rarely attack a boat
of any decent size except in self-de-
tense, or else when driven thereto by
starvation, little or no attention is paid
to them. But let that boat anchor in
the river or get tied up to the bank in
order to permit its occupants to re-
cuperate from their fatigue and from
the effects of the heat by means of
‘sleep, and it will soon be observed that
these alligators ~quietly flock toward
the spot. ‘

And as soon as ever they have reach-
ed the side of the ill-fated bark, every
alligator head will rise from the water
and show that appended thereto is not
the scale-covered body of the vicious
animal, but the black and lithe body of
a man. Without uttering a sound they
fall upon their sleeping prey, cutting
their throats with “crosses,” or short
curved knives, and drinking the blood
as it spurts from the wound.

Once the work of slaughter accom-
plished, the flesh of the victim is de-

voured, sometlmes after a p1'€teii'se of
roasting, but more generally uncooked,
tor the human alligators, like the hu-
man leopards, are cannlbals, and are
convinced that by feasting on human
flesh they not only add to their own
strength and prolong their lives, but
also that they are serving the deity or
fetish to the worship of which they are
addicted.

WE LEAD THE WORLD.
The Valueof Our Coal Mined YearlyIn

Three Times That of Gold.
The United States leads the world

in the mining of coal. The coal mined
in the United States each year is worth
more than three times as much as the
gold mined here. The product of the
anthracitefields alone exceeds in value
the output of the gold mines of this
country, Canada and Alaska, which
last year amounted to over $55,000,000.
East of the Rocky mountains there are
192,000 square miles of coal lands, and
the annual output is nearly 200,000,000
tons.

Geologists estimate the great
fields of the world as follows: China
200,000, United States east of the
Rocky mountains 192,000, Canada 65,-
000, India 35,500, New South Wales
24,000, Russia 20,000, and the United
Kingdom 11,500 square miles. En-
gland's coal area, as is shown above. is

coal

small, still she for years produced more’
than any other country. Now the Uni-
ted States is ahead. English coal veins
are thin; one only 14 inches wide has
been worked 1,200 feet down.

On the other hand there are veins in
the Pennsylvania anthracite region 60
feet thick, and in the bituminous re-
gion 18 feet thick. Our Appalachian
coal fields are the largest known, and
alone could supply the whole world for
centuries to come.

At the present rate of production it
is es-tima.ted that our coal fields will be
exhausted in 616 years, while those of
England will last but 212 years.

Ministers as Business Men.
The idea that clergymen are poor

business men is pronounced false by
ex-Postmaster General Thomas L.
James, now president of the Lincoln
National Bank in New York City. He:
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says: "We have among our'dép6sltors
a large numberof clergymen, and I am
free to say that they are about the best
business men that I have ever known.
You ordinarily call a man who is in-
telligent, methodical and prompt a
good business man. Our ministerial
deposi-tors are more th-an methodical
and prompt. They are clever and
sharp, especially in the keeping of ac-
counts. I do not wish to make any ex-
ceptions in my general characteriza-
tion of clergymen as good business
men, but I will say that the Roman
Catholic cle-rgymen—those that I have
met—are remarkably able business
met. They seem to be especially
trained that way. The average cler-
gyman of any denomination, however,
can hold his own with the average
business ma-n._ A clergyman of the
present day cannot afford to be slip-
shod or negligent in worldly affairs.”

HERE AND THERE.
The number of emigrants that left

Hamburg in 1896 was 52,748, a diminu-
tion of 2,349 from the preceding yea.r’s
figures.

While the tea-growing industry of
Ceylon is at its best, the coffee planters
are near ruin. Disease is carrying oi!
the plants rapidly.

The Mennonites are to found a colony
near Houston, Texas, purchasing an
immense farm to be colonized by all
the Mennonites now scattered through-
out the West.

Finished the Wedding Tour Alone.
David Goldstein and bride, of Wor-

cester, Mass, started recently on a
wedding trip, but before they had gone
over half the itinerary the groom
wearied of traveling sight-seeing and
suggested a return home. The bride
wanted more wedding trip, and, being
unable to agree, the two parted com-
pany, Goldstein going home and his
better half continuing to take in the
sights of the country. \Vhen satisfied,
she, too, returned to \\’orccster, and
the happy couple settled down for life.

Sin may be ugly but it understands
the art of beauty culture.

BRIEF NOTES OF NOTABLES.
The flrst gold watch owned by

Charles Dickens is now in New York,
and is the property of A. G. Midford.

001. Chandler, secretary of state of
Georgia, once saved the life of Neal
Dow when the latter was a war pris-
oner in Pensacola, Fla., and an en-
raged mob was clamoring for his life.

George Washington Stevens, who
made the greatest reputation as a cor-
respondent in the Greco-Turkish war,
is not quite 28 years old. He is a grad-
uate of Baliol College, Oxford.

The Duchess d’Uzes, whose escape
from the Paris bazaar fire is memora-
ble, is exceedingly rich, an accomplish-
ed musician and sculptor, an intrepid
horsewoman and passionately fond of
fox hunting.

Miss de la Ramee, known to fame as
“Ouida," is eccentric in dress. She fa-
vors light colors, quite out of harmony
with her age and appearance general-
iy. Her face is not innocent of powder,
and her hair is arranged in a curly
mass with ribbon on it.

Laurita S. Swenson, the new Minis-
ter to Denmark, was born in Minneso-
ta, to which State his parents migrated
from Norway in 1857. His father has
been a memberof the Legislature. Min-
ister Swenson studied at Luther Col-
lege, Iowa, and Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity.

IRONICAL is-‘sf.’
If you want a thingwell done tell the

waiter to bring it rare.
If kissing went out of fashion no girl

would care to be considered stylish.
If some women were to cast lheir

bread upon the waters it would ob-
struct navigation.

If .1 man would live to a ripe old :1;.>:e
all he has to do is to keep right on liv-
ing.

If men were built like pianos them
would be more square and upright peo-
ple in this wicked world.

If a man has the right stuff in him it
is bound to come out. That’s what
makes some nien’s noses so red.
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If a woman would always write the
postscript first it would save her the
trouble of writing the letter.
If you can t solve the problem of life

go to your drugglst. He can always
give you some kind of a solution.

If you would write a successful novel
select for the hero :1 man with a future
and for the heroine a woman with a
past.

DON'T.

Don’t judge the picture by the frame
around it.

Don't try to kill two birds with one
stone. Use a shotgun.

Don’t send for a doctor if you prefer
to die a natural death.

Don't waste your time disputing fig-
ures. They seldom lie, except in gas
meters.

Don’t kick a strange dog just to find
out whether he is good-natured or not.

Don’t get too self-importanrt. You
may be as wise as an owl—and just
as stupid.

Don’t expect too much of a self-made
man. It is probably his flrst attempt
in the creative line.

Don’t thinkthatevery sad-eyed wom-
an you meet has loved and lost. Per-
haps she loved and got him.

Don’t leave kind words unsaid. To-
morrow the undertaker may find it nec-
essary to put you in his icebox.

-VARIOUS PEN8.
Longfeliow’s handwriting was a bold,

frank back hand.
Charlotte Bronte’s handwriting ap-

peared to have been traced with a
needle.

Thackeray'spenmanship was mar-
velously neat, but so small that i-t could
not always be read w-ith comfort by
any but microscopic eyes.

Napoleon's handwriting was not only
illegible; it is said that his letters from
Germany to Josephine were at flrst
taken for rough maps of the seat of
war.

Capt. Marryat’s handwriting was so
fine that whenever the copyist rested
from his labors he was obliged to stick

a pin where he left ofi',Tu ofdéi‘ to 'ii'n‘d
the place again. -

Carlyle reconstructed with pen and
gall what his mind and eyes had seen
and in the patient but crabbed and odd-
ly emphasized handwriting much of his
temperament may be read.

Among the authorsof the past, Gray,
Moore, Leigh Hunt, Walter Scott and
Buchanan Read possessed a pleasing,
running hand which failed to express
any decided individuality.

Charles Dickens’ writing was very
mrinu-be and his habit of writing with
blue ink upon blue paper, with frequent
interlineations and cross lines, made
his copy a burden alike to compositor
and proof—reader.

A reckless compositor one day went
to Jules Janin and besought him to de-
cipher some pages of his own manu-
script. The great man replied that he
would rather rewrite than attempt to
read over again what he had once
writ/ten.

Among living authors, W. D. How-
ells, Bret Harte, Andrew Lang, Will-
lam Norris, E. Burke Collins, Freder-
ick Locker and George Macdonald
write hands that are plain and legible
and often beautiful Without any
strongly distinctive characteristics.

No penman, either American or for-
eign, could have been worse than Hor-
ace Greeley. “Goodness,” sarld a new
compositor to whom a “take" of the
editor's copy had been handed, “if Bel-
shazzar had seen this writing on the
wall he would have been more terrified
than he was.”

HOW THEY ARE USED.
 

The lower grade of molasses, which
is unsalable, is used as a fuel. It is
sprinkled over the sugar cane from
which the juice is extracted and when
put in the flre burns witha strong heat.
One hundred thousand tons were used
last year.

Waste pieces of cork, when carefully
cleaned and powdered, are used as an
absorbent called suberin. Burnt cork
is an artist's pigment; linoleum, made
of linseed oil and pressed cork, is a
floor covering and when embossed and
decorated is Lincrusta Walton.
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Slag, the refuse from smelting works

which accumulate at the rate of mil-
lions of tons a year, instead of forming
mountains of waste near the furnaces
as it used to do, has entered into the
construction of roads and has been
made into bricks, paving stone, tiles
and railway sleepers.

Broken glass and the waste from
glass furnaces are heaped together
and melted down, dressed and cut into
beautiful slabs, forming an artificial
marble of decorative design. Designs
in relief can be obtained while the ma-
terial is still warm and soft. Every
year a couple of thousand tons of brok-
en glass are collected in the streets of
London.

The tree roots which have bothered
farmers and those who have cleared
away land have turned out mines of
wealth. Logwood roots yield an ex-
cellent dye, and those fortunate enough
to have waste land covered with log-
wood stumps are making money. Roots
of walnut trees are of value when cut
and sawed and turned into costly
French veneers.
 REFLECTIONS or-' A BACHELOR.

Being haughty hurts.
Some men's stories ought to be quar-

-nntined.
Balaam probably flogged the ass

worse after the angel had gone, for
-calling him down.

Lots of men love women in spite of
their faults, and a ‘few women love men
in spite of their virtues.

When a girl flrst falls in love, she
begins to doubt whether the angels
have such a good time after all.

Women seem to have a sort of an
idea that no man has a right to know
much unless he’s a widower.

When a man blackguards you be-
cause he’s angry, be generally says he
is telling you some plain truths.

A girl is no longer romantic when she
can watch a hungry man eat clam
chowder without getting shocked.

When a girl is in love with a big man
-it always makes her feel funny to see
him get babied by his parents.

It is only during the“-first year of
married life thata woman tells her hus-
band to be sure and water the plants
while she is away.

When a girl begins to wonder what
a certain man will think of her new
hat, she isn’t far from wondering what
he will thinkof her heart.

When a man comes into collision
with a girl's ideal, something has got
to smash. If she's young enough, it's
the man; if she isn't, it's the girl.
 VFOREIGN NOTES.

In 1891 the foreign trade of the
French city of Marseilles was 2,045,-
800,000 francs. In the following year
it was smaller by 198,000,000 francs,
and has remained smaller ever since,
so that the loss in these six years,
based on the figures of 1891, has been
about 1,200,000 francs ($24,000,000).

Enormous sums have been expended
within the last twenty years for the
rebuildingof German railwaystations.
Frankfurt spent $8,750,000, Cologne
$6,000,000, Hanover $5,000,000, Mainz
$4,500,000, Dusseldorf, $4,000,000, Mu-
nich $4,000,000, Halle $2,500,000, Hof
$1,550,000, Erfurt $1,540,000, etc.

Three artists at Gobelins’ are actively
at work on a piece of tapestry to be pre-
sented by President Faure of the
French republic to the Czarina of Rus-
sia. It is a reproduction of Mme. Vi-
gee-Lebrun's picture representing Ma-
rie Antoinette and her children. It is
hoped to have it finished before the ex-
position is opened in Paris.

A singular illustration of the persist-
ence with which the Japanese adhere
to their family vocations is seen in an
announcement in a Japanese newspa-
per that a certain celebrated dancing
master was to hold a service in honor
of the thousandth anniversary of the
death of his ancestor who was the ilrst
of the family to take up the profession.
 Labor is one of the great elements ofS00“-‘9ty—the great, substantial interest

on which we will stand.—D-aniel Web-ster.
A fair exchange is no robbery—un1ess it

is a church fair.
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The Journey.
ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.

I thinkof death as some delightful journey
That I shall take when all my tasks are

done;
Though life has given me a heaping measure

Of all bestgifts, and many a cup of pleasure,
Still better thingsawait me further on.

This little earth is such a merry planet,
The distances beyondit so supreme,

I have no doubt thatall the mighty spaces
Between us and the stars are filled with

faces
More beautifulthan any artist's dream.

I like to thinkthatI shall yet behold them,
When from this waiting-room my soul

has soared.
Earth is a. wayside station, where we wan-

der,
Until from out the silent darkness yonder

Deathswings his lantern, and cries, “All
aboard!"

I thinkdeath’s train sweeps through the
solar system

And passes suns and moon's that dwarf
our own,

And close beside us we shall find our dear-
est,

The spirit friends on earth we held the
nearest.

And in the shining distance God’s great
throne. ‘

Whatever disappointment may befall me

In plans or pleasures in this world of
doubh

I know that lifeat worst can but delay me,
But no malicious fate has power to stay me

From that journey on the Great Death
route.

A DERVISH MIMIC.

Wonderful Piece of Pantomime and
Imitation.

Among the men who now leaped off
the railway trucks and hurried oif to
their breakfasts was one black ex-
dervish worthy of mention, says the
London Times. This was Somid, the
Soudanese jester of the camp, who can
always raise a roar of laughter in the

worki'n'g gangs, andis of'Tist1nct serv-
ice, keeping up the men's spirits, as he
does, by clever mimicry and queer
tricks. A bugler in Hicks Pashals ill-
fated army, he was captured by the
dervishes and taken to the Mahdl's
camp at Omdurman. There he discov-
ered that he could make his life easier
by playing the butfoon, and he became
the jester of Wad el Bishara, the fa-
mous emir who commanded the dorvish
forces that were opposed to us last
year. He used to be called up to amuse
his master's friends by giving imita-
tions of the British ofiicers with whom
he had been brought into contact.

Recaptured by us last year at the
battle of Hafir, he now, when not em-

ployed in rail-laying, keeps the camp
in a roar by his close imitations of his
former muster Bishara and other derv-
ish notables. Seeing strangers in camp.
he approached us with a comical wad-
dle, and then proceeded, surrounded
by a crowd of his appreciative country-
men, to favor us with what was cer-
tainly a very extraordinary entertain-
ment. First he impersonated the great
Emir Yunes; sword over shoulder, he
swaggered up and down as through a
dervish camp, boasting of his prowess
and declaring that he W" ‘id destroy
the enemies of God and drive the Eng-
lish into the sea. Then he suddenly be-
came Ward el Bishara, the true soldier.
withgraver mien than before; speaking
calmly and deliberately, he walked
with slow dignity a leader of men, giv-
ing orders to his officers in precise
terms. The diiferent characters of the
two emirs were so clearly brought out
by this close observer and marvelous
mimic that one felt one would almost
be able to recognize the two men with
certainty if ever one met them. From
the grave he passed to the ludicrous; he
took oi‘? the mannerisms of a native
clerk on the railway works, of an im-
patient bimbashi carrying on a conver-
sation through the telephone with an
indistinct but imperturbable Egyptian
at the other end of the wire. Next, with
a most ghastly realism, he gave us a

representation of a hanging man. It
was true to life and to death. for Somid
must have witnessed many an execu-
tion by hanging in thedervish camp.
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SELECTED.

This life is like a game of cards, which mortals have to learn,
Each shuflles, puts and deals the pack and each a trump doth

turn
Some bring a high card to the top and some will bring a low,
Some hold a hand quite full of trumps and some but few can

show.

In playing some throwout their trumps their winning card to
save.

Some play the king, some play the deuce, but many play the
knave.

Some play for money, some for love and some for worldlyfame,
But not until the hand’s played out can theycount up their

game.
When hearts are trumps we play for love and pleasure rules

the hour.
No thought of sorrow checks our joy in beauty’srosy bower.
We laugh, we dance, sweet verses write, our cards at random

play.
And While the heart remains on top, our life’s a holiday.
When diamondschance to rule thepack the players stake their

gold
And heavy sums are lost and won by players young and old;
Each one, intent upon the game, doth watch with eager eye,
That he may see his neighbor’s cards and cheat him on thesly.
When clubs are trumps look out for war on ocean and on land,
For awful deeds of blood are done when clubsare held in hand.

_Then lives are staked instead of gold and dogs of war are freed
And sad it is for any land when clubs are in the lead.

Last game of all is when thespade is turned by thehand of time.
He waits for the end of the player’s game in every age and

clime.
‘No Inatterhow much eachone wins or how much eachmay save,
The spade will finish up the game and dig the player’s grave.
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Binding.

All who desire to have copies of 1897
PLANETS AND PEOPLE bound should strip
off the advertising pages, wrap the centers
up neatly and send in at once, or in time
to reach us by the 20th of December.
They will be neatly bound in cloth at 50
cents per copy. Remittance should be sent
same time the work is forwarded. \Ve pay
return postage.

Bound volumes of PLANET5 AND PEOPLE
for the years 1895, 1896 and 1897 will be
for sale January 1st. The call for volumes
oi 1895 have been numerous, many being

of the world on a wheel.

PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

disappointed in learning we were out of
them, so we shall get out a special eddi-
tion, which will be ready as stated. Price
of 1895 and 1897 will now be $2.00 per copy
each. The 1896 volume is $1.00 in paper
and $1.50 in cloth.

We learm from a clipping from the
PhiladelphiaPress that our friend Mr, A.
H. Postel, who gave through PLANETS AND
PEOPLE such an able articlewon Astrology
some time since. is about starting on a tour

This is the may
it reads:

"Cvcuxc AND Tenrmc AROUND THE
WORLD.

“Philadelphia, Oct. 21, 1897.
"Around the world on wheels has been

done several times by members of the
League, but Albert H. Postel, a member
of the League, residing at Lansdowne.
Delaware County, Pa., will attempt in
January what has thus far never been
tried. Mr. Postel intends introducing the
bicyclein the interest of theLeague all over
the world—into parts where the wheel has
not yet entered. He will start about the
first of January from Florida, accompanied
by Frederick Turner, jr., of theGeograph-
ical club, through the Sonth to Mexico and
South America, thence up the coast to
Alaska, to demonstrate the utility of the
recent improvements for ice cycling.

“Mr. Postelwill be the first to attempt on
wheels the Northwest Passage into Russia,
and thence through Europe. Asia and
Africa. Should it be found impossible to
make the entrance into Europe from
Alaska at the time he reaches there he will
return to PhiladelphiathroughCanada and
cross the Atlantic and finish the trip from
London. Mr. Postel will, in the interest
of a Pniladelphiasyndicate, visit the gold
fields of Mexico, South America, Alaska,
Russia and Africa, literally chasing the
goldan fleece around the world.

“Mr. Postel is a lecturer and writer of
some note (his letters to the News during
his I892 trip are now quoted as authority),
a memberof the Palestine Exploration So-
ciety and the Egyptian Society. His well-
known lecture. “The Star at Bethlehem,"
was the result of a trip through Egypt and
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Europe in 1892. He will carry his cam-

era with him and expects to make a com-

plete photographic record of the trip with
which to illustrate the articles to be writ-
ten for journals he is making contracts
with."

As Mr. Postel is quite a rover and well
acquainted with the ways of both the old
and the new world, we shall watch with in-
terest for reports of his marvelousfinds
and hairbredth escapes.

Notice 2
Owing to very much extra labor during

the month of November, we failed to state
that PLANETS AND PEOPLE for 1898 will be
enlarged and made much more attractive
than heretofore. We feel that there is a

growing demand for just such a magazine
as we are aiming to publish.

Some elaborate work is being done by
one of Chicago's best artists to make PLAN-
ETS AND PEOPLE for 1898 second to none
in style and finish, and with the added
pages, more attractive illustrationswill be
presented.

The years of infancy are beginning to
wane, and though the trials have seemed
hard, the firm faith and persistent labor
has won for PLANETSAND PEOPLE a victory.
and it stands to-day upon the Rock of the
Ages, the Science of the Eternal Law.

Our faith in the intellectual growth of
the world gives us new courage each year,
and we start in with the assurance that
gave Mr. John Burroughs the inspiration
to pen that beautifulpoem:

Waiting.
Serene. 1 fold my hands and wait,

Nor care for wind, or tide, or sea;
I rave no more 'gainst time or fate,

For lo! my own shall come to me.

I stay my haste, I make delays,
For what avails this eager pace?

I stand amid the eternal ways,
And what is mine shall know my face.

Asleep, awake, by night or day,
The friends I seek are seeking me.

No wind can drive my barque astray,
Nor change the tide of destiny.

What matter if I stand alone?
I wait with joy the coming years;

My heart shall reap where it has sown,
And garner up its fruit of tears.

4/5

The waters know their own. and draw
The brook thatsprings in yonder height;

50 flows the good with equal law
Unto the soul of pure delight.

The stars come nightly to the sky;
The tidal wave unto the sea;

Nor time, nor space, nor deep, nor high
Can keep my own away from me.

Serene, I fold my hands and wait,
Whate'er the storms of life may be.

Faith guides me up to heaven's gate.
And love will bring my own to me.

Geo-Hello Ephemeris and Alina-
1180.

Our new Almanac for 1898 is now com-

plete and ready to mail to all who may de-
sire a copy. We have a large number of
orders booked which will be filledpromptly
the first few days of December. We trust
those having orders in for it will not be-
come impatient at not receiving it before.
It was announced to be out December 1st,’
but some must have misunderstood this, as
a few have written asking why it was not
sent, etc.

It is out on time and all orders will be
promptly filled as promised and hereafter
will be mailedtheday theorder is received.

Agents wanted everywhere to push the
sale of this new work. It is a sure seller.
A large edition has been printed to meet
the demand.

Finis.
Now that the year is closing and a new

and brighter year is before us, we trust our

good readers will all renew their subscrip-
tions and set sail with us on a new voyage
among the mysteries of the starry firma—
ment. With thegrowingand more prosper-
ous outlook we hope to make PLANETS AND
PEOPLE shine witha greater luster in 1898,
than has heretofore been dreamed of. With
your renewed interest in the new time be-
fore us and the work planned for the great
phenomenal business year ahead. the title
PLANETS AND PEOPLE willappear before the
mindsof millionswho have never heard of it.

Subscribe now and start with the new
year.

Thanking each and every one for the
many kind letters of praise and apprecia-
tion sent us during the year and the sup-
port rendered the cause of the magazine
through liberalpatronage, we wish them a
happy and prosperous new year.
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BOOK REVIEW.

The Dream Child.
In reading this work, by Florence Hunt-

ley, now in its fifth edition. one is im-
pressed with the deep insight of the au-
thor regarding the real status of life on the
various planes of existence. Freed from
the inconsistencies usually met with in nov-
els of the occult type, the more reasonable
philosophicaland scientific deductions pre-
sented appeal at once to minds having had
experience relative to the phenomenaland
mysterious law of causation. The spirit-
ual spheres are opened up in a natural or-

der, the states and conditions of those who
have passed from mortal existence, depict-
ed in accordance with the natural order of
all mundane movements and results. The
reason, which is a reasonable reason, is
given why the manifestations of spirits are

many times questionable, and a way is
pointed out by which these evils may be
overcome and higher and better affiliations
entered into. Concerning the astral life,
theosophicalideas and conclusionspredom-
inate. The grand masters of the Orient
are pictured in their wonderful astral tfav-
els and communications, showing their
great influence and power in the affairs of
the world. Yet, we are told that these
wonderful adepts are experimenters, ever

seeking to produce some new result by the
use of their superior mind power, or will;
that they are subject to natural law, as is
all else beside, and that for them to go con-

trary to the law is fatal.
This is good common sense which most

writers along this line fail to display.
Reincarnation is revealed in numerous

visions of character or soul development
through mortal pain and suffering, and the
holiness of true marriage, which is the
crowning event of the story, is made the
ever to be sought for goal of perfect happi-
ness and perfect love.

It appears to us as the clearest, most rea-

sonable and scientific work yet presented,
bearingupon therelatedness of thingsearth-
ly with those conditions termed astral and
spiritual. Every one interested in occult
literature should read it, as it is entirely
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free from those far-fetched and befogging
theorieswhich confound the average mind.
It is a good book, and while it may be sug-
gestive to some minds not fully awakened
to the higher order of nature, of thingsthat
should not be, yet, as stated, "the law must
be fulfilled,"and if things under the law
appear to be wrong, it is only in the seem-
ing. It deals with the occult, hence a

larger view is taken of the phenomena of
life and being than the average mind is ca-
pable of fully comprehending, To read
the work is to know more of the real in life
than you knew before. (Rand, McNally &
Co., Chicago. Fifthedition.)

No'1‘t«:.—The work really belongs in the
91.50 class of novels, but is placed at the
very low price of 75 cents, which brings it
within reach of all. For sale by Planetary
Publishing Co.

Zelma the Mystic.
This is a new work by Alwyn M. Thur- '

ber, author of “The Hidden Faith,"
"Quaint Crippen, Commercial Traveler."
and "Royal Hearts, " and deals with
“White Magic versus Black." It portraysthe life of Zelma the Mystic as one who
has passed beyond all the attractionsof
mundane affairs. yet who, through love of
his fellow-man, labors in the midst of
earthly conditions that the world may the
quicker evolve into that dream of perfec-
tion which the reformer in all ages has
idealized in story. The wonderful powerof good and potent thought is shown in
combatting the evil scheming of evil mind-
ed men, the law being, that asonefears and
aflinitizeswith that condition he opens the
way to such vampires, hence attracts the
very thing he fears.

It is a mystical story, well suited to the
times, as it is laid in Chicago and deals
with some prominent characters, orders
and brotherhoods. Science and religion
play an importnnt part. as well as the edu-
cation of the young, which makes it deeply
interesting to parents, especially mothers.
It isa work well adapted for the higher
moral and spiritual education of the rising
generation. The ideal is the prominent
feature, yet practicalmethodsare suggested
for such attainment. As the story runs
ahead of time and predicts theconditionsof
the future carried out, we may accept it as
one of the advance lights of minds ideal,
who endeavor to create by concentrated ef-
fort greater harmony in the vibrant ethers
surrounding our littleearth and permeating
its very center.

Chicagoans especiallywillfeel an interest
in the story, as its chief characters are now
suppsed to be living in the great city. It is
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a good book for the home. A good story
to talk over occasionally. Itis educational
along linesof love and duty and the final
outcome, which is the universal brother-
hood of man. (The Authors Publishing
Co., Chicago.)

For sale by the Planetary PublishingCo.
Price. $1.50.

Periodicals.
“Intelligence" comes to us this month

with the announcement that the price will
be changed January 1st from one dollar to
two dollars a year. Single copies, 25
cents.

A magazine devoted mainly to higher
thought, to reformatory ideas and improve-
ment, as is thismagazine, cannotcompete in
price with those published for the masses.
There may come a time. and we believe
there will, when a sufficient numberwillbe
interested in the deeper realities of exist-
ence to make it possible for publishers of
occult and metaphysical periodicals to re-
duce prices as low as the lowest. But un-

til that time comes, the few who appreci-
ate the efiorts of reformers and leaders in
advanced thought must pay the higher
price or do without the advantages such
magazinesafford.

"Men and Matters, " a New Orleans mag-
azine, comes out in a new dress, and very
much improved in general makeup and ap-
pearance. One learns from its editor,
Miss Evans, and its large coterie of corre-

spondents and writers that the South is
the only place worth living in, and that
New Orleans is the healthiest city in the
land; yellow fever being brushed aside as

we in this northern latitude shoo away a

mosquito.
“Mind" is a new monthly dealing with

the philosophy of mind, science, religion,
psychology; metaphsics and occultism in-
cluded. Edited by John Emery McLean.
The first number before us contains a

Clairvoyant Prognosis of New York a cen-

tury hence by Countess Ella Norraskow,
which will no doubt interest the enthusi-
astic New Yorker and make him stick to
the old town, unless he happens to be a

doctor, in which case he will have to get
out or change his business.
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We have heard a great deal about the
coming time, when the people will be so
advanced that they will "need but little
here belew," but so far back as history
goes about the same conditions have pre-
vailed as are now apparent, generally
speaking, and according to thisprophecy,
if we see New York in this ideal state at
all, it will be in some future incarnation,
not this one.

“The Hermitist. " edited by W. P. Phe-
Ian, M. D., and Nancy McKay Gordon. is
the organ of the Hermetic Brotherhood.
Volume XIV., Number ‘II, received at the
office of PLANETS AND PEOPLE, contains
many allusions to the work of the order,
showing that those interested believe in the
power of thought and the beneficientinflu-
ence of silent communion, or concentra-
tion of thought and radiation. The Her-
mitist is $1.00 a year, 10 centsa copy.

“Universal Truth," Fanny M. Harley
editor, This periodical comes out for No-
vember with many good, wholesome and
suggestive thoughts. It is devoted to met-
aphysical ideas and universal truths gener-
ally. The plain, simple statement of that
which is reasonable makes it appeal at
once to theadvanced thinker. “Simplified
lessons in the science of being" is a spe-
cial feature by the editor. Subscription
price $1.00 per year. F. M. Harley Pub-
lishing Company, Chicago.

“Self Knowledge," Pearle Battee Doty
editor, comes out for November in maga-
zine form and shows a marked improve-
ment and great plunge ahead as a periodi-
cal. It is devoted to theunfoldmentof the
devinity in humanity on all planes of con-
sciousness in spirit and in truth, for truth‘s
sake.

The leadingarticle treats of thePyramid
and Cube University. The article byjohn
M. Bachelor on Theosophy as a Mischief
Maker will no doubt attract the attention
of many who lean in that direction. In
this form Self Knowledgeshould gain a lib-
eral support from the liberal-minded and
progressive thousands of our land. One
dollar a year. Single copies, IO cents.
Self Knowledge Publishing Company, Bal-
timore, Md.
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HELIO-CENTRIC HOROSCOPE FOR DECEMBER l3th, |897.:

.Hstronomtcal Changes—Wea.ther
Forecast for December.

Dec. 6
. . . . . . . .Mercury is in Aquarius

Dec. I 3 . . . . . . ..Mercury is in Pisces
Dec. 19 . . . . . . ..Mercury is in " Aries
Dec. 24 . . . . . . . .Mercury is in Taurus
Dec. 29 . . . . . . . .Mercury is in Gemini
Dec. 3 . . . . . . .

.Venus is in Scorpio
Dec_ 2; _ , , , , _ , .Venus is in Sagittarius

MOON.
Full Moon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Dec. 9
Last Quarter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Dec. 16
New Moon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.Dec. 23
First Quarter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Dec. 30

Atmospherically.
Decembercomes in under mildand favor-

able auspices, so for as weather is con-

cerned. It will no doubt bequite cold, for
Neptune will lower the vibrant moisture of’
the ethers and chill the spiral currents of
those who are sensitive and thinknot to
protect the nerve centers at the base of the
back brain; something that should govern
the styleof clothing for both sexes during
the severest months of the year. About
the nthwe will have a more lively atmos-
phere, when extreme weatherprevails for
several days, and people will catch colds
very, very easy. Special care should be
taken of the sensitive parts from the nth
to 18th, when a moderation in dampness
and severity is due. About the 22nd a
milder time still should appear, and prob-
ably bring considerable of a snow fall.
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HELIO-CENTRIC HOROSCOPE FOR DECEMBER 20th. I897.

The last two days of the year willno doubt
be quite stormy, blustering and disagree-
able. The month as a wholewill be a raw,
cold and chilly one, with blustering, bois-
terous mists and snows.

Business.
The outlook for business is fairly good.

People will be somewhat reckless in hand-
ling money and inclined to“ get what they
want somehow. It will be a severe month
and a time for destructive and dishonest
hands to make life miserable by acts of
thieveryand hold ups. Business should be
at high ebb about the 12th, and the few
days following should be the best for trade
of any during the month, except, perhaps,
the two or threedays before Christmas.

We predicted a retardation to some ex-

tent of business during the last six months
of the year, and it hasproven true. There
has been high hopes and a growing confi-
dence, but it has become a by-word among
business men to say, “McKinleyand pros-
perity~—nit;" but students of the law not
made by men know that the fault is not in
the nation‘s representative. He is onlyin-
cidental in the deal. Just one of us, who
responds to the powers that be—that be
out of sight, but nevertheless rule just the
same.

Christmas week appears from the figure
covering that date to be a favorableone for
trade, and a large business should result,
winding up the commerse of the year with
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a fairly good average. considering what we
have passed through during the past two
years.

As we have a bright and prosperous year
before us. let every one throw oif the dust
of 1897 and prepare to conquer new worlds
in 1898, a phenomenalyear of good times.

Children.
We must not forget that children are be-

ing born every day becauseof the varying
tendencies of our people. When the law
is understood the lives of offspring will be
shapen according to the higher dictates of
intelligence. The week of December 6th
a very fair horoscope appears, which sig-
nifies large, influential and determined
natures, suited to the manufacturing,min-
ing, shipping and government contract busi-

ness. They should be taught mathematics
and engineering. I

December I3th we have more of the
mineral element. but not so much business
capacity. A very strong horoscope, how-
ever. The males will make good seamen,
and delversin_the depths of the ocean.

Deep boring for water, minerals and oil
will fascinate them and give their minds
satisfaction in a business sense.

December 20th for three days about the
same temperaments as those of the 6th.
with a little more power to lead and direct
others.

December 23d and the balance of the
month a very easy figure greets us, and
children of the time will be leaders in so-
cial ways, inclined to the ministry, and will
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be musical and artistic. They will learn
much and lean toward educational pursuits
to which they are best adapted.

Marriage.
We cannot say much in favor of unions

under the magnetic conditions that prevail
all this month. From the 1st to the roth,
and from the 19th to the 22d, are the best
times, the balance being quite unfavorable.
VVe have not had the best of times for
weddings for some months past, but ween-
deavor to give the best there is under the
circumstances. ’

And now that the year is closed, we rec-
ommend our readers to study the figures
given in our new Almanacfor 1898, which
will be elaborated upon in PLANETS AND
PEOPLE for the monthsof the same period
or year, togetherwith illustratedhoroscop-
ical studies of some of our most prominent
people. The horoscopical features of this
magazine have attracted many minds and
interested them in the study of the stars,
and in 1898 we hope to present some of the
most graphic demonstrations of the law
ever given to the worltl. The growing
tendency among a large number of people
is to seek for the reason-.why, in all mat-
ters pertaining to life and things, and this
magazine is devoted or dedicated to the
g2‘-uing of reasons, and is open to the
world for questions relative to these things.

Read it in 1898 and learn more thanever
before about life and truth.
 

A FROLIC AT THE FORD.

Geography was horrible; the sweat—we
called it that-

Bespoke a common misery when Billy sig-
naled Pat,

Two stubby. grimy fingers uplifting on the
sly;

Thereat a wink significant distorted Pat-
rick’s eye.

Then Billy turned to Cummins. and Han
,rey, and Depew,

To each in turn displaying the mystic fin-
gers two,

And lastly condescended, while the others
winked in glee,

To show the mystic symbol to the least of
all—to me.

O ecstasy tranc-ending whate’er the fu-
ture stored,

When Billy bade me join him for a frolic
at the ford!

The hours till noon slunk by as if they
knew we wished them past;

It seemed as though they'd never go-
they did, of course. at last:-.

And U, how cool the watef'"w2rs,"a“t‘i'd'1),
how sweet the joy

That filled and thrilledthe bosom of each
sweaty little boy,

When he had hung his trousers on the
nearest handy bough

And shut his lips and held his nose and
dove to “show y’ how.”

We ducked and splashed and wrestled, we
flo-ited, raced and tread,

And Billy flopped his feet aloft while
standing on his head;

Depew had brought up bottom from the
center of the pool,

When Harvey said be reckoned it was
time to go to school.

“Gee whiz!” says Billy, first to quit,
“that's something I forgot;

An’ as I live! my breeches are twisted in
a knot!”

Each rushed ashore and scurried to where
his garments hung,

Then sudden imprecations arose from
every tongue.

While we had wooed the cooling stream,
some envious sneak had gone

And tied our shirts and trousers so we
couldn’t get ‘em on.

“We’re late,” says Billy. “Then,” says
Pat, “inst take your time to dress;

We’ll fix it so’s to wander in at afternoon
recess.

An’ each 0’ y’ must gather a bunch o’
purty flowers

An’ give ’em t’ the teacher er she'll keep
y’ after hours.”

The teacher worked for slender pay, so
far as money went;

She prayed and played and pardoned and
seemed to be content,

But when a boy that loved her contrived
to let her know,

She looked as if her gratitude was going
to overflow.

I guess that she—-no matter what. ‘ ‘ ‘

When we six boys marched in,
Each one of us a-grinning from eyebrows

down to chin,
And stopped in turn before her desk and

laid our flowers down,
We saw two tears start sudden in the-

middle of her frown.

As I, the last and least of all, went by,
with hair aekew,

She stooped and said: "I love you, boys,
no matter what you do.”

“These flowers." whispered Harvey, “are
not so bad a plan."

“She’s solid gold," said Billy; "she ought
t’ been a man!"
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THE FEAST OF FOOLS.

One of the strangest and most grotesque
festivals which survived the death of Pa-
ganism, was that popularly known as
Frslum Asinorum, the Feast of Asses, and
later called, The Feast of Fools.

This peculiar festival undoubtedly had
its origin in the early holiday indulged in
by the Italian farmers, when they met to
commemorate the ingathering of the har-
vest.

Later, when the Greeks defied Saturn,
the feast became more of an institution
and was generally known as Saturnalia.

It was a season of cessation from toil,
and the wild self-abandoning mirth of the
laborer was expressive of his delight that
the work of the year was ended.

The Festival of Saturn was held in De-
cember. and the Feast of Fools generally
ended the revelry.

The distinguishing feature of Saturnalia
was its temporary dissolution of caste and
rank. The slave was permitted to wear
the[tilt-us, or badge of freedom, and even
allowed to fasten fetters on his master.

The guests of honor at thebanquets were
the slaves, while the attendants were those
who, the week before, had been masters.

Crowds of people filled the streets, and
walked about the city dressed in fantastic
costumes, shouting lo Satuona/fa,’ sacri-
fices were offered with beads uncovered;
races were run and every diversion in-
dulged in by the excited populace.

It was on the last day of the Saturnalian
Carnival that the Feast of Fools was held.
It was a festival of broad, boisterous droll-
very, of coarse caricature, free, however,
from ill-nature.

The Christian Church hurled its anathe-
mas at the festival. The Fathers and
Councils condemned it, but the hold it had
upon the people was stronger than the
church, and gradually the Feast of Fools
found its way into the ceremonial of the
-early Roman Church.

  The ceremonies of this strange festival
were infinitely varied, and depended on the
mood of the people.

The prominent feature of the pageant
was a donkey—hence the name Festum
Asinorum.

As caprice ruled the minds of the popu-
lace, so the asses‘ part of the performance
was varied. In some it was Balaam's Ass,
which was gifted with speech that was rep-
resented in the pageant; in other placesthe
ass which stood by the manger in which
the Savior was born, was selected; whileat
times the ass on which Mary and the infant
Jesus fled into Egypt, or the ass on which
Christ rode into the Holy City of Jerusa-
lem formed the center of attraction.

In all the pageants the ass was the cen-
tral figure.

Books of ceremonies were written and a
certain amount of dramatic action was in-
troduced. The largest church in the dis-
trict was selected as the scene of the repre-sentation.

In Beauvois in France, thebook of ritual
is still preserved, and Du Tilliot, in his
Jllemaire pour serzlir a Z'}u'staz're de la
Fete des Fous, published in 1741, quotes
extensively from it.

The rubric ordered the priest, when he
dismissed the congregation, to bray three
times and instructed the people t respond
by an equal number of brays.

As the ass was led to the altar he was
greeted with a hymn of nine verses, the
first of which, freely translated, ran thus:

“From the regions of the East-
Blessings on the bonny beast!
Came the donkey, stout and strong,With our packs to pace along.

Bray, Sir Donkey, bray!"
After the donkey had been led back from

the altar, the people set about electing a
mock pope, patriarch, archbishop, or ab-
bot. These mock dignitaries took such
titles as “Pope of Fools, " “Cardinal of
Numskulls, " “Archbishopof Dolts, " “Pat-
riarch of Sets, "and “Abbotof Unreason. "

These farcial dignitaries took possession of
the churches, and even travested the mass
and other services of the church, using the
altar and its ornaments and vessels with
sacreligious levity.

;
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The Feast of Fools found its way into
the convents, and on fete day the nuns, al-
though dead to the world, would dress in
men ’s clothes, chant mock services, and
elect a mock abbess, who for that day was
allowed to take the place of the real ab-
bess.

It was not until after the Sixteenth cen-

tury reformation that the Feast was aban-
cloned.

An eyeiawitness described it, as seen by
him in 1644, in the town of Antibes,in the
South of France, in a letter to Gassendi,of
whom Bayle says: “He was the greatest
philosopheramong scholars, and the great-
est scholar among philosophers."

Hiscorrespondentsays thatthe feast was

held in the church, “the actors dressing
themselves in priest's robes turned inside
out, read prayers from books turned upside
down. through spectacles of orange peel,
using coal or flour as incense, amid a bab-
blement of confused cries, and the mimic
bellowingsof cattle and grunting of pigs. "

Such was the Feast of Fools as it was

celebrated during the first sixteen centuries
of the Christian church:

The Carnival, which is also dying out,
was its natural successor, but as the peo-
ple became more enlightened it was grad-
ually separated from the church, a con-

summation which had been devoutly wish-
ed for by good Christians in times past.

JOHN DE MoRoAN.

A Necktie Salad.
A Parisian student, in order to win a

bet, swallowed flve silk ueckties. The
conditions were that the neck-ties
should be cut into pieces and dressed
a.s a salad, with oil, salt, vinegar and
pepper, and this original mixture
should be swallowed within six min-
utes. The student performed the dith-
cult operation in five and one-half min-
utes.

The Alhambra.
The Alhambra of Granada, Spain,

was built by Ibnel Abmar, solely for
the sake of his beloved wife, Zeleika,
who found only monotony in the dull
life of the fortress. The work, how-
ever, was not completed in his lifetime.

PLANETS AND PEOPLE.

THE apunusv.
I think of death as some delightful jour-

ney
That I shall take when all my tasks are

done:
IThough life has given me a heaping meas-

ure
0! all best gifts. and many a cup of

plaesure,
Still better things await me further on-

This little earth is such a merry planet,
The distances beyond it so supreme,

I have no doubt thatall the mighty spaces
Between us and the stars are filled with

faces
More beautiful than any artist's dream.

I like to think that I shall yet behold
them,

When from this waiting room my soul
has soared.

Earth is a wayside station, where we
wander,

Until from out the silent darkness yonder
Death swings his lantern, and cries,

“All aboard!”

i‘. think death's train sweeps through the
solar system

And passes suns and moons that dwarf
our own.

And close beside us we shall find our
dearest,

The spirit friends on earth we held the
nearest.

And in the shining distance God's great
throne.

Whatever disappointment may befall me
In plans or pleasures in this world of

doubt,
I know that 'it’e at worst can but delay

me,
But no malicious rate has power to stay

me
From that grand journey on the Great

Death mule.
—Baltimore American.
 

The Maoaerel a. G‘umle Fish.
It is not generally known to amateur

fishermen that theicouuuon mackerel
of commerce is a game fish, and when
at all hungry will take the fly and fight
as pluckily as the brook trout. They
have to he played skillfull_v. as their
months are very tender. but the hook-
ing and successful landing of a No. 1
mackerel. which often weighs two or
three pounds, with a rod and reel, is
worthy of the most skillful flsl1e1'man.
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flaéziage.
The Year's Co-ordinatious.

Now that the year is about closing, a
statement of the results in the co-ordina-
tion of persons who responded to the ofler
made in this department is undoubtedlyex-

pected by quite a number.
It being a new venture, and one which a

number of our readers considered an un-
wise one in connection with this magazine,
we could not expect to list a very great
number in so short a time, but enough
have been recorded to show that there is a

crying need for just this very department.
Those who are married, settled and hap-

py have no idea of the extreme loneliness
and poverty of mind and body that others
may be laboring under. The large and
more considerate view must be taken in

  

V

these matters, and if there is a law govern-
ing such relations, and there surely is, it is
the duty of such a magazine or its publish-
ers to render such aid as lies in theirpower
to .relieve such trying experiences.

Owing to lack of a sufiicient number of
names, so far, we can report only two cases
of co-ordinate work, but as the number is
on the increase all the time it may not be
long before quite a numberwill be made
acquainted who are by nature suitably
adapted for harmony and mutual benefit.
A few have written asking why something
was not done for them in this matter, that
they were tired of waiting, that the system
was too slow, etc.

Now let it be understood that we are not
in the matrimonial business, as a business.
We simply offer to assist people in finding
suitable companions, according to the law
of magnetics, believing that in time the
law will be consulted in every case before
the vows are taken.

Names are listed free of charge, are se-

cretly held from the gaze of all, and when
suitable magnetic conditions are found in
two persons they are notified of such find-
ing.

There has been numerous cases where a

couple was engaged, and consulted thislaw
for knowledgeof suitable times for wedding
days, which shows thatpeople are growing
and becoming more and more interested in
these great truths. It is the law of nature
fog people to mate, even as thebirds. Why
not use a little reason and common sense in
such matters and reduce theinconsistencies
attending such proceedings to the mini-
mum?

This department is still open to the re-

cording of names and dates of all who are
interested in its aims and objects. Names
entered hereafter free. A small fee willbe
charged, merely for the labor in calcula-
tions, when results are obtained.

Subscribe for Pumnrs AND PEOPLE
for 1898, and read the new and interesting
things to be given alongoccult lines. Great
preparations are in progress for a grand
old year in every way.

A Blind Woman Farmer.
There lives in Oak Hill, Texas, a

blind girl, who has from a few acres of
land. cultivated by herself, cleared
about $200 each season for seven years
by the growing and sale of vegetables.
She began with no capital and with an
unfenced piece of uncultivated land.
There is now a neat fence about her
domain, a well and pump in the center,
and she has, in addition t.o purchasing
these, paid for a piano and back to
take her vegetables to market, which
is twenty miles from her home. Every
evening during the dry season she
waters a certain number of plants, un-
til she has has gone over the entire
place, when she begins and goes over
it again in the same way. The active
sense of hearing which nature has
given this blind girl in lieu of her sight
enables her to detect insect life easily,
and by feeling with her sensitive fin-
gers she can distinguish the nature
and size of the plants or vegetables she
razises.

It is only by labor that thou-ght can
be made healthy, and only by thought
that labor can be made happy; and the
two cannot be separated with impu-
nity.—Rusldn.
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'BY A BRACELET.

All the anger had died out of his voice.
thehalf—smoked pipe had dropped from his
fingers upon the sand, and his head was

bowed despondently. The girl seated on

the upturned boat clasped her hands he-
hind her neck, and swung back, watching
him furtively.

"Fm sorry i spoke as 1 did just now,
Kitty,"he said. with a plaintive gesture
of conciliation. “You're only jokin’,
-ain’t you? I guess I ain’t half good
enough for you; but you ain’t goin’ to
throw me overboard. are you? The
pictur’ was grand, and no mistake; an’
you looked just like yourself. It ain't
the pictur'; it’s—it’s—”

He broke 011’ short and glanced at the
little circle oi’ gold that spanned the
.girl’s white wrist. With a quick move-
ment she drew down the sleeve of her
pink blouse, covering it from sight.

“You've good cause for it, Jem.” she
said. “Perhaps you didn't mean all you
:said, an‘ I hope you didn't, lad, for
’twas no way to speak 0' your betters.
Did I ever promise to marry you, or
anyone else? Can’t I take a present
from anyone without bein’ spoke to as
if I'd committed murder or robbery or
summat worse? Well?"

"I guess you can do what you like,
itty,” he said, sadly: “an’ nobody—least
of all me—has no right to say a word."

“That's good. Maybe, for the t‘utur'
you'll know vour place. Good night.”

He watched the little figure in pink
hurrying over the sands till it dwindled
and disappeared among the shadows of
the gabled street, and then drew out a
boat to row across the bay. By and by
there was a shout, and he glanced over
his shoulder and apatheticaliy backed
the oars.

“Can’t you look where you’re going,
you dolt? Do you want to run me
down?”

“I guess I'll set you swimmin’ if
you're not civil," he said, squaring his
shoulders. “Mebbe you thinkwe've no
blood in our veins because we live
rough, an’ don't dress tine an’ aln’t able
to earn much money. I guess if you an
me quarrel you'll be the sorriest; so
stand clear! Good night!"

The young man in the tweed suit
stood up, heedless of the heavy Dollnnlr
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tugging at ms ‘litre’; ’an‘3'§'r?'f-ted'after
the retreating boat.

“The lmpudent hound!” he blurted
out. Then, as he cleverly played the
flsh, and drew it in, till it lay gaspingunder the thwart, he laughed softly.
“Another of the girl's admirers, I sup-pose," he said.

In the morning Jem and Ted Trew-
lowe came down the village street to-
gether. Jem carried a coil of rope and
a pointed iron bar—the stock-in-trade
of his hazardous profession, that of
egg hunter.

The boat was headed for the gray-whits column across the bay, the
Witches‘ Pillar. They scrambled upthe rift in the cliff, and reached the
breezy uplands. The iron bar was driv-
en deep into the soil, and live minutes
later the figure of a man swung high
over the sea, terrifying the birds, and
looming black against the lighter back-
ground of the cliff.

_

Little Trewlowe sat steadying the
swaying rope, his heels firmly wedged
in the holes he had cut to keep them
from slipping. and his black cutty grip-
ped tight between his clenched teeth.
There was a frightened look in his eyes.
for Jem had seemed so queer and so
little like himself.

Suddenly the rope slackened, and
then grew taut again with a fierce jerk
that started the bar a full inch and
seared his hands. Then it swayed
limply against the cliff edge, and a
faint cry from below sent his heart into
his throat.

He peered over the brink withalmost
sightless eyes, and called again. The
rope streaked down, slackened and
limp. He fancied he saw a dim blurr
of bubbles scarring the smooth surface
of the distant water and his head reel-
ed.

With trembling flngers he knotted
the rope firmly to the bar, and throwing
off his coat. swung himself over the
brink.

The sun climbed the sky and slid
down lazilybehind the Witches’ Pillar,
decking the sky with gold and the big
eye of the far-off lighthouse started
dazzling through the gloom. The boats
came in one by one.

Long after the light in the west had
melted into a hazy gray, Kitty sat and
mused in the cottage porch. When the
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shadows drew in the lighthouse unclos-
ed its ponderous eye and glared at her
for a moment like some huge beast as
it circled round. cleaving the darkness.

“I think i’ll just run down an’ see
Mrs. Trewlowe,dad,” she said, shakily,
looking through the open door.

Jem’s little cottage. with its screen of
tall fuchsias, stood silent and deserted.
The frenzied beat of her knuckles on
the door echoed back to her mockingly
through the two tiny rooms.

A panting woman, with a dingy
shawl thrown over her head. met her
half way down. Some instinct intangi-
ble and undefined, seemed to tell each
what she wished, yet dreaded to learn;
for no words were spoken. no questions
asked. Their hands met in unspoken
sympathy, and hand in hand they de-
scended the hill.

They paused on the blufl’, straining
their eyes in hopes of seeing a dark
speck crawl out under the shadow of
the cliifs. A boat was moving outward
toward the deeps where the conger lay,
and the girl's heart grew bitter against
its occupant, and the tiny band of gold
upon her wrist seemed to scorch her
flesh.

When they stood below the creaking
sign of the Merry Mariners the woman
hung back, and looked at her piteously.

“I’ll go in,” said Kitty, touching the
woman on the arm.

There was a‘ sudden hush as the
white-faced girl tottered in and gave a
hurried glance around.

“Is—is he here?” she gasped. “I-1
mean——” '

An old hag, seated in the far corner
of the room, bared her toothless gums
and uttered a cracked laugh.

“No, he hain’t, dearie. 1 seed him
goln’ congerfishin’ in his swell,clothes.
P’raps, if I axed him prettily, he'd put
me in a pictur’. too! Eh, dearie? He!
he!"

"I mean Jem—Jem Holt—my Jem."
as she pauted, catching her breath.
“Ted Trewlowe an’ him went nestin’
on the Pillar this mornin’. Ted aln’t
back, an’ my Jem ain’t back, an—Jem
and Ted Trewlowe—my Jem—is—is—”

She broke down, covering her face
with her hands. The‘men laid aside
their pipes and went out softly, whis-
nering amonz. themselves.

The sad-eyed woman was waiting for
her. and together they hastened to the
beachand launched old Andrew‘s boat.
The others were far across the bay al-
ready.

The oars splashed slugglshly,and the
boat sped on through thecreeping dusk,
At last thegirl peered over her shoulder
and stood up. covering her mouth with
her hands.

“Hallo!”
An answering cry in a man's deep

tones echoed across the water, and she
bent to the oars once more. Then she
drew back her arm and tossed some-
thing into-theair—something that glis-
tened with a yellowish tinkle at the
artist's feet.

It was a narrow chain of gold. em-
bellished with a heart-shaped pendant
—his gift returned.

The nose of the boat veered round
and they headed up the bay. The wom-
an still rocked herself, sobbing softly,
but Kitty’s cheeks were dry, though
her breathcame and went in uncertain
gasps.

A hoarse cheer swelled up through
the night and set their hearts singing.
Kitty’s head went down on her hands,
and tears came at last, as the heavy
burden of agonized suspense fell from
her. One by one the boys toiled across
the light. and were soaked up by the
darkness under the Farcombe shore.
Kitty roused herself and followed.

There was a chattering crowd of men
and women outside the Merry Marin-
ers, but they fell aside to let her pass,
and they thronged the doorway curi-
ously. The room inside was packed,
and little Trewlowe, very pale and
shaky, was jerkinglynarrating the ad-
venture between the sips of his brandy
and water. But Kitty saw no one but
Jem.

He sat in the middle of the room, the-
ashen hur of his face, showing clearly
through me grime, his hands bruised
and bleeding, and his clothes torn to-
shreds. They had cut away the left
sleeve of his coat. and the brawny vil-
lage doctor was setting the splintered
bone of his arm.

In a moment she was kneeling beside
him, heedless of them all, with her
arms clasped round his neck and her
cheek pressed to his.
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"0, J‘em!” she whispered. “Jemi
Jem!"

By and by they went down the road
together in the darkness, Jem’s unin-
jured arm circling the girl's waist, and
her head resting on his shoulder.

“It was mighty lonesome up there,
lassie," he said softly, “an’ I was think-
in’ of you mostly. Little Ted couldn't
get back, an’ couldn't get to me neith-
er; so I guess I had plenty 0’ time to
think. I'll work hard for you, darlin’;
but I guess I shan't be able to buy you
no——no:”

She drew down his big hand and
pressed it against her slim wrist.

“Hush. Jeni 1" she said. “It’s gone-
I’ve given it back to him."

A Time for Everything.
“I have made all the arrangements

for your divorce,” said the lawyer.
“Shall I secure it at once?”

“1\'o," replied the sensational actress,
after some reflection. “Not yet. My
press agent is on his vacation."—Wash-
ington Sta.r.

ABOUT PEOPLE AND THINGS.

J. M. Barrie’s description of himself
at Notingham in his journalistic days,
ten or twelve years ago, is: “An un-
couth stranger wandering in the dark
round the castle, his appearance unim-

' pressive, a book in each pocket and his
thoughts three hundred miles due
north."

No more will “Mary call the cattle
home across the sands 0’ Dee.” A big
company has bought the scene of
Charles Kings1ey’s beautiful poem and
are “reclaiming” the waste land. Where
“all alone went she” there will be fac-
tories and houses, and, if the cattle
stray there at all, it will be in circu1n-
scribed fields, for the salt marshes
where Mary met her fate are doomed.

A man in Paris finds a profitable busi-
ness in collecting bad debts by stopping
at a debtor’s house with a wagon,
around the top of which are these
words: “This buggy only stops in front
of the houses of people who will not
pay their debts.” Everybody, and par-
ticularly business people, dread this
man‘s buggy so much that they pay
Dr.Qmp,tlv...-

Since Queen Victoria has found it
necessary to lean on a cane in walking.
she has used a stout oak stick original-
ly presented to Charles II. by a loyal
citizen of Worcester. When the Queen
first used it it had only a plain gold
top, but when she required something
to give a firmer “grip” to support her
better there was added a queer little
Indian idol, which had formed part of
the booty of Seringapatam.

Cornhill tells a story of an English-
woman of high station who bewailed
to a friend the loss by death of a some-
what ill-bred but extremely wealthy
neighbor who had been very liberal in
his help to her country charities. “Mr.
X. is dead,” said she; “he was so good
and kind and helpful to me in all sorts
of ways; he was so vulgar. poor, dear
fellow, we could not know him in Lon-
don; but we shall meet in heaven.”

Prof. Heydeck, of Konigsberg, has
discovered graves of the seventh and
eighth centuries, evidentlyof Scandina-
via-n origin, in East Prussia. In one he
found a silver-pommeled cross-hilted
sword, a pair of stirrups, two iances,
one of them with silver ornaments; an
iron shield boss, three spurs, a pair of
scissors, a grindstone and the remnants
of an iron pail. In others were found
two oval dishes richly ornamented, a
third of a form hitherto unknown,
bronze bells like sledge bells and sun-
dry other articles.

A Rattlesnake Tie.
Harry Hawkes. of Susquehanna, Pa..

has a necktie made from the skin of
a. rattlesnake. It is so arranged that
when tied the rattles answer the place
of a pin. Ilarry is in love with a young
lady and when she found what ma-
terial his tie was made of si1e‘1'efused
to have anything to do with him until
he discarded it. He sold the tie to a.
friend for $15.

observe: without labor nothing pros-
pers.—Sopho(-les.

From labor health, from health con-
tentmcnt springs.—Beatie.

Labor rids us of three great evils-
lrksomencss, vice and poverty.—Vol-
taire.
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Queer-‘est of In'Ii-b'duotionI.
“Speaking of introductions,” said the

much-traveled man in the smoker, “re-
minds me of the queerest one I ever
saw or ever heard of, and in which I
was one of the principals. I was cross-
ing from Nova Scotia to Boston on a
schooner loaded with plaster, a chance
that came to me in a country port
where l was staying for my health.
As the boat saved me sixty miles of
stage coach riding to the town of Hall-
fax, where the nearest steamer travel
was to be found, I took passage and
for ten days was tossed about on a sea

voyage that by steamer consumes thir-
ty-six hours. '

"There was another passenge1‘—a
tourist like myself—and the captain
made several desperate efforts to get
us acquainted, he knowing us both, but
at each attempt, before he could pro-
nounce our names, he \vas either called
on deck or the ship gave a lurch and
the introduction did not take place.

“But one day, when it was so rough
,

outside that we stayed in our bunks in
the captain's cabin, and the wind was
blowing great guns, the skipper, who
had come below for something,stopped
to say: ‘You two gentlemen ought to
be made acquainted. Mr. Smith, Mr.
Brown; l\lr. Brown, Mr. Smith.‘

"That is the down—East methodof in-
troducing people, and as our names
were mentioned we each turned in our
bunks to salute the other, thebunks be-
ing on exactly opposite sides of the
cabin. '

“But at that moment each one of us
shot from his bunk as it from the
mouth of a cannon. and as we passed
at that rate of speed we caught each
otl1er's hand and shook it with a will,
and had just time to acknowledge the
captain's politeness by saying as we
flew past:

“ ‘Glad to know you, Mr. Smith.’
“ ‘Delighted to meet you, Mr.

Brown.’ ”—Chlcago Times-Herald.

The Money's \Vo1-tih.
Mr. N., a struggling lawyer in a

small town in Ohio, received a call from
a farmer who wanted legal a(lvi(:e.

Mr. N. took do\vn a niuch-used vol-
ume from his small bookcase, and gave
the required advice. for .\\'lll(‘ll hp,
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charged the modest sum o'f"thré‘e"dol-
lars.

His client handed him a flve-dollar
bill. With a troubled look Mr. N. took
it. He flushed in the face as he passed
his fingers nervously through his pock-
ets, and his embarrassment increased
as he continued his search among the
papers on his desk.

“Well,” said he,. taking down the
law-book again, and turning over the
pages, “l’ll give you two more dollars‘
"worth of advice."

Most of the netting for veils is im-
ported. Little is made in this country.

Good veins of emery have been found
in the sapphire mines in the Yoga dis-
trict, Montana.

There is much demand in Africa. for
American merino sheep. The sheep
business is booming over the entire
world. .

The overhead trolley now is in Cairo,
Egypt. The line was opened a few
weeks ago. The cars are divided into
three compartments, for natives. for
Europeans and for women of the
harem.

In Paris the trees on the public
streets are treated with as much at-
tention as are the plants in botanical
gardens. Oificials look afte1' their wel-
fare, and, as a result, the streets are
beautifuland comfortable.

There are over 1,000 islands under the
flag of Japan. and in Georgia Bay, the
north extension of Lake Huron, where
we find very few islands on the map.
there are in reality several thousand
islands, most of them, of course, quite
small.

Whenever .\lr. Gladstonecatches cold
he at once goes to bed. This has been
his rule for tiftccn years. It is an in-
teresting fact not generally known that
he wrote his election address announ-
cing the dissolution of Parliament in
1874 in bed.

In a recent test of floor material, the
most durable turned out to be a tile
made of rubber. An English earthen
tile comes next. Vermont- marblo,
flagstonc, granolith, marble mosaic,
yellow pine, oak, Oregon pine and teak
came in the order named. ‘
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A Tribute of Song.
There is no place on earth where utter

helplessness comes out so strongly, where
the ceremoniesin human use fall so power-
less before the majesty of the occasion, as

at a. funeral. It need not be thatone's
heart shall be interested. The obsequies
of a stranger, conducted with all the pomp
and vanity of church and state, with the
melancholy rolling drum of the military
funeral, or thegorgeousness of the Masonic
regalia apron—all are alike inadequate and
unavailing.

But once in my life have I witnessed
a ceremony that was as grand and im-
pressive as the silent. awful occasion
thatwas ever given to the dead.

I will tell you of a funeral which lin-
ger in my memory as the grandest,
most solemn, and befitting ceremony
that was ever given to the dead.
It was rumored many years ago that

a poor widowed woman, leading a hard
life of unending labor. was called to
part with the one thing dear to her-
her only child. Mother and daughter
had toiled together for fifteen years,
and the only bit of sunshine falling
into their dark lives was that shed by
their living companionship. But the
girl had always been sickly. Under the
heart-broken mother’s eyes she had
faded and wasted away with consump-
tion, and at last the day came when the
wan face failed to answer with _its
ghastly smile the anxious. tear-blinded
eyes of the mother.

The poor young creature was dead.
For many months the pair had been
supported by the elder woman's sew-
ing, and it was in the character of em-
ployer I had become acquainted with
Mrs. Cramp and her story. By an occa-
sional visit to the awful heights of an
East Side tenement where they lived,
by a few books and with ome comfort-
ing words, I had won the love of the
dying girl. Her grateful thoughts turn-
ed in her last hours to the small num-
ber of friends she possessed, and she
besought her mother to notify me of
the day of her funeral and ask me to
attend.

The summons reached me upon one
of the wildest days preceding Christ-
mas. A sleet that was not rain and a
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rain that was not‘ snow came pelting
from all points of the compass. A wind
thatwalled in the chimney and howled
in the street told how truly dreadful
for outdoor purposes was the weather
of the day. I piled the glowing grates:
I drew closer the curtains and shut out
the gloom of the December afternoon;
I turned on the gas and sat down de-
voutly thankful that I had cut all con-
nection with the witched weather-—
when aninstallmentofit burst in on me
in the shape of Parepa Rosa. She was
Euphrosyne Parepa at that time, and
the operatic idol of the city. Muflied
with tippets, flecked with snow, glow-
ing with the short encounter she had
had with the elements rushing up the
steps from her carriage, she threw her-
self into an easy chair and proclaimed
the horrors of the outer world to be be-
yond description.

And even as we congratulated our-
selves on the prospect of a delightful
day together there came the summons
for me to go to the humble funeral of
the poor sewing woman's daughter. I
turned the little tear-blotted note over
and groaned.

“This is terrible,” said 1; “it's just
the one errand that could take me out
to-day; but I must go.” And then I
told Parepa the circumstances and
speculated on the length of time I
should be gone, and suggested means
of amusement in my absence.

“But I shall go with you,” said the
great, good-hearted creature.

“Your throat, and old Bateman. and
your concert to-night!” I pleaded.
“If I get another ‘froggy’ note in my

voice it won’t matter much: I’m hoarse
as a raven now,” she returned.

So she rewound her throat with the
long, white comforter, pulled on her
worsted gloves. and of! in the storm
we went together. We climbed flight
after flight of narrow, dark stairs to
the top floor, where the widow dwelt in
a miserable little room not more than
a dozen feet square. The canvas-back
hearse, peculiar to the $25 funeral,
stood in the street below, and the aw-
ful cherry-stained box with its ruflie
of glazed white muslin stood on uncov-
ered trestles in the center of the room
above.

There was the mother, speechless in
her grief. before that hox—a group of
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narci-working, kindly hearted neigh-
bors sitting about. It was useless to
say the poor woman was prepared for
the inevitable end—it was cold comfort
to speak to her of the daughter’s re-
lease from pain and suffering. The be-
reft creature, in her utter loneliness,
was thinkingof herself and the awful
fate-of the approaching moment when
thatbox and its precious burden would
be taken away and leave her wholly
alone. So, therefore, with a sympathiz-
ing grasp of thepoor, worn, bony hand.
we sat silently down to “attend the
funeral.”

The undertaker‘s man, with a screw-
driver in his hand, jumped about in the
passage to keep warm. The creaky
boots of the minister belonging to the
$25 funeral were heard on the stairs.
There was a catarrhai conversation
held outside between them as to the
enormity of the weather,and, probably,
the bad taste of the deceased in select-
ing such a bad time to die was dis-
cussed. Then the minister came in with
a pious suit! and tood revealed, a reg-
ular Stiggins as to get-up—a dry, self-
suflicient man, lcier than the clay and
colder than the storm.

He deposited his hat and blackgloves
and wet umbrella on the poor little bed
in the corner; he slapped his hand vig-
orously together; he took himself in
well-merited fashion by the ears and
pulled them into glowing sensation,
and after thawing out for a moment
plunged into business.

He rattled merrily through some se-
lected sentences from the Bible. He
gave us a prayer that sounded like peas
in a dried bladder, and he came to
amen with a Jerk that brought me up
like a patent snafiie. He pulled on his
old gloves and grabbed his rusty hat,
and with his umbrella dripping inky
tears over the well-scrubbed floor he
offered a set form of condolence to the
broken-hearted mother. He told her
of her sin in rebelling against the de-
cree of Providence. He assured her
thatnothingcould bring the dead back.
He inveighed against the folly of the
world in general, and this poor woman
in particular; and then he made a hor-
rible blunder, and showed he didn’t
know even the sex of the dead, by say-
ing: “He cannot come to you, but you
must £0 to him.”

This was a ettler for Parepa and
myself. We looked at the departing
minister in blank astonishment.

The door swung wide, we saw the
screw-driver waving in the air as the
undertaker’s man held converse with
the clergyman. A hush fell on every-
body gathered in the little room. Not
one word had been uttered of consola-
tion, of solemn import, or befitting the
occasion. It was the emptiest. hollow-
est, most unsatisfactory moment I
ever remember.

Then Parepa arose, her cloak failing
about her noble figure like mourning
drapery. She stood beside that miser-
able cherry wood box. She looked a
moment on the pinched, wasted, ashy
face upturned toward her from within
it. She laid her soft, white hand on the
discolored foreheadof the dead_ girl, and
she lifted up that matchless voice in
the beautiful melody:

“Angels ever bright and fair,
Take me, oh, take her, to your care."
The screw-driver paused in describ- .

ing an airy circle: the wet umbrella
stood pointing down the stairs; the two
men with astonished faces were fore-
most in a crowd that instantly fliied the
passage. The noble voice swelled to-
ward heaven. and if ever the choir of
paradise paused to listen to earth's
music it was when Parepa sang so
gloriously beside that poor dead girl.

No words can describe its effect on
those gatheredthere. The sad mourner
sank on her knees, and with clasped
hands and streaming eyes the little
band stood reverently about her.

No queen ever went to her grave ac-
companied by a. grander ceremony. To
this day Parepa’s glorious tribute of
song rings with solemn melody in my
memory as the only real, impressive
funeral service I ever heard.

Have you ever tried to figure out what
Shakespeare meant by the words, “Stand
not upon the order of your going?" No.
Have you? Yes. The definition is, “Don't
wait for a house to fall on you."

"You don't mind my leaving so many of
these bills, do you?” said the collector,
with a touch of sarcasm. “No, indeed,"
replied the woman in the door; “we rather
like it. The children do their examples on
the backs of them."
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We flmcle.
Q.—By what law or calculation do you

determine Mercury to be the ruling star in
a horoscope, when aperson is born in the
sign Capricorious, with Mars and Jupiter
in direct opposition with Mercury and
Neptune only in sextile, but in opposition
to each other?

ANswER~Remember, in the first place,
there are three positions or aspects which
give predominant qualities to a personal-
ity. First: The general physical constitu-
tion, which determines the personal mag-
netism. Second: The special polarizations
directly afletcting the mentality. Third:
The balance of power. the controlling ele-
ment force or quality of the nature as a

whole, including its changes, development
and final culmination. Now, it is possible
for the planet Mercury to be in a position
to rule stronger in one of these three
spheres even though another planet is in
stronger aspect. The table for calculating
magnetism, etc., given in the work entitled
The Law and the Prophets reveals all of
these varying positions and aspects.

Q.—Is a person shorter lived when born
during the last quarter of the moon than
during the new to full of the moon?

A.—This depends so much on otherthings
as well, that it is impossible to say in a way
that will be applicable. The tendency is
to shorten life in some positions, and in
others it is favorable to long life.

Q,——By what law do you determine a

person's astral colors and their rightful
gems. (3) By Mrs. E. McCollum.

A.—-The eyes are the astral shiners, or

headlights of all animalcreations.Theyvary
in color and expression, therebeingtwenty-
eight distinct types possible. These types
are the result of signs and planets at birth,
and we select wearing apparel, jewelry,
etc., according to the universal hlendings
at birth. Space will not admit of an ex-

planation of these points, as a large work
devoted exclusively to it is necessary to
clearly state the facts. Such a work is in
preparation.
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Q.—Will Zalene give us the law, princi-
ple or causes that indicate truth by cards?
What is the philosophyof truth coming
by such a method.

A.—The question being held and re-
ferred to Zalene is answered thus: The
principle is one of exact law, but being oc-
cult and dealing with the finer subtle and
evasive threads that connect the higher or

spiritual facultieswith the more cumber-
some convolutions of thebrain cells, makes
it necessary for one to train and develop
the power to grasp the truth when it
comes. We believe there are but few,
yes, very few, who are really good at such
work. There are many who have a little
knowledge, who are mediumisticallysensi-
tive, but lacking in that more potent soul
sense and higher mental perception,
necessary to a clear and perfect _result.
The part played by the cards is one of re-

latedness, the cards actingas polarizers for
the instant, and the instant only. For ex-

ample, one cuts the eight of spades, gazes
at it, and the mind being fixed on its vari-
ous meanings soon catches the one in har-
mony with the time. It is this one har-
monious culmination, all in the space of a
second of time, that must be grasped and
held, letting -go of all else, until the mind
takes the impression and the same is re-
corded in the brain cells, ZALENE.

Q.-—Is there any books giving the rul-
ings of the planets for such remedies as

homeopathicphysiciansuse? If not, could
you give your readers the information?

J. l\'. DEARTH,
A.—The remedies used by homeopathic

physicians are mixed and converted, hence
a work dealing with such remedies from a.

planetary standpoint could only treat of
the original elements. The mixing, how-
ever, may be done more scientifically if
carried on in accordance with the primal
magnetic co-ordination, but even then there
is the varying tendency in human nature to
meet at all times which renders the mixing
on any fixed plan impractical and unscien-
titic. What is needed most is an under-
standing by the profession, and especially
the chemist, of the law universal, the
alchemy of nature along with thechemistry
of it.


